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^be (Brcat peoples

T h e  aim of the present scheme is to give in a series of 
well-printed, clearly written, and readable volumes a view 
of the process by which the leading peoples of the world 
llave become great and earned their title to greatness; to 
describe the share each has contributed to the common stock 
of what, for a better term, we cali civilization. It will, for 
instance, try and show how populations such as dwelt in 
the lands we now cali France and Spain gradually carne to 
be peoples with peculiar and characteristic nationalities of 
their own, and how all through the progress of their develop- 
ment they influenced other peoples materially, morally, and 
mentally, whereby certain elements of our own present-day 
lives and circumstances may be accounted for.

It is, in fact, not so much a set of political or military or 
even social histories as a sequen'ce of readable studies on the 
tendencies and potencies of the chief peoples of the world 
that this series will strive to present.

The various volumes have been written by experts; for 
experience proves that when the man who knows his subject 
can write, he writes far better than the man who does not 
know his subject first-hand, but merely borrows from those 
who do.

F. Y o r k  P o w e l l .
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P  R E  F  A C E

An attempt is made in this book to trace the evolution 
of a highly composite people from its various racial units, 
and to seek in the peculiarities of its origin and the circum- 
stances of its development the explanation of its character 
and institutions, and of the principal vicissitudes that have 
befallen it as a nation.

There are several reasons which render this process less 
difficnlt and more interesting in the case of the Spaniards 
than in that of any other of the epoch-making races of 
Europe. Situated at the extreme western point of the conti- 
nent, the Iberian peninsula received in each case the last wave 
sent out at the highest point of vigour by the successive in- 
fluences which pervaded Europe from the ancient East. 
Each race, each civilization, which in turn reached this ulti- 
mate peninsula could get no farther, and there had, of neces- 
sity, to stand, fight, and finally to fall, before the dispensaron 
that supplanted it. Spain consequently became, not only 
the battle ground upon which was decided the form into 
which modern civilization should be moulded—whether Ar- 
yan or Semite, Christian or Moslem—but also the spot where 
the traces and traditions of each succeeding system lingered 
long after its onward Ímpetus was spent. The country thus
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v i i l Preface
became the preserver and transmitter to the modern world 
oí many survivals oí vanished ancient systems, and the cul
ture oí Spain itself was, in some sense, an epitome oí the 
various rival systems that in historie times have divided the 
world.

The physical conformation oí the country aided this 
process oí conservation. Shut in from the rest oí Europe, 
except at two points, by an almost inaccessible barrier oí 
mountains, and scored over the greater part oí its face by 
isolated valleys, difficult oí access one from another, the 
sepárate regions into which Spain is geographically divided 
remained ethnologically distinct to an extent unknown in 
any of the other larger nations, and retained characteristic 
features of ancient races ages after they had disappeared 
elsewhere. Celts, Afro-Semites, Greeks, Phcenicians, Car- 
thaginians, Romans, Teutons, Franks, Goths, and the min- 
gled bordes of Islam, in turn flooded the land, and in the 
countless valleys, hidden deep amid the savage spurs and 
ranges, there remained when the flood subsided a residuum 
of each inundation. The extent to which each invasión 
dominated a given región, is therefore easily traceable in the 
character and features of the inhabitants to-day; and the 
influence of race traditions upon historical events can be fol- 
lowed by the development of institutions in the various parts 
of the country. For the philosophical historian the study 
of the origin and progress of the Spanish people, therefore, 
provides an invaluable object lesson, by which the concatena- 
tion of cause and efíect in the life of nations may be demon- 
strated, and the development of other European nations the 
better understood.
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Preface I X

Although at first sight the early histqry of the Spanish 
people may appear hopelessly complicated, as presenting the 
form of a number of concurrent histories of different peoples 
possessing but little in common with each other, a cióse 
consideration of the aggregate national movenient will show 
that there are certain characteristics more or less conspicu- 
ous in the whole of the Iberian peoples, and that these com
mon characteristics, derived from the numerically predomi- 
nant root races, have invariably been appealed to on the 
comparatively few occasions wheir the whole nation has been 
moved by one united inspiration.

On the other hand, the progress of the Spanish people 
generally—and especially in the matter of their institutions— 
assumed a regional character. This has aided the geograph- 
ical causes in preventing the complete fusión of the peoples, 
and has retarded the organization of the nation on the usual 
modern lines of unity of race and soil; because the sepárate 
regional units have retained traditions of their primitive in
stitutions and have resisted political absorption, as strongly 
as their circumstances have run counter to ethnological 
amalgamation. This explains the strong centrifugal tend- 
ency of some of the regions of the peninsula, a tendency 
which provides a key to many historical events which would 
otherwise be incomprehensible.

This want of unity between the component parts of the 
nation would, in ordinary cases, have prevented Spain from 
exercising a controlling political influence in the world; but 
there are reasons peculiar to the race which made it possible 
for this group of antagonistic little peoples to bulk before
the world as a very Colossus, and to wield an imperial sway

*
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X Preface
which, for a time, reduced all other modern powers to 
pigmies. It is the business of this book to portray the 
origin and development of these special racial qualities, and 
to show how this disunited people were able by virtue of 
them to be swayed to great united action, and then, when 
the common inspiration had passed, to fall again into disin- 
tegration and impotence.

Gifted with a vehement vividness of imagination and 
floridness of word surpassing that of the Italians of the south, 
and derived from similar sources, the Spaniards, nevertheless 
are endowed with certain characteristics of their Afro- 
Semitic root race, which, except in times of uncontrollable 
excitement and social decadence, keep in check the bubbling 
vivacity of the Southern Latin. The keynote of this primitive 
racial character is overwhelming individuality; and all that 
the Spaniards have done in the world, their transient imperial 
greatness, and their permanent tenacity, is owing to this qual- 
ity in its various manifestations.

For the Spaniard, until historically recent times, Spain 
was no fatherland; it is only so in a very limited sense to 
this day. The real fatherland of the Spaniard was his town, 
or the particular fold in the hills that formed his world. His 
countrymen were not those who spoke a similar tongue on 
the other side of the mountains, but those who made com
mon cause with him on this side. The central thought of 
each man was his own independence of his fellows, and 
there was no subject in common to melt their personal pride 
into one mass. Then carne the Román, and infused during 
the centuries of his domination a glowing pride into each 
Spaniard’s heart that he—the individual—was a part of the
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Preface X I

splendid empire wliose eagles he carried in triumph from 
the Danube to far Caledonia. Under this Ímpetus Spaniards 
became great—not as Spaniards, but as individual citizens 
of mighty Rome. Marcus Aurelius, Trajan, and Hadrian, 
the best of Román emperors, were men of Spanish blood and 
birth. Martial, Quintillian, Seneca, Lucan, and other Span
iards were as illustrious in Latin letters as their country- 
men were as commanders of armies and organizers of States. 
But Rome fell, and Spain fell with her, for there was no cohe
sión apart from the common pride in the mother-state which 
had formed the temporary bond.

When later the Goth infused fresh vigour for a time 
in decadent Román Spain, fervid Christianity knitted the 
men of Spain together, and again personal pride was the 
adhesive. To belong to the equal brotherhood before the 
divine throne made the Iberian slave equal to the proudest 
Gothic noble. Each man became great in his own eyes be- 
cause he formed part of the elect whom God regarded 
with special individual care; and again all Spaniards looked 
to one governing power. But this time the governors were 
priests. A theocracy with a puppet king was a bad organi- 
zation to defend a nation from the inrush of a conquering 
people, and the theocracy was pushed back by the Moors 
to the extreme córner of the kingdom, thence during eight 
centuries of struggle gradually to reconquer by a continued 
crusade the land which theocracy had lost. Greatest of all 
the national uprisings of the Spanish people, was that which 
owed its strength to the mystic spiritual exaltation founded 
on individual pride, which swayed all Spain in the sixteenth 
century, and carried the race through far South America,
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X l l Preface

facing dangers and hardships beyond human thouglit. Car- 
rying in one hand the cross and in the other the reeking 
sword, these conquerors of heretics in Europe, and of infidels 
in the distant unknown West, were saints especially chosen 
by the Lord to do His work. Murder and rapiñe were not 
murder and rapiñe to them, íor to them all things were licit, 
because each individual was set apart under the divine in- 
spection, and was himself distinguished by the Lord. There 
was no withstanding such a feeling as this; and it was the 
moral greatness born of spiritual exaltation, which gave Spain 
a predominance far greater than was warranted by her ma
terial resources or her real national standing at any time.

The feeling of individuality, upon which the sentiment 
was based, lay deep down in the root of the race, but cun- 
ning politicians deliberately turned it to the advantage of 
their ambitions. The bigotry inspired by the persecution of 
minorities, the cruelty of the Inquisition, which sickened the 
heart of the world and shamed humanity, were only so many 
means to an end. They inflamed the individual pride of each 
Spaniard of the majority in his own orthodoxy and his superi- 
ority over heretics, Jews, and Moors, and they welded the 
nation into a solid weapon, which might be used by the 
artful hand of the king or Csesar for his own ends. But the 
bond was a temporary one, for human thought cannot be 
enchained for ever; and Spain fell back into atoms, once 
more to begin the work of consolidation on more permanent 
bases.

The contributions of Spaniards to the mass of the civili- 
zation of the world have been great. Their share in the 
civilizing mission of the Román Empire, and their serv-
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ice to the Latín literature, which in the progress oí their 
decadence they corrupted and degraded, were in the best days 
oí Rome immense. The aid lent by Spanish soldiers, and 
especially by Spanish weapons, both to the Punic hosts and 
the Román legions, contributed no small part to the heroic 
battles which finally insured the triumph oí the Román and 
the Aryan in Europe. The preservation and continuance in 
operation oí the Román system oí jurisdiction in Spain, after 
the final disappearance oí the Román dominión, kept alive 
for the subsequent benefit oí other nations, the principies 
upon which the civilized codes oí to-day are based; whilst 
the fostering in Moslem Spain oí the learning oí the Greeks 
and the science oí the Eastern peoples, preserved for later 
ages priceless treasures, which otherwise would have been 
lost to the World. And again, in the later days, evil as was 
the use to which rulers turned it, the mystic devotional chiv- 
alry oí Spaniards oí the middle ages, the idea oí eager 
sacrifice for Christ, infused into Europe generally a purer 
and more altruistic ideal of religious duty than was becoming 
prevalent under the sensuous and beauty-seeking infiuence of 
the Italian Renaissance. For this the world is Spain’s debtor; 
and the debt is increased when we turn to the literary con- 
tributions of Spaniards to the world’s wealth. The modern 
stage to a great extent owes its renaissance to Spanish genius, 
just as the modern novel of adventure may be traced to 
Don Quixote and Lazarillo de Tormes. These, and many 
other contributions of Spaniards to the civilization of mod
ern Europe, are set forth in detail in the pages of this book; 
but the main object has been to describe the development 
of a whole people, and to trace their vicissitudes to primitive
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X I V Preface

causes. The book has been written with no idea of super- 
seding or displacing ordinary histories, but only with the 
desire of supplementing and explaining them; and although 
in sonie portions of the work more space has been given to 
dynastic and political events than was desired, it has been 
found necessary, in order to make the events that followed 
intelligible. I can only beg for indulgent judgment of a 
book so full df detail and of controversia! points as this must 
necessarily be, and I trust that this story of the progressive 
evolution of a sympathetic and epoch-making people may 
commend itself to the student as well as to the general reader.

M a r t i n  A. S. H u m e .

London.
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THE SPANISH PEOPLE

C H A PTER I

R IV A L  C IV ILIZ A T IO N S— PU N IC AN D  ROMAN R EP U B LIC A N

SP AIN

The Phoeniciaiis in Spain—The Iberians—Primitive civilization—The 
influence of the Greeks—The Carthaginians—The Punic wars in 
Spain—The Romans—Rising of the Celtiberians—Viriatus—Nu- 
mancia—The revolt of Sertorius—Spain under the Román Empire 
— Primitive institutions of Spain—The municipality.

M o r e  than eleven hundred years before the birth of 
Christ the ships of Tyre and Sidon, groping their way from 
headland to headland along the north African coast, carne to 
the gates of the world that led out of the Mediterranean into 
the immeasurable unknown. The vessels themselves were 
little better than frail open boats propelled by oar and sail, 
but the crews were of the indomitable race of Shem, whose 
function in the world it was to carry ever farther west the an- 
cient civilizations of the East, and to bring back from the 
farthermost corners of the known earth the raw material for 
the luxury and splendour of the Pharaohs.

The poorness of their own cramped little land of Phoenicia 
had driven them to the sea for a livelihood and had made 
them, as they were, traders, marinera, and middlemen, whose 
commercial colonies were dotted all over the Mediterranean 
coasts and islands. From the sea, too, they had wrung the 
secret which provided them with their own special article 
of barter, whose beauty enabled them to cajole from the
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primitive peoples with whom they dealt the natural producís 
and precious metáis for which the Egyptians and Assyrians 
yearned. The spiky sea snails, whose crushed bodies dyed 
their cloth the rich Tyrian purple which added to the mag- 
nificence of emperors and dazzled the eyes of savages, had 
made the Phoenicians wealthy; but new markets and new 
supplies were ever needed; and, pushing through the straits 
into the ocean, they set up in iioo  b . c . their first peaceful 
Spanish colony, which they called Gadeira or Gadir (Cádiz), 
under the special protection of Melkarth (Hercules), the fa- 
vourite god of the Tyrians, who had now supplanted the Si- 
donians as leaders of the Phoenician federation.

They found in possession of the land a people of strongly 
marked character, the impress of whose peculiarities is still 
deeply stamped upon the Spanish race after three thousand 
years of such varied intermixture as no other population in 
Europe has undergone. Whence the Iberians carne has al- 
ways been, and must remain, a matter of dispute. That they, 
like the Celts, were a branch of the great Indo-European 
family, and had spread along the south of Europe from the 
slopes of the Caucasus, was long held as an article of faith 
by scholars whose opinions were worthy of respect; but more 
recent investigations tend somewhat to shake belief in this 
theory. That they were a dolichocephalic (long-headed) 
race of short stature and very dark complexión, with plentiful 
curly blacr hair,* is certain, and they probably inhabited the 
whole of Spain in the neolithic age, either as successors of a 
still earlier race— of which it is possible that the Basques, 
who still form a sepárate people in the north of Spain and 
Southwest of France may be the survivors—or as the prim
itive inhabitants dating from the prehistoric times when 
Africa and Europe, and possibly also America, were joined 
by land. In any case, what is known of their physique seems 
to negative the supposition that they were of Indo-Euro-

* “ Colorati vultus et torsi plerunque crines.”—^Tacitas.

2 The Spanish People
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pean or Aryan origin; and to find their counterpart at tlie 
present time, it is only necessary to seek the Kabyl tribes oí 
the Atlas, the original inliabitants oí the African coast oppo- 
site Spain, who were driven back into the mountains by suc- 
cessive waves of invasión. Not alone in physique do these 
tribes resemble what the early Iberian must have been, but in 
the more unchanging peculiarities of character and institu- 
tions the likeness is easily traceable to the Spaniard of to-day. 
The organization of the Iberians, like that of the Atlas peo- 
pies, was clannish and tribal, and their chief characteristic 
was their indomitable local independence. Warlike and 
brave, sober and light-hearted, the Kabyl tribesman has for 
thousands of years stubbornly resisted all attempts to weld 
him into a nation or subject him to a uniform dominión, while 
the Iberian, starting probably from the same stock, was 
blended with Aryan races possessing other qualities, and was 
submitted for six centuries to the unifying organization of 
the greatest governing race the world ever saw—the Romans; 
and yet, withal, even at the present day, the main character
istic of the Spanish nation, like that of the Kabyl tribes, is 
lack of solidarity.

From the earliest dawn of history the centre of Spanish 
life, the unit of government, the birthplace of tradition, and 
the focus of patriotism have been the town. A Spaniard’s 
pueblo means infinitely more to him than his town means 
to an Englishman or a Frenchman. With the Spaniard the 
idea of the State—of the nation—is superposed upon his 
more ancient traditions; in the Iberian heart of him his pue
blo comes first, and then, far after, his province, and, last of 
all, Spain. It may be argued that much of this dominant 
regional feeling, which lies at the root of all Spanish political 
problems, has been caused by the physical conformation of 
the country; split up by numerous mountain ranges into 
small divisions, by which intercommunication has been ren- 
dered difficult, local jealousies perpetuated, and the fusión of
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races retarded; and this, it may be admitted, has produced 
its effect. But the Atlas tribes, with whom no Aryan ideas 
of State government have interfered, maintain in full vigour 
the same feeling as the Spaniard toward the town. Centuries 
of Román administration broke up the tribal organization of 
the Iberians, which the Kabyls still retain, and substituted 
for it the idea of a centralized State, but on both sides of the 
Mediterranean the smallest unit of local government remains 
practically untouched from prehistoric times. The djemáa 
and the pueblo, respectively, are the centres around which Ufe 
revolves; the elected amin and the elected alcalde remain, as 
they always have been, the first and ever-present unit of au- 
thority. No master race has succeeded in welding the Kabyls, 
Touaregs, and Berbers into a state, as the Romans did with 
the mixed Iberians and Celts; and in Spain to the present day, 
with its numberless paper constitutions and its feverish polit- 
ical experiments, the pueblo keeps its practical independence 
of a centralized government, which has federated pueblos into 
provinces, but has never absorbed or entirely destroyed the 
primitive germ of local administration. The village granary 
(pasito) still stands in the Spanish village, as its counterpart 
does in the Atlas regions; the town pasture and communal 
tillage land continué on both sides of the straits to testify to 
the cióse relationship of the early Iberians with the Afro- 
Semitic races, which included the Egyptian or Copt, the 
Kabyl, the Touareg, and the Berber. The language of the 
Iberians has been lost, but enough of it remains on coins of 
the later Celtiberian period to prove that it had a common 
root with Egyptian and the Sallaran tongues, which extend 
from Senegal to Nubia on the hither side of the negro zone.* 
With all this evidence before us we may be forgiven for 
doubting the correctness of the theory which ascribes a Cau- 
casian origin to the primitive Iberian people.

* The original idea of the written character was apparently 
moulded upon the Phoenician, though little can now be deciphered.

4 The Spanish People
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Long before the dawn of recorded history, while mankind 
vvas hardly emerging from the neolithic stage, a vast incur
sión of Celts had come from the north and poured over the 
western Pyrenees' into Spain.* Finding the first provinces 
they reached occupied by the Iberians— or perhaps even by 
the remains of a still earlier race whose descendants still in- 
habit them—the Celtic invaders directed their course to the 
West, and took possession of the whole of what now is Portu
gal and Galicia, where their blood is still dominant. The new- 
comers were fair in complexión, very tall and strong, and 
much more advanced in knowledge than were the Iberians; 
while the need of obtaining food in their peregrinations had 
made them a pastoral and, to some extent, an agricultural 
people.

Through long unrecorded ages of tribal and local strug- 
gles tírese semi-savage peoples lived, fought, and died. On 
the great elevated table-land which occupies the centre of 
Spain the races carne together, and gradually amalgamated; 
the northwest and west of the country still remaining niainly 
Celtic, while in the south and east the Iberian blood predomi- 
nated. By the time that the Phoenicians established their

*  I  am led to this conclusión by a most interesting series of dis- 
coveries recently made in an ancient copper mine excavated on the 
side of M ount A ram o, near Oviedo, in Asturias. T h e  w orkings are 
very extensive, and a considerable number of polished stone hammers 
and needles, horn picks, etc., llave been found, but no iron or metal 
Instruments. Sixteen skeletons have come to light, and from the 
great difference in the size of the bones and the shape of the skulls, 
it is evident that they belong to tvvo different races, which have 
worked the mine in succession; a fact also proved by the smelting 
in One case being much m ore perfect than the other, and the pottery 
and wooden instruments near the larger skeletons being superior to 
those found in the w orkings of the smaller folk. Both races appear 
simply to have picked out the nodules of native copper for use, and 
to have been ignorant of the process of reducing the ore. I am led 
by these facts to the conclusión that the Celts must have arrived in 
Asturias in the transition period between the stone and bronze ages, 
when the knowledge of m ining was confined to the picking out and 
melting of soft native copper.
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colony at Cádiz the Celtiberians on the Mediterranean coasts 
had attained a considerable knowledge of agriculture, and 
were adepts at smelting iron and other metáis, while the tribes 
in the inaccessible interior were still to all intents and pur- 
poses barbarians, constantly engaged in tribal warfare, in 
which, in cases of emergency, the women fought by the side 
of the men. The admixture of Celt and Iberian was an ideal 
one for the production of a fighting race. The Celtic love of 
home and kindred, the powerful frames hardened by long 
sojourn in coid climates, and the highly strung poetic im- 
agination engendered by a previous pastoral nomadic life 
made the Celts fierce and fervent protectors of their own; 
while the Iberians, agüe, daring, active, and enduring, with an 
overwhelming sense of individuality and independence, in- 
fused into the amalgamated race the element of personal pride 
in struggle and the conquest of an opponent, apart from the 
object of the contest.

This was the race, still imperfectly fused, that the Phoeni- 
cian merchant-mariners found in possession of the Península 
when they first set up their permanent establishment on the 
coast. But it was not the race that brought the men of Tyre 
flocking over to Spain after their brethren, to found other 
colonies besides Cádiz all along the south and east coast of 
the Península. The vast fertile alluvial valleys of the Guadi
ana and the Guadalquivir, in the estuaries of which the first 
Phoenician settlements were made, gave rich pasture to flocks 
of sheep whose wool was the finest the newcomers had 
ever seen; the dwarf oaks on the hillsides within view of 
the sea, abounded with those curious and mysterious little 
black, shining excrescences, of which the Persians made the 
splendid scarlet dye that ran the Tyrian purple so hard in 
the markets of the East; the Bay of Cádiz swarmed with 
tunny fish of a delicacy and size unknown before, and the 
salted tunny of Gadeira thenceforward for centuries shared 
with the pickled eels of Tartessus, at the mouth of the Gua-
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The Products o f Iberia
dalquivir, the admiring sufírages of the Greek and Syrian 
gourmets.

Ñor was this all, for the Phcenicians found in the soil of 
Iberia vast stores of precious metáis which made the Tyrians 
of Spain the richest people in the world. The quicksilver 
and cinnabar of Almadén, the silver, the gold, the copper and 
tin which served to provide the all-pervading bronze, the 
pearls, the coráis, and the precious stpnes of the favoured 
land enabled the Phoenician colonies of Spain to vie in 
wealth, if not in power, with the mighty Carthage, their 
brother and rival on the opposite coast.* But if the Phceni
cians took much wealth from Spain, they brought to it what 
was worth more than wealth—the Science of writing in let- 
ters, which, like all Semitic people, they wrote from right to 
left, and in this were followed by the Celtiberians. Other 
things they taught the receptive barbarians among whom 
they lived. Lighthouses and landmarks, like the tower of 
Hercules at Corunna, were erected by them on the coast; the 
art of working, refining, and manufacturing metáis spread 
from the colonists to the native tribes; and, in the course of 
time, the fine wools of Betica were manufactured by busy 
weavers in Spain itself, and sent, already dyed with the bril- 
liant scarlet of the Iberian kermes, to Greece and Syria, to 
Rome and Carthage, and even to far-ofí Gaul and the “ Tin 
Isles ” beyond.

Thus for six hundred years the isolated Phoenician fac- 
tories on the Iberian coast gradually and insensibly intro- 
duced the first germs of wealth and refinement into the life

* Some of the Greek writers seem to exaggerate the wealth of 
the Spanish mines to the extent of saying that the Phcenicians of 
Iberia cast their anchors of gold, and that the Carthaginians when 
they arrived in Andalusia were surprised to find the mangers and 
household vessels made of the same precious metal (see Antigüedades 
de España, by Ambrosio de Morales, Alcala, 1577). But several large 
dishes. bowls, etc., in gold and silver of Phoenician and Carthaginian 
times have been found in Spain, and are described in “ Spanish Indus
trial Art ” by J. F. Riaño.
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8 The Spanish People
of the people. The Greeks liad simultaneously established 
themselves in colonies in the northeast of Spain, at Rhodas 
(now Rosas), the Balearle Isles, and later at Emporium (Am- 
purias), Denla, and Sagunto, and brought thelr share to the 
Infant clvlllzatlon of Spaln. In nelther case dld the colonlsts 
come In the form of warrlors or conquerors. The faetones 
were protected by strong walls and stockade defences, and 
no attempt was made for centurles to subdue or govern the 
Inland trlbes. The Celtlberlans of the coast In the course 
of time adapted thelr modes of Ufe to those of the Phcenlclans 
and Greeks who liad settled In thelr iiildst, but a vast dlííer- 
ence exlsted In the Influence exerted respectlvely by the two 
colonlzlng natlons. The Phoenlclans, slmply traders and In 
constant touch wlth thelr niother country, and In later times 
wlth Carthage, rarely Identlfied themselves permanently wlth 
the country of thelr abode; wlille the Greeks, who were 
drlven to form colonies, not prlmarlly by greed of galn, but 
by polltlcal convulslons, frequently broke oflf all dependence 
on thelr mother country, except In rellglous affalrs, and went 
thelr own way as self-governed communltles In the new land 
of thelr cholee. The Influence, therefore, of the Phoenlclans 
over the Celtlberlans was malnly material, wlille the Greeks, 
who were much more sympathetlc to the natlves, In course 
of time Infused Into the latter polltlcal, rellglous, and moral 
ideas * whlch took root and produced Important frult.

At length, some five hundred years before Chrlst, the 
Phoenlclans of Cádiz attempted to penétrate Into the Interior 
of the country beyond the zone of the coast trlbes, and, prob-

* The goveriiment of the Greek colonies, at first oligarchical, was 
at a later period democratic and elective, the general assembly of citi- 
zens choosing a small number as an executive power. This institu- 
tion greatly resembled the Iberian organization, and some of its 
procedure was adopted by the natives. The Greeks also brought a 
more attractive mythological form of religión tiran the Phoenicians, 
and the deeply devotional imaginative Celtiberians seized upon the 
sensuotis and poetical System which made their religión enter into 
every act of their lives.
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ably without desiring it, carne into collision with the Celt- 
iberians of tlie interior. The native tribes, constantly at 
war among themselves, had by this time received sufficient 
Greek culture to recognise the wisdom of federation against 
a common enemy, and, United, swept down upon the Phoeni- 
cian settlements on the coast with fire and sword. Gadeira 
itself was in danger, and the vast riches of the other 
Tyrian colonies were already being squandered by savage 
bordes who had driven the Semitic merchants from their 
homes and country houses, when in desperation the Phoeni- 
cians cast about for help against their assailants. Tyre 
was far away, already in the toils of the Assyrians, and 
overshadowed by its great African colony, which Dido 
and the Tyrian aristocrats had founded centuries before; 
so the treinbling traders of Gadeira were fain to send swift 
galleys skimming through the straits to their kinsmen at 
Carthage, begging them to come to their aid. The Car
thaginians had long been jealous of the riches gained so easily 
by their unwarlike cousins across the sea, and having, in re- 
sponse to the invitation, repelled the Celtiberian tribesmen, 
in the first instance to impress them with their power, 
promptly enlisted them as irregular allies, and seized for 
themselves the Phoenician settlements in Spain. Cádiz alone 
held out and opposed a stubborn resistance, but at length 
the last Phcenician bulwark fell, and the more enterprising 
and warlike Carthaginians became masters in their kinsmen’s 
stead. This was a people whose qualities soon won the hearts 
of the valiant Celtiberians, and for two hundred and fifty 
years the prosperous coast colonies of Spain furnished Car
thage with the means which enabled her to aspire to universal 
dominión and to spread her influence from Britain to Nubia. 
Although during this first period of their domination the Car
thaginians visited all parts of the Peninsula, they made no 
attempt at imposing a government upon the tribes. Celt
iberians enlisted in plenty in the Punic legions, and their
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lO The Spanish People
finely tempered Steel swords and lances oí Bilbilis (near the 
modera Calatayud) were of such excellence that no helmet or 
buckler could withstand them; * but the Carthaginians, like 
their Phcenician cousins before them, were content for two 
and a half centuries to use Spanish mines as a source of rev- 
enue and to leave the Celtiberians to govern themselves in 
their own way, so long as they would man their armies against 
the Romans.

But the end of the first Punic war, which the Romans had 
carried into Africa, was disastrous to the Carthaginians; and 
the vast army of mercenarios, mutinous, unpaid, and discon- 
tented, revolted on their return to Carthage; one of the most 
sanguinary civil wars in history being the result. The mer- 
cenary revolt was crushed and drowned in seas of blood, and 
out of the reek there emerged a great statesman and soldier 
who had directed the massacre. The disasters of the Punic 
war and the subsequent civil contest had split into two parties 
the leaders of Carthage. On the one side the great Hamilcar 
Barca headed the militant party, and advocated territorial 
extensión in Europe, in order that Rome might be threatened 
at her own gates; while the peace party, led by Hanno, de- 
sired a return to the oíd Phcenician tradition of trade expan
sión and purely commercial activity, without burdening 
the republic with the responsibility of widespread dominión. 
After a struggle the Carthaginian Senate were gained to the 
side of Hamilcar, and Spain instead of Africa became the 
base of Carthaginian operations against Rome. There was 
good reason for this. The Celtiberians had proved theñi- 
selves in the first Punic v/ar infinitely better soldiers than

* Livy, Diodorus Siculus, and Polybius frequently meiition both 
the excellence of the Iberian arms and the bravery of the native 
legionaries. The Celtiberians were famous horsemen (the horse was 
the most common device on their coins), and were largely used 
as cavalry both by the Carthaginians and subsequently by the 
Romans. No less than 20,000 Celtiberian mercenaries fought on the 
side of the Carthaginians in Sicily during the first Punic W ar
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The Carthaginians II
the Numidian mercenaries wlio had formed the bulk of the 
Carthaginian armies, the supply of such men in Spain was 
well-nigh inexhaustible, horses were plentiful, and the Steel 
weapons of Spain were the ñnest in the world. The firm 
possession, too, of the splendid harbours on the east coast of 
Spain opposite Italy, and the command of the passes over 
the eastern Pyrenees into Liguria, threatened Rome on her 
most vulnerable flank; and at the first move of the Cartha
ginians from Africa the Ronians sought to be beforehand 
with them, and occupied what now is Catalonia. Hamilcar 
with his army of Africans was received in the south by the 
Celtiberians of the coast with open arnis. As has already 
been pointed out, there was probably much blood afíinity be- 
tween the peoples on both sides of the sea; the Carthaginians 
and their forbears, the Phoenicians, had lived in fair agree- 
ment with the natives for many centuries; Celtiberian tribes- 
men had fought in the armies of Carthage for generations, and 
Hamilcar and his Punic hosts were welcomed, not as invaders, 
but as friends. Some resistance was offered by many of the 
interior tribes to the advance of Hamilcar; and the Celtibe
rians who had grown up under the influence of the Greek col- 
onies in the northeast sided usually with the Román invad
ers, but, generally speaking, the Carthaginians had the whole 
of the south of Spain in their favour, and Hamilcar overawed 
the east with his strong Numidian garrisons. After nine 
years of stubborn fighting, during which the Romans were 
at one time rolled back from the line of the Ebro to the flanks 
of the Pyrenees, and the proud city of Barcelona had been 
founded to perpetúate the memory of the conqueror, Hamil
car Barca fell in battle, and his peaceful diplomatic son Has- 
drubal succeeded him. For eight years Hasdrubal concil- 
iated the Celtiberians and Consolidated the Punic empire in 
Spain, and before he was murdered at the end of his short 
reign the whole of the south and southeast and some of the 
interior tribes acknowledged the light overlordship of Car-
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12 The Spanish People
thage,* and tlie first attempt at the unification of Spain as a 
nation was made.

A greater Baixa than Hasdrubal was to endeavoiir to 
carry the procesa still further, bnt by far diíierent methods, 
and to risk and lose all. Hannibal, the son of Hamilcar, was 
twenty-six years of age when he succeeded to the dominión 
of Punic Spain. He liad been brought up in the country 
from his infancy; he liad married a Celtibeidan wife, and in 
all things had identified himself with the people among 
whoni he lived. Idolized by the soldiery, and himself one 
of the greatest leaders of nien the world has ever seen, to him 
and his armies was vouchsafed the task of championing one 
side in the great struggle whicli was to decide for all time 
whether Ronie or Carthage sliould rule, whether the Semite 
or the Aryan sliould direct the coming civilization of Europe. 
There is no space here to tell the stirring story of the Punic 
wars outside of Spain, but reference must be made to a few 
incidents of them which specially concerned the Celtiberian 
people.

The tribes of the northeast; and especially those within 
the oíd Greek spheres of influence, continued to resist the 
doniination of Carthage and to clamour for Román forces to 
íight their battle. It had been agreed by Hasdrubal that the 
territory north of the Ebro and the Greek-Iberian cities on 
the coast should be considered as under the protection of 
Rom e; but an excuse was soon found by Hannibal (219 b . c.) 
to attack the colony of Saguntum (near Murviedro). In vain 
the Saguntians prayed to Rome for aid— “ Dum Roma’ con- 
snlitur, Saguntum e.xpugnatur”— and no aid was sent. The 
Celtiberian was always at his best in fighting for his own 
pueblo, and the spirit shown at Saguntum, and later at Nu-

* As if to empliasize tlie intention ot the Barcas to transfer perma- 
nently the centre of the Carthaginian empire to Spain, Hasdrubal 
founded with all solemnity the city of New Carthage on the east 
coast, now called Cartagena.
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mancia, survived at Zaragoza and Gerona two thousand years 
afterward. For nine months Hannibal and his vast armies— 
it is said of 150,000 tnen—assailed the devoted city; and 
when, at length, famine rather than the sword, made surrender 
inevitable, Hannibal refused to grant honourable terms, and 
the whole of the inhabitants preferred suicide to humiliation. 
The proud Carthaginian conqueror entered the captured 
place to find nothing but ashes, ruins, and corpses to receive 
him.* Thenceforward it was war to the knife between Car- 
thage and Rome. With an army of over 100,000 men, a 
quarter of whom were Spaniards, Hannibal performed that 
prodigious march of his from Spain across the Pyrenees and 
the Alps almost to the gates of Rome, rolling back again and 
again the veteran legions of the republic. Four crushing 
defeats in the field the Romans suffered at the hands of Han
nibal, until at length the victor himself jvas exhausted, and 
the Román Senate wisely seized the opportunity of sending a 
strong forcé mider Giiseus Scipio to Spain, to prevent the de- 
spatch of re-enforcements to Hannibal, and to strike the 
enemy in his own land. Gnaens, landing in the extreme north- 
east, soon had 20,000 Iberian tribesmen under his standard 
to strike at the Carthaginians and their native levies. Even 
thus early Catalonia was ready to fight against the rest of 
Spain, as she has been ever since. Gnaens and Publius Scipio 
were at first victorious, and prevented aid being sent to Han
nibal, but their forces were eventually routed, Publius falling 
in battle. Undismayed, the Román Senate despatched Scipio 
Africanus to Spain (209 B .  c.) to avenge his father, Publius, 
and to continué the war. More fortúnate than his prede- 
cessors, he not only again stopped the despatch of Carthagin
ian re-enforcements, but utterly destroyed the Punic power in 
Spain; tiren, hurrying to Africa, he struck at the heart of Car- 
thage itself.

*Accounts of the siege of Saguntum will be found in Livy, xxi; 
Silus Italicus, i; and Polybius, iii.
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In vain the Carthaginians sued for peace; in vain Hanni- 

bal, whose first thought was for Spain, abandoned bis Italian 
conquest and returned to Iberia, whence he was followed by 
Scipio (208 B .  c .) ; in two years of constant fighting, during 
which the Iberian tribes changed sides with bewildering un- 
certainty, the armies of Rome carried all before them, and 
Carthage disappeared as a European power with the end of 
the second Punic war. But thongh the organized forces of 
Hannibal had been defeated, the Celtiberian bands were still 
ready to fight to the death rather than suffer the yoke which 
the victorious Romans now endeavoured to fasten upon them 
■—even as two thousand years afterward the swarming Span
ish guerilla bands fought the armies of Napoleón, foot by foot, 
in mountain passes and narrow valleys, when the organized 
forces of the Cortes had been swept into nothingness. Mer- 
ciful as, the threadbare legend tells tis, Scipio was at the cap
ture of New Carthage, his generosity left him as soon as the 
disciplined Punic troops had been beaten, and the last Car- 
thaginian post in Spain— Cádiz—had been abandoned (206 
B .  c.). Thenceforward the rigid rule of Rome had to be 
forced upon the unwilling Iberians at the sword’s point.

With the arrival of Scipio Africanus and the attempt of 
Rome to bring the Iberians into its uniform system of gov- 
ernment, the history of Spain as a nation may be said to com- 
mence. Before speaking of the influence exerted by the long 
Román domination, it will be well to glance at the condition of 
the country when the Carthaginians finally left it. There is 
ampie data in Livy, Appian, Strabo, and Polybius to allow of 
a fairly accurate idea being formed of the Iberian people after 
a few years of Román rule. The tribes of the north and 
northwest, except in a few settlements on the coast, were prac- 
tically barbarians, knowing nothing of the valué of the pre- 
cious metáis or of the refinements of civilized life, while the 
coast tribes of the south and east had easily assimilated the 
arts, tastes and requirements of the Carthaginians, Romans,
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State of the Country 209 b . c. 15
and Greeks with whom they had been brought into contact.“*‘ 
In the South, agriculture had advanced greatly; the galleys of 
the Celtiberian towns were the finest in the Mediterranean; 
money was current,f coins being struck in all the colonies, 
with a Latin, Greek, or Phoenician inscription on one side 
and an Iberian legend on the other; the breeding of cattle 
and horses was carried out on a vast scale; and mining and

* The profoundiy interesting excavations made last year by M. 
Bonsor in the valley of the Guadalquivir (Les Colonies Agricoles 
Pré-Romaines de la Vallée du Betis, Paris, 1899) demónstrate that 
the Punic conquerors had before the advent of the Romans intro- 
duced a relatively high stage of civilization in Betica. M. Bonsor 
unearthed from the tumuli he explorad an immense number of beau- 
tifully decorated fragmenta of pottery showing strong Greek influ- 
ence, as well as ivory combs, plaques and tazze, arms, bronze orna- 
ments, lamps, and other articles of the Carthaginian period, bearing 
figures of the winged bull, the combats with lions, and other Oriental 
devices, together with the beautiful decoration peculiar to the Greeks. 
More curious still was the great quantity of pottery found by M. 
Bonsor ornamented by raised geometrical patterns of great beauty 
and intricacy, formed by superposed lines of clay lighter than the 
groundwork. This pottery M. Bonsor identifies as Celtic in its ori- 
gin, and of a date prior to, or very early in, the Phoenician period. 
As similar Celtic pottery has been found in Portugal, it will be 
understood that the Celtic influence, having crossed the Pyrenees, 
reached the south by the western seaboard. It will thus be seen that 
long before the arrival of the Romans a relatively high degree of 
civilization had been reached at least in the south of Spain. There 
is also in the Louvre a very beautiful life-size sculptured bust of a 
woman elaborately dressed and adorned in the Carthaginian fashion, 
which shows the influence of Greek art on Oriental traditions. This 
bust was found at Elche, near Alicante, in 1897.

t  The first coins known to have been struck in Spain were Greek, 
from the famous settlement of Emporium (Ampurias). These pieces, 
which bore the winged horse on the reverse and a finely executed 
head on the obverse, were known and current throughout the coasts 
of the Mediterranean. The inscription in most cases consists of the 
Word Emporium .in Greek characters, but some coins have the same 
■Word in Iberic letters. Although no architectural monument of 
known Greek origin exists in Spain, a large quantity of purely Greek 
pottery is found, the characteristic ornamentation of which profoundly 
influenced the artistic tastes of the native peoples. The Greeks were 
also the first to introduce schools or academies in Spain.
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metallurgy were now systematically conducted. The festive 
drink of the people appears to have been a fermented barley 
wine or beer,* and their principal amusements were competi- 
tive athletic sports, and, probably, also bull baiting.

It must be repeated that the Phcenician and Carthaginian 
domination was much more important from the material and 
racial points of view than in the matter of social growth or 
institutions, with which the settlers did not to any great 
extent interfere. During the eight or nine centuries that 
the coasts were held by Afro-Semites a continued intermix
ture of African blood had increased the already large propor- 
tion of similar elementa probably possessed by the Iberian 
race. In the west, it is true, the Celts remained almost puré; 
but such social and governmental traditions as the Celt- 
iberians of the rest of Spain preserved, had been drawn from 
their Iberian ancestors, and strengthened by ages of contact 
with Afro-Semitic neighbours. With the exception, there- 
fore, of the peoples surrounding the Greek colonies on the 
northwest—whose descendants to this day have remained 
quite sepárate in sentiment from other Spaniards—the social 
traditions of the Iberian were African rather than Indo- 
European in tendency. The problem of the Romans—as it

* The mode of life, system of agriculture, etc., of the Spanish peo
ple of the South may be seen to-day practically unchanged since 
Román times in the great fertile valley praised by Strabo, and called 
La Vega, near Carmena. The necessary labourers are hired each year 
in towns and taken by the farmer to his grange; the women, eveii 
those of the farmer’s own family, remaining in the town, whither 
the men retiirn when the agricultural task of the season is done. 
The food of the peasants usually consists, as it did in the remotest 
times, of a breakfast of garlic soup with oil and bread, a midday 
meal of a sort of salad of vinegar, oil, and bread crumbs called gaz
pacho, and a supper of chick-peas with oil, bread, and wine. When 
the oíd sheep are killed in July and August stewed meat is served 
once a day, the whole company eating with wooden spoons out of 
a central dish. With the exception of the use of wine, and details 
of dress, little has changed in the lives of these people during re
cordad history.
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Román Organization 17
was the problem oí all subsequent rulers of Spain—was to 
build up an eciifice of European civilization upon a Libyan 
and Semitic foundation. Although probably Scipio Afri- 
canus and bis successors did not fully recognise the nature 
or complexity of the task, ¡t will be seen in the course of these 
pages that the whole subsequent development of the Spanish 
people has been influenced by the fact of the tipper strata of 
its civilization being of a different primitive origin from its 
lower strata; that the history of Spain, indeed, consista of 
the continued antagonism between distinct racial traditions.

The Romana saved Spain in the first instance from the 
further development of its institutions on tribal Unes; they 
endowed the people with a religión and a priesthood, which 
the Spaniards adapted to their own primitive devotional 
mysticism, still so strongly noticeable among the tribes of the 
Atlas; they ingrafted the idea of a State upon a society con- 
sisting of sepárate towns; they finally made Spain more Ro
mán than Rom e; but they never altered, and could not alter, 
the earliest characteristics of the people: their overpowering 
sense of individuality, their personal independence, and their 
intensely local patriotism, still as conspicuous in their de- 
scendants as in the Berber tribesmen, whom no Román civili
zation through seven centuries laboured to consolidate into 
one people. This strong sense of personal independence and 
regional sentiment, unmodified in the Atlas by the centraliz- 

. ing civilization of the Romans, preventing, as it does, the for- 
mation of an aristocracy or of a priestly caste, is sufficient to 
condemn a people to unprogressive impotence, and even in its 
greatly modified form, as still seen in Spain, where racial 
admixture and centralization have worked for centuries, it is 
at the root of much of the misfortune and backwardness which 
has afflicted the country for so long.

Rome lost no time in commencing its great task of or
ganization, and only one year after Scipio’s great victory 
(206 B .  c.), regarding the whole country as a conquered pos-

3
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i8 The Spanish People
session, the Romans divided the land into two proconsul- 
ships, Citerior, or hither Spain, being the east, and Ulterior, 
or farther Spain, the west. For two hundred years Rome 
wrestled with the stubborn Celtiberian tribesmen of the centre 
and north. Every valley, every pass, every ford, liad to be 
won by sheer forcé of arms. Somewhat contrary to the 
usual Román system, it was seen to be necessary to main- 
tain in Spain great permanent garrisons, amounting to 40,000 
men, who were stationed principally in Saguntum, Cádiz, and 
Tarraco (Tarragona). This naturally led to the existence 
of a large mixed Román and Celtiberian population, and semi- 
Roman cities or colonies sprang up, mainly inhabited by the 
half-castes, such as Urbs Itálica (or Julia Augusta), opposite 
Seville; Carteia (near Algeciras), specially founded for the 
offspring of Román plebeians and Iberian mothers; and the 
Colonia Patricia, for a higher class, which stood on the banks 
of the Gaudalquivir on the site of the present Cordova. Thus, 
while the interior and northern tribes were still obstinately re- 
sisting absorption, the inhabitants of the coast almost eagerly, 
and in a very short space of time, became entirely Romanized.

Slowly, but surely, however, the eagles advanced. The 
fortunes of the struggle, looked at in detail, seem to vary from 
day to day, but the general course of the Romans was cease- 
lessly onward. Ubi castra ibi Respublica. Every succeeding 
camping ground became part of the state, and by 179 b . c . 
Southern and eastern Spain had been fairly brought under 
Román dominión.

The country was proverbially rich, and Rome was already 
growing corrupt; the pretors, eager only to grow rapidly 
wealthy and return to the luxury and splendour of the moth- 
er City, extorted the treasure of the natives with heartless cru- 
elty, which kept discontent simmering and prevented the de- 
velopment of the country.* At length, in 154, a formidable

* The Censor Marcus Cato was sent by the Senate to take supreme 
command in 197, and to remedy the extortion to which the Iberians
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íederation of tribes, mainly Lusitanians of Celtio descent, 
made a determined attempt to shake off Román control. 
Fulvius, tile cónsul, with a great army was twice defeated, 
and his successor, Marcellus (152 b . c.), was fain to sign a 
treaty of peace under the walls of Numancia, which the R o
mán Senate refused to ratify. Marcellus, on the spot, saw 
better than the Senate the difficulty of conquering these brave 
barbarians, and accepted the tremendous bribe of 600 talents 
of silver from the Celtiberians to end the war. But a new 
general from Rome, Lucullus, disregarded the fact, and car- 
ried ruthless massacre into the centre of what now is Castile. 
Though he killed 20,000 citizens of one dty, he in turn liad 
to sue for peace, which the generous Celtiberians granted him 
on the honourable terms which he did not deserve. Galba, 
the pretor, in the following year (151 b . c.) distanced all his 
predecessors in treachery and cruelty. By an act of uiiexam- 
pled dishonour he enslaved the whole body of three Lusita- 
nian tribes, and subsequently by similar falseiiess entrapped 
and massacred 30,000 refugees who liad trusted to his word of 
honour.

Out of the myriad of nameless barbarians who suffered, 
fought, and died, there aróse one man at this juncture whose 
ñame will live for ever. Like the peasants, such as Mina, who 
by forcé of character rose from guerilla leaders to be com- 
manders of armies in the Napoleonic wars in Spain, Viriatus, 
a Lusitanian shepherd, began by heading a small band of 
his fugitive neighbours. To him flocked in the Estrema- 
duran mountains other tribesmen, attracted by his boldness 
and success.

For ten years he held his own victoriously against all the 
armies and the best generáis that Rome could send to subdue
were exposed. He was a Stoic whose justice was proverbial; but even 
he destroyed 400 towns in one year, and during his short government 
he sent from Spain to the Román treasury 1,400 pounds of gold and 
1,024 pounds of silver. If the just Marcus Cato acted thus, it may be 
imagined what would be the excesses of the ordinary greedy pretor.
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him. A consummate strategist and tactician, a born ruler of 
men, magnanimous, honourable, self-sacrificing, and just, he 
was the first man of Celtiberian birth who had stood out 
clearly from the ranks to infuse into his countrymen an idea 
of United action. Befóte his 10,000 Lusitanians, in no less 
than nine general engagements the Romans were forced to 
retreat discomñted, and at length, by his strategy, the army 
of Fabius Servilianus was placed at his mercy. Instead of 
imitating Román inhumanity, he accorded honourable terms, 
by which the beaten army was allowed to retire to Tarra
gona, and the whole of the territory held by the Lusitanians 
was to remain independent in alliance with Rome. But 
treachery compassed what Román arms were powerless to 
effect. The treaty was broken; once more Viriatus was vic- 
torious over the brother of the defeated Servilianus, and in 
the feigned negotiations for peace which followed, the first 
Spanish patriot, Viriatus, fell by a dagger bought by Román 
gold. Rome, the conqueror of Carthage, Macedonia, and 
Greece in battle, could only conquer Spain by murder.

The Celtiberians, without the strong personality of Viri
atus to bind them together, were again split up into local 
bands, and submitted almost universally to the yoke of the 
republic. One city at least stood out. Within the weak 
walls of Numancia all the Celtiberians who scorned surrender 
to those whom they had vanquished in a dozen fights, took 
refuge. The town, though not a fortress, stood on the Douro, 
near the modern town of Soria, in a position of unusual 
natural strength, and could only be approached by mountain 
passes which could easily be defended. The city and the 
neighbouring tribes refused to yield, and harassed their Ro
mán assailants with ceaseless guerilla attacks, until at length 
the Cónsul Quintus Pompeius Rufus conceded their terms 
of peace. As usual, the treaty was broken by his successor 
Popilius, and the war continued more cruelly than ever, 
again unsuccessfully for the Romans. A new cónsul with a
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fresh army was despatched by the Román Senate to bring the 
proud City to obedience at any cost, and he, too, gave up the 
task as beyond his strength. In his retreat with 20,000 men 
he was entrapped in a mountain pass by 4,000 tribesmen and 
forced to beg for terms, which were again granted by the 
Numancians. But Rome, who could not brook thus to be 
defied refiised to ratify the compact, and once more the war 
recommenced. Three more Román consuls in succession 
were defeated, and abandoned the task in despair. Still the 
terror RespnUicce remained unconquered, and Rome was fain 
to send her greatest general, Scipio Emilianus, to subdue 
this insignificant Iberian city, if not the indomitable Iberian 
hearts it sheltered. The siege was long and stubborn; fam- 
ine and pestilence added to its horrors, and when at length, 
after sixteen months’ cióse beleaguerment, all hope was gone, 
the Numancians did as the Saguntians liad done before 
them—destroyed everything they possessed, and tiren died 
heroically by their own short swords of Bilbilis Steel. Six 
thousand of the defenders were found dead in the reeking 
streets of the city, and Scipio the ruthless entered Rome with 
barely a squad of Numancian captives to grace his triumph. 
For fourteen years Numancia had stood firm, but when it fell 
all Spain but the wild Celtic northwest lay open to the Román 
legions, and for the next fifty years the work of organization 
and administration of the country as a province of the repub- 
lic went on almost uninterruptedly.

It would be an error to ascribe the stubborn Celtiberian 
heroism, of which Saguntum, the rising of Viriatus, and the 
defence of Numancia are only a few instances, -to any such 
feeling as that which we cali patriotism, or indeed alone to 
the pugnacity and ferocity of the Celtiberian race. No such 
stubborn stand was made against the Carthaginian domina- 
tion as against the Romans, because the Punic traditions 
were more in accord with those of the Celtiberians them- 
selves than were those of the Latin race; .and the fierce fight-
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ing of the nativos for the first century and a half against the 
Romans may probably be ascribed, in part, to the unsympa- 
thetic nature of the Román organization, and partly to the 
incitement of Carthaginian emissaries, who were desirous of 
weakening their enemy by encouraging a wasting, irregular 
war in Spain. After the fall of Numancia the wars waged by 
the Romans in Spain were not so much the result of Iberian 
revolt against the authority of the republic, as an extensión 
of the civil dissensions that divided Rome itself. This 
chango of situation, in a largo measure caused by the rapid 
Romanization both in blood and habits of the Celtiberian 
people, is strongly marked in the great rebellion of Sertorius.

Sertorius, a Sabino with a Spanish mother, had been an 
advócate in Rome, an ofhcer in Gaul, and a military tribune 
in Spain, where his half-Iberian blood and his stern justice 
made him extremely popular, Thence he had gone to Rome 
as questor and had thrown himself into the political contest 
which divided the city. Joining the plebeian party of Mari- 
us, he became pretor in 83 b . c., but the return of Sulla and 
the defeat of Marius sent him flying to Spain, already the 
most influential colony of the republic, with the object of 
organizing the Marian party there. He met with but little 
success, and retreating into Africa with a small body of par- 
tisans, continued to threaten the dominant patrician party 
in the Román possessions. In 81 b . c. Sertorius was sum- 
moned to Spain to head the revolt against the government. 
Who summoned him is not quite clear, and it has usually 
been contended that this was another spontaneous attempt of 
the native Celtiberians finally to shake off the yoke of Rome. 
Judging, however, from the subsequent conduct of Sertorius 
and the changed condition of affairs in Spain caused by the 
great increase of the semi-Roman population, it is extremely 
doubtful whether this was really the case. The very numer- 
ous offspring of Román soldiers by Iberian women were, 
to all intents and purposes, Romans, using the ñames of their
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fathers, speaking their language, and observing their cus- 
toms, but nevertheless were excluded from all the priv- 
ileges df Román citizens, except in special instances. It was 
natural in these circumstances that they should promote a 
revolt in -which the discontent oí the oppressed native Celt- 
iberians might be employed against an administration which 
denied their rights, and in favour of a party leader from whom 
they might expect concessions.

Sertorius accepted the invitation, and the whole country 
of Betica (Andalusia), where Román blood was strongest, 
Lusitania, where the Celts were dominant, and the Celtiberian 
legions in the centre of Spain almost simultaneously joined 
his standard * With enormous ability and success he or- • 
ganized his people from his capital of Evora, cajoling the 
Celtiberian bands with stories of his supernatural inspiration, 
and infusing into them the utmost enthusiasm by appeals to 
their love of independence. How little Sertorius ever meant 
to do for the independence of the puré Celtiberians is seen by 
the fact that he extended no privileges whatever to them dur- 
ing his administration, and under the pretence of teaching 
them Latin culture he kept the flower of the Celtiberian youth 
in semi-imprisonment in his great school at Osea (Huesca). 
Sertorius defeated all the generáis that the patrician party 
could send against him, and in 80 b . c . was joined by Per- 
penna, another Marian partisan from Sardinia, with 20,000 
men. Metellus and Pompey, with all the strength of the 
Román Senate at their backs, were powerless to withstand 
the almost universal revolt led by Sertorius, and on the re- 
treat of Pompey into Gaul it would have been easy for Serto
rius to have advanced upon Rome itself and to have brought

* The revolt of Sertorius was interesting aiso from an ethnological 
point of view, as it was the means of introducing another large in
fusión of African blood into Iberia. Sertorius brought S,000 Afri- 
cans with him, and a far greater number subsequently joined him. 
The 20,000 men brought by Perpenna from Sardinia must also have 
included many of thé same race.
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the Senate to its knees. But Sertorius was first of all a R o
mán, and would do nothing to humiliate the republic. His 
inaction at this juncture naturally offended his Celtiberian 
allies, and his jealous lieutenant took advantage of their dis- 
content to head a plot by which the chief was murdered at a 
banquet ostensibly given in his honour (73 b . c.). During 
his administration Sertorius laid the foundation of a reformed 
organization of Spain. The deceived Celtiberians naturally 
seconded the efforts of the chief, who they thought was fight- 
ing for their independence, and his plans met with none of 
the resistance that was usually offered to Román reforms. 
He divided the Peninsula into two grand divisions: Celti
beria, with its capital at Osea (Huesca), and Lusitania, with 
its capital at Evora. In the latter city he established a senate 
of three hundred members, nearly all of them of puré or 
mixed Román birth; his officers, magistrates, and governors 
were Romans almost to a man. His great school at Osea 
was taught by Latin and Greek professors; his strenuous 
efforts to promote literature, science, and manufactures, his 
splendid prizes to successful students, his military, naval, and 
judicial organization, were all really directed toward the Ro- 
manization of Spain and its closer connection with the 
mother country rather than to its independence. With the 
death of Sertorius and the disillusionment of the Celtiberians 
the revolt rapidly collapsed. Pompey crushed what was left 
of the plebeian forces, and a few years later young Julius 
Caesar marched his legions sternly through the land, even to 
far-off savage Brigantium, in the northwest, where for the 
first time the mountain Celts were made to understand that 
civilizing Rome was now in earnest, and that lex Romana 
must rule unquestioned wherever the eagles had stood.

And not alone to the wild tribesmen of the northwest had 
the lesson to be taught. The rapacious Román officers were 
made to disgorge their plunder, and to their surprise the Celt
iberians experienced from a pretor equal-handed justice. Ju-
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lius himself had gone to Spain avowedly to obtain the funds to 
pay the vast debts of his riotous youth, and the treasure he 
sent to Rome was enormous,* as it might justly be with the 
almost inexhaustible resources of the country; but the pecu- 
lation, extortion, and cruelty which had irritated the Celtibe- 
rians to madness formed no part of the system of the great 
Julius.

Of the establishment of the triuravirate in Rome and the 
struggle between Casar and Pompey for the consulship no 
account can be given here, except of that portion which was 
decided on Spanish soil. Julius was in Gaul at the head of 
his legions when the harsh message of the Senate reached 
him, proclaiming him an enemy to Rome if he did not at once 
disband his victorious army. Crossing the Rubicon with his 
legions, by forced marches he surprised and captured the 
mother city, and then hurried to Spain to crush the friends 
of Pompey who were in office there. Sweeping all before 
him in “ hither Spain,” of which the battle of Illerda made 
him master, he overturned the hated Varro in the south, and 
then carried his victorious legions to other lands. Again in 
45 B .  c., after Pompey’s flight and death in Egypt, Julius had 
to return to Spain and trample down the last embers of the pa- 
trician party at the celebrated battle of Munda, which finally 
made him master of the world as perpetual dictator of Rome.

In these long-continued wars between Román factions 
the mixed populations of Spain fought on both sides; there 
was no sense of a common bond between Spaniards to pre- 
vent them from killing each other in a stranger’s domestic 
quarrel, and once more the influence of the tribal origin of the 
people and the physical conformation of the land, which re- 
tarded intercommunication, is seen in the absence of racial or 
national solidarity at a time when unity might have meant 
national independence.

♦Almost liis first act as pretor was to seize the great accumula- 
tions of riches in the Temple of Hercules.
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After the murder of Csesar and the end of the Macedonian 

war (42 B .C .) , Octavian, the future Augustas, became supreme 
cónsul in the west. To hira Spain was especially sympa- 
thetic,* and one of his earliest measures was directed to draw- 
ing closer the bonds which joined the dependency to the Corn
ing empire. The imposition of a new general tax (38 b . c.) 
was made the opportunity for a grouping of contributory 
towns and the submission of classified social groups of sub- 
jects to the various grades of Román law.

This is usually made by historians the commencement 
of a new era in Spanish history, and it may fairly be stated 
that with the establishment of the empire (30 b . c.) the posi- 
tion of Spain was greatly changed. The tendency of the 
empire at its first inception, although military, was really far 
more democratic than the republic; and Augustas lost no 
time in increasing the number of citizens and in giving to the 
great colonial dominions of Rome a more popular political 
organization than they had previously enjoyed. Spain was 
divided anew into three provinces (29 b . c.). Betica (Anda- 
lusia) was now almost completely Romanized, and conse- 
quently peaceful and easily governed. This was made a 
senatorial province, to be ruled by civil proconsuls appointed 
by the Senate, although in military matters the emperor was 
supreme. The less settled parts of the country were divided 
into two great provinces: Lusitania on the west, and Tarra- 
conensis on the east, which were governed, under an imperial 
legate, by military chiefs appointed by the emperor himself.

Before proceeding with the story of Spanish development 
under the empire, it will be useful to glance at the methods 
followed during the two previous centuries of republican do
minión to mould the Celtiberians into the model of civilization

* He formed a bodyguard for his own person of 3,000 Celtiberians 
of Calahorra, and to him Cornelius Balbus, a Spaniard of Cádiz, the 
first foreigner to be raised to the consulate, owed his rank. Many 
of Augustus’s principal officers in Ropie were Spaniards,
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which the conquering people considered to be equally adapta
ble to all countries from the Euphrates to remóte Caledonia. 
The Romaiis liad found the primitive town and village gov- 
ernment of the Celtiberians, and the more advanced but simi
lar organization of the Carthaginian settlements, in full forcé 
when their dominión in Spain commenced. Fortunately their 
own governmental traditions were those of mutual wealth and 
protection, or democracy, rather than of the assumption of 
wealth and the duty of defence by a few, or aristocracy, and 
they were able to engraft gradually upon the Celtiberian towns 
a reformed administration, without greatly interfering with 
the underlying idea. A diíierence from the first was made be- 
tween the towns conquered by forcé of arms and those that 
submitted voluntarily. Important places in the latter cate- 
gory were made municipalitics paying a stipendium to Rome, 
and the individual inhabitants might receive the honour of 
Román citizenship, though the communities as a whole did 
not enjoy it until much laten The smaller towns were 
classed also in a similar way, those which had welcomed the 
Romans being least heavily taxed, and those which had been 
Overeóme with difSculty having to pay a very heavy tribute. 
The pretors and their questors, however, during the repub
lican period usually extorted as much as possible from the 
native cities without regard to the law, although periodically 
emissaries were sent to Rome from the towns with bitter 
compláints of illegal exaction. After a few years of inter
mixture of races another type of city sprang up, called a 
colony, where puré or mixed Romans alone settled, and to 
these were granted the full rights of Román citizenship. 
Other colonies less Román subsequently aróse, to which a 
lesser privilege was allowed, as in the towns of Italy, some 
enjoying the jtis Latii, like those near Rome, and some the 
jus Italicnm.* But in the whole of these categories of cities

* At a somewliat later period of the Román domination further 
special privileges were given to favoured towns, some being declared
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the same system of internal government was followed. All 
the free inhabitants who owned a yoke of land or more 
were formed into an assembly, which was collectively respon- 
sible for the government of the town and for the payment of 
the tribute. From this obligation no landowner could es
cape,* and the consequence was that, although the land was 
nominally the property of individuáis, the community insisted 
upon its full cultivation, in order that every “ curial ” or full 
burgess should be able to pay his quota of the taxes. In 
cases where the land was poor and the tribute was high, an 
owner often abandoned his land and the latter became forfeit 
to the community. In the later corrupt times before the fall 
of the Román dominión the position of curial became an intol- 
erably oppressive one. In the colonies, and the highest 
grade of municipalities which enjoyed the jus Italicum, the 
assembly of landowners, or curia, elected the administrative 
magistrates; in the second-class cities the chief ofíicer was a 
rector appointed by the Román pretor of the district; and in 
the third class the executive was in the hands of the pretor 
himself. In each case the executive officers summoned the 
assembly or curia, which deliberated and decided by majority

free from the payment of the stipendium, and otliers made practically 
independent on the condition of contributing a certain number o£ 
armed men and galleys to the motlier city. In cases where no resist- 
ance liad been offered to Román occupation disputes betwee.n natives 
were decided according to local customary law, Román and native 
assessors being called in to assist the Román provincial governor. 
Similarly during the early imperial domination, the popular repre
sentativo assemblies, which met annually in each province to celébrate 
religious feasts dedicated to the emperor, were endowed with power 
to review the acts of the provincial governor, and, if they thought fit, 
to send delegates to Rome to complain of him. This right was fre- 
quently exercised in later years.

* So strictly was this enforced that no curial was allowed to live 
out of the city; and only with much difficulty and strict guarantees 
might he enter any privileged order, or in Christian times join the 
priesthood. Three quarters of a curial’s property went to the com
munity if he died without children, and a quarter was confiscated 
if his heir was not a curial.
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of votes questions respectiiig the distribution of the common 
lands, the payment of the tribute, and the finance of the com- 
munity, the details of government of the city being in the 
hands of the executive officers. The curiáis enjoyed certain 
immunities and social consideration, and if the empire liad 
developed on civil and senatorial lines, the system might have 
succeeded; but, as will be shown in the course of the next 
chapter, the imposition of a military autocracy (as the empire 
soon became) upon so democratic a base as this ended in a 
deadlock, and was largely instrumental in the downfall of 
Román power in Spain.

It was not until the last days of the republic that any seri- 
ous attempt was made—if we except the administration of 
Sertorius—to weld these many little tributary common- 
wealths into a complete provincial system. With the excep- 
tion of the senii-savage tribesmen in the northwest, the tri
bal organization of the Celtiberians was now forgotten, and 
the people in the south and east had generally adopted the 
dress and speech of the Romans, the inhabitants of the colo- 
nies, Cordova especially, being already distinguished for their 
refinement and love of Latin literature.* The formation of 
the three provinces already mentioned, into which Spain was 
divided, was therefore accepted as a natural measure of ad
ministration by a people who, having abandoned the tribe, 
were now ready for another form of federation. Each prov- 
ince was subdivided into three or four districts (conventus 
juridici), the capital of each district being the seat of the 
civil, local, and military authorities, dependent upon the im
perial or senatorial legate in the provincial capital. Thus at 
the commencement of the Román Empire the administrative
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* Metullus, after he had finished the suppression of the Sertorian 
revolt, took with him to Spain certain poets froni Cordova whose 
language was praised even by Cicero, the only fault he could find with 
it being the pronunciation of Latin—“ Pingue quiddam, adunque pere- 
grinum ”—somewhat tliick and straiige.
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framework for governing Spain, its principal colony, as a 
civilizad country was complete.

IIO O  B . C. TO 27 B. C.

Simimary of progress during this period

The Phcenicians and Greeks had brought to the people the 
arts of civilization, a knowledge of written characters, of the use 
of money, of the cultivation of the soil, of the rearing of flocks 
for wool, of dyeing cloth, of the systematic mining, smelting, 
and tempering of metáis, and to some extent also the sesthetic 
arts of painting, sculpture, mosaic, and ceramic decoration.

The Romans had carried the instruction further in these re- 
spects, but their influence is also particularly marked in the or- 
ganization of the country as a whole, which the Punic occupiers 
had not attempted. The constantly warring clans and the larger 
tribal communities had now been brought under some degree 
of control by means of the provincial federation and organization, 
and by the ever-present Román tax collector; and, with the ex- 
ception of the tribes of the north and northwest, had to a great 
extent adopted the Latín tongue and garb. The south of Spain 
had become completely Romanized, and fine buildings, temples, 
and palaces had already grown common in the “ colonies ” and 
principal coast towns. The Román colonies and coast towns men- 
tioned in the text were now connected by constructed highways, 
were supplied with public baths, and surrounded by walls instead 
of stockades, as they had been in earlier times.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

The wools and cloths of the deltas of the Guadalquivir had 
become famous throughout the world, especially when dyed with 
the scarlet kermes from the woods on the slopes of the coast 
range. The steel blades of Bilbilis and the shields and armour 
from the same place were highly prized by Román soldiers, while 
the Celtiberian Spaniards themselves had proved, both in their 
home wars and in the Service of the Punic generáis and of the
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Román Republic, that they were fighting nien of exceptional 
valour and endurance, contributing not a little to the spread of 
civilization that followed the Román standards throughout central 
Europe. At the period of which we are writing (the establish- 
ment of the Román Empire) already the mother city was drawing 
from Spain much of the material luxury which was enervating 
her peoples—the silver, the jewels, the pearls, the fine stuffs, the 
fruits, the wine, the oil, the grain, the potted tunny fish,* etc., 
which were sent in abundance from Betica, Cartagena, and Tar
ragona to the Román ports.

* One of the most highly prized exports from Spain was the con- 
diment, so dear to the gourmet of Rome, called garum. This was 
made (mostly at Carteia, near Gibraltar) oí the intestinas of certain 
small fish macerated in salt.

Summary 31
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C H A PTER II

A NEW  D ISPEN SA TIO N — IM P E R IA L  ROMAN AND GOTHIC

SPAIN

Organization of Román Spain—Influence of Spaniards upon Latín lit
eratura—The Spanish Caesars—Decadence of Román civilization 
in Spain—Christianity in Spain—Its influence on the character of 
the people and institutions—Fall of the empire—The coming of 
the Goths—Influence of Gothic traditions upon Spain—The elec
tiva monarchy—The triumph of Romanism over Arianism—The 
Code of Alaric—Literature and art in Spain under the Goths— 
The councils of prelates—Theocracy—The landing of the Moors.

T h e  great Julius liad pimished, but had not entirely sub- 
dtied, the tribes of the mountainous northwest, and the fron- 
tiers of the imperial provinces of Liisitania and Tarraconensis 
were subject to the frequent incursions of these barbarians. 
It doubtless appeared easy to Augustus to suppress this 
handful of mountaineers, and soon after his assumption of 
the imperial dignity he carne personally to extend to farthest 
Finisterre the network of Román administration.

Fixing his headquarters at first at Segisamo, between 
Burgos and the Ebro, he sent two divisions of his army 
against the Cantabrians and the Asturiana respectively; but 
his task was more difhcult than he expected— even as Napo
león found his long afterward—and Augustus retired in dis- 
couragement to Tarraco, leaving his generáis to carry on the 
desultory warfare which, after many disappointments and 
pardal victories, ended in the exhaustion rather than the sub- 
mission of the tribes. But large permanent garrisons were
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stationed on the frontiers at Astorga, Braga, and at Pisoraca, 
South of Santander, hemming in the fastnesses of the bar- 
barians and rendering the tribes powerless against the set- 
tled parts of the country. New towns sprang up under the 
encouragement of Augustus where his garrisons were sta
tioned. Emérita Augusta (Merida), Asturica Augusta (As- 
torga), Bracara Augusta (Braga), Lucas Augusti (Lugo), Ce
saría Augusta (Zaragoza), Fax Augusta (Badajoz), and Urbs 
Séptima Legionis (León) all received their baptism and special 
privileges from Augustus, and became so many centres of 
Latin propagation and culture, which within a very short 
time made the populations of the centre and north almost as 
Román as those of the south had been for several genera- 
tions. Thenceforward, for four centuries, the fortunes of 
Spain, politically and socially, followed those of the empire. 
Our principal concern here, however, is with the effect pro- 
duced by the Román connection upon the development of the 
Spanish people.

The primitive Iberian tongue with its semi-Phoenician- 
Hebraic letters was rapidly forgotten, and Spain rang from 
end to end with what Saint Augustine called the odiosa cantío 
of native children learning Latin, still, it may be presumed, 
pronounced in a way which offended somewhat the finer ears 
of the fastidious scholars in Rome, but affording a fit vehicle 
for the copious expression of this extraordinary composite 
race, whose earliest manifestations of civilization took the 
unusual forms of literary activity and mental subtlety. The 
introduction of this new luxuriant element into Latin culture 
happened at a critical juncture in the life of the latter. The 
literature which the Romans had founded upon that of Greece 
had reached its highest native expression in the later years 
of the republic; the establishment of the empire not only cur- 
tailed the employment of oratory and polemic, but gave to 
the great colonies an importance which under the former 
régimes they had never cnjoyed. Rome was crowded with
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men from tlie farthest confines of the empire; Gauls, Span- 
iards, and Africans surrounded Augustas as courtiers, para
sites, and officers; foreign-born consuls governed provinces; 
colonial statesmen even invaded the Senate; and in a few years 
one Spanish-born Cassar after the other ruled the world from 
Rome. It was inevitable, therefore, that Latin culture 
should receive new colour from the fresh influences which 
the empire introduced into the heart of the Román system. 
In a literary sense, by far the strongest of the new composite 
races evolved from Román occupations was the Neo-Celt- 
iberian, and during the age of Augustas it introduced into 
Latin literature the luxuriant copiousness of word, the mor- 
dant satire, and the perverse subtlety which remain to this 
day the irrepressible characteristics of Spanish intellectual 
production. But though the introduction of this luxuriant 
growth, with its declamatory vehemence and its reckless riot 
of imagery, seemed for a time to give new vigour to already 
decadent Latin literature, it brought with it the seeds of the 
rank undergrowth which choked the flowers; and both in 
literature and in social life the decline and fall of Román 
civilization, though originating from causes inherent in the 
civilization itself, were aided largely by the peculiar qualities 
of the Celtiberian race, which from the time of Augustus to 
the Corning of the Goths exercised so powerful an influence 
over Román culture. Beginning at first with the sober com- 
ments on Virgil written by Augustus’s Spanish freed slave 
Julius Hyginius, chief keeper of the Palatine Library at 
Rome, and with the collections and criticisms of oratory of 
the eider Seneca (also a Spaniard), the manifestaron of the 
peculiar Iberian spirit rapidly comes to the front in the wise 
but wordy pomposity of the younger Seneca, the oratorical 
and luxuriant beauty of the Pharsalia of Lucan of Cordova, 
the satirical wit and shameless effrontery of Martial of Bilbi- 
lis, and the critical subtlety and well-balanced wisdom of 
Quintillian of Calahorra. Román literary exquisites might
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ridicule the provincialisms which marred the purity of Latín 
style—nay, even the greater Spanish Latín wríters themselves, 
líke Martíal and Quíntíllían, endeavoured to suppress the ín- 
troductíon of exotíc forms of expressíon which strangers 
brought ínto Rome—but the tíde was too strong to be 
stemmed, and the fall ín poínt of style from Cicero and the 
eider Seneca to Tacitus, and from Tacitus to the wríters of 
later Christian Rome, was rapid and complete.

While wríters of Spanish birth were introducing over- 
florid vigour and oversubtle preciosity ínto Latín literature, 
Spain itself was prospering exceedingly. Under the Augus- 
tan emperors Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Ñero the 
rapacity of the Román officers vexed Spain as it did the rest 
of the empire; but the growing luxury and growing laziness 
of the capital made of Spain the granary as well as the treas- 
ure house of Rome, and the wealth thus accruing to the de- 
pendency enabled it not only to hold its own, but to sow its 
soil with public buildings, circuses, roads, aqueducts, and 
bridges, of which the mighty remains still vaguely astonish 
the degenerate Spaniard of to-day. This was the case even 
in the time of the bad emperors; but to them succeeded Ves- 
pasian and Titus, and later a series of Spanish Csesars, under 
whose benign rule their native land rose to its highest point 
of grandeur and happiness. Trajan, Hadrian, and Marcus 
Aurelius for sixty years, with but slight intervals between 
them, ruled wisely and well. Under them Spanish adminis- 
tration was still further reformed and subdivided; the oil, the 
wine, the corn, the salt fish, the wool, the linen, and the 
precious metáis of Spain provided Rome with the luxury 
which was to enervate and ruin it.* Spanish legionaries bore

* Spain as a provincia nutrix was forced to send to the mother 
country every year a certain quantity of foodstuífs, which, in conse- 
quence of the richness of her soil, she could do easily and profitably. 
The payment received for these remittances was largely made in coin, 
and added greatly to the prosperity of the dependency and the spread 
of luxury in Spain itself. Guilds of handicrafts existed at this time
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the eagles from the Tigris to the Tyne, and in all things but 
the ñame Spain, the daughter, was greater than Rome, the 
mother, from the death of Domitian to the death of Marcus 
Aurelius. But Spanish civilization, much as it might col- 
our the water by its national character, drew its inspiration 
entirely from the Román fountain,* and sooner or later the 
great dependency was bound to share the decadence which 
was overwhelming the metrópolis. Beneficent as was the 
influence of Trajan and the subsequent Spanish Csesars, their 
very elevation marked a considerable step downward in the 
political decline of the empire, for it indicated that the pro
vincial legionarios had learned from the Pretorian Guard the 
evil lesson of military interference in civil government, and 
that the imperial throne was to become the pledge and play- 
thing of rival soldieries. On the death of the infamous Com- 
modus and the murder of Pertinax the struggle which was 
the inevitable result of this State of things took place. The 
Pretorian Guard in Rome put the throne up to auction, and 
assassinated their nominee because he was unable to pay the 
full price he had promised. The provincial legions then pro- 
claimed three rival emperors, and the establishment of the 
military despotism of Septimius Severus was the consequence, 
to be followed by a century of anarchy, while the Frankish 
barbarians ravaged with impunity the territorios of Rome 
and devastated some of the richest provinces of the east of 
Spain (256 to 268 A. D.). The rapacity of tax collectors and 
the corruption of the pretors were rapidly turning Spain into 
a desert. Caracalla had forced upon all provincial populations

in many places in Spain, especially in Tarragona, which was famous 
for its fictile and textile manufactures.

* It is noticeable that of the numerous specimens of Hispano- 
Roman art in existence—gold and silver work, pottery, glass, and 
arms—none present any special character to distinguish them from 
Román art found in other parts of the world. Spanish art does not 
appear to have taken a line of its own until after the coraing of the 
Goths.
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the burden of Román citizenship while still extorting from 
them their provincial tributes, and the unfortunate curiáis 
of the towns were now made responsible not only for the taxes 
of their own municipalities, but for those of the surrounding 
rural districts. This meant widespread ruin, and the smaller 
landowners, upon whom this crushing responsibility mainly 
rested, abandoned by thousands their fields and holdings 
and sought safety in distant foreign legions or even in slavery. 
Their abandoned lands were bestowed upon provincial gov- 
ernment nominees, in order that the plunder of the cultivators 
should be complete in the guise of the law. Under this over- 
whelming burden of taxation, falling almost entirely on the 
workers and tillers of the soil, agriculture sank to utter ex- 
haustion, and woods and deserts covered some of the finest 
grain-growing soil in Europe. Great tracts of land, too, fell 
into the hands of Román oíHcers, who, in the absence of the 
free tenants, who had fled or been destroyed in the foreign 
wars of Rome, resqrted to universal slave labour for the culti- 
vation of their estates. Slavery also became the rule in 
Spanish towns, for handicraftsmen also had been almost 
crushed out of existence by taxation, and often voluntarily 
went into slavery to insure for themselves at least bread and 
shelter.

This collapse of a great civilization was not consummated 
without more than one effort of enlightened men to arrest 
the decline. Diocletian and Constantine in the beginning 
of the third century tried, but too late, to decentralize the gov- 
ernment and to restore vitality to the atrophied outer mem- 
bers. Of the four great prefectures formed by them, that of 
Gaul included France, Great Britain, and Spain, and the latter 
country was divided into seven provinces— Betica (Andalu- 
sia), Lusitania (south Portugal), Gallascia, Tarraconensis, 
Carthagenensis, Tingitana (Morocco), and Insula Balearum 
'—the first three being governed by consuls, and the latter 
four by presidents, all of whom were responsible to the Vicar
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of Spain, who in turn was subordínate to the Preterían Pre- 
fect of Gaul, who held hís almost índependent court at Arles, 
on the Rhone. But the settíng up of these great ofíicers, sov- 
ereígns ín all but ñame, when corruptíon had broken down 
Román patríotísm and sapped Román honesty, only paved 
the way to the complete dísíntegratíon of the empíre, and 
the swarmíng bordes of barbaríans who assaíled the Román 
terrítoríes on all sídes from Armenia to Gaul overran 
with comparative ease the semi-independent provinces left 
to themselves by the vicious tyrants in Rome so long 
as they provided money for the waste and wickedness of 
the capital. Another powerful factor in the dissolution of 
the Román Empire, having, for reasons which will pres- 
ently be explained, specially strong influence in Spain, was 
the establishment of Christianity as a religious and political 
System.

The bases of Román social life were crumbling. From 
the first it had been reared on the foundation of family head- 
ship. The individual, as such, had no natural rights which 
the State acknowledged. The paterfamilias centred in him- 
self all the rights and duties of the family. He was not only 
the chief, but the judge, the domestic priest, and the autocrat 
of his household. In the days of Rome’s simplicity and pu- 
rity, in an early stage of civilization, this worked well; but 
as the oíd gods became discredited corruption grew uni
versal, and when the increasing number of domestic slaves 
led to promiscuity the institution of the family became in- 
sufficient for the protection of individuáis, and a new organi- 
zation of society became vitally necessary.

A somewhat similar process of declension had also pro- 
ceeded in politics and philosophy. With the ever-growing 
provincial element introduced by the empire into Rome, and 
the progressively vicious effeets of a military despotism, 
magistrates and administrators had degenerated into greedy 
and corrupt extortioners from whom no protection could be
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expected, and the immense mass of the people were simply 
machines whose work provided for the unrestrained luxury 
of the weak and vicious few. The oíd religión, too, liad lost 
its hold. The two schools of thought that divided the Román 
World, the Epicurean and the Stoic, respectively offered Sys
tems which might replace the decaying faith in the pagan 
divinities. The sensuous materialism and frank disbelief of 
the Epicurean appealed to those enervated by the luxury of 
the age, against which the Stoic, with his frigid creed of duty, 
justice, forgiveness, and self-denial, without divine command- 
ment or superhuman reward, could make no way. But with 
the birth of Christianity all was changed. Here was a living 
creed which gave to Stoicism a reason and a reward, and 
whispered to the ear of the slave, “ the barbarían,” the tiller 
and the craftsman: “ You, too, are God’s creatures, as dear 
to your Maker even as the proudest tyrant of them all.” Not 
for the Jews alone, as St. Paul announced, but for all the 
World, was given this new charter of humanity, which struck 
at the very base of Román society, deposed the paterfamilias 
except in the hearts of his children, and proclaimed the 
brotherhood of all men as equally beloved sons of the uni
versal Eather.

From the earliest days the keynote of Celtiberian feeling 
had been the absorbing sense of individuality, and a new 
evangel which gave divine warrant for the strongest instinct 
of the Spanish race seized upon the people as it did in no 
other part of the world. Whether St. James preached the 
new gospel in the north of Spain and St. Paul in the south 
or not matters but little; certain it is that during the first 
three centuries Christianity spread rapidly in the country; 
and even thus early the organization of the Church, where all 
else was disorganized, enabled it to wield a political power 
greater than it did elsewhere. Amid the general dissolution 
of civil authority a compact body of priests and bishops, with 
independent resources, a sepárate jurisdiction, and a common
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end, became practically a State, within a State.* Before the 
Román power finally disappeared from Spain it had thus 
been reduced to impotence by the apathy of the vast body of 
the population, who had nothing to lose, and by the vigour 
and cohesión of the Spanish Christian bishops and priests, 
whose personal eminence made them powerful, and whose 
doctrine of human brotherhood and the communion of souls 
with God exactly suited the mystic imagination of the Celt 
blended with the proud independence of the Iberian.

Spain did not escape from the persecution which followed 
Christianity elsewhere, especially from Trajan, who knew his 
fellow-countrymen and understood that the triumph of Chris
tianity meant in any case the loss of Spain to the empire. 
Many isolated martyrs in the first two centuries suffered 
eagerly for their faith; but with the awful edict of Diocletian 
(303) Spain for a few years was the scene of the cruel general 
persecutions which only added fervour to those who wit- 
nessed the constancy of the victims. At length the proclama- 
tion of Constantino at Milán (306) gave religious liberty to 
all Román citizens, and the baptism of the great Theodosius 
before the end of the century made Christianity the religión 
of the Román world. The Emperor Theodosius, a Spaniard, 
was the man who reunited the empire and dared to face the 
new order of things, endeavouring at any cost to conciliate 
the continuance of a power based on paganism with the reign 
of Christ. But Theodosius, great as he was, had the vehe- 
mence of his Iberian blood and the vicious methods of his im
perial pagan traditions. While enjoining that all citizens

* In 313 the first great council of Spanish clergy met at Elvira 
(Granada), 19 bishops, 36 priests, and many deacons being presentí 
and though their 81 decrees were concerned only with theology and 
church discipline, yet the existence of such a national assembly thus 
early portended the preponderance of the Church in civil afíairs later. 
In 380 sat the great council at Zaragoza, and in 400 the first Council 
of Toledo assumed the functions of a national parliament and dis- 
cussed civil as well as ecclesiastical matters.
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should adhere to the doctrine of the Trinity as taught by Saint 
Peter and upheld by the pontifí Damasus, he stigmatized 
those who believed in other variants of Christianity as ex- 
travagant madmen, whom he “ branded with the infamous 
ñame of heretic ” and threatened with “ the severe penalties 
which our authorities, guided by Divine wisdom, shall choose 
to inflict upon them.” This true Spaniard lived three centu- 
ries too late. The corruption and decay of Rome had gone 
too far for her institutions to be remodelled on Christian Unes. 
The Goths were already at her gates and the Vandals in her 
legions; and though Theodosius, with his Iberian reckless- 
ness of life, waded in blood to revive the dying empire with 
the strength of the Cross, he failed, and his death (395) was 
the signal for the dissolution of Rome.

Theodosius, by his will, again divided the empire between 
his two sons, Arcadius to rule the Byzantine empire of Con- 
stantine, and feeble Honorius that of the West. The govern- 
ment of the latter was disputed by another Constantine, 
elected emperor by the legionaries of Britain. To withstand 
the rebel, Honorius and his Vandal mercenary Stilicho admit- 
ted the swarming bordes of barbarians, Vandals, Suevians, 
and Alans across the Rhine into Gaul (406). The flood 
gates thus at last were open, and the power of Rome could 
never again turn back the invading tide. Constantine, how- 
ever, easily overcame his rival emperor and soon was en- 
throned at Arles. Leaving the barbarían allies of Honorius 
to be dealt with later, Constantine pushed over the Pyrenees 
into Spain, for without the dependency the empire of the West 
would be valueless indeed. Honorius, the son of Theodo
sius, was a Spaniard, but for reasons that have already been 
stated the native populations of Spain had little concern now 
as to the person of the supreme governor of Rome. The 
disintegration and anarchy which had fallen upon the Román 
World had left Spain practically with no government at all, 
but a succession of greedy bloodsuckers who robbed the in-
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dustriotis and the weak in the ñame of some far-away em- 
peror, who gave neither protection ñor peace in return for 
their exactions. Constantine therefore rnarched almost un- 
resisted through Spain, and was promptly recognised by Ho- 
norius himself as emperor. But a greater task than overrun- 
ning apathetic Spain lay before him if he had dared to under- 
take it. Alaric the Goth was master of northern Italy, and 
Constantine, finding him too strong to be dealt with, retreated 
beyond the Rhone and was forced to content himself with the 
territory he had already conquered. But in his absence in 
Gaul anarchy broke out in Spain, where he had left his young 
son as regent. Gerontius, the general in Spain, proclaimed 
his own son emperor, with his imperial capital at Tarragona, 
and in an evil hour invited across the Pyrenees to help him 
the bands of barbarians who had crossed the Rhine to help 
Honorius, and whom Constantine had left behind him in 
Gaul.

Like a devastating flock of locusts, making no distinction 
between friends and foes, the tribes swept down upon Spain 
(409), and one of the strangest facts of history is that neither 
the Román soldiers ñor the Latin-Celtiberian population 
appear to have offered any effectual resistance whatever to 
their advance. No doubt their appearance was savage and 
their methods of warfare terror-striking, but that the Celtibe- 
rians, whose character before and since was always fiercely 
warlike, especially in defence of their own districts, should 
have tamely submitted to rapiñe, slaughter, and destruction 
by savages, proves more than anything else the utter despair 
which the later Román Empire had produced upon the peo
ple. For centuries, too, the best manhood of the race had 
been drafted into the legions and sent to the farthest ends of 
the empire, in most cases never to see their native land again; 
and doubtless this, together with the enervating effects of 
Román luxury, especially in the south and east, had to a great 
extent softened the race, while the fraternal and peaceful doc
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trines of Cliristianity may have taken spirit out of the resist- 
ance. In any case, neither Rome itself ñor the native popula- 
tions witlistood the onward rush of the savages, and Spain, 
from the Pyrenees to the Pillars of Hercules, was ravaged and 
spoiled.

During their long wanderings from the banks of the 
Baltic the invaders had seen no country so fertile or beautiful 
as that which met their eyes as they descended the Southern 
slopes of the Pyrenees, and the various Germanic tribes were 
soon fighting among themselves for the possession of the 
choice districts. The least numerous tribe, the Suevians, 
were pushed up into the mountainous northwest córner, 
where, with their backs to the sea, they held their own against 
all comers, while the more numerous Alans spread down the 
centre and extreme east and west, sacking and plundering 
as they went. The Vandals took possession of the fertile 
South, with its fine ports and idch valleys, and for six years 
(409 to 415) the tribes worked their unchecked will on Ro
mán Spain amid slaughter, famine, and pestilence.

Alaric, the Gothic king, was master of Italy before he died, 
in 411, and his brother-in-law Atawulf, the new king, ex
tended his victorious sway over Gaul, conquering the upstart 
Csesars who, elected by various legions, disputed the crown 
witlxpowerless Honorius; Atawulf’s object being to ally him- 
self with the family of Honorius by marrying his sister Pla
cida, and perhaps subsequently succeeding to the imperial 
throne as first Visigothic emperor. But Honorius was 
suspicious and refused, though Atawulf had his way and mar- 
ried Placida without the consent of her brother. The latter 
then induced the Visigoth to cross the Pyrenees and recon- 
quer Spain from the barbarians as he had reconquered Gaul 
for the empire. He reached only as far as Barcelona when 
he was murdered, as was his successor a few days afterward. 
The Gothic generáis at Barcelona then chose Wallia as their 
king, who promptly crushed the barbarian tribes and loyally
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handed over to the emperor at Ravenna once more the de- 
pendency of Spain, receiving for himself as a reward the 
kingdom of Southern Gaul (Toulouse) (418). But no sooner 
had the Goths retired from Spain than again the Vandals be- 
came troublesome, and spreading northward attacked the de- 
scending Suevians, driving them back into their mountain 
fastness again. The Vandals were in turn driven back to their 
own Andalusia (i. e., Vandalucia) by the combined Romans 
and Suevians in 420, where thenceforward for seven years they 
held their own by land and sea. What power might eventu- 
ally have been wielded by this energetic people, if they had 
remained in Andalusia it is difficult to say, for they were al- 
ready masters of the western Mediterranean; but a disaf- 
fected Román general in Morocco opposite begged for their 
aid, and nearly the whole tribe of 80,000 persons, with many 
Alans aiso, crossed the Straits of Gibraltar (429), and Spain 
knew them no more, though Vandal blood must have run 
plentifully in the wild Berbers whom, nearly three hundred 
years afterward, Tarik led across from Africa to conquer 
Spain for the Crescent.

For well-nigh forty years afterward one Gothic king of 
Toulouse after another gave occasional aid to successive pow- 
erless emperors to keep up a semblance of Román power in 
Spain, punishing the savage pagan Suevians and repressing 
the warlike Alans; but during all this time no regular system 
of central government existed outside the imperial camps, 
and the slight bond of Spanish nationality again resolved 
itself into its primitive elements—independent autonomous 
towns. At last a king of Toulouse aróse strong enough to 
ignore the shadow of Román rule in Spain. Euric the Goth 
vanquished the Román garrison of Tarragona, and thencefor
ward (466-484) by treaty with the emperor ruled from his 
capital in Southern France all Spain except the Suevian north 
and West.

It will be useful here to pass briefly in review the new
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situation created by the appearance oí a fresh governing race 
in the Península, and to consider the effect thus produced 
upon the making of the Spanish people. The influence of 
the barbarían tríbes may be at once dísmíssed as havíng been 
very small, except ín Galicia, where the mixture of Celt 
and Suevian produced a race which is still quite distinct in 
its character. The Goths, however, at the time of their ap
pearance as a governing aristocracy in Spain had become by 
long contact with Romans to all intents and purposes a civil- 
ized people, whom the Spaniards received as liberators from 
the depredations of the barbarians, and, in some sense, as the 
successors of the Román officers who had held sway over the 
country for so long. The Gothic governmental traditions 
were such as befitted a people whose existence had for cen- 
turies been warlike and nomadic, and, as will be seen, their 
inability to alter these traditions when they had founded a 
settled dominión led to their own downfall as a ruling race 
in the Península.

It has been shown how completely the Spaniards had 
adopted the social usages and literary tastes of their Román 
conquerors; that Latín art, Science, architecture, and re
ligión had been accepted entire without Iberian gloss or 
alteration by a people who, as a nation, had emerged from 
savagery at the bidding of Rome; and yet, notwithstanding 
this, the centralizing governmental traditions which the Ro
mán System had grafted upon the primitive town and village 
government of the Celtiberians had struck so little root in 
Spain during six centuries, that long before the last legion- 
aries left the country the centralized government had fallen 
away, and the towns with their assembly of all free citizens 
survived with but little alteration from the pre-Román period. 
No centralizing governing genius of Neo-Celtiberian blood 
continued the national traditions introduced by the Romans 
or endeavoured to employ Román methods to consolídate 
Spain into a civil self-constituted nation: and by the time the

The Corning of the Goths 4 5
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Goths appeared all was clear íor them to begin afresh on 
their own lines. These lines were radically different from 
those of the Romans. The Gothic social system had always 
recognised the independence of the individual, and especially 
of the women of the family. The paterfamilias did not 
centre in himself all the rights of his household; v̂ ife and 
children were expected to do their share of fighting the ene- 
my and providing food for the house, and participated by 
right in the plunder or the food. The equality of the wife 
with her husband was enjoined strictly, not only in the mar- 
riage ceremony but also by the daw, which gave her full con
trol over her own property and a half share of the common 
stock. As a result of this admission of the rights of individ
uáis, the governmental traditions of the Germanic peoples 
were purely electiva and representative, but on an aristocratic 
basis, as was inevitable with a people who for centurias had 
lived by armad struggle. At first sight it would appear that 
such a System as this would have been in entire accord with 
the individualistic instincts of the Spanish people; but this 
was not by any means the case, and the permanent influence 
of Gothic governmental traditions on Spain was comparatively 
small. The individuality, so characteristic of the Spaniard, 
aróse out of a natural, proud personal independence and impa- 
tience at restraint by another man; whereas the Gothic recog- 
nition of the individual was in a great measure the outcome of 
the stage of civilization the race had reached, and the peculiar 
road by which it had reached it. The difference will be easily 
appreciated by the readiness with which the Goth accepted 
the Arian doctrine of predestination, which made the acts 
of the individual of no importance in his spiritual evolution, 
while the Celtiberian from the first fiercely asserted the indi
vidual responsibility and rational independence of each crea- 
ture toward his Maker.

The only centralizing idea of the Goths was an elective 
military monarchy, upheld by landowning armed chieftains,
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which subsequently developed into European feudalism, and 
it will be seen that this organization could only with much 
difiiculty and delay be ingrafted upon a system of autono- 
mous tributary towns.* It will not therefore surprise the 
reader to learn that the consolidation of Spain under the 
Gothic kings was efíected by instrumentalities quite sepárate 
from Germanic governmental traditions, and that it was the 
Neo-Celtiberian and not the Gothic spirit that finally became 
paramount in the making of the nation.

The avidity with which the Latin-speaking Celtiberians 
had seized upon the religión of Christ, and the early promi- 
nence in ecclesiastical organization assumed by the Spanish 
clergy, have already been mentioned. The mass of the popu
laron, it raay be assumed, were still to a large extent pagan in 
feeling and observance; but the teaching of Christianity, 
which told them of human equality and individual responsibil- 
ity, appealed to their dearest instincts, and the men of their 
own race and tongue who taught it, coming as they did with 
the glamour of a supernatural mission, speedily established 
their influence over the people. The early councils of the 
Church, to which reference has already been made, were thus 
the first assemblies ever sitting in Spain which could claim to 
speak in any sense for the nation. When the first great schism 
threatened to split the Church, it was a Spaniard, Hosius, 
Bishop of Cordová, who was chosen by Constantine (321) to 
fulfil the mission of persuading Arius to abandon his Unita- 
rian heresy. This failing, Hosius sat pre-eniinent over

* In Britain, for instance, wliere the primitive tribal traditions had 
not been lost and the towns had been governed on pitrely Román 
military lines, the Germanic-Saxon traditions of a small aristocratic 
class speaking in the ñame of the whole community was easily accli- 
matized, and naturally ended in feudalism, where the possession of the 
land brought with it the right to speak for those who lived on it, and 
the duty of protecting them against others while claiming certain 
Service in return. For reasons which have been stated, this feudal 
System was never strong in Spain.
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all other ecclesiastics at tlie great Council of Nicea, which 
fixed the canons of the faith; and when (380) Prisciliaii, 
Bishop of Avila, dared to think for himself in the matter of 
the Trinity, his teaching was stamped out with riithless persC' 
cution by his Spanish fellow-Christians, and he himself was 
executed, while his few followers were scattered to the far 
Scilly Isles. There was no room for heresy even thus early 
in Spain, and each council that met reasserted the purity of the 
oniy true faith.

When Euric the Goth and his successors appeared in 
Spain as kings the only unified institution they found was the 
ecclesiastical organization which had grown up with the 
spread of Christianity, and which was obeyed, at least in mat- 
ters of doctrine, by a whole people. Unfortunately, however, 
the Goths had adopted the Arian form of belief, and when Clo- 
vis and his Franks, pagans to a man, coveted Gaul, and the 
former had adopted Latin Christianity to gain it, then the 
Goth Alaric the younger, King of Toulouse and Spain, son of 
Euric, saw that doctrine was stronger than temporal loyalty, 
for none of his Catholic subjects would help an Arian against 
the Catholic Frank, and the Goths were driven out of Gaul 
into Spain, which only the arms of Theodoric the Ostrogoth 
of Italy preserved for his kinsman Amalaric against Clovis 
(511). Thenceforward for years the Frankish Catholic car- 
ried on a crusade, usually successful, against the Arian Goth 
in Spain and Southern France, in which the Catholic Iberians 
left all the fighting to their Arian ruler and his countrymen.* 
The empire, too, found reason to quarrel with the Arian 
Goths in Spain, and by an intrigue with one of the Gothic 
pretenders to the crown (Athanagild) the Byzantine emperor 
recovered most of the south of Spain (554), while Athanagild 
reigned over what was left from his capital of Toledo. This

* In 532 the Franks raided the country as far south as Zaragoza, 
but were met and defeated by a Gothic army on their way back across 
the Pyrenees.
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standing religious división between the Gothic king and his 
Spanish subjects paralyzed the progresa oí civil organization 
and made the Gothic military caste doubly foreigners to the 
people among whom they lived. Another circumstance 
carne to increase the isolation of the Goths. The Suevians 
liad retained their independent pagan kingdom for one hun- 
dred and fifty years in the northwest, until 560, when St, Mar
tin d’Umium, by tneans of some miraculous relies -which re- 
stored a Suevian prince to health, converted the whole nation 
to the Catholic type of Christianity. Thus on each side of the 
Pyrenees as well as in the south of Spain, and even among the 
mass of their own subjects, the Gothic kings found themselves 
threatened with zealous religious enemies, thirsting after a 
crusade, in which the Spaniards themselves would be on the 
side of the enemy.

Ñor was this the only danger which threatened the Gothic 
domination. , The system of electing a sovereign by the mili
tary chiefs opened the door to endless dissension and in
trigue, the elected king in most cases being murdered after a 
short reign by one of the jealous factions or ambitious pre
tenderá who coveted the succession. It was already being 
proved that institutions which suited an ambulant military 
nation were destructive in a settled civil State, and the Gothic 
King Leovgild (572) called together the military chiefs, and 
obtained their permission to make the crown hereditary in his 
house, his two sons, Hermenegild and Recared, being ap- 
pointed successively the first heirs. He then assembled the 
whole of his forcé and expelled the Byzantine emperor’s 
troops from the territories in the east, upon which they had 
encroached, confining them to the Southern province they 
had obtained from Athanagild, and again drove back the Sue
vians and Cantabrians into their inaccessible mountains in the 
north and northwest. But though his arms were victorious, 
the religious difficulty continued, or rather increased. Three 
quarters of the population at least were Catholics, though all
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the military aristocracy and Gothic soldiers were Arian, so 
that forcé was on the side of the latter; but the Catholics 
gained a notable recruit in Hermenegild, the heir to the 
Crown, whose Frankish wife, Ingunda, was a fervent Athana- 
sian; and urged by the native Catholic clergy, especially Le- 
ander, Bishop of Seville, Hermenegild headed a revolt against 
his father, in which all the Catholic elements in the Peninsula 
were on the side of the rebel. The imperial Byzantines de- 
serted him at a critical juncture, and, after undergoing a long 
siege in his viceregal capital of Seville, Hermenegild was 
defeated, exiled to Valencia, and forgiven by his father on 
condition of his abjuring Catholicism. When, however, 
shortly afterward, the Goths endeavoured to forcé Arianism 
upon his Catholic followers, Hermenegild again rose, and civil 
war between father and son once more devastated the coun- 
try, the Franks and the Román Byzantines again siding with 
the rebel. Hermenegild was routed by his father’s troops at 
Tarraco and promptly executed, much to the scandal of the 
Román churchmen, who in course of time have built up a 
great structure of sanctimonious fable over the ñame of the 
undutiful son, of whom the Church has made a saint and 
Spain a national Catholic hero.

Leovgild, the greatest of the Gothic kings who had yet 
reigned in Spain, died in 586, full of honours and surrounded 
with regal splendours such as none of his predecessors had 
affected. A strong man who tried forcibly to unify a people 
by bringing the majority-to the religious views of the minor- 
ity, he failed, as he was bound to do, seeing the strength of 
the elements opposed to him. A hundred years before his 
time the Catholic clergy had discovered that unity was 
strength, and that their coundls were the only united institu- 
tion in the country which might assnme a national character. 
The bishops, with three quarters of the people at their backs, 
were therefore not likely to allow a foreign monarch with a 
foreign army to break up their strong organization and sub-
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stitute a legal centralization and an alien faith in its place. 
Leovgild did his best to make Spain a nation on civil instead 
of ecclesiastical lines, but not only tlie interested clergy, but 
tile spirit of the Spanish people was against him. The abso- 
lute Identification between the church and the state has al- 
ways appealed to them, and a nation resting on an ecclesiasti
cal foundation suited them. The individual oppression of one 
man they could never brook; but, withal, they are, and al- 
ways were, the easiest governed people in the ■world when the 
ruling power is a collective entity arrogating to itself super- 
natural sanction.

The oppression of the priest, speaking for the Church, or 
of the king 'whose power is from heaven, does not degrade 
the subject, they think; on the contrary, it raises him, and 
establishes his own oneness with the Divinity, which for His 
good deigns to participate in his personal affairs. Thus it 
was that the Catholic priests were stronger than Leovgild, and 
his son Recared recognised this and bowed his head to the 
inevitable.

By the end of the sixth century, indeed, the Gothic ele- 
ment had been so greatly changed by a hundred and eighty 
years of proximity with the Romanized Spaniards that it 
was impossible to maintain any longer the isolation that at 
first had been natural. The Gothic military chiefs—like the 
Normans who later followed William the Conqueror to Eng- 
land—had possessed themselves of most of the settled land in 
large estates, and a condition of affairs somewhat resembling 
feudalism was gradually being created, which reduced most of 
the people outside the towns to a State of semi-serfdom. As 
these nobles grew in power, still claiming as they did that the 
sovereign was merely their nominee, to enjoy the throne only 
during his good behaviour,* it became the more necessary for 
the king— ŵho was now endeavouring to make the crown

* The formula was: “ King shalt thou be if thou doest right. 
thou doest not right no king shalt thou be.”

If
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hereditary—to obtain strength and sanction elsewhere; and 
it was unquestionably a stroke of good policy on the part oí 
Recared to proclaim himself a Catholic and throw himself 
upon the Churcli and the mass of his subjects for support. 
After a partially successful attempt to convert with him the 
Arian bishops and to reconcile them with the Catholic prel
ates, Recared summoned the ever-famous third Council of 
Toledo in 589, and solemnly made his confession of faith, 
which he called upon his people to follow.* The Arian 
Gothic nobility and some of their bishops protested in vain 
against the king’s act. The proud Catholic churchmen, with 
Leander of Seville at their head, acknowledged Recared as 
their sovereign, and the priest in future was paramount in 
the politics of Spain.

This was the parting of the ways. The Iberian spirit made 
the Spaniards prefer a sacerdotal monarch, ruling with super- 
natural sanction over a willingly submissive but vigorous 
democracy, while in England the territorial aristocracy de- 
feated the Church, and the king became the puppet of the 
nobles and the people their serfs, until by slow degrees the 
middle classes partially emancipated them. The different 
lines taken by the two peoples are to be accounted for, first, 
by racial tradition, as has already been pointed out; and sec- 
ond, by the fact that the Norman invasión of England made 
the foreign kings at first entirely dependent upon the nobles, 
who wielded the armed power, while there was no special 
bond between king and people; whereas in Spain the religión 
of the Gothic landed chiefs was opposed not only by the eccle- 
siastical power, but by the great majority of the people, and 
the king could, and did, stultify his nobles by siding with the 
stronger party.

* Not only did Recared submit questions of doctrine and eccle- 
siastical discipline to the council, but also many points of civil gov- 
ernment. In addition to the 67 prelates, there were S lay officers of 
Sta te  or palatines in this council.
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After many wars with the Frank in his dominión north 

oí the Pyrenees, Recared died in Toledo in 6oi. His reign 
marks a new epoch in the Gothic rule in Spain, as well as a 
landmark in the larger history of the people. The rude Ger- 
manic race had now to a great extent adopted the speech 
of the Romanized Spaniards, and although marriage between 
the two races was prohibited, undoubtedly a considerable 
intermixture of blood had taken place in the nearly two cen- 
turies since Atawulf crossed the Pyrenees. Recared the Arian 
Goth had become a Spanish national sovereign under Catholic 
ecclesiastical patronage, but from that hour the strength of 
the Gothic monarchy declined, and a hundred years later it 
fell, decayed to the core. Before recounting the facts of its 
decline, it will be well to cast our eyes backward for a 
space to consider what influence it had exercised over the 
Spanish people in the days of its vigour.

The Corning of this sturdy northern race had, after the 
first few years of anarchy, infused fresh energy into the 
populations enervated by centuries of Román decadence, 
and had endowed with new life the institutions which Román 
abuses were sapping; but little was altered in the frame- 
work of society which the Goths found established in Román 
Spain. It has already been related that the town govern- 
ment, the nucleus of all other government in Spain, had 
broken down in consequence of the curiáis— or aldermen 
— b̂eing rendered responsible for the payment of the whole 
of the taxes and tribute. The Goths preserved the insti- 
tution of the curia, composed, as before, of the landowning 
taxpayers, but relieved the members of the responsibility 
for the taxes, the collection of which was now intrusted 
to a special officer appointed by the count of the sub- 
district. In cases, also, where there was not a sufficient 
number of qualified persons in the town to form a curia the 
count might appoint other residents to the membership, and 
the curia was also intrusted with judicial functions in criminal
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causes in first iiistance within the town. These reforms 
again restored to the municipal government the íull vigour it 
had formerly enjoyed, and for the next thirteen centurias the 
institution continuad almost unchanged. Similarly the Goths 
had accepted the Román provincial divisions. Betica, Lusi- 
tania, Cartagenensis, Gallsecia, and Tarraconensis, over each 
of which a Gothic military leader or duke was placed, with 
almost sovereign power, and the subdistricts were ruled by 
counts appointed by the king, these counts having direct 
control over the town councils or curias in their districts. 
There was also a judge of the peace for each subdistrict and 
regular judges for each province, and an advócate was ap
pointed for each town to plead or represent its interests be- 
fore the higher authorities, where its privileges appeared to 
be impcrilled.* The king was in theory absolute within the 
law while he reigned, but he had at his side a council of pala- 
tines, or high officers of state, who advised him on points of 
difíiculty. This council, which at first was a real power on 
the side of the nobles to modérate the royal action, began to 
decline when the king’s interests diverged from that of the 
Gothic nobility; and in the later period, when one usurper 
after another rose to the throne over the murdered body of 
his predecessor, the office of palatina was filled mostly by vile 
upstarts and facile intriguers. It should be mentioned also 
that, although the institution of slavery was continued as 
under the Romans, the condition of the slaves was much im-

* It will be observad that, except in military and judicial matters, 
the towns were practically independent, and that no seigneurial rights 
were exercised over them either by the neighbouring territorial mag
nates, by the dux of the province, or the comes of the subdistrict, 
the intervention of the latter being confined to the collection of the 
taxes and the general supervisión of the acts of the curia. In the 
case of arbitrary or unnecessary interference on the part of the dux 
or comes, the town had the right of appeal to the king through its 
specially appointed officer. The territorial or aristocratic govern
ment was thus only imperfectly graíted on to the angient ninnicipal 
systeip.
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proved. This aróse in a large measure from the arrangement 
that the Goths should have two thirds of the whole of the 
soil of the country outside the towns and common lands, no 
taxation being payable on their portions,* which, moreover, 
were inalienable to any person of Roman-Spanish blood. To 
till this large proportion of land slave labour had to be em- 
ployed, and as a consequence many of the slaves became serfs 
or bondsmen attached to the land, instead of the domestic 
chattels they had formerly been under the Romans.

It will be seen by all this that, although Gothic methods 
had been to some extent superposed, ■ it was the Roman- 
Iberian main idea, rather than the Germanic, which had 
survived in the government of Spain, and the same phe- 
nomenon is noticeable in legislation. The primitive laws 
of the Román Republic were in cotirse of time modified and 
softened by the edicts which each pretor issued on assuming 
office, announcing the interpretation he intended to give to 
the original code. By the command of Hadrian (120 a . d .)  

these various edicts were condensed into a uniform code, 
nnder the ñame of the “ perpetual edict ” ; but as this code 
was found inapplicable to some of the distant provinces, such 
as Spain, which had already its own equitable traditions, An- 
toninus Pius, the successor of Hadrian, issued a “ provincial 
edict ” which provided that only specified portions of the 
Román code need be enforced in certain provinces which 
possessed their own customary laws. When the Goths 
arrived in Spain they found the provincial edict, and an un- 
codified mass of proconsular and pretorian edicts based on 
Roman-Iberian usage the nominal law of Spain, and Euric 
compiled a code which Alaric I I  (506 a . d .) issued as his 
Breviariimi Alaricianium. This code was written in Latin,

* The lands still remaining in the hands of natives not only paid 
a tax to represent the military obligation resting on the land held 
by Gothic nobles, but also the oíd Román land tax (jugatió), now 
called a capitation. In addition to this, every person, free or servile, 
except the Gothic nobles, was Hable to a humane capitatio.
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and to a certain extent followed the Román code, but was 
largely Gothic in its feeling and procedure.* This was in
tended exclusively for the use oí the Goths themselves, while 
Romanized Spaniards were still subject to their former laws. 
Each successive king added something to these enactments, 
but it was increasingly evident that two sepárate judicial Sys
tems in the same country could not exist as a permanent 
arrangement, especially as, notwithstanding all prohibitions, 
the races and classes intermingled. Recared, at the time of 
the third Council of Toledo, issued certain edicts which were 
to be binding upon Goths and Spaniards alike; and this tend- 
ency to uniform legislation naturally grew as the councils, 
which were largely Spanish and ecclesiastical, increased in 
civil power. At length, when Ihe Gothic monarchy was tot- 
tering, a vigorous king who lived too late sought to weld his 
people into one by means of the law in addition to the bond 
of the Church, which by this time had usurped all power. 
Chindaswinth (642-654) fused the Gothic and Román systems 
of jurisdiction into one national code, binding upon all citi- 
zens, and abolished the former rival enactments. The Lex 
Visigothorum, though yet tinged with Gothic social traditions,

*  F o r  instance, the Germ anic aristocratic system  is seen in the 
fact that the punishments depended not so much upon the nature 
of the crime as upon the rank of the criminal. A ll  Goths being 
nobiles— classed as primates (lords) and séniores (gentlemen)— their 
punishment, in every case a fine, was always very light; while the most 
inhuman cruelty was inflicted upon slaves for very slight offences. 
T h u s a free Citizen m ight assault another free Citizen for 10 gold  
pieces; it would cost him 4  gold pieces to beat an inferior free 
Citizen or freedman, and only s pence to beat a slave, while a 
slave would receive 200 lashes for assaulting a free Citizen. T h e  
enfo'rcement of the rights of women also indicates the Germ anic 
influence in this code. T h e code as it was finally published by E g ic a  
in the last days of G othic rule consisted of twelve books, of which  
the first five regulated civil and prívate relations, the next three treated 
of crimes and their punishments, the ninth book referred to offences 
against the State, the tenth and eleventh to public order and com - 
merce, while the twelfth book dealt with the suppression of Judaisrn 
and heresy.
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was practicaliy a Christianized adaptation oí the Román law 
to the special circumstances oí Spain, showing on every page 
the great influence of the Spanish bishops; and under the 
successor of Chindaswinth, his son Recceswinth, it was pro- 
mulgated and strictly enforced throughout the country. 
This Lex Visigothorum, or Fuero Juzgo, is especially interest- 
ing as being the most direct transmission of the oíd Román 
laws in forcé in any modern country, and the adoption and 
adaptation of it thus by the Gothic kings of Spain proves 
the superiority of the Goths as a receptive people to the 
other Germanic nations which overran Europe, and who in 
most cases laboured to destroy and abolish all traces of Ro
mán civilization.

Though the Visigoths were not a literary people, and their 
influence upon Spanish letters was insignificant, yet the Ro- 
man-Spaniard, with his exuberant literary talent, and satu- 
rated with the later Latin traditions which his race had large- 
ly been instrumental in forming, continued his activity in 
authorship during the whole of the Gothic domination. The 
line of Latin culture in Spain had never been cut, tenuous as 
it had sometimes grown under such mediocrities as the geog- 
rapher Pomponius Mela and the like. But in the fourth 
century the Christian idea seized firm hold of the imagina- 
tions of Spanish-Latin writers, and thenceforward became 
the central pivot around which their compositions turned. 
Before the arrival of the Goths a writer who is usually 
claimed by Spaniards as the first Christian poet, Juvencus 
(330),* turned into hexameters reminiscent of Virgil the 
Christian gospels. The style is florid, artificial, and not with- 
out the pagan traces which his traditions and the models 
he followed would naturally produce. Prudentius,* a fervent 
Christian poet, born at Tarragona, proud of his country, 
proud of Rome, and proudest of all of his faith, followed; but

* Both Juvencus’s and Prudentius’s works were edited and pub- 
lished by Árevalo, at Rome, in 1792 and 1789 respectively.
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even in his most exquisite verses, full of religious fire as they 
are, and thirsting for martyrdom, he shows the oíd classical 
pagan love for beautiful things, and for the glowing im- 
agery which his pagan predecessors and exemplars had 
tanght him to admire. Orosius,* the Spanish disciple of 
Saint Augustine, was the first writer who gave to history the 
universal and general note which Christianity brought with 
it, by recognising the equality of all peoples before the 
Creator, though he, too, was full of the glory of Román 
Spain.

By far the most famous of the Spanish-Latin writers dur- 
ing the Visigothic period was the great churchman Saint Isi- 
dore, who had succeeded in the bishopric of Seville to his 
brother the rebel ecclesiastic Leander, who had supported 
Saint Hermenegild against his father, the king. Saint Isidore, 
who presided over the metropolitan see of Seville from 600 to 
636, may be faiidy considered as the last scholarly representa- 
tive of the ancient classical learning before the dark curtain 
fell upon the world. His great work is a sort of encyclopedic 
dictionary, called the Etymologies,which contains an extraor- 
dinary amount of learning gathered from previous writers 
of all time, many of whose works have since been lost. The 
principal valué of Saint Isidore’s work at the present time is to 
enable us to understand by his definitions both the extent 
to which Christianity had modified the classical Román views 
of society and Ufe in Spain in the seventh century, and how 
far it had accepted the scientific knowledge of the ancients. 
There is nothing, however large or small, which escapes the 
pen of Saint Isidore; and it is evident from the definitions in 
the Etymologies that a Christian bishop had no hesitation 
whatever in accepting and indorsing to a great extent the 
views on art, eloquence, music, and literary expression which 
had been formulated by the writers of pagan Greece and

* Orosius’s works will be found in the Corpus Scriptorum Eccle" 
siasticorum La,tinorvim, Vienna, lib. 5,
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Rome. His philosophy oí life is Platonic and Aristotelian, 
while his religious philosophy is drawn from Saint Gregory 
the Great. As a Christian prelate quoting a Christian Pope, 
he condemned vain, gentile books, “ the fictions of the poets, 
who with the attraction of the fables move the soul to levity,” 
and the showy, empty eloquence of the later pagan rhetori- 
cians, which he compares unfavourably with the staid sim- 
plicity of Holy W rit; but as a writer with the Iberian spirit 
strong in him, he does not disdain the use of florid rhetoric in 
his own writings, and his views of art and beauty are taken 
entire from the pagan writers, notwithstanding an occasional 
Christian tag introduced to show the vanity of human crea- 
tions.

The wonderful harvest of learning gathered in from all 
sources by Saint Isidore profoundly influenced his contempo- 
raries and successors, and he is usually placed as the leader 
of a sepárate school of thought in Seville, although without 
apparently sufficient reason, as the absorption of the classical 
le a r n in g  by Christian writers, so conspicuous in the Etymolo- 
gies, is indicative not of Seville alone, but of the Christian 
writers of all Visigothic Spain under Saint Isidore’s influence, 
especially those of Zaragoza and Toledo, led respectively by 
Saint Braulius, the disciple and editor of Saint Isidore, and by 
Saint Eugenius. The influence subsequently exerted outside 
Spain by this assimilation is especially seen in the works of 
the Spanish-Roman Goth Theodowulf, Bishop of Orleans 
under Charlemagne—poet, courtier, philosopher, and great 
ecclesiastic. Theodowulf, like Saint Isidore, adapted the 
beauties of Virgil, Ovid, Quintillian, and Donatus to the 
Christian creed. Possessing all the ancient love of beauty and 
elegance, all the oíd admiration for perfect works of art, the 
Christian bishop sought to prove in every page of his writ
ings that harmonious beauty in form, cólour, and expression 
was not necessarily pagan, but that the breath of Christianity 
■\vould lend to loveliness itself a new life, which should lead
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the thoughts of men to the Maker of all harmony. We shall 
see later that his idea, especially Spanish in its origin, disap- 
peared for a time more completely in Spain tlian elsewhere, 
owing to the Christian fervour aroused by the Moorish domi
naron. The revival of the classical ideáis, the rekindling of 
the spark which Saint Isidore so lovingly kept alight during 
his time, was to be effected in Spain, it is true, but by men of 
foreign tongue and unchristian creed, taking their inspiration 
direct from the original fount.

It is evident by the canons of the various councils of To
ledo that the secular education of youth was not neglected in 
Visigothic Spain, although, with the almost complete suprem- 
acy of the ecclesiastical class during the later years of the 
dominión, it is natural that the monastic and episcopal schools 
for those destined to the priesthood should be the most fa- 
mous. At Dumium, in Galicia, the noted Hungarian Bishop 
of Braga, Saint Martin, founded a school known throughout 
western Europe; the academies of Valclara in Catalonia, of 
Toledo, of Zaragoza, of Seville, and many others, were cele- 
brated for the learning of their professors and alumni. It 
is to be presumed from the several references of Saint Isidore 
and others that as much attention as ever was paid in the 
schools to rhetoric and forms of expression, for eloquence 
and elegance of style aré more often praised even than the 
substance of learning itself by these early Christian Spaniards. 
The verbal exuberance of the Iberian was as evident then 
as it was in the palmy days of the younger Seneca, and as 
it has invariably been since in every manifestation of Spanish 
literary activity. While Christian poesy and an adaptation 
of classical learning thus flourished in Spain under the Visi- 
goths, another branch of art decayed almost entirely. Dur
ing the Román rule the theatre and the public diversions had 
flourished exceedingly, as the dramatic poetry of the period 
and the ruins of the splendid amphitheatres still existing in 
Spain will testify. The Goths, howeyer, were npt a theatrical
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01‘ a poetic people, and under the influence of Saint Gregory 
Christian feeling was strongly against the scenic pleasures 
that had delighted the pagan Romans. Saint Isidore in every 
case speaks of the theatre and actors in the past tense—al- 
though we know that poetic recitations in ptiblic had not 
entirely disappeared—and he has no words of reprobation too 
strong for such amusements. “ What connection/’ he asks, 
“ can a Christian have with the folly of the circus games, with 
the indecency of the theatre, with the cruelty of the aniphi- 
theatre, with the wickedness of the arena, or with the lascivi- 
ousness of the plays ? They who enjoy such spectacles deny 
God, and, as backsliders in the faith, hunger after that which 
they renounced at their baptism, enslaving themselves to the 
devil with his pomps and vanities.”

It will be seen, therefore, that the influence which domi- 
nated literature under the Visigoths in Spain was entirely the 
tradition of Román culture, more or less modified by Chris
tian doctrine; and in the domain of executive art the same 
phenomenon is seen. The discovery, in 1858, near Toledo, 
of the priceless treasure of Guarrazar enables us to form 
a precise idea of the Gothic influence upon the artistic metal 
work of Spain. Eleven votive crowns of gold and precious 
stones of extraordinary magnificence, and much other gold 
jewelry of the later Gothic period, testify to the lavish but 
somewhat barbarie splendour which surrounded the Visi- 
gothic kings in the decadence of their monarchy.* The 
crowns, especially that of King Swinthila (at Madrid) and 
that of King Recceswinth (at Paris), are surrounded with 
rosettes of pearls and sapphires in a delicate red paste cloi- 
sonné setting. The suspending chains are of pierced floriated 
work, and the same simple patterns of decoration are found 
on all the objeets, executed in openwork filigree, repoussé, 
and cloisonné, of wonderful richness and intricacy of work-

* Most of these interesting objeets may be seen in the Musée de 
Cluny, Paris, and the rest in the Royal Armory, Madrid.
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manship. The general character, although somewhat remi- 
niscent of the later Román Empire, has for the first time 
distinct features of its own, which distinguished the fine metal 
work of Christian Spain for centuries afterward, and almost 
certainly influenced Frankish art of the same period— unless, 
indeed, the origin of both schools was similar and simultane- 
ous. There is more than a suggestion of Byzantine and early 
Oriental in the style of ornamentation, but the heavy splen- 
donr of the Germanic taste is evident throughout.

The manufacture of the world-famous swords and Steel 
armour of Bilbilis and Toledo had continued through the 
whole period, and in this direction also the Goth left some 
small influence behind him. The swords made there in Car- 
thaginian and Román times were broad, straight, double- 
edged blades, with a central groove, and also the special arm 
of the Celtiberians, a curved, sickle-shaped sword, with the 
edge on the inner curve. Under the Visigoth the latter arm 
disappeared and the former became longer and less broad. 
The Román breastplates and leg pieces likewise fell into dis
use under the Goths, and gave place to coats of mail and 
chain armour, also distinctly reminiscent of the East. Span
ish pottery during the Visigothic period shows but little de- 
parture from the Román and Arrhetini (Samian) models, 
which had been general under the empire, the surface orna
mentation alone in some cases testifying to the general 
Byzantine influence; but the manufacture of fine glass, for 
which Spain had been famous under the Romans, seems to 
have almost disappeared during the Gothic domination; and 
the same fate appears to have befallen the textile industries, 
the famous linens and scarlet cloths of earlier days being now 
never mentioned.

It will thus be seen generally that Spain owed but little 
either politically or artistically *  to the Goths, whose main

* Their architecture had not yet assumed in Spain the character 
we usually associate with their ñame. The oldest specimen existing
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influence during the first hundred and eighty years of their 
domination was to revivify existing institutions. With the 
conversión of Recared to Catholicism and his submission to 
the ecclesiastical rather than to the feudal power, the vigour 
of the Gothic monarchy declined with startling rapidity. 
Recared and his successors decided to accept the Church as 
the national bond of unión, and thenceforward the national 
development was forced to proceed on ecclesiastical Unes. 
The countries in which feudal institutions won in the ñrst 
struggles gradually developed national parliaments out of 
the assemblies of nobles; in Spain the progress was in 
another direction. There the elective assemblies of nobles 
became efíete, and the councils of bishops with a few pala- 
tine officers formed the earliest germ of national representa- 
tion. The effect of this will be apparent later in the growth 
of Spanish institutions.

King followed king in rapid succession after the death of 
Recared (6 o i) ; no less than three sovereigns being murdered 
in five-and-twenty years, besides two who died natural deaths 
within that period. The only one of note was Swinthila 
(621-631), who took advantage of the Eastern Emperor He- 
raclitus being engaged in his war with Persia to chase the 
imperial troops from the last foothold in the south of Spain, 
which they had obtained from Athanagild sixty years before; 
and thus the long connection of Spain with the Román Em
pire at last carne to an end (626), to be revived again in an
other form nine hundred years later under Charles V.

But Swinthila tried to do too much. He not only dared 
to kick against his hard taskmasters, the Spanish Catholic 
bishops, but by again endeavouring to make the crown hered- 
itary alienated also the Gothic nobles. He was accordingly 
speedily disposed of, and a protege of the churchmen. Sisé

is the church of Naranco, near Oviedo, of the middie of the ninth 
century, which shows no departure from the style of the later empire 
except a natural tendency toward the prevailing Byzantine,

Decline of the Goths 63
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nand, was proclaimed king (631) without the form of electioii 
by tile barons. In order, therefore, to obtain sanction for bis 
usurpation, he summoned the famous fourth Council of Tole
do, and in its hands deposited the power he had seized. Saint 
Isidore presided over this august assembly of churchmen, 
and in the ñame of the Church recognised Sisenand as king. 
But even this was not enough for the ecclesiastics. It was 
enacted that in future every king should receive from the 
council of bishops and palatinos the confirmation of his elec- 
tion before he should be allowed to rule; the Catholic Church 
was proclaimed as the only religión of the monarchy, and ex- 
communication was fulminated against the deposed Swinthila 
and all that dared question the decisions of the councils. The 
influence of churchmen of Iberian blood and sympathies was 
soon seen in the bitter persecution of the Jews, who had 
flocked to Spain in great numbers on the destruction of Jeru- 
salem by Titus, and had lived in peace and prosperity ever 
since under the empire and the early Gothic kings. Imme- 
diately the conversión of Recared gave to the Spanish bishops 
the whip hand persecution began. No Jew was allowed to 
hold any public office, to own Christian slaves, or to marry a 
Christian wife; and under Sisebut (612-620) compulsory bap- 
tism was enforced upon them, and the persecuted people fled 
from torture and death in great numbers to France and 
Morocco. Swinthila refused to persecute them, but when 
the fourth Council of Toledo had anointed his usurping suc- 
cessor (633) it was no longer persecution, but exterminaron, 
that the churchmen aimed at, notwithstanding the grave warn- 
ing against overzeal given by Saint Isidore himself. No 
mercy, no toleration, no social rights, were to be allowed to 
the hated race, and five years later (638) it was enacted by the 
sixth Council of Toledo that none but Catholics should be 
allowed to live in Spain. Each succeeding council gave an- 
other turn of the screw which oppressed the Jews. Even 
those who accepted Christianity were harried and persecuted
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with relentless spite. Placed under ecclesiastical judges alone, 
deprived of property, rights, and children, scourged, enslaved, 
and tortured, ¡t is not to be wondered at that those who fied 
across the straits and those who remained pariahs, though 
professed Christians, in Spain, plotted ceaselessly to over- 
throw the rule of the bitter bigots who had deprived them 
and their race of all that mankind holds dear. Ñor was this 
persecution the only outcome of the ecclesiastical supremacy 
in the State. The conduct of the clergy themselves, sure of 
immunity under any circumstances, became hideously cor- 
rupt and dissolute; and the whole community naturally par- 
took of the corruption of its political and religious guides. 
Kings counted for little now, for if they grew independent 
they were easily removed. Councils of Toledo met in rapid 
succession and issued decrees for the government of the 
country, most of which tended to the extensión of Roman- 
Spanish and Catholic ideas and the absorption of the Goth; 
while the kings, mostly mere puppets of the churchmen, grew 
in splendour and luxury as they declined in power. Once 
a flicker of the oíd Gothic spirit showed itself in the forcible 
election of the fine oíd soldier Wamba to the throne (672) 
by the Gothic nobles. Faced by a widespread Jewish con- 
spiracy for setting up a rival king in Gothic Gaul, and by a re
volt of the Cantabrian tribes in the north of Spain, Wamba 
taught some of his people to fight vigorously again, and to 
throw oíí the paralysis that afílicted them. But the free Ro- 
man-Spaniards, priest-ridden now to an extent which can 
hardly be realized to-day, sulked as much as they dared from 
Wamba and his wars¿ and had to be coerced more than once 
to follow even a victorious Gothic king. He was too wise 
and strong, also, to please the churchmen. Erwig, weak 
and false, suited them better, and to Wamba was given a 
sleeping draught which rendered him senseless while the 
conspirators shaved a tonsure on his head, which made the 
sturdy oíd general incapable of ruling, for no churchman

6
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was allowed to wear tlie crowii. The Church was thus too 
stroiig even for Wamba, who gave way to Erwig and retired 
into a monastery to end his life, the last great Gothic king 
of Spain, tricked out oí a throne he had not sought (68o). In 
his turn Erwig was ousted by Egica, a nephew of Wamba, 
after whom carne his son Witiza. The Gothic nobles then 
made one last struggle to obtain the upper hand; for the 
Church and the Roman-Spaniard were quite paramount now. 
Roderic, the Gothic nobles’ nominee, was able to wrest the 
throne from Witiza, the protege of the bishops (710), but the 
resulting civil war between the two elementa completed the 
ruin of the monarchy. The feudal Gothic element still held 
the land, while the towns, which provided the revenues of the 
country, were mainly Spanish. The ecclesiastical organiza- 
tion was complete and national, while the feudal element had 
little cohesión except common blood and interests, which, 
however, the elective character of the monarchy constantly 
tended to divide.

The romantic story of Roderic’s amours with the beautiful 
La Cava and the introduction of the infidcls to Spain by her 
outraged father may be dismissed as fable. A much better 
reason existed than that for the fall of the monarchy. The 
Bishop of Seville (Oppas), intriguing with Witiza’s sons for 
the overthrow of Roderic, arranged with Count Julián, the 
Eastern-Roman emperor’s governor of Ceuta, to send a forcé 
of Africans over the straits to strengthen the hands of the 
ecclesiastical party and finally to crush the landowning Gothic 
nobles. The Arabs had pursued their conquering march 
through Syria, Egypt, and north Africa, and had made them- 
selves masters of Morocco. They were a newly awakened 
people, with the zeal and flush of a fresh-born faith, and 
had hitherto carried all before them. Only a few years previ- 
ously they had raided the east coast of Spain, and probably, 
even without invitation, would have made another attempt at 
invasión, Authorized by the Caliph of Damascus, the Arab
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chief Musa in 710 sent a small expedition under Tarif to the 
point now called Tarifa to spy out the strength of the land. 
He returned to Barbary loaded with booty, and with stories 
of a people so soft and unwarlike as almost to invite conquest. 
The next year (711) there went 7,000 savage Berbers—Afro- 
pre-Semites with a large admixture of Vandal blood—to 
land, as their far-distant forefathers had done, on the coast 
of Spain.

This was one of the great crises of history, but the actors 
knew it not. Tarik, the Berber chief, with his wild fanatic 
soldiery, first set foot on the famous rock which ever after- 
ward bore his ñame, Gebel-al-Tarik, assured of an easy vic- 
tory over a people whose only national bond of cohesión were 
the canons of the Church, and whose supreme government 
was a council of bishops. Roderic and his Gothic ofíicers, 
with their vassal army of 60,000 men, hurried down from the 
north to do battle not only against the invader, but against 
the priestly régime that had made the invasión possible. For 
three days the battle raged fiercely at the junction of the rivers 
Guadalete and Guadalquivir, where Lake Janda waters the 
fertile plain, but on the third day the Berbers were joined by 
the forces of the churchmen, under the Bishop of Seville 
and the sons of Witiza,* while Count Julián also, with 5,000 
Berbers, turned his arms against his fellow-Christians. The 
Goths themselves fought stubbornly to the last, but were 
surrounded and overwhelmed, Roderic disappearing thence- 
forward from the ken of men, though his crown and sceptre 
were found on the river bank. The purely Gothic element in 
Spain was withered up as if by fire. The Spaniards were more 
inclined to look upon the African intruders as friends than as 
foes, for had they not come to secure to the Roman-Spanish 
ecclesiastics the supremacy which the Gothic nobles disputed 
with them? Everywhere, too, the Jews were in league with

* Some Spanish historians assert that they did not join the enemy, 
but simply deserted.
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the invader, and city gates opened as if by magic at the 
approach of the Aírican. The invaders respected property 
and life to an extent unheard of in similar wars, and within 
two years of Tarik’s landing the whole country was under the 
sway of the infidel. Then, when it was too late, the besotted 
churchmen saw the mistake they had made, and understood 
that through their ambition Spain, if not Europe, would have 
to be reconquered foot by foot for the Church of Christ. And 
for well-nigh eight centuries to come the mighty weapons 
of the priest—the hope of heaven, the fear of hell, the iré of 
God, the esteem of men, the greed of gain, pride, patriotism, 
and hate, every passion that stirs the heart—were all wielded 
ceaselessly and vehemently by the Spanish clergy in the great 
struggle which slowly bore onward the Cross and rolled back 
the Crescent.

27 B. c. TO 710 A. D.

Summary of progress during this period

In the earlier years of the empire the civil and judicial organi- 
zation of the whole country was completed. The municipal in- 
stitutions were the basis of government. General assemblies of 
burgesses, in two classes (cives and incolas), annually elected the 
officers—two duunivirs or mayors, two ediles, with questors, 
lictors, scribes, etc., the administrative power being supervised 
by the curia or town council, consisting of the landowning bur
gesses. Frequently the larger and more Román cities had incor- 
porated with them a number of neighbouring towns. Each town 
or group of towns thus formed raised and spent its own taxation, 
the funds being derived from the contributions of the two classes 
of citizens and the rents of the common lands of the township. 
The towns sent deputies each year to the provincial centre, pri- 
marily to attend the religious festivals, but really to review the 
acts of the provincial governor, who, although nominally supreme, 
was limited by the law and local usage. The provincial funds 
were derived from the revenues of common lands and mines, 
customhouses (now first introduced), and a number of small
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impositions paid by various classes of citizens and towns. Under 
Vespasian the whole of Spain was granted the privilege of “ Latín  
law,” and later Antonínus Caracalla gave to all free Spaniards 
Román citizenship. The refinement and luxury of Spain grew  
greater with the increasing splendour of Román life, and the 
colony accompanied the mother city in its degeneration of moráis 
and manners. The introduction of Christianity profoundly influ- 
enced the social views of Spaniards. Slavery became milder and 
partook increasingly of the character of territorial vassalage, 
and the idea of the liberty and sacredness of the individual took 
firm hold of Spanish imagination. The revivification of institu- 
tions by the Goths and the subsequent overshadowing of the 
military feudalism of the Germanic peoples by councils of Latin- 
inspired bishops gave to Spanish public life during the period 
under review the direction which it ever afterward followed. 
The Román emperors endowed Spain with a complete network 
of roads, causeways, viaducts, and bridges, of which many still 
remain, and the fine aqueducts, amphitheatres, baths, and public 
buildings were also mostly constructed in this period of the domi- 
nation. Commerce grew enormously with the increase of wealth 
and means of communication; public schools, of three successive 
grades, were established in all the large centres; and, as will be 
seen in the text, a fever of literary activity overtook Spaniards. 
The numerous splendid remains still existing in Spain of the 
architecture of imperial Rome, the sculptures, mosaics, arms, 
jewels, and ornaments which have been discovered, show that, 
although the colony rivalled Rome itself in the arts of civiliza- 
tion, no special feature was developed which marked a distinc- 
tion of Spanish taste.

The incursions of the barbarians, and subsequently the re- 
newed decadence of the Goths, coming after a long period of 
Latín  decline, led to the disappearance from Spain of most of 
the elegance and luxury of the Román period, the models now 
followed being the rougher productions of Germanic and Frank- 
ish taste, tinged by the prevailing Byzantine influence. As is 
pointed out in the text, the Gothic kings gave to Spain the only 
direct adaptation of the Román law to the changed circumstances 
of the times— the first code of laws published in Europe after the 
fall of the empire, the Lex Visigothorum. They also ingrafted 
to a slight extent the feudal system on to the older institutions 
of the country.
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Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

Some of the greatest writers who glorified Latín literature 
were Spaniards. Their influence, although attractive, made for 
decadence, and the national qualities of redundancy and vehe- 
mence ultimately ruined Latín style. The Chrístían Spanish wrít- 
ers—Juvencus, Prudentíus, Saint Isidore, Saint Braulius, etc.— 
however, did much to keep culture of a sort still alive at a time 
when darkness was closing in. Industrially and artistically Spain 
only served the world during this period as a satellite of Rome, 
though with the Gothic domination she did something to maintain 
and spread the mingled Teutonic and Byzantine forms of art. 
More important, however, by far than this, she produced the best 
and most direct adaptation of the Román law, the L ex  Visigo- 
thorum or Ftiero Juzgo, when all other Teutonic dominations 
were endeavouring to supersede or destroy the Latín judicial Sys
tem. Spain thus transmitted in unbroken line the law of ancient 
Rome to modern Europe.
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MOSLEM SPAIN

Efíect of the Moorish invasión—The Berbers and the Arabs—Abd-er- 
Rahman defeated by the Franks—The Mozárabes—The Caliph 
Abd-er-Rahman—Roncesvalles—Covadonga— T̂he religious influ- 
ence on the reconquest—Influence of Arab civilization upon 
Christian Spaniards—Santiago—The caliphs of Cordova—Growth 
of fanaticism on both sides—Anarchy in Moslem Spain—Exten
sión of the Christian conquest—Restoration of the caliphate by 

• Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir—Christian tribute to Abd-er-Rahman 
III—The rise of Castile—Almansor.

I t  has been truly said that the decline and fall of the Visi- 
gothic monarchy in Spain was really only the continuation 
and completion of the downfall of Román civilization in the 
country. For reasons already set forth, the Goths infused 
fresh temporary vigour into institutions during the first cen- 
tury of their rule, but the inevitable decay was too strong for 
them, and their disaster was utter and final. The institutions 
which in early days had been their great source of strength, 
indeed, contributed not a little to their own discomfiture— 
greater by far than that of the people they had conquered. 
The aristocracy of the Román world had been bureaucratic 
and oíficial—the aristocracy of a class open to all free citizens, 
and to which, as we have seen, Spaniards had ready access: 
whereas the Gothic system depended upon an aristocracy of 
caste, hereditary and territorial, of which the doors were 
rigidly closed against Spaniards for all time. The inalienable 
possession of most of the land by the Goths had the effect
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of enormously increasing tlie various forms of villainage, and 
thus further reduced the status of the great mass of the people, 
whose strongest instinct was that of personal independence. 
The extraordinary fervidness with which the Catholic form of 
Christianity was accepted by Spaniards is to a great extent 
explained by the fact that the Church, at least, was open to 
them; and side by side with the hereditary privileged caste 
of the Goths grew up the ecclesiastical privileged class of the 
Spaniards themselves. It was the more or less conscious 
struggle for supremacy of these two classes which consum- 
mated the catastrophe. The Spaniards—four fifths of the 
nation—were naturally on the side of their own race; and 
as the power of the Church councils increased they looked 
ever more eagerly to the Church alone for emancipation and 
reform. In the supreme struggle with the Moors the Cothic 
nobility therefore found few but unwilling bondsmen to fight 
for them apart from those of their own race and caste. Henee 
it was that while the Roman-Spaniard remained after the 
Moorish victory certainly in no worse position civilly than he 
was before in many cases, indeed, much better—the Coths 
were literally swept away, and their system of hereditary no
bility, depending upon the ownership of land, disappeared. 
This fact must not be lost sight of, as it profoundly influenced 
subsequently the organization which grew up in the renascent 
nationality.

The early conquests of the Arabs had not been pri- 
marily prompted by a desire to proselytize, but to extend 
the empire of the Caliph of Damascus, and the readiness 
with which the north African peoples had embraced the faith 
of Mahomet had not been altogether pleasing to the Ca- 
liph’s tax collectors, who thus saw their tribute materially 
reduced. The Omeyyad dynasty, moreover, which now 
reigned at Damascus, was itself of disputed orthodoxy, and 
had no desire whatever to deplete its treasury for the sake of 
the faith. And although the Berbers, with the zeal of new
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converts and semisavages, who had learned the material but 
not the spiritual part of their new faith, were inclined to be 
fanatical, there was at first no attempt whatever on the part 
of the invaders to convert the Christian population of Spain, 
which so readily accepted their rule.

It was probably not originally the intention of Tarik and 
his Berbers to conquer a nation, but rather to plunder a 
province, and perhaps to retain a foothold on the coast in 
order to command the straits. But the victory over Roderic 
had been too complete to stay on the banks of the Guada- 
lete, and through an unresisting country Tarik marched, in 
defiance of the orders sent to him by the caliph’s wali Musa 
from the other side of the straits; for the Arab conquerors 
and masters were jealous and apprehensive to see their wild 
subject people pursuing a course of conquest on their own 
account. Sending columns to occupy Cordova and Malaga, 
Tarik himself pressed forward to royal Toledo, which fell 
without a blow by the connivance of the Jews, who had a long 
account to settle with the fallen régime, and exacted it to the 
utmost tittle. At first there was some plunder and rapiñe by 
the Berbers, but before many months had passed. Musa, the 
Arab wali, with an army of 18,000 men, carne across to secure 
the conquest for himself and his caliph. Casting the Berber 
leader, Tarik, into prison for daring to exceed his orders,- 
Musa marched onward to the Pyrenees, whence he looked 
back upon a Spain of which only one córner was now ruled 
by Christians. In most cases the Christians, and especially 
the Jews who had accompanied the invaders in vast numbers, 
had reason to congratúlate themselves upon their change of 
masters. The most absoluto religious toleration was allowed, 
and the exercise of all faiths encouraged. Where no resist- 
ance was offered to their arms the Moors left the owncrs in 
full possession of their lands, with the right of free sale, which 
they did not previously possess; while in the towns the prop- 
erty was retained by the owners on payment of the universal
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tax of the kharadj (aboiit 20 per cent), and a special head 
tax npon Christians and Jews of 48 dirliems per head for 
wealthy persons, half that amount for the poorer people, and 
a quarter for the servile classes.* In the districts of the south 
where resistance had been offered the lands were confiscated, 
one fifth being retained for the state and four fifths distrib- 
uted among the Moorish soldiery; but even here the villains 
were left in possession, paying to the new lords, in the case of 
the State one third of the produce, and in case of the soldiers 
four fifths. The Christians, moreover, were ruled by their 
own Latin-Visigothic code of laws, administered by their own 
officers; and even the Christian priests—though not the polit- 
ical bishops or the Church as an institution—lived and minis- 
tered in safety under the rule of the infidel.

If, as is generally asserted by contemporaries, Tarik was 
imprisoned by Musa, he was speedily released to pursue the 
scattered remains of the Gothic host under a chief, Pelayo, 
who had fled to the northwest, while Musa with his army sub- 
dued the east and northeast as far as the Pyrenees. But soon 
the caliph in far Damascus grew anxious, perhaps indignant, 
at these vast campaigns; which his wali had written to him 
“ were not common conquests, but like the meeting of the 
nations on the day of judgment,” and peremptorily ordered 
Musa to come and give an account of his actions. As vice- 
roy in Spain Musa left his son Abdul Aziz,who, after reducing 
the gallant Gothic Duke Theodomir at Orihuela, near Ali
cante, to the position of a vassal king,f himself held court at 
Seville, married a Christian lady, and, in true Oriental fashion, 
was murdered by an emissary of the caliph, who had already

*This would represent about 20s., loj., and Sí ., respectively, but 
tbese sums must be multiplied by about ll  to arrive at the propor- 
tionate valué at the present time.

t  Theodomir, according to the story, having been driven out of 
the mountains of Murcia, fled, accompanied oniy by a page, to the 
walled town of Orihuela. There he made a great show of women 
dressed as warriors on the ramparts, and himself, personating a meS’
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degraded and destroj^ed his father Musa on bis arrival in Da- 
mascus. Before Abdul Aziz íell he had, to some extent, or- 
ganized Moorish Spain on the tolerant System to which ref- 
erence has been made, accepting the governmental machinery 
already existing, but appointing a Moorish alcaide or gov- 
ernor to each large town with its dependent villages to replace 
the Gothic comes, and sending a wali to each province in- 
stead of the dux. The difficulty in these early days of the 
Arab domination was not between Christian and Mahome- 
tan, but between the different sections of the victors them- 
selves. The Berbers, not without reason, looked upon their 
own race as the conquerors of Spain; but their Arab masters 
treated such pretensions with the scorn of a superior race, 
who had only recently brought to the Berbers the faith they 
professed and such civilization as they had attained. The 
caliphate itself was in the throes of revolution, and leaned 
first to one side and then to another. From Africa swarmed 
thousands of tribesmen to the fertile land their brethren had 
just conquered— Berbers, Touaregs, Copts, and Nubians— 
hating each other as only savage tribes can, but all, to some 
extent, recognising the superiority of the Arab, who had 
brought them into the fold of the Prophet. One amlr of 
Spain after another therefore followed in quick succession on 
the death of Abdul Aziz. Tribal jealousies and wars contin- 
ued, in which, although the Arab usually prevailed, the more 
fanatical Berber gradually forced to the front the idea that 
the most fervid Mahometan was necessarily the best man.

Among the undistinguishable amirs who rose and fell 
during the first forty years of Arab ascendency one shines 
through the ages as the principal actor in a series of events

senger, with his page as a herald, cleverly cajoled Abdul Aziz into 
granting him very favourable terms of surrender, Theodomir be- 
coming a tributary prince of the caliph and a cióse friend of the 
Arab Abdul Aziz. The territory around Orihuela was called the land 
of Tadmir by the Moors cepturies after Theodomir had died.
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oí paramoiint importance in the history oí the world. Thith- 
erto no effective resistance had been oííered to the Arab ad- 
vance. In less than a hundred years this nomad nation had 
carried their banner and their faith from the Hindoo Koosh 
to the Pyrenees unchecked, and by every law they were 
forced to press onward until they met an insurmountable ob- 
stacle. Already Alahor, in 719, had conquered without difii- 
culty the portion oí Gaul which had formerly owed allegiance 
to the Gothic kings, with Narbonne as its capital, and thence 
the intruders had spread west to Beaune, seizing Avignon 
in 730.

Then there aróse Abd-er-Rahman as Arab governor oí 
Southern Gaul, who dreamed oí carrying the Crescent to the 
Rhine and the North Sea. At first he was unsuccessíul, and 
was deposed by the caliph, but in 731 was reappointed Amir 
oí Spain, and after suppressing the disorder oí the tribes 
there and sternly curbing the Berbers and their fanatical 
Marabouts, he set forth to realize his great dream oí making 
the caliph inaster oí Europe. Northward through Aquitaine 
to the banks oí the Garonne the Saracens swept all before 
them. Bordeaux fell, and the rich plains oí central France 
lay open to them. But before they could cross the Loire and 
master northern France a Frankish army lay in their path. 
Between Poictiers and Tours the forces oí Islam met with the 
Christian host under Charles the Hammer, as he was ever 
afterward called. The Saracens were confident, for had not 
the Christians oí Spain bowed the head before them as the 
ripe corn bends before the wind ? And were not these Franks 
Christians, too? Yes, but with a difference; for the Franks, 
instead of being absorbed by a Romanized nation, had ab
sorbed it; the vices oí the later empire had not emasculated 
them, and the powers of church and State were in healthy 
rivalry, instead of the latter being a mere appanage of the for- 
mer, as in Spain. And so Abd-er-Rahman fell; the Hammer 
stayed the flood of Islam, and in a seven days’ fight decided

76 The Spanish People
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tliat the Cross should prevail. Thenceforward, although the 
Moors kept Narbonne for some years longer, tlieir power 
stayed at the Pyrenees.

The masterful Arabs had appropriated to themselves the 
best parts oí the Península, especially the smiling south coast, 
their own fair Andaloos, and had relegated their subject Afri
can peoples, the Berbers and others, to the arid centre and 
coid rainy north. The Berber, like his far-away relative the 
Iberian, was a man of strong individuality, with an obstínate 
reluctance to obey another unless he spoke in the ñame of a 
supernatural entity. His saintly class, the Marabouts, had 
obtained over him a hold similar to that possessed by the 
priest over the Spaniard; and inflamed by these fanatics 
against the tolerant and sceptical Arab, the African peoples 
on both sides of the straits coalesced against their masters. 
The position was full of danger for the Arab power in Spain; 
and before peace could be secured a new división of the 
country had to be made, in which the Africana obtained a 
somewhat more equitable share, and the various tribes were 
allotted districts to some extent climatologically suited to 
them. Thus the Arabs of Damascus were seated in the beau- 
tiful Vega of Granada, the Egyptian Moslems occupied the 
torrid district of Murcia, and the Berbers had their principal 
Seat in the Southwest and extending through Estremadura 
and Castile, and so were constantly in contact with the enemy. 
During this first forty years of the Moorish domination in 
Spain, in which the struggle was continuous and the final 
issues doubtful between Arab and African, the connection of 
the dependency upon the caliphate grew weaker, until at 
last the Amir of Spain carne to be elected by the various 
tribal chieftains, and the election was simply confirmed by the 
caliph at Damascus.

Side by side with the new rulers lived the Christians and 
Jews in peace. The latter, rich with commerce and industry, 
were content to let the memory of their oppression by the
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priest-ridden Goths sleep, now that the prime autliors of it 
had disappeared. Learned in all the arts and Sciences, cul- 
tured and tolerant, they were treated by the Moors with 
marked respect, and multiplied exceedingly all over Spain; 
and, like the Christian Spaniards under Moorish rule—who 
were called Mozárabes—-had cause to thank their new masters 
for an era of prosperity such as they had never known before. 
Many Christians adopted the faith of Islam, for they thus 
escaped the head tax, and, if bondsmen, became free. Their 
religión previously had probably not gone much beyond 
a vague deism, with a superstitious regard for the priest, and 
these elements could be supplied by the newer faith; but 
there was no proselytism on the part of the Arabs, and con
versión was discouraged, rather than otherwise. It was not 
until the fanatic political Christian priests, eager for recon- 
quest, began to arouse the zeal of the Mozárabes that the 
equally' intolerant Berbers in the same spirit began to per- 
secute in the ñame of Allah and the Prophet.

The empire of Islam itself was too unwieldy to hold to- 
gether very long in the face of the widely different peoples 
who composed it and the simple tribal traditions upon which 
it had been based. The caliphate had existed already three 
hundred years after the death of the Prophet, when in 750 
the reigning Omeyyad at Damascus was deposed by the first 
caliph of the Abbaside Persian dynasty, who carried the 
caliphate to Bagdad. The only Omeyyad prince who es
caped the slaughter and destruction of his house was the 
young Abd-er-Rahman, who fled from his persecutors, and, 
after many moving adventures by land and sea, reached Africa 
where he found among the Berbers of far Maghreb an asy- 
lum whither the hate of the new caliph could not follow him.

From his birth soothsayers had predicted a great future 
for him. He was clever, strong, ambitious, and the only re- 
maining son of a long line of powerful sovereigns; and no 
wonder that he looked across the straits to fair Andaloos, and
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dreamed of a great empire to be founded by him oii the jar- 
ring tribes which now possessed the land. The Syrian party 
was strong in Spain, and hailed the coming of the son of the 
Syrian caliphs (755). All the Syrian and Yemen tribes of 
Islam Spain deserted the representative of the caliphate of 
Bagdad, and saluted Abd-er-Rahman as sovereign. But 
many a hard fight had to be fought; treachery and cruelty, 
as masterly as it was heartless, had to be practised before the 
young pretender could enter Cordova in triumph, to found 
there the capital of his empire, the centre for two hundred 
years to come of the Western world’s half-forgotten culture.

The Sultán Abd-er-Rahman was one of the Heaven-sent 
rulers of men. Prompt, yet cautious in council and in war, 
unscrupulous, overbearing, and proud, he was as ready to 
wreak terrible vengeance as he was politic to forgive when it 
suited him. With an energy which carried all before it, he 
faced and extirpated the forces the caliph sent against him. 
Tribe after tribe, especially in the north, where.the Abbaside 
cause was strong, revolted, only to be crushed with an iron 
hand and their leaders crucified. Berber and Yemenite alike 
acknowledged that at last they had found their master, though 
during the whole of Abd-er-Rahman’s reign the border cities 
of the north rendered him but sulky homage.

The loss of Narbonne and Southern Gaul to the Frank was 
partly the result of this; and the famous battle of Roncesvalles, 
of which so much is sung and so little is known, had its origin 
in the same división among the Moors. Charlemagne, the ally 
of the new Caliph of Bagdad, had been approached by the 
Abbaside emissaries in 777, with a request that he would cross 
the Pyrenees and aid the opponents of Abd-er-Rahman. Zara
goza, the emperor was assured, was on the side of the Abba
side, and in the summer of 778 Charlemagne and his Franks 
crossed the Pyrenees at the pass of Saint Jean Pied de Port, 
forming a junction with his únele Bernard, who had advanced 
by Roussillon and the eastern Pyrenees. Receiving the
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homage of Pamplona, which, though tributary to the Moof, 
was wholly Christian, Charlemagne appeared before Zara
goza. What íollowed is not certain; whether Abdul Melik, 
Abd-er-Rahman’s general, was there before the Frank and 
prevented his entrance, or whether the latter íeared treachery 
from his friends. The only point upon which all are agreed is 
that aíter a successful campaign Charlemagne suddenly re- 
treated, sacking and pillaging inoffensive Pamplona on his 
way, and that in the pass of Roncesvalles his rear guard was 
attacked and cut up by a mixed forcé of Basques, Spaniards, 
and, it is asserted, even Moors.

Of the legendary slaughter, of the heroism of Roland, of 
the valour of Bernardo del Carpió, of the hundred and one 
stories which have been embroidered upon the simple hap- 
pening of this mountain ambuscade, no account can be given 
here; but at least one important fact comes out of the legend, 
namely, that Spaniards of all sorts and races, though divided 
enough to be constantly fighting among themselves, liad 
now, for the first time in their history, the early promptings 
of the nationality of soil, as apart from that of faith or tribal 
connection, sufficiently strong to permit of a coalition against 
a foreigner as such. This feeling was again demonstrated a 
few years later (797),when Alfonso II , encouraged by his suc
cessful raids against the Moors in the south, bethought him to 
beg the aid of Charlemagne to establish himself in his new 
conquest, even as tributary of the Frankish emperor. But 
this the Spanish-Gothic nobles would not endure, and incon- 
tinently locked up their king in a monastery until he promised 
that no foreigner should ever be allowed to interfere in strug- 
gles on the soil of Spain.

In the northeast, as yet, no such feeling as this existed; 
for the cióse neighbourhood, constant intercourse, common 
tongue, and common sovereignty of Southern Gaul and Cata- 
lonia had rendered the people of the two regions almost undis- 
tinguishable. At the beginning of the ninth century, there-
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fore, when a crusade was organized at Aquitaine to recover 
Barcelona from the infidel, no opposition was offered by the 
Christian population. City after city fell to the Frank with- 
out a blow until Barcelona was reached. Here Zaid, the 
Moslem governor for Hakam, King oí Cordova, stood firm 
month after month, until, despairing at Hakam’s silence to his 
prayers for aid, he himself escaped from the city and tried to 
reach Cordova to press his suit. In an evil hour the Franks 
captured him, and presented to him the alternative of death or 
the surrender of the city. The answer of Zaid was to exhort 
the Barcelonese, Moors, and Christians alike to hold out 
firmly and so avenge his death. But the Christians were in a 
vast majority, and surrendered on honourable terms, Zaid 
being spared. King Louis of Aquitaine entered the city in tri- 
umph and established a noble Goth, Bera, as tributary count, 
and thenceforward for two hundred years, first as a vassal 
State, and subsequently as an independent dominión, Catalonia 
bravely held its own against the constant attacks of the Mos- 
lems on the south, sometimes falling into their hands for a 
space, but always reconquered by the sturdy race that peopled 
it. From this time (800) for two centuries, though the fron- 
tiers were constantly changing, and both Christians and 
Moors frequently raided far into each other’s dominions, the 
soil of Spain may be roughly divided into two fairly distinct 
zones of possession. That of the Christians was north of a 
line following the Ebro, the Guadarrama Mountains, and the 
range which separates the valleys of the Tagus and the 
Douro, while the Moors were south of that line. The Moors 
thus had the most fertile and beautiful portion of the Penin- 
sula, while the Christians possessed the regions which bred 
the hardiest and healthiest men.

After Abd-er-Rahman had Consolidated his kingdom of 
Cordova, independent now of the caliphs of Bagdad, he ruled 
until his death, in 788, with the tempered severity, wisdom, 
and justice which made his dominión the best organized in

7
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Europe, and his capital the most splendid in the world. By a 
curious coincidence, or something more, Spain for the second 
time had thus found its national bond of unión in orthodoxy. 
We have seen how the consolidation of Christian Spain had 
been effected by fervent Athanasian Catholicism in the face of 
Arianism. Mahometan Spain similarly resisted consolidation, 
until the Omeyyad amir, representing the elective headship 
of the faithful, carne as the Champion of the word of the 
Prophet against the family tradition of the impious Abbasides, 
heretics of Khorassan. Then African, Egyptian, and Yemen- 
ite rallied to the cry of the Marabout as they had never rallied 
to their tribal chiefs, and Cordova became a second Damas- 
cus. There must be something more than accident in this. 
The vehement Christian orthodoxy to the interpreted Word 
and the reverence of the priest which United Spain under the 
Goths was Iberian in its spirit; the fanatical Mahometan 
orthodoxy which had enabled Abd-er-Rahman to consolidate 
the tribes under his rule, was mainly African; and the theory 
that blood relationship existed between the primitive popula- 
tions on both sides of the straits is borne upon us more 
strongly than ever. We shall have occasion to remarle in the 
course of this history that in every case hereafter when the 
African elements rebel against the amirs and caliphate of Cor
dova, and eventually when they destroy it, their discontent 
arises from the cultured tolerance which accompanied the 
orthodoxy of the Syrian-Arab reigning house, and which the 
Africana looked upon as backsliding.

While the forcea of Mahometan fanaticism were being 
thus employed by Abd-er-Rahman and his successors to con
solidate their rule; in the extreme northwest of Spain among 
the rugged Cantabrian Mountains, a similar spirit of fervour 
on the Christian side was being assiduously aroused for the 
purpose of destroying the rule of Islam. All that was left of 
Gothic chivalry after the battle of Janda fled up into the al- 
most inaccessible mountains of the north, carrying rvith it
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only the lioly relies oí the saints from Toledo. There can have 
been but comparatively few Romanized Spaniards among the 
fugitives, for, as we have seen, the mass of the Christians 
contentedly remained in their houses and holdings under the 
Moors; but the defeated remnants of the Gothic army must 
have found in the Asturian hills a warlike, hardy population, 
largely Celtic in origin, with an admixture of that Suevian 
blood which had given so much trouble to the Visigoths. 
Such elements as these were easy to organize in defence of 
these secluded valleys; and when the Arab forces under Alsa- 
mach, the lieutenant of Alahor, in 718 endeavoured to sub- 
due this last remnant of Christian rule, they sustained a 
crushing defeat, which the Christian chroniclers exagger- 
ated out of all reason, for the purpose of infusing spirit into 
their ranks and assuring them of the special protection of 
Providence.* The battle at the Cave of Covadonga was in all 
probability one of those mountain engagements in which a 
few men well placed can inflict terrible punishment upon a 
large forcé packed into a confined pass with no facility for 
retreat. In any case, it was decisive as far as it went; and the- 
Moors in their fertile south, east, and west were content to 
accept the. existence of a tiny mountain principality of Chris
tians in the remóte untempting north. Out of this insignifi- 
cant principality, headed by a Gothic soldier, the Spanish 
monarchy grew, and the sovereign who at one time aimed at 
universal dominión, and nearly attained it, was the direct suc- 
cessor of Pelayo, first King of Asturias, in his village capital 
of Canga de Onis.

The Christian Reconquest 83

* The Bishop of Salamanca (Sebastian), writing nearly two hun- 
dred years after the battle, asserts that Pelayo and his little band of 
30 men killed the Moorish general and 124,000 men, besides 63,000 
more drowned in the river. The remainder of the Moors to the 
number of 375,000 took refuge in France. The numbers of the 
Moors are absurd, and may be reduced by two figures at least, but 
they perhaps attest the fact that the overthrow was complete and un- 
looked-for.
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Pelayo’s son-in-law Alfonso—the Catholic, as he was 
called—felt strong enough in 742 to advance the limits oí his 
little kingdoni; for, as we have seen, at this period the Ber- 
bers and Arabs were at discord, and the defeat of the forces oí 
Islam by Charles Martel had given fresh confidence to the 
Christians. The Basque tribes in the western Pyrenees also 
sympathized with their co-religionists, and a series of raids 
was made against the Moor, down as far south as Salamanca 
and Segovia, while the frontiers of the Asturian kingdom were 
advanced into Galicia and Lusitania on the one side, and inte. 
Biscay on the other. Wherever Alfonso was victorious the 
Christian faith was established as the solé religión, and 
everywhere the idea of a divine patronage of the Christian 
cause was loudly proclaimed by the priests. Covadonga was 
not a battle, but a miracle; prophecies without number from 
altar and hermitage told the people how God himself was on 
their side; celestial volees in sweet concert sang over the 
dead body of the king; and religious exaltation thus made of 
the Asturian mountains a shrine, and of a guerilla war of con- 
quest a sacred crusade.

The early organization of the kingdom of Asturias was 
in all things a continuaron of the Gothic system which had 
ruled Spain before the Arab invasión.* The Fuero Juzgo 
was still the law, the crown was nominally elective with a 
quasi-hereditary character, the king was an anointed minister 
of God as well as a military chief, and the priest was every
where to exhort to zeal and sacrifice. Gradually through the

* A few years before the Moorish invasión the prohibition oí mar- 
riages between Goths and Spaniards had been abolished, and in the 
organization of the kingdom of Asturias the separation of the races 
was no longer possible, although (like the Normans in England) the 
tradition of the Gothic blood being the more aristocratic, of course, 
continued long after all real distinction had disappeared. In the 
earlier years of the reconquest most of the leading ofíicers were 
naturally of Gothic descent, and their possession of the border 
strongholds constituted the nucleus of a new nobility mainly Gothic 
in feeling.
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reign of Alfonso I  the Christian castles sprang up all along 
the marches and debatable ground, as far south as the plains 
of León and as far east as Aragón; and wherever the castles 
rose the altar had an honoured place, and the soldiers and the 
churchmen shared labour, peril, and glory.

Fruela, the son of Alfonso, less strict perhaps in the mat- 
ter of faith than his people—for he paid tribute to the 
Arab Abd-er-Rahman for a portion of his territories—soon 
found himself at issue both with priests and nobles; and the 
fatal división between Spaniards showed itself even in these 
early days of the reconquest. The Basque tribes were ready 
to fight the Moor, but would bear willingly no allegiance to 
a king of Asturias; and Fruela wasted lives and resources 
in a long war with his fellow-Christians, and quarrelled with 
both his nobles and the clergy, until he was murdered in re- 
venge for his assassination of his brother, of whose influence 
he was jealous (757). Doubtful Christian as he was, however, 
Fruela founded a splendid church to the honour of St. Vin- 
cent, around which sprang up the future capital city of the 
realm, Oviedo.

And so, gradúally consolidating the territory they had 
gained, and holding not infrequent and sometimes not un- 
friendly communication with the Moors, whose borders ad- 
joined their own, these petty kings of Asturias lived, quar
relled, prayed, paid tribute, and in due course died or were 
murdered, until one more important than the rest appeared in 
the person of Alfonso II , son of Fruela and grandson of Al
fonso I  (791), when Hishem, the son of the great Abd-er-Rah
man, reigned over the kingdom of Cordova. The second Al- 
fonso’s ambitions were wider than those of his immediate pre- 
decessors, for he extended his raids as far as Lisbon, and at 
least once beat the Moors in a great pitched battle when they 
attempted to invade his kingdom. He also carried forward 
his grandfather’s plan for an entire organization of his 
kingdom on the Unes of the Gothic monarchy of Spain,

The Christian Reconquest .85
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and transferred his capital to the rapidly prospering city of 
Oviedo.

But notwithstanding the exhortations of the priests, peo
ple had begmi to settle down in something like amity side by 
side, even though they professed different faiths  ̂ There was 
a considerable amount of intermarriage between Moors and 
Christians.* The populations on the borders could not for- 
ever be fighting, and in cities under Arab rule, as we have 
seen, the most perfect toleration prevailed, and even Chris
tians began to enjoy, and to be proud of, the luxury and ele- 
gance which accompanied the life of the cultivated Arabs. In 
Cordova especially, where the taste and liberality of Abd-er- 
Rahman and his son Hishem had already raised that most 
beautiful of all Spanish places of worship, the great mosque, 
still standing, and the marvellous palaces and enchanting gar- 
dens were the talk of Spain, an enormous number of Mozá
rabes by the eñd of the eighth century had flocked to the city, 
and had become converted to the Mahometan faith. So 
numerous were they, and, as befitted their national character, 
so zealous, that they became, under Hishem, a power and a 
danger to the state.

The Christian priests in Asturias could not be expected 
to sit tranquil at the gradual conciliation of Moor and Chris
tian; and the body of Santiago was opportunely found, to 
stir again the enthusiasm of the soldiers of the Cross. Far 
away in the Galician mountains a poor shepherd saw a super- 
natural light shining. The spot was searched, and in a marble 
coffin was found the body of the apostle. First a humble 
chapel, and then a noble cathedral surrounded by a city, aróse 
on the Campus Apostoli, where the saint had lain. Pilgrims 
flocked and prayed at the shrine of so signal a miracle; from

* This was encouraged by several of the kings, especially by Fruela 
and Aurelio, and probably gave rise to the popular legend of the 
tribute annually paid by the latter to the Moors of loo Christian 
virgins.
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King Alfonso to the humble Spanish peasant all knew that 
the Saint had thus appeared to lead them again to victory 
against the enemies of the faith; and later carne the story of 
how, in the time of Alfonso’s son Bermudo, the apostle, at the 
fabnlous battle of Clavijo, with flashing blade and prancing 
charger, led the Christians to victory after every hope had 
fled. Another story of the same time relates to the supernatu- 
ral manufacture of “ the cross of the angels.” Alfonso II , it is 
said, wished to testify his gratitude to God by causing to be 
made a splendid cross out of the gold he had captured from 
the Moors, and intrusted the work to two young stranger 
men who offered their Services. They were shut up with the 
materials, and in a short time were found to have disappeared, 
leaving behind them the beautiful processional cross still ex- 
isting in Oviedo cathedral. It was probably found that the 
workmen were of Moorish blood, and to avoid scandal the 
legend was invented.*

The spirit which produced these and a hundred similar 
miracles could not fail in time to have its effect upon a people 
so devout and imaginative as the Celtiberian race; and the 
Mozárabes began to desert the towns under Moorish rule and 
migrate into the Christian territory, while those who remained 
in the Moslem parts of the country grew, under the influence 
of their priests, ever more bitter against the faith of their gov- 
ernors. Religious rancour on the one side was answered by 
religious bigotry 011 the other. Hishem, the son and suc- 
cessor of the great Abd-er-Rahman of Cordova, was a saint. 
By hini the splendid mosque of Cordova was completed,f and
 ̂ * This gold cross is somewhat Arabic in feeling. It is i6Jd

melles liigh and the same across, covered at the back with fine 
fihgree set with  ̂precious stones. There are five medallions in 
irontj with a Latín inscription between them. The date upon it is 
808, and it is stated to be an offering by King Alfonso. There is in 
the same cathedral the original wooden cross carried before Pelayo 
in his first battles. The cross was covered with gold plates in 828.

t  This superb edifice stands on the site of a Román temple of 
Janus. For the first seventy years after the Arab conquest the Chris-
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after a few years of reign he became a complete devotee, 
while his kingdom was as much of a theocracy as the later 
Gothic monarchy had been. The greatest power in his State 
was that of the fanatic religious class—mostly Christian per- 
verts—who had settled in a suburb of Cordova, and were led 
by a famous Berber holy man, Tahia ben Tahia, who in the 
last years of Hishem’s iife wielded the chief power in the 
State. Hakam, the son of Hishem, who succeeded in 796, 
found himself face to face with a revolt promoted by this 
fanatical element, the Fakihs, in favour of his two úneles. 
After this revolt had been conquered, the Fakihs stirred up a 
revolution in Toledo, which was not finally suppressed until 
many hundreds of the noble and saintly rebels had been exe- 
cuted * * (807).

Again, seven years afterward, the priestly element made a 
final effort to remove the caliph, who was not devout enough 
to please them. Cordova was aroused by the fervid denuncia- 
tions of the Fakihs, and Hakam was besieged in his own 
palace; but sallying with a trusty guard he fell upon the sub
urb where the bigots dwelt, utterly razing it, and driving most

tian church on the spot was divided, and both forms of worship were 
conducted therein. Abd-er-Rahman I bought the Christian portion 
and began the mosque, to the construction of which vast treasures 
were devoted. It is 360 feet long by 270 feet wide, the roof being low, 
and the interior presenting the effect of countless radiating arcades 
of Moorish triple arches supported by 1,200 marbie pillars, mostly 
the spoils of more ancient Román edifices.

* Toledo had sided with the pretenders Suleiman and Abdallah 
against Hakam, and had been subdued by Amru, the general of the 
latter. After the complete defeat of the conspirators, the townspeople 
of Toledo complained so bitterly of the severity of the governor 
Yusuf, son of Amru, that Hakam was obliged to remove him, but 
sent his terrible father in his place. On the visit of Hakam’s son, 
afterward Abd-er-Rahman II, to Toledo, Amru invited the whole 
of the chief men of the city to a great banquet to meet the heir of 
the caliph. Four hundred chiefs and gentlemen accepted the invita- 
don, and as each one arrived his head was smitten off. The whole 
of the bodies were cast into a ditch, and the massacre went dpwn 
to history under the ñame of “ the day of the íosse.”
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of its inhabitants out of the city.* Hakam’s son Abd-er- 
Rahman II  once more allowed the leader of the bigots, Tahia, 
to gain the upper hand. The new caliph was a poet, a musi- 
cian, and a dilettante, caring more for the beauty and luxury 
of his capital than for the greatness of his ñame; and Tahia, 
the holy fanatic, shared the government only with the Persian 
Ziriab, poet, artist, littérateur, and arbiter of taste, the most 
popular man in Cordova.

Sporadic civil war among the Moslems, pardal revolts 
suppressed with appalling cruelty, constañt little engagements 
with the Christians on the borders or struggles with the 
Franks on the coast. ever-increasing bigotry, both on the 
side of the Christian priests and the Mahometan devotees—• 
these were the characteristic features of the reign of the gentle 
and cultured Abd-er-Rahmían II . He had done his best by 
tolerance and protection to soften the bitter spirit of persecu- 
tion which was growing up on both sides; but a few months 
before his death (852) saw the outburst of the fierce flame 
which the churchmen had so long been fanning. It became 
a perfect craze among the Christian Mozarabic priests to insist 
upon martyrdom.

It is true that the great majority of Mozarabic laymen 
were fairly contení with their lot, and to a large extent had 
adopted the customs, and even the language, of the ruling 
race,f but the priests were ceaseless in their clamour at the

* The massacre of the suburb of Cordova is ascribed by one 
school of Arab writers to the vengeance of Hakam for the resistance 
of the inhabitants to the payment of a new tax to provide for the 
lavish splendour of his court. It is said that no less than 8,000 of 
the discontented citizens were expelled to Fez, in Morocco, and 
16,000 found a permanent home in Crete.

t  The Works of Saint Eulogius (the Bishop of Toledo whose self- 
sought martyrdom practically ended the era of Christian sacrifice in 
Cordova) and of his contemporary, the layman Alvaro the Cordo- 
vese, are full of references to the constant efforts made by the 
Spanish priests at this period to prevent the introduction into the 
Christian populations of Jewish or Arabio culture. In mentioning by
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shame that the infidel should lord over a former Christian 
City, and in comparing the soft, self-indulgent habits of the 
scholarly Arab and Jew with the hard ascetic lile which they 
themselves led for Christ’s salee. Everything luxurious, 
cleanly, or even beaiitiful, vvas accursed, because it savoured 
of Islam ; all that was dirty, forbidding, and painful was holy, 
because it carne from the Christian ideal of sacrifice. So 
when one priest by his open and purposed insults to the faith 
of Mahomet liad brought upon himself the martyrdom for 
which he yearned, a multitude of Christians pressed and 
strove to share his fate. Abd-er-Rahman and his Arab ad- 
visers used every effort to restrain the zeal of these fanatics, 
but with little success. Among other things, he summoned a 
council of Christian bishops in Cordova (852), headed by the 
Bishop of Seville, which, in accord with the Bishop of Cor
dova, issued a command prohibiting Christians from wilfully 
seeking martyrdom. As might have been foreseen, the order 
liad the effect of still further exciting the exalted spirits, and 
the martyrdoms followed, not now by tens, but by hundreds, 
for as the Christians became more determined to insult the 
faith of Islam, the Mahometan fanatics hardened their hearts 
and became more rigorous. This was especially the case 
after the death of Abd-er-Rahman I I  and the succession of his 
narrow-minded and cruel son Mahomet I.

The overrefinenient of the capital, in comparison with the 
stage of cultivation reached by the great mass of the Moslems, 
consisting, as the latter did, mainly of rough and inferior 
African races, naturally led, under a succession of feeble 
rulers, to división and decadence both within and without.

ñame the various Christian martyrs, Saint Eulogius nearly always says 
that they were periius et doctus lingua Arábica, or Arábica erudiendus 
litieraiura. Alvaro soundly rates the youth of his time for learning 
the language of the infidel and writing verses in Arabic, but it is 
evident that, notwithstanding the protests of their pastors and mas- 
ters, the Spanish laymen in Moslem territories were almost as eager 
to learn Arabic as their Iberian ancestors had been to learn Latin.
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For a time, indeed, it appeared that the Spanish caliphate 
must break up from its own weakness, for the fanatic Berbers 
made no attempt to conceal their disaííection at the ways of 
the capital. A Visigothic renegade, Muza ben Zeyad, who 
had gained high repute among the Moors, seized Huesca, 
Tudela, Zaragoza, and Toledo, and proclaimed himself inde- 
pendent. For a time Ordoño I, King of Asturias, smiled upon 
him, for the rebel confined his attacks to the Arab caliph and 
to the Franks in Catalonia; but before Ordoño died, in 866, 
he had taken and added to the Christian kingdom much of 
what Muza had filched from the caliphate. The Christian 
renegades in the Algarves, the Berbers in Estremadura, the 
Moors in Tadmir (Murcia), and the Arab aristocracy in Se- 
ville, all aííected to hold themselves free from allegiance to the 
king in Cordova, while the Spaniards in the north, the Franks 
in the northeast, and the Norman pirates on the coast re- 
duced the once supreme power of the Spanish caliph to a 
shadow.

At length, when things were at their worst, a man aróse 
who was to restore to the throne of his fathers its full lustre, 
and to make of the caliphate of Cordova a rival, if not a supe
rior, to the caliphate of Bagdad. To Mahomet, son of Abd- 
er-Rahman II , had succeeded Mundhir and Abdallah, shad- 
ows merely flitting across the page of history. The greater 
part of rich Andalusia had practically thrown off the yoke of 
the weak tyrant in silken Cordova, and anarchy reigned su
preme through Moslem Spain. The Berber clans held all the 
Southwest and centre, and even some strongholds in the south 
itself, ostentatiously independent of the Arab. Muza with his 
Berber freebooters raided and ravaged where they listed, 
holding much of central Spain as tributary to the Christian 
kings. The Arab nobility in the south sulked scornfully away 
from a king who could not hold his own, and a Christian 
Goth, Ibn HafsOn, held the rich vega of Granada from his 
mountain fastnesses in the Sierra Nevada. Murcia, cultivated,
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prosperous, and well governed by its Arab lord, made no 
pretence oí allegiance to the caliph, and vied in splendour and 
wealth with princely Seville under its enlightened king, Ibn 
H a jjá j; and when, at length, the wretched Caliph Abdallah 
died in 912, the bigots in the capital could only cry that surely 
the wrath of God would fall upon Moslem Spain as a punish- 
ment for the wickedness of the capital. “ Woe to thee, Cor- 
dova, sink of defilement and decay! ”

In very truth the embers of religioits hate, which the 
bigots on both sides had so industriously fanned, were burn- 
ing themselves out. The demolition of Christian churches, 
the sacrifice of self-immolated Christian martyrs, and the 
consequent revolts of Mozárabes, had produced nothing but 
misery to all concerned. Neither faith had gained, and 
neither race had benefited; the main result had been that 
three parts of the country were overrun by marauders; that 
every little chieftain set up as a tyrant on his own account, 
and every man’s hand was against his fellow. All insensibly, 
thus, the country had been brought to the miserable condition 
in which the one thing required was a saviour of society who 
should bring with him the rule of law.

The man appeared in the grandson of Abdallah, the young 
Caliph Abd-er-Rahman I I I  (an-Nasir), who assumed the title 
of Caliph of the West. A mere lad as he was of twenty-one 
on his accession, he showed at once his determinaron to bear 
no divided sway. Calling the chiefs together, he let them 
know that no disintegration, no disobedience even, would be 
allowed. There was, he knew, no cohesión among the war- 
ring tribes and petty princes who had broken loose; and as 
the young caliph marched through Moslem Spain with his 
army, he found the rebels everywhere ready to submit. Even 
the Christian Ibn Hafsün at last was overeóme in his strong- 
hold at Barbastro, and obstínate Toledo alone stood out. A 
permanent siege of the city at last broke down its defences, 
and eighteen years after his succession (930) Abd-er-Rahman-
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an-Nasir the Great stood upon the walls overlooking the 
broad valley of the Tagus, and thanked God and the Prophet 
that at last the dominions of his Omeyyad forefathers were 
once more United under his sway. Abd-er-Rahman was a 
despot, but a beneficent one. With ruthless severity, but 
with evenhanded justice, he suppressed the bigots. To him 
Christians and Arabs were subjects to be governed equally, 
not rivals to be allowed to cut each other’s throats; no favour- 
ite or minister was allowed to become a power, no class, how- 
ever high, was permitted to dominate another; the only ruler 
was the caliph himself, aided by men of his own making, and 
supported by a great army of foreign mercenaries depending 
upon his pay alone.*

It was well for the rule of Islam that the great caliph carne 
when he did to present a united front to his Christian rivals 
in the north, for, some time previous to his accession to the 
caliphate, a ruler of exceptional qualities had appeared in the 
kingdom of Asturias. During the period of dissension and 
weakness among the Moslems that followed the death of Abd- 
er-Rahman I I  (852), Ordoño, King of Asturias, had died, and 
his young son Alfonso I I I  had, at his testamentary request, 
been accepted by the nobles in his stead, although Frtiela, 
Count of Galicia, protested against this infraction of the an- 
cient Gothic right of freely electing the sovereign.f From 
the first years of his reign Alfonso I I I  (the Great) naturally 
made the most of the dissensions of his opponents. His father 
had profited greatly by the revolt of the Gothic Moslem Muza 
and his family,. and Alfonso followed the same course. The 
discontent of the Berbers on both sides of the Strait of

Growth of Christian Spain 9 3

* As will be seen later, this was the exact system of Charles V, 
and was handed down by him to his son Philip as the main principie 
of his government.

t  This fact is only mentioned to show that even still (866) the 
Gothic tradition of a purely elective monarchy survived. It was the 
constant effort of the kings to make the sovereignty strictly hered- 
itary, and they had now nearly succeeded; but oíd traditions die hard.
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Gibraltar against the Arabs grew in inteiisity, and, taking ad- 
vantage oí their rebellion, Alfonso, sometimes as their ally 
and sometimes as their opponent, managed to advance his 
rule far into the great debatable land which lay between the 
settled districts on both sides.

The limits oí the Christian kingdom, actually settled and 
governed, may now be taken as extending as far south as 
Zamora, Toro, and Simancas, including Galicia and Portugal 
to the right bank of the Douro, while the tributary Count of 
Alava (Diego Rodríguez) claimed territory beyond Burgos, 
which city he founded, and Alfonso’s own forays reached 
sometimes as far south as Toledo, which city paid him tribute. 
The semi-independent Basques of Navarre were also brought 
to some extent into Alfonso’s system by his marriage with 
Jimena, daughter of Don Garcia, Count of Pamplona. 
Though during the whole of his reign Alfonso was engaged 
in intermittent warfare with the more or less independent 
Moorish tribes of the borderlands, he kept up a not unfriendly 
intercourse with the Moslem King of Cordova, and sup- 
pressed as far as possible the religious exaltation which sought 
to drive him into impolitic and untimely contests * when more 
could be obtained by friendly arrangement.

What Alfonso I I I  did during his life to increase and con- 
solidate his kingdom he more than undid before his death. 
It has been related how his own crown carne to him by 
testamentary disposition from his father, confirmed by the 
nobles; he sought to better the instruction by abdicating 
in 909, and dividing his kingdom between his already jealous 
and rebellious sons, who were aided by the father-in-law of 
the eldest, the Count of Castile. We have remarked how

* Although he made it one of the provisions of a treaty (883) that 
the bodies of the martyrs Saints Eulogius and Lucrecia should be 
sent with all respect from Cordova to Oviedo, and he richly endowed 
the cathedrals of Oviedo and Santiago, yet he was so free from preju- 
dice as to send his son to Zaragoza to be educated by Arab masters.
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small was the cohesión between the Christian peoples in 
Spain. The idea of united nationality of soil was as yet a 
mere fluctuating one, and the Christian bishops had not suc- 
ceeded in re-establishing the nationality on the ecclesiastical 
lines which had existed before the Moorish domination. The 
Basco-Navarrese, men of sepárate race, langtiage, and tradi- 
tions from the Germanized Celtiberians of Asturias and 
Galicia, and the more than half Frankish population of Bar
celona, had practically nothing in common with the kingdom 
of Asturias, while the border tributary Counts of Alava and 
Castile, constantly in contact with the Berber and Arab 
enemy, bitterly resented any interference from the king in 
Oviedo.

With these elements of división already existing, a gov- 
erning genius of the first rank would have sought for some 
common bond of unión to bind a nationality together; but 
with all his undoubted energy and ability Alfonso I I I  lacked 
genius, and he introduced fresh elements of disintegration by 
dividing his kingdom. To the eldest son, Garcia, he gave 
the kingdom of León; to Ordoño, Galicia and north Por
tugal ; to Fruela, Asturias; and contented himself for the 
year which elapsed before his death (910) with the border city 
of Zamora. León thus became the premier kingdom, with 
the city of León for its capital, and on the death of Garcia 
(914) again absorbed the kingdom of Galicia under his 
brother Ordoño II. To him succeeded the younger brother, 
Fruela II , who brought back again his realm of Asturias,* 
Alfonso IV , and Ramiro I I  (930-950), all of whom fought, 
and the last of them with signal success at Simancas,! with

* It should be noted that there was no attempt to keep the king
doms sepárate, although the kings of the smaller realms had sons.

t  Ramiro II was really an able man, but was hampered by the 
attempts of his eider brother Alfonso IV, who had abdicated in his 
favour, to regain his crown. On the final defeat of Alfonso IV his 
brother Ramiro put out his eyes, and also those of his cousins Ordoño 
and Ramiro, sons of Fruela II, who had rebelled in Asturias.
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the great Caliph Abd-er-Rahman I I I  an-Nasir, but otherwise 
left no trace.

The Counts oí Castile, always turbulent, because always 
doing the lion’s share oí the fighting against the Moslem on 
the borders, had more than once intrigued for complete in- 
dependence, and had as írequently been murdered by emis- 
saries oí their Asturian overlords; but at length Ordoño, 
heir to the crown oí Ramiro II , married Urraca, the daughter 
oí Fernán Gonzales, Count oí Castile, on the promise oí inde- 
pendence for the latter. When Ordoño I I I  succeeded (950) 
he failed to satisfy his eager father-in-law,whothen unsuccess- 
fully set up the king’s brother Sancho against him. Although 
this revolt was unsuccessful at the time, Sancho succeeded on 
his brother Ordoño’s death, having previously married his 
brother’s repudiated wife. Urraca. But still the Count oí 
Castile was dissatisfied, and drove Sancho the Fat from the 
throne in his turn, the dispossessed king finding refuge at 
the court oí his únele. Carda oí Navarre, at Pamplona, with 
his mother, Teuda.

What followed is very instructive as to the relations be- 
tween the Christian and Moslem sovereigns. There was a 
famous Jewish physician named Hasdai at Cordova, and 
thither went Sancho with his mother, to be cured oí his 
corpulency. Not only was he successful in this, but the 
Caliph Abd-er-Rahman I I I  received his royal Christian 
guests with a ceremony and splendour unknown in rough 
Asturias and León, and consented to send a Moorish army 
to replace Sancho on the throne, which Ordoño, his cousin, 
son oí Alfonso IV , had usurped, while Garcia oí Navarre 
agreed to attack the arch-rebel Fernán Gonzales, Count oí 
Castile.* The programme was carried out in its entirety.

* The result of the whole series of episodes was the entire inde- 
pendence of the county of Castile under Fernán Gonzales, who with 
his vassals had missed no opportunity, fair or foul, of shaking oíf the 
yoke of León. The independence of Castile was the natural result
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Ordeño, the dispossessed usurper, in turn appealed to Cor- 
dova, and the diplomatic Hakam, son of the great Abd-er- 
Rahman, delighted to be the arbiter of Christian kings, re- 
ceived him courteously at the lovely palace of Az Zahra, 
though the mere threat of Moslem interference brought 
Sancho the Fat to sue for peace and amity with his powerful 
Arab neighbour, and Ordeño the Bad remained a pensioner 
at Cordova, but reigned no more. To Sancho, who was 
poisoned, there followed his son, Ramiro I I I ,  and Bermudo 
II , incapables both, and by the death of the latter, in 999, the 
kingdom of León had again been driven back by the Moslems 
almost to its mountain birthplace, and the Christian humbly 
paid tribute to the Moer.

How this result carne about must be related in a few 
lines. Abd-er-Rahman I I I  had restored the rule of the Span- 
ish caliphs to the highest pitch of splendour and power be- 
fore he died, beloved and mourned beyond any other Moslem 
sovereign of Spain* (961). His son, Hakam II , had con- 
tinued his enlightened policy with unabated success, and Cor-

o£ persistent effort; but the chroniclers of the time tell the following 
curious story with regard to it: Sancho the Fat, they say, coveted 
a fine horse and a falcon belonging to his father-in-law, Fernán Gon- 
zales, Count of Castile, but refused to accept them as a gift. A price 
was fixed for them, with the j ocular condition that every day that it 
remained unpaid the amount should be doubled. When, later, the 
king and the count fell out and the latter demanded what was due 
to him, it was found that all León did not contain so much money, 
and Sancho was constrained to acknowledge the independence of 
Castile to cancel the debt.

* He incorporated into his dominions the African coasts of the 
Mediterranean, and inland to Fez, and with his ships captured the 
navies of Tunis and Egypt. He received embassies from most of the 
Christian powers, and it is asserted by Moorish writers that his 
treasury in 951 contained 20,000,000 gold pieces. By the great 
irrigation works introduced and promoted by him immense areas 
of land were brought under flourishing cultivation, and the commerce 
of Moslem Spain was so importan!, thanks to his protection, that 
before his death the customs dues provided the bulk of his enormous 
expenditure, and the capital, Cordova, contained 500,000 inhabitants.

8
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dova under his rule became the centre of culture and scholar- 
ship of the World; but on the death of Hakam his heir 
Hishem I I  was a child of nine, and the widowed Sultana 
Sobeyra, into whose hands the government nominally fell, 
was ruled by a lover who, from the position of court scribe, 
had already before Hakam’s death risen to a commanding 
place at the caliph’s court. Mahomet-ben-Abdallah-abu- 
Amir, better known by his proud titles of Almansor-al-Allah, 
“ the Victor of God,” and the scourge of the Christians, 
was a man who by his supreme ability as treasurer of the 
army in Africa had captured the esteem of Hakam, and by 
his beauty of person and gallant bearing had subdued the 
heart of Hakam’s wife.

Suppressing at the outset all attempts at opposition, this 
personage promptly on the death of Hakam I I  proclaimed 
the young Caliph Hishem, and energetically governed in his 
ñame, sternly overcoming the influence of Ghiafar, the former 
powerful minister of Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir, and the Slav 
mercenaries, who had been gained to the Berber faction. 
He was an upstart, and knew that to stand well with Arabs 
and Berbers alike he must pursue a successful forward policy 
toward the Christian kingdom. Ramiro I I I ,  like Hishem II , 
was a minor, but his mother had no strong minister like 
Almansor to guide her, and she could oííer but little resist- 
ance to the masterful Arab, who invaded the borders of León 
with a great army in 978, and returned to Cordova loaded 
with booty and escorted by hosts of Christian captives. Hav- 
ing thus humbled León, Almansor in the following year 
(979) marched into Catalonia, and again carne back to Cor
dova triumphant. In 981 he raided Castile and captured 
Simancas and Zamora, taking home with him 9,000 Chris
tian prisoners and killing many thousands more. Ramiro, 
of León, in the meanwhile, though still but a boy, rashly 
took the government into his own hands, and by his pre- 
sumption and violence ofíended most of his nobles, who
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raised üp a rival king in the person of Bermudo, a son of 
Ordoño III .

A civil war resulted, in which both sides suffered severely, 
one king holding Galicia and the other León. Ramiro, how- 
ever, died young, in 984, and Bermudo I I  succeeded to the 
whole kingdom. The Christian dissensions were Almansor’s 
opportunity, and in 983 he swept down upon León with 
fire and sword, driving the king into hiding. In 985 the 
terrible Arab captured Barcelona, and three years later he 
laid siege to the capital city of León. The Christians held 
out month after month—their own chronicles say for more 
than a year—but at last the city was taken by storm, amid 
scenes of hellish slaughter, sacked, and well-nigh razed to 
the ground. While the Christian king fled into the Asturian 
mountains the victorious Moslem marched on, leaving behind 
him a trail of slaughter, destroying the second city of the 
realm, Astorga, and reaching to far Corunna. Even the sacred 
city of Santiago was defiled with the triumphant Crescent of 
Islam, though the shrine of the saint itself is said to have 
been saved by a miracle. All else fell before the ruthless 
Almansor; and Bermudo, a humble tributary henceforward of 
the Moslem, was fain to give his own daughter to the victor 
in marriage.* Bermudo died in 999, and three years after- 
ward Almansor’s own life ended at Medina Celi.f He was by 
far the greatest leader of men produced by Moslem Spain.

* Sancho of Castile subsequently gave to Almansor a daughter of 
his for a wife, by whom he had a son, Abd-er-Rahman Sanchuelo.

t  Considerable doubt still surrounds the particulars of the death 
of Almansor. The Castilian chroniclers—and, it is asserted, one Arab 
manuscript of Ben Haiyan now in the Escorial but of questioned 
authenticity—relate, but very diversely, a great battle of Calatafiazor, 
on the Douro, in which Almansor is said to have received his mortal 
vround. There is nothing improbable in this, although the general 
silence of the Arab historians and the vague and discordant accounts 
of the Spaniards lead to the conclusión that the battle can not have 
been so important as is represented. The Arab account is that, while 
on an expedition in 1002, Almansor fell ill and retired to Medina Celi,
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With none oí tlie glamour of royal or high descent, he con- 
trived not oniy to keep the caliph practically a prisoner in 
his own palace, but by a combination of severity, cunning, 
and magnanimity to reduce to impotence the numberless con- 
spirators against his supremacy, and to conciliate the pro- 
foundly divided elements that constituted the caliphate. He 
was a scholar of distinction, a lover of books, who carried 
with him a fine library even on his campaigns. He lavished 
upon men of Science and letters rewards and attentions hardly 
exceeded by those of the learned Hakam II  himself; and yet, 
in order to win to his side the Berbers and renegade bigots, 
one of his first acts was to allow them to ransack the price  ̂
less library upon the formation of which Hakam I I  had spent 
his life and treasure, in order that all books of astrology and 
the forbidden Sciences might be destroyed, as they were to 
the number of tens of thousands—a loss for which all Alman- 
sor’s victories could not make amends. The sultana, who 
was of Spanish birth, jealous of the overwhelming power of 
her former lover and favourite, in 996 endeavoured by a 
harem intrigue to free her son, the caliph, from tutelage. 
Summoning a general and a powerful forcé from the African 
dominions of the caliphate, the sultana decreed Almansor’s 
banishment. But Hishem was weak, and Almansor easily 
obtained from him the sign manual which made him master 
of Moslem Spain, to the confusión of his enemies. Thence- 
forward till his death the great Mahomet-ben-Abdallah-abu- 
Amir was caliph in all but ñame, and when he died (1002) 
his favourite son Abdul Malik succeeded him in the gov- 
ernment of a country whose nominal king was sunk in the 
eífeminate pleasures of his lovely palace of Az Zahra, to which 
the masterly minister had consigned him.

which was his base of operations, where he shortly afterward died. 
In any case, he died at the time in question at Medina Celi—whether 
from a wound or from natural illness matters not.
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A. D. 7 1 0  TO A. D. 1002  

Summary of progress diiring this period

The energies of Christian Spain were moiiopolized by the re- 
conquest— one of the most important facts in the history of the 
World. During these three centuries it was established that the 
Moslera power was a receding rather than an advancing forcé. 
The need of the Christian kings for the aid of their subjects of 
all ranks had, in the first place, given new forcé to the Gothic 
feudal nobles, who conquered and occupied borderlands from the 
Moslem, and, in the second place, had extended to the towns in 
the reconquered districts valuable new privileges, which made 
them more independent than ever. The same influences caused 
the lower classes to grow greatly in individual freedom, and 
fostered the natural inclination of the people to that proud as- 
sumption of the equality of all Spaniards of Christian blood, 
which makes Spain, socially considered, the most democratic 
country in Europe. In art, industry, and commerce it may be 
said that little or no progress was made in Christian Spain dur
ing this period, though the seeds were sown for an enormous 
advance somewhat laten The successive waves of Moslem in
vasión, introducing so many new racial and religious elements—  
Syrians, Copts, P ersian s,' and Berbers— profoundly altered the 
ethnology of Spain, and rendered more difficult than ever the 
complete fusión into one nationality of the several populations 
already kept apart by the physical conformation of the country.

F o r the main progress during these three centuries we must 
look to Moslem Spain. There a complete revolution had taken 
place in the social habits, the language, and the industries of even 
those Spaniards who remained Christians. L eft in the enjoy- 
ment of all their liberties and treated with mildness, they will- 
ingly fell into the life of the conquerors, and shared the wealth, 
prosperity, and high standard of comfort they saw around them. 
The text of the next chapter will pass in review some of the 
eífects óf the new civilizaron. It will suffice here to say that 
under the caliphs Moslem Spain became the richest, most popu- 
lous, and most enlightened country in Europe. The palaces, the 
mosques, bridges, aqueducts, and private dwellings reached a 
luxury and beauty of which a shadow still remains in the great 
mosque of Cordova. New industries, particularly silk weaving,
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flourished exceedingly, 13,000 looms existing in Cordova alone. 
Agricultnre, aided by perfect systems of irrigation for the first 
time in Europe, was carried to a high degree of perfection, many 
fruits, trees, and vegetables hitherto unknown being introduced 
from the East. Mining and metallurgy, glass making, enamelling, 
and damascening kept whole populations busy and prosperous. 
From  Malaga, Seville, and Almería went ships to all parts of 
the Mediterránea!! loaded with the rich produce of Spanish Mos- 
lem taste and industry, and of the natural and cultivated wealth 
of the land. Caravana bore to farthest India and darkest A frica  
the precious tissues, the marvels of metal work, the enamels, and 
precious stones of Spain. All the luxury, culture, and beauty 
that the Orient could provide in return found its way to the Mos- 
lem cities of the Peninsula. The schools and libraries of Spain 
were fanious throughout the tvorld; Science and learning were 
cultivated and taught as they never had been befóte. Jew  and 
Moslem, in the friendly rivalry of letters, made their country illus- 
trious for all time by the productions of their study, though the 
greatest scientific eminence of the Cordovan and Zaragozan stu- 
dents was not reached until after the period we are now review- 
ing. Industrially and socially Spain may be said to have touched 
its highest point of happiness, wealth, and splendour in the time 
of Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir and his successors.

Summary of what Spain did for the zvorld in this period

It has already been mentioned that the beautiful produce of 
Spanish Moslem industry and the natural fruits of Spain found 
their way to all parts of the known world. New fruits, flowers, 
and vegetables were thus made known to Europe. The fashion for 
learning and literature was kept alive in a dark age by the Jews 
and Arabs of Spain, although their greatest Service to culture 
was yet to com e; and this fashion, with its refining influences and 
the more elegant standard of living it induced, to some extent 
penetrated Christian Europe.
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C H A PTER IV

T H E  WANING O F T H E  CRESCENT

Influence of the Arabs and Jews upon Spanish character and institu- 
tions—Fusión of Moors and Arabs checked by the priests—De- 
velopment of Arab literature in Spain—The arts, Sciences, and 
industries of Christian and Moslem Spain—Discord in Christian 
Spain—Distinctive traditions of the Christian kingdoms—Fall of 
the caliphate of Cordova—Sancho the Great of Navarre—The 
Council of Coyanza—Fernando I of Castile and León— T̂he war 
of the brothers—Alfonso VI of Castile and León—The Cid—The 
Almorávides—Toledo the Christian capital—The Román ritual 
adopted—Urraca of Castile and León and Alfonso the Battler of 
Aragón—The Almohades.

T h e  Moslems had now (1002) dominated the greater 
part of the Península for nearly three hundred years. A re- 
fined minority of Arabs, with a still more intellectual fol- 
lowing of Jews and a vast multitude of semicivilized and 
fanatical African tribesmen, had been deposited as a super- 
incumbent layer, so to speak, upon a Celtiberian stratum, 
profoundiy saturated with Latin traditions and culture. As 
we have seen, the base was, to a large extent, Afro-Semitic, 
but the civilization was almost entirely Román; henee it hap- 
pened that racially there would have been no great difficulty in 
an amalgamation of the superincumbent layer with the stra
tum and a blending of the culture of the Semite and the Aryan, 
but for one comparatively recent element which stood in the 
way: this was the firm hold that the Catholic form of Chris- 
tianity had established over the Spanish people, and the fact 
that the only sepárate national unity they had ever known

1 0 3
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was that organized by the Church in the last century of the 
Gothic monarchy. Similarly the Spanish Moslems—various 
in race, degree of culture, and social habits—also found their 
strongest bond of unión, when not in actual warfare, in the 
religious fervour induced by the establishraent of the Omey- 
yad caliphs in Spain, and subsequently in the ostentatious 
fanaticism of Almansor, when it was seen that the tempo- 
rary consolidation of the dominión eííected by the armed 
strength of Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir was crumbling. This 
religious sentiment on both sides—hardly noticeable in the 
first few years of the Arab domination— grew in strength as 
the priestly castes struggled for increased influence. The 
canon of the Caliph Omar (717-720) had enjoined the extir- 
pation of Christianity at all costs, and, although never obeyed 
to the full in Spain, it gave to successive Moslem bigots an 
excuse for oppressing and humiliating the Mozárabes as time 
went on, and it resulted at various periods in many irritating 
restrictions being placed on the Christians,* who, as we have 
seen by their obstinate self-sought martyrdom, met bigotry 
with bigotry; and the feeling of the two races toward each 
other, which at first was sympathetic, grew in time to the 
passionate loathing which we shall see existing in the last 
days of the domination.

But for the Progressive religious imbitterment, there was 
no reason why Spain should not have become a homoge- 
neous nation by the gradual absorption or amalgamation of 
the various peoples now established on its soil. A proof

* No new Christian churches were allowed to be built ñor the oíd 
ones rebuilt. Moslems liad the right of entering Christian places of 
worship by night and day. The cross had to be removed from 
the outside of the churches, and no hymns were to be simg in the 
hearing.of the Moslems. Propaganda was prohibited and conversión 
of Christians to Islam discouraged. Christians were obliged to stand 
in the pre'sence of a Moslem, and were prohibited from wearing Arab 
garb. These were some of the decrees issued at various times, but 
they were only partially enforced,
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of this is seen in the rapid assimilation of institutions dur- 
ing the period prior to the imbitterment. The ñames of 
public ofiicials in the towns were permanently Arabized by 
the Spaniards at once, although the machinery of municipal 
government was left untouched by the newcomers.* The 
comes became al kaid (alcalde and alcaide), the district 
governor became al wasir (alguacil), the steward became 
al mohtrib (almotacén), and so forth, through all grades of 
officials.

We have already seen how eager the Mozarabic youth 
was to learn Arabic, and to study Arabic literature in the 
splendid schools which existed throughout Moslem Spain; 
and to such an extent did this fashion spread that in the ninth 
century the Bishop of Seville considered it necessary to cause 
the Bible to be translated into Arabic for the use of the Moz
árabes who had lost their Latin speech; and, to judge from the 
preface of the lost Hebrew grammar of the great Jewish 
Spaniard, Solomon Ibn Gebirol (Avicebron), written early 
in the eleventh century, the Hebrew tongue itself was in 
danger at that time of being swamped by the fashionable 
Arabic, a fate which Avicebron himself and his illustrious

The Arab caliphate was a puré autocracy, the successor to the 
Crown being appointed from among his family by the reigning caliph, 
as is still the case in Mahometan countries. A mexuar or diwan 
chosen by the monarch formed a council with purely consultative 
powers, and a hajib or prime minister carried out the behests of 
the caliph. The walis, who governed provinces in succession to the 
Gothic dulces, were responsible to the caliph direct, while the wasir 
(the district governor) and the kaid (the chief of a fortified town with 
its dependent villages) were responsible to the wali. The cadi ad- 
rninistered justice in the towns, while the cadi of cadis, or chief jus- 
tice, was the supreme court of appeal. It will thus be seen that, with 
the exception of the character of the monarchy itself, institutions had 
been but very little changed except in ñame. The revenue was raised 
by the produce of the mines, which were worked by the State, by 
customs dues on imports and exports, a tithe in kind on produce 
of every sort, agricultural and industrial, and the head tax on Moz
árabes and Jews.
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Jewish successors prevented.* To such an extent had Latin 
letters been neglected after a hundred and thirty years of 
Arab rule, that when Saint Eulogius took to Cordova from 
Pamplona, in 848, copies of Virgil’s Aíneid and the Satires of 
Horace and Juvenal, these classics were almost unknown by 
the Cordovese Christians. Christian Mozárabes served in the 
Moslem armies, occupied high posts in the caliph’s palace, 
and, in Cordova and Seville at least, usually submitted to 
the rite of circumcision without repugnance. But the rise 
of the warlike religious feeling and the gradual advance of 
the Christian frontiers introduced a new element into the 
problem, and eífectually prevented the complete fusión of 
races, which at one time appeared probable. The Mozá
rabes, with their municipal machinery intact, living to a great 
extent unmolested in their civil Ufe, retained their autonomy 
and local existence during the long period that all central, 
and a large portion of Southern Spain was borderland, 
hable to be captured and ruled alternately by Arab and Chris
tian. Habits and, in some cases, language and relation- 
ship would make the Mozárabes incline to the side of the for- 
mer, but the ever-growing influence of religión drew them to 
sympathy with the latter, and the result, it may be concluded, 
even if ampie proof oí the fact did not exist, was that the 
large Mozarabic town populations stood as much apart as 
possible from the actual struggle, and made the best of what- 
ever system they lived under, since a similar tribute was ex- 
acted from them by either side, and their civil institutions and 
social Ufe were not in any case seriously interfered with. The 
existence of these prosperous, organized municipalities, with 
traditions reaching back to the earliest times, when they suc-

* “ I considered that the holy tongue was being lost and forgotten. 
Half the people speak in Idume and the other hall in the false tongue 
of the sons of Kedar, and so our speech is sinking into the depths 
like lead.” (Quoted by Sr. Aíenendez Pelayo in Historia de las idea? 
estéticas en España.)
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cessively became absorbed in the Christian kingdoms, pre- 
vented the revival of feudal power in Spain to the same 
extent as elsewhere in Europe, and once more led to the 
development of Spanish governmental institutions on the 
lines of a democracy ruled by representative despots with 
sacerdotal sanction, rather than by kings held in check by 
assemblies founded on councils of barons.

The Moslem influence on the Mozárabes, however great 
at flrst, had by the death of Almansor (1002) already begun to 
decline before the religious bitterness engendered by the 
struggle of the reconquest and the bigotry of fanatics on both 
sides. The process continued as the Christian power ad- 
vanced, and the ultimate permanent traces left upon the people 
by the Moors was therefore not so great as is sometimes sup- 
posed. A considerable number of Arabic words, especially 
those relating to offlces and the Sciences, naturally found a 
place in the bastard Latin of the Mozárabes, which eventually 
crystallized into the common speech of Spain; but of institu
tions practically nothing was left, because nothing was en- 
forced upon the subject Christian populations; and the com- 
munities were reabsorbed into the Christian kingdoms, it is 
true, with some little ethnological change, and with new social 
habits, but otherwise with their Roman-Gothic machinery 
unaltered.

At the time of which we are now especially writing—the 
flrst three centuries after the Moorish conquest—the influence 
of Spanish Jews and Arabs upon European letters had not 
made itself felt. This important influence belongs to a later 
period, and will be referred to in its proper chronological or- 
der; but it should be remarked here that the Arabs brought 
but little culture to Spain with them, and most of the prodi- 
gious intellectual and literary activity which made Cordova 
and Toledo illustrious under Moslem rule was developed in 
Spain by the Jews and Moors of Spanish birth. The Arabs 
themselves, who formed the minority and aristocracy of the
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invaders, were a new people, with less than a hundred years 
of United national existence when they arrived in Spain; and 
although they possessed much traditionary knowledge from 
the earlier peoples of the East, with a vivid imagination and 
a love of poetry, their literary culture was small, while that of 
the savage Berbers who formed the great mass of the Mos- 
lems was, of course, nonexistent.

The fashion of literary culture did not take hold of the 
Arabs until the establishment of the caliphate of Bagdad by 
the Abbasides, when a rivalry was developed between the 
Omeyyad dynasty in Spain and the usurping dynasty in 
Bagdad in the collection of rare books and the cultivation of 
literature as a fine art. The great Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir, 
who raised the caliphate of the West to its highest greatness 
and made Cordova a city of palaces,* laid the foundation of 
the great library, to the enlargement of which his son Ha- 
kam I I  and his grandson Hishem devoted their lives.f 
Persia, Syria, Greece, and Italy were ransacked by agents of 
the Spanish caliphs in search of books. Hakam is said to 
have sent a thousand gold dinars to Ispahan to obtain the first

* The description of Cordova under Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir 
reads Hice a fairy tale. The lovely mosque stands to-day a proof that 
it was not all a fable. Rest houses lined the roads miles before the 
city was reached, and within the walls the caliph had his Palace of 
Flowers, his Palace of Pleasure, his Palace of Lovers, and his beauti- 
ful Palace of Damascus on the river bank; and the citizens, following 
the example of their master, imitated his splendour to the extent of 
their means. The famous suburban town and palace of Az-Zahra, of 
which no trace stands to-day, was the most enchanting of them all. 
One third of the revenues of the State were devoted for over twenty 
years to its construction, and 10,000 workmen are said to have 
toiled for forty years upon it. Christians and Moslems vie with each 
other in the praise of the unexampled magnificence of this palatial 
siiburb, with its fairy gardens, its fountains, its woods of pomegranate 
and almond, and, above all, its great pleasure house shining with gold 
and precious stones—the spoils of half a world.

t  It is said that this library in the palace of Merwan consisted 
of 600,000 books, in every one of which the caliph had written the 
ñame of the author, with the date and place of his birth.
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copy of the Anthology of Abulfaraj, which was read in Spain 
before it was known in the land of its origin. The schools of 
Cordova, Toledo, Seville, and Zaragoza, especially the first, 
under the patronage of the same caliph, attained a celebrity 
which subsequently attracted to them students from all parts 
of the World. At first the principal subjects of study were 
literary, such as rhetoric, poetry, history, philosophy, and 
the like, for the fatalism of the faith of Islam to some extent 
retarded the adoption of scientific studies. To these, however, 
the Spanish Jews opened the way, and when the barriera were 
broken down the Arabs themselves entered witíi avidity into 
the domain of Science. Cordova then became the centre of 
scientific investigation. Medicine and surgery especially were 
pursued with intense diligence and success, and veterinary 
surgery may be said to have there first crystallized into a Sci
ence. Botany and pharmacy also had their famous profess- 
ors, and astronomy was studied and taught as it had never 
been before ; algebra and arithmetic were applied to practical 
uses, the mariner’s compass was invented, and Science as ap
plied to the arts and manufactures made the products of Mos- 
lem Spain—the fine leather, the arms, the fabrics, and the 
metal work— esteemed throughout the world. Agriculture 
and horticulture were developed to an extent unheard of be
fore. They became, thanks to the liberality of the caliphs and 
the Science of the students, no longer a dull trade to be fol- 
lowed by boors, but an attractive pursuit not beneath the at- 
tention of a scholar. Ibn Zacaria, of Seville, produced a 
treatise on Agriculture which is full of lore and wisdom even 
to-day. Canals and water wheels (norias) for irrigation carried 
marvellous fertility throughout the south of Spain, where the 
one thing previously wanting to make the land a paradise was 
water. Rice, sugar, cotton, and the silkworm were all intro- 
duced and cultivated with prodigious success; the silks, bro- 
cades, velvets, and pottery of Valencia, the beautiful damas- 
cened steel of Seville, Toledo, Murcia, and Granada, the
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stamped embossed leather oí Cordova, and the fine cloths of 
Seville brought prosperity to Moslem and Mozarab alike 
under the rule of the Omeyyad caliphs, while the systematic 
working of the silver mines of Jaén, the coráis on the Andalu- 
sian coasts, and the pearls of Catalonia supplied the material 
for the lavish splendour which the rich Arabs affected in their 
attire and adornment.

The development of Spanish-Moorish art was somewhat 
hampered by the precepts of the Koran, but an innate sense 
of beauty overcame this difficulty, and produced a style 
which, although consisting at first of geometrical designs and 
Cufie inscriptions alone, has gained the admiration of the 
World for all time. Some beautiful specimens of ivory carv- 
ing in this style may be studied at the South Kensington Mu- 
seum, in two caskets of the tenth century, one made for the 
Caliph Hakam II , and the other for the wife of the great 
Caliph Abd-er-Rahman-an-Nasir, while a third casket, more 
exquisite than either, is in Pamplona cathedral, and was made 
for Almansor. But here distinct anti-Arab influences are vis
ible, men and animáis being represented on it, as is also the 
case with some bronzes found on the site of the famous Cor- 
dovese palace of Az Zahra, and many other specimens of this 
period. It is therefore evident that three centuries of contact 
with Christians and Jews had somewhat relaxed the strict 
notions of the ruling Arabs. We shall see later how religious 
bigotry again caused a reaction in Moslem Spain, and how 
in art, as in other things, the fusión of the two cultures was 
prevented by difference of faith. A similar phenomenon is 
noticeable in architecture. The Arabs brought with them 
from Syria an adaptation of the Byzantine style; noble, sim
ple, and severe, like the mosque at Cordova, but obviously in- 
spired by imperial Constantinople and the later Romans, as 
were the buildings of Bagdad and Damascus. But with the 
fanatical upheaval which followed the death of Almansor, and 
the ever-increasing enmity between Moslems and Christians
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in Spain, all traces of Constantinople were gradually shed, 
until at last the graceful, exuberant, airy, and utterly unchris- 
tian beauty of the Alhambra and the Alcázar at Seville stands 
forth equally free from Cufie stiffness and Christian heaviness 
—a style evolved by antichristian fervour, purely Moslem 
and purely Spanish.

It will be necessary now to cast a summary glance at the 
progress of the people in Christian Spain during the period 
of the reconquest, up to the end of the tenth century, when 
the energy of Almansor had for a time driven back the Cross 
to the corners of the Peninsula. As soon as the first Alfonso 
had extended his dominions beyond the Asturian mountains 
it became plain that the Spaniards were not yet a nation to be 
moved by one impulse, but a number of imperfectly fused 
races, each of which looked upon its own geographical divi
sión as its exclusive fatherland. In relating the events of the 
earlier reconquest we have already referred to the constant 
dissensions among the Christians, even in the presence of a 
common enemy. Galicians held themselves as a different 
people from the Asturians—as indeed they were and still are; 
Basques and Navarrese had no link beyond their religión 
with the people of León; and the Catalan was then, as he re- 
mains to-day, in far closer relationship with the people of 
Southern Gaul than with those of the Spanish Peninsula in 
which he lived. The Castilian, again, in whom the Iberian 
was stronger than the Celt, was proudly impatient of the au- 
thority of a king far away in Oviedo, and was for ever in re
volt, until the independence of Castile from León had been 
wrested from Sancho the Fat. The temporary división of 
the realm between the three sons of Alfonso I I I  had accen- 
tuated these discords and had rendered the conquests of Al
mansor the more easy and complete, although the Christian 
defeat, together with the anarchy among the Moslems after 
the death of the victor, gave new cohesión to the Spaniards 
and fresh energy to their subsequent advance.
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The religious fervour which had presided over the estab- 

lishment of the kingdom of Asturias from the first victories 
of Pelayo made that kingdom the depository and transmitter 
of the theocratic traditions of the later Gothic monarchy, and 
gave to the priests a power and consideration not possessed by 
them in the other Christian dominions; while, in accordance 
with another Gothic survival, the nobles of Asturias also as- 
serted their right to elect or, at all events, to confirm the elec- 
tion of the kings, although the selection was now in practice 
limited to the family of the reigning sovereign. That the 
king himself was more dependent than ever he had been upon 
the goodwill of his nobles to occupy border territories, and 
so to extend his frontiers, explains the fact that for the first 
time he (Alfonso II)  granted decrees “ cim consensu conti- 
tiuin et principium ineortm.” There is no doubt that the coun- 
cils of these early Asturian and Leonese kings were a direct 
continuation of the former episcopal councils of Toledo, but 
the altered circumstances had increased the lay and dimin- 
ished the ecclesiastical influence in them; and until 1020 the 
episcopal councils confined their attention to ecclesiastical 
affairs.

In the mountains of Navarre another realm had sprung up 
where Gothic traditions were weak and the tribal feeling was 
still in the ascendant. There the king was a purely elective 
chief. There was nothing sacred or sacerdotal about him. 
The terms upon which he reigned were a bargain, and his 
power was discussed and limited before it was conferred upon 
him. He was sworn to maintain the rights of his constitu- 
ents, and to adopt no important decisión without the coun- 
sel and consent of 12 ricoshomes or higher nobles. He was 
bound to divide all his conquests among his own people, 
and was limited in the exercise of his power by a host of pre- 
rogatives possessed by the various classes of his subjects; 
and in every case the grant to him of the crown was condi- 
tional upon his respect for the rights of those who conferred
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it itpon him. Later this constitution was extended to Ara
gón, which at first was an appanage of Navarre.

The organization of Catalonia also proves its origin. 
There Frankish traditions, rather than Gothic, were in the 
ascendant, and, as a consequence, the hereditary nature of 
the sovereignty was established without question, and the 
feudal principie was much stronger than elsewhere. There, 
as in the rest of Christian Spain, the Fuero Juzgo of the 
Gothic kings was adopted as the law, but a large number of 
new enactments, or “ Usages,” were added by the counts, to 
bring the Gothic code into accord with the Frankish senti- 
ments of the Catalans. The first of the “ Usages ” were issued 
by a council of churchmen in Gerona, and confirmed in 1068 
by a purely lay Cortes in Barcelona.*

The most important, and the first, of the written political 
charters f was that granted for the kingdom of León in 1020, 
a few years after the period now under review. This was the 
Work of a council of bishops and nobles sitting in the city of 
León, and it constituted a veritable revolution in the status of 
the people. The hereditary right of the serf to the land he 
tilled was recognised, in order that he might fight the Moor 
with greater obstinacy in defence of his own. The vassal was 
for the first time allowed to change his master at his own will, 
and in numerous ways the servile classes were rendered more 
independent. Most important of all was the concession to the 
municipalities of untrammelled administrativo and primary 
judicial functions, subject only to the king.

* The “ Usages ” of Barcelona grafted a regular feudal representa- 
tive System on the Latín Gothic code. The nobles, divided into counts, 
viscounts, and gentlemen, were allowed jurisdiction in their severa! 
districts, their right over their vassals being supreme and only limited 
by the “ custom of the country,” which all must obey, just as the 
right of the king was nominally supreme over the nobles.

t  That of Sobrarbe, the alleged original of the charter of Navarre, 
is extremely doubtful, though probably some sort of agreement, 
written or verbal, existed from the first between the sovereigns and 
people of Navarre.
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Important charters were also granted to various towns by 

the first Counts of Castile, which confirmed and extended 
the rights of the municipalities and increased the independ- 
ence of the individual citizen. These, and still more the 
very liberal charters granted to the city of Najera, and others 
by the King of Navarre (Sancho Garda), all bear the same 
character. The kings were powerless to fight the Moor and 
extend their boundaries without the free and liberal aid of 
their subjects; the cities had not much reason to prefer one 
domination to another, and their assistance had to be bought 
by the sovereigns by the grant of privileges and immunities, 
which might repay the citizens for the sacrifices they made. 
Thus it happened that, according to the king’s need, the 
charters of the various towns and peoples were more or less 
liberal, and in every case the communities drove as hard a 
bargain as they could with the sovereign who needed their 
assistance.

We have seen that the political institutions of the various 
divisions of Christian Spain differed according to the circum- 
stances; and the same peculiarity is noticeable in the position 
of the Church. In Asturias and Galicia, which had first 
been stirred to religious zeal, the crusader feeling was para- 
mount. To a people engaged in a holy war, aided by Santi
ago in person, and in almost daily commune with saints and 
angels, their own all-pervading devotion was sufficient. 
Their king was an anointed minister, and they felt the need of 
no Pope; so for three centuries in the northwest of Spain 
the Church assumed a truly independent and Spanish charac
ter, hardly even keeping up a semblance of dependence upon 
the Román pontiff. Three councils of ecclesiastics, in con- 
tinuation of the councils of Toledo, were held in Asturias 
and León in the tenth century, but they were confined to 
ecclesiastical matters, and it was not until 1020, when the 
council already mentioned met in León (and another at Co- 
yanza, in 1050), that the bishops, again in a majority, as in the
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days of the later Goths, practically decided matters of State 
and government for the kingdom of León.

On the other hand, in the States of eastern Spain— Cata- 
lonia, Navarre, and Aragón—the clergy had not the same rea- 
son for pre-eminence, for there the Christian fought the 
Moor, not primarily for Christ’s sake, but for land to be 
won; and the Church there never lost touch wíth the papacy, 
because it never went outside its sphere of clerical ministra- 
tion.

During the three hundred years of which we are now 
speaking Spanish Christian Science and art were practically 
dead. In the din of war the schools were hushed, and, with 
the exception of architecture, which to some extent the 
building of churches encouraged, Christian Spain has little 
to show for this period except the extensión of the frontier. 
Even in architecture no fresh style or movement was intro- 
duced until the second half of the eleventh century, when 
the cathedrals of Santiago and Avila and Saint Isidore, at 
León, were built. The incursión into Spain of French monks 
from Cluny, and the influence they exerted upon ecclesiastical 
affairs, introduced the style of Southern France into Spanish 
architecture, just as the Norman conquest brought in a new 
Romanesque style of building into England. But, as in 
England, the native races of Spain soon set their own impress 
upon the foreign style, and, as we shall have occasion to re- 
mark later, the ecclesiastical architecture of Anjou and the 
Cluny school developed in Spain into a characteristically 
national style, which existed until the Renaissance turned 
men’s minds to new and more fanciful ideáis.

In literature there was nothing specially Spanish during 
this period in Spain. Christian bishops, like John of Seville 
and Cyril of Toledo, continued the later Latin traditions with 
lives of saints and the like, while the heroic deeds of the re- 
conquest were recorded by the chroniclers Sebastian of Sala
manca, whose history extended from the accession of Wam-
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ba to the death of Ordoño I (866), and Sampiro, Bishop of 
Astorga, who carried the chronicle to the death of Ramiro I I I  
(982). A few chiirchmen in Christian Spain wrote Latin 
verses on the sacred mysteries, and among the Mozárabes of 
Cordova especially, Saint Eulogius and Alvaro the Cordovese 
wrote Works in florid and questionable Latin ; *  but as yet 
Spanish letters had not shaken off the last clinging Román 
tatters and assumed a garb of their own.

The centralizing system inaugurated by Abd-er-Rahman- 
an-Nasir of alienating the powerful Arab nobles from the gov- 
ernment and surrounding himself with Slav mercenaries 
succeeded for a time in postponing the inevitable disinte- 
gration of the caliphate, but with the removal of the strong 
hand of Almansor división and discontent again were able to 
gain the upper hand. Hishem, the caliph, was still kept in 
his silken toils by Abdul Melik, the son of Almansor, who 
walked in his father’s footsteps for six years. But when he 
died and Abd-er-Rahman Sanchuelo, the son of Almansor 
by a Christian princess, succeeded him, the storm broke. The 
oíd Arab aristocracy had been to a great extent crushed, but 
a new aristocracy of courtiers and parasites had arisen, which, 
with the Berber generáis and the Slav mercenaries, had not 
spared their greedy exactions under the shadow of Almansor. 
The scholarly, refined Arab of Cordova had become ever 
more lax and sceptical with the constant familiarity with Jews 
and Mozárabes, and with the fashionable devotion to letters 
and Science in the schools, while the numerically superior 
African element scowled with increasing hate and distrust 
upon the unrestrained luxury and doubtful orthodoxy of the 
richer cultivated classes. The división was, however, now not 
so much racial as social and religious, for the eífeminate re- 
finement of the few meant the abasement of the many; and the

*T o  this must be added the chronicle of the Arabs usually but 
erroneously attributed to a certain Isidore of Beja, but certainly the 
work of a Cordovese.
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revolution which broke out In Cordova against the govern- 
ment oí Almansor’s half-Christian son was seized upon by the 
discontented of all Moslem races, and had far-reaching effects, 
of which its first promoters never dreamed. An Omeyyad 
prince called Mahomet rose (1008) and demanded the libera- 
tion of the Caliph Hishem, which having effected, he forced 
the weak caliph to abdícate in his favour, killing Sanchuelo, 
and in derision sticking his head upon a cross. Pretending 
that Hishem had died, Mahomet proclaimed himself caliph, 
under the ñame of Mahdi. A Berber revolt under Suleiman, 
aided by Sancho Garda, Count of Castile, then drove Mahdi 
out of Cordova to Toledo, upon which the leader, Suleiman, 
assumed the title of caliph, and in his turn was defeated and 
expelled by Mahdi in alliance with Ramón Borrell, Count of 
Barcelona. The unfortunate Hishem was then liberated by 
the Slav mercenaries and again called Caliph, Mahdi being 
beheaded, and his son, who had made a stand at Toledo, sacri- 
ficed with awful cruelty.

For a short time matters were tranquil under the restored 
Hishem, but the insolence of the Slav soldiery disgusted the 
Cordovese, who summoned and welcomed Suleiman, and he 
again became caliph, and murdered Hishem (1018). Fam- 
ine and pestilence followed in the footsteps of this cruel civil 
war, and most of the provincial walis, unable or unwilling to 
meet the new caliph’s demands for aid, refused to acknowl- 
edge him, and raised a prince of the Omeyyad family to the 
caliphate, under the title of Abd-er-Rahman IV . For the next 
twelve years the most complete anarchy prevailed. One so- 
called caliph after another rose, and in due time was mur
dered or expelled. The provinces refused obedience to the 
government, and one after another the walis proclaimed 
themselves independen! amirs.

On the death of Motad (1031) the caliphate of the West 
finally fell, amid blood and shame unutterable, and, in place 
of a United empire of Islam to face the advancing Christlan,
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there appeared 12 little kingdoms,* jealoiis oí each other, 
weak and disunited, certain, sooner or later, to fall a prey to 
their enemies. That they kept a footing so long as they did 
was not owing to their own unity, but to the división of their 
foes.

While Mosiem Spain was thus a prey to anarchy, the 
Christian kingdoms could more than hold their own. The 
King of León, Alfonso V  (son of Bermudo II), was an ener- 
getic young sovereign, who once more took up his abode in 
his capital city and occupied his patrimonial domain as the 
confused hosts of Islam fell back. In his newly rebuilt capi
tal he summoned the great council of bishops and nobles 
(1020), to which reference has already been incidentally made, 
the first council of political importance held since the disap- 
pearance of the Gothic theocracy. There was no pretence of 
limiting the acts of the council to ecclesiastical affairs, and the 
20 laws it passed specially relating to the government of 
the realm may be considered as the foundation of the consti- 
tution of León, while the 31 municipal ordinances were a 
veritable charter for the capital city. The reign of Alfonso 
,V of León, like that of his predecessors and successors, was 
one long story of bloodshed and violence: wars against Cas- 
tile, the last count of which, Garcia, was murdered in 1026; 
against Navarre, and against the Moors; and when, in 1027, 
Alfonso V  fell at the siege of the Mosiem town of Visen, he 
left to his young son, Bermudo II I , a legacy of war which 
lasted for the rest of his days.

The great quarrel was with Sancho the Great of Navarre 
(970-1035), who had married the sister of the Count of Cas- 
tile, and on the murder of the latter by the Velas, protégés of 
Alfonso V  of León, Sancho claimed and took Castile in right 
of his wife, whose younger sister had married Bermudo III .

* They were the kingdoms of Malaga, Algeciras, Seville, Toledo, 
Zaragoza, Cordova, Badajoz, Valencia, Granada, Almeria, Murcia, 
and the Balearic Isles.
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Sancho of Navarra was now the most powerful monarch in 
Spain, ruling as he did Navarre, Aragón, and'Castile; and he 
had little diíñculty in overrunning the dominions of his Leo
nesa brother-in-law.* Thanks, however, to the bishops, an 
agreement at last was made by which the King of Navarre 
retirad from the city of León, which he had conquered, and 
Bermudo’s sister married Fernando, second son of the King 
of Navarre, the latter ceding to Fernando the county of Cas- 
tile, thenceforward a kingdom, and the portion of León which 
he had occupied in the war. The unhappy Bermudo triad 
in the following year to upset this arrangement that deprived 
him of a slice of his territory; but Sancho the Great again 
marchad through León, and drove his brother-in-law into the 
mountains of Galicia, where he was forced to submit.

On the death of the powerful Sancho, in 1035, his realm 
was divided among his four sons, and this división encouraged 
Bermudo of León to make one more attempt to wrest Castile 
from his young brother-in-law, Fernando; but Castile and 
Navarre United were too strong for him, and Bermudo died 
defeated at the battle of Tamaron (1037), when the male line 
of kings of Asturias and León became extinct.

In right of his wife, the sister of the dead Bermudo III , 
Fernando of Castile claimed the vacant crown of León, and 
his successful seizure of it marks a new departure in Spanish 
history, since, for the first time, the doctrine of purely heredi- 
tary claim, even through the female line, was admitted. 
Castile, which, by the unwise will of Sancho the Great, had 
again been separated from Navarre and Aragón, thus by the 
addition of León—though on this occasion it was only tempo- 
rary—became the most powerful realm in Spain. Fer
nando I was a man of exceptional wisdom and energy. De- 
termined to consolidate his recently united territories, he has-

* The pretext for the war was the objection of Bermudo III to the 
fortification of Falencia, which, although belonging to Castile, is geo- 
graphically in León.
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tened to confirm to the Leonese the charters that had been 
granted to them by the Council of León in 1020, and sum- 
moned a new council to meet at Coyanza (1050), which was, 
in fact, nothing short of a parliament, in which nobles, at the 
summons of the king, sat with the prelates, although the 
latter alone voted on ecclesiastical questions, while the entire 
assembly voted on civil matters.

The whole of the charters of León and Castile were con- 
firmed by this important council, but matters of pressing 
moment in the Church were also dealt with. The practical 
independence of the papacy of this branch of the Spanish 
Church had caused discipline to become lax, and all manner 
of corruption had crept into the ceremonial and liturgies. 
The great increase of monastic foundations, too, prompted 
at first by the Christian exaltation of the reconquest, had now 
become a scandal, and the management of the monastic 
houses a disgrace. Strict measures were adopted to reform 
these abuses, all the monasteries being submitted to the rule 
of Saint Benedict, and brought under the immediate control 
of the bishops.

While this energetic King Fernando I  was thus reorganiz- 
ing his realm, with the intention of subsequently making an 
advance upon the Moslems, his brothers—sons of Sancho the 
Great of Navarre—fell out with regard to their respective 
shares of territory. Garcia, King of Navarre, was at war 
with his brother Ramiro, King of Aragón, and coveted the 
territories of Fernando of León and Castile. Feigning ill- 
ness, the eider brother, Garcia, invited Fernando to visit him 
at Najera; but, learning on his arrival that a trap was set for 
him, Fernando escaped from Navarre, and fled to his own 
territory. It was then Fernando’s turn to fall ill and invite 
Garcia to Castile; but no sooner had the eider brother ap- 
peared than he was clapped into prison, from which he after- 
ward escaped by the aid of some Castilian nobles. Swearing 
vengeance against his brother for this treachery, Garcia as-
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sembled a Navarrese army and invaded Castile, but was met 
and killed by Fernando at the battle of Atapuerca (1054). 
Fernando, however, forebore to push his victory to extremes, 
and, keeping only a small córner of Navarre to round ofí his 
own Castilian dominions, seated upon the throne of Navarre 
his nephew, Sancho, the son of the dead King Garcia. Fer
nando then went against the Moors and conquered Viseu and 
Coimbra, which extended the frontiers of Castile farther 
South than they had yet permanently reached. The incur- 
sions of Fernando were pushed farther still, into the valley 
of the Tagus; and then, emboldened by success, he laid siege 
to the important frontier town of Al-Kalaa-en-Nahr (Alcalá 
de Henares), which was the key to the kingdom of Toledo, 
and though he did not capture it, the King of Toledo only 
saved his city by consenting to become thenceforward a 
tributary of Castile. This was the crowning, and the last, 
triumph of Fernando’s life. He had struggled and fought 
for unity of territory from the first; but yet so strong was 
oíd tradition still in him, that he, like his father, Sancho of 
Navarre, before him, undid in his death the work of his life, 
and divided once more his realms between his sons (1065). 
Sancho I I I  inherited Castile, Alfonso León, and Garcia Gali
cia and Asturias, while Urraca, his eldest daughter, suc- 
ceeded to the independent town of Zamora, and Elvira, the 
younger, to the territory of Toro.

Hardiy had the great king breathed his last before bitter 
rivalry aróse between the brothers, of which the first outcome 
was “ the war of the three Sanchos.” The eldest son, Sancho, 
King of Castile, discontented at his father’s generosity after 
the battle of Atapuerca, claimed the kingdom of Navarre 
from his cousin Sancho, by right of Fernando’s victory of ten 
years previously. Sancho of Navarre summoned his other 
cousin, King Sancho of Aragón, to his aid, and together they 
inflicted a crushing defeat upon the Castilian Sancho, who 
with difficulty escaped from the affray (1068).
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But Sancho I I I  of Castile was determíned, if possible, to 

increase his realm at the expense of somebody, and attacked 
his brother Alfonso of León. The armies of the two brothers 
met 011 the river Pisuerga, near Valladolid, and after an in- 
decisive engagement both kings retired to prepare for a final 
trial of strength. This took place in 1071, when at the battle 
of Golpe] ar the Castilians were signally beaten, and Alfonso 
of León showed in his triumph that he could be magnanimous 
by allowing his brother to retire without pursuit. But he 
reckoned without his Sancho. While the Leonese were rest- 
ing, and rejoicing at the disappearance of their enemies, the 
Castilians returned, took them in the rear, and cut the whole 
forcé to pieces, the unfortunate Alfonso being immured in 
the castle of Burgos, from which he was only released at the 
prayers of his sister Urraca, and upon a promise to retire to 
the monastery of Sahagun, whence he escaped and took 
refuge with the Moorish King of Toledo, while his ambitious 
brother, King Sancho, marched through conquered León to 
the realm of his youngest brother Garcia, whom he expelled 
from his throne of Galicia.

But there were the two tiny lordships of his sisters yet 
to conquer. With but little difficulty he seized the territory 
of Toro from the younger, but the eider. Urraca, was of the 
same metal as himself, and withstood him fiercely behind her 
fortress walls at Zamora. During the siege a Leonese noble 
lured Sancho to a spot near the moat where he said there was 
a weak place that might be stormed, and the ambitious king 
fell, stabbed to death by the dagger of the traitor, not without 
angry whispers from the Castilians that his murder had been 
connived at by Urraca, his sister, and his brother, Alfonso 
of León.

Sancho’s death (1072) made his brother Alfonso V I King 
of Castile and León, and we now enter upon one of the most 
interesting periods in the history of Spain', partly on account 
of the importance of the events themselves, and still more
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because the wealth oí tradition, of poetry, and of legend 
which surrounds the great national hero allows us to obtain 
for the first time a really clear view of the State of society and 
moráis, both of the Christians and the Moslems. The news 
of Sancho’s murder before Zamora reached Alfonso in his 
refuge at Brihuega, which town the friendly King of Toledo, 
Al Mamún, had assigned to him as a residence. Instead of 
endeavouring to escape, Alfonso hurried to Toledo to inform 
his courteous host of his accession. It was well he did so, 
for Mamún had the news, too, and had taken measures to 
prevent Alfonso’s clandestine departure. The Moor was, 
however, touched by the chivalrous trust of the Christian 
king, and the two swore friendship and alliance, offensive and 
defensive, to be binding upon Al Mamún and his immediate 
successor.

Alfonso was greeted with extravagant joy by his loyal 
Leonese, but the Castilians were sulky and apprehensive, for 
they knew that their new king had many a grudge and injury 
to repay. The man who had advised Sancho of Castile to 
take his treacherous advantage over Alfonso and the Leonese 
at the battle of Golpejar in the previous year was a Castilian 
knight, who, although only thirty years of age, already held 
high command, and was renowned for his skill and daring 
in combat. Rodrigo Diaz de Bivar, the Cid,* as he carne to be 
called afterward, was a truly Spanish type of swashbuckler— 
a direct ancestor of those swaggering captains who ruffled, 
gambled, quarrelled, and betrayed in the Service of Henry 
V III  of England and his son, and of those indomitable sol- 
diers and unconscionable scoundrels who overran America 
with a handful of men, and by their cruel greed turned a 
paradise into a hell. Careless of life, his own or that of others, 
brave to a fault, impatient of restraint, vain and boastful, false

* From the Arable Sidi =  Lord. While Christians usually refer to 
him by his Arable title, Moorish writers more often cali him by his 
Christian style. El Campeador =  the Challenger.
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and covetous, and yet with a certain rough chivalry of an 
elastic and variable sort, the Cid Campeador, as he is por- 
trayed both in the Christian poems and chronicle and in 
the contemporary Arab chronicles,* was the first famous em- 
bodiment of a distinct national type in which the proud in- 
dependence of the Iberian prevails, and as such was ñttingly 
seized upon by poets and story-tellers to personify the hero- 
ism of his race.

Considering the part he had borne in the war against the 
King of León, it is not surprising that Alfonso V I distrusted 
him. An assembly of Castilian nobles had been called at 
Burgos to go through the form of electing the new king and 
swearing allegiance; but Castilians were ever jealous, and 
the blood of their King Sancho, murdered by a man of León 
at Zamora, was not yet dry. No wonder, then, that they 
murmured distrust of Alfonso, and sought to make sure that 
their Castilian liberties should not sufíer under the King of 
León. According to the poem (written about fifty years after 
the Cid’s death), the only noble bold enough to beard the new 
sovereign was his former foe, Rodrigo Diaz of Bivar, who, be- 
fore they would acknowledge him as king, roughly exacted 
an oath from Alfonso, in the presence of 12 nobles of Cas- 
tile, that he had not been privy to his brother Sancho’s mur- 
der. As may be supposed, this could not increase Alfonso’s 
love for the bold noble, and we are told:

“ Three times the Cid has given the oath,
Three times the king has sworn.

With every oath his anger burned.
And thus he cried in scorn:

‘ Thou swearest me where doubt is none,
Rodrigo, to thy sorrow;

The hand that takes the oath to-day 
Thou hast to kiss to-morrow.’ ”

* For particulars of the Arab writings referring to the Cid, see 
Dozy, Récherches sur l’histoire de l’Espagne, Leyden, 1881, vol. ii.
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and when Alfonso V I was firmly seated on the united thrones 
of Castile, León, and Galicia * he recollected the affront that 
the Cid had placed upon his sovereign.

The utter demoralization of the Moslem power in Spain 
gave to Alfonso V I an opportunity which he was not slow 
to accept. The petty Moorish kings had no more idea of 
patriotism than had the Christians. Each little sovereign was 
intent on his local interests alone, and one after the other 
they appealed for support to the strongest man in the Penin- 
sula, the King of Castile and León, whose dominions reached 
from the Bay of Biscay to the valley of the Tagus. To the 
King of Toledo, who had sheltered him in his tribulation, 
Alfonso was bound by treaty, and when the kings of Cordova 
and Seville attacked the Moor of Toledo the King of Castile 
carne to the aid of his oíd friend Al Mamún, and captured the 
cities of Cordova and Seville; but on the retirement of the 
Christians they fell into the hands of their own chiefs again.

On the death of Al Mamún of Toledo (1075) and the de- 
thronement of his eldest son, Hishem Al Kadir, by the fanatic 
Moslems for his friendship to the Christians, Alfonso’s obliga- 
tions toward the kingdom of Toledo ceased. The new King 
of Toledo, Yahia, soon displeased his subjects by his tyranny, 
and they appealed to Alfonso to help them. Nothing loath, 
the Christian king joined with the King of Seville, Al Mo- 
tamid, whose daughter he took as a wife— or legalized con- 
cubine, for he was already married for the second time to 
Constance of Burgundy—and prepared for the conquest of 
Toledo. In the meanwhile Valencia, a vassal State of Toledo, 
revolted; and the viceroy, Abdul Aziz, undertook to pay a 
heavy tribute to Alfonso in return for his protection and 
recognition. When, however, Alfonso’s army compelled the

* The dispossessed García, King of Galicia, had taken refuge with 
the Moorish King of Seville on Sancho’s conquest of his realm. 
When he carne back to claim it his other brother, Alfonso, imprisoned 
him and kept Galicia.
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submission of Toledo, the terms agreed upon included the 
complete surrender of the city to the Christians and the rec- 
ognition by Alfonso of the ex-King of Toledo as King 
of Valencia, notwithstanding the fact that Alfonso had 
already sold his new suzerainty of Valencia to the Moor- 
ish king of Zaragoza for 100,000 gold pieces, and Abdul 
Aziz of Valencia was paying the Christian tribute as well. 
The dispossessed King of Toledo accordingly went ofí to 
win back his State of Valencia as a tributary of Castile, and 
the Christian capital was transferred to Toledo (1085).

The Cid had been banished from Castile, and had entered 
the Service of the Moslem king of Zaragoza (for, as he is 
reported to have told Alfonso, all kings, Moslem and Chris
tian, were alike to him so long as they paid him his price) 
and had taken command of a Zaragozan army to attack Ra
món Berenguer I I I ,  Count of Barcelona. He defeated the 
Christians with great slaughter at Almenara (1081), and 
brought back the sovereign-count a prisoner. Then he bore 
the banner of Islam against King Sancho of Aragón (1083) 
and defeated the Christians again. Such success as this 
gained for Ruy Diaz not only honour, but that which he 
coveted still more, for “ he fought that he might eat ”—riches 
untold. In 1085 he went to enforce the King of Zaragoza’s 
claim to the overlordship of Valencia, for which the Moor had 
paid Alfonso; and when the latter was besieging Zaragoza, 
the news carne to him that a new enemy had appeared in 
the land.

A great wave of Berber fanaticism had swept over north 
Africa, and the savage tribesmen, incited by Marabouts, had 
everywhere destroyed the rule of the Arab. The African 
peoples in Spain itself had long ago lost their strength amid 
the enervating luxury of their Arab rulers, and it occurred 
to the King of Seville to invite the victorious Berbers over 
the Straits of Gibraltar to aid the Moslems to withstand the 
King of Castile, who was fast making all Spain his tributary
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and becoming more extortionate every year. The Marabouts 
(Almorávides, as the Spaniards called them), under their great 
puritan Moslem leader, Yusuf, crossed from Africa like a 
swarm of bees and settled on the land. Alfonso, sensible of 
the danger to the Christian cause, hurried down from Zara
goza to near Badajoz and met the Almorávides at Zalaca. 
The Christian army had gone from victory to victory, and 
Alfonso of Castile and León was confident in the valour of his 
men; but Yusuf was a great tactician, while Alfonso was not, 
and, taking the Christians in flank and rear, he mowed down 
the chivalry of Spain as the sickle lays the corn.

With a band of horsemen only Alfonso fled from the field, 
and the Castilian army disappeared from the face of the earth. 
Yusuf, the stern, savage, fanatic, rude and unlettered, kept 
his word, and retired with most of his.army to Africa after 
he had done his work. His moderation saved Christian 
Spain, for if he had continued his advance, as Tarik had done 
in 711, there was nothing to withstand him. But the breath- 
ing space allowed by his departure enabled Alfonso slowly to 
reorganizo his strength. Alfonso had kept his promise to the 
young dispossessed Ring of Toledo, and by the costly lances 
of Christian knights had established him in Valencia. But 
with the Corning of the Almorávides to Spain, Alvar Fañez 
and the Christians were withdrawn from Valencia, and the 
fanatic townsmen turned against their king as a friend of 
the Christian tyrant Alfonso. The Cid, although summoned 
by the King of Castile, did not appear in time to fight at 
the battle of Zalaca; he probably thought that he might be 
more profitably employed. In any case, with his own fierce 
band of mercenary soldiers—men of all nations and condi- 
tions—and the army of the King of Zaragoza, he raided the 
kingdom of Valencia, where the unfortunate young king was 
at issue with his subjects, and finally secured the surrender of 
the capital by a pair of false promises: first, to the King of 
Valencia that he would support him against his subjects; and
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second, to the King of Zaragoza that he would deliver the 
realm to him. He did neither completely, but made the King 
of Valencia pay him a monthly tribute of 10,000 gold 
dinars, while professing all possible loyalty to the disap- 
pointed King of Zaragoza. He thought, doubtless, that it 
was also necessary to give some sort of excuse to his own 
Christian sovereign for his high-handed proceedings, and 
while he was plying Alfonso with lying protestations, the 
King of Zaragoza enlisted his former enemy, the Count of 
Barcelona, as his ally, and again attacked Valencia on his 
own account.

After this (1089) the Cid seems to have considered himself 
free to do as he pleased. He was no longer an officer in 
the Service of this or the other king, though Alfonso had par- 
doned him, but an independent freebooter, with a picked army 
of 7,000 desperadoes, who levied princely blackmail on Chris- 
tians and Moslems, especially the latter, wherever he could 
enforce it.

The sums he is said to have received are enormous. If 
the Christian accounts are to be credited—^which in this case 
they probably are not—the Cid was inspired all through with 
the exalted Christian zeal of a crusader. If the Arabio chron- 
icles are true, he was a plundering, bloodthirsty cutthroat, 
without conscience, justice, or humanity. He was really, 
in all probability, a good representativo of the rough genera- 
tion in which he lived.

Attacking the Zaragozana and Catalana before Valencia, 
he defeated them with great loss (1090), capturing, for the sec
ond time, the Count of Barcelona, whom he held to ransom 
for 80,000 pieces of gold—which were never paid. Alfonso, 
however, was determined that his too-powerful subject should 
not become independent sovereign of Valencia, and advanced 
against the city. The Cid retorted by invading Alfonso’s 
Christian territory, ravaging and slaughtering as he went; and 
when the King of Castile abandoned Valencia to protect his
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own land, the Cid, finding the gates of Valencia shut against 
him, sat down before the coveted city to capture it again by 
siege (1093). If we are to believe a tenth of what the Arab 
chronicles tell, the man must have been a monster of cruelty. 
In mere sport human creatures were torn to pieces by savage 
dogs before his eyes, and every day in sight of the doomed 
city the prisoners of the previous day were slowly roasted 
alive. Famine and pestilence inside, the awful Cid outside, 
reduced Valencia to despair; and at length, after nearly a 
year’s agony, it fell. Then vengeance upon those who with- 
stood him was wreaked to the full, and for the rest of his life, 
until 1099, Ruy Diaz reigned in Valencia as king, independ- 
ent alike of Moslem and Christian. When he died his sov- 
ereignty fell, and three years afterward his wife Jimena car- 
ried his body to his native Burgos, there- to lie in sanctity and 
honour in the great monastery of Cárdenas until our own 
days, when in 1842 the bones were moved, thenceforward to 
be made a tourist’s peep show in the townhall of Burgos, the 
city of the Cid.*

The popularity of the Cid as a national hero has never 
waned. The facts of his history, as told in the Crónica, the 
poem, the ballads, and in the Chronicle of the Youth of the 
Cid, leave no doubt as to his real character; but the con- 
stant assertion that he was moved by Christian zeal, though 
contradicted by the facts themselves, has been sufficient to 
surround him with the halo of a saint, while his constant 
acts of defiance and disloyalty to his sovereign have been 
condoned because it has flattered and pleased the Iberian 
spirit to consider them as the assertion of public liberty as 
against the encroachment of the royal power.

The establishment of the Christian capital at Toledo by 
Alfonso V I is an event of the first importance, as marking

* In the cathedral, too, is the ancient box which he and his trusty 
Martin Antolinez pledged, filled with sand, to two confiding Jews, 
who accepted his word that it was full of gold.
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a period of radical change in the position of the Spanish 
Church in Castile. Alfonso V I had promised the Moors that 
full toleration should be given to their religión, and that the 
great mosque of Toledo should continué to be devoted to 
the faith of Islam. The bishop, a French monk named Ber- 
nard, however, took advantage of the king’s absence to vió
late the agreement, and seized the mosque for Christian wor- 
ship, greatly to Alfonso’s anger. The queen, Constance of 
Burgundy, was on the side of the churchman, and Alfonso, 
who naturally was a tolerant man, allowed himself to be led. 
Already Catalonia and Aragón, which had to some extent kept 
touch with the papacy, had, at the request of the Pope, Alex- 
ander II, banished the oíd Gothic ritual, and had adopted that 
of Italy (in 1071); *  and the powerful Gregory V II had en- 
deavoured to bring the Church of Castile and León into the 
pontifical fold by means of an embassy demanding tribute 
to Rome, and, above all, the adoption of the Román ritual 
in all Spanish churches.

The king, though ruled by the French queen and her 
abettor and countryman, the Bishop of Toledo, probably 
knew and cared little about liturgies and rituals, and was will- 
ing to acquiesce; but the Church itself had thitherto been 
independent and self-sufficing. Under its aegis alone the 
little band of Spaniards had issued from the rugged Asturian

* Two important councils were held in Aragón under Ramiro I. 
At the last, held at Jaca in 1063, the king acknowledged the authority 
of the Church as being superior to his own, and granted to the Pope 
a tithe of all conquesta he might make and of the tributes he imposed 
upon his subjects. This grant was formally approved of by a general 
meeting of the inhabitants of Jaca, which fact alone marks the great 
difference between the primitive institutions of Aragón and Castile. 
The agreement of the whole commonalty, by the votes of such as 
might be present, to the decisions of the nobles was purely Germanic 
and feudal—Saxon as well as Frankish. In the native Iberian systera 
it was unknown. The Goths in Spain were a noble class, and spoke 
for themselves alone; the people’s only expression was through the 
municipality or the Church, not through the nobles.
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mountains, and by the aid of God and Santiago had con
quered Spain for the Cross. The pontifí had done nothing— 
not even blessed the enterprise; and Castilian clergy and lay- 
men alike, jealous of their independence, fought against the 
subjection of their national Church to a foreigner. To decide 
the question, first the ordeal of single combat was adopted, 
and the Champion of the oíd ritual was the victor; tiren the 
ordeal of fire was resorted to, and in a great blazing pile in 
Toledo the two missals were solemnly cast. The Román book 
was consumed and the Gothic missal carne forth unscathed. 
Rejoicing at their victory, the people thought their oíd na
tional ritual safe; but, as the proverb arising out of the occa- 
sion says, “Alia van leyes, do quieren reyes,” and Alfonso V I 
of Castile and León, with a stroke of the pen, submitted Iris 
rcalms to the Pope’s dictation. Thenceforward for seven 
centuries the papacy strove to fasten and keep its clutch 
upon the Spanish Church, and the Castilian sovereigns en- 
deavoured to make use of the papal prestige while keeping 
the control of their national Church as much as possible in 
their own hands. The result, as we shall see, was an endless 
seríes of political bargains, in which the papacy was finally 
only partially successful.

After Yusuf, the leader of the African Almorávides (Mara- 
bouts), had defeated the Christians at Zalaca (1086) he had 
returned to Iris own land, leaving a portion of Iris army to aid 
the King of Seville; but in the course of three years Alfonso 
V I had reorganized Iris forces and again recommenced Iris 
raids far into Moslem territory from the vantage ground of 
Iris great city of Toledo * and the captured fortress of Aledo. 
The Cid, too, was ravaging far and wide from Iris base at 
Valencia, and once more the King of Seville summoned the 
Emperor of Maghreb with Iris puritan Moslem army to roll 
back the still advancing Christian tide. This time (logo) the

* He arrived on one occasion as far as Tarifa, where he rodé his 
horse into the sea as a sign that he had reached the extreme point.
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Almorávides carne in a different mood. The kinglets of Span
ish Islam liad failed to take advantage of the Christian de- 
feat; they were refined and cultured tyrants, making often 
common cause with Christians against each other, neglect- 
ing the law of the Koran, and in a hundred ways shocking the 
stern puritan Moslems, whose aid they invoked in their 
quarrels.

The religious class in Mahometan Spain itself was pro- 
foundly discontented with their sceptical and tolerant rulers, 
and seconded Yusuf and the Almorávides when they deter- 
mined to make a deán sweep of the weak tyrants, whose 
capitals were, for the most part, centres of fastuous splendour, 
out of all proportion to their size and wealth; homes of volup- 
tuous poetry, of dilettante learning, of bloodshed, misery, and 
vice. Yusuf began with Granada, wealthy beyond dreams 
with exquisito works of art. The amir and his family were 
captured and sent to Africa; and gold, silver, precious stoiies, 
rich stuffs, illuminated manuscripts, ivory carvings, and 
priceless enamels were distributed among the rough Mara- 
bout soldiery. The army of Castile was once more defeated, 
and then from city to city the puritan Africana marched, 
overthrowing the sovereigns; until, three years after the 
death of the Cid, Valencia itself fell into their hands, and all 
Moslem Spain became a province of the African empire of the 
Almorávides, under the rule of Ali-Abdul-Hassan, the son 
of Yusuf, who on his father’s death (1107) handed the gov- 
ernment of Spain to his brother Yemin. This prince inflicted 
upon Alfonso V I a crushing defeat at Ucles (1108), in which 
fell the Christian king’s only son Sancho, whose mother was 
Zaida, daughter of the former Arab King of Seville; and the 
loss of the battle and his son broke the great Alfonso’s heart. 
With the death of the King of Castile and León (1109), after 
a reign of forty-three years, the Ímpetus given by his energy 
to the reconquest ceased, and the completion of the task, 
which would have been easy now in the hands of an able
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Christian king, was indefinitely delayed by local jealousies and 
incapable leadership.

Alfonso’s daughter Urraca was already a widow, Ray- 
mond of Burgundy having been her first husband; but her 
character was known to be light and frivolous, and her sub- 
jects, warlike and impatient of restraint, were unused to the 
idea of being ruled by a woman, especially an unwise one. 
Before Alfonso died negotiations had been commenced for 
her marriage with Alfonso I  of Aragón, the great-grandson of 
Sancho the Great, whose kingdom of Aragón had now been 
extended south to the north bank of the Ebro. Alfonso the 
Battler, as he was called, was a young man of great military 
gifts and boundless ambition, but harsh and rough in manner, 
and his marriage with Urraca, Queen of Castile and León— 
which, if the parties had been of different character, might 
have hastened the Christian conquest by four hundred years— 
was a fruitful source for many years to come of trouble, divi
sión, and bloodshed.

After a year of discord the king and his wife separated; 
but Alfonso the Battler had no intention of allowing Castile 
and León to slip through his hands, and placed Aragonese 
garrisons in some of the principal Castilian fortresses, confin- 
ing his wife in the castle of Castelar. Castile and León at 
once rose in arms in defence of their queen, and demanded 
a divorce for her on the ground of the consanguinity of Al
fonso and Urraca, who were both descendants of Sancho the 
Great of Navarre. Alfonso the Battler then invaded Castile, 
aided by Henry of Portugal,* and inflicted a complete defeat 
upon his wife’s people at Sepulveda ( i i i i ) ,  advancing far 
into León.

Then for the first time in the history of Spain there aróse 
a new element in the settlement of affairs. Urraca was popu-

* Alfonso VI liad conferred the county of Portugal on Henry of 
Burgundy, who with his brother (the first husband of Urraca) had 
aided him in his struggles with the Moslems.
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lar with her nobles—two at least of whom were lier lovers— 
but the people in the towns looked with dislike upon her pro- 
ceedings, as they and the clergy had both regarded unfavour- 
ably her marriage with Alfonso; and they had no interest 
in a war which had arisen solely in consequence of that mar
riage.* It has already been explained that successive sov- 
ereigns of León and Castile had granted extremely wide char- 
ters to many of the cities and towns whose corporate govern- 
ment was the oldest civilized institution in Spain. These 
towns had hitherto taken no part in the political affairs of the 
country, but they now became the mouthpiece of the citizens 
and middle classes generally; and at first certain towns in 
Galicia, to be followed rapidly by others in León and Castile, 
proclaimed the six-year-old Alfonso, son of Urraca by her 
Burgundian first husband, their sovereign, under the title of 
Alfonso V ll .t

The initiative had been taken by the towns, but the 
whole country speedily followed. Henry of Portugal, whose 
only thought was his own advancement, changing sides 
and joining the Castilians, together they drove King Al-

* The clergy especially were opposed to Alfonso the Battler of 
Aragón, of whose hatred of the Church they speak with much bitter- 
ness. He is accused of turning churches into stables, of destroying 
the famous Monastery of Sahagun, of banishing that famous monk 
Bernard, Bishop of Toledo, and of the even more celebrated Gelmirez, 
Archbishop of Santiago. The king’s distant relationship with his wife 
was also a subject for the disapproval of the clergy, and it may be 
accepted as almost certain that the action of the towns in proclaiming 
the child Alfonso (the emperor) king was prompted by the clergy, 
and more especially by Gelmirez, Archbishop of Santiago. See 
Prudencio de Sandoval, Chronica de Alfonso VIL

t  The reason why Galicia, especially, proclaimed young Alfonso 
as king while his mother Urraca lived was that a portioii of the 
province had been granted in fief by Alfonso VI to Raymond of 
Burgundy on his marriage with Urraca. Alfonso V II (the emperor) 
is often spoken of as Alfonso V III, in order to distinguish him from 
his stepfather Alfonso I of Aragón (the Battler), who assumed the 
style of Alfonso V II of Castile and León by right of his sometime 
wife Urraca the Queen,
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fonso of Aragón away from Astorga and arranged a treaty 
of peace between him and his wife, which Alfonso the Battler 
promptly proceeded to break soon after it was signed. But 
the Castilian clergy in the meanwhile had settled with the 
Pope for a declaration of nullity of the marriage between 
Alfonso and his wife Urraca, and thenceforward the Battler 
had no excuse for interfering with his wife’s dominions; 
although the enmity and mutual aggression between the two 
peoples still continued.

The intrusión of the towns into the government of León 
and Castile was resented by the nobles, the clergy wavering 
from one side to the other, the queen. Urraca, being gener- 
ally in favour of the nobles. The struggle, which on some 
occasions reached almost the proportions of a civil war, lasted 
till the death of Urraca, in 1126, but it was an indication that 
the growing middle classes in Christian Spain would not 
suífer the fastening upon them of aristocratic rule, as was 
happening in the rest of Europe; and thenceforward the Span- 
ish municipalities took an important part in governing the 
country, Alfonso the Emperor, whom they had first ac- 
claimed, naturally siding with the towns, when, on Urraca’s 
death, he became unquestionably King of Castile and León.

Alfonso the Battler of Aragón, his stepfather, in the 
meanwhile fought ceaselessly against the Moslems, carry- 
ing the victorious standards as far south as Andalusia, and 
beating the Almorávides in many pitched battles. Zaragoza 
became his capital city, Calatayud and Daroca were added 
to his dominions, and Aragón became, with the addition of 
Navarre,* under the indefatigable Battler, only second to Cas- 
tile in strength. When the king died, at the battle of Fraga 
(1134), he left no son; but the priests in his latter days had 
influenced him to make amends for his irreligious youth, and
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* The King Sancho IV of Navarre in 1076 had been murdered by 
his brother Ramón, and the Navarrese nobles had proclaimed as their 
king Sancho of Aragón, the father of Alfonso the Battler,
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by bis will he left his kingdoms to the Knights Templars 
and the Knights of St. John.

Neither Aragón ñor Navarre would accept a foreign cotn- 
munity as sovereign; and after much quarrelling, Aragón 
brought out from his monastery Ramiro the Monk, Alfonso’s 
brother, and made him king, inarrying him, by permission 
of the Pope, with a princess of Aquitaine, while Navarre 
chose for its sovereign a son of its former native sovereign 
Sancho IV. Constant wars and dissensions were the result 
of the fresh separation of Navarre and Aragón, in which 
Alfonso V II of Castile (the emperor) aided first one and 
then the other, and sometimes both against the Moslems, until 
he claimed their fealty, and thenceforward arrogated to himself 
the title of Emperor of Spain on the strength of it. Ramiro 
the Monk, of Aragón, soon tired of matrimony and his 
throne, and summoned the nobles and clergy of Aragón to 
Barbastro (1137) to accept his abdication in favour of his in- 
fant daughter Petronilla, who was already betrothed to 
Ramón Berenguer, Count of Barcelona, sovereign of Cata- 
lonia, who was proclaimed regent of Aragón—a fortúnate and 
happy arrangement, which thenceforward brought to Aragón 
the splendid ports and coast of Catalonia, and assured pros- 
perity to the joint dominions during the lives of Ramón 
Berenguer and his wife Petronilla.

In the meanwhile the rule of the Almorávides had entirely 
changed the condition of the Mozarabic populations in Mos- 
lem Spain. The tolerant, refined Arabs themselves were dis- 
gusted at the rough fanaticism of the Atlas tribes who had. 
displaced their rule, and their discontent was gradually being 
organized hito resistance and revolt; but the Mozárabes were 
in much worse case,* and in many districts they found their

* Alfonso the Battler of Aragón transportad enormous numbers 
from Andalusia and Valencia after his raids, to repeople the districts 
he had conquered on the banks of the Ebro. As many as 10,000 
families were brought from Andalusia at one time,
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position intolerable. The Almorávides were a sect rather 
than a people, although most of them were drawn from two 
tribes of the Atlas; and their marvellously rapid success in 
Africa and Spain liad in a great measure been due to religious 
fervour and to the discontent of the subject peoples with the 
laxity of the Arabs, rather than to any fitness or aptitude for 
government in the Almorávides themselves. Success, more- 
over, liad taken away much of the energy which at first made 
them so terrible; and other Atlas tribes, more fanatical than 
they, descended from their arid mountains, led by a man who 
proclaimed himself as Messiah and endeavoured to overturn 
tlie African empire of the Almorávides. Their chief was a 
fanatic of the religious class, the son of a lamp tender in the 
great mosque of Cordova. Having studied in the East, he 
commenced by preaching in Spain against the laxity of the 
Moslems; and being banished by the Almoravide emperor 
Ali, he had retired to the Atlas to organizo his forcé. He was 
at first defeated; but his successor, Abdul-Mamún, in 1127 
swept away the Almoravide rule in Maghreb, and at the 
invitation of the discontented and revolted Arabs of Spain, 
as well as of the chiefs of the Almorávides, who also sought 
their aid, the Almohades crossed the straits to give the death- 
blow to the oppressive Almoravide rule (1145).

It was indeed rotten to the core, and invited destruction. 
The stern puritanism of the sect had already been in fifty 
years sapped by the easy life and luxurious habits of Anda- 
loos. The rulers, instead of withstanding the advance of re- 
finement, as at first, did their best to imitate the overculti- 
vated preciosity of the Arabs they had supplanted, and to 
patronize poetry and scholarship, while the rough Atlas Al
moravide soldiers had sunk into the lowest depths of corrup- 
tion and dissoluteness in the soft surroundings of Southern 
Spain. The Christian raids extended now unchecked to the 
coasts of Andalusia, and with the fall of the Almoravide em
pire in Africa, Moslem Spain again split up into as many
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kingdoms as there were towns, each little realm preying upon 
its neighbours. The Mozárabes and Jews, whom the Almorá
vides had persecuted, and in many cases banished, were in a 
majority in some districts, and proclaimed sepárate kingdoms 
and republics or placed themselves under the protection of the 
Christian kings.

In this condition of anarchy the appearance of the Almo- 
hade—or Unitarian Moslem—host at Algeciras (1145) was 
welcomed by most peaceful Moslem citizens, who above all 
yearned for security of life and property, both at the mercy 
now of the tiny tyrant under whom they lived, or of his ene- 
mies if his people ventured outside the walls of his strong- 
hold.

The fanatics of the Atlas once more trailed their fierce 
bordes through the south of Spain, for none of the Moslem 
princes or self-appointed chieftains were strong enough to 
withstand them. Algeciras, Seville, Malaga, and Cordova, 

• soon afterward followed by Almería and Valencia, fell into 
the hands of the Africans; and by 1149 all Moslem Spain 
acknowledged the rule of the Mahdi, the seat of whose empire 
was on the other side of the straits, Cordova being the capi
tal of the wali, who was sent from Barbary to govern the 
province of Andaloos. Thenceforward cruel oppression, 
when not extermination, was the hard fate of Mozárabes and 
Jews wherever Islam was paramount, and every dty in Mos
lem Spain had a considerable body of its inhabitants praying, 
yearning, and secretly working for the triumph of the Chris
tian cause.

A. D. 1 0 0 2  TO A. D. 1 1 5 0

Summary of progrcss during this period

The various Christian kingdoms had continued to develop 
their institutions on sepárate lines. The constant pushing for- 
ward of the Christian frontiers and the disintegration of the
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Moslem power, with the consequent oppression oí the Mozárabes 
and Jews by the African fanatics, liad brought great populations 
under Christian rule whose ancestors for centuries had lived 
side by side with the Moslems. A fter the conquest of the king- 
dom of Toledo great numbers of Mahometan Spaniards also 
remained under Christian rule. All of these people brought into 
Christian Spain new habits, new industries, a new philosophy 
of life, and new racial elements, and set a deep impress upon the 
future character of the people. The conquest of Toledo as the 
Christian capital and the new policy of the conqueror toward the 
vanquished people thus marks a new epoch in the history of 
Spain. Hardly less important events were the submission of the 
Church in Castile to the papal dictation, and the federated action 
of the towns of the northwest in electing Alfonso V II King of 
Galicia. This, as will be seen in the next chapter, was the fore- 
runner of a greater movement which decided the future develop- 
ment of Castilian institutions. Another event of importance at 
this time was the periodical meetings in Castile and León of the 
councils of bishops and nobles as legislative assemblies, a develop- 
ment of the Latin-Gothic theocracy that had existed before the 
Arab conquest, which marks the growing power and ambition 
of the nobles in their attitude toward both the king and the lower 
classes, especially after the Cortes (first so called) of N ajera, in 
1137, consisting almost entirely of nobles. Though romance, 
culture, and poetry were spreading south from Provence into 
Spain, the time for the full renaissance of Christian art and in- 
dustry had hardly yet arrived, although the absorbed Mozárabes 
and Jews, especially in the east of Spain, were at the end of the 
period under review bringing new prosperity to the places where 
they had settled; and the church architecture introduced into 
Spain from Southern France was assuming the special Spanish- 
Romanesque character which distinguished it from its original 
model.

The anarchy which for so long afflicted Mahometan Spain 
during this period had acted injuriously on commerce and in- 
dustry, though both revived somewhat during the settled rule 
of the Almorávides, and in the twelfth century commercial 
treaties were made by several kinglets with Genoa, Pisa, etc. 
But, as will be seen in the text, the new African domination in
troduced an entirely new spirit in art and architecture. Luxury, 
refinement, literature, and learning in Moslem Spain had now 
become a craze and an obsession, as often happens with decadent
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peoples; and this, among a hundred other signs, showed that 
neither the Mosleiii faith ñor the races could cope successfully 
with Christianity and the hardier people of the north.

140 The Spanish People

What Spain did for the world in this period

The period now under review was the commencement of that 
in which Spain did a priceless Service to the world. It was the 
Jews of Cordova who first restudied the Sciences and philosophy 
which the Greeks had adapted from the learning of still earlier 
civilizations. They were followed in time by the Arab scholars; 
and the universities of Moslem Spain became centres of culture 
where the knowledge of the ancients was translated by Jews and 
Arabs into their living tongues, to be transmitted in other lan- 
guages in due time to all the nations of the earth. A t a time 
when Europe lay in darkness Cordova was the home of the exact 
Sciences; astronomy, mathematics, medicine, botany, and even 
surgery, were studied deeply and patiently; and thus, centuries 
before Erasmus was led back to the original fountain, the clear 
rill of Greek learning ran unchoked through Cordova to the rest 
of the world.
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CH A PTER V

R ELIG IO N  AND LEA RN IN G IN  M E D IE V A L  SPAIN

The religious bond of unión between the Christian Spanish races— 
The migration of the Mozárabes—Its influence on institutions— 
Germ of representativa institutions—The Hermandades and Span
ish feudalism—Alfonso the Emperor—Alfonso V III and Eleanor 
Plantagenet—Berenguela of Castile and Alfonso I X  of León—> 
Saint Fernando and the reunión of Castile and León—Aragón and 
Catalonia— Ĵaime the Conqueror—His vast projects—His con
tests with the nobles—Conquests of Saint Fernando—Intellectual 
and social progresa of Spain in the twelfth and thirteenth cen- 
turies—The Troubadours—Castilian language and literature—Al
fonso the Learned and his works—The influence of Spanish Jews 
and Arabs on European learning—Arts and handicrafts— T̂he 
growth of luxury in Spain—National amusements—The Spanish 
clergy—The increase of religious intolerance.

T h e  coming of the Almohades introduced into Spain the 
last great infusión of African blood, and the component ele- 
ments of the Spanish race were now complete. It will be use- 
ful to consider here to what extent the character of the people 
had been altered by the successive waves of invasión. It is 
easy to overestimate the racial influence exercised by invad- 
ing armies. The terror they cause and the importance of the 
political events they often produce are apt to make us forget 
that a few thousand or more of men may easily be assimilated 
by a race without greatly altering the features of the latter. 
Although the geographical formation of the country was 
unfavourable to the racial amalgamation of the peoples of the 
Península, and even to the present day extraordinary ethno-

1 4 1
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logical variety continúes to exist, yet the long Román doml- 
nation oí Spain had given to the inhabitants such unity as is 
to be effected by community of language and law. We have 
seen that the Germanic invaders had found this unity so 
strongly established that they were forced to accept it. Sub- 
sequently the adoption of Athanasian Christianity by the 
Gothic kings, and the theocratic government which resulted, 
gave another bond of unión to the Spanish people; so that 
on the arrival of Tarik and his 12,000 Berbers, Spaniards of 
all varieties of race could look upon them as foreigners, be- 
cause different from them in language, creed, and law.

The tolerant Arab rule, which gave perfect freedom in 
these three importan! particulars to the native peoples in Mos- 
lem Spain, while it facilitated social assimilation and com- 
munication, prevented anything like a fusión of race, by en- 
couraging the Mozárabes to live in sepárate communities.* 
While, therefore, a considerable amount of intermarriage 
must have taken place, it can not have been suíhcient to make 
the Mozárabes other than Spanish in race. The granting of 
manumission to all Christian slaves and serfs who embraced 
the creed of Islam by simply pronouncing the formula drew 
a great number of Spaniards of those classes into the Moslem 
people, and these latter must have been much more tinged 
with Spanish blood than were the Mozárabes with Moorish.

During the first three centuries of the reconquest the 
Moors in the captured provinces were genprally driven forth 
or exterminated by the Christians; but after the capture of 
Toledo by Alfonso V I of León and Castile a different policy 
was adopted. The enlightened king, who had himself mar- 
ried an Arab wife, and admired the culture and industry of 
the Jews and Moslems, encouraged the conquered peoples

* A  similar process is exhibited in the case of the English Jews 
of the present time. Perfect toleration and social equaíity, while 
causing them to become English in language and habits, tend to the 
continued separation of the races by means of religión.
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(Mudejares) to remain under his sway, guaranteeing them 
complete toleration, and encouraging marriages between 
Christians and Moors. This unquestionably introduced a 
large admixture of Moorish blood into the population of cer- 
tain districts, the efíects of which are easily discernible at the 
present day.

At the same time the rigour at first of the Almorávides, 
and subsequently of the Almohades, caused the migration of 
large masses of Mozárabes from the Moorish districts to the 
centre and north of Spain, where they established new com- 
munities in the districts depopulated by war, bringing with 
them the arts, handicrafts, and habits which they and their 
ancestors had learned from the Arabs. Of purely Arabic 
blood the infusión must have been but small, for the enor- 
mous majority of the invaders had been Berbers and other 
peoples of the Atlas, of racial origin and traditions similar to 
the original Spanish stock. With the exception, therefore, 
that the newcomers had not had the advantage of Román 
civilization, the two elements were not dissimilar, and the 
racial effect of the admixture was mainly to confirm the 
already powerful tendency of the people to assert individual 
independence and to localize patriotism.

As the Christian reconquest gradually advanced the towns 
which fell into the hands of the conquerors or were formed by 
the establishment of new communities of Mozárabes received 
charters either from the kings, or, more frequently, from the 
nobles who held in vassalage from the king fresh districts 
they had overrun. As has already been observed, the grant- 
ing of these charters in every case implied a bargain between 
the town and the lord; and practically for the first time in
troduced anything like feudal relations between the munici- 
palities and the new military aristocracy, which by right of 
conquest and grant from the king held the soil. The Román 
and Romano-Gothic principie of democracies supervised by 
high officials appointed by a Csesar fell into abeyance; and
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once more we have in juxtaposition the two ideas: the Ger- 
manic, in which an hereditary lord of the soil gave protection 
to vassals living upon it in return for certain Services; and 
the other, the original Iberian tradition, modified by Latin or- 
ganization of self-constituted democratic municipalities most- 
ly independen! of each other.

But the constan! presence of an enemy who was more a 
foe to the lord than to the town made the latter in Spain the 
more importan! element in the partnership, and enabled the 
municipalities during the reconquest to become veritable lit- 
tle tributary republics under the general rule of the king, 
The immunities granted by the charters to the towns not only 
increased the wealth of the latter directly, but also added to 
their population and importance by driving into them large 
numbers of rural dwellers, who, by taking refuge in the free 
cities, escaped the individual oppression and extortion ex- 
erted by the lords of the soil outside the possessions of the 
tributary chartered towns.* When, however, the recon- 
quered country became more settled and the Moorish enemy 
less to be feared, the nobles endeavoured to override the char
ters their predecessors had granted, and, taking advantage of 
the feebleness of royal authority, began to oppress and pillage 
towns, and generally to assert feudal tyranny, such as ex- 
isted in France, Germany, and England. Then it was, at the

* It must not be forgotten that in nearly every case there was a 
considerable territory attached to the towns outside the walls, some 
of it being private property, but most of it belonging to the cotnmune. 
The towns themselves were not by any means exclusively industrial, 
but depended largely upon the tillage of their territories; and their 
interior organization, for the most part—-though the varieties of type 
were many, according to the origin of the community—was not purely 
democratic, but a compromise between democracy and aristocracy. 
There was a distinct división of classes in the towns, the “ gentle- 
men villains ” {caballeros villanos) sitting in the town councils and 
forming the mounted portion of the municipal forces. In many towns 
half of the councillors only were gentlemen, the other half being free 
citizens of lower rank, who were elected specially to represent the 
interests of their class.
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end of the thirteenth century, that the strength of the munici
palities and of the Latin democratic idea became apparent, 
and the foundation was laid of the modern state of Spain.

The action of the municipalities at this juncture finally 
prevented the predominance of feudal privileges in the king- 
dom of Castile and León, and formed the nucleus of the rep- 
resentative government which ruled Spain for over two hun- 
dred years. Thirty-four towns met by deputy in 1295 and 
signed a solemn act of brotherhood under the title of the 
“ Hermandad de Castilla.” The incorporation sets forth that 
since the death of Alfonso X  pillage and aggression had been 
rife in Castile, and that for the defence of the king’s authority 
and the greater repose of the country the tovî ns formed them- 
selves into a confederacy with a common seal and periodical 
meetings. A joint armed forcé was raised, strong enough 
to withstand any individual noble, and if any member of the 
brotherhood suffered wrong he was fully avenged; even if 
the king’s officers acted illegally they were punished.

The meetings of this important confederacy, to which 
other towns—to the total number of 100— speedily adhered, 
were called extraordinary Cortes, and not only passed rules 
for their own defence, but also adopted laws which were sent 
to the sovereign and enforced as if they had been royal de
crees. The victory of the communities over the feudal ele- 
ment was, however, not won without a hard and long strug- 
gle, as will be seen in the course of this history; ñor was the 
victory even for a time complete, or Spain might probably 
have developed into a federal republic like Switzerland. This, 
at least, the nobles prevented by bringing themselves and 
their vassals into the jurisdiction of the towns, of which, espe- 
cially in the south, they captured and corrupted the municipal 
government. In the struggle between the two powers the 
king supported both alternately, in order to hold the balance, 
and finally obtained for himself the right of nominating may- 
ors and aldermen, which in the course of time, as will be

II
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related, ruined both the municipal independence and the 
democratic national representation, and turned Spain into a 
puré despotism depending upon popular but inarticulate 
consent.

Alfonso V II (the emperor) passed his life in advancing the 
standard of the Cross against the disorganized Almorávides. 
Once the fortune of war brought the Moors to the gates of 
Toledo; but in 1147 Alfonso, with a combination of Mediter- 
ranean powers anxious to suppress piracy, of which Almería 
was the centre, conquered that city, and soon afterward 
(1150), saddened by the'death of his wife, Berenguela of Cata- 
lonia, the emperor abdicated, unwisely again dividing his 
realms between his two sons, Sancho becoming King of Cas- 
tile and Fernando of León. Seven years afterward, when the 
newly victorious Almohades were besieging Almería, the 
emperor again donned his warlike harness and beat back the 
besiegers, but died of fever immediately afterward, leaving 
his two kingdoms under difíerent monarchs.

Another kingdom also sprang up in the Península during 
the reign of Alfonso the emperor. It has already been re
lated that Alfonso V I granted Portugal north of the Douro 
as a tributary county to Henry of Burgundy, who had mar- 
ried Alfonso’s younger daughter Teresa. Both the Bur- 
gundian and his wife from the ñrst endeavoured to make their 
territory independent, and Alfonso V II  more than once was 
forced to resort to arms to compel his aunt to obedience, 
until at length the lady herself, as lax in her life as had been 
her sister Urraca, was expelled by her Portuguese vassals, 
and her son, another Alfonso (Enriquez), was proclaimed 
sovereign. Alfonso Enriquez at once took the offensive 
against his cousin and suzerain, Alfonso V II  of Castile, but 
was brought to his knees and recognised the overlordship of 
the latter. Alfonso V II of Castile then accorded to Alfonso 
Enriquez of Portugal the absolute dominión over all lands 
he might conquer from the Moors and occupy south of the
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Douro; and witli this incentive the Portuguese prince 
promptly carried his banners to the Tagus, gaining a signal 
victory over the Moors at Ourique in 1139, after which he 
thought himself strong enough to proclaim his complete in- 
dependence of Castile. Alfonso V II hurried to teach his tur- 
bulent cousin another lesson of obedience, when the bishops 
and priests intervened; and the emperor was weak enough to 
allow the question to be referred to the Pope (Innocent II), 
who decided in favour of Castile.

The Portuguese, however, cleverly offered to hold his do
minión as a vassal of the Holy See, and although Innocent 
I I  himself could hardly go back on his own decisión, his suc- 
cessors, Lucius I and Alexander I I I ,  accepted the Portuguese 
offer, and Alfonso Enriquez was acknowledged King of Por
tugal by Rome. Thenceforward, and on perfectly insufficient 
grounds, the realm of Portugal was separated from that of 
Spain, and the interference of the papacy in the affairs of the 
Peninsula, and of Christendom generally, was accepted with- 
out demur.

Sancho I I I ,  King of Castile, eldest son of Alfonso V II the 
Emperor, died a year after his accession (1158), leaving to 
his infant son, Alfonso I I I  of Castile,* a realm torn with civil 
war,f and open, almost defenceless, to the raids of the vigor-

* The enumeration is confusing, in consequence of the frequent 
unión and separation of Castile and León. This Alfonso III of 
Castile alone is almost always known as Alfonso V III, which really 
would have been his style if he had been King of León as well.

t  The pretext for the civil war was the appointment by the will 
of King Sancho III of Gutierre Fernandez de Castro as guardián 
of the infant King Alfonso III (V III). The great rival family of 
Lara resented this, and the kingdom was split into two warring fac- 
tions during the minority, although the Castros surrendered the 
regency to the nominee of their rivals, who then cruelly persecuted 
the Castro faction. This gave to Fernando II of León (the únele of 
the infant king) an excuse for interference and for the seizure by the 
King of Navarre (Sancho the Wise) of a slice of the Rioja. The 
Laras were finally victorious, after a sanguinary battle a.t Huetc, and 
the Castros took refuge among the Moors.

The Kingdom of Portugal 1 4 7
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ous Almohades, who reached as far north as Avila in their 
destructive incursions. The Africans, too, were determinad 
in their efforts to subdue the now sepárate little kingdom of 
Portugal, and after years of fighting were on the point of 
winning the important fortress of Santarem, when the death 
of the Moslem emperor, Yusuf ben Yacub, threw the Moors 
into a panic, and Fernando II , King of León, hurried to the 
aid of Alfonso Enriquez in time to inflict a disastrous defeat 
upon the Moslems.

Civil strife and little internecine wars between Castile, 
León, and Aragón continued until the young King Alfonso 
I I I  (V III) of Castile gained his majority, when all was 
changed. He married wisely and happily in the same year 
(1170) Eleanor Plantagenet, daughter of Henry I I  of Eng- 
land, and with enormous energy, ability, and diplomacy 
brought Castile into a condition of safety and order. The 
Almohades were allowed no rest; and notwithstanding the 
jealous enmity of the other Christian States at the success of 
the King of Castile, the latter extended his borders farther 
and still farther south to Jaén and Andujar, and on one occa- 
sion reached the extreme point of Algeciras, and bade de- 
fiance to the Almohade emperor across the straits. This was 
more than could be borne, and in the following year (1195) 
the Moors inflicted a great defeat upon him at Alarcos, 
where the Castilians lost 20,000 men. This encouraged the 
King of León, Alfonso IX  (son of Ferdinand I I  and grand- 
son of Alfonso the Emperor of Castile), to invade the realm 
of his Castilian cousin, and the war was only ended by the 
marriage of Alfonso I X  of León to Berenguela, daughter of 
Alfonso I I I  (V III) of Castile by Eleanor Plantagenet.

Berenguela was a woman of exceptional strength and 
ability. She had originally been betrothed to Conrad of 
Swabia, son of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, but had 
repudiated the arrangement when she carne of age; and her 
marriage with Alfonso IX  of León was in all respects a wise
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one, as it again portended the reunión of tlie realms of León 
and Castile. But Innocent I I I  was riding roughshod over 
the nations of Christendom. He had already forcibly dis
solved a marriage between Princess Teresa of Portugal and 
this very Alfonso IX  of León who was to marry Berenguela, 
and had excommunicated both bride and bridegroom; and 
now he pronounced the new marriage invalid on the same 
ground of consanguinity,* León being placed under the papal 
interdict.

Por seven long years the semi-wedded pair and the king- 
doms of León and Castile struggled against the pontiíí’s de
cisión, and in the interval several children were born to Al
fonso IX  of León and Berenguela; but in the end the prin
cess had to return to her own country, an unmarried mother, 
though the Pope, with a fine disregard for consistency, recog- 
nised the children as legitímate, and Fernando, the eldest 
son, remained with his father as the heir to León.

The crushing defeat of the Castilians by the Moors at 
Alarcos had been followed by a renewed quarrel and a little 
war between Castile and León; but Alfonso I I I  (V III) of 
Castile was burning to retrieve his disaster, and contrived a 
coalition between all the Christian powers, to which the 
Popes (Innocent I I I  and Urban II) granted the privileges 
and indulgences of a crusade. The Almohades answered by 
themselves preaching a jehad, and Christian knights from 
all Europe flocked to fight, under the banner of the Cross, the 
zealous warriors of Islam.

Ten thousand horse and four times as many foot marched 
as a vanguard under Don Diego López de Haro. Pedro I I  
of Aragón led in person his own powerful army, while Al
fonso I I I  headed his Castilian host, and the brothers Girón 
commanded a vanguard of 40,000 men. Churchmen and 
princes, nobles and knights, of all lands, vied with each other

* Alfonso I X  of León was the grandson, and Berenguela the great* 
granddaughter, of Alfonso V II of Castile (the eraperor).
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in tlieir zeal and splendour, although the chroniclers hint 
that the foreign adventurers were far more trouble than they 
were worth, and most of them turned back when they reached 
the torrid south. But the native armies, as they threaded 
their way through the passes of the Sierra Morena, guided by 
Mozárabes, heard news which raised their hopes to the high- 
est. The African troops brought over by the Almohade 
emperor had already oífended, by their savagery and inso- 
lence, the native Andalusian Moslems, most of whom were 
partly of Spanish blood, and división consequently reigned 
in the hosts of Islam. Deserters led the Christians by deñles 
to a position from which the Almohades might be surprised, 
and like a torrent the chivalry of Castile, Aragón, and Na- 
varre swept down upon Mahomet ben Yacub and his body- 
guard of 10,000 negroes and 3,000 camels. In the midst of 
the fight the Andalusian Moslems withdrew, and the great 
battle of Navas de Tolosa was won* (1212). Thencefor- 
ward the Moslem power in Spain was a decaying one, and 
the great forward Christian movement which followed both 
on the side of Castile and Aragón reduced the dominión of 
Islam within a generation to one insignificant kingdom, 
which survived, almost on sufferance, for another two cen- 
turies, but never extended its borders.

Two years after the battle Alfonso I I I  (V III) of Castile

* The Christian chroniclers give the principal honour of this great 
victory to Rodrigo, Archbishop oí Toledo, who, with many other 
prelates, was foremost in the fight. It is said that when Alfonso him- 
self had begun to despair the archbishop assumed command of the 
vanguard, and with irresistible dash led the Christians to victory. 
The peasantwho is said to have guided the Christian host by themoun- 
tain defiles to surprise the Moslem was, so the churchmen tell us, no 
other than Saint Isidore, the patrón saint of Madrid, whose plough- 
ing was done for him by angels while he was at prayer. Legends 
innumerable have been woven around the story of this memorable 
victory, and Alfonso himself wrote to the Pope that 100,000 Moslems 
were killed and 25,000 Christians; but however that may be, the defeat 
was serious enough to cripple the Almohades for ever and to break 
irretrievably the power of Islam in Spain.
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died, leaving a son of eleven years of age, who became Henry 
I of Castile. Once more, as in the days of Alfonso’s minority, 
the Laras objected to the regent chosen by the nobles and 
clergy on the death of the young king’s mother, Eleanor 
Plantagenet, a year after her husband. The king’s aunt Ber
enguela, the papally repudiated wife of Alfonso I X  of León, 
was the regent selected, and a wiser or more patriotic ruler 
it would indeed have been difficult to find. But Alvaro Ñuño 
de Lara contrived to seize the regency, though swearing to 
Berenguela not to impose fresh burdens upon the people 
or to conclude treaties with foreign countries without her 
consent. Don Alvaro violated his oath almost as soon as it 
was pronounced, and the nobles and prelates of Castile met 
in Cortes at Valladolid, and prayed Berenguela to resume the 
direction of affairs. Before, however, she could act, Don Al
varo, as regent, dissolved the Cortes, and cruelly persecuted 
Berenguela and her friends. But the little King Henry, 
while playing in the courtyard of the bishop’s palace at Fa
lencia, suddenly met his death by a tile blowing loose and 
falling on his head, and Berenguela became legally Queen 
of Castile.

The first thing was to gain possession of her son Fer
nando, who was in the keeping of his father, the King of León. 
If Alfonso IX  learned that his eldest son was heir to Castile 
he might make him serve his own ambition. So by an arti- 
fice Alfonso was persuaded to allow his son to visit Castile 
before he learned of young King Henry’s death. When Fer
nando arrived his mother, Berenguela, convoked the Cortes 
of nobles and prelates of Castile at Valladolid (1217), and after 
receiving their homage as queen, at once abdicated in favour 
of her son Fernando—famous afterward for all time as Fer
nando the Saint, under whom Castile and León were again 
United, to be severed no more. The Laras, supported this 
time by Alfonso I X  of León, the King of Castile’s father, 
again promoted civil war; and once more the armies of father
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and son, of husband and wife, met. The queen-mother Ber- 
enguela, as heroic in war as she was diplomatic in council, 
at length, partly by arms and partly by negotiation, effected 
peace and alliance; and Fernando I I I  of Castile was free to 
embark upon the great career of conquest which gave the 
valley of the Guadalquivir to the Christians, after five hun- 
dred years of Moslem domination. Wliile he was besieging 
Jaén (1230) Fernando learned from his mother (Berenguela) 
that his father, Alfonso IX  of León, had died, leaving by will 
his kingdom divided between his two daughters Sancha and 
Dulce * by his first (and also papally repudiated) wife, Teresa 
of Portugal. The reunión of the realms had been the dream 
of Berenguela’s life; and while summoning her son to come 
in person, she hurried to León, and, convoking the nobles, 
caused Fernando to be proclaimed king; then proceeding to 
the Portuguese frontier, she arranged with the mother of the 
infantas—like herself a former wife of Alfonso IX  of León— 
for an equitable surrender of the infantas’ claims. Thus León 
and Castile became permanently one, and the foundation of 
a United Spanish monarchy was laid (1230).

Almost simultaneously with the consolidaron of Castile 
and León and the advance of Saint Fernando into Andalusia, 
a similar process was being effected in another Christian na- 
tion of the Peninsula. We have had on many occasions to 
remark that the lines of development in the northeast of Spain 
had been different from those of the northwest. We have 
seen that the kingdom of Asturias, gradually developing into

* In order to strengthen the liands of his daughters, Alfonso I X  
had negotiated a marriage between the eider, Sancha, and the victori- 
ous and powerful young King Jaime I of Aragón. The latter was 
already married to Eleanor, the youngest daughter of Alfonso III  
(V III) of Castile, a half-sister of Berenguela, and consequently aunt to 
Fernando III, and a divorce was granted by the Pope on the usual 
ground of consanguinity; but before the matter could be completed 
Alfonso I X  of León died, as here related, and Fernando of Castile 
ascended the throne of León. Jaime the Conqueror therefore did not 
marry the infanta.
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León and Castile, was evolving a practically newborn civ- 
ilization out of the débris of the ancient systems which liad 
preceded it—a civilization which was neither entirely Ger- 
manic aristocratic, ñor Ibero-Latin democratic, but a com- 
promise between the two, dictated by the special circum- 
stances of the reconquest. The entrance into Spain by land 
was much easier and more frequented on the east end of the 
Pyrenees than on the west; and from the earliest times the 
populations of the coast of the Gulf of Lyons and Southern 
Gaul had fused with those on the northeast coast of Spain. 
Frankish inñuence, as we have seen, had ruled Catalonia since 
its conquest from the Moors at the beginning of the ninth cen- 
tury, and its princes had during most of that period also held 
large territories on the north of the Pyrenees, as the early 
Visigoths had done before them. The French relationship 
was therefore very much stronger in Catalonia than in any 
other part of Spain, and ethnologically and socially the coun- 
try was, and still remains, absolutely distinct from Castile.

The principality of Catalonia had by the marriage of Pe- 
tronilla, daughter of Ramiro the Monk of Aragón (1137), 
been joined to the latter kingdom, so far as regarded the per- 
sonality of the monarch, although the laws in each case re- 
mained intact, and the autonomy of the states was preserved. 
In Aragón, too, the traditions of government were different 
from those of Castile. From the first erection of Aragón into 
a lordship by the King of Navarre the feudal nobility had 
been more powerful and independent than had been the case 
in northwestern Spain, where the later Gothic tradition of a 
sacerdotal king with an ecclesiastical council had survived, 
and where the reconquest was looked upon as a divinely in- 
spired crusade. The kings of Aragón, like those of Navarre, 
were the creations of a need; they were not the semi-divine 
transmitters of the theocratic monarchy of the last Visigoths, 
but superior feudal chiefs, chosen first by their fellow-chiefs 
because it was necessary to have one leader over many. The
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King of Aragón was reminded on every possible occasioti 
that his power was strictly subject to the law, and that he 
would only be regarded as king while he did right. Both 
in Aragón and Catalonia the higher nobles, who held “ hon- 
ours,” were practically independent sovereigns with power of 
life and death over their subjects, and were only bound by the 
“ Usages ” ; and though in ordinary civil cases the king’s 
law court was supreme, in all questions of dispute between the 
sovereign and the nobles in Aragón the supreme judge or 
arbitrator was the irremovable justiciary, with knights and 
nobles as assessors. The feudal nobles of Aragón and Cata
lonia had not found themselves at issue with the common 
people to the same extent as those of León and Castile, be- 
cause both in Aragón and Catalonia the Ibero-Latin idea of 
democratic independence under a supreme Csesar was com- 
paratively weak, and the Germanic aristocratic system was in 
accordance with the general feeling of the population. The 
result of this was that the nobles and the towns, to which 
charters had been given very liberally by the crown and the 
feudal lords, made common cause to prevent encroachment 
by the royal authoidty; and the deliberative assemblies both 
of Aragón and Catalonia included representatives of the 
towns (1133) before such a thing was heard of in Cas- 
tile (1169).* It will thus be seen that the Cortes of Aragón 
and Catalonia, like the Parliament of England, grew out of 
councils of territorial barons; whereas in Castile and León the 
Cortes sprang from the association of free towns, while the 
earlier ecclesiastical and feudal assembly retained a sepárate

* The Cortes of Aragón consisted of nobles, clergy, and burgesses, 
the nobles at a later period dividing their order into two branches, 
higher and lower. The brazos deliberated apart, and their joint 
final decisions were conveyed by the nobles to the king. The king 
convoked the Cortes and proposed legislation, but no large supplies 
could be obtained without the vote of the Cortes. It is plain that the 
nobles played the principal part; but the king, being head of the 
executive and of the armed forces, was practically master.
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existence as the sovereign’s council. This explanation is 
necessary in order that the divergent march of affairs in the 
two groups of kingdoms in the Península may be rightly 
understood.

Pedro I I  of Aragón and Catalonia, the grandson of Ra
món Berenguer IV  of Barcelona, by his marriage with Petro- 
nilla, Queen of Aragón, had a son born to him at Mont- 
pellier in 1208. The kings of Aragón by constant intermar- 
riages with the princely houses in Southern France had ob- 
tained large territories on the north side of the Pyrenees, and 
were as much interested in the affairs of France as in those 
of Spain. Simón de Montfort, with a great rabble of cru- 
saders, was harrying Toulouse, Béarn, and Provence 011 the 
pretext of stamping out the Albigensian heresy; and in one 
of the many diplomatic phases of the affair, Jaime, the infant 
heir of the King of Aragón, was betrothed to marry the 
daughter of the Count of Toulouse, Simón de Montfort re- 
taining the custody of the child prince (1211).

The truce thus sealed was soon broken, and the armies 
of Toulouse and Aragón were defeated in 1213 by de Mont
fort, King Pedro of Aragón falling in the fight, leaving 
his five-year-old heir in the hands of the enemy. Aragón was 
a prey to civil discord, but United in its demand to have its 
young sovereign restored to it. Pedro I I  of Aragón had re- 
ceived his crown from the Pope, and held his kingdom as a 
papal fief,* and on the intervention of the Pope, after much 
negotiation, the child, King Jaime, was at last (1214) handed 
over to his subjects in his city of Narbonne, whence he was 
carried to Lérida, and there received the oath of allegiance

* This action on the part of Pedro II was bitterly resented by the 
Aragonese nobles; and when on the king’s return he endeavoured 
to raise the funds to pay the papal tribute, the higher nobility or 
hereditary ricos lionies formed a league sworn to resist all attempts 
of the Pope to exert his suzerainty. The subsequent quarrels which 
continued to occur between Aragón and the papacy were founded 
upon these events.
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of the Cortes of Catalonia and Aragón, consisting of prelates, 
nobles, and lo burgesses from each city.

The legate of the Pope had been the spokesman and 
leader in the aífair, and the infant king had been seated on 
the knees of the Archbishop of Tarragona during the cere- 
mony. The legate it was also who appointed the governors 
and the regent of Jaime’s realms during the minority; and 
in all things it was apparent that the influence of Rome as 
suzerain of Aragón was in future to be paramount. The king’s 
únele Sancho was regent, but was opposed by most of the 
feudal nobles of Aragón, who sided with another únele, Fer
nando the Monk. While the nobles and regent were quar- 
relling the young King Jaime was growing up strong and 
masterful, and before he was ten years oíd took matters into 
his own hands, escaped from his keepers, fied to Zaragoza, 
and there threw himself into the arms of his subjeets.

Thenceforward until his death the life of Jaime the Con- 
queror, King of Aragón, was one of constant strife. A 
brutal, strong, crafty man, rough and dissolute,. but one of 
the great leaders of the world, he did for Aragón what Saint 
Fernando did for Castile, and much more; for while Fer
nando and Jaime both added fresh Moorish kingdoms to their 
own, and left their territories Consolidated—the two great 
rival realms of Spain—Jaime alone entered upon a far-reach- 
ing foreign policy, which, though it was unsuccessful in its 
prime object, the foundation of a great Romance empire, yet 
impressed upon Aragón traditional lines of expansión to 
which are owing indirectly Spain’s greatness and ultimate 
downfall.

Jaime’s first successful forward movement was upon Ma
jorca,* the Moorish inhabitants of which, it was said, had

* The expedition to Majorca was purely Catalan, and the Catalan 
nobles and prelates were liberal in their contributions; but Aragón 
had nothing directly to gain by it and there the war was unpopular, 
while an attack on Valencia was desired by the Aragonese.
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piratically molested Catalan commerce, and in 1228 the King 
of Aragón carne back to his city of Tarragona a victor, having 
added the Baleares to his dominions. Ten years afterward 
Valencia was conquered and constituted a sepárate realm, 
with a constitution moulded upon that of Catalonia; * and 
later still the territory down to Jativa and Alicante was added 
to his conquests.

But by this time Castile, on her side, had reached down to 
the frontiers at Murcia, and there was no room for the farther 
expansión of Aragón in that direction. There was, however, a 
large field for Jaime’s vast ambition on the north, and thither 
he turned his steps. Jaime had wedded Eleanor of Castile, and 
by her had a son, Alfonso, but divorced her on the ground of 
consanguinity (see page 152, n.). He had then married Yo- 
lande, daughter of Andrew, King of Hungary, by whom he 
had other children; and although he could hardly help his first- 
born inheriting the inland realm of Aragón, the conqueror’s 
dream was to extend the control of Catalonia over the princi- 
palities of the south of France in favour of his sons by Yo- 
lande. In the long-drawn-out intrigues to effect this he was 
naturally opposed by the Kings of France, who were grad- 
ually absorbing the country in the south, and Jaime avow- 
edly championed the cause of the Romance nationality 
against the northerner. Divorces, remarriages, and tricks of

* As indicating the constitution of conquered kingdoms generally 
at this time, it may be mentioned that the realm of Valencia was 
divided pro rata among those who had contributed, either in purse 
or person, to the conquest. The greater nobles obtained “ honours ” 
—i. e., large estates with íull feudal privileges; the 380 knights who 
undertook to garrison and guard the new territory received as 
many fiefs from the crown, and the bulk of the soil was distributed 
among other lower orders. It was soon found that the latter—the 
only taxpayers—were alienating their lands to the privileged orders 
(the nobles and the Church), and constant enactments were made to 
impede this, but with little success. Throughout Jaime’s r e ip  he 
made great eííorts in all his dominions to prevent the alienation of 
lands both by one noble to another or by a Citizen to a noble, but, 
notwithstanding all enactments, alienation continued to take place.
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all sorts were resorted to; but events turned oiit badly for 
Jaime’s schemes, and bis vast plot failed. By the treaty of 
Corbeil (1258) Saint Louis gained the suzerainty of mpst 
of the South of France, and Jaime’s hopes of a Romance em
pire were dashed to the ground, though he retained his moth- 
er’s domain of Montpellier and some other territories.

But his ambition was boundless, and ever seeking for fresh 
outlets; and in addition to lifelong attempts by marriages, 
divorces, extorted wills, and even by brute forcé, to obtain 
the reversión of the kingdom of Navarre, he now dreamed of 
an alliance -which should give to his house the kingdom of 
Sicily, and perhaps the empire of the East. Jaime’s eldest 
son Alfonso, with whom he had always been at issue, died 
childless in 1260, and Pedro and Jaime, the king’s sons by 
Yolande, were soon quarrelling with each other and with 
their father about their inheritance. Jaime, the younger, was 
the king’s favourite, and to him were assigned the Balearles 
and the French dominions, while Pedro, the eider, was to 
inherit the Spanish realms and marry Constance, daughter of 
Manfred, King of Sicily, greatly to the indignation of both 
the Pope and the King of France, for Manfred was in open 
revolt against the papacy. But clever Jaime married his 
daughter Isabel to Philip, Dauphin of France, and so para- 
lyzed one of the elements opposed to his plans.*

In a history of the Spanish people, however, what is even 
of more importance than the conquests and foreign policy of 
Jaime I is his attitude toward his nobles and his influence 
on the laws of Catalonia and Aragón. Circumstances, which

* It will be recalled that Manfred, the second son of the Emperor 
Frederick II, had, like his father and eider brother, Conrad of Swabia, 
been excommunicated, and the kingdom of Sicily granted by Pope 
Urban IV to Charles, Duke of Anjou. For centuries afterward this 
was a subject of dispute between the crown of Aragón—which under 
Pedro seized Sicily—the French kings, and the house of Lorraine 
as descendants of the Dukes of Anjou. The mother of Jaime was 
the daughter of the Lord of Montpellier by Eudoxa, daughter of 
Emmanuel Comnenus, Emperor of Constantinople.
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have already been explained, gave to the nobles in that part 
of Spain an amount of power and privilege unknown else- 
where. The possession of land implied no other obligation 
than military service, and that to an extent strictly limited by 
law, the ordinary taxation falling entirely on the towns and 
unprivileged orders.

From the first Jaime’s masterly spirit rebelled against the 
overweening power of the nobles, especially in Aragón, his 
constant policy being to reduce it by siding with the cities; 
and civil war between the king and sections of nobles accord- 
ingly continued during the whole of the reign. In 1226 a 
strong federation of the towns of Catalonia and Aragón was 
formed in imitation of the Hermandad of Castile, but with the 
object of defending the interests of the middle and trading 
classes against both king and higher nobles; and in the last 
years of Jaime’s life (1274) practically the whole of the greater 
feudal barons were in arms against him.* But he had lost 
no opportunity in the meanwhile of propitiating the rapidly 
growing commercial classes; and when the Cortes were sum- 
moned to Lérida to arbitrate between Jaime and the greater 
nobles, it was evident that the former had the representatives 
in his favour, and the nobles refused to abide by their deci
sión. Jaime’s youngest son, Fernando, was on the side of the 
nobles, but he was overeóme by his brother Pedro and

* It should be explained that the higher nobility consisted of 
ricos llames de natura, or hereditary owners of inalienable semi-inde- 
pendent fiefs, few in number, but petty sovereigns in all but ñame. 
It was the swollen privileges of this class, and not those of the smaller 
nobles and knights, which were a constant menace and danger to the 
king, and to some extent also to the people. One of the extraordinary 
privileges of the higher Aragonese nobles was that of being allowed 
to renounce allegiance to the crown when it suited them, and to make 
war against the king or each other, although the sovereign had the 
right of summoning them to accept arbitration on their grievances, 
in which case it was their duty to suspend hostilities. When thus 
summoned, the nobles usually found some fault with the terms of 
the reference or the constitution of the tribunal, and continued in 
their own course, as in the case mentioned above.
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drowned; while the higher nobles received a hard lesson 
from the king; sure now, as he was, oí the support of the 
majority of his subjects. The greater nobles for the first 
time in Catalonia and Aragón were brought to their knees, 
and Jaime and his son Pedro triumphed all along the line.

Thenceforward feudalism existed in Aragón, as elsewhere, 
but it was powerless to act against the king alone, as it liad 
íormerly done, and was forced to make common cause with 
the cities in the Cortes. Thanks to this and the general tend- 
ency of Jaime’s legislation, the institution of serfdom gradually 
died out, and parliamentary institutions attained great vigour. 
Jaime found in forcé in Catalonia the oíd Fuero Juzgo or 
Gothic legal code, modified by the local “ Usages,” which had 
been adopted by previous rulers, and the king’s efforts were 
directed mainly to adapt this to the newer circumstances of 
the time. But in Aragón the case was different. There no 
fresh additions had been made to the Fuero Juzgo, except by 
a traditional charter of Sobrarbe, which was supposed to 
have been granted by the first King of Navarre.

In Aragón, accordingly, Jaime promulgated a new code 
at Huesca in 1247, w'hich laid down a complete system of 
procedure, the Gothic Fuero Juzgo being still more than 
at first permeated by the spirit of the Justinian Code; and a 
similar though in some cases different charter was granted 
for Valencia after the conquest. In these codes and charters 
one clear tendency is apparent, as indeed was inevitable in 
laws founded on Latin models, namely, the extensión of pop
ular rights and liberties and the limitation of the privileges 
attached to the hereditary ownership of land. This, it may 
be considered, was Jaime the Conqueror’s principal contri- 
bution to the making of the Spanish people. How the foreign 
policy first inaugurated by him was largely instrumental in 
unmaking the nation must be explained in a future chapter.

In the sister realm, thanks to his mother’s wisdom, Fer
nando I I I  found himself, in 1230, undisputed sovereign of his
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paternal realm oí León and his maternal inheritance of Castile, 
at peace with Aragón, and able to return to the Moorish con- 
quests which his accession to León had interrupted. The 
Almohades, broken by the great battle of Navas de Tolosa 
(1212), could offer now no united front to the Christian ad- 
vance. A powerful Moslem Spaniard, Mahomet ben Hud, 
descended from the kings of Zaragoza, had seized upon the 
sovereignty of the greater part of Southern Spain, and he- 
roically endeavoured to reconsolidate the kingdom of Cor- 
dova. But he lived too late. Fernando I I I  swept down from 
his point of vantage in the Sierra Morena. Ubeda and Baeza 
were occupied, and in 1236 the imperial city of Cordova, the 
Seat of the caliphs, fell, and the banner of the Cross waved 
over the minarets of the peerless mosque raised by the piety 
of Abd-er-Rahman. The fairy palace of Az Zahra had long 
ago disappeared in the fanaticism and anarchy which fol- 
lowed the death of Almansor; the learning and Science of 
which Cordova had been the world centre had mostly gone 
elsewhere; but the city had done enough for fame. Román 
patrician colony, city of palaces, capital of a great dynasty, 
sacred home of a fervent faith, magic laboratory where the 
culture of the ancient world had been transmitted into the civ- 
ilization of the new—these, and much more, had been beauti- 
ful Cordova. Henceforward a ruin beautiful still in decay, she 
stands silent in the ranks of vanished but unforgotten glories 
by the side of Athens, Rome, Carthage, and Constantinople.

But the progress of the Cross stayed not even here. Gra
nada, a vassal of the Christian king, aided in the reduction of 
Seville. By land and sea Fernando beleaguered the city 
of the Wady al Kebir— Guadalquivir in future for all time— 
and on November 23, 1248, the King of Castile entered the 
city in triumph; and all Spain was nominally under Christian 
rule but the little tributary kingdom of Granada, when Fer
nando n i  died in his capital of Seville, four years after the 
conquest of the city.
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Fernando had pursued unceasingly his wise niother*s plan 

of consolidating the realms oí Castile and León. The Fuero 
Juzgo was still the law of the land, but successive kings had 
granted to innumerable towns and individuáis charters, im- 
munities, and privileges which agreed neither with the gen
eral law ñor with each other. The settlers in border districts 
and newly conquered territories had in many cases been 
granted powers of forming “ communities,” as they were 
called, which were in many respecta little republics, with the 
right of raising and spending revenues, of forming munici- 
palities, and possessing freedom of jurisdiction greater even 
than that enjoyed by the most favoured of the towns which 
had received charters from the greater nobles.

In  this State of confusión the first step toward a unified 
legislation was to ascertain how the existing law stood; and 
this Fernando did by appointing a committee of jurisconsults 
to transíate and simplify the Fuero Juzgo, and then to draft 
a more modern code on its foundation. The saintly king died 
before his task was complete; and to his more fanious son, 
Alfonso X  the Learned, belongs the glory of having carried 
out his father’s idea in the Siete Partidas, one of the most 
complete and important legal codes ever promulgated.

It is now time to glance at the intellectual and social prog- 
ress of the Spanish nation, which in some respecta may be 
said to llave come into existence during the twelfth and thir- 
teenth centuries. W e have seen that in the early days of the 
Arab domination, when the culture of the ruling race and of 
the Jews who accompanied them was greater than that of the 
Christian populations. Arable was the fashionable tongue 
even among the Spanish Mozárabes of the more cultivated 
class, while those of the lower class who embraced the reli
gión of Islam naturally adhered to the language of their new 
faith. But with the advance of the Christian conquest and 
the continued efforts of bigots on both sides to sepárate 
the people of the two creeds, a reaction set in; and while
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the mass of the Mozárabes must have understood something 
of Arabic speech and adoptad a number of Moorish words, 
their ordinary speech was the bastard Latin that had been 
handed down to them by their forefathers.

Considering that for some centurias the Mozarabic popu- 
lations of the south were surrounded by influences quite 
diverse from those which environed the Christians in the newly 
formad northern kingdoms, it will not be surprising that the 
Latin dialect spoken by the Mozárabes and by many of the 
Mudejares, who after the conquest of Toledo chose to remain 
under Christian sway, was very different from that which 
formed the common speech of the Asturians and Galicians. 
During the whole period of the reconquest the battle of the 
tongues continuad. There was first and foremost the ancient 
Basque, spoken by the mountaineers of Navarre and Biscay, 
which, however, remained cooped up in its own home and 
never descended to the plains, for it was an exotic speech 
apart, with no affinity to the modern tongues. Then there 
were the Bable, or Latin dialect, spoken in Asturias, and that 
of Galicia and Portugal, a soft speech, with greater resem- 
blance to the later Latin than any other, but simplified in 
construction by contact with the races whose original tongue 
had been of Teutonic formation. This was the prevailing 
speech of the Christian Spaniards during the first four or five 
centuries of the reconquest, but- it had in the later years to 
fight hard against a kindred rival, and the struggle at last 
ended in a drawn battle.

The constant intercourse already mentioned between 
Southern France and Catalonia, and the dominión held over 
both lands for centuries by the same monarchs, introduced 
first through Barcelona, and subsequently to Aragón, that 
variety of Romance called the langue d’oc, the tongue of the 
troubadours, which carne to be divided in Spain into two 
forms, the poetical and literary Lemousí and the colloquial 
Catalá, which was, and is, the usual speech of the people.
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What, however, gave to this language its great ímpetus was 
tile flocking into Jaime the Conqueror’s court at Barcelona 
oí those troubadours and the humbler juglars who sang their 
verses, who liad been driven out of Provence by the ruthless 
harrying of De Montfort’s crusaders. Minstrels before had 
come thence to the courts of the Spanish kings and had met 
with welcome; now they flocked by hundreds, with their Le- 
mousí speech and tricks of verse; and from town to town, 
from castle to castle, they spread through the land, petted, 
pampered, imitated, and made much of by a people who for 
hundreds of years had been too busy fighting the infidel to 
create a literature oí their own.

The best of the bards, poets who recited their own heroic 
or amorous verse, were received with open arms in the courts 
of kings and great nobles; a seat at the table was ever vacant 
for them, and an open-eared audience ever ready to applaud 
their lays. The juglar, too, perhaps with special gift of voice 
or manner, was a welcome guest at every board. And so 
through the whole descending scale to the mimes, the niusi- 
cians, and buffoons, all speaking in Lemousí, they carried to 
the people throughout north and central Spain novel models 
of construction, oíd folk-tales put into new lilting verse, 
and fresh ideas of the use to which words could be put; a 
revelation to most, but to many a revival of a tradition, or a 
memory of the Moorish minstrels and story-tellers, of the Jew- 
ish and Arab poets, whom long ago they or their forefathers 
had heard and imitated.

A people with keen literary instincts and ñorid speech 
like the Spaniards, long deprived as they had been of the 
exercise of letters, caught the fever of literary production, as 
their ancestors had done in Román times, and the fashion 
of verse-spinning in the eleventh and twelfth centuries degen- 
erated into a craze. Soon the common speech of northwest- 
ern Spain— Galician—akin as it was to the fashionable Pro- 
venqal, assumed sufficient flexibility to be used for verse;
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and the Cantigas of Santa María of Alfonso X , and some of 
the ballads ¡n the Cancionero of Baena, remain to show that 
long after Castilian speech was common and Spanish litera- 
ture existed the Galician tongue was still by preference used 
for higher verse.

With the forward movement, the conquest of Toledo by 
Alfonso V I, and the rigour of the first Almorávides, a great 
migration of Mozárabes carne northward to settle in Castile; 
and the establishment of the court at Toledo, where the 
Mozarabic dialect of conrse was spoken, introduced this more 
virile form of speech into the king’s court, and already in the 
middle of the twelfth century a full-ñedged epic in this tongue 
existed in the Poem of the Cid, though it is highly improb
able that even that was the first piece of Castilian verse pro- 
duced. But with the accession of the learned Alfonso X  of 
Castile and León (1252) the Castilian language assumed the 
commanding position it was in future to occupy, and Cas
tilian literature in its broadér sense may be said to com- 
mence.*

Up to this time, as in the Poem of the Cid, the model 
liad invariably been French Provengal lyrics; but with Al
fonso the Learned Castilian literature, both in prose and 
verse, adopts methods of its own. Berceo, the great ecclesi- 
astical Castilian poet (1200-1265?) whose metre and matter 
Dante followed, wrote copiously and floridly of martyrdoms 
and miracles; and though he sought his subjects from French 
sources (especially Gautier de Coinci) his style is full of Span-
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* When Saint Fernando conquered Cordova, 1236, he gave to the 
inhabitants a translation of the Fuero Juzgo into Castilian as their 
code of laws. The Rhymed Chronicle of the Cid is in Castilian of the 
same period, and also other poems: the Libre deis tres Reyes Dorient, 
the Vida de Santa Maria Egipciaqua, and the first Castilian lyric, 
Razón feita Amor. It was subsequent to these works, and a hundred 
years after the poem of the Cid was written in Castilian in imitatlon 
of the French chansons de geste, that Alfonso X  employed Galician as 
a vehicle for his higher verse in the hymns to the Virgin,
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ish spirit, exhibited by bim for tbe first time in wbat is now tbe 
language of Spain, and be formed a scbool of verse, wbicb 
existed after bim for two bundred years.

It is a trüism to say tbat poetry precedes prose in tbe lit- 
erature of a nation, and tbat tbe first form of prose is usually 
history or chronicle. We have seen tbat cbronicle bad been 
almost tbe only profane writing in tbe low Latin of tbe first 
Christian reconquerors; we now find history tbe earliest ex- 
isting form of Castilian prose, if we except tbe translation of 
tbe Fuero Juzgo given by Fernando I I I  to tbe Cordovese. 
The History of tbe Goths, it is true, bad originally been writ- 
ten in Latin by Rodrigo Jiménez de la Rada, Archbishop 
of Toledo; but at tbe instance of Saint Fernando a Cas
tilian translation was made, probably by tbe archbishop him- 
self. It was, however, at tbe instance of Fernando’s son, Al
fonso tbe Learned, tbat tbe first great prose works in Castilian 
literature were undertaken.

It has become a fashion of later years to decry Alfonso’s 
achievements in letters, because he was a failure as a politi- 
cian, as we shall see when we review tbe events of bis reign; 
but, considering tbe circumstances of bis time, it is difficult 
to overrate either bis own prodigious mental activity or bis 
undying Services to Castilian literature. The language of tbe 
nation was as yet not definitely fixed; tbe Sciences and ancient 
learning wbicb tbe Jews and Arabs of Cordova and Toledo 
bad kept alive in tbe ages of darkness bad influenced foreign 
countries, England and Italy especially, far more than they 
bad Christian Spain; for here religious bitterness and tbe 
racial hatred of centuries of struggle stood in tbe way. But 
to tbe wise Alfonso learning bad no religión and no race, and 
he braved tbe bigots by enlisting in bis army of writers 
and translators men from all quarters, both of Spain and tbe 
East,* to aid bim in bis task. No Science bad slumbered so

* In his Versos de Arte Mayor, Alfonso mentions that he learned 
the secret o£ the philosopher’s stone, “ by means of which I oft in-
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profoundly in Europe since the days of ancient Greece as 
astronomy. To the Moslems the study of the stars forcibly 
appealed, and Cordova, in rivalry with Bagdad, took up this 
relie of learning, as it seized upon all other branches of the 
forgotten knowledge of Greece. Early in the eleventh cen- 
tury a Spanish Moslem of Cordova named Al Hazen went 
far beyond his fellows at Bagdad or elsewhere in his astro- 
nomical and optical discoveries and writings. He was fol- 
lowed by the more famous Averroés, one of the great philoso- 
phers of all times (i 116-1198), the translator and reviver of 
Aristotelian * learning, which he popularized in modern Eu
rope, and the first translator into Latin of the Almegist of

creased my store,” from an Egyptian philosoplier wliom he liad 
brought from Alexandria. Alfonso gives his secrets to the world 
in verse, but to our eyes they do not seem to amount to much.

* It is impossible in the space at our disposal to speak adequately 
of the immense influence exercised by Averroés’s works on European 
thought. Translations of his works into Latin were eagerly made 
by English, French, and Italian scholars; and Oxford, Padua, and 
Paris counted hundreds of disciples of the great Arab. But, although 
his ideas on natural, revealed, religión powerfully led to the adoption 
of broader theological views by so many scholars, and ultimately 
influenced the simplification and purification of the Christian faith, 
the philosophy he inculcated was simply that of the school of Aris- 
totle. Averroés was not even acquainted with Greek, but translated 
into Arabic from a Hebrew text. His great glory it is to have prac- 
tically introduced Aristotle to the Western world. Mention must also 
be made of the great opponent of Averroés’s philosophy, the famous 
Majorcan Christian doctor, Ramón Lull (1235-1315), an author of 
prodigious fertility, who spent a long life and stupendous gifts in 
preaching and teaching throughout Europe the truth of Christianity 
as demonstrated by reason and logic. His influence upon the me- 
diíeval Christian universities was greater than that of his famous Arab 
predecessor, inasmuch as to liini was due the study of the Oriental 
languages in Oxford, Paris, and Bologna; and the Lullian school of 
rational Christianity existed, especially in Catalonia and north Italy, 
for centuries. Lull was alternately attacked and exalted by the Church 
and the Inquisition, his works being placed upon the Index Expur- 
gatorius and removed therefrom many times; and the controversy can 
not yet be said to be ñnished, although Lull has been “ beatified ” by 
the Church,
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Ptolemy. But the Christian prelates and ignorant soldiers of 
early Spain had looked upon the heavenly phenomena as 
beyond human study, and had frowned down all attempts at 
investigation, except to read portents, favourable or other- 
wíse, to the Christian cause from the wonders of the skies; 
and it must have needed sturdy courage in Alfonso, long be- 
fore he was king, to compile in his father’s palace at Toledo 
his Alfonsine Tables, a complete recalculation and correction 
of the tables of Ptolemy and the colossal Libros de Saber de 
Astronomia, in Castilian. Alfonso’s literary activity was uni
versal. Guidebooks to games of draughts, chess, dice, and 
tables; treatises on music, philosophy, alchemy, and law; a 
translation of the Bible from the Hebrew; poems in Castilian 
and Galician; a great universal history, written by a combina- 
tion of scholars under the king’s own editorship; *  and, above 
all, the world-famed code of law called the Siete Partidas— 
these are only some of the results still existing of Alfonso’s 
learning and enterprise. The Siete Partidas superseded the 
oíd Fuero Juzgo of the Goths, and was not only a legal code, 
but a guide to the conduct of every rank of citizen, from 
the king to the serf, in all relations and acts of life. It not 
only dictates laws, but gives reasons for them, and con- 
tains in every line information which enables us to estimate 
the stage of social progresa which had been reached by the 
Spanish nation at this period (1252-1284). It is no exag- 
geration to say that Alfonso X  of Castile found the Spanish 
language a doubtful dialect, and left it a majestic, rich, 
and noble national tongue, with a vigorous literature of 
its own.

We have already remarked that the main exciting influ-

* Of this history only three books were finished. It was com- 
menced about 1260, and I have recently discovered a hitherto un- 
known copy, illuminated on vellum, in perfect condition, in the Duke 
of Wellington’s library. This copy is dated 1378, and is the earliest 
pf which I have any knowledge.
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ence upon the literary awakening of Spain in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries was French Provengal, more especially 
in poetry and bolles lettres; but it would be unjust and mis- 
leading to suggest that the example of Cordova and the 
learning of the Spanish Jews and Arabs liad not to some ex- 
tent penetrated Christian Spain before Alfonso X  boldly 
translated sorae of their teachings into Castilian. Raraon, 
Archbishop of Toledo (1130), liad turned into Latin sorae 
Arabic treatises; liere and there in the border ballads of 
Spain Arab forras of verse were followed; the great Spanish 
Jew poet, Judah ben Samuel the Levite, in the begiiining of 
the twelfth century introduced an occasional line of what we 
now cali Castilian into his Hebrew verses; and the Mozá
rabes, and Spanish-speaking Mudejares who remained among 
the Christians, must have brought with them some memories 
of the Arab culture in the midst of which they were reared, 
as it is certain they brought with them their handicrafts and 
artistic models.

There was another class which carried to Spain, as indeed 
it carried to the rest of the world, echoes of the learning of 
Cordova and Toledo before the era of Alfonso X , namely, 
the Jewish physicians, who practised in almost every court in 
Europe. The literary revival in Spain, therefore, and the 
victory of the Castilian language, which was inaugurated by 
Fernando I I I  and continued by his son, Alfonso the Learned, 
may be said to have received its inspiration as to forra from 
the Proven gal, and in its substance largely from the Jews and 
Arabs, who liad translated into Latin, Hebrew, or Arabic the 
learning of the ancient Greek.

The Moorish influence on art and handicrafts in the for- 
mation of a new national Spanish style of decoration was 
infinitely greater than in literature. It is true that in Chris
tian architecture the inspiration still carne from France, and 
already the so-called Gothic forras were being grafted upon 
the simpler style, which the Spaniards liad evolved out of the
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Angevin-Romanesque; * the influence of the Arab being oniy 
seen—and that mainly in domestic buildings—where the 
Mudejares, or tolerated Moors, were largely in excess of 
the Christians in numbers. The rigid religious tenets en- 
forced at first by the Almorávides, and afterward by the Almo
hades, had tended to elimínate from Arab-Spanish art the cor- 
ruptions which contact with Christian styles had introduced: 
and the more graceful ornamentation which we now know as 
Alhambresque had taken the place of the stiff Cufie and semi- 
Byzantine forms of the earlier Arabs.

The damascened and chased arms and metal work made 
by the Mudejares of Almería, Murcia, and Seville were in 
great request all over Spain; and the domestic furniture used 
in most of the better-class Christian houses, being largely 
made by Mozarabic and Mudejar workmen, in the thirteenth 
century showed everywhere traces of Arable design of the 
more graceful and flowing character developed under the 
Almohades,! while the great number of beautiful carved ivory 
caskets of the same period and style still existing in Span
ish cathedrals prove that even for the preservation of sacred 
Christian relies there vras no objection to the use of these 
Works of art, permeated though they were with the spirit of 
Islam. The manufacture also of the lustred pottery at Mal- 
aga, Manises, and elsewhere continued after the Christian 
conquest as before, and not only was the ware prized through- 
out the world,í but it must have been used all over Spain;

*See especially the great west pórtico of Santiago cathedral 
(twelfth century), of which a fine reproduction exists in the South 
Kensington Museum.

I A good specimen will be found in the South Kensington Mu
seum, called the Botica de los Templarios, No. 1764.

í  Speaking of this ware, a description of the industries of Valencia 
in the fifteenth century, quoted by Señor Riaño, says; “ Above all is 
the beauty of the gold pottery so splendidly painted at Manises, which 
enamours every one so much that the Pope and the cardinals and 
the princes of the world obtain it only by favour, and are surprised 
that such excellence and noble works can be made of earth,”
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and, as is evident, the Arab ornamentation largely influenced 
the designs used on the Spanish Christian pottery made at 
Talayera and elsewhere; while the glazed Mosaic tiles so 
largely used in building, the great wine jars of Catalonia, the 
porous alcarazas of Andujar, and the well brims continued 
for centuries afterward to exhibit the forms and colours which 
were introduced to Christian Spain by the Mudejar and Moza- 
rabie workmen.

A most significant social effect viras also produced upon 
the Spanish people by the comparatively easy contempora- 
neous conquests of Andalusia by Fernando the Saint, and 
of Valencia by Jaime the Conqueror of Aragón. Cordova, 
Seville, Murcia, and Valencia were by far the richest and 
most luxurious of Spanish cities; by the middle of the thir- 
teenth century both Castile and Aragón knew that the Mos- 
lem, who had thitherto been to them a standing menace, could 
trouble them greatly never again. The wealth of the captured 
cities, the lessons of luxury taught to the Christians by the 
hosts of Mudejares and Mozárabes, and eneburaged by the 
commercial Jews who lived among them, the new sense of 
national security—all tended to relax the stern simplicity 
which had characterized the Christian Spaniards during the 
first centuries of the struggle.

Ñor was this all. The crowding of thousands of foreign 
knights into Spain to fight for the Cross, and the fashionable 
craze for poetry and entertainments promoted by the trouba- 
dours and their followers, added to the growing self-indul- 
gence of the Christian conquerors. It would appear that 
Jaime the Conqueror of Aragón first took fright at this tend- 
eney of his subjeets. He issued a decree in 1234 setting forth 
the lamentable increase in extravagance both in food and 
dress, and ordering that in future no subject of his should 
sit down to a meal of more than one dish of stewed and one 
of roast meat, unless it were dried and salted. As much game 
might be served as the diner pleased, on condition that it had
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been hunted and killed by the eater. It was strictly íorbidden 
that juglars or minstrels should sit at table with ladies and 
gentlemen, while the most rigid rules were laid down against 
the abuse of gold, silver, and tinsel trimmings on dresses of 
men and women; and the employment of ermine and fine 
furs was rigidly restricted.

In the South, after the conquest of Seville and Cordova, 
matters were worse still, and only four years after his acces- 
sion Alfonso X , with the concurrence of his Cortes, issued 
in Seville a complete sumptuary edict forbidding the use of 
gold or silver tinsel in the adornment of saddles or shields, 
except as a narrow borden No jingling bells might be used 
as trimmings except on saddle cloths at the cañe tourneys, 
and no embroidered devices were allowed on housings. No 
fine milled cloth might be worn by common people, ñor were 
the garments to be pinked into fantastic shapes or trimmed 
with ribbon or silk cords, the penalty for infraction being 
the loss of one or both thumbs. Women, even, were forbid- 
den to wear any bright colours, to adorn their girdles with 
pearls, or to border their kirtles or wimples with gold or sil- 
ver thread. How seriously the vice of gluttony had spread 
is seen by Alfonso’s imdertaking to obey his own edict in 
this respect, limiting the number of dishes of meat on a table 
to two, and one of bought game. The extravagant expendi- 
ture on wedding feasts is also condemned in this decree. No 
presents of garments might be given, and the whole cost of 
the wedding outfit was not to exceed 60 maravedis, and not 
more than 20 guests might be invited. Moors, it appears, 
were already, dressing like Christians, and this was strictly 
forbidden. They were to wear no red or green cloth, no white 
or gold shoes; their hair was to be parted plainly in the mid- 
dle, with no curl on the top; and they were ordered to 
grow a full beard. Although the penalties for violation of 
these regulations were savage in the extreme, they can hardly 
have been effectual, for a fresh set of rules was issued two
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years later, in which the king agreed to limit his table ex- 
penditure to 150 maravedís a day,* and ordered the ricos honies 
(higher nobles) to eat more sparingly and spend less money. 
All the members of the royal household were directed to dress 
more modestly; no white fur, scarlet breeches, gilt shoes, or 
cloth-of-gold hats rvere allowed; and priests, who it appears 
had been decreasing the size of their tonsures and ruffling in 
fine colours, were sternly ordered to shave the whole oí their 
crowns and wear a rope around their sad-coloured garments.f 
No man, however rich, was to buy more than four suits of 
clothes a year, two fur mantles, and one rain-cape. No er- 
mine, silk, gold, or silver tissue, no slashes, trimmings, or 
pinked cloth might be worn; no crystal or silver buttons were 
allowed, and lawn and silk for outer garments were to be re- 
served for royalty. The punishments prescribed for Jews and 
Moors were brutal in the extreme, torture or death being com- 
pulsory for the slightest violation of the law; but the punish- 
ment of the ricos homes was to be left to the king’s discretion.

Another great social change carne over the Spanish peo- 
pie in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries as a result of the 
prosperity of the country and the subjection of the Moors. 
The games in the splendid Román arenas and circuses had, 
like all other material signs of Latín civilization, disappeared

* It should be tinderstood that, though the sovereign suggested 
subjects for legislation to the Cortes, and sometimes caused bilis to be 
drafted and laid before them, the act usually originated with the 
Cortes, and always took the form of a presentment or petition to the 
king; who, if he approved of it, signed and promulgated it as an 
edict. The proposal, therefore, that Alfonso should set a good ex- 
ample with regard to his living originated not with the king himself 
but with the Cortes.

t  The manners of the clergy both in Castile and Aragón had be- 
come shamefully corrupt. The councils and synods of prelates in 
both countries were constantly issuing canons denouncing profligacy. 
In 1274 a council in Aragón found it necessary to forbid the clergy 
from wearing on their garments any embroidery, gold or silver but
tons, or buckles either at their necks or wrists. No embroidered or 
pointed shoes, striped robes, or long hoods were to be allowed.
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before tlie invading tides of Islam. The Moors brought with 
them their own public amusements. The story-teller and the 
minstrel, the mimic warfare of the tourneys, feats of horse- 
manship, and the baiting of bulls and boars delighted the 
pleasure-loving population of the south; but for the first two 
centuries of the reconquest the Christians of the north were 
too seriously employed, too devout and uncultured, to care 
for luxurious public shows; and the tilting and triáis of 
strength in which they indulged were more in the nature of 
preparation for war than the diversions of peace.

The first form of public amusement apart from these ex- 
hibitions of arms was the romería, or joint pilgrimages to 
special sanctuaries on days of the patrón saint. These degen- 
erated into pleasure fairs, where dancing and music solaced 
the pilgrims after their devotions were over. But with the 
capture of Toledo, the migration of large numbers of Mozá
rabes northward, and the crowding of foreigners, especially 
Provengáis, into Spain rapidly changed these simple amuse
ments. Oriental splendour began to be displayed in the 
tourneys and cañe plays,* which last Had been borrowed from 
the Arabs. The Castilian and Aragonese magnates began 
to rival each other in the extravagance of the martial shows 
with which they celebrated their wedding feasts and other 
rejoicings. Running at the ring, bullfights,f tournaments,

*T he cañe tournament (Juegos de cañas) continued to be the 
great show diversión of the Spanish court until late in the seventeenth 
century. It consisted of bands of horsemen under the leadership of 
the higher nobles, each band bearing some special device or particular 
colour in clothes, streamers, standards, and housings. One band ran 
against another, casting harmless cañe javelins when they carne near, 
and then suddenly wheeled round and retreated in order. The grace 
and dexterity with which this was done, the perfection of the horse- 
manship, and the ingenuity or splendour of the devices decided the 
contest, which was run in heats, the band finally victorious receiving 
the prize. A similar diversión is conimon in Morocco at the present 
day, although the canes (jerud) are now dispensed with.

t  The first recorded bullfight according to modern ideas was given 
at a marriage feast at Avila in 1107, and by the end of the thirteenth
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and cañe plays were seized upon as a pretext íor pomp and 
magnificence. The troubadours, the juglars, the minstrels, 
the mimes, who hung about every castle and great house, were 
expected to produce endless new devices and gallant inven- 
tions, which should bring honour to their masters. The oíd 
Iberian spirit cropped up again in their amusements, as in 
their literature. Showy, pompous, and redundant, the Span- 
iards of the thirteenth century, like those oí the third, seized 
upon all that was glib, glittering, and fantastic both in the 
diversions of the Moors and the inventions of the Provengáis; 
and every town in Spain now vied with its fellows in the fre- 
quency and brilliancy of its public amusements.

To this period also may be attributed the birth of the 
Spanish stage, long afterward to become the principal form 
of intellectual expression of the nation. Sacred mysteries 
had for some time been represented in the churches; but the 
wandering troubadours and juglars had evidently by this time 
begun to introduce profane and objectionable features into 
these representations, and one of the laws of the Siete Partidas 
sternly forbids this.* It is noticeable that in denouncing

century the sport was common. One of the laws of the Siete Partidas 
of Alfonso X  forbids prelates to attend bullfights.

* It will be interesting to reproduce at length this article of the 
law as a specimen of the earliest Castilian prose. It will be seen that 
very little alteration has taken place in the language sincc it was born. 
Speaking of the clergy, it says: “ Nin deben ser facedores de juegos 
de escarnios, porque los vengan a ver gentes como se facen: e si 
otros homes los ficiesen, non deben los Clérigos y venir, porque 
facen muchas villanias é desaposturas, nin deben otros estas cosas facer 
en las Iglesias: antes decimos que los deben echar de ellas deshonrada
mente, ca la Iglesia es de Dios. . . . Pero representación hay que 
pueden los Clérigos facer; asi como de la nascencia de nuestro Señor 
Jesu Cristo, en que muestra como el ángel vino a los pastores, e como 
los dijo como era nascido Jesu Cristo. E  otrosi de su aparición, 
como los Reyes Magos le vinieron a adorar, é de su resureccion, que 
muestra que fue crucificado, é resucitó al tercero dia; tales cosas como 
estas, que mueven al home a facer bien, e haber devoción en la fé, 
pueden las facer, é ademas porque los homes hayan remembranza 
que según aquellas fueron las otras hechas de verdad: mas esto deben
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these early actors, the law takes care to distinguish tliem froni 
“ those who play on instruments and sing to solace kings and 
other great gentlemen ” ; and although the vagabonds found 
their burlesque representations of Judas or the devil and 
their indecent dances banished from the Church, we know 
that they carried their talents elsewhere; and within a cen- 
tury and a half after the publication of the Siete Partidas the 
embryo Spanish drama liad become a favourite diversión not 
only of the vulgar who gaped at buffoons, but of the fine gen
tlemen and ladies of the courts, who listened to the witty con- 
ceits in the rhymed eclogues and dramatic narratives of Juan 
de Encina and his followers.

We have seen that in nearly all respects an important 
revolution liad taken place in the life of the Spanish people 
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. They had in 
the latter century absorbed much of the Moorish refinement 
and the luxury of the south and east, and a share of the 
newer culture of the Romance peoples through Catalonia

facer apuestamente e con muy gran devoción en las cibdades grandes 
donde hobiere Arzobispos e Obispos, e con su mando de ellos, . . . e 
non los deben facer en las aldeas nin en los lugares viles, nin por 
ganar dinero con ellas.” (“ Ñor should they be performers in scorn- 
ful plays for people to go and see as they do; and if other men should 
perform such, clergymen ought not to attend them, because they 
—i. e., the performers—do many knavish and scandalous acts. Ñor 
should any persons whatever do such things in the churches; on the 
contrary, we declare that they should be cast out with reprobation, 
for the Church belongs to God. . . . There are representations, how- 
ever, in which clergymen may act; such as those of the birth of our 
Lord Jesús Christ, showing how the ángel carne to the shepherds and 
told them that Christ was born. And also how he appeared, how 
the kings carne to worship liini, his resurrection, showing the cruci
fixión and resurrection on the third day. Such things as these move 
men to do well and be devout in the faith, and may be done in order 
to remind men that they really happened. But they must be per- 
fornied with great decency and devotion in the large cities, where 
there are archbishops and bishops who may order them, . . . and they 
must not be represented in villages ñor poor places, or for the pur- 
pose of gain.”)
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and Aragón. The middle classes had grown greatly in wealth 
and independence both in the east, with the busy looms of 
Barcelona and Valencia and their prosperous commerce 
throughout the Mediterranean, and in Castile, where the in
dustries of the Mudejares and Mozárabes and the greater 
demand for the fine wools of the vast wandering flocks en- 
abled the chartered towns to maintain armed forces of their 
own, and to combine irresistibly for the protection of their 
interests.

With this increased wealth, security, and general well- 
being there carne—as it had come in succession to other 
peoples who had enjoyed it—an easy, tolerant scepticism, 
which, if continued, would have meant decay. But the Span- 
iards were a newborn people, and their time for decay was 
not yet. The clergy as a class were now disorganized, corrupt, 
and immoral, but they were as bigoted and cruel, as avid of 
power and wealth, as ever they had been, and some of the 
more earnest of them were determined to withstand the laxity 
which is born of self-indulgence, and to bring unity to the 
peoples and power to their own order by forcing all Span- 
iards to conform to the rigid doctrines of the Church. The 
idea was not a purely Spanish one, for so long as the Iberian 
was allowed perfect individual freedom he was not intolerant 
of the acts of others. Successive generations of bigoted 
churchmen, together with centuries of fighting, had caused 
a racial loathing of the Moslems and Jews to exist, which 
extended in time to their creeds; but although there had been 
religious disabilities, and sometimes cruel persecution, on 
both sides, yet, speaking generally, the Christian and the 
Moslem had for some centuries found a niodus vivendi which 
allowed each to live in peace after his own fashion, unless 
he went out of his way to invite opposition.

The extensión of the civil power of the papacy, and more 
especially the masterful ambition of Innocent I II , had led 
to the crusade ordered from Rome against the heretics of

13
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the South oí France, to which reference has been made. An 
inquisition had been ordered by Innocent, with tremendous 
powers direct from Rome, to bring back all heretics to the 
faith on pain oí confiscation oí property, spiritual excom- 
munication, and bodily punishment. There was in Provence 
at the time (1206) a fanatical young Spanish monk, whose 
burning zeal rebebed against the corruption oí his fellow- 
churchmen, and he conceived the idea oí forming an order 
oí preachers who, poor and chaste, should renounce the 
ease oí the cloister and preach the living faith in the high- 
ways and byways to all men. The bishops and cloistered 
clergy frowned at such an innovation, but who could stand 
against the zeal oí Dominic? Not canons or councils; 
not even popes; and the stern, uncompromising future saint 
had his way.

With words oí fire, so long as words would serve, with 
devastating armies when blood was demanded, flinching at 
no cruelty, showing no mercy, Dominic carried the word oí 
God through Languedoc; and when Pedro oí Aragón fell 
fighting for his herede brother-in-law oí Provence against 
sacerdotalism at Muret (1213), his fellow-Spaniard, Dominic 
the monk, bore the great crucifix before the host oí De Mont- 
fort, and eagerly shared in the massacre oí those who resisted 
a ready-made doctrine. The task oí Dominic’s order thence- 
forward was to bear from its great superior in Rome, and 
from the popes whom he ruled, the right of examination and 
persecution of those whose orthodoxy was doubted; and the 
papacy fixed yet more firmly than ever its grasp upon the 
bodies of Christian men.

Although the realm of Aragón, as we have seen, had from 
the earliest times been more subservient to the Pope than 
Castile, its king, Pedro, had fallen fighting against his patrón; 
but Jaime the Conqueror had been seated on the throne by 
the Church, and throughout his reign, at the bidding of 
Rome, the persecution of heretics continued. Translations of
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the Bible in the vernacular were prohibited, all public office 
was closed to those suspected of heterodoxy and obstínate 
heretics were burned. It is true that Jaime was tender to the 
Jews, who nearly monopolized the commerce of his do- 
minions and paid him well, for they were by far the richest 
of his subjects. But they, too, were forced to see their sacred 
books mutilated and burned, and were compelled to listen 
in silence to the preaching of the Dominicans; and the Sara- 
cens of Valencia were treated more harshly still.* It was 
a small beginning, but, inflamed by the priests, the ignorant 
populace caught the fever of intolerance, and followed the 
Jews and Mudejares with curses and insults whenever they 
dared to show themselves outside of their quarters.

In Castile, Alfonso the Learned tempered the zeal of the 
Pope and the inquisitors as well as he might; but Jaime of 
Aragón was content to buy oblivion for his many offences 
against the faith by letting the churchmen work their way 
with the bodies of his subjects.f The evil seed of intolerance

* In 1247, on the pretext of an intended revolt of the Moslems of 
Valencia, Jaime issued a decree for the expulsión of the whole of them 
from the kingdom. This would have meant complete ruin, especially 
to the nobles and knights who held the land, and energetic remon- 
strance was oííered to the king, not only from the Moors themselves, 
but from the nobles, knights, and municipalities. The Moors of 
Jativa oííered the king 100,000 besants for permission to remain in 
their homes. When, however, Jaime remained obdurate, a general 
rising of Moslems took place, and in the mountainous districts the 
war dragged on for years. One hundred thousand Moors were ex- 
pelled from the kingdom; but, notwithstanding the incitement and 
admonition of the Pope, it was found impossible to clear the whole 
territory of its principal inhabitants, and the cruel edict was allowed 
to fall into abeyance.

t  In addition to Jaime’s scandalous immorality, which more than 
once had been reproved by the Pope, the king caused the tongue of 
his confessor, the Bishop of Gerona, to be cut out, for which he had 
to make public penance. He had married his son to the daughter 
of the Pope’s enemy, Manfred of Sicily, and his juggling with the 
marriage vows, both of himself and others, to suit his political ends 
needed the frequent good offices of the papacy. It was therefore 
necessary that he should please the Pope in some things.
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was thus sown in Aragón; but as the power of the priests 
grew and rulers used religión for their ends, it spread through- 
out Spain, and produced plentiful harvests of misery and suf- 
fering for centuries to come.

The thirteenth century thus saw the entrance of the Span
ish people into the circle of cultured European nations. The 
civilization they had evolved out of the turmoil of warring 
races and altérnate dominations had received its breath of life 
from the traditions of oíd Rome; but the abundant Afro- 
Semitic blood in the race and the element of far Eastern 
culture—the tastes and arts of Syria and Persia introduced 
by the Arabs—had given to Spanish civilization features 
which distinguished it from that of any other Western nation. 
The fatalism and indifference to life which is a characteristic 
of the Afro-Semitic races had made the Spaniards bold 
fighters and cruel conquerors. When the need for fighting 
and conquering was nearly over and the people might have 
settled down under the softening effects of peace, there carne 
from papal Rome the baleful breath of intolerance and blew 
into a flame, which later grew to a furnace, the spark, always 
lingering in the Iberian breast, of jealousy and hatred of the 
man in the next valley or the next town; of the man who 
dressed differently, who spoke differently, or worshipped a 
diíferent god.

And so, simultaneously with the uprising of a new people 
enjoying advantages of climate, position, and soil such as 
had been vouchsafed to no other European nation, there 
entered into the heart of the race, unhappily only too ready 
to receive it, the virus which in time to come was to turn all 
its gold into dross, to doom its fertile fields to barrenness, to 
blight its industry, to mock the genius of its people, and in 
the end to condemn a great nation for centuries to impotence, 
poverty, and degradation.
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A. D. 1 1 5 0  TO A. D. 1 3 0 0  

Summary of progress during this period

Spain had now taken a foremost place in the cultured nations 
of Europe. The conquest of Valencia by Aragón, and the whole 
South of Spain but Granada by Castile, had made those two king- 
doms great commercial powers, as inheritors of the industry and 
trade of the conquered Moors. The inclusión in the Christian 
dominions of so many Mozárabes, Mudejares, and Moriscos had 
profoundly influenced the artistic tastes, the architecture, the  
social life, and the prosperity of the whole of Spain. The Latin  
dialect of the Mozárabes had, under Alfonso X  (the L earned), 
evolved a literature of its own, and had become the dominant 
speech of Spain. Simultaneously with the advance of Moslem 
civilization from the south, another type of civilization invaded 
Spain from the north in this period. The events related in the 
text and the increasing wealth of Spanish courts sent hosts of 
poets, reciters, and musicians flocking to Spain from Provence. 
Glib, theatrical, and yerbóse, and akin in blood to the Spaniards 
of northeastern Spain, their influence upon literature and manners 
was great and permanent.

Politically the Christian realms were now organizad on the 
lines they ultimately followed. In the triple State of Aragón, 
Catalonia, and Valencia the national parliaments were established 
with the three estates growing out of feudal traditions, though 
Jaime the Conqueror had to some extent checked the feudal 
power of the nobles. In Castile the strong autonomous towns had 
asserted themselves, and had (1295) federated their strength to 
resist the growing turbulence and encroachment of the nobles; 
and both in León and Castile the representatives of the town 
councils of the principal cities now sat in the Cortes at the sum- 
nions of the king (1 1 6 9 ). In Aragón and Catalonia Jaime the 
Conqueror had compiled his famous code of laws from the Lex, 
Visigothorum and the local “ Usages,” adapted to later times, 
and in Castile Alfonso the Learned had also adapted and trans- 
lated into Castilian the Fuero Juzgo (Siete P artidas), a model 
which served the rest of Europe as an adaptation of the Román 
law. W ith the settlement of language and the poetic example of 
the Troubadours, literature throve exceedingly under the patron- 
age of the kings of Castile and Aragón. The learning of the
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Greeks, which had filtered through Hebrew, Arabio, and Latín  
to the rest of Europe, had previously hardly touched Christian 
Spain in its passage. Alfonso X  now had mnch of it turned into 
the Peninsular tongues by the Jews, Mozárabes, and Moriscos, to 
whom it was familiar. Spain was no longer isolated. The Chris
tian ships from the east coast sailed throughout the Mediter- 
ranean; wool, fruit, w ax, soap, and wine went in quantities to 
England, Flanders, and F ran ce ; and the coming of the foreigners 
to fight in her crusade had familiarized Spanish Christians with 
foreign speech, thought, and progresa. Spain at this period was, 
in fact, a group of newborn, thriving Christian realms with vast 
ambitions and infinite possibilities.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

W ith the exception of the growing exportation of her prod- 
ucts— the silks of Valencia, the arms of Almería and Toledo, the 
gold tissues, the pottery, and glass of Andalusia, and the fruits, 
leather, wine, w ax, and wool which found their way now through
out the world— Spain’s principal contributions to human advance- 
ment in this period were intellectual. The schools of philosophy 
founded respectively by Averroés and Ramón Lull, the latter 
especially, moved scholars throughout the world to controversy; 
the universities, from Oxford to Padua, sought new inspiration 
and knowledge from Spanish sources, and Spanish-Jewish physi- 
cians and men of Science were in every European court. The 
Service rendered to religious enlightenment by the lifelong efforts 
of Ramón Lull to reconcile revealed religión with reason and 
knowledge was, however, counterbalanced by the spread in Eu
rope of the fierce persecuting spirit, which was so largely owing 
to Saint Dominic, another Spaniard.
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PO LIT IC A L  PRO G RESS O F CATHOLIC SPAIN

Reign of Alfonso the Learned—The Cortes—Revolt of Sancho IV— 
Anarchy in Castile—Guzman “ the Good ”—Fernando IV and 
María de Molina—Aragón—The conquest of Sicily—The revolt 
of the Aragonese nobles—The Privilege of Union—Pedro the 
Ceremonious of Aragón—Abrogation of the “ Union ”—Castile 
under Alfonso X I —The growth of the Cortes—Pedro the Cruel 
of Castile—Revolt of the Castilian nobles—Civil war—Pedro’s 
treatment of his English auxiliarles—Murder of Pedro and acces- 
sion of Henry II of Trastamara.

A l f o n s o  t h e  L e a r n e d  was unfortunately very far from 
wise. His enlightened efforts to bring book learning within 
reach of his people and his extraordinary editorial activity 
were accompanied by a complete ineptitude in the wider 
Science of government and in a knowledge of mankind. 
Vagtiely ambitious, but without sufficient fixity of purpose 
to carry through great schemes, he incurred vast expenses 
in preparations which, in most cases, produced nothing but 
disappointment.

Like his greater father-in-law, Jaime of Aragón, he, too, 
dreamed of far-reaching foreign policies. He conceived his 
house to have some shadowy claim upon Gascony, which, as 
we have seen, was being held by Simón de Montfort for Henry 
I I I  of England; and the King of Castile, siding with some 
of the unorthodox nobles, marched to assert his supposed 
right by besieging Bayonne. But the splendid young heir 
to the English crown, Edward Plantagenet, was marriage-

1 8 3
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able, and Alfonso was easily induced to transfer his own 
claims to Gascony, such as tliey were, to his sister Eleanor 
on the condition of her marriage with Edward.

Of the stately coming of the English prince with his 
nobles to wed the Princess of Castile at Burgos (1254) the 
chronicles of the times are full. How Edward towered head 
and shoulders over all others, how he kept his vigil before the 
altar of the monastery of Las Huelgas, near Burgos, previous 
to his receiving the honour of knighthood from the king, and 
how splendid were the garments and gifts of the guests, there 
is no space here to tell. Sufñce it to say that, though the 
magnificence dazzled the court scribes who wrote the history 
of these events, the people, whose main participation in them 
was the payment of increased burdens, took a different view; 
and the arbitrary debasement of the coinage and the unwise 
attempt to conjure away scarcity by fixing the price of com- 
modities, in which Alfonso was followed by so many of his 
successors, only deepened popular discontent.

The subjects looked with contempt upon a sovereign who 
only adopted policies to abandon them, and spent most of 
his time in poring over mysterious books and consorting 
with unorthodox persons full of uncanny lore. The church- 
men, too, shook their heads sagely at the hints that black 
magic and witchery were behind it a ll; and the nobles, with 
the king’s brother Philip at their head and the Laras support- 
ing him, thought that privileges which should bring to their 
order in Castile the same power as that wielded by the nobles 
of Aragón might be wrung from the student king.*

The great project of Alfonso’s life was to be elected em- 
peror in right of his mother, who had been a daughter of 
Conrad of Swabia, eldest son of the great Emperor Fred-

* The most highly prized of these was the strict limitation of the 
feudal aids they were forced to render to the sovereign, and the sub- 
mission to an impartial judge of all questions between the king and 
the nobles.
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erick; and at the Diet of Frankfort, in 1257, after the death 
of Conrad, Alfonso X  and Richard, Earl of Cornwall, were 
rivals for the imperial crown. Both sides claimed the victory, 
and both made preparations for an appeal to arms. Louis IX , 
jealous of the aggrandizement of an English prince, accorded 
all his support to Alfonso, while the successive pontiífs 
obstinately resisted his claims; for whatever might be the 
case with Aragón, Castile, and especially Alfonso, suffered 
the encroachment of papal authority in Spain with impa- 
tience, For years Alfonso spent treasure and time upon his 
hopeless candidature. Rome always stood in the way, and 
at length the choice of Rudolph of Hapsburg for emperor 
(1273) finally put an end to the hopes of the King of Castile.

When Alfonso was victorious over the Moors in the Al- 
garves, he consented to surrender his conquest to the King 
of Portugal, on condition that he married Alfonso’s natural 
daughter Beatrice; and the discontent thus caused was seized 
upon by the nobles to formúlate their demands upon the 
king. To their surprise, instead of taking up arms against 
them, like Jaime of Aragón, Alfonso summoned a Cortes at 
Burgos to consider their complaints. The burgesses of the 
towns holding charters direct from the king were summoned, 
as was usual now, and if Alfonso had stood firm, it is cer- 
tain that the powerful, rich, armed municipalities would have 
supported him; for at the Cortes of Almagro only the year 
before (1272) most of the commons’ grievances had been met 
and remedied. But Alfonso was apparently only too willing 
to punchase peace at any price with the nobles, who at once 
gained all they asked; and then, fearing a trap, they fled to 
the territory of Granada until they satisfied themselves that 
the king meant no harm to them.

Alfonso’s wars with the revolted Moors of the south were 
constant. At first he had the assistance of Al Hamar, the 
King of Granada, who was a tributary of Castile; but the 
revolt of the Moors of Murcia, over whom Granada had for-
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merly been suzerain, was seconded by Al Hamar, and for 
several years after 1262 the forces oí Castile were at war 
with those oí Granada, while Jaime of Aragón re-conquered 
Murcia, and at the treaty of peace in 1266 loyally surrendered 
it to Alfonso. During the absence of Alfonso in France, 
in furtherance of his imperial claims, however, a fresh rising 
of the Moors of Andalusia took place; and Fernando, the 
eldest son of the king, who was regent in his absence, hur- 
ried South with an army to resist them, but unfortunately 
died at Ciudad Real on the way.

The oíd Gothic ideas of election of the person of the 
sovereign from the members of the royal house still lin- 
gered. By the Román law, and by Alfonso’s own Partidas 
(which, however, had not yet been generally promulgated, 
but granted only to certain towns), the eldest son of the 
dead prince, Fernando,* became heir to the crown, but the 
Visigothic rule favoured the adult second brother. Alfonso’s 
second son, Sancho, lost no time, but hurried to Ciudad Real 
and obtained the adherence of several of the nobles there 
assembled. He then overcame the African allies of the re- 
volted Moors, and on the strength of his victories pressed 
his father to confirm his so-called election to the heirship 
by the nobles at Ciudad Real.

Alfonso lacked courage either to consent or refuse of his 
own action, and summoned a council of nobles and church- 
men to decide. The choice fell upon Sancho, who was 
acknowledged as heir at the Cortes of Segovia in 1276, and 
the two children of Fernando—Alfonso and Fernando—fled 
to Aragón with their mother, Blanche,f sister of King Philip

* He and his successors were always known by the ñame of In
fantes de la Cerda, from certain bristles growing from a mole 011 his 
cheek. His descendants, the dukes of Medina-Celi, bear the ñame 
to this day.

t  They were accompanied in their flight by Violante, the Queen 
of Alfonso X , a sister of Pedro III of Aragón, who espoused the cause 
of the legitimate heir, Alfonso de la Cerda, the eldest son of the dead
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the Bold of France. The action of Sancho toward his 
nephews was a good indication of the character of the man. 
Sent anew against the rebellious Moors of Andalusia, he 
diverted much of the resources placed at his disposal to the 
winning of adherents to his own ambitious plans against his 
father.

When the principal nobles of Castile had been gained, 
Sancho threw aside the mask, called a Cortes at Valladolid, 
formally deposed his father, and himself assumed the royal 
style. In the meanwhile Alfonso X , cooped up in his only 
loyal city of Seville, denounced his undutiful son with the 
aid of the Pope, and implored the assistance of the African 
Moslems to replace him on the throne of Castile. With their 
aid Alfonso brought some of the rebel nobles to their senses, 
and Sancho sought a reconciliation. The weak king, who 
by solemn testament had established as his heirs the children 
of his eldest son, now received the submission of Sancho and 
his brothers, acknowledging the first as heir of Castile, his 
brother Juan to be King of Seville and Badajoz, and the 
youngest brother, Jaime, to be King of Murcia. Alfonso 
thus, when he died (April 5, 1284), left behind him abundant 
sources of contention between his descendants. Sancho be- 
gan by brushing aside the claims of his brothers to be con- 
sidered as tributary kings by virtue of Alfonso’s will, and 
then found himself face to face with his nobles. It has 
already been explained that in Castile and León the feudal 
nobility never obtained the same power as they wielded else- 
where; but the movement that was progressing in the rest 
of Europe, to raise the power of the sovereigns by the help 
of the middle classes and the weakening of the nobles, had

Revolt of Sancho of Castile 187

Fernando. Pedro of Aragón, however, subsequently carne to terms 
with Sancho, on condition of the conquering of a portion of Navarre 
and the división of the spoil between them, and Alfonso X  then en- 
tered into negotiations with the King of France for the disinheritance 
of Sancho and the recognition of Alfonso de la Cerda as heir.
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reached Spain, and, as we have seen, the Castiliaii nobles had 
won the first trick in the game through the weakness of 
Alfonso X . They doubtless thought that the aid they had 
given to the rebellious Sancho would secure them still fur- 
ther concessions, and lost no time after his accession in formu- 
lating their demands. The jealousy of the leading nobles 
had to a great extent split up their confederacy, and a number 
of turbulent “ leagues,” inimical to each other and to the 
towns, sprang up, the result being a state of complete an- 
archy. Bands of marauders roamed through the country, 
assuming the ñame of one or another league, murdering and 
pillaging as they went. Outside the fortified walls of the 
towns no man’s life was safe; and then it was that the munici- 
palities, each one a little tributary republic, with its forces of 
horse and foot, its system of defence, and its considerable 
encircling territory (much of it communal property), joined 
together in their “ brotherhoods ” to protect the interests 
of the confederacy, and incidentally to strengthen the crown,

The king’s legislative power was well-nigh absolute, for 
he could summon to the Cortes the representatives of any 
or all of his tributary towns, and only such of the nobles 
and clergy as he pleased,* while his choice as to the time 
and place of the meeting, or of convoking a Cortes at all, 
was quite unfettered. When, therefore, the nobles found 
that Sancho IV  (the Ferocious), very far from granting fresh 
concessions, was inclined to cancel many of those already 
given, they had no alternative but armed revolt against the 
king.

Headed by Sancho’s brother, the Infante Juan, they first 
demanded the dismissal of the king’s favourite, Lope de

* As the nobles had exempted themselves from all direct taxation, 
their attendance was not needed for the kings to obtain supply when 
money payment had to a large extent replaced feudal aids; and during 
this and the next century the sovereigns gradually discontinued sum- 
moning them except to take the oath of allegiance and those holding 
official positions.
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Haro; and to the extent of depriving Haro of some of his 
enormous wealth the king was ready to obliga them. Nego- 
tiations were therefore concluded for withdravving from the 
favourite some of his grants and for summoning a Cortes at 
Alfaro (1288). But the proceedings ended in a free fight, in 
which Haro was killed and the king himself in dire danger; 
whereupon civil war again broke out, Haro’s son and a party 
of nobles proclaiming young Alfonso de la Cerda as king, 
with the support of the King of Aragón.

Sancho’s danger was great, but he met it like a man and 
a king. First marching against the rebels and inflicting a 
defeat upon them, he made terms with the King of France 
by which the latter abandoned the cause of his young cousin, 
Alfonso de la Cerda, in exchange for the kingdom of Murcia, 
which Sancho ceded to France; and he also concluded an 
alliance with Portugal. In the midst of his turbulent reign 
he was forced to march south to face a new African invasión 
which carde to attack his Moorish tributary, the King of 
Granada. The Castilians repelled the African Moslems, who 
re-embarked at Algeciras, but Sancho was unable to capture 
that town, though he was more fortúnate at Tarifa, which city 
surrendered to the Christians in 1292, and was given in keep- 
ing to the Knights of Calatrava, with a subvention of 
2,000,000 maravedis a year *—an arrangement altered the fol-

* The foundation of the monkish militant Order of Calatrava, in 
imitation of the Knights Templara, is a good specimen of the way in 
which fiefs were granted by the Spanish kings during the reconquest. 
'Alfonso V II of Castile (the Emperor) had confided the keeping of the 
important border castle of Calatrava to the keeping of the Knights 
Templars on his way to attack Almeria (1147), but on the advance 
of the Almohades ten years afterward the Christians abandoned the 
place. Sancho III then offered the castle and territory of 28 
square leagues of country round it to any one who could win and 
hold it. The offer was accepted by two Cistercian monks—Ramón, 
Abbot of Fitero, and Diego Velasquez—and with the aid of the Arch- 
bishop of Toledo, who supplied them with funds and forces, the two 
monks won the fortress. The adventurers were shortly afterward 
constituted a knightly monkish order under the rules of Saint Bene-
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lowing year by the undertaking of the famous Alfonso Perez 
de Guzman to defend the town for a subsidy of 600,000 mara
vedís annually.

The king’s brother Juan, on the collapse of a third at- 
tempt at rebellion, had taken refuge in Morocco, and offered 
the Moors (1293) to recapture Tarifa. Failing in this, owing 
to the heroism of the defender, he obtained possession of 
the son of Guzman, a child of tender years, and bringing 
him within sight of the walls summoned the father to sur- 
render the town or witness the decapitation of his innocent 
son. Guzman had pledged his word to hold Tarifa at 
any cost, and disdained to allow his love for his child to 
override his duty. With brutal cruelty and ostentation the 
Infante Juan beheaded the child before his father’s eyes, and 
Alfonso Perez de Guzman the Good became henceforward 
one of the national heroes.

For eleven years Sancho the Ferocious was King of 
Castile— eleven years of uninterrupted bloodshed and an- 
archy; and when (in 1295) he died, he had abated no jot of 
the insolent armed aggression of the nobles. The heir was 
a child of nine, Fernando IV , and the regent appointed by 
the king’s will was his wife, María de Molina, whose relation- 
ship with Sancho had made the legality of their marriage 
questionable, the Pope having always refused to grant a dis
pensaron to them.

The turbulent Infante Juan, the young king’s únele, once 
more raised the standard of revolt, and proclaimed himself 
king, with the support of the Moorish King of Granada. The 
Regent María sent the greatest of the nobles, Haro and the 
Taras, to combat the rebel with their forces ; but they joined

dict by a papal bull (1164); and the aid of tlie knights being fre- 
quently solicited for the winning of places from the infidel, the pos- 
sessions of the order grew very extensive, and the grand masters of 
this and of the other orders of Santiago, Montesa, and Alcántara, 
which were formed after its example, became persons of enormous 
wealth and vast patronage, possessing almost sovereign powers.
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the insurgents, and for a time the regent and the cliild king 
liad no city on their side but Valladolid, which was itself wav- 
ering. A Cortes summoned in the city, however, by the re
gent acknowledged Fernando IV  as king (1295), but he had 
against him not only the rebel Infante Juan, but a powerful 
combination of Portugal, Aragón, Navarre, France, and 
Granada, all of which, bent upon the dismemberment of Cas- 
tile and León, united in proclaiming Alfonso de la Cerda as 
King of Castile, as he unquestionably was by right, and the 
Infante Juan King of León.

Maria de Molina was heroic and wise. Appealing with 
some success to the loyalty of the nobles, but with much 
greater success to the towns, she collected around her in Val
ladolid the elementa of defence. The Pope tardily sent her 
the dispensation which legitimized her son; Guzman the 
Good, having saved Tarifa and driven the Africana over the 
straits, stood by her side manfully; and the brave queen, 
fostering the “ brotherhoods ” of towns and summoning 
Cortes every year, held her own until her son Fernando 
reached the age to govern (1300).

Unhappily the youth was influenced by the base Infante 
Juan and the Laras, and immediately after his majority was 
proclaimed he turned upon the mother to whom he owed his 
Crown and demanded strict account of her stewardship during 
his minority. The free towns were indignant at the vile in- 
gratitude, and Medina del Campo, where the Cortes of León 
were to meet, intimated to the king that the gates would be 
shut against him unless he carne accompanied by his mother.

The magnanimity of Maria de Molina was, however, proof 
against all the ingratitude of her son, and of those who had 
been his enemies; and the queen, appearing by the side of 
Fernando in the Cortes, begged the latter, if only out of 
aííection for her, to be loyal to their king, after which she 
proved triumphantly the honesty and purity of her adminis- 
tration during the king’s minority.
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The fortress of Algeciras was still held by the African 
Moors, and against it Fernando IV  determined to lead his 
forces, while his ally, Jaime I I  of Aragón, attacked Almería 
by sea. Assembling Cortes in Madrid, Fernando obtained 
from them the necessary resources; but no sooner was he 
before the fortress than his self-seeking nobles began to play 
him false, and to demand concessions as a premium for their 
loyalty; whereupon he patched up a peace with the Moors 
and retired to Burgos. Shortly afterward the tributary King 
of Granada again began to cause trouble, and Fernando went 
to join his army at Alcaudete. When he arrived at Martos, 
the contemporary chroniclers * say, that two brothers Car
vajal were brought before him for the murder of Don Juan 
de Benavides and were hastily condemned to death, although 
they solemnly protested their innocence and prayed for an 
opportunity of proving it. The accused, by Fernando’s 
orders, were cast from a high precipice, and in the act of 
death summoned the king to meet them before the High 
Tribunal within thirty days. Needless to say, Fernando fell 
ill, and died at Jaén on the thirtieth day after (1312), and he 
accordingly goes down to history under the ñame of Fer
nando the Summoned.

Before relating the events of the brilliant reign of Fer
nando’s successor to the crowns of León and Castile it will 
be advisable to glance at the progress of afíairs in the sister 
realm of Aragón after the death of Jaime the Conqueror 
(1276). We have related in an earlier page that the Con- 
queror’s eldest son, Pedro, inherited the Spanish dominions 
of his father, while Jaime, the younger, obtained the French 
territories and the Baleario Isles as tributary to his brother, 
the King of Aragón. Pedro, afterward called the Great, in
herited the foreign policy of his father, with a large share of

* It is perhaps hardly correct to say that contemporary chronicles 
tell this doubtful story. It is first related by Ben Al Hatib fifty years 
after it is supposed to have happened.
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his determination and ability. His first acts after he was 
crowned in Zaragoza were to crush the attempted rising of 
nobles in Catalonia * and the revolt of the oppressed Moors 
in Valencia, and to prove to his subjects, including his 
brother, the tributary King Jaime of Majorca, that the mantle 
of the greater Jaime had fallen upon worthy shoulders.

The ambition of Jaime the Conqtieror to found a powerful 
Romance empire had been defeated by the progresa of France 
southward, but the marriage of Pedro with the daughter of 
Manfred of Sicily opened out a wider prospect still toward 
the east, and dictated the foreign policy of Aragón for cen- 
turies afterward. On the death of the Emperor Conrad IV, 
Duke of Swabia, his infant son Conradino succeeded under 
the tutelage of the excommunicated Manfred of Sicily, his 
únele. The papacy was at daggers drawn with the empire 
and the house of Swabia, and the Pope nominated Charles, 
Duke of Anjou, King of Sicily, who defeated and killed Man
fred at the battle of Benevento (1266), and entered into the 
government of his realm, shortly afterward executing the 
boy Conradino, titular King of Sicily, Duke of Swabia, and 
prospective emperor (1268).

Charles of Anjou, the papal nominee, was a tyrant. Al- 
ready, when the boy king Conradino was sacrificed, the 
French usurper was detested; and the cry for vengeance from 
the victim, as he threw his glove from the scaffold among the 
spectators, resounded in many a Sicilian heart. When the 
story and the glove were carried to Aragón, Jaime the Con- 
queror and his son Pedro saw that here was a kingdom almost 
ripe for their grasping. It was a task for Pedro, rather than 
for his father, for Pedro’s wife was the daughter of King Man
fred and the aunt of Conradino.

* The excuse for the rising was that Pedro had neglected to pro- 
ceed at once to Barcelona, after being crowned at Zaragoza, in order 
to take the oath to observe the privileges of Catalonia and receive 
the subsequent homage of the Catalans.

14
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But it was a serious undertaking, for it meant defiance to 
the papacy, which claimed Aragón as a fief and had placed 
Jaime the Conqueror on his throne. When Pedro I I I  was 
crowned he took the first step, and throwing off the suze- 
rainty to which his grandfather had submitted, he solemnly 
declared that he owed no allegiance to Rome. No church- 
man was allowed to aid him in assuming the royal symbols, 
and Pedro openly defied the Pope to interiore with him in 
his own kingdom. Then a strong fleet was prepared in 
Barcelona and Valencia, and, all indiííerent to the papal ex- 
communication, Pedro I I I  of Aragón made ready to assert 
his wife’s right to her dead father’s crown.

The massacre of Frenchmen in Palermo, known by the 
ñame of the Sicilian “ Vespers,” precipitated matters. Charles 
of Anjou hurried with a fleet to Messina, bent upon punishing 
his subjects, but Pedro of Aragón was before him. Anjou’s 
fleet was destroyed by the Aragonese sailor, Pedro Querel, 
and soon the King of Aragón was master of Sicily, to the en- 
thusiastic joy of the inhabitants. In vain Anjou challenged 
Pedro to combat at Bordeaux, for the Pope forbade the 
challenger himself to attend the lists, although the chivalrous, 
unstable King Jaime of Majorca, Pedro’s brother, attended 
and answered defiance to Anjou and all his crew.*

The Pope (Martin IV , a Frenchman) had a better way 
of dealing with Pedro than by personal combat, and, exer- 
cising his asserted right of suzerainty over Aragón and Cata- 
lonia, proclaimed a crusade against them and granted the

* Edward I of England was to have presided at the lists, at which 
100 French knights were to run against loo Aragonese. Pedro him
self hastened to the tryst, but was warned in time that treachery and 
massacre were meant, and escaped in disguise. The Pope gave rigid 
orders for the abandonment of the affair, and neither Edward I ñor 
Anjou was present. King Jaime, however, appears to have arrived 
on the scene at the hour originally fixed, and to have gone through 
the form of defiance, a record of his proceedings having been officially 
drawn up. It will be seen that Jaime subsequently opposed his 
brother’s policy of expansión.
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j’oint crowns to Philip of Valois, the son oí Philip the Bold, 
who, with the aid oí his father, advanced to take possession 
of his Spanish realm. This was a golden opportunity for the 
ambitious feudal nobles of Aragón. Jaime the Conqueror, 
after his long life of struggle with them, had in the end 
somewhat humbled them; but King Pedro’s need was their 
gain, and they sulked aside and imposed hard conditions as 
a return for their aid. The towns, rich Barcelona and Gerona 
particularly, stood by the king manfully, and by their aid 
he obtained some successes over the French invaders, re- 
gaining Gerona, which they had seized, and destroying their 
fleet, thanks to the skill of the famous Roger de Lauria.

The savage attacks on the French by the African auxil- 
iaries of Aragón, the Almogávares, completed the discom- 
fiture of the invaders; and the vast crusading army of 100,000 
men, led by the dying Philip the Bold in person, retraced its 
steps by the road it had come through the desolated towns 
whose populations the soldiers of the Cross had massacred on 
their way (1285).

Thus it happened that, though the King of Aragón be- 
came King of Sicily, with undefined dreams of expansión 
toward the Holy Land and the far Orient, two French princes 
were established as claimants for his crowns, and the power 
of the papacy was cast permanently on the side of France 
in the Corning secular struggle between that country and 
Aragón. Castile, be it remembered, had no vital points 
of dispute with France, for Navarre and Aragón formed a 
buffer between her and the French Pyrenean frontier; but 
thenceforward the eyes of Aragón and Catalonia turned 
steadily eastward to Italy, and by every road they sought to 
reach it they found a Frenchman in their way. The different 
interests of the two principal Spanish kingdoms must not be- 
lost sight of, because, as will be seen later, it affords a key 
to much that would otherwise be unintelligible.

At the hour of Pedro’s greatest need, in 1283, his recal-
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citrant nobles met in the Cortes of Tarragona and formulated 
a series of complaints and demands such as had never before 
been presented to a sovereign; and on this occasion the 
greater towns also complained of a foreign policy which 
pledged them to vast expenditure without due consultation. 
A few months later, at a Cortes held at Zaragoza, the prudent 
king acceded to all the extravagant conditions imposed by 
the nobles, and subsequently embodied in the Privilege of 
Union, which was five years afterward accepted by Pedro’s 
son.* It was only at this cost that Pedro gained the aid of 
his nobles in support of his “ spirited foreign policy ” ; but 
withal the support was only pardal and grudging, for it was 
a serious matter to fight against the Pope, and even the 
flighty King Jaime of Majorca sided with the enemies of his 
brother. It was while making preparations for a punitive 
expedition against his brother Jaime that Pedro the Great 
of Aragón died (1285)—one of the few worthy kings at a 
period when it was difíicult for sovereigns to be otherwise 
than bad.

Pedro left to his eldest son, Alfonso I I I  of Aragón, his 
Spanish dominions, and to his younger son, Jaime, the king- 
dom of Sicily. The former was at sea with Lauria on his way 
to punish his únele Jaime, King of Majorca, when his father 
died; and he humbled the island before he returned to take 
possession of his inheritance. In his first proclamation to 
his people after his landing he assumed the title of King of 
Aragón, Majorca, and Valencia and Count of Barcelona; but 
as he had not yet sworn to protect the privileges of his sub- 
jeets, the nobles seized upon this as a means of humiliating 
him. Prohibiting him from assuming the royal state or title 
until he had received his investiture, they summoned him

* This was not only a reiteration of all the early conditions limiting 
and checking the exercise of the royal power, but it gave to subjeets 
the legal right to combine and make war upon their sovereign if they 
considered that he had failed in his part of the bargain.
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to Zaragoza, where he was forced to apologize before even 
the conditional loyalty of the nobles was proffered him.

Proceeding from one insolence to another, the league of 
nobles at last oíiended many of their own order who stood 
by the king, and for the next three years a destructive civil 
war between the two parties of nobles raged, generally speak- 
ing, to the disadvantage of the king.

At length, at a Cortes at Zaragoza in 1288, the sovereign 
was constrained to grant the famous Privilege of Union, 
which legally confirmed the concessions already seized by 
the nobles. The king was prohibited from proceeding against 
any member of the Union without the accord of the chief 
justice and the Cortes; *  he was bound to summon Cortes in 
November of every year at Zaragoza, in which the members 
would elect the king’s council for the following twelve 
months. These and several similar concessions reduced the 
royal power to a minimum, and at a later period, as will be 
seen, the grant was not only cancelled but every record of 
it destroyed. Pedro the Great had left Sicily to his second 
son, Jaime; and Roger de Lauria, with the Aragonese fleet, 
sticceeded in securing his peaceful establishment. But with 
an inimical French king in Naples opposite, and the cease- 
less intrigues of Rome, the position was untenable perma- 
nently, both in Sicily and Aragón, unless some modus vivendi 
could be arrived at. Edward I of England was the chosen 
arbitrator, and laboured ceaselessly to bring about an accord, 
meeting on one occasion Alfonso of Aragón personally on the

* A few years afterward (1301) an important case was decided 
which gives an interesting example of the supremacy of the law in 
Aragón, and of the manner in which disputes between the king and 
the nobles were decided. A number of the nobles had risen in arms 
on the pretext that the king owed them some sums of money. At the 
Cortes of Zaragoza of 1301 permission was given for the case to be 
submitted to the chief justice, who decided in favour of the king, 
condemning the nobles to the forfeiture of their fiefs and various 
terms of banishment.
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Isle of Oléron, when terms were arranged. But the tardiness 
or bad faith of the parties stood in the way, and the treaty 
was left unfulfilled. Matters were aggravated also by the 
appearance in Jaca of papal legates from Nicholas IV, 
haughtily demanding of Alfonso I I I  the immediate release 
of the Prince of Salerno, the son of the Anjou King of 
Naples, whom he held prisoner in Barcelona. Alfonso him- 
self was also summoned to appear before the Pope within 
six months, and to refrain from aiding his brother of Sicily.

At length, tired of a struggle in which many of his own 
subjects were against him, Alfonso gave way; and by the 
treapty of Tarascón (1291) he submitted humbly to the Pope, 
who recognised him as King of Aragón and Majorca, while 
Sicily was to be abandoned to young Charles of Anjou, the 
Prince of Salerno, and Alfonso himself was to marry Eleanor 
of England. Before, however, the treaty could be carried 
into effect, and in the midst of the preparations for the mar- 
riage, Alfonso I I I  of Aragón died, and Jaime of Sicily be- 
came his heir. Again the agreement fell through, for the 
new king, Jaime I I  of Aragón, had no intention, if he could 
help it, of giving up Sicily, where he was very popular.

Leaving his brother Fadrique * and Roger de Lauria in 
charge of his Sicilian kingdom, Jaime l í  hurried to Zara
goza to receive the investiture of his new kingdoms, efíected 
an alliance with Sancho IV  (the Ferocious) of Castile, and 
then sought by negotiation to gain his ends. The papacy 
was in the throes of violent change, and there had been no 
stable pontiff for some years, when Boniface V II I  mounted 
the throne, and with a strong hand arranged matters to his 
liking.

By the treaty of Anarqui Jaime of Aragón was to submit 
to the Pope, to marry the daughter of Charles I I  of Anjou, 
King of Naples, and to surrender all claim to Sicily; upon

* Alfonso III in his will had requested his successor, Jaime, to cede 
Sicily to this prince when he (Jaime) should succeed to Aragón.
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which the Pope would raise his ban and recognise him as 
King of Aragón. But there was a secret treaty, by which 
Jaime was to furnish a fleet to enable the King of France 
treacherously to attack England, and Jaime was made by the 
Pope King of Corsica and Sardinia.

But they had reckoned without their Sicilians. The in- 
habitants of the island had not shaken off the yoke of Anjou 
to be quietly handed back at the pleasure of potentates 
whom they never saw, and they promptly repudiated the ar- 
rangement and proclaimed the Infante Fadríque as their 
king. As in duty bound by his treaty, Jaime I I  of Aragón 
sent expeditions to expel his brother from the realm which he 
himself had bartered away. The King of Sicily’s- navy was 
scattered by his oíd friend Roger de Lauria, against him now; 
but still stout Fadríque would not give in. Then Charles of 
Anjou, with special papal powers, tried his hand, and failed 
disastrously; and Fadrique’s firmness finally had its reward in 
his recognition by all as King of Sicily, on condition of his 
marriage with the daughter of the Anjou King of Naples, and 
the adoption of the latter as his heir.*

Jaime I I  did not obtain possession of his new islands of 
Sardinia and Corsica without opposition from the Genoese 
and Pisans, who had held them for centuries; but at length, 
in 1324 and 1326 respectively, he entered into his nominal 
sovereignty, though for many years afterward the islands 
were Aragonese in little more than ñame. Jaime I I  himself 
died in 1327, leaving as his successor his son, Alfonso IV ,

* As a pendant to this war the famous expedition of the Catalans 
to the East took place in 1302. A large number of Catalan and Ara
gonese adventurers had fought for Fadríque, and when the war ended 
they formed a body of 4,000 foot and 500 horse, under Roger de Flor 
and Berenguer de Enteneza, and accepted the ofíer of Andronicus, 
Emperor of Constantinople, to enter his Service against the Turks. 
After extraordinary adventures and varied success, they dominated 
the whole of Macedonia, and subsequently Athens itself, the dukedom 
of which they offered as a fief to Fadríque.
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the whole of whose nine years’ reign was taken up by wars 
and quarrels between Catalonia and Genoa with regard to the 
control of the navigation of the Mediterranean, and the dis- 
cords raised by Alfonso’s second wife, Eleanor of Castile, in 
the interests of her own children and to the prejudice of Pedro/ 
the son of Alfonso by his first marriage and his successor to 
the Crown in 1336.

From the first day of his reign Pedro IV  of Aragón was 
face to face with his nobles, and the greater part of his long 
reign was occupied in his dissensions with them. The new 
king was an overbearing, ambitious man, a great stickler for 
his rights and the letter of the law, which character gained for 
him the title of Pedro the Ceremonious. When, therefore, 
the Catalan and Valencian nobles demanded that he should 
take the oath to preserve the liberties of those dominions 
before being crowned as King of Aragón in Zaragoza and 
receiving the homage of the Catalans and Valenciana as such, 
the king refused; and the nobles, except the Aragonese, ab- 
sented themselves in a body from the coronation, and con- 
tinued to frown upon him when, according to the Constitu- 
tion, he presented himself at Lérida and Valencia to receive 
the investiture of Catalonia and Valencia.

This was the beginning of a faction war, of which the 
immediate cause was the dissensions between Pedro and his 
stepmother, Eleanor of Castile, and her two sons, Fernando 
and Juan, to whom the late king had left important inde- 
pendent lordships, which Pedro was disinclined to recognise. 
Alfonso X I  of Castile took up arms in defence of his nephews’ 
rights, and Pedro, with the Union of nobles mostly against 
him, was obliged to give in and submit the question at issue 
to jurists. These naturally pronounced in favour of the two 
young Infantes Fernando and Juan, who thus retained the 
estates their father had left them.

After seven years of civil discord, Pedro IV  bethought 
himself that his tributary King Jaime of Majorca, his brother-
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in-law and cousin, had not yet paid homage, and as Jaime 
was at war in his French dominions with Philip of Valois, 
it seemed a favourable opportunity for seizing Majorca with 
all the forms of law. When King Pedro had become master 
of the Baleares, he followed Jaime to his county of Rous- 
sillon, from which he expelled him, and finally to his lordship 
of Montpellier, where Jaime fell in battle, and his young son, 
another Jaime, was captured by his merciless únele and car- 
ried to Barcelona.

The lords of the Union, who looked upon Pedro IV  with 
growing suspicion, soon found another good reason for 
fighting him under the strong leadership of his own next 
brother, the Infante Jaime, Count of Urgel. On one occasion 
only had the crown of Aragón passed to a woman, when Pe- 
tronilla succeeded her father, Ramiro the Monk (1137) 5 
that occasion the royal power was vested from the first in her 
husband, the Count of Barcelona, and there were powerful na- 
tional reasons for the arrangement. Pedro the Ceremonious, 
having no sons, endeavoured to avail himself of this prece- 
dent for settling the crown on his daughter Constanza, to the 
exclusión of his next brother Jaime. This was held to be an 
infraction of the Constitution, and the Union legally rose in 
arms against the king.* And not nobles alone, but the bur- 
gesses and small gentry joined forces with the Unión, and 
demanded the king’s presence at a Cortes in Zaragoza to 
renew his oath to respect the privileges of his subjeets. Pedro 
dared not refuse, and was received with coid courtesy by his 
oííended subjeets, to whom he granted every concession de
manded, although he previously made a secret declaration 
that if he were forced to go beyond the letter of the law his 
concessions would be of no valué.

Pedro made good use of his opportunities in Zaragoza, 
and managed to divide the nobles, attracting to his side the

*T he king’s contention was that his brother had forfeited his 
rights by taking the part of the late Jaime, King of Majorca.
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powerful Don Lope de Luna and a number of others who 
were opposed to the extreme measures of their colleagues. 
Summoning a new Cortes in Barcelona, with the pretended 
object of reconciliation, the king now thought himself strong 
enough to strike a blow at the nobles. Their leader, the In
fante Jaime, heir to the crown, was poisoned as soon as he 
arrived in the city, and the announcement of the king’s legis- 
lative proposals drove the Union to open war. Led by the 
king’s younger half-brother, Fernando, they gained at first 
some successes; but Pedro’s adherents met the army of the 
nobles at Epila, near Zaragoza, and utterly routed them with 
terrible slaughter, the Infante Fernando being captured, and 
murdered shortly afterward at his brother’s table (1348).

The loss of the principal nobles of the Union at Epila was 
a deathblow to the feudal cause in Aragón; but the Valen- 
cian nobles were still in arms in their capital, and they had to 
be crushed before the king’s triumph was complete. Before 
dealing his final blow King Pedro summoned a Cortes at 
Zaragoza, and there, in the presence of all, he took the parch- 
ment upon which was engrossed the terms of the Privilege 
of Union and with his dagger hacked it into shreds, and 
ordered to be expunged for ever all official record or mention 
of such a grant.

Then hurrying to Valencia, he dealt with the rest of the 
rebels. The city was being swept by the plague, and panic 
had seized upon the inhabitants. The terrible news of Epila, 
and of the violent abrogation of the Privilege of Union, carne 
to the nobles like a sentence of doom, and when they met 
the king’s forces at Mislata they were defeated, and submitted 
to their angry sovereign. There was no mercy shown to the 
leaders; and thenceforward the nobles of Aragón, Catalonia, 
and Valencia took their seats in the parliaments, and shared 
the government with the king and the burgesses, but they 
were an oligarchy no more.

In justice to Pedro it should be mentioned that he only
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abrogated the overbearing Privilege of Union, which had 
been wrung from bis predecessors in their hours of weakness; 
he made no attempt to infringe upon the general charter of 
Aragón, which made the sovereign himself subject to the 
law and perfectly protected all ranks of citizens from illegal 
oppression on the part of their kings. Pedro, indeed, when 
he had established his supremacy of arms, increased the power 
of the chief justice, who in future was practically irremovable, 
and by a number of enactments which increased the security 
of the private citizen proved that he understood the policy of 
securing the sympathy of the middle classes.

The birth of a son to Pedro IV  by his third wife, Eleanor 
of Sicily, put an end to one of the causes of civil strife in 
Aragón by providing a direct male heir to the crown; but a 
few years later it gave rise to exactly similar dissensions to 
those which had occurred at the end of the former reign, 
Pedro’s fourth wife, Sibyl de Foix, being the object of the 
bitter persecution of her husband’s son Juan.

Aragón was already feeling some of the troubles entailed 
by the possession of colonies. Sicily had for the present been 
lost to her by Fadrique’s treaty with the King of Naples; but 
Sardinia, only half subdued by the Aragonese, and still cov- 
eted by the Genoese, kept Pedro at war in the Mediterranean 
for well-nigh forty years, and drove him at last to consent to 
a divided dominión, which his subjects considered a dis- 
grace to him and them (1386).

When the Unión was in arms against him Pedro had en- 
tered into an alliance with Pedro the Cruel of Castile, the 
terms of which included the murder of their respective 
brothers—Don Fernando, who was duly killed, as already 
related, after he was captured at Epila, and Henry of Trasta- 
mara, the eider half-brother of Pedro of Castile. Pedro of 
Aragón did not carry out the latter part of the agreement, 
but espoused the cause of Henry the Castilian pretender, and 
aided him and his French allies in the long series of wars
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which ended in tlie murder of Pedro the Cruel and the eleva- 
tion of Henry of Trastamara to the Castilian throne. The re
sulta of this long and inglorious series of wars was of no 
great importance to Aragón, except in weakening Castile 
and obliging France by opposing England, Castile’s ally; 
but it left Valencia and Catalonia exhausted and discon- 
tented at the long interruption to the peaceful Mediterranean 
trade from which they drew their wealth; and when Pedro 
IV  died, in 1387, after a reign of fifty-one years, a sigh of re- 
lief went up from the united realms that so expensive a mon- 
arch had gone to his rest.

It would be perhaps too much to say that Pedro of Ara
gón was a diplomatist of the first rank, because his diplomacy, 
like that of his contemporary namesake in Castile, consisted 
mainly of utter unscrupulousness and bad faith, but it is 
idle to deny that his reign was almost as important for Ara
gón as that of Jaime the Conqueror. The feudal nobles were 
finally put into their proper place, the territories of Aragón 
were greatly increased, the liberties of the people were not 
only maintained but augmented, and the assumption of the 
dukedom of Athens by Pedro marked the continuity of the 
Aragonese policy of eastern expansión.

Juan I  of Aragón, who succeeded his father, Pedro IV, 
lost no time in using his power to persecute his stepmother, 
Sibyl de Foix, who he affected to believe had bewitched his 
father. She only escaped torture and death by surrendering 
all the property the late king had left her, but most of her 
friends were put to death as accomplices. Juan was a pleas- 
ure-loving prince, saturated with the fashionable taste for 
poetry and shows. No court in Europe was more splendid 
than h is: musicians, poets, and fine gentlemen flocked from 
France, from Italy, and even from England, to add to the 
charm of the court at Zaragoza. Violante, Juan’s French 
consort, was more enamoured even than he of the “ gay Sci
ence” of song; but courts of love, floral games, and the
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decadent frivolity of the posturing Proven9als by whom she 
was surrounded went sorely against the grain of the rough 
Aragonese and Catalans, who at last, in the Cortes of Mon
zón in 1388, demanded that a clean sweep should be made of 
th?m all and the expenses of the court reduced.

Juan gave way with a bad grace; but the Cortes of Ara
gón were now too powerful for the king to withstand, and 
in future he was forced to content himself with the distrac- 
tions of lovemaking and hunting, in the latter of which he 
met with his death in 1395 by a fall from his horse.

His brother Martin the Humane was in Sicily when Juan 
was killed, asserting his right to the crown of the island in 
right of his wife, a Sicilian princess. Leaving his son Martin 
as King of Sicily, he hastened to Aragón, and after a short 
contest with Juan’s daughters, who claimed the throne, Mar
tin the Humane was acknowledged King of Aragón. But a 
new and serious obstacle to him appeared from abroad. The 
schism in the papacy had continued for many years, and the 
Aragonese cardinal, Pedro de Luna, had been chosen as 
Benedict X I I I ,  the Anti-Pope, at Avignon. All Spaniards, 
of course, eagerly welcomed the elevation of their country- 
man, and the Pope in Rome, Boniface IX , in revenge, grant- 
ed the investiture of Sardinia and Sicily to the rival claimants, 
and pronounced the King of Aragón deposed.

Martin of Sicily, sure of the loyalty of the Sicilians, kur- 
ried to Sardinia to oppose Bracaleone Doria in that island, 
where, after a series of engagements, Martin of Sicily died; 
and a few months afterward his father, Martin the Humane of 
Aragón; followed his only son to the grave, leaving no direct 
heir to the crowns of his realms, Aragón for the next two 
years falling a prey to anarchy and civil war as a consequence 
of the rival claims of six pretenders to the crown (1410-1412).

It is now time to revert to the events in Castile, which we 
left on the accession of the infant King Alfonso X I  as the suc- 
cessor of his father, Fernando IV  (the Summoned), in 1312.
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The formation of the confederacies of towns as a coun- 

terbalance to the turbulent factions of nobles in Castile 
and León had been fostered b j  the oíd Queen María de 
Molina during her regency, and had made her the most 
powerful individual in the State on the death of her son 
Fernando IV.

To her the middle classes generally looked for guidance 
when once more a regency became necessary by the accession 
of the infant Alfonso X I  to the throne. But the nobles, whom 
she had beaten before, were determined, if possible, to prevent 
her accession to power again, and there aróse at once a strug- 
gle for the regency. The úneles of the child king, Don Pedro 
and Don Juan, two other members of the royal house, Don 
Juan Manuel and Don Felipe, Don Juan Nmlez de Lara, a 
great noble, and the king’s mother. Doña Constanza, as well 
as his grandmother. Doña María de Molina, were all rivals 
for the guardianship of the sovereign; but the city of Avila, 
where Alfonso happened to be, was faithful to Doña María de 
Molina, and it was she who proposed terms which might end 
the conflict. At a Cortes held at Falencia in January, 1313, it 
was arranged that the regency should be divided between Don 
Pedro and Doña María de Molina on the one side and Don 
Juan and the queen mother Constanza on the other, and 
that each party should hold sway in the cities which declared 
in their respective favour. Shortly afterward, however. Doña 
Constanza died, and by mutual consent the custody of the 
king was given to his grandmother.

But the evil of a divided control had reduced Castile to 
utter confusión, and the Moors of Granada took the oppor- 
tunity to raid Christian territory. The two infantes, Pedro 
and Juan, led a forcé against the Moslems, and both were 
killed in 1319. The solé regent, María de Molina, was then 
opposed by the king’s second cousins, Don Juan Manuel, who 
obtained the regency by vote of the Cortes of Burgos in 
1320, and Don Felipe, while another member of the royal
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family, Don Juan the One-eyed, intrigued in Navarra with 
the sénior prince of the Cerda branch.

In this State of almost complete anarchy, where the only 
respect for law was maintained by the brotherhoods of towns, 
Doña María sumraoned a Cortes at Falencia to decide some 
of the urgent questions at issue; but she died before they 
could meet, and Juan Manuel remained solé regent for the 
next four years, when the king, Alfonso X I , was declared of 
age at fourteen. Boy as he was, he promptly made his rela
tivas understand that he intended to be master. Juan the 
One-eyed was murdered in the king’s palace, Juan Manuel 
fled to the shelter of Moslem Granada, and the turbulent 
nobles were brought to their bearings by confiscations and 
exemplary punishments, which earned for the king the title 
of “ the Doer of Justice.”

Alfonso X I  was neither a model of prívate virtue ñor 
overscrupulous as to the means he employed to gain political 
ends, but at least he was a- ruler who knew his own mind 
and understood the problems before him. In a progress 
through all the principal towns of his realms he gained the 
good will of the middle classes by the confirmation and ex
tensión of their municipal privileges. The Cortes were sum- 
moned now regularly; and with an amount of State never 
assumed before the sovereign’s supreme council, which since 
the days of Alfonso’s father (1295 and 1297) had been an- 
nually nominated by the Cortes, grew in power and impor- 
tance, and a deputation of the members of Cortes were in 
permanent session during the recess. Like his grandmother 
María de Molina, Alfonso X I  perceived plainly that the United 
forces of the free towns were an army upon which more de- 
pendence might be placed than the contingenta contributed 
by self-seeking nobles, who were as likely to turn their 
arms against the sovereign as to help him; and he accord- 
ingly, while confirming the powers of the municipalities, 
endeavoured to get that power under his own control by
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the appointment of municipal officers to supervise the town 
councils.*

By the end of Alfonso X I ’s reign the municipalities, 
though still apparently as powerful as ever, had really lost 
their initiative, and were overpowered by chief alcaldes ap- 
pointed by the king. Once more the rule of law was supreme. 
The Siete Partidas of Alfonso the Learned were for the first 
time promulgated as the national code in 1348) ŝ nd the collec- 
tion of municipal charters (the Fuero de Albedrio) first made 
by Sancho IV  ^284-1295) was supplemented under his grand- 
son Alfonso X I  by the important Becerro de Behetrías,! or 
collection of charters of free towns.

A great mass of social legislation, moreover, was effected 
by Alfonso X I  and his immediate successor. Statutes of

* This was done carefully at first and under various pretexts.^ I  
have before me, for instance, the abstract of a manuscript belonging 
to the Duke of Frías, confirming an order given by Alfonso X I, 
appointing various commissioners to assist the ordinary alcaldes, 
merinos, and notarios of the city of Burgos “ in all the affairs of 
the council of that city, in order to prevent certain men from attending 
and raising discord, thereby obstructing the deliberations for the 
common benefit.”

In another document of the same sovereign, dated 1327, the city 
of Seville is deprived of the right of choosing the mayor and jurats, 
on the ground that the election “ caused much evil, great scandal, 
and serious disturbance.” By these and similar means the town 
councils and alcaldes gradually became nominative, and in very many 
cases the office of chief alcalde was made the hereditary office of a 
great noble. In some of the principal cities of Andalusia a still more 
vicious form crept in, where the office of corregidor or alderman was 
alienable by sale. In other cases the thin edge of the wedge was intro- 
duced by the appointment bf a corregidor, usually a noble living in 
or near the town, ostensibly as a joint mayor, who in time became 
practically the governor.

t  The privilege of Behetrías was quite unique. Unlike the Rea
lengo towns, which were the king’s fiefs, and the Solariego towns, or 
nobles’ tributarles, the Behetrías had the right of choosing their own 
lord, either from the members of a particular family or quite freely. 
They were, in effect, small republics, choosing their own Ufe presi- 
dents. The nobles were extremely jealous of them, and Alfonso X I  
himself curtailed their powers. ------
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labourerS) vagrant laws, administrative reforma, and, above 
all, sumptuary regulations, emanated from the annual Cortes, 
which sent their draft edicts to the king for his sanction. No 
taxes could be imposed upon the towns without the prior 
sanction of their representatives in parliament; and as the 
nobles and clergy -were not directly taxed at all beyond the 
feudal Service in arms, which at this period (the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries) was waning, a great change carne over 
the constitution of the Castilian Cortes.

We have seen that to councils of bishops official or pala- 
tine nobles had been added, and that during the first centuries 
of the reconquest the military nobility had swamped the 
ecclesiastics in the national assemblies. But with the declin- 
ing political importance of the territorial military lords and 
the rise in the power of the free towns, it had suited the kings 
to invite the representatives of the municipalities to the assem
blies (1169 and 1188). As has already been explained, the 
sovereign might summon such of the nobles and royal towns 
as he pleased, and the number of the latter varied greatly, al- 
though in theory all the towns holding fiefs direct from the 
Crown had a right to attend. In the Cortes of Burgos, for in- 
stance (1315), 90 towns were represented by 192 members, 
while in the Cortes of Madrid (1391) only 50 towns were rep
resented by 126 members. But with the increase of the money 
subsidy and the declining importance of the feudal aid, the 
nobles and ecclesiastics as such gradually ceased to be sum- 
moned except on special occasions or by virtue of the official 
positions they might occupy—as was the case with the pala- 
tine officials of the later Visigothic kings—as members of the 
king’s council, officers of State, judges of the king’s court, 
and so forth; and the great landowning nobles and clergy 
thenceforward, as a class, had no special legislative privileges 
in Castile. They had indeed by their own greed worked their 
own political destruction. They had carefully evaded all 
share in the national burdens except their feudal aid, and
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thus in the important transition period of the fourteenth and 
fifteentli centurias they found that their presence and co-oper- 
ation in the national assemblies (mainly sumraoned for taxing 
purposes) were not needed by the sovereign, who drew his 
revenue from other sources, and naturally appealed to those 
upon whom he depended for it.

Alfonso’s legislativa activity, great and far-reaching as it 
was, did not exhaust his energies. Early in his reign he had 
to teach his turbulent nobles the lesson they so sorely needed; 
but when he was free from them a more pressing danger 
threatened his realm. Algeciras was still in the hands of the 
Moslem, and was a constant open gate for the Moorish raids 
into Andalusia; and in 1340 the King of Morocco, with a 
vast fleet of 250 sail, approached the Spanish coast, destroyed 
the Castilian galleys, and landed a considerable army. Al
fonso X I  had alienated his wife’s brother, the King of Por
tugal, by his open preference for his mistress. Doña Maria de 
Guzman, over his legitimate queen; but he temporarily made 
his peace with him, and, enlisting the aid also of Pedro IV  of 
Aragón and hiring 15 Genoese galleys, he succeeded, after 
some partial defeats, in completely destroying the Saracen 
host at the great battle of Salado near Tarifa and in captur- 
ing an immense booty.

On receiving news two years afterward of the preparation 
of a fresh Moorish expedition, Alfonso summoned a Cortes at 
Burgos, and obtained supplies to assume the defensive, pro- 
ceeding to lay siege to Algeciras, which fell, after an heroic 
defence of a year and a half, in 1344. This was of the utmost 
importance, because it deprived the Moslem of his principal 
port of en trance. But Gibraltar was still in the hands of the 
Moor, and at the great Cortes of Alcalá * in 1348 Alfonso

* This Cortes of Alcalá was not only famous for the promulgation 
of the Alfonsine Code, but for a great mass of other legislation of the 
highest interest. The whole of the municipal and general privileges 
were confirmed, but with the very important modification that they 
were only valid while actually exercised, and the privileges of the
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asked for and obtained funds to capture the place. The siege 
was long; a great epidemic broke out in the Castilian army, 
but Alfonso X I  obstinately refused to retire, even for a time, 
and in the early spring of 1350 the king himself fell a victim 
to the plague. By his wife, Maria of Portugal, he had only 
one son of fifteen years, called Pedro, but by his beloved mis- 
tress, Maria de Guzman, who had quite supplanted the queen, 
he left a large family, his unjust partiality for whoiii had 
greatly offended his subjects, high and low. Young Pedro, 
who had been brought up in Seville by his repudiated and 
neglected mother, was a youth of fierce and ungovernable 
passions, who from his childhood had been taught that in 
due time vengeance would be his; and young as he was on 
his father’s death, he was ready to go beyond his lesson.

King Alfonso had left to his eldest illegitimate son Henry 
the princely fief of Trastamara, and had splendidly provided 
for Maria de Guzman and her other children. This naturally 
aroused the jealousy of the new king and his mother, and 
from the first days of Pedro’s accession the persecution of

nobles were treated in a similar spirit. This Cortes made a present- 
ment to the king, deploring the increasing luxury and extravagance 
of the age, and proposing the most stringent rules for the suppression 
of the same. These rules are extremely interesting, as marking the 
much higher standard of expenditure as compared with the edicts 
of Alfonso X  ninety years before. What seemed to trouble the Cortes 
most was the great extravagance in dress and in wedding outfits. 
Even the rules laid down show how lavish was the expenditure on 
adornments. The bride’s wedding garments might cost 4,000 mara- 
vedis, and the groom’s 2,000, while 32 guests might legally be in- 
vited to the feast. No gentleman might give his wife more than 
three suits of clothes within four months of marriage, and the wearing 
of trains, except by noble ladies in litters, was forbidden to women 
as a costly, useless, and objectionable fashion. It is very noticeable, 
as marking the decline of noble privilege, that in this code the nobles 
who offend are to lose one fourth of their lands, knights one third of 
their property, and citizens to be fined 500 maravedís; while, instead 
of torture and death, the poorer classes, for slight offences_ against 
the sumptuary code, were only condemned to lose the offending gar- 
ment or its cost in money.
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his half-brothers commenced. The deadly feud which 
flooded Castile with blood opened with the banishment of 
the king’s half-brothers and the treacherous imprisonment 
and subsequent murder in Seville of María de Guzman, 
although the principal blame for this last must be cast not 
upon the boy King Pedro I—not yet known as Pedro the 
Cruel—but upon his mother and his prime adviser, Don Juan 
de Alburquerque, who had been his father’s minister.

The usually accepted verdict that Pedro was a monster of 
iniquity must not be indorsed without some qualification. 
The chronicles of his reign were written by López de Ayala, 
the official historian of his enemy and successor, and the 
blackest face is put upon every event that tells against Pedro. 
We have seen that his predecessors and contemporaries held 
entirely different views from our own as to the sanctity of 
human life and the permanence of the wedding tie ; we have 
seen lust and murder ruling triumphant in the palaces of 
kings; we have seen that plighted troth, loyalty, and sacred 
honour were things to be talked about in high-sounding 
pirrases, and used as mere pawns upon the board of intrigue, 
when it suited the purpose of the prince.

That Pedro adopted the only policy tiren known to such 
as him, the policy followed by Alfonsos and Jaimes for cen- 
turies, is not to be wondered at. That he was cruel, a per- 
jurer, a proflígate, and a murderer, is no doubt true, for that 
was the way of Peninsular kings of his day; but to gibbet 
him for all tiirre as the exceptionally “ cruel ” King of Castile 
is to falsify history and to shut our eyes to the habits and 
ethics of mediseval Spain. The secret of his failure and un- 
popularity with the nobles must not be sought so much in 
his wickedness and his falsity, great as they were, as in his 
determination to continué his father’s policy of depending 
mainly upon the support of the towns represented in Cortes, 
and so to be able to oppose the efforts of the nobles to gain 
the paramount power in the State.
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With this end a Cortes was summoned at Valladolid in the 
year after Pedro’s accession (1351), and a mass oí legislation 
was adopted for the benefit oí the middle classes. Labourers 
were torced under heavy punishment to work from sunrise 
to sunset at a fixed wage, and vagrancy was brutally pun- 
ished; commerce and industry were protected by the prohibi- 
tion of monopolies and forestalling, and by the restriction of 
the powers of the workmen’s guilds. An embryo system of 
Citizen pólice for the apprehension of malefactors was estab- 
lished, by which, on the ringing of an alarm bell, a band of 
armed inhabitants had to turn out for service.* The denuda- 
tion of forests was restricted, and the personal security of the 
vassals of nobles was guaranteed. The higher classes were 
also struck at by a perfectly ferocious set of laws, limiting the 
splendour of apparel and household appointments.

While negotiations were progressing with the King of 
France for the marriage of Pedro with a French princess. 
Planche de Bourbon, the young king formed an alliance with 
María de Padilla; and when Alburquerque and the queen 
mother, with infinite pressure, at last induced Pedro to leave 
his mistress for the purpose of being married, he did so sulk- 
ily, and the third day after the wedding practically imprisoned 
his French bride, who was afterward poisoned (1366), and to 
the scandal of his people again openly lived with María de Pa
dilla. On the birth of her daughter Constance (afterward 
married to John of Gaunt) and Maria de Padilla’s temporary

* This was called the Somaten, and in Aragón, at least, it was in 
operation in the present century. Another rather curious series of 
enactments was passed at the request of this Cortes. The towns com- 
plained greatly of the burden placed upon them by the visits of the 
court, and it was decreed that in future the principal cities should not 
be expected in such case to provide more than 45 sheep, at 8 mara- 
vedis each; 22 dozen of dried fish, at 12 maravedis a dozen; and 90 
maravedis’ worth of fresh fish, with other provisions in proportion; 
the total valué of the feast never to exceed 1,850 maravedis. Villages 
and individual nobles were not to spend more than 800 maravedis on 
a similar occasion.
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retirement to a convent, the youthíul king, still under twenty, 
violated a lady of high rank, who was already betrothed to the 
Chiirch, Juana de Castro, and, to save appearances, married 
her, oniy again to repudíate her on the return of his first mis- 
tress, whom he also had married.

All this formed an excellent pretext for the League of 
nobles, and even several of the towns, to revolt. Pedro was 
entrapped into the city of Toro, and there an ultimátum was 
presented to him; but, thanks to the management of his Jew 
treasurer, Samuel Levi, he escaped, and fled to Seville. Or- 
ganizing a forcé, he marched northward and captured Toledo, 
which had resisted him, and perpetrated a fearful massacre 
of all the principal merchants, most of whom were Jews. 

-Then ’proceeding to Toro, he wreaked his vengeance un- 
checked (1356). Nobles, knights, and citizens were butchered 
in his presence by scores; until at last, we are told, the cham- 
ber itself was ankle deep in the blood of the slain.

When Toro was sufficiently humbled the king returned 
to his favourite Seville again; and there, under the plea of 
reconciliation, his half-brother Fadrique, Grand Master of 
Santiago, was invited to visit him, with emphatic assurance of 
safety. In the king’s presence his brother was murdered with 
every circumstance of atrocity; and Pedro’s own dagger, we 
are assured, struck at last the fatal blow (1357). Then there 
swept over Castile a perfect blight of murder. From the 
king’s alcazar at Seville there went forth ruffians whose 
duty it was to seek out and slay every prominent man who 
was known to be opposed to the king. Don Juan of Aragón,* 
his cousin, fell a victim to the hate of Pedro, whose guest he

* Don Juan was a claimant to the lordship of Biscay in right of 
his wife, and Pedro had promised him the investiture on his under- 
taking to kill Pedro’s brother Fadrique. As this, however, was done 
by other hands, Don Juan himself was treacherously slain in the 
king’s presence, and then his mutilated corpse thrown out of the 
window to the Biscayners who formed his train, with the cry: “ There 
is your lord; take him.”
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was; and'soon afterward Pedro’s youngest half-brother, a 
child, and another brother’s wife "were murdered by bis orders 
(1359). To go through all the list of atrocities relatad by 
López de Ayala of Pedro would be unprofitable and unne- 
cessary; but such treachery as the murder of the Aragonesa 
Prince, of Abu Said, the Moorish King of Granada,* of his 
own brothers, and the principal Castilian nobles and most 
faithful servants, such as Gutier Fernandez, his ambassador in 
Rome, and the Jew treasurer, Samuel Levi, naturally raised 
up against the King of Castile a powerful confederation of 
anemias both at home and abroad, and he soon found him- 
self at war with Aragón, with whose king the king’s eldest 
half-brother, Henry of Trastamara, had taken refuge with 
many Castilian knights. When, after a destructiva but inde
cisiva struggle, a peace was patched up by the Pope, Henry 
of Trastamara, knowing the tactics usually pursued in such 
cases, fled for a time to Franca, f and there set about organ- 
izing the invasión of Castile.

The peace of Bretigny had, in 1360, left a larga number 
of unemployed soldiers in Franca, both French and English, 
who had been formad into bands and were committing out- 
rages on all sidas. They were ready to undertake any ad- 
venture for which they were paid, and with the good will of 
the King of Franca were enlistad by Henry of Trastamara 
to aid him in his struggle with his brother. These White 
Companies, commanded by the celebrated Bretón soldier of 
fortune Bertrand du Guesclin, were joined by much of the 
chivalry of Franca for the sake of the deeply wronged 
Blandía, and not a few English gentlemen marchad with 
their adventur'ous countrymen to punish the King of Castile

* The murder of Abu Said was especially atrocious, as its solé 
object seems to have been the plunder of the Moor’s splendid jewels.

t  As has already been mentioned, one of the secret articles of the 
treaty between Pedro the Cruel of Castile and Pedro PV (the Cere- 
monious) of Aragón was that Henry of Trastamara should be mur
dered in Aragón.
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and loot his ill-gotten treasure. Henry of Trastamara and his 
companion Du Guesclin were received with open arms by 
Pedro IV  of Aragón, and, surrounded by his brothers, by 
princes of the house of Bourbon, and the best chivalry of Cas- 
tile and Aragón, the pretender marched into his brother’s 
kingdom through Catalonia amid the joy of rich and poor, 
and, overcoming the slight resistance ofíered, was proclaimed 
King at Calahorra (1366).

Pedro with his forces had advanced as far as Burgos, but 
the news that all the realm was against him, and Henry’s 
army, irresistible, struck him with terror, and he deserted his 
troops and fled, ñrst to Toledo, thence to Santiago, where 
he murdered the archbishop out of greed and wantonness, 
and then by ship to Gascony, where Edward the Black 
Prince held his court for his father, King Edward I I I  of 
England.

In the meanwhile Henry of Trastamara passed onward 
through his new kingdom in triumph, and was crowned at 
Burgos with all the state and rejoicing that Castile could 
afford. Those who had helped him were splendidly rewarded. 
Hereditary titles of nobility, until then almost unknown in 
Castile, were distributed freely,* and thenceforward the kings 
of Castile were in possession of another powerful means of 
winning over or dividing the nobles by the granting of titular 
rank.

But Henry I I  of Castile and León was not destined to 
rule undisturbed. For reasons which have already been stated, 
while Aragón usually had interests antagonistic to France, 
there was nothing permanently to sepárate the latter country 
and Castile. It had therefore always been the policy of 
English kings to maintain friendly relations with Castile,

* The Counts of Castile, of Barcelona, and of Portugal had long 
ago become kings. The nobles (̂ ricos homes) bore no other title than 
barón in Castile, and at the time of his accession Henry of Trasta
mara was the only count,
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and thus to some extent to detach her from French friend- 
ship.* This was especially the case at the present moment, 
because not only was the great war between France and 
England still a recent memory, but France had thrown all 
her influence in the scale against Pedro. The latter conse- 
quently was received amiably by the Black Prince at Bor- 
deaux, and, after consultation with the king in England, a 
treaty was signed at Libourne (September, 1366), by which 
the Black Prince lent Pedro 600,000 gold florins, to be paid 
within the year, and undertook to restore Pedro to his throne 
in return for the lordship of Biscay; while the false Charles 
the Bad of Navarre, who had already been bribed by Henry 
in return for a large sum of money undertook to allow pas- 
sage for the invaders through his kingdom by the pass of 
Roncesvalles.

The English adventurers with Henry of Trastamara were 
recalled, including Sir Hugh Calverly, whom the King of 
Castile had made Count of Carrion, and were led with the 
rest of his forces by their own Prince Edward and his brother, 
John of Lancaster, against the usurper of the murderer’s 
throne. At the first encounter, near Vitoria, the English 
were driven back to Navarre; but subsequently, near Najera, 
they completely defeated Henry of Trastamara and his men. 
The victory was a great one for English arms, though fought 
in an evil cause, for the Black Prince was one of the most 
brilliant soldiers in Europe, and his host of knights and 
gentlemen, the flower of English chivalry, and a large army 
of seasoned infantry, were far more than a match for the for- 
eign mercenaries and half-armed peasants who fought for the 
bastard King Henry of Castile.

Henry fied to friendly Aragón; his brother Sancho, Ber- 
trand du Guesclin, the Grand Masters of Santiago and Cala- 
trava, and the principal French commanders fell into the

* There was, moreover, already a considerable trade between Cas- 
tile and England in wine and wool.
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hands of the victors, and Pedro the Cruel was once more 
King of Castile. Pedro was all for slaughter; and the chival- 
rous Black Prince was soon disgusted with his murderous 
ally. The Englishman had exacted an oath from Pedro that 
there should be no slaughter of prisoners, and when he found 
that the promise was violated, a stern warning was given to 
the royal butcher.

But once safe within the walls of his city of Burgos, with 
the bulk of his ally’s army encamped outside, Pedro gave 
free rein to his lust for blood. The English prince pro- 
tested, remonstrated, and threatened in vain. Pedro cheated 
him out of the stipulated reward, endeavoured to poison him, 
in which he nearly succeeded, and then abandoned him and 
his army without food or resources, flying to his own beloved 
Seville, and leaving the Englishmen who had restored him 
to his throne to die of plague and famine or to find their 
way back, as few of them did, across the savage Pyrenees, 
to the fair plains of Gascony again (1367), there to meet once 
more the French foemen in the disastrous war that followed.

In the following year Henry of Trastamara, with a hum- 
bler foílowing than before, but still accompanied by Du 
Guesclin, again crossed Aragón and entered Burgos, to the 
joy of his subjects, nearly all of whom declared in his favour. 
Pedro, with only Andalusia and Toledo at his back, was 
besieged in the castle of Montiel, and endeavoured to enter 
into a treacherous compact with Du Guesclin to deliver his 
brother Henry into his hands. The cunning Frenchman 
feigned to agree, and Pedro proceeded in disguise to Du 
Guesclin’s tent, where he found himself face to face with 
Henry of Trastamara, whose mother and brothers he had 
murdered. Once more brother killed brother, but this time 
Pedro himself was the victim, and he fell pierced to his black 
heart by the dagger of Henry the Bastard, thenceforward 
Henry I I  of Castile (1369).

The personal character of Pedro the Cruel is a question
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of secondary importance to our present purpose, and \ve may 
leave the positiva and relative degree of his criminality to be 
discussed by others. But it is certain that had he been al- 
lowed to continué the policy of Alfonso X I, by which the 
territorial nobility were being gradually divested of their 
power, much of the turbulence and bloodshed of the next 
hundred years would have been avoided. The revolt of 
Henry of Trastamara against his brother was not so much 
an attempt of a bold bastard to wrest the crown from its 
legithnate wearer, as a rising of territorial barons to reassert 
their overbearing privileges, the reason for their possession 
of which had now passed away.

Like the various revolting infantes in the previous reigns, 
Henry himself was merely a figurehead of the territorial 
lords, and but for the disgust of the Castilian towns at 
Pedro’s conduct, the pretender would have been no more 
successful than his predecessors had been. When, therefore, 
Henry I I  won the victory, it was a gain for the territorial 
nobles; and the lavish grants * made by the new king, to- 
gether with the power accruing to the lords by the fact of 
Henry being their creature, made it necessary for the con- 
stitutional struggle to be recommenced and fought over 
again.

A. D. 1300 TO A. D. 1400 

Summary of progress during this period

The national developnient that followed had proceeded on 
distinct lines in Aragón and Castile. In the former realm the 
defeat of the nobles at the battle of Epila had finally prevented

* His liberality frightened the nobles themselves, and they pre- 
sented a remonstrance to him (Frias Archives Catalogue 34, Ño. i), 
requesting him not to give away any more crown fiefs or the country 
would be ruined. Doubtless the remonstrance (which bears no date) 
was only presented after the principal nobles had been satisfied.
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the government from becoming a feudal oligarchy, and the state 
had now settled down into a triple kingdom with constitutional 
parliaments, in which the rich and prosperous burgesses of the 
cides played a great part. The power of the crown in initiating 
and perfecting legislation was great, but was, like all the rest 
of the royal prerogatives, strictly limited by law. The most con- 
spicuous phenomenon to be remarked in Aragón now and subse- 
quently was the perfection of its judicial system and the inde- 
pendence of the judicature from the executive.

In Castile the principal point to be noted is the undue growth 
of the power of the towns and their federation to resist the polit- 
ical claims and the social oppression of the noble classes. The 
struggle between the popular and the privileged classes continued 
during this and the next century, but already the final defeat of 
the nobles was foreshadowed by their being ousted from the 
Cortes, and by the many extraordinary privileges extorted by the 
towns from the kings. The gradual elimination of the nobility 
and clergy from the legislature of Castile is a point of constitu
tional history of great importance. It originated in the greed 
of the privileged classes in evading taxation, and so making 
their presence unnecessary for the legal raising of national reve- 
nue, but its final result was to enable the kings to destroy the 
parliamentary power altogether by dealing separately with the 
two elements, between which no cohesión or co-operation existed.

The period now under review also saw a series of events 
which were of the most paramount influence in deciding the 
future fate of Spain, namely, the claims and ambitions estab- 
lished by the King of Aragón upon Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, 
and the consequent growth of the secular rivalry between France 
and Aragón. As will be seen later, the whole subsequent march 
of Spanish history depended upon this event.

Commerce and industry had followed the same lines upon 
which they had started in the previous century. Both had pros- 
pered exceedingly under the influence of the Mozárabes and Mu
dejares who had been absorbed into Christian Spain. The influ
ence of the same peoples and traditions had now thoroughly per- 
meated the artistic productions of Spain, particularly in the south 
and east, where it was supreme in architecture, ornament, and 
furniture, and has left traces upon taste to the present day. Par- 
allel with this influence was that which advanced from France 
and Italy, especially in the matter of church architecture, which at 
the end of the period now under review was assuming the raa-
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jestic and dignified form of ogival Gothic evolved by Spaiii from 
the Freneh productions.

Education and literature had kept pace with the increasing 
wealth of the country. The Christian courts vied with each 
other in practising and patronizing polite letters. The univer- 
sities of Spain now rivalled those of Italy and F ran ce ; Castilian 
literature was full fledged, and had already given some master- 
pieees to the world.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

The Products of her soil and the industry and taste of the 
semi-Moorish workmen were sent abroad in ever-increasing quan- 
tities. The beautiful processional crosses and church píate, the 
gold - embroidered vestments and the damascened arms and 
armour were as well known in England, France, and Italy as in 
Spain itself, and profoundly influenced European taste until the 
artistic Renaissance carne to sweep away the last vestiges of the 
later Romanesque forms, upon whieh the Frankish, Byzantine, 
and Moorish fancies had been grafted.

Spain’s permanent Services to the world during this period, 
however, were still intellectual rather than material. The tales 
of Count Lucanor, by Don Juan Manuel, provided Boccaccio and 
Chaucer with models, and are a classie still in every civilized 
tongue. The Archpriest of H ita was the forerunner of Rabelais, 
López de Ayala the model for future historians, and the writings 
of a Spanish Arab translated by Alfonso X I  gave to Chaucer the 
material for his Dictes and Sayings of Philosophers.
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C H A PTER  V II

PRO G RESS AND DECADENCE IN  M E D IE V A L  SPAIN

Industrial Spain in the fourteenth century—The wool trade and the 
Mesta—Silks and velvets—Metal work—Moorish influence on 
design—Introduction of foreign goods—Gotliic architecture in 
Spain—The architecture of the Mudejares—Education and the 
universities—Castilian literature in the fourteenth century— Or- 
ganization of the government and judicature— Claims of John 
of Gaunt to the Castilian crown—Battle of Aljubarrota—The Cas
tilian nobles and the towns— T̂he decay of municipal independ- 
ence—The “ good ” Regent Fernando of Castile—His election 
to the throne of Aragón—Alvaro de Luna and Juan II of Castile— 
Social and literary condition of Spain under Juan II—The Italian 
influence—The literature of knight-errantry—Its influence on the 
Spanish character.

M o r e  than a century had passed since the conquest of 
Andalusia and Valencia from the Moors; and the industry of 
Spain had in the meanwhile assumed a national character 
which will allow a brief general survey to be taken of it and 
of the condition of the people at the end of the fourteenth 
century. During the earlier centuries of the reconquest the 
arts of peace among the Christians had almost entirely dis- 
appeared, and the manufactures were confined to the coarser 
articles of necessary use. As we have seen in previous chap- 
ters, the incorporation of Moorish and Mozarabic populations 
into Christian Spain, the increased security, and the general 
advance of civilization had subsequently given a great Ím
petus to the handicrafts which had been perfected under 
Moslem rule. Unfortunately, these handicrafts, although
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prospering greatly, especially during the fourteenth century, 
remained almost exclusively in the hands of the Moriscos 
and nevo Christians * who had originally practised them, and 
they therefore became regarded as the special appanage of 
people upon whom the growing religious influence of an 
intolerant priesthood caused the oíd Christians to look with 
scorn and hatred. From contempt for the worker to con- 
tempt for the work was an easy transition, and the Spanish 
oíd Christians, whose ancestors for ages had lived in a state 
of war, began to despise industries that were mainly carried 
on by suspected people, living apart in their own aljama 
quarters, oppressed by all sorts of restrictions and disabilities 
from which Spaniards of puré blood were free. The same 
thing, especially in Valencia and Catalonia, happened with 
commerce and banking, almost entirely in the hands of the 
Jews, living, like the Moriscos, in their own quarters, and 
treated with contumely, although in individual cases made 
use of and trusted by kings and nobles who needed their aid.

From the earliest times the wool of Spain had been the 
finest in the world. The unsettled condition of the country 
during nearly the whole of its history, and probably also the 
bent of its primitivo inhabitants, had always made Spain a pas
toral rather than an agricultural country. On the central 
table-land wheat of exceptionally good quality was—and is— 
grown, but the many obstados to its transport limited the pro- 
duction to local needs. The Moors had brought with them 
the perfect scientific system of small culture and irrigation 
which made Valencia, Murcia, and parts of Andalusia smiling 
gardens, and brought riches to the patient, laborious cultiva- 
tors; f but that industry remained with them alone, while the

* New Christians were those Moriscos or people of mixed blood 
who professed Christianity.

t  The Moors of Andalusia and Valencia acclimatized and culti- 
vated a large number of semitropical fruits and plants hitherto little 
known in Europe, and studied arboriculture and horticulture not only 
practically but scientifically. The famous work on the subject by
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puré Spaniard continued, as he had always been, an agricul- 
turist by necessity and a shepherd by choice, when he was not 
a soldier. Vast herds of stunted, ill-looking, but splendidly 
fleeced sheep belonged to the nobles and ecclesiastical lords, 
and quite early in the period of reconquest, when these classes 
were all-powerful, a confederacy of sheep owners was formed, 
which by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries had developed 
into a Corporation of immense wealth. This was called the 
Mesta, which practically monopolized the wool trade in Spain 
for centuries. It had its representative administraron, its 
common fund, and later its own special tribunal. The moun- 
tainous districts of Soria and Segovia were the summer centre 
of the vast flocks of sheep, numbering in the aggregate, at 
the time of which we are now writing, 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 
head; but with the approach of winter they descended into 
the plains of Estremadura and the lower slopes of the Sierra 
Morena, and ranged over great tracts of country. The Cor
poration was powerful enough to impose its own terms upon 
the owners of land, and the whole of Estremadura was thus 
doomed to be a pasture at a low rent for the flocks owned by 
persons belonging to other provinces, and it became poor 
and depopulated, while a broad band or track from north to 
South remained unproductive in consequence of the annual 
passage of millions of sheep. The fleeces were extremely 
fine, often weighing 12 pounds per animal, and the wool was 
sought after throughout the world,’̂= especially by Flemish 
and French cloth workers. But withal the cloth manufactured *

Abu Zacaria al-Awan was the foundation of such books, and of 
the application of Science to gardening. It was mainly derived from 
Chaldean, Greek, and Carthaginian manuscripts now lost. Curiously, 
Spain had produced under the Romans a famous book on agriculture 
by Columella; but for scientific knowledge it cannot be compared 
to the Treatise 011 Agriculture by Abu Zacaria.

* Even in the ninth century Spanish wool was famous in Persia 
and the East; and as we llave remarked in the first chapter of this 
book, so early as the time of the Phoenicians it was considered the 
finest in the world.
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the marriage of Catharine of Lancaster.to the heir of Castile 
(1388), when finer cloths were manufactured and improved 
methods adopted. Up to that time the cloths used by people 
of the higher class carne from Bruges, from London, and 
from Montpellier.*

During the Arab domination of the south, Jaén, Granada, 
Valencia, and Seville had been great centres of silk culture 
and manufacture,! and in the twelfth century a very flourish- 
ing trade in silks, velvets, and brocades was carried on with 
Constantinople and the East generally. Even in the four- 
teenth and early fifteenth centuries, of which we are now writ- 
ing, the silks of Valencia and the bullion embroideries and 
gold and silver tissues of Cordova and Toledo were unsur- 
passed in Christendom, though heavily handicapped by the 
growing burdens placed upon craftsmen by labour laws and 
racial prejudice, and the discouragement of luxury by sump- 
tuary regulations. *

* James II of Aragón—the sovereign, be it recollected, of Bar
celona, where there were at the time hundreds of looms at work 
making coarse duffel—wished to send a present to the Sultán of 
Egypt (1314 and 1322), and chose green cloths from Chalons and red 
cloths from Rheims and Douai, but sent no Spanish stuff; while the 
steward’s accounts of Fernando V show that all his household were 
dressed in garments of imported stuffs. The great centre for the sale 
of wool was at Medina del Campo, and the cloth factories of Segovia 
and Toledo were the most active and celebrated in Castile, while those 
of Barcelona were the principal in the east of Spain. It is asserted 
that the improvement in the qualities of the Spanish cloth after the 
Corning of the Plantagenet princess to Spain was partly owing to the 
fact that some herds of English sheep formed part of her dowry, and 
the blending of the Staples enabled a better cloth to be made. The 
Flemish weavers mixed Spanish with English wool for their best 
textures.

t  Edrisi says that in the kingdom of Jaén in the thirteenth cen
tury there were 3,000 villages where the cultivation of the silkworm 
was carried on, while in Seville there were 6,000 silk looms, and 
Almería had 800 looms for the manufacture of fancy brocades, etc. 
We are also told that a minister of Pedro the Cruel owned 125 chests 
of silk and gold tissue.

Spanisli Manufactures 225
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The working of gold and silver for church ornaments 
and personal adornment was also very actively pursued at this 
period in Spain before the influence of the Renaissance was 
felt. The magnificent processional crosses in most Spanish 
cathedrals,* and the larger pieces, such as the fine silver 
throne of King Martin the Humane of Aragón, in Barcelona 
cathedral, are in most cases of hammered or chiselled re- 
poussé plates mounted on wood, and sometimes enriched 
with precious stones in bosses or with vitreous enamel inlays; 
but they exhibit no distinctive features apart from those seen 
in the productions of other European nations of the same 
period, the influence being still French-Romanesque with 
Byzantine traditions. The production of artistic ironwork 
was also carried to great perfection, especially in the choir 
screens of the cathedrals, which at this period were rising 
in most of the larger towns of Spain. There was a great 
exportation of pig iron to Flanders and England, iron, wool, 
leather, and wine being the principal exports in exchange for 
the fine cloths needed by the Spanish upper classes. In all 
sorts of metal work, as in architecture, at this period there 
was a not infrequent blending of the newer Moorish (or Al- 
hambresque) style, though this is mostly seen in places where 
the Mudejares were in greater number, as in Toledo, where 
the beautiful gates of the cathedral are made of wood covered 
with bronze plates with geometrical designs and Arabic in- 
scriptions, and dated 1337, and in Cordova and Seville, where 
the “ Pardon doors ” are of similar construction and of the 
same period. The same peculiarities are noticeable in the 
arms, which were now made nearly all over Spain, the Moor
ish influence in the design being more conspicuous in those 
produced in Toledo and the south than in those of Bilboa 
and Calatayud; but the fine clamascened helmets of Granada 
and the leather roundels and long shields with splendid metal

* There is a good specimen processional cross of this period in 
the South Kensington Museum (No. 514, 1873).
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bosses, made by the Moors, were prized by Christian Span- 
iards as much as by Moslems. In furniture, too, the same 
influences prevailed. The finer works, such as the choir stalls 
and altars of the cathedrals, show at first distinctly French 
and Flemish influence, but by the early fifteenth century they 
liad assumed greater freedom of line and fertility of fancy 
in the hands of Spanish workmen; and in many cases, where 
the new Christians were numerous, the gracefiü geometrical 
convolutions of Moorish art are to be found in the woodwork 
even of Christian cathedrals.* Although the important 
manufacture of the lustred pottery of the Arabs continued 
without considerable change of style in most parts of Spain, 
the productions of this ware in Malaga, Valencia, and Gra
nada in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries reached a per- 
fection previously unknown, and were in request all over 
the Peninsula; f and the azulejos, or Moorish tiles, used al- 
most universally in Spain for decoration of houses, which 
at first were made in small sections for mosaic work, each 
piece being of a sepárate colour to form the pattern, were 
now produced in single tiles with the pattern painted on them. 
They must have been manufactured in enormous numbers, 
particularly in Seville, as they are still quite plentiful in all 
parts of Spain, and until the introduction of Italian Renais- 
sance taste in the sixteenth century retained the puré early 
geometric Moorish style in their decoration.

From these particulars it may be deduced that during 
the period now under review the Moorish handicrafts con
tinued in the same hands as before, but with somewhat less 
activity and prosperity than in the previous century, and with

■* As, for instance, on the organ case in the chapel founded by the 
Archbishop of Seville in Salamanca cathedral in 1374.

t  As, for instance, the lovely vase at the Alhambra, the fine ivy 
vase at South Kensington Museum, and some of the plateaus in Mr. 
Salting’s collection in the same museum, exhibiting the gradual tran- 
sition from the puré Oriental taste to the broader influences intro- 
duced by Italian models.
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but little change in methods or styles. The falling oíi in 
tile production of textiles, particularly, was unquestionably 
due to a large extent to tlie preference of tlie riclier classes 
for the productions of Fi'ance, Italy, and Flanders, and the 
growing prejudice against everything bearing the impress of 
Islam. As we shall see later, the constant cry of Spaniards 
from this time (the end of the fourteenth century) forward 
was that Spain was being drained of precious metal and raw 
material in order to pay for the expensive manufactured goods 
imported from abroad; and the unwise edicts issued to pre- 
vent this completed the ruin of Spanish industry.

But if most of the arts and industries of Spain in the four
teenth and early fifteenth centuries were still living upon the 
Ímpetus given to them by the conquests of Toledo and Anda- 
lusia, there was at least one art in which Spaniards at this 
period outstripped all rivals. Long struggle with an enemy 
of alien faith, the vivid sense of the supernatural, and the con
stant incitement of the churchmen during the reconquest 
had made the religión of the Spaniards somewhat different 
from that of Christians elsewhere—fiercer, more militant, 
more fervid and aggressive; while the natural exuberance of 
the race and its redundancy of expression caused all religious 
manifestations to assume an exalted and exaggerated form. 
We have alréady remarked that in the twelfth century the 
earlier signs of the so-called Gothic architecture had begun 
to creep into the round-arched massive cathedrals of the 
Romanesque style, which the Spaniards had adapted from 
France. By the end of the fourteenth century the genius 
of the people had evolved what was practically a sepárate 
adaptation of Gothic; and during this period and shortly 
afterward, the crowning glory of Spain, her daring and noble 
ogival churches, were mainly designed. Clearer than in their 
literature, more distinctly even than in their institutions, the 
special characteristics of the Spanish people are set forth in 
imperishable stone in the great architectural monuments pro-
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duced in this early stage of their evolution as a nation. Pro- 
found veneration allied to exaggerated self-respect, proud 
reticence easily aroused to florid vociferation, vivid imagina- 
tion overleaping material limitations—these, and much more, 
may be seen in the severe spaces and massive walls, pierced by 
doorways and Windows overloaded with ornanient; in build- 
ings whose vast breadth of span are still the wonder and de- 
spair of all architects, and whose bold springing arches from 
magnificent clustered columns are surrounded on all sides 
by an ornamentation so luxuriant; so varied, so overflowing 
with detail, as to seem the work of fairies rather than men; *  
in cloisters whose staid and stern background is veiled by 
a beautiful lacework of stone, the exquisite tracery of which, 
growing ever more florid, conceals its own massive strength.

The same phenomenon which we have observed in the 
degradation of Latin literature by Iberian influence was sub- 
sequently demonstrated in the decadence of Gothic architec
ture under the same, spirit. The exquisite gravity of the 
main plan, contrasting with the graceful adornment, was at a 
later period lost and substituted by ornament that ran riot and 
shook itself free from all control, f Forms became vicious, 
fancy degenerated to nightmare; and tiren, under Philip II , a
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* The splendid cathedral at Lérida was commenced in 1203 and 
finished two hundred years afterward, and the cloisters are of special 
magnificence. Toledo, one of the largest of Christian cathedrals 
(90,000 square feet), is of the same period, and is a good specimen of 
the contrast mentioned above, the outside being comparatively severe, 
but the decoration of the interior rich and beautiful beyond compare. 
The comparativo width of many Spanish Gothic cathedrals and the 
usual slated central dome or cimborio are their most remarkable 
characteristics. Gerona cathedral, for instance, is 73 feet wide to 160 
long, with a clear span of nave of 56 feet, while Manresa cathedral is 
200 feet long, only double its width. The usual proportion of width 
to length in English Gothic cathedrals is about one eighth.

t  Specimens of this lack of restraint may be seen in nearly all the 
additions and edifices later than the middle of the fifteenth century, 
such as the tombs in the Cartuja de Miraflores, near Burgos, and the 
cloisters of San Juan de los Reyes, at Toledo.
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reaction set in and Juan de Herrera reintroduced the Roman- 
esque style, which in its Spanish forra has reraained the na- 
tional architecture to the present day. How far Jevvish and 
Arab skill aided in the erection of the sublime Spanish cathe- 
drals of the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries it is diffi- 
cult to say. In those of the north and centre of Spain, such as 
Burgos, León, and supreme Toledo, there are but very slight 
visible traces of such aid; and yet, putting aside French as- 
sistance, which, especially in Catalonia, was no doubt avail- 
able, it is certain that the raen of Spanish birth who possessed 
the greatest amount of scientific knowledge at the time were 
those of Jewish and Arab descent; and it is a fair presump- 
tion that even cathedrals like that of Toledo,* which Mr. Street 
called “ a grand protest against Mahometan architecture,” 
owed some of their beauty and solidity to the Jews, Mozá
rabes, and Mudejares, who at the time of their erection were 
practically the only skilled craftsmen in the cities.f

However this may be in the case of the churches of north 
and central Spain, a most interesting development of archi
tecture took place in the parts of the country which had been 
most recently reconquered, and even in some cases as far 
north as Aragón. This was, so to speak, the Christianiza- 
tion of the Moorish building traditions by the Mudejares, 
and the evolution of a new style, of which many specimens 
may still be seen, such as the beautiful tower of the Giralda 
at Seville, the Alcázar and Casa de Pilatos in the same city, 
the famous city gate of Toledo, and the Mendoza palace at 
Guadalajara. This, too, was the period when purely Spanish- 
Moorish architecture had finally thrown off its Byzantine 
stiffness, and had reached its highest point of spontaneity and

* The first stone was laid in 1227 by that greatest o£ all church- 
building monarchs, Saint Fernando.

t  In support of this it may be mentioned that even so late as 1504, 
when the citizens of Zaragoza wished to build their lofty and beautiful 
campanile, there were associated with the Spanish master of the 
Works a Jew named Ince de Galli and the Moor Ezmel Bailaban
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loveliness in the Alhambra at Granada. We may therefore 
claim that in architectural perfection, at least, Spain from the 
middle of the thirteenth to the middle of the fifteenth centu- 
ries equalled, if she did not surpass, all the nations of the earth.

During the same period of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries vast strides were made also in the matter of lay 
education in Spain. Culture had become a courtly fash- 
ion. Alfonso X  of Castile, as we have seen, was a better 
littérateur than a king, b^t even Jaime the Conqueror of Ara
gón must needs write his own chronicles; and the courts of 
both countries for a century afterward were flooded by writ- 
ers of verse in imitation of the Provenqal models, and by 
princes and courtiers who sought fame as prose writers and 
historians. In these circumstances it is evident that some 
sort of education beyond the preparation of candidatos for 
the priesthood was needed. It is true that in the various* 
cathedral schools instruction was given in secular learning to 
the sons of great personages, especially in Falencia, which 
enjoyed the special protection of the Castilian kings; but 
neither in Castile ñor Aragón was any regular provisión made 
for systematic lay education until Alfonso V III , late in the 
twelfth century, founded the “ general school ” of Falencia (a 
university in 1212) and brought from France and Italy teach- 
ers of eminence’. Alfonso IX  (of León) a few years afterward 
promoted the formation of a school with lay professors at Sala
manca, which Saint Fernando in the middle of the thirteenth 
century (1242) splendidly endowed as a University, and 
transferred thither the school of Falencia. His son, Alfonso 
the Learned, continued his patronage to Salamanca and 
founded Seville University (1252), and one Fope vied with 
another in pleasing successive kings of Castile by granting 
bulls and privileges to masters and students, which by the 
end of the century made Salamanca at least a rival of Faris, 
Bologna, and Oxford. Within twenty years of this both 
Alcalá (1293) and Valladolid (1304) were endowed and raised
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to the status of high schools; and the highborn youth of 
Spain, seized with a perfect craze for literature, crowded into 
the schools, it may be suspected more with a wish to gain 
polish in polite letters than to study the abstract Sciences, the 
Hebrew, Greek, mathematics, geometry, and astrology, 
for the teaching oí which there were professors. In Aragón, 
naturally, the tendency was as strong, if not stronger, than 
Castile, because the influence of French culture was there 
more immediately felt. The court of Aragón, even under the 
fighting Jaime, was a literary one, and under his successors. 
it became a romantic home of poesy, the establishment of the 
Universities of Palma, Majorca (1280), Valencia (1245), and 
Lérida (1300), to be followed in the next two centuries by 
Barcelona, Gerona, Huesca, and Zaragoza, proving that in 
the pursuit of letters Aragón was no whit behind Castile.

Spanish literature in Castile was indeed now fully fledged, 
and was taking a eourse of its own, blending the Provengal 
traditions, with which it was so enamoured, with traces of the 
sententious style which the Arabs and Jews had continued 
from earlier models. Translations from Oriental essays and 
fables like Kalila and Dimna and Engaños de Mujeres were 
made as a courtly pastime by Alfonso X  and his brother Fa- 
drique (1253). Sancho IV , his son, ordered, or patronized, 
the translation into Spanish of an encyclopedia of general 
knowledge (El Lucidario), and the collections of sentences 
from Isak al Ibadi and from Abdul Wafá Mubashir ben 
Fatik, which provided Caxton with material for his Dictes 
and Sayings of the Philosophers. The general tendency of 
Castilian letters in the fourteenth century was toward didactic 
verse and rhymed philosophy, like the Vida de San Ilde
fonso, the Proverbios, en Rimo, de Salomón, and the curi- 
ous Mudejar poem of Yusuf, written in Castilian but in 
Arabic characters,* which, although directly Oriental in its

* This Aljamiado writing was frequently used by the Moors living 
in Christian Spain,
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origin, was obviously founded, so íar as regarded the íorm, on 
models originally Provengal. But there was at least one lit- 
erary genius of Spanish birth in the fourteenth century who 
was able so to transmute his oíd models as to form a style 
of his own. The merry, dissolute priest, a Spanish Rabelais, 
Juan Ruiz, Archpriest of Hita, like Saint Paul and Cervantes, 
“ in prisons oft,” lashed his contemporary clerics high and 
low, himself included, with a coarse satire that must have 
seemed to them worse than sacrilege. Like yet more famous 
poets, he took his material, Arab and French, where he found 
it, but he gilded whatever he used with his mordant humour 
and overflowing gay exuberance. A true countryman of 
Martial was this, and the countryman, too, of Mendoza and 
Mateo Alemán. The types he satirized—the boasting fam- 
ished noble, the hypocritical procuress, the tricky servant, 
and the lascivious priest—were as true to Spanish life in the 
archpriest’s verse as they were in Lazarillo de Tormes and 
Guzman de Alfarache hundreds of years afterward. A far 
more famous literary ñame, at least to foreign readers, is 
that of the Castilian prince Don Juan Manuel, a nephew of 
Alfonso the Learned (1282-1347), whose tales of Count Lu- 
canor, a series of 49 didactic apologues, somewhat after the 
fashion of part of the Arabian Nights, which served Boccac
cio and Chaucer also as a model, have been translated into 
every civilized language. These stories, each of which has 
its moral application, are taken in many cases from Spanish 
life of the period, and are triumphs of dramatic narration, as 
well as a treasure of information as to the manners of the 
time. Don Juan Manuel, to whose evil political career we 
have already referred,wrote other books in plenty—chronicles, 
books of chivalry, of war, of the chase,- exhortations, on the 
art of governing,* and much else; but as an author he lives by 
the tales of Count Lucanor, the first appearance in Spanish

* El Libro de los Estados, in which a story is used as a vehicle 
for conveying the author’s opinions on religión, politics, and ethics.
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of the short story, adaptad from the traditions of the far East 
to the taste and language of modern Europe. Alfonso 
X I , too, if not an author himself, which is asserted, but 
doubtful, was, like bis guardián, a lover of letters and the 
inspirar of the Rhymed Chronicle callad by his ñame; and 
the court of Pedro the Cruel could boast of a famous Jew 
poet and philosopher Rabbi Sem Tob, who wrote in Castilian 
verse endless moral proverbs, mainly derivad from Arab and 
Jewish sources, but dignified in tone and novel in the form of 
presentation.

The famous historian and courtier also, Pedro López de 
Ayala, was the favourite of Pedro the Cruel, whose ñame he 
has handed down to eternal infamy. A faithless servant, a 
type of the shifty noble of the day, he desertad each master 
in succession as his fortune waned. He was on the wrong 
side at the battle of Najara (1367) and was capturad by the 
Black Prince, being carried prisoner, we are told, to Eng- 
land—or, as is more probable, to Gascony—and at the great 
battle of Aljubarrota, in which Juan I I  of Castile was signally 
defeated by the Portuguese (1385), López de Ayala was again 
made prisoner and kept in grievous durance in an iron cage 
for many months. This man, of vast and varied experience, 
of noble birth and exalted position, delighted, like the Prince 
Don Juan Manuel, in putting down in black and white rec
ords of what he had seen and learned in his long life jour- 
ney. He is best known by his Chronicle of the Kings under 
whom he served; but though his historical style carries with 
it greater conviction than that of his predecessors and con- 
temporaries, it lacks the lightness of heart and the touch of 
humour with which Froissart describes some of the scenes 
in which López de Ayala also took part. It is, however, in 
the Rimado de Palacio, a long poem written in his oíd age, 
that López de Ayala shows his best gifts—a powerful social 
satire, which anathematizes unmercifully every vice and folly 
of the age in which he lived, With a self-revelation which
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bears tlie impress of sincerity, he, like the jolly Archpriest 
of Hita, lashes his own weaknesses as severely as he does 
those of his fellows, and the conviction forced upon the 
modern reader of Palace Rhymes is that the fourteenth- 
century Castilian had nothing to learn in the way of wicked- 
ness from his countryman of the twentieth. Other books, 
and many translations, were written by the Chancellor 
López de Ayala, but he is remembered only for a history 
which fixes for ever his master, King Pedro of Castile, 
as an atrocious monster, and a poem which brands the 
society among which he lived as utterly vicious and con- 
temptible.

This, briefly, was the State of affairs in Castile and León 
when, in 1369, Henry of Trastamara, the bastard son of Al
fonso X I , ascended the throne over the murdered body of 
his half-brother, Pedro the Cruel. The new king was con- 
fronted with a host of difíiculties. He had to satisfy the 
nobles who had placed him on the throne, but he dared not 
aliénate the towns, several of which still stood faithful to the 
memory of the legitimate king. The nobles themselves, 
moreover, were split up into antagonistic, self-seeking fac- 
tions; and, above all, Portugal, Navarre, Aragón, and Eng- 
land were opposed to the usurpen Fernando of Portugal was 
a great-grandson of Sancho the Ferocious of Castile, and 
claimed the crown, while Constanza and Isabel, the two 
daughters of Pedro the Cruel, were married to the two Eng- 
lish princes, John of Gaunt and Edward, Earl of Cambridge— 
afterward Duke of York— t̂he eider of whom aiso asserted 
his right to the throne of Castile.

In these circumstances it was necessary, above all things, 
for Henry I I  to gain friends after he had punished the King 
of Portugal and the Moors of Granada for their respective 
aggressions on Spanish soil. The tendency of his legislation 
in the first two Cortes at Toro after his accession (1369 and 
1371) was therefore oí a character to gain the confidence of
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the towns.* The robbers and malefactors, high or low, who 
made the roads unsafe were to be severely punished, and a 
more stringent statute oí labourers than ever was decreed, in 
which not only were wages and hours of work defined, but 
the prices fixed for all the common árdeles of consumption. 
But what was of far greater importance than all else was the 
complete reorganization of the legal procedure which was 
adopted by these Cortes.

It has already been explained that the primary jurisdic- 
tion, both civil and criminal, with the exception of cases 
concerning the clergy, was in the hands of the municipalities 
and the feudal possessors of great tributary fiefs (honores) 
respectively; but in every case a final appeal had lain to the 
sovereign. For this purpose successive kings had always, 
from later Gothic times, attached to their court certain offi- 
cers who might advise them on legal points. These officers, 
as in other countries, became in time a sort of tribunal, whose 
decisions were confirmed by the king; and by the code of 
Alfonso the Learned (1274) this tribunal was regularly con- 
stituted. Twenty-three lay court alcaldes were appointed— 
nine in Castile, six in Estremadura, and eight in León. Three 
of the Castilians and four Leonese were always to accompany 
and advise the king in turn, and sit every morning from early 
mass to high mass; and the king himself is enjoined to sit 
in judgment and to be accessible to all litigants three days 
a week before breakfast, and to devote the time after break- 
fast to receiving the nobles who wished to petition or consult 
him. Alfonso’s long absences from the country and the tur-

* One of the most extraordinary concessions given by Henry was 
that granted in answer to a petition from the Cortes of Burgos in 1367, 
during his first domination. It was to the efíect that representatives 
of the burgesses chosen by the towns should sit in his couttcil with 
the nobles and prelates who had hitherto composed it. These popular 
councillors were called homes buetios (good men), and consisted of 
twelve persons—two from Castilian towns, two from León, and the 
same number from the kingdoms of Galicia, Andalusia, Toledo, and 
Estremadura. This grant was confirmed at Toro in 1369.
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bulence of his reigii liad caused these arrangemeiits to fall 
into desuetude, and new rules to a somewhat similar eííect 
were niade by Fernando IV  and Alfonso X I, the latter of 
whom, in the Cortes of Madrid in 1329, fixed two days a 
week for business—Monday for governmental affairs and 
Friday for the hearing appeals and civil and criminal causes, 
when he should sit, “ vvith his alcaldes, homes buenos of the 
towns, and the council.”

But by the “ order on the administration of justice ” de
creed by Henry I I  in the Cortes of Toro (1371), a regular new 
code of legal procedure was adopted, the permanent Cancel
lería or Audiencia was established as a court of appeal, seven 
of the judges (oidores) being bishops, and in addition to 
these, eight alcaldes from various divisions of the realm were 
appointed to accompany the king and advise him on judicial 
niatters in cases of final appeal from the decisions of the high 
court. The Audiencia thus established entirely took out of 
the hands of the nobles the judicial power, and in a few 
years the Audiencia was permanently seated at Valladolid, 
where it continued until the present century the principal 
legal tribunal in Castile. At the same time the functions and 
powers of the primary judges in the towns and in the rural 
districts were defined, and practically the whole judicial edi- 
fice assumed permanent form. It was specially decreed that 
the administration of justice should not bé in the hands of 
nobles, but of men learned in the law, and in every case the 
verdict was to be in accordance with the local charter. It was 
ordered in the same Cortes that all the fortresses in the open 
country should be dismantled, and not rehabilitated without 
the king’s consent; and this and other similar enactments 
gave to the chartered towns and middle classes an amount 
of independence and power greater even than they had ever 
previously enjoyed.*

* It was at this time that the nobles mainly moved into the towns, 
building their palaces (,casas solariegas) in the streets of the towns
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Having thus gained the towns to his side, tliough with 

sonie alienation of the noble class, Henry I I  renewed his 
war with the Portuguese pretender, whose own nobility had 
risen against him, and the King of Castile was able to reach 
the gates of Lisbon, which town he besieged. The Pope, 
however, patched up a peace by which Sancho, the King of 
Castile’s brother, was to marry Beatrice, the sister of the 
Portuguese king, while Fadrique, the bastard son of Henry 
II , was to wed the infant daughter of Fernando of Portugal, 
and another bastard daughter of Fernando was to marry 
Alfonso, an illegitiniate son of the King of Castile.

No sooner was this complicated peace treaty concluded 
than Henry was forced to proceed against Charles the Bad 
of Navarre, who had occupied some of the Castilian cities. 
This quarrel was also settled by the Pope, and Henry tiren 
found himself face to face with Pedro IV  of Aragón, who 
revived the oíd claim to the suzerainty of Murcia; and as a 
consequence John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, thought the 
time propitious to press his wife’s rights to the Castilian 
Crown.* But the English expeditionary fleet was defeated 
and destroyed by the Castilians oíf Rochelle (1372), and the 
English claim to Castile for a time was at an end, Henry of 
Trastamara himself dying a few years afterward (1379), leav- 
ing his eldest son, Juan I, as successor to his realms.

During the whole of the reign of Henry and of his suc- 
cessors the turbulent factions of nobles continued. They 
had become enormously richer by Henry’s grants, but their 
jealousy of each other had thereby increased; and though 
their quarrels kept the country in a turmoil, the confedera- 
tions of towns were unquestionably now the greatest power

which had hitherto paid them tribute. From this point also the 
municipalities began to decline.

* Pedro the Cruel and the Archbishop of Toledo both swore that 
the former was legally married to Maria de Padilla, and consequently 
that Constanza, Duchess of Lancaster, was legitímate. But there 
was only their word for it.
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in the State. Sonie of the disaffected nobles, disappointed 
at this condition of affairs, offered their support to one or 
other of the claimants to the throne; and Juan I, at the 
beginning of his reign, again found himself at war with Por
tugal. The result was another shuffling of the marriage 
cards, and Fernando of Portugal’s daughter Beatrice, who 
had been betrothed to the bastard Don Fadrique, was now 
nominally United to the Infante Enrique of Castile. This 
arrangement also fell through on the renewal of the war, 
thanks to the aid given by the Earl of Cambridge to Fer
nando of Portugal; and when another peace was negotiated 
by the papal legate, the same Princess Beatrice was married 
to the child Fernando, son of Juan I. But in a short time 
the wife of the latter died, and then it was finally settled that 
the much-betrothed little Princess Beatrice should be mar
ried to the King of Castile himself, bringing with her the 
heirship of the crown of Portugal and the future unión of 
the two countries.

Fernando of Portugal died immediately afterward, and 
Juan of Castile endeavoured to take possession of Portugal 
by virtue of his marriage treaty. But there was no love be- 
tween the Portuguese and the Spaniards; and the nobility of 
the smaller country, jealous of their independence, rose and 
murdered those of their number who were supposed to be 
favourable to Castile, and proclaimed as King of Portugal 
the Grand Master of the Order of Avis, Joáo, the bastard 
son of Pedro IV  of Portugal, who was supported by England 
against Castile, while France lent her aid to the latter. Battle 
alone could decide the question, and the two armies met 
(August, 1385) on the famous field of Aljubarrota, where 
with fearful slaughter the Castilians were routed, and the 
independence of Portugal was safe for two hundred years 
longer.

The military power of Castile was swept away on the 
terrible day of Aljubarrota. All the nation was ordered
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thenceforward to dress in mourning garb, but in the meati- 
while a gallant attempt was made to withstand the most for
midable pretender to the crown, who had seized the oppor- 
timity of invading Castile. While the Cortes at Valladolid 
were willingly assuming for the country fresh burdens in the 
fonn of levies of armed citizens and money payments, John, 
Duke of Lancaster, and his wife Constanza, daughter of 
Pedro the Cruel, were being crowned King and Queen of 
Castile by Richard II  King of England, with all the pomp and 
splendour that medieval courts could show. With a great 
fleet and an army of several thousand Englishmen, John of 
Gaunt entered Corunna in August, 1386, and supported by 
many Galician nobles and a Portuguese forcé sent by Joáo 
of Avis, Lancaster marched triumphant from Galicia onward 
into Castile, and it appeared as if nothing could withstand 
the Englishmen.

But a foe more deadly than the hasty levies of distracted 
Castile assailed them. The dreaded plague laid them low 
by thousands, panic and discouragement seized the host, and 
John of Gaunt was fain to make peace and abandon his hope 
of being King of Castile, though the marriage of his daughter 
Catharine with Henry, the heir of Castile,* secured to his 
descendants the crown he coveted (1387).

The hope of the nobility of Castile of being able to play 
off a pretender against their king having thus disappeared, 
they threw off the mask and openly claim'ed a greater share 
in the government, to the detriment of the towns. Their 
political power, however, was gone, and armed revolt was 
the only course open to them. But the purse strings were 
in the hands of the Cortes, the great armed forcé of the towns 
were at the Service of the king against the nobles, and wher- 
ever the latter rose they were crushed by the sovereign and

* For the first time Henry and his English wife assumed the title 
of Prince and Princesa of Asturias, which has been borne ever since 
by the heirs of the Spanish throne.
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the middle class in alliance. The representatives of the towns 
in Cortes, intoxicated with their own power, became ever 
more exacting. The Cortes of Bibriesca (1387), of Falencia 
(1388), and Guadalajara (1390) obtained from Juan I conces- 
sions which chained the craftsmen still closer to their em- 
ployer, and at the same time further reduced the nobles in 
political impotence. A special council of four lawyers, not 
nobles, but representatives of the towns, were to accompany 
the king in the exercise of his judicial power; questions arising 
in nobles’ fiefs were to be submitted primarily to the ordinary 
alcaldes, with appeal to the lord and finally to the king, and 
many other provisions were made which liad the effect of 
submitting the nobles to the middle classes in judicial affairs, 
as they had already been submitted in political matters. 
Juan I  gave way on all points, because it was clear that upon 
the towns alone he could depend; but his death, in 1390, 
leaving his heir, Henry I I I ,  a child of eleven, with the need 
for a regency, gave to the nobles a chance once more to 
assert the power of which they had been deprived.

The aristocratic class in Spain had not the cohesión for 
a common object possessed by the towns; treaties of unión 
between certain families to forward stated ends were com
mon,* but mutual jealousy and greed made general co- 
operation impossible for any length of time. When, there- 
fore, nine nobles, headed by the Archbishop of Toledo, 
obtained the regency during the minority of Henry I I I ,  it 
was a signal not only for discontent of many of their own 
order, but especially of the municipalities, whose power had 
up to that time remained unchecked. With a prodigality 
rivalling that of Henry of Trastamara, the regents distributed 
grants and privileges to nobles in order to win friends; but

* I am indebted to the Duke of Frías for particulars of many such 
agreements existing in his archives. Some of these treaties are offen- 
sive and defensive alliances against the world, others are for special 
objects.
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the towns, thanks to their legislative predominance, once 
more gained the upper hand. At the age of fourteen, in 
1393, Henry I I I  was declared of full age, and the Cortes of 
Madrid in the same year caused all the privileges and charters 
granted' by previous kings to be confirmed, and the whole of 
those conceded by the regents (except ecclesiastical grants) 
to be cancelled. This naturally threw the nobles into a State 
of revolt; but again, thanks to the support of the towns, the 
king’s forces were able to domínate the disorder, and once 
more the nobles of Castile were forced to watch and wait for 
another opportunity.

Henry I I I ,  while following the same course as his prede- 
cessors in cultivating the middle classes, still further weak- 
ened popular municipal independence by extending the prac- 
tice of taking the primary administration of justice out of 
the hands of the electivé alcaldes of his towns and appointing 
regidores, learned in the law, to townships, to act as magis- 
trates, although probably neither the towns ñor the king 
himself understood at the time that the introduction of the 
nominative principie into the municipal organization meant 
the corruption and decay of the commons,* and the develop- 
ment of Spain into a despotism, since the counterbalancing 
power of the nobles was being simultaneously destroyed by 
the king and the commons in alliance.

* If the towns did not understand this at the time, they soon 
afterward discovered it, for in the Cortes of Ocaña in 1422 a petition 
was adopted requesting that in future all civil and criminal jurisdiction 
should be vested in the municipalities of the townships, and that the 
king should not send a regidor except at the request of the towms 
themselves. This was granted, but under various pretexta the kings 
continued to send judges to the towns holding charters from the crown, 
and the petition of the Cortes was renewed twenty years afterward 
(1442). The practice, however, continued until it became general, and 
the nomination of the members of the municipality subsequently fol-' 
lowed. The towns holding charters from nobles were similarly in- 
vaded by their lords, who now usually lived in them, and were often 
made by the kings hereditary alcaldes and the like. The complete 
corruption of the representative System followed as a matter of course.
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The govemmeiit of Henry I I I  was popular and successful. 

Portugal was again taught a lesson that aggression upon a 
stronger power was dangerous (1398), while Castile, at peace 
with all the rest of the world, assumed a more important 
position in European politics than it had thitherto done, owing 
partly to the relationship with the English court * and partly 
to the desire of the Pope at Rome to conciliate the principal 
Spanish power and prevent her from wholly embracing the 
cause of the Spanish Anti-Pope at Avignon, Benedict X I I I  
(Pedro de Luna). The Canary Islands, too, were now first 
acknowledged as a fief of Castile by the adventurers who had 
taken them, and this gave to the kingdom its first possession 
beyond the sea and a valuable foothold for expansión toward 
the unknown south. The expansión toward the east was, 
as we have seen, the special policy of Aragón; but at least 
Castile in this reign sent forth embassies to the farthest Ori- 
ent, through Persia to Samarcand, to salute the victorious 
Tamerlane,f and kept up active diplomatic intercourse with 
other lands. When the prospecta of the country under Henry 
I I I  looked brightest, the young king died at the age of 
twenty-seven, leaving a child of two, Juan II , to succeed him, 
and once more Castile and León were exposed to the dan- 
gers of a long minority (1406).

But this time, at least, she was fortúnate in her regenta— 
the queen dowager, Catharine of Lancaster, and the king’s 
únele Fernando, one of the noblest personages of Spanish 
history. True to their usual tactics, the various factions of 
nobles endeavoured to arouse the jealousy of the regenta, 
and Catharine of Lancaster was inclined to listen to the whis- 
pered calumny that her brother-in-law aimed at the crown;

* The Queen of Henry III, it will be recollected, was Catharine 
of Lancaster.

I A curious account of this embassy will be found in English, 
published by the Hakluyt Society. It was written by one of the 
envoys, Gonzales de Clayijo.
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but Fernando’s transparent honesty and loyalty disarmed 
even her, and for six years Castile was happy, tranquil, and 
prosperous, Fernando governing the south and conquering 
a portion of the kingdom of Granada for his nephew, while 
Catharine ruled the northern provinces wisely and prudently.

When at length, in 1412, the “ Good ” Regent Fernando 
was called to accept the vacant throne of Aragón, Castile 
promptly fell a victim again to the greed, the jealousy, and 
the folly of her rulers. While Fernando lived, even though 
far away in Aragón, his authority and wisdom prevented 
Castile from lapsing into anarchy; but he died in 1416, and 
Catharine of Lancaster lived less than two years afterward, 
and then the struggle among the nobles for the regency com- 
menced. The towns in Cortes (1419) endeavoured to put an 
end to the contest by declaring the king of age, although he 
was only fourteen; but Juan I I  was weak, self-indulgent, and 
impolitic, and was soon enmeshed in the nets spread for him.

To the dismay of the towns, the nobles imposed upon 
him a council of 15 prelates and knights, whom he was 
forced to consult, and soon edicts were issued which placed 
in peril the privileges of the commons. But out of the crowd 
of showy and quarrelsome nobles who filled the court there 
emerged one who overshadowed them all, and with the 
haughty despotism of a Wolsey and the prodigal magnifi- 
cence of a Gaveston or a Buckingham ruled Castile and the 
king with a rod of iron for nearly twoscore years. Alvaro 
de Luna was the bastard son of an Aragonese noble and 
nephew of the Anti-Pope Benedict X I I I ,  who had been Arch- 
bishop of Toledo and had brought his nephew to Castile.

It might have been supposed, under the circumstances, 
that Alvaro de Luna, when he had entirely gained control 
of the king, would have aided his order to obtain political 
predominance; but, like most favourites, his first thought 
was for himself personally, and his second for the king to 
whom he owed everything. Never, surely, was a favourite
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more avid of titles and grants than this. Seventy towns and 
strongholds acknowledged him as lord; he was Constable of 
Castile, Grand Master of Santiago, with dukedoms and earl- 
doms in addition; his revenues were greater than those of 
his king, and his State surpassed that of any sovereign Cas- 
tile had ever seen. But if he was insatiable for gain, he 
had no desire to strengthen or enrich either of the two 
contending political elements, the nobles or the commons; 
and the consequence was, that the nobles, at least, nearly 
unanimously declared against him, and to the day of his 
tragic death were his bitter, sleepless enemies.

The struggle for the first few years was’ doubtful; and 
early in his career Alvaro de Luna was banished the king- 
dom; but Juan I I  was lost without his guide and master, 
and finding that the nobles were more insolent and aggres- 
sive after the favourite’s departure than before, the latter 
was summoned to return and reinstated with all honour 
in his supreme power. The king’s cousins of Aragón and 
Navarre *  had to be defeated in the field before the minister 
was allowed to exercise his office in peace, for with a con
siderable forcé they had invaded Castile at the invitation of 
the jealous nobles, and only in presence of a Castilian army, 
gathered primarily to íight the Moors of Granada, were the 
Aragonese and Navarrese infantes forced to accept a truce 
of five years, during which they agreed to leave Alvaro de 
Luna alone. After gaining a victory over the Moors, Alvaro 
again fell a victim to the intrigues of the nobles and went 
into banishment, only to be recalled with all haste as soon 
as Juan I I  could free himself from the influences by which 
he was surrounded.

On one occasion early in his reign the king was seized 
in his own castle of Tordesillas by his bold first cousin Henry 
of Aragón (son of the “ Good ” Regent) and held prisoner

*Juan II ’s paternal aunt had married Charles the Noble of Na
varre, while his únele Fernando had been elected King of Aragón.

Alvaro de Luna and Juan II ¿4$
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until he consented to Henry’s marriage with Juan’s sister, 
Catharine of Castile. Later, in 1439, it was proposed that Juan 
I I  of Castile, the King of Navarre, Henry of Aragón, Henry 
of Castile, the son and heir of Juan II , who had joined the 
discontented nobles ágainst his father’s favourite, Alvaro de 
Luna, and the nobles themselves, should meet in Tordesillas 
and the neighbouring Simancas and peacefully arrange 
their respective difficulties. But so low was the morality 
of the time that none of the parties would put themselves in 
the power of the others without security.

There seems to have been only one man generally re- 
spected in the court of Castile, Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, 
the “ Good ” Count of Haro, and to his solé keeping were 
given the two towns where the august assembly was to 
meet. On his personal pledge that none should come to 
harm the conference took place,* but the peace was of short 
duration; for five years afterward a general unión of nobles 
was eííected, with the aid of the Aragonese and Navarrese, 
to dethrone Juan I I  and elevate his eldest son Henry to 
the throne. But the forces of the towns supported the king 
and his favourite, and the rebels were crushed at the battle 
of Olmedo (1445). Juan I I  had married in his early boy- 
hood his cousin María of Aragón, by whom he had only 
one son, the rebellious Infante H enry; but as the king was 
now a widower (1445), Alvaro de Luna, unfortunately for 
himself, arranged a marriage between Juan I I  and the In
fanta Isabel of Portugal, who after her marriage made com- 
mon cause with the nobles against the favourite. Alvaro 
adopted his usual high-handed means of punishing their 
disorders, but on this occasion the young queen was at the 
ear of her husband and persuaded him that the minister was

* The Count de Haro wrote an interesting chronicle or account 
of the meeting, which was published many years afterward. To his 
lineal descendant the present Count de-Haro (Duke of Frias) I am 
indebted for abstracts of the highly interesting set of documents in his 
archives relating to the “ Seguro de Tordesillas.’’
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usurping the royal authority. Judgmeiit and punishment 
followed swiftly. The fallen favourite, stripped of his wealth 
and honours, was executed at Valladolid in 1453,* but the 
loss of his friend broke the heart of Juan II, who died within 
a year.

Juan I I  was unfortunate in living when he did. Peace- 
loving and aniiable, one of the greatest patrons of letters 
who ever ruled in Spain, he was not without considerable 
gifts of mind, but utterly unfitted to hold the reins of gov- 
ernment in a State during the crucial period of struggle be- 
tween the aristocratic and democratic principies. Alvaro de 
Luna, though greedy and intolerant, ruled on the whole not 
unwisely, with a view to the increase of the power of the 
Crown, and with a strong king to support him the latter 
might have become supreme over both elements, as his great- 
grandson did.

But though his long reign was politically a failure, it 
marks a period of social splendour at court and almost uni
versal luxury such as had never been seen in Spain before; f 
while Castilian letters, under the patronage of the king, 
reached one of those culminating points of development

* A vivid description of the scene by a contemporary is given in 
the Chronicle of Juan I I : “ Then he set to unfasten the collar of 
his doublet, and drew around him his long robe of blue camlet with 
its lining of fox fur; and when my lord was lain upon the scaflold, 
there carne to him the headsman and prayed that he would pardon 
him; and embracing him, he thrust his danger into his neck, cut off 
his head, and hanged it upon a hook, where it stayed for nine days.

t  The general spread of extravagance in dress had given a fresh 
Ímpetus to the manufacture of fine stuffs and gold tissues in Spain. 
Probably at no period was the garb of the people so rich and ex- 
travagant as now. A perfect craze for magnificence existed, reach- 
ing in different degrees all classes of the community. The Cortes 
at Palenzuela, held in 1452, deplored to the king the unbridled extrava
gance of the age, and begged him to re-enforce the ferocious sumptu- 
ary laws of Alfonso X I. The king, in reply, admitted that the law was 
a dead letter, and that the taste for splendour of dress had passed all 
bounds; but he must have seen that the strict law of one hundred years 
before was now impossible, and nothing was done. The king says
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which appear in Spain at intervals of about two centuries. 
With the advance of culture and the arts of peace the oíd 
rough epics of an earlier time and the didactic verse that 
followed had become unfashionable; and in the early fif- 
teenth century, both in the courts of Castile and Aragón, 
lyric poetry and chronicles of romantic incident became the 
rage. From King Juan I I  and Alvaro de Luna downward 
almost every noble and knight wrote verses of some sort; 
and of the 136 poets who wrote the songs in the Cancionero 
General (Valencia, 1511), probably more than half belonged 
to the court of Juan II , while in the Cancionero de Baena 
the proportion must be still larger. Music, dances, theatrical 
interludes,* and poetic competitions were the favourite diver- 
sions which kept the king amused, while Alvaro de Luna 
governed according to his will.

Much of the new tendency, both in prose and verse, de- 
rived its Ímpetus from the introduction of Italian literature 
into Spain. Already the writers of the sister península had 
far outstripped, both in matter and elegance, the more primi- 
tive attempts of the Spaniards in the same direction. Venice, 
Pisa, and Genoa, even Bologna, Milán, and Padua, were 
richer and in more intímate relation with the world than were 
the Spanish towns; and the polished work of Guido Caval-

that silks, gold tissue, and brocadas are now ordinary wear, and that 
bullion trimmings, marten fur, and ermine linings are worn even by 
persons of low estáte. “ Actually,” he says, “ working women now 
wear garments that are only fit for fine ladies; and people of all ranks 
sell everything they possess in order to adorn their persons.” An 
Eastern trait that lingered long in Spain.

* In the Chronicle of Juan II we are told that on the occasion of 
the visit of the king to Soria, in 1436, to meet his sister, the Queen 
of Aragón, “ there were great festivals, and the juglars and mimes 
entertained the court with music, dances, and comic actions ” ; and 
again, when the “ Good ” Count de Haro entertained, in 1440, the 
Queen of Navarre and her daughter, the bride of Henry, Prince of 
Asturias, at his town of Briviesca, “ there were dances of knights and 
gentlemen in the palace, and mummers and bullfights and cañe 
tourneys.”
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canti, of Dante, of Petrarca, and of Pistoja had to a great 
extent supplanted in Spain, especially in Castile, the earlier 
romances of the Provengal troubadours and the sententious 
didactics of the Jews and A rabs* Affectation and precios- 
ity marred the attempts of many of the fine gentlemen of the 
day to write in verse; the pedantry of the matter and the sub- 
tlety of the manner crushed out most of the grace of their 
Italian or Latin models; but when they forgot for a moment 
their learning and their metrical ingenuity and allowed their 
pens free play, the oíd Spanish fecundity of imagination and 
of word carne out in full luxuriance, and sufficient good work 
of this sort survives in the cancioneros and elsewhere to ren- 
der the reign of Juan I I  of Castile one of the bright spots in 
Spanish literary history. The revival first found expression 
in the person of Enrique de Villena, a prince of the house of 
Aragón, whose contemporary fame has hardly been indorsed 
by posterity. He deserves to be remembered, among other 
reasons, because he was in all probability the first author 
of a regular drama in Spanish in the form of an allegorical 
comedy, which, however, has not survived. He also for the 
first time, in the same language, wrote a so-called treatise on 
the art of poetry, and especially busied himself in the forma- 
tion, both in Aragón and Castile, of institutes for the promo- 
tion of poetic writings.f These were regular chartered cor- 
porations, which held competitions and examinations with 
great State and solemnity, and Enrique de Villena, in his

* Almost the last specimens of this school which were written in 
the time of Juan II were the Libro de Enxemplos, a collection of 
moral short stories by Clemente Sánchez, some of them from Oriental 
sources, and the Libro de los Gatos, translated from the Narrationes 
of an English monk. Odo of Cheriton (Fitzmaurice Kelly, History 
of Spanish Literature).

t  He relates that Juan I of Aragón, who endowed the first of these 
colleges of Troubadours, sent a regular embassy to the King of 
France begging him to send from Toulouse superintendents to con- 
duct the institution. None of these colleges lasted after the fashion- 
able craze for poetry had passed.
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Gaya Ciencia, addressed to the Marquis de Santillana, gives 
a most interesting account of one of these ceremonies, at 
which he presided, at Barcelona.

Great, however, as was Don Enrique’s fame during his 
life, his learning—or, as we should say, his pedantry—was so 
great as to arouse serious suspicion that he had sold himself 
to the devil. His famous pupil and successor, Don Iñigo 
López de Mendoza, Marquis de Santillana, one of the greatest 
nobles in Spain, was saved from the opprobrium which was 
attached to overmuch display of learning, although even he at 
the present day seems insuííerably pedantic. His light ballads, 
pastoral songs, and sonnets, breathing alternately the taste of 
Italy and Provence, but still with a fragrance of Spain, mark 
him out as a true poet, though probably the writer looked 
upon them as ephemeral toys in comparison with his slashing 
poetic political attack upon Alvaro de Luna after his death,* 
or with his dramatic dialogues and collections of proverbs.

More Italian still was his contemporary courtier Juan de 
Mena, the Cordovese, upon whom are generally fathered any

* This is rather a remarkable poem in 53 stanzas, called El 
Doctrinal de Privados (The Favourite’s Doctrinal), and malees the 
shade of the dead minister recite his ovm faults and follies and 
deduce the lessons to be learned from his life and death.

“ Abrid, Abrid, vuestros ojos 
Gentios mirad a mí.
Quanto vistes: quanto vi.
Fantasmas fueron, y antojos.
Con trabajos, con enojos.
Usurpe tal señoria.
Que si fue, no era mia.
Mas endevidos despojos.

“ Casa, Casa, guay de mí!
Campo á campo allegué 
Casa agena no dejé 
Tanto quise quanto vi 
Agora pues ved aqui 
Quanto valen mis riquezas 
Tierras, villas, fortalezas 
Tras quien mi tiempo perdí.”
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unappropriated works of his time, good or bad, but whose 
turgid verbosity gives the first sign of the decadence in form 
which invariably follows a period of activity in Spanisli letters.

The writing of chronicles, too, went on apace, and with 
ever-increasing skill in the presentation of facts, that of Juan 
I I  being especially noticeable for its merit as history and its 
vigorous Castilian, while that of Alvaro de Luna sophistic- 
ally represents the great minister as he must have appeared 
only to his most abject flatterer. The writers of these two 
chronicles are uncertain; but the first historian of his age 
was unquestionably the nephew of oíd López de Ayala, Fer
nán Perez de Guzman, whose Generaciones y Semblanzas 
furnishes us with vivid, lifelike portraits of the great per- 
sonages of the court of Henry I I I  of Castile, in which the 
author lived and wrote.

This age— the fifteenth century—was therefore one of re- 
nascence and matmdty in Spanish literature. The particular 
form in which overfloridness and decay were inevitably to 
come was indicated—though perhaps then unseen—by the 
circumstances of society at the time. Iberian imagination, 
as usual when aroused, ran riot. The wars were no longer 
sacred crusades, in which spectral saints and heavenly 
crosses led the chosen Spaniards to victory; they were 
greedy squabbles between rival petty kings, all closely re- 
lated, or faction fights of quarrelsome nobles, out of which 
nothing heroic could be drawn. What was left, then, upon 
which the hungry fancy of the Spaniards could fasten ? Moral 
tales, rhymed proverbs, even heroic romances and warlike 
epics, had had their day. But nebulous foreign countries, as a 
background for imaginary personal adventures, were a new 
field, and upon it Spanish writers and readers cast themselves 
ravenously. The embassies sent by Henry I I I  to the East and 
elsewhere have already been mentiond. One of the envoys, 
Clavijo, told his story with as many marvels as those of Sir 
John Mandeville or of Marco Polo’s wondrous tales. The
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Chronicle of Count de Buelna, Don Pero Niño, by his 
squire, Diaz Gamez, tells a story of brave adventures in far 
countries partly no doubt true; and the tale of that glori- 
fied tournament, in which one knight, Suero de Quiñones, 
and nine friends challenged the world for his mistress, and 
ran 600 tilts in a month (July, 1434) must have set aflame the 
minds of scores of fine gentlemen on the lookout for stirring 
episode to chronicle. From the recording of vaguely mar- 
vellous events which could happen but to few, to inventing 
them, which might be managed by many, was not a very 
long step, though it took time. Some Portuguese— Ĵoáo de 
Lobeira or another—had written at the beginning of the four- 
teenth century a wild Celtic story of love and adventure— 
childish and silly it seems to us now, but it was doubtless very 
real to the unspoiled literary palate of the day. It treats of the 
loves of shadowy princesses and knights in far-away Britain; 
but poor as is the story of Amadis of Gaul, it carne to Spain at 
a psychological moment, when the literary imagination re- 
quired food. The book was translated into Castilian—per- 
haps many early versions were made, but they have all disap- 
peared—and by the reign of Juan I I  it passed freely from 
hand to hand in manuscript, was eagerly read, and familiarity; 
with its incidents and personages became the fashion. Then 
followed a deluge of imitations, each one more marvellous, 
more florid, more preposterous than its predecessor, until at 
last Cervantes swept away the whole brood with the relentless 
besom of his satire.

The fifteenth century in Spain saw chivalry and knight- 
errantry raised by the overflowing imagination of the people 
to a cult. There was nothing peculiarly magnanimous or 
generous in the character of the race itself, as we have seen 
by the facts of its history, though the idea of personal exalta- 
tion by sacrifice always appealed to it strongly; and the 
note struck by this new overpowering craze was that of in
dividual distinction and pre-eminence by self-denying devo-
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tion to some person or abstraction—the same feeling which 
led the early Christians of Cordova to insist upon martyrdom, 
and at a subsequent period filled the hermitages and cloisters 
of Spain with fierce ascetics who scourged and mortified the 
flesh and fed the hellish fires of the Inquisition, whose vic- 
tims, too, were similarly inspired. First had come the rough 
cantares de gesta, the wild tales of Bernardo del Carpió, of 
the Seven Infantes de Lara, and of the Cid; then the more 
polished but equally extravagant romances of the French 
trouvéres; and now the romantic tales of Celtic origin, where- 
in gallant gentlemen in far-oíí lands, by superhuman bravery 
and self-sacrifice, won the love of peerless damsels, and, 
what was of more importance still, personal prominence over 
all other men. Fed by this flood of exuberant rubbish, the 
nation formed a false standard of honour and conduct, and an 
exaggerated notion of its own qualities. Knights and ladies 
—nay, as we have seen, even working people—full of tírese 
stories of knight-errantry, strove to dress and Uve up to the 
stilted romantic idea. The evil seed fell upon fertile soil, 
for the Spaniard ever clutched at an excuse for deceiving 
himself into the belief that he was an individual apart; and 
thus at the opening of the modern era of the world he be- 
came a wool-gathering visionary, thirsting for vague adven- 
tures in far countries, but loath to do steady work in his own.

A. D. 1400 TO A. D. 1460 

Summary of progrese during this period
With the continued struggle between the privileged and popu

lar elements a further increase had, in appearance, been made in 
the political power of the Castilian towns. But decadence had 
already begun. The gradual and insidious encroachment of the 
power of the kings over the town councils, as described in the 
text, sapped the strength of the representative institutions at their 
root, while the perfect frenzy of extravagance in dress and ex- 
penditure which had seized upon all classes naturally led to cor-
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ruption and laxity in public and prívate aífairs. In the kingdoms 
of Castile the degeneracy was also now becoming marked in in
dustrial production. The victory over Islam in Spain had abol- 
ished a great incentive, and once more the wealth that flowed in 
from all sides in payment for the beautiful things exported was 
causing reaction and a relaxation of energy. The new Ímpetus 
indeed was spending itself. In literature a similar tendency was 
evident. Although now at the acmé of its vogue in the courts, 
and a fashionable pastime, literature was assuming vicious forms, 
which led to decadence. The craze for tales of chivalry which 
dominated Spain at this period is another symptom which in 
time led to decay both in natiorial character and letters. This 
period is also remarkable for the attempts of Castile to vie with 
Aragón in extending foreign relations. The first possession out- 
side the Península belonging to Castile was the Canary Islands, 
now formally taken possession of. Embassies to Tamerlane and 
other distant potentates, commercial treaties with England, and 
so forth, show that Spaniards were already tired of plodding, 
profitable labour, and were yearning for other excitements now 
that the centuries of constant wars with the infidel were ended.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

Although Spain during this period was overflowing with verse 
pf all degrees of goodness and badness, she contributed little to 
the permanent delight of the world, most of the spirit now per- 
vading her literature having been borrowed from Italian origi
náis, which simultaneously reached other nations and were 
adapted by them according to their respective tastes. The writ- 
ing of chronicles in Spanish prose, however, distinctly advanced, 
and its form and style exerted some influence on the production 
of similar work in other countries. The new element now con- 
spicuous (though not exclusively peculiar to Spain) in such 
Spanish writing was the introduction of the personal interest 
in the general chronicle, and this naturally led to the invention 
of personal adventures and imaginary voyages which subsequent- 
ly so profoundly influenced the prose literature of Europe. The 
popularization of the tales of chivalry in Spain at this period, 
which spread a taste for them throughout Christendom, was an
other sign of Corning decadence, which had a vicious effect not 
only upon Spain, but upon the world at large.
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C H A PTER V III

FRO M  ANARCHY TO O RD ER— U N IFIC A TIO N  B Y  T H E  FA ITH

Aragón— Conquest of Naples—Navarra—Henry IV (the Impotent) oí 
Castile—Pacheco, Marquis of Villena—Beltran de la Cueva—The 
Beltraneja—Deposition of Henry in effigy—Isabel the Catholic of 
Castile—Her marriage with Fernando of Aragón—Civil war in 
Castile—Death of Henry—Accession of Isabel—Her strong 
policy—The Santa Hermandad—The Cortes of Toledo, 1480—Re- 
forms in the administration and judicatura—The Inquisition— 
Reasons for its establishment—Persecution of the Jews—Sym- 
pathy of the populace with religious intolerance—Granada—The 
discovery of America—Some reasons for the cruelty of the first 
explorers—The objects of Aragón—W ar with Franca—Gonsalvo 
de Cordova— Conquest of Naples—Some fateful marriages— 
Death of Isabel—Fernando and Philip—Jiménez and the persecu
tion of the Moriscos—Death of Philip— Ĵuana the Mad—Fer
nando seizes Navarra—Death of Fernando.

T h e  death in 1409 of Martin of Sicily had left his father, 
Martin the Humane of Aragón, without a male heir, and at 
the request of the Cortes that he would appoint a successor 
before his death, the king took the extraordinary course of 
summoning the representatives of all the many claimants to 
plead the cause of their principáis. The oíd king himself, 
who died in 1410, while the question was pending, was sup- 
posed to favour his grandson Fadrique, the legitimized son 
of Martin of Sicily, who had succeeded his father to the throne 
of his island, though he had been specially excluded by a 
deed of legitimization from that of Aragón; but each of the 
claimants had a section of the people behind him, and the 
choice was surrounded by danger and difficulty.

255
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The Catalan Cortes took the initiative by considering the 

merits of the various claims at their meeting in 1410, and sub- 
sequently entered into negotiations with the parliaments of 
Aragón and Valencia, with the result that three delegates 
were appointed by each of the three Cortes to meet at Caspe 
in 1412 and choose a king. The six competitors were 
promptly reduced to two, namely, Don Jaime, a descendant 
in the male line of the royal house of Aragón and lieutenant 
general of the realm, a man respected and beloved, and above 
all an Aragonese, and, second, Don Fernando of Castile, 
the “ Good ” Regent, who was a son of the late King Martin’s 
sister.

For three anxious months the nine delegates in secret 
conclave discussed the weighty question which was to decide 
the late of Aragón and of Spain, and at length the great 
gifts and noble character of Fernando the “ Good ” Regent 
prevailed. In the public place of Caspe a great scaííold was 
erected, and after a sermón from the future Saint Vicente 
Ferrer, Fernando was proclaimed King of Aragón (June, 
1412), to the joy of the vast populace from the three realms 
who had assembled to do their new sovereign honour.* 
Only Jaime and Fadrique, of all the claimants, disputed the 
choice; but Aragón, unlike Castile, was fortunately ruled by 
a purely parliamentary government, in which all classes of 
the people were represented, and the revolts against the 
choice were of short duration. Fernando was crowned with 
all State and honour in Zaragoza early in 1414, and the

* Fernando’s hereditary right was much inferior to that of Jaime 
and some other of the candidates, but it must not be forgotten that 
the Crown of Aragón had never entirely lost its electivo character, 
though it was understood that the choice of king was confined to the 
reigning family. The delegates were sworn to choose according to 
“ God, justice, and good conscience,” and were not bound simply to 
examine the legal aspect of the various claims. Although the Salic 
law was not operativo in Aragón, the tendency generally was in favour 
of the exclusión of the female line, and in this case, as in that of the 
succession of Petronilla, expediency appears to have been the guide.
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unfortunate Fadrique of Sicily, Count de Luna, deprived 
and a fugitiva, died in Castile, while Jaime passed the rest 
of his life in the fortress of Jativa.

Fernando thus found himself, at the age of thirty-six, 
King of Aragón, Valencia, Majorca, Sicily, and Sardinia, 
and Count of Barcelona; but, true to the Aragonese ideal, 
he endeavoured to extend still further the influence of his 
country in the Mediterranean by negotiating a marriage of 
his second son, Juan, the Governor of Sicily, with that ex- 
traordinary woman, Joan of Naples. She, however, changed 
her mind, as was her wont, before her young bridegroom 
carne, and she married instead a French suitor, the Count 
de la Marche, her affianced Aragonese being then wedded 
to the Princess of Navarre.

Femando was wise and just, but the outspoken freedom 
of the three national Cortes with which he had to deal was 
hard for a Castilian prince to brook, accustomed as he was 
to the more humble representations of Cortes mainly con- 
sisting of burgesses. In Barcelona, in 1416, one of the depu- 
ties addressed the king in terms so insolent that Fernando, 
though he suppressed any manifestation of his anger, left 
the City in a rage, and died at Igualada a few days afterward. 
His son Alfonso V, who had married a sister of Juan I I  of 
Castile, succeeded to his throne, and still more to the tra- 
ditional foreign policy of his country; for it was the crown- 
ing ambition of Alfonso to be a great Mediterranean poten- 
tate, and most of his reign was passed in Italy, while his 
wife governed as Regent of Aragón, and his three brothers 
intrigued and fought ceaselessly in the wretched squabbles 
of the nobles of Castile with their weak king and his favourite; 
and in the quarrels of the neighbouring Navarre.

While Alfonso V  was endeavouring to subdue his island 
of Corsica (1420), Joan of Naples, who was again in difficul- 
ties and had imprisoned her new husband, sent to beg Al
fonso to help her against her enemies, in exchange for

18
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which she promised to adopt him and make him her heír. 
Alfonso was received in all honour by the fickle queen, whose 
capital he occupied; but she soon got tired of the airs of 
proprietorship of her adopted son, and chose as her new 
heir his hereditary rival in his Italian policy, Louis of Anjou, 
whose house thenceforward preferred a double claim to the 
Neapolitan throne.

With varying fortunes Aragón sustained for the next 
eleven years a constant war with the Angevin and Genoese 
forces, sometimes aided by the Pope, for the possession of 
the kingdom of Naples. At length, in 1435, a few months 
only before the death of Joan, the Aragonese fleet was com- 
pletely defeated by the Duke of Milán, and Alfonso and his 
two brothers fell into the hands of their enemies. A change 
of Pope, the defection of the Duke of Milán, and a new 
shifting of the intrigue soon afterward enabled the Ara
gonese once more to take the field against René of Anjou, 
the brother of Louis, who now claimed the crown, In 1442 
Naples was captured by Alfonso V, and though Pope 
Eugenius had at first formally granted to René of Anjou 
the investiture of the kingdom, Alfonso V  thenceforward, 
till his death, reigned with the papal blessing as King of 
Naples and Sicily, and failed not to cast his eyes still farther 
east and to dream of rescuing Constantinople from the 
threatening horde of Turks which soon afterward over- 
whelmed the Empire of the East. When, at length, this 
strong and ambitious Alfonso of Aragón died, in 1458, his 
bastard son Fernando inherited the Italian kingdoms, while 
his brother Juan, who had in right of his wife already taken 
possession of the kingdom of Navarre, now became also King 
of Aragón.

In the course of this history only very slight reference 
has been made to the little Spanish kingdom of Navarre. 
Shut in by Castile and Aragón, and inhabited by a popula- 
tion (the Basques) which had remained racially sepárate
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from the other Spanish peoples, Navarre had exerted little 
or no infiuence in the making of the greater nation. With 
parliamentary institutions which had developed on the same 
lines as those of Aragón and Catalonia, where the legislative 
chamber consisted of the three orders of citizens—nobles, 
clergy, and burgesses—acting in concert as a check upon 
the Crown, and where society had grown out of an aris- 
tocracy, there was little or no sympathy with Castile, where 
it had developed from a confederation of self-governing 
communities. For centuries the connections of Navarre had 
therefore been chiefly with Aragón and with the lordships 
of the South of France; and by successive marriages of heir- 
esses of Navarre, French dynasties had ruled over the little 
Spanish Navarrese kingdom as well as over territories on the 
other side of the Pyrenees.

By the death of Charles the Noble, in 1425, the male line 
of Evreux became extinct, and the crown fell to his daughter 
Blanche, the wife of Juan of Aragón, who on the death of 
his brother Alfonso V, in 1458, became King of Aragón. 
Blanche herself had died in 1441, and her son Charles, Prince 
of Viana, had then legally become entitled to the crown, 
with remainder to his sister Blanche, though at his mother’s 
dying wish he agreed not to assume the style of king while 
his father, Juan I I  of Aragón, lived. The latter, turbulent, 
ambitious, and unscrupulous, had with his brothers inter- 
vened constantly in the Castilian struggle of the nobles 
against Alvaro de Luna, and in one of the crises of the con
test he had married, after Blanche of Navarre’s death, the 
daughter of Henriquez, Admiral of Castile, the leader of the 
party opposed to Alvaro.

When once more Alvaro de Luna was victorious at Ol
medo (1445), and Juan of Aragón retired to his son’s realm 
of Navarre, Juan’s new nonroyal wife, proud and ambitious, 
soon stirred up bitter strife against her stepson, the young 
Prince of Viana, the rightful King of Navarre; and the little
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kingdom was divided into two warring factions. In 1452, 
Juan II, on his departure for another attack on Alvaro de 
Luna in Castile, sent his wife to Navarre as joint regent 
with the Prince of Viana, and a civil war between father and 
son broke out. The Castilians did their best to aid the son, 
for his sister Planche was married to Henry IV  of Castile; 
but Charles of Viana was defeated, and imprisoned by his 
father in the castle of Monroy. Juan’s own future subjects, 
the Aragonese, indignantly remonstrated with him in Cortes 
for his treatment of his heir, and insisted upon his release. 
But soon the discord in Navarre again broke out, and the 
unhappy Prince of Viana fled from his father’s anger to the 
court of his únele King Alfonso at Naples, while civil war still 
desolated his country.

On the death of Alfonso V  of Aragón, in 1458, and the 
succession of Juan I I  to the thrones of Aragón and Sicily, 
the young prince retired to study at a monastery near Mes- 
sina, and in the meanwhile his many friends planned a mar- 
riage for him with the Infanta Isabel of Castile, and brought 
him to Barcelona. His enraged father there treacherously 
seized and imprisoned him. Catalonia sprang to arms, and 
Juan I I  in alarm again released his son; but the latter died, 
almost certainly poisoned, immediately afterward, to the 
indelible disgrace of his father.

Few faets of history have aroused so much controversy 
as the tragic life and death of this amiable but cruelly ill- 
used young prince, and the reason of his father’s relentless 
persecution of him. It was certainly not his own ambition; 
but, on the other hand, those who defend his father point 
to the fact that if it had been his wish to seize the crown of 
Navarre and incorpórate it with Aragón he would not, as 
he did, have allowed the prince’s sister Eleanor and her 
French husband to take possession of the government as his 
viceroys, and to succeed at his death. The true heir was 
Blanche, formerly Queen of Castile, but now repudiated by
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her contemptible husband, Henry IV , and living in retire- 
ment; but she, by the connivance of her father, who hated 
her as much as he did her dead brother, was handed over 
to the tender care of her younger sister and heir, who was 
married to Gastón de Foix, and she was poisoned in their 
castle of Ortez (1462).

The Catalans could not forget their king’s treatment of 
his son and danghter, and continued in arms against him, 
and more especially against his brave and masculine wife, 
Juana Henriquez. For years civil war raged in the princi- 
pality of Catalonia, never again to be free for any great length 
of time from attempts to sepárate from the rest of Spain. 
Artful Louis X I, by a sharp bargain, temporarily got the 
territory belonging to Aragón north of the Pyrenees in pay- 
ment for the little aid he gave to Juan and his Castilian wife; 
while the wretched Henry IV , King of Castile, Rene of Anjou, 
and his son, the Duke of Lorraine, all lent more or less 
efíectual aid to the revolted Catalans. Barcelona held out 
for years; the bold spirit even of Juana Henriquez failed, 
and she died in 1468 while the struggle still raged. But the 
King of Aragón, aged now and almost blind, still fought 
on, poisoning his enemies when he could, encouraging his 
bastard son, the Archbishop of Zaragoza, the commander 
of his armies, to strike hard and spare not. Broken by age 
and sickness, borne down by his heavy burden of sin as he was, 
he must have seen nevertheless that he had not striven in vain. 
His daughter Eleanor was, it is true, his regent for the 
mountain realm of Navarre, which might pass to her French 
posterity; but all the rest of Spain was clearly now destined 
to pass under one sceptre, and that would be wielded by his 
descendants, for his only son Fernando, by his beloved 
Juana Henriquez, was already married to her who wore the 
Crown of Castile.

Fernando was a fit son of such a father. Young as he 
still was, he had already proved himself able, cautious, reti-
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cent, greedy, and utterly unscrupulous; and as Juan I I  
neared his grave, in 1479, he may well have thought that 
the dreams oí his forefathers would at last come true, and 
that the King oí Aragón, Count of Barcelona, with the added 
wealth of Castile behind him, niight hold within his grasp 
not the Mediterránea!! alone, but a new and grander Ori
ental empire, from which the Cross had finally chased the 
Crescent.

It is now time to return to the stirring contemporary 
events in Castile, where the death of Juan I I  (1454) had 
elevated his rebellious son Henry to the throne. The new 
king, big of limb, tawny, shaggy, and lymphatic, was never- 
theless a poor, soft creature from whose weakness the am- 
bitious nobles thought that at last they might wring the 
concessions which should give to them the upper hand in 
the State. Like his ancestor Henry II, he began by granting 
fiefs, titles, exemptions, and pensiona with so lavish a hand 
as to provoke the jealousy of the nobles against each other, 
and this to some extent neutralized the danger to the state. 
As before, “ leagues ” and “ unions ” of nobles were formed, 
in which three or four families by solemn covenant bound 
themselves together in offensive and defensive alliance against 
all the rest; but the jealousy was so great that there was no 
possibility of a general confederation of the orden

The man who at first received the lion’s share of the 
king’s favours, until the amount of his wealth was a scandal, 
was Don Juan Pacheco, whom Henry’s father, Juan II , had 
appointed as his son’s principal minister.* Upon this fortú
nate but insatiable personage, who later became Marquis de 
Villena, the jealousy of less favoured nobles was accordingly 
concentrated; and once more Castile and León were reduced

* The whole of these grants, and a great mass of other papers 
connected with this personage, are in the archives of his descendant 
the Duke of Frias, who has kindly furnished me with full abstracts 
of them. Others are printed in the Documentos Inéditos, vol. xiv.
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to  a State ak in  to  a n a rch y  b y  th e  feuds of th e  n ob les a g a in s t  
e ach  o th er.

Pacheco had commenced by making terms by which the 
long dispute with Navarre was settled,* greatly to his prívate 
advantage; but the only way in which the discontent of the 
nobles could be silenced was to employ them in a war which 
promised to enrich them at some one else’s expense. The 
Moors of Granada were always fair game, and the divided 
coñdition of the little Moslem kingdom invited attack. Call- 
ing a Cortes at Cuellar, Henry, King of Castile, accordingly 
delivered a speech to the deputies deploring the luxury and 
idleness of the age, and proposing that so godly and neces- 
sary a task as the extirpation of the enemies of the faith 
should be undertaken without delay, to which course the 
Cortes consented.

War against the Moors had continued intermittently for 
niany centuries, as we have seen, and at some periods, espe- 
cially under Saint Fernando, considerable zeal had been 
exhibited in the promotion of religious feeling in connection 
with it; but, withal, the primary object of the Christian ad- 
vance had for hundreds of years been the recovery of territory 
rather than the destruction of the infidel; and this speech of 
Henry IV  marks the change of feeling which had taken place 
as a result of the increased power of the Church and the estab- 
lishment of the Papal Inquisition.

* As an instance of how such afíairs were managed at the time, 
it niay be mentioned that the conditions of peace were that, on pay- 
ment of 3,500,000 maravedis, the Queen and King of Navarre (i. e., 
Blanche of Navarre and her husband, Juan of Aragón) agreed to de- 
liver to King Henry all the towns and territories they held in Castile 
except the townships of Chinchilla, Alarcon, Albacete, Tobarra, 
Yecla, Sax, the castle of Garci Muñoz, Villarejo de Fuentes, and San 
Clemente, and some others, which were to be handed over to Juan 
Pacheco. All the principal Castilian towns held by the Navarrese 
therefore became the property of the favourite, while the nation paid 
3,500,000 maravedis for the possession of some insignificant villages 
that are not even mentioned in the treaty.
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Henry gained neitlier honour ñor profit in the three suc- 
cessive campaigns against Granada, although his incursions 
extended into the íertile Vega itself; for the king was weak 
and unwarlike, eager for the display of soldiering, but un- 
willing to suífer its risks and hardships. The greedy nobles, 
disappointed of their expected booty, again broke up into 
leagues, some of which even conspired against the king him- 
self, whose complete ineptitude was now patent to all. He 
had been divorced from his first wife, the unfortunate Blanche 
the younger of Navarre, on the ground of impotence, al
though at the same time he was carrying on intrigues with 
some of her ladies, and, to the disgust of many of his nobles, 
married in 1462 the Princess Juana of Portugal, whose 
ostentatious favour to Don Beltran de la Cueva, with the 
humiliating compliance of the king, was a crowning cause 
of discontent to the court.

As grants and favours were showered upon Beltran— 
soon to be Count de Ledesma and Grand Master of Santiago 
—the other nobles, under Pacheco, sulked and plotted with 
Juan I I  of Aragón and Navarre. In vain Henry IV  en- 
deavoured to keep Pacheco in his interest by more splendid 
benefactions to him than ever; in vain was the same favourite, 
with the Archbishop of Toledo (Carillo) and some other 
nobles, given full power (May, 1461) to arrange internal 
peace on any terms; but with Beltran de la Cueva boasting 
openly of being the queen’s lover and flaunting the king’s 
favour, no peace was possible. The difficulty was increased 
when the queen gave birth to a daughter in 1462, and the 
king summoned the nobles and the Cortes to take the oath of 
allegiance to the infant as heiress to the throne.

This was too much. The discontented nobles met at 
Burgos, under Pacheco and his únele, the Archbishop of 
Toledo, and protested against the recognition of the infant 
Princess Juana—the Beltraneja, as she was called in irony—■ 
whose birth was said to be notoriously illegitimate. The
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king’s younger brotlier Alfonso, a boy of eleven, was adopted 
as heir, and an ultimátum was sent to Henry. The king 
was suspiciously ready to come to terms, and agreed to the 
recognition of liis brother as heir, on condition that the latter 
married his infant niece, “ the Beltraneja.” Beltran de la 
Cueva also surrendered to Alfonso the grand mastership of 
Santiago, which made him almost a petty sovereign, in ex- 
change for the dukedom of Alburquerque; and Pacheco, 
now Marquis de Villena, his únele Alfonso de Carillo, Arch- 
bishop of Toledo, and the representatives of the lower nobility, 
were commissioned by Henry to propose remedies for the 
troubles which afflicted the country.

They met at Cigales, and the report they presented, in 
December, 1464, must have come as a shock to the king, for 
it went so far as to cast doubts upon his orthodoxy, and 
evidently portended the intention of the nobles to dethrone 
him; while at the same time the commissioners condemned 
to banishment or prison all the partisans of Beltran de la 
Cueva.* The latter was suíhciently strong to prevent the 
recommendations from being carried out, and the discon- 
tented nobles retired to Avila, where they took the extraor- 
dinary course of dethroning the king in effigy with a cere- 
mony eminently characteristic of the romantic feeling then 
prevalent in Spain.

Outside the walled city, on an eminence in the dehesa,

* The draft of the memorial is in the Frias archives, and warns 
the king: i. To send away from his side all the Moors who are with 
him, and to cease from favouring them—rather, indeed, to persecute 
them and confíscate their property. 2. That he should again make 
war upon Granada. 3. That he should favour the ecelesiastieal judges, 
and allow the bishops to celébrate their congregations and synods. 
4. That he should appoint a proper confessor, and confess and receive 
absolution at least once a year. 5. That he should pay punctually the 
obligations of the country, and cease to make demands for money; for 
there liad never been so many demands as in the years 1461 and 1462, 
and if there was any need to impose fresh burdens, it should only be 
done by consent oí the fhree estafes. The gist is in the last two words.
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a splendid throne was erected on which was seated a figure 
dressed in mourning, but decked with all the emblems of 
royalty (July, 1465). With blare of trumpets and challenge 
of heralds the king in person was summoned to appear; 
and then, in his absence, the solemn indictment against him 
was read, and one by one the regal attributes were plucked 
from the figure. The warlike archbishop tore from its brow 
the Crown which indicated sovereignty; Count de Plasencia 
removed the sword, the emblem of jUstice; another noble 
snatched the sceptre of government; and, finally, the disman- 
tled effigy was cast down with contumely, to be torn to pieces 
by the crowd.

The Kings of Castile had always been sacrosanct; from 
the.time of the later Visigoths their office had been sacer
dotal as well as regal; and this awful ceremony, of which 
spectators afterward spoke with bated breath, could only 
be explained by the belief that the king’s religión was un- 
orthodox—another sign of the times which must not be for- 
gotten, Then, with all reverence, the boy Alfonso was pro- 
claimed king in place of the deposed Henry, and most of 
the great cities of the south and centre rallied to the nobles 
and their new puppet.

It was clear to Beltran de la Cueva that he must fight 
or fall. Furious denunciations were issued against King 
Alfonso, Pacheco, the archbishop and his friends; and all 
Spain was forced to take sides. The armies met at Olmedo, 
that of the nobles being led by the fiery Carillo, Archbishop 
of Toledo, who was wounded in the fray, while Beltran com- 
manded the army of the king; but both sides claimed the 
victory, and the battle decided nothing. The boy king 
Alfonso had been piling grant upon grant in favour of 
the insatiable Pacheco, but the latter now turned round, and, 
for a consideration, promised Henry to make peace. But 
matters had gone too far, and Pacheco’s influence with the 
nobles had waned. A period of absolute anarchy then pre-
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vailed for a time over Castile. Little leagues of nobles and 
of towns fought against each other or defied all comers alike, 
and the v̂rit neither of Henry ñor of Alfonso was worth the 
paper upon which it was written outside the strongholds of 
their partisans. In 1468 the promising little Prince Alfonso 
died of poison at Cardeñosa, near Avila, and for a moment 
the chances of Henry IV  the Impotent looked brighter; but 
the nobles had not far to look for another puppet, though 
this time they found one very different from any they had 
dealt with before.

Isabel of Castile, the half-sister of the king, a daughter of 
Juan II  by his second wife, Isabel of Portugal, was sixteen 
years of age. She was already an example of piety and of 
learning, and had proved herself tactful and prudent in her 
relations with the king, in whose family she had lived until 
the partial pacification after the battle of Olmedo, when she 
had for her own safety’s sake sought refuge with Alfonso 
and the nobles. When Alfonso died she retired to the Ber- 
nardine nunnery of Saint Ana, at Avila, and when the nobles 
sought her there to hail her as queen she dutifully and diplo- 
matically declined the proffered honour, and oífered to nego- 
tiate between the nobles and the king. The nobles were re- 
luctant, but they had no one in whose ñame they could act 
but Isabel, and she stood firm. She rightly preferred a legal 
Crown in the future to an illegal one in the present, and the 
terms to which Henry was forced to submit were sufficiently 
humiliating for him, while quite safe for his sister.

There has always been considerable doubt as to the ille- 
gitimacy of the rival claimant to the Castilian succession, the 
queen’s daughter Juana, the Beltraneja, the king having 
sworn both that he was, and was not, the father; but the 
evidence brought to light in our own times considerably 
strengthens the idea that she wa's the legitimate daughter 
and heiress of the king. The nobles and churchmen were 
certainly unscrupulous enough to brand the unfortunate
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child as a bastard if it suited their interests, as they thouglit 
it did in this case; and her exclusión from the throne in any 
case was merely a political intrigue for which her alleged 
illegitimacy was a pretext. How íar Isabel herself can be 
held responsible for the injustice to her niece is open to 
question. She was a young girl who in such a matter would 
necessarily have to be guided by others; and with the great- 
est ecclesiastical dignitary in Spain and the highest nobles 
in the land assuring her that she, and not the Beltraneja, was 
the rightful heiress to the crown, it is not surprising that 
she, with her vast ambitions and exalted ideas, should have 
believed them.

Henry IV  accepted the conditions which she imposed, 
and in a Jeronomite monastery at a place called Toros de 
Guisando, in 1468, the nobles and prelates there assembled 
took the oath of allegiance to Henry as king and to Isabel 
as heiress of Castile and León. The poor Beltraneja was 
thrust aside and the Beltraneja’s mother divorced; a Cortes 
was convened to díctate to the wretched king new remedies 
for the nation’s maladies, and it was solemnly stipulated that 
Isabel should not be forced to marry against her will or wed 
any one without the consent of her brother. There was reason 
for these stipulations, for at least two attempts had been made 
by the rival factions to marry her to their own nominees 
since the death of her affianced, the unfortunate Prince of 
Viana.* But the question was one of vital importance for 
the country, as evidently Isabel herself understood. Louis 
X I  coveted her for his brother. Richard, Duke of Gloucester 
(Richard III),'offered his hand, as did other suitors less splen- 
did; but Isabel had no notion of allowing Castile to become 
an appanage of England or of France, and her plan for her 
country was to absorb rather than to be absorbed.

* The nobles had trled to forcé upon her for a husband Pacheco’s 
brother, the Grand Master of Calatrava, and the court party had be- 
trothed her to Alfonso V of Portugal, the brother of the queen.
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The tendency generally had been toward possible national 
unión between Castile and Portugal rather than between Cas- 
tile and Aragón, for reasons which have more than once 
been stated; but those who have followed the concurrent 
history of the two Spanish realms here told will understand 
that a point had now been reached where the national aspira- 
tions of either country could only be attained by aid of the 
added strength of the other. The discoveries of the Por- 
tuguese along the coast of Africa, and the important com- 
mercial results which the possession of the Canaries had 
brought to Castile, were opening the eyes of men to the 
valué of new possessions beyond the sea. The kingdom 
of Granada was ripe for Christian capture, and when that 
was effected the whole of Moslem Morocco lay open to the 
attack of the Castilian; but nothing could be done without 
the assurance of aid of a first-rate maritime power like Ara
gón. The latter kingdom, on the other hand, shut in now 
more than ever by the French and bitterly opposed by the 
Venetians and Genoese, saw her expansión from Sicily toward 
the east cut ofí unless she had behind her also the population 
and wealth of Castile and León. That the clever, wicked 
oíd Juan I I  of Aragón and his still more able son Fernando 
saw this is certain, and there is every reason to believe that 
young Princess Isabel saw it too; but the archbishop and 
the nobles who so successfully intrigued to bring about the 
marriage of the two heirs were probably moved mainly by 
the fact that if they joined Aragón to their political party 
nothing could withstand them, and that the legislative posi- 
tion of the nobles of Aragón was much more powerful than 
that of the Castilian aristocracy, who were now ousted from 
parliament by the towns.

King Henry and the court party, headed now by the un- 
scrupulous Juan Pacheco, battening still on further grants, 
opposed the match strenuously, and negotiated with the King 
of Portugal for the unión of the Beltraneja with his heir, and
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the simultaneous proclamation oí her legitimacy. But the 
Church was 011 the side of Isabel, and the people followed 
suit. Pacheco boldly endeavoured to kidnap Isabel írom 
Madrigal, and elabórate plots were made to intercept and 
murder Fernando if he should enter Castile. In disguise, 
again so characteristic of that romantic age, the bridegroom 
amid many dangers ran the gantlet of the Pacheco and 
Mendoza leagues, and was married to Isabel of Castile with 
frantic public rejoicing, though with but modest ceremony, 
within the strong walls of the faithful city of Valladolid 
(October, 1469), whither the bride had been borne by the 
warlike Archbishop of Toledo and his troops. The condi- 
tions imposed by the Castilians upon the bridegroom were 
far from pleasing either to Fernando or his astute father, and 
on one occasion it seemed as if no bargain would be struck; 
but doubtless Fernando accepted the treaty, as was his wont, 
with intention of violating it,* for he undertook to respect 
the customs and laws of Castile, to recognise Isabel as the 
solé governor of Castile and joint sovereign of Aragón, and 
not to leave Castile himself unless with his wife’s consent, 

News of the marriage carne to King Henry’s court like 
a thunderclap, for it meant ruin to the Pachecos and Men- 
dozas, who had opposed it; and the violation by Isabel of 
her pledge at Guisando, not to marry against the king’s will.

* This was obvious from Fernando’s behaviour on Isabel’s acces- 
sion to the throne (1474), when he set up his own claim to be King of 
Castile as the sénior male representative 6f Fernando the Good, Re- 
gent of Castile (the elected King of Aragón), and wished to take 
precedence of his wife in her own realm. Isabel was firm but concili- 
atory in the matter, and, not entirely to Fernando’s satisfaction, an 
agreement was arrived at by which they were to reign jointly, and all 
royal grants, charters, coins, etc., were to bear both ñames; but Isabel 
kept in her own hands the ecclesiastical patronage and the finances of 
Castile, while the commanders of fortresses in her realm were to hold 
their castles at the disposal of the queen alone; so that she, and not 
her husband, commanded the ultímate resources in arms and money of 
her realm.
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was made an excuse for again disinheriting her and proclaim- 
ing the Beltraneja the rightful lieir to the crown. A Cortes 
was summoned to take a fresh oath of allegiance to her, but the 
deputies from the towns carne not. The court faction of nobles 
ihet, however, in October, 1470, and paid homage to the young 
Beltraneja princesa, who was then solemnly betrothed to 
the Duke of Guienne, the brother and heir to Louis X I .*

Once more the leagues of nobles split up, many deserting 
Isabel for her rival, and for a time Fortune smiled upon the 
Beltraneja; for Aragón was at war with France over the 
provinces of Roussillon and Cerdagne, which, it will be recol- 
lected, had been pledged to Louis X I, but had revolted and 
again joined Catalonia. Fernando of Aragón was forced to 
leave his young wife in her modest court at Dueñas, and 
with a body of Castilian horse hurried to fight the French. 
He behaved well, and he with his astute father managed to 
make peace with Louis X I  on excellent terms for themselves.

By the time he carne back to Castile the star of the Bel
traneja had sunk again. The folly, the weakness, and the 
rapacity of her putative father, the dignified wisdom of Isabel, 
and the influence of the Church had again drawn away from 
the king and his daughter the balance of support, and the 
French husband from whom so much was expected had been 
poisoned. There was practically no central government. 
Municipal corporations, leagues of nobles, individual chiefs 
in their walled castles, and territorial lords within their juris- 
diction kept some sort of order and fought against each other; 
but each went his own way, changing sides or selling his 
adherence at his pleasure, and over all anarchy reigned.f

* The marriage treaty signed by Louis X I  is in the Frias archives. 
It is also curious to see in the same archives the numerous grants 
and bribes given to Pacheco (Marquis de Villena) by the various 
suitors for the princess’s hand, especially the Kings of Portugal and 
France, and of course by his own king.

t  The calamitous State of affairs was fully understood by the writers 
of the day. Two famous sets of satirical coplas survive, namely, the
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Happily, in 1474 the wretched Henry the Impotent died, 
and Isabel ascended the throne of Castile. She was at Sego- 
via at the time of her brother’s death, and was there pro- 
claimed queen in December, 1474, not without some protests 
on behalf of the Beltraneja; and early in the following year 
(1475) the Cortes of Segovia solemnly paid Isabel homage. 
The claims of Fernando upon his wife’s crown for a time 
threatened trouble, which was only overeóme by the wisdom 
of Isabel and the recognition by the Cortes of their child 
Isabel as heiress to the throne.

But a greater danger than this succeeded. The nobles 
who had sided with the Beltraneja, strengthened now by 
the same Archbishop of Toledo who had formerly opposed 
them, appealed to the ambitious Alfonso V  of Portugal, who 
crossed the frontier with a powerful army, was betrothed to 
his niece, the Beltraneja, on whose behalf he claimed the 
crown, and oceupied the strongholds of Toro and Zamora. 
Fernando was at first obliged to fall back from Toro, for 
Louis X I  caused a diversión in favour of the Beltraneja by 
invading Biscay; but Isabel was a host in herself, and was 
already idolized by her people. Summoning a Cortes at Me
dina del Campo in August, 1475, she appealed eloquently 
for their aid against the foreigner who sought to impose a 
sovereign rtpon Castile. The towns voted the aids she re- 
quired, the Church worked manfully in her favour, and be- 
fore the end of the year she had strong re-enforcements ready 
to join her husband’s army. The decisive battle took place

Coplas del Provincial and the better known Coplas de Mingo Re
vulgo, which give a striking picture of the prevailing anarchy, and 
the contempt with which the writers looked upon the turbulent 
upper classes. Mingo Revulgo consists of 32 stanzas, representing 
a dialogue between two shepherds—Mingo Revulgo, who takes the 
side of the mass of the people, and Gil Aribato, the spokesman of the 
aristocratic classes. The result of the colloquy is to cast the blame 
upon the king and his court and to praise the modérate and sober 
middle class.
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in February, 1476, near Toro, where the Portuguese were 
utterly routed and the hopes of the Beltraneja were crushed 
for ever. In the treaty of peace that followed it was arranged 
that the unfortunate princesa should marry the child Infante 
Juan, heir of Fernando and Isabel; but the Beltraneja was 
weary of being married and unmarried to please others and 
retired to a convent in Portugal, where- she ended her days, 
while the heir of Portugal married Isabel, the baby daughter 
of the Queen of Castile. The rebel nobles gradually carne in 
and gave their submission to their new sovereigns; Louis X I  
oííered an alliance and perpetual friendship to the important 
power now formed by the unión of Castile and Aragón; and 
when Juan I I  of Aragón died, in January, 1479, Femando 
and Isabel, “ the Catholic kings,” two governing geniuses 
of the highest order in their respective ways, reigned over 
the confederated realms of Castile, León, and Aragón.

The problema before them were manifold and difficult, 
especially in Castile, where the weakness of the successive 
kings of the house of Trastamara had allowed the nobles 
to get out of hand, while enormously increasing the posses- 
sions of the territorial lords. Their turbulent “ leagues ” 
made an effective central government impossible; but what 
was of much more importance was that under their influence 
and that of the kings the power of the middle class in the 
Cortes had declined. In the reign of Juan I I  the number 
of towns having the right of representation in Cortes was 
reduced to 17, and the nomination by the kings of nobles 
as hereditary alcaldes, together with the appointment of 
official corregidores, enabled the sovereign in many cases to 
dictate the choice of representatives to Cortes to please 
himself. The voting of the regular and extra subsidy with- 
out question had, moreover, given grounds to the sover
eign for looking upon this, at least, as a tribute which 
might be levied in any case, and for considering that the 
right of the Cortes to question supply only extended to fur-
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ther demands over and above tlie regular amount annually 
denianded.

The greed and ambition oí all classes had indeed caused 
the collapse of government in Castile. The nobles, by claim- 
ing exemption from national burdens, had rendered their 
own exclusión from legislative power possible; the middle 
classes, then all-powerful in Cortes, had, not unnaturally, 
devoted the whole of their efforts to curtailing the privileges 
of the nobles, the Church, and the craftsmen; and in their 
turn had been divested of much political power by the sov- 
ereign after the crown had fallen into the hands of factions 
of nobles, which made it the mere instrument of a party or 
a favourite. In these circumstances, with all classes divided, 
it only needed a strong monarch to seize power for himself 
and to turn Castile into a despotism.

It was far otherwise in Aragón. There the feudal power 
of the nobles had been, it is true, to a great extent destroyed 
by Jaime I and Pedro I V ; but both in Aragón and Catalonia 
the two orders of nobles had coalesced with the burgesses 
to prevent the complete dominance of the crown, and the 
result was not only the existence of a strong concrete par- 
liament, in which all classes were represented, but a judicial 
System practically independent of the sovereign.

For the present, therefore, the principal need of the new 
monarchs was to centralize the dispersed political power in 
Castile in their own hands. Their first step in this direction 
testifies to their wisdom. The strongest and most respect- 
able institutions that had existed before the ambition of the 
nobles had thrown the country into anarchy were the brother- 
hoods of the chief cities. These were again resuscitated for 
the purpose of raising a military pólice of 2,000 horse and 
nunierous archers, to be commanded by the king’s brother 
and paid by the confederated municipalities,* for the purpose

* A tax of 18,000 maravedís was imposed upon every hundred 
householders to defray the expense.
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of clearing the roads of robbers and disturbers of the peace, 
high and low. The Holy Brotherhood, as it was called, 
possessed its ovvn summary judicial courts, a board of magis- 
trates being chosen by the confederated cities to decide, with- 
out appeal, all causes sent to it by the alcaldes of the towns 
or villages. Without mercy and without truce the country 
was swept of malefactors. The nobles, large and small, who 
had lived upon rapiñe, the masters of the great military 
orders which had degenerated into fraternities of freebooters, 
were dismayed. This from a new queen was more than they 
expected, and they protested and remonstrated, but in vain, 
for the Holy Brotherhood combined was stronger than any 
federation they could form, and the queen herself was in
flexible. She had gained the whip hand, and she meant to 
keep it. She herself was everywhere, travelling on horse- 
back with a swiftness which astonished and alarmed her sub- 
jects. Scores of sinister castles were razed to the ground, 
and their knightly robber owners fled abroad.

The great Cortes of Toledo of 1480, one of the most 
important ever held in Spain, at the queen’s initiative ordered 
a new codification of the laws; a complete reform of the 
judicial System was eííected, and five councils were estab- 
lished, respectively to deal with foreign questions, petitions 
to the sovereigns, Aragonese afíairs, the pólice organization, 
and finance. Fernando himself undertook to sit in court 
to judge supreme appeals every Friday, and in the course 
pf a very few years the governmental and judicial organiza- 
tions worked like clockwork, the roads were safe, the towns 
were comparatively prosperous, and the royal exchequer, 
which was empty and hopeless on Isabel’s accession, was 
flourishing.

All this was not done without persistent opposition from 
the nobles, whose privileges and powers were one by one be
ing stripped from them. They were prohibited from erecting 
fresh castles; the privileges of coining money, which had been
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scattered broadcast, were withdrawn; the lavish grants of 
Crown lands and rent charges, made to them by the later kings, 
were abolished by the Cortes of Toledo, to which they were 
specially invited to attend íor the purpose of pleading their 
own cause. But they were disunited, jealous of each other, 
inheriting ancient family feuds; and the greater grandees, who 
had principally profited by the grants, were hated by the 
smaller nobles. There was nothing for them, therefore, but 
humbly to bend their heads to Isabel and Fernando, and to 
surrender what was required of them in order that they might 
be allowed to enjoy the rest. The vast estates of the military 
orders, too, of which the administration had become a scan- 
dal, were gradually taken possession of by the crown as the 
masterships fell vacant, and the knights in future were paid 
by fixed pensions, the masterships being usually retained in 
the royal family in virtue of bulls subsequently obtained from 
the popes.

The fixing of the valué of money, the abolition of the 
inland customhouses between León and Castile, the curtail- 
ing of the privileges of the Mesta to appropriate the lands of 
others for grazing, the promotion of the industries of cloth 
weaving, the manufacture of arnis and the working of sil- 
ver, and the assistance given to shipbuilding in Andalusia, 
brought back to the towns much of the prosperity which 
had languished during the troublous times since the murder 
of Pedro the Cruel.

But there was still another direction in which the pre- 
science of Isabel and her husband saw that they must work 
if national unity was to be effected. In the earlier pages of 
this work we have pointed out that the geographical and 
ethnological circumstances of Spain made unification on the 
usual lines of the fusión of races and the creation of conimon 
interests almost impossible. We have seen that it took the 
greatest governing people the world ever saw—the Romans— 
centuries to establish even their partial bureaucratic unity in
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Spain, which fell to pieces when they left. The story we 
have had to tell of the reconquest has been one of constant 
internecine strife, without an indication that any one dreamed 
of Spain as forming a nationality. The nearest approach to 
such a feeling was during the later Visigoths, when the coun- 
try was ruled by councils of ecclesiastics, and again when 
all Spain joined in a crusade against the Moors in 1212.

The long centuries of struggle against Islam under the 
patronage of the Church had intensified the natural devo- 
tional fervency of Spaniards; and the romantic spirit of the 
fifteenth century, which we have already mentioned, carne 
still further to inflame men’s minds with thoughts of distinc- 
tion by sacrifice. Although the feeling against Mudejares 
and Jews, as foreigners living mysteriously apart and monop- 
olizing many lucrative crafts, had grown more bitter as time 
went on, there had been, in Castile at least, no systematic 
persecution on religious grounds, It has already been shown 
that the Holy Inquisition had existed in the Aragonese do- 
minions since early in the thirteenth century, while, owing 
to the opposition of Alfonso the Learned, it had practically 
flickered out in Castile. Even in Aragón and Catalonia the 
institution, though active, was comparatively mild in its 
punishments, and had been, of course, purely ecclesiastical 
and papal in its constitution. To the crafty Fernando, who 
had all his life been familiar with the institution, it seems 
first to have occurred that it might be utilized as an instru- 
ment for other ends than the enforcement of doctrinal uni- 
formity.

Castilians were jealous of anythlng coming from Aragón, 
and Isabel had taken care from the first to emphasize the 
supremacy of the Castilian sovereigns over their Church ; 
but religious exaltation was in the air, and the queen probably 
understood without dififlculty the advantages to be gained by 
harnessing the growing forces of bigotry to her own govern- 
mental car and driving them her own way. Not only might
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national unity be secured by the strict religious bond, and 
an irresistible impulse given to the conquest of Granada, but 
vast hoards of treasure might be obtained by confiscation of 
the property of recalcitrants, especially of Jews. The last 
reason was probably that which principally moved Fernando, 
and he lost no time after the accession of his wife in obtain- 
ing in conjunction with Isabel a bull from the Pope for the 
re-establishment of the Inquisition in Castile, and its re- 
organization in Aragón.

The first public note of intolerance, which must have 
convinced the monarchs that they were right, was struck in 
the Cortes of Toledo in 1480, where an oppressive set of 
laws was adopted against the Jews. They were prohibited 
from exercising the professions in which they exceded, and 
they were loaded with disabilities and insulting regulations. 
It was only after this that the Pope’s bull was made use of 
and the Inquisition was formally established in the Domini- 
can monastery of San Pedro and San Pablo, at Seville, early 
in 1481. In that year over 2,000 persons of Jewish and 
Moorish descent were burned in Andalusia alone for heresy; 
but the great holocaust did not commence until the appoint- 
ment, in 1483, of the queen’s confessor, Father Torquemada, 
a fierce Dominican bigot, to be chief inquisitor. Torque
mada was a man of great ability, and of unbounded arro- 
gance under the cloak of humility, and he liad made Isabel 
almost as bigoted and intolerant as himself. Fernando 
wanted money; Isabel wished for national unity by means of 
the faith, and the glory of having obtained it at any cost; 
Torquemada thirsted for the blood of heretics. All three 
were satisfied to the full. The Jews were the richest and 
most enlightened of the citizens of Spain. Many thousands 
liad already fled to cities in Castile where the Inquisition could 
not easily reach them; but those who could be indicted, and 
more especially those who liad professed Christianity and 
were suspected of having relapsed, were seized and tried by
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tlie stern Dominican judges, many thoitsands of tlie poor, 
harmless folk being burned alive during the next few years 
at the great quemadero outside Seville.

The Jews were hated for their wealth and exclusiveness, 
but the burning of them and the “ new Christians ” at this 
rate alarmed some of the wisest citizens of Castile, and even 
the Pope himself took fright and attempted, but unsuccess- 
fully, to stay the slaughter. The king and queen knew their 
own minds; and although the inquisitors at first found 
many of the gates of the principal Castilian cities shut against 
them, Isabel was despotic, the Jews were unpopular, and the 
dread tribunal was soon enthroned in every part of Spain— 
dark and merciless, stampiñg the souls of Spaniards with 
one device, which thenceforward was to be the mark of the 
race. The Aragonese, more free and outspoken than the Cas- 
tilians, protested against any infraction of the laws of the 
kingdom by the Inquisition, and murdered the inquisitor 
general in the cathedral of Zaragoza (i497) i but Fernando 
found the confiscations profitable, and turned a hard face to 
the remonstrances of his subjects. The vengeance of the 
Holy Office finally terrified even the rough Aragonese into 
partial submission.

The Jews of Catalonia and Aragón had reached a point 
of wealth and social consideration which had enabled them 
to ally themselves with many noble families, and the highest 
officers of church and State had Jewish blood in their veins. 
The Inquisition struck at the most powerful class first, and 
members of the greatest families, even royalty itself, were vis- 
ited by bitter persecution on the vaguest suspicion of a sym- 
pathy with Judaism. But though the Holy Office had its 
way on this occasion, the judicial charter of Aragón was en- 
lightened and just, the representative system was power
ful, and the Inquisition met here with a stubborn per- 
manent resistance such as it experienced in no other part 
of Spain, and jealous eyes watched for every attempt of
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the priestly judges to trench upon tlie special privileges of 
Aragón.

It would, however, be misleading to suggest that the 
ignorant masses of the people in any part of Spain looked 
upon the Holy Office with disgust. Their líate and envy 
of the Jews had been stirred up by fanatic priests for a cen- 
tury past, and of their own accord the mob had, in a burst 
of fury, massacred and despoiled Jews more than once, espe- 
cially in Barcelona in 1388. This persecution of the hated 
people by popes and kings was therefore applauded by the 
populace, because it flattered the latter and gave high sanc- 
tion for its violence and fury. The ignorant multitude wel- 
comed this new proof that they, who of course were ready 
to repeat any creed, were the salt of the earth, and better 
than their fellow-men. Their lust for blood, their craving for 
excitement, their personal pride, were all appealed to ; and 
there is no denying that the Inquisition, hated as it was by 
the better classes, was popular with the crowd.

Isabel herself, an exalted, almost hysterical bigot, but a 
great stateswoman, was doubtless convinced that the fumes of 
burned heretics were a grateful incense to the Most High; 
but she was equally sure that, if by terror and Torquemada 
she could dominate the souls of men, she would not have 
much difficulty in ruling their bodies. On the other hand, 
Fernando, with his vast plans which were to make little Ara
gón the dictator of Europe, needed funds above all things; 
and the confiscations of the property of Jews after a few 
years fell off. Every nerve had been strained to conquer 
for Castile the last foothold of the Moors at Granada, for that 
was necessary before the turn of Aragón carne; but when 
Granada was in his hands (March, 1492), then money Fer
nando must have for his own great purposes. The way he 
took to obtain it was probably the most economically unwise 
it is possible to conceive; but Fernando lived before the days 
of political economy.
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The popular feeling against the Jews liad become more 
and more bitter; and if the middle masses could be flattered, 
the clergy propitiated, and his own treasury filled at one 
stroke, neither the King of Aragón ñor his wife was likely to 
object out of any scruple about displeasing the Jews. From 
conquered Granada, therefore, went forth the fell edict that 
within four months every Jew—man, woman, and child— 
was to leave Spain or surrender his life at the end of that 
time. By a refinement of cruelty, the wealth which had 
brought upon them the hate of their neighbours was all to 
be left behind them. There were a quarter of a million Jews 
in the country, and amid scenes of heartrending brutality 
these poor people, oíd and young, sick and well, rich and 
poor, were driven from their homes and the land in which 
they had been born. On foot, and mostly penniless, they 
crowded the great roads to the seaports and to Portugal, 
thousands falling and dying by the wayside, starved, robbed 
of what little they tried to conceal, maltreated, and in many 
cases murdered. Those that were left of these people, many 
of whom were bred in luxury and opulence, the most learned 
and civilized citizens of Spanish birth, were driven forth to 
seek refuge in less savage lands, there to perpetúate the Span
ish speech of their forefathers,* and to bear for all time their 
Castilian ñames. But there was a lower depth of inhumanity 
still. The Jews were hounded out and their property con- 
fiscated; but dead men can make no claims and wreak no 
vengeance, and a bull was obtained from the Pope enjoining 
all Christian sovereigns to apprehend and send back to Spain 
such Jews as had reached their dominions. Fortunately for the 
sake of humanity, this brutal order was generally disregarded.

Another portion of the great task of national uniñcation

* The Jews throughout Turkey still speak Spanish, and I have 
before me, as I write, a newspaper of the present year (1900) pub- 
lished in Sofia, Bulgaria, and printed in Hebrew characters, but in 
the Castilian language. Its title is La Verdad.
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to which Fernando and Isabel set their hands was the final 
extinction oí Moslem rule in Spain.* The anarchical con- 
dition of Castile for a century had encouraged the kings of 
Granada to discontinué the payment of their tribute; and 
when Fernando, in answer to Muley Hassan’s advances for 
a new treaty of alliance in 1476, demanded the tribute, the 
Moor’s reply was a haughty and defiant refusal. Fernando 
was not ready for war, for he had not yet succeeded to the 
Crown of Aragón; but a Moorish raid and the capture of 
Zahara by the Granadans in 1481 gave the pretext to the 
Catholic sovereigns for a regular war of conquest, for which 
they were now prepared. The first move was the capture of 
the important Moorish town of Alhama by the Marquis of 
Cádiz and his followers, early in 1482; and the king and 
queen, with a great train of ecclesiastics, established their 
headquarters at Cordova, Fernando advancing as far as the 
conquered Alhama, whence their troops desolated the fertile 
plain of Granada without encountering serious resistance. 
Thenceforward for six years continual warfare was waged 
against the Moslems.

The incitement of the churchmen and the persecution 
of the Jews and new Christians had now fairly launched the

* This course, however, was not adopted without some resistance 
from Fernando, who wished first of all to recover from the French 
his counties of Roussillon and Cerdagne. He had in vain sent a 
formal embassy to the new King of France, Charles V III, demanding 
their restitution, in accordance with the promise and instructions of 
Louis X I  (1484). Fernando urged that it was the first duty to recover 
one’s own rather than to conquer that which belonged to others. 
“ If,” he said, “ the queen’s war against the Moors was a holy one, 
his against the French would be a just one.” The queen, however, 
had her way, though it was concealed under the decisión to carry on 
both wars at once, which was impossible, for the king was quarrelling 
with his Cortes at Tarragona, Catalans and Valenciana were almost 
mutinous because their representativos had been summoned to sit 
outside their respective dominions, and the Aragonese were bitterly 
jealous that the king was neglecting them for the sake of Castile, 
(Crónica de Pulgar.)
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Spanish people upon a fury of intolerance. They had always 
hated and scorned foreigners, even the men in tlie next town, 
but their reasons for hating them had been mainly racial and 
geographical. Now, innate cruelty, individual pride, a vivid 
imagination long fed with extravagant fables, religious and 
secular, and lust for unearned wealth, all combined under 
the eager blessings of the queen and the Church to make 
the Spaniards, as a race, relentless persecutora of those who 
dared to think differently from themselves. This was the 
new spirit in which the conquest of Granada was approached, 
and it would be idle to deny that it gave to the Christian 
Spaniards a cohesión they had never known before. This 
was the queen’s strength, and she knew it, though she prob- 
ably attributed it to the special interposition of God on her 
behalf, even as she had been taught that He had sent His 
chosen Santiago to lead tlíe forcea of her ancestors to victory 
over the infidel.

The kingdom of Granada was split by domestic discord. 
The first wife of Muley Hassan, a lady of Christian Spanish 
birth, sought to depose him in favour of her son Abu Ab- 
dullah (Boabdil). After the loss of Alhama the pretender 
was proclaimed King of Granada, and Muley Hassan fled to 
Malaga, where, and at Loja, he and his brother El Zagal in- 
flicted a series of disastrous defeats upon the Christians. But 
Boabdil, anxious to consolídate his own power in Granada 
and rival the victories of his father and únele, ventured to 
give battle to the Christians at Lucena, where he was cap- 
tured, and only liberated on his abject submission and the 
payment of a great ransom. When he returned to Granada 
as the humble tributary of the Christian he found his únele 
in possession; and during the civil war which ensued be- 
tween them the Christians successively took possession of 
Zahara, Ronda, Zalea, Loja, Modin, Velez Malaga, Malaga, 
Baza, Guadix, and Almería.

By the end of 1490 all that was left to the Moslem of
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the kingdom of Granada was the city and the surrounding 
plain, and early in 1491 Fernando sat down before the walls, 
swearing to maintain the siege until the last stronghold of 
Islam in Spain fell into his hands. Isabel herself was there, 
urging with her presence and her exhortations the Castilian 
knights to feats of personal valour. All that warlike Science, 
lavish expenditure, and merciless persistence could do to 
desoíate the surrounding country and reduce the city was 
effected by the Catholic queen. The wretched Boabdil, whose 
treachery and ambition had divided his kingdom in face of 
the enemy, was powerless to resist all the chivalry of Spain, 
supported by the tremendous influence of the Catholic 
Church and the burning zeal and tireless labours of Isabel. 
The Christian camp was burned by accident, but the invinci- 
ble spirit of the queen raised in its place a stone-built city, 
which she called Santa Fé, as an indication of her resolve 
not to move till Granada was hers.

As the iron band around the Moorish stronghold tight- 
ened Boabdil lost heart and hope, and in November, 1491, 
signed a capitulation to deliver the city within sixty-five days. 
But there was no need to wait so long. Boabdil, broken- 
hearted, deserted the realm of his forefathers, and beautiful, 
peerless Granada, the last bright jewel of Islam in western 
Europe, became a Christian city (January, 1492). Chased 
from the land wherein they had ruled for more than seven 
centuries, the Moslems might dominate Africa, or even 
threaten Europe from the East, but the west of the white 
continent was thenceforward to be Christian for all time. 
The fact was a great one, and the impression it produced 
upon Europe was profound, out of all proportion to the 
small military feat of the conquest of the petty kingdom of 
Granada; and yet an event which at the time appeared to 
be of secondary importance, was destined to have an enor- 
mously greater effect upon the Spanish people, and perhaps 
upon the history of the world.
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The circumnavigation of Africa by the Portuguese, and 
their arrival by sea at the Asiatic ports, had given an im- 
mense Ímpetus to cosmographic speculation. Among many 
busy brains that were occupied with the vast possibilities 
which were offered by the new discoveries were those of a 
Genoese mariner established in Lisbon, many of whose rela- 
tives had made adventurous voyages into the western and 
Southern Atlantic, and who himself had reached as far north 
and west as Iceland and as far south as the Gulf of Guinea. 
By reading and reflection he had come to the conclusión that 
he could reach Asia by sailing due west, and had proposed 
to Juan II  of Portugal the fitting out of an expedition of 
exploration with that object. The question was referred to 
a commission, which reported unfavourably, and the king’s 
own council was of a similar opinión, not only because the 
idea itself was considered impracticable, but because the 
Genoese demanded such terms for himself, in case of success, 
as were considered inadmissible. The latter was probably 
the principal reason for the rejection of his proposals, for a 
ship was surreptitiously sent on the king’s account to test 
the assertions of Columbus; but the crew, alarmed at the 
mysterious Sargasso Sea, returned unsuccessful. The pro- 
jector, disgusted at this bad faith, left Portugal to seek sup- 
port in France or Spain, while his brother went to England 
with a similar object (1484). The ship that carried Columbus ■ 
was driven by a storm into the Spanish port of Palos, and 
the mariner took refuge with his son in the neighbouring 
monastery of La Rabida. Leaving his child in the care of 
the monks, one of whom was Juan Perez, a former confessor 
of the queen, he went to Seville, probably with the intention 
of there taking ship for France; but being introduced to Don 
Luis de la Cerda, first Duke of Medina Celi, the great local 
magnate, he explained his projects to him and obtained the 
duke’s promise to aid him in fitting out an expedition.

While the expedition was being prepared the duke wrote
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to the all-powerful Cardinal Mendoza, informing him of the 
project, and asking the permission of the queen for the sail- 
ing of the expedition. The answer was a summons for 
Columbus himself to attend court and explain his project to 
the sovereigns. They were travelling at the time in the north 
of Spain, but eventually saw Columbus at Cordova, in May, 
1486. The mariner had awaited them there for months in 
poverty and impatience, a butt for the court wits, who scoffed 
at the great dreamer; and when at last he saw the monarchs, 
they were busy and preoccupied with the coming campaign, 
and could only refer the question to a commission of scholars.

The various rebuíís and triáis suííered by Columbus be- 
fore he could finally gain his point must be told elsewhere. 
Though he found many shallow-pated courtiers to deride 
him and his plans, he had several powerful friends— Cardinal 
Mendoza; the king’s chamberlain, Juan Cabrero; his house- 
hold treasurer, Luis de Santangel, an Aragonese of Jewish 
blood; Gabriel Sánchez, the Aragonese treasurer; F. Juan 
Perez, and many others.

But Fernando and Isabel had their hands more than full, 
especially the former. The war with the Moors, the great 
Aragonese disputes with France, and the foreign policy which 
occupied the king’s mind, left him but little leisure or re- 
sources to apply to other objects. The secular aim of Ara
gón was extensión b y . the Mediterranean, not by the At
lantic; and after years of pleading, chafing, and waiting, 
Columbus was dismissed with a refusal to entertain his 
project, partly, no doubt, because of the extravagant condi- 
tions he demanded if he succeeded. But his friends Santangel 
and Cabrero had the ear of the queen and king, and Isabel 
herself was stirred at the vast prospects which success might 
open for Castile, and again Columbus was summoned to 
discuss terms. But these still appeared too hard, and Co
lumbus stood out for them stifüy. He and his descendants 
must be viceroys and grand admiráis of the Indies for ever,
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with 10 per cent toll oí all transactions, import and export, 
and of all minerals and produce, with the right of taking 
an eighth share of all ventures sailing thither or returning, 
and much else of the same sort.

Fernando must have seen the impossibility of ceding such 
terms to a foreign sailor, which would make the adventurer 
practically an independent sovereign and rich beyond human 
computation. But Isabel was urgent. The difficulty about 
money was got over by a loan from Luis de Santangel. 
Fernando rarely signed a treaty with the intention of keep- 
ing it further than suited his own interests; so Columbus 
was finally granted his terms in full, and started in 1492, soon 
after the capture of Granada, to discover and take possession 
of the New World for Castile and León. Of the various stages 
by which this was efíected, the disappointment of the great 
discoverer, and the repudiation by Fernando of the terms 
to which he had consented, there is no space here to speak.

Within a very few years the effects of the discovery were 
seen in the Spanish people. They had disposed of the Moors 
in their own country; here were unknown millions of infidels 
to be dominated, plundered, or massacred. Here were ad- 
ventures to be experienced before which those told in the 
books of chivalry paled to nothingness. Here was the glit- 
tering mirage of boundless wealth, to be had for the grasping; 
marvels beyond the dreams of even these imaginativo minds 
fed upon foolish romantic tales. What wonder that Span- 
iards lost their mental balance, and that rapiñe, lust, and 
cruelty marked their way with a broad red track whitherso- 
ever they went? They were in their own eyes a chosen 
people, who under the shadow of the cross could do no evil; 
the Inquisition had sanctified cruelty in the Service of Christ. 
Confiscaron and death had been the portion of their own 
neighbours whose orthodoxy was doubtful; plunder and ex
pulsión had been inflicted in the ñame of the faith on their 
Moorish kinsmen before the heaven-gazing eyes of their
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sáintly queen. Should these rough peasants, mariners, and 
soldiers be more squeamish tlian their betters? If it was 
welcome ín the sight of God to burn and plunder Spaniards 
whose doctrine was questionable, how much more grateful 
would be the blood of infidel savages who had no belief at 
all ? And, above all, how much more profitable to the slayers, 
who in this case themselves would keep the booty of their 
victims with an approving conscience! All this became more 
evident as time went on and left its deep impress on Spain; 
but it was the natural result of what had preceded the dis- 
covery of America, namely, the determination of Isabel and 
Fernando to employ religious bigotry for the purpose of 
consolidating their realms. For the present Fernando, at all 
events, had his thoughts nearer home than the undefined 
lands beyond the great ocean, which might benefit Castile, 
but could hardly do otherwise than impede the Aragonese 
objects Avhich were nearest the king’s heart.

After the conquest of Granada the natural advance of 
Gastile would have been upon Morocco, where so many of 
her own expelled Moslem citizens had taken refuge and 
formed a permanent focus of enmity against her; but the 
influence of Fernando over Isabel was naturally powerful, 
and the policy which at the same time led to Spain’s tran- 
sient greatness and her permanent ruin was adopted. It has 
already been pointed out that Castile had no open questions 
which brought her into antagonism with France, while her 
relations with England had usually been cordial and friendly, 
owing solely to family and commercial connections. I t  was 
far otherwise with Aragón. For centuries the rival of France 
in Provence, in Sicily, in Naples, in Genoa, the lawful pos- 
sessor still of two provinces on the north of the Pyrenees, 
which the French held by forcé, it was necessary for Aragón 
to seek such alliances as would hem France in with a ring 
of enemies, if the Aragonese were to realize their dream of 
being masters of the Mediterranean.
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While Fernando was busy before Granada a blow \vas 
struck at bis policy by the absorption of Brittany into France 
by the diplomatic marriage of Charles V I I I  with the duchess. 
With this added strength, and encouraged by the dissensions 
of the Italian princes, the French king thought himself justi- 
fied in attempting to enforce the claim to the crown of Naples, 
which he had inherited from the house of Anjou. Naples, 
it will be recollected, had passed to the illegitimate descend- 
ants of Alfonso V  of Aragón (p. 258) and its court was still to 
a great extent Aragonese. Fernando therefore had to be 
bought oíi by France with the bribe of Roussillon and Cer- 
dagne not to interfere in Naples on his kinsman’s behalf. 
Fernando was probably the most dishonest and unscrupulous 
politician of a peculiarly unscrupulous age. A  master of 
pretence, with an aífectation of frankness, his ingratiating 
falsity deceived again and again those whom he had cheated 
before. Charles V III , shallow and opinionated, was no 
match for him, and trusted him to his cost. Years before Fer
nando had United, for the; purpose of preserving the auton- 
omy of Brittany, with Maximilian of Austria, the possessor 
of the Netherlands in right of his wife, and with England, 
the holder of the Channel; * and there had been much talk 
of marriages between the children of the allied monarchs. B y 
the treaty of Barcelona (January, 1493) Charles restored to 
Aragón her two French provinces in return for the assur- 
ance of a free hand in Italy and elsewhere, and a promise 
from Fernando that his family should not be United by mar
riage with the houses of England, Austria, or Naples.

When Charles, in 1494, informed Eernando of his inten- 
tions against Naples, and claimed his aid in accordance with 
the treaty, the K ing of Aragón pretended to be shocked and

* Henry V II, astute as he was, had been quite outwitted in his 
treaty with Fernando, and was tricked into a warlike movement 
against France (1492), of which Spain, without moving a man, made 
capital to frighten Charles V III into signing the treaty of Barcelona.

20
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surprised beyoiid nieasure; and after the support of Milart 
and the jealousy of the Italian states of each other had al- 
lowed the French to march through the country and take 
possession of Naples without hindrance, Fernando quietly 
set to Work to circumvent the victors. The Valencian Pope 
Alexander V I (Borgia) had been unable to resist the march 
of the French through Rome, but, prompted by Fernando, 
eagerly promoted the formation of a “  holy league,”  con- 
sisting of Spain, Rome, Austria, Venice, and Milán, nom- 
inally against the Turk, but really against the French. The 
result was the signing of the treaty of Venice (1495), and 
Gonsalvo de Cordova, the great captain,* with a Spanish 
fleet and an army of 5,000 men, sailed for Naples, and with 
the aid of the natives promptly expelled the French and 
restored to the throne the Aragonese king. The victories of 
Gonsalvo de Cordova were, from the modern point of view, 
insignificant aíiairs enough, but they proved to Europe that 
a new fighting nation had entered the lists. With the ex- 
ception of the struggles in Sicily and Sardinia, the Spanish 
soldier had thitherto only warred in his own land against 
the Moors. The French and Italians, keen critics as they 
were, now admitted that for endurance 011 the march, sobriety, 
obedience, and stubborn valour, no infantry ever seen in 
Europe could equal that led by Gonsalvo de Cordova in 
Italy, and this pre-eminence was preserved for the next one 
hundred and forty years.

Fernando had promptly seized upon the opportunity of 
his quarrel with the French to break all his undertakings 
under the treaty of Barcelona. He had by Isabel five chil- 
dren, of whom one was a son, Juan, born in 1478, the rest 
being daughters. The eldest daughter, Isabel, was married 
in 1490 to the heir of the crown of Portugal; but the hus-

* Fernando wished to appoint an Aragonese commander, but 
Isabel insisted upon the appointment of one of her own subjects, as 
the cost of the war was largely defrayed by Castile.
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band died a few months afterward, and she subsequently 
inarried bis cousin, King Emanuel. But the crowning 
triumph of Fernándo’s policy— and the ruin of Spain—was 
the double marriage of his son and second daughter, Juana, 
with the daughter and son of the Emperor Maximilian of 
Austria. The Archduke Philip, inheritor from his mother 
of Flanders and the vast possessions of the house of Bur- 
gundy, was to marry Juana of Aragón, while the only daugh
ter of Maximilian, the Archduchess Margaret, was to wed 
Juan, the heir of Castile and Aragón. While these impor- 
tant alliances were being arranged, one hardly less momen- 
tous was in course of discussion, amid infinite chicanery on 
both sides, namely, that of Arthur, Prince of Wales, with 
the youngest daughter of Fernando and Isabel, Catharine of 
Aragón.

Imagination was dazzled at the prospecta opened out by 
these marriages. The children of Philip and Juana would 
hold the splendid harbours of Flanders, and would hem in 
France also by the possession of Burgundy, Luxemburg, 
and the Franche-Comté, while the possession of the imperial 
Crown and the Germán dominions of the house of Austria 
would enable a check to be placed upon a French advance 
in northern Italy. On the other side of the Channel, the 
grandchildren of Fernando would rule England and hold 
the narrow sea on the north of France, while the marriage 
of Margaret Tudor with James IV  of Scotland deprived 
France of her ancient ally, and the King of Castile and 
Aragón might then with the assurance of success extend his 
grasp from Sicily, along north Africa, to Syria, and along the 
Adriatic and .íEgean toward Constantinople, until the ancient 
claim to the Empire of the East became a practical and a 
solid one. The Genoese and Venetians, overawed by the 
dominant Mediterranean power, would decay, and Fernan- 
do’s descendants might rule unquestioned from the pillars 
of Hercules to the Golden Horn. The plan was a splendid
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one, and Fernando’s crafty brain through his long Ufe 
laboured for ¡ts partial fulfilment; but death and disaster 
stepped in, and it brought a curse instead of a blessing to 
the posterity of the plotter.

With unexampled magnificence the Austrian marriages 
were carried out (1497), but within a few montlis the first 
blow fell with the untimely death of the amiable and accom- 
plished Prince Juan, the only son of the Spanish sovereigns. 
The next heir to the crowns was the Princess Isabel, wife 
of Emanuel of Portugal, but she, too, faded and died within 
the year in giving birth to a son, who followed his mother 
to the grave in his infancy. Then it was that the second 
daughter of Fernando and Isabel, the Princess Juana, mar- 
ried to the Archduke Philip, Duke of Burgundy, Count of 
Flanders, and heir to the empire, became the heiress of 
Castile.

The princess liad lived since her marriage with her hand- 
some husband in his pompous court at Brussels, but horrified 
whispers liad reached Queen Isabel only a year after her 
daughter’s marriage that the stern devotional Catholicisni of 
the Spanish court liad been abandóned by Juana for a less 
rigid form of religión. She liad refused to confess to a priest 
sent from Spain by her mother, and the Spanish prelates who 
were despatched to report to the scandalized queen could 
only shake grave heads and deplore her obvious backsliding. 
Flanders was full of heterodox speculation, and it was known 
that Philip, the archduke, openly scoífed at the fierce, bitter 
Dominicana, who liad captured the conscience of Spain, from 
Queen Isabel down to the beggar at her gates. The prospect 
of the accession of Juana struck dismay to those who liad 
built up the unity of Spaniards 011 religious exclusiveness, 
and soon after the birth of Juana’s eldest son. Charles (1500), 
intrigues were commenced to prevent her from ever ruling 
Catholic Spain.

In 1502 Juana was in Spain 011 a visit, and her mother
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took the opportunity to make a presentment to the Cortes, 
requesting them to provide for the government in the case 
oí her own death and of her heiress “ being absent, or, if in 
Spain, being unwilling or iinable to rule.” *  The queen’s 
hint was sufficient. She wished her husband Fernando to 
rule Castile as well as Aragón after her death, and her wish 
was obeyed. Juana, they knew, was hysterical and weak- 
minded, even if she was not a heretic, and they hated the 
Fleming Archduke Philip, whose influence over his wife was 
supreme; and it is not to be wondered at that Isabel and 
Fernando between them should decide that the vast policy 
they had initiated could better be carried out by the oíd 
King of Aragón than by their hysterical daughter and her 
foreign husband. Before she died Isabel the Catholic con- 
firmed the agreement by her own solemn will, and practically 
disinherited her own daughter in favour of King Fernando.f

* Shortly afterward there were very serious disputes between the 
mother and daughter (1503) when Juana’s second son, Fernando, was 
born in Spain. Juana was madly jealous of her husband, and immedi- 
ately after her recovery she wished to leave Spain and join him in 
Flanders. Isabel refused her permission, and imprisoned her daugh
ter at Medina del Campo. Whether Juana was really demented at the 
time, as Isabel hinted, is questionable, but we have it on the authority 
of Peter Martyr that she raged like a lioness at her detention, and her 
violent protests were successful, for she soon afterward joined her 
husband in Flanders. There is no doubt whatever that she was bereft 
of her reason, at all events, for a time after the death of her husband 
(1506), and it is extremely probable that both before and afterward 
she suffered from altérnate fits of frenzy and gloomy abstraction.

t  The queen’s famous but disputed will, signed late in Oetober, 
1504, a month before her death, throws great light, if it be genuine, 
upon her much debated character. She was to be buried in dignified 
yet simple fashion in Granada; many charitable bequests were made, 
and a large dotation was left to her husband. This pious lady, how- 
ever, withdraws and annuls all grants made by her to nobles and 
others in compliance with importunity, and desired that her successor 
should not aliénate any portion of the dominions of the crown. This 
was nothing less than dishonesty, as many of the grants had been 
given in return for valuable Services and consideration. In codicils 
the queen enjoins her successor, if possible, to abolish the oppressive
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The qtteen had long suffered from an obscure nervous mal- 
ady, and for some years before her death it was seen that 
her life would not be a long one. She had never spared 
herself. With an activity greater than most men of her court, 
she had gone through her realm incessantly, suppressing 
disturbance here, holding Cortes there, following the cam- 
paigns against the Moors, and busying herself in affairs of 
State. Fasting, ecstatic devotions, and mortification of the 
flesh had alternated with the constant labour of her position. 
Grief and disappointment at the misfortunes and early death 
of her children had broken some of her vigorous spirit, but, a 
great stateswoman to the last, she ruled her country from her 
sick-bed until death carne to release her at Medina del Campo 
in November, 1504; and amid a war of elements siich as, 
it was said, Spain had never seen before, the body of Isabel 
the Catholic was borne with dread devotion by her super- 
stitious and sorrowing subjects to its last home in beautiful 
Granada, which the queen had restored to the faith of Christ.

This is not the place to discuss fully the real character 
of the great queen. That her objects were high and noble 
may be conceded, and that she succeeded in consolidating 
Spain as no other monarch had done, is tme. But at what 
a cost! She had, in conjunction with Fernando, encouraged 
forces of bigotry and religious hate' which flooded her realm 
with blood and tears, and threw it back in the race of nations 
for centuries. Her patronage of Columbus is more than 
blotted out by her patronage of Torquemada; her exalted

tax of the Alcabala, or lo-per-cent toll upon all transactions, which 
for three hundred years crushed Spanish commerce; and also ordered 
the conversión of the Indians to be carried out mercifully and kindly. 
A deputation of the wretched West Indian natives had come from 
Santo Domingo a short time before and had told their dreadful tale 
of extermination. Cardinal Jiménez had repeated it to the queen, and 
a special council to deal with colonial afíairs had been established, 
but little or nothing had been done to save the natives. Ñor was the 
queen’s testamentary request of much efficacy. (Burke, History of 
Spain, edited by Martin Hume.)
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piety is drowned in the recollection of her treatment of the 
Jews and the Moriscos. She was a fair embodiment of the 
prevailing feeling of her countrymen: that to them all things 
are permitted; they can do no wrong, because they are work- 
ing for and with the cause of God. We shall see the bitter 
fruit this feeling bore laten By the irony, or perhaps the 
eternal justice, of fate, all the chicanery of Fernando, all the 
wisdoni, the labours, and the fervour of Isabel, brought dis- 
aster, ruin, and death to Spain. A thousand times happier 
would it have been for Castile to have remained isolated in 
its córner of Europe, untroubled with the complications of 
vast European connections, rather than to have been dragged 
by Aragón into a position of responsibility and world-wide 
ambition for which neither its native resources ñor the extent 
or character of its population befitted it. Its transient gran- 
deur, dearly paid for by long and painful decline, brought 
to the Spanish people, even while it lasted, neither peace, 
happiness, ñor enduring prosperity; and the king and queen 
who made Spain great were the worst enemies she ever had.

When Isabel died Fernando’s great Italian plans were 
still unfulfilled. It was vital for him to keep in his hands 
the resources of Castile, in order that he might carry his 
objects. But Castile, he knew, was jealous, and the Castilian 
nobles were eagerly watching for an opportunity of regain- 
ing the influence of which Isabel had deprived them; so 
diplomatic Fernando caused his daughter Juana to be pro- 
claimed at Toledo, in her absence, Queen of Castile, and sum- 
moned her and her husband Philip to Spain. This was, how- 
ever, only preliminary; and before the new sovereign’s arrival 
her father summoned a Cortes at Toro and there promul- 
gated Isabel’s will, constituting himself regent, taking care 
to give out in all directions that his daughter was mad. The 
nobles, true to their tradition of fishing in troubled waters, 
protested, and sent an envoy to Philip and Juana in Flanders. 
The archduke immediately protested against his father-in-
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law’s action, and requested him to retire to his own king- 
dom of Aragón. Disappointed in an attempt to obtain sur- 
reptitiously the consent of Juana to his regency, Fernando 
took the extraordinary course of proposing to marry the Bel- 
traneja and to set up her claim to Castile against that of 
his own daughter. But the poor Beltraneja was not to be 
lured from her convent by such a trickster as the King of 
Aragón.

Disappointed in this, he turned to his oíd enemy, Louis 
X II ,  and made a treaty with him against the interests of 
Philip and Juana, who had thitherto been in cióse alliarice 
with the French king. A former treaty with Louis X II ,  for 
the división of Naples between France and Aragón, had been 
violated by the latter, and the French had again been ex- 
pelled, the Neapolitan king himself dethroned, and Gonsalvo 
de Cordova installed in Naples as viceroy for Fernando. 
But no sooner did the latter need to check his son-in-law 
Philip than he coolly made another treaty with Louis X II , 
undertaking to pay a large indemnity to restore the posses- 
sions of all the French subjects in Naples, and to marry the 
niece of the French king, Germaine de Foix, a charming 
young French princess, júnior in years to the bridegroom’s 
daughters. Needless to say that Fernando, as usual, kept 
that part of the agreement which suited himself, and no more. 
But for the time the treaty was a serious blow to Philip, who, 
unable now to pass through France, hurried by sea to Spain 
to assert his wife’s, or rather his own, right to rule in Castile.

Calling in England on their way, and signing a treaty 
of alliance with Henry V II, Philip and Juana landed in the 
north of Spain in June, 1506, accompanied by a forcé of 
several thousand Flemíngs. The Castilian nobles were all 
in their favour, for they knew they had nothing to hope for 
from Fernando. The artful oíd king saw that forcé was 
useless, and, as usual, tried cajolery; but Philip was deter- 
inined that he, and not the King of Aragón, should govern
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Castile, and stiffly refused all overtures. Of poor Juana 
nothing was said. Her husband liad hitherto indignantly 
refuted suggestions that she was mad, but he soon altered 
his tone when he met his father-in-law. Fernando, in peaceful 
guise and with a smiling face, carne paternally to welcome 
“ his dear children” to their inheritance; for the crafty Ara- 
gonese knew when to be humble, and it was then that he was 
most dangerous. He and Philip were closeted long together 
without the presence of Juana, and the great minister of 
Isabel, Cardinal Jiménez de Cisneros, himself stood at the 
door to warn away intruders. Before the secret conference 
in the village church of Villafañla was ended Fernando had 
succeeded in persuading Philip that Juana, whom her father 
had not seen for two years, was mad; and father and son- 
in-law carne out smiling and embracing, false villains both, 
to sign a treaty of friendship, in which it seemed as if Fer
nando had been beaten on all points. He wanted nothing 
but the happiness of his dear children, who should rule in 
Castile, while he, good, disinterested man, would leave Spain 
for a time and visit his new kingdom of Naples, which he 
had never seen.

But there was a secret treaty of which the world knew 
nothing, to the effect that Juana should be excluded from 
all share in the government, and that Philip and Fernando— 
husband and father—should unite their forces, if necessary, 
to prevent the queen or her adherents from interfering. Fer
nando, to protect himself in any case, before the ink of his 
signature was dry solemnly swore before an apostolic notary 
that the oath that he had taken on the gospels to both trea- 
ties had been wrung from him by forcé, and he secretly pro- 
tested against his daughter being deprived of her govern
ment. Then, with a satisfied conscience, he went on his way 
to Naples, and Philip of Austria, King of Castile, reigned 
for the wretched Juana, his wife.

The great Jiménez was at the new sovereign’s side, and
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ostensibly aided him in his attempt to obtain from the Cortes 
the recognition of his right to rule independently of Juana. 
But in this he was unsuccessful, for Juana was Queen of 
Castile; and Juana and her son Charles alone would the Cor
tes recognise as their rightful rulers. But Philip’s influence 
over his wife was absolute, and he did as he pleased with the 
government for two months, to the horror and dismay of 
Spaniards. Surrounded by Flemings, whose guttural speech, 
swaggering splendour, and free manners shocked the strait- 
laced ecclesiastics of the court of Castile, Philip of Austria, 
ignoring the deep-seated causes which had made Spain what 
she was—a country whose solé bond of unión was the new 
one of religious intolerance— endeavoured to treat her as he 
would have treated his rich and enlightened Flanders.

During the later years of Isabel’s reign the Inquisition 
had proceeded from one atrocity to another under the in
fluence of Jiménez, the Archbishop of Toledo, and the terrible 
Deza, the grand inquisitor who succeeded Torquemada. 
On the capitulation of Granada Isabel had promised complete 
tolerance for the Moslem population. The Moors were to 
be judged by their own laws and to observe their own reli
gión in peace. But the promise had been shamefully broken 
by the advice of Jiménez. The Jews had gone, and Fernando 
needed more money. Isabel yearned for fresh spiritual tri- 
umphs. Jiménez was proudly indignant that any one should 
daré to hold an opinión different from his own. The splendid 
Arab libraries, priceless manuscripts, books gathered from 
the ancient hoards of the East, from Persia, from Greece, from 
Syria, books of Science, philosophy, and history, sumptuous 
bindings and triumphs of illumination, were ruthlessly cast 
to the flames in thousands by this great Christian prelate 
and true lover of books. But the burning of books was 
not sufficient to satisfy Jimenez’s hate of heterodoxy, and 
from that he went to the burning of men. The good Arch
bishop of Granada, Talavera, who was of Jewish descent,
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protested, but in vain, and he himself later fell a victim to 
the persecution of the Holy Office. First forcible conversión, 
afterward oppression and insult of all that Moslems held dear, 
drove the Moors to revolt; and then íollowed the establish- 
ment of the Inquisition in all its rigour in Granada, and finally 
the total abolition of the Moslem faith (1501) on pain of 
death or immediate exile.*

The heartless barbarities which followed are not to be 
described. The Moors resisted and were killed, or they ac- 
cepted baptism, were suspected of a lingering Ipve for their 
oíd faith, were captured by the Inquisition, and burned. The 
Christian Archbishop of Granada himself was prosecuted, and 
the awful Deza at Granada and the no less dreadful Lucero 
at Cordova were working their bitter will upon the bodies 
of men, when Philip of Austria sternly stopped their perse- 
cutions and suspended both of them from their functions.

In the meanwhile stern, strong Jiménez stood at the sov- 
ereign’s side until, only two months after Fernando’s depar- 
ture, Philip, the handsomest young man in Europe, fell mys- 
teriously ill, and died suddenly. Whether he was poisoned 
by Fernando’s orders or by those of the Inquisition it matters 
not now, but that the oíd king and Jiménez were fully pre
pared for his death is certain. Not a word was said about 
Juana the Mad, for the loss of her idolized husband deprived 
her temporarily or permanently of what scant wits she had. 
Jiménez, with a vigour and decisión which told of prior ar- 
rangement, seized power for the absent Fernando, quelled the

* The unfortunate people, by a refinement of cruelty, were not 
állowed to take refitge in Africa or any other Moslem land; and 
tliough it was stated in the edict that they might sell their property, 
the export of gold or silver was strictly prohibited, so that they were 
imable to take with them the proceeds of the sale. As in the case 
of the Jews, indeed, although an attempt was made to save appear- 
ances, the measure was really intended as one of extermination. 
There are still many Spaniards who applaud this and other similar 
measures, as tending to the pnification of the n^tion by means of 
the faith.
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nobles and the Cortes, and Fernando in due time carne back 
from Naples and peacefully took possession of the govern- 
ment of Castile fór bis grandson Charles (August, 1508).

There was some negotiation for getting rid of the poor, 
semi-distraught Juana by marrying her to Henry V II of 
England, and her sister Catharine of Aragón served as a 
matrimonial agent for the occasion; but when Henry Tudor 
died the pretence was dropped, Juana was shut up in the 
castle of Tordesillas, and for the rest of her long life knew 
liberty no more. Betrayed by father, husband, and son in 
turn, Juana the Mad stands out for all time one of the most 
pathetic figures of history.

The oíd king’s only son by Germaine de Foix died in 
his infancy, and the heir to Aragón, Castile, Flanders, Bur- 
gundy, the empire, Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia was Charles 
of Austria, the eldest son of Philip and Juana, who had 
been born in 1500. This at least was the view of Maximilian, 
the emperor, whose ambition for his house was perhaps not 
less far-reaching, though less practical, than that of Fernando. 
The emperor dreamed of universal dominión for his heir. 
Fernando laboured for the establishment of twin empires, 
one of which should embrace all central Europe and rest 
upon Spain; and the other, his favourite project for his 
younger grandson, should be Aragón ese in object; and start- 
ing with a kingdom of Italy, including the Tyrol, should 
extend to the East.* With two such empires working in 
concert, the rule of Islam was at an end, and the posterity of

*T h e infamous league of Cambray (1508) between Fernando, 
Louis X II , the emperor, and Pope Julius had for its real object the 
partition of the territories of Venice. Fernando, of course, played 
false, and formed a secret coalition with Venice against France, into 
which he drew Henry V III (1511) on the hope of England’s recover- 
ing Guienne, the intention being to expel the French from Lombardy 
and to form a large north Italian kingdom of Milán, Venice, and 
Genoa, which might pass to Fernando’s favourite younger grandson, 
Ferdinand of Austria, who afterward became emperor. The disas- 
trous battle of Ravenna (1512) frustrated this plan.
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tile liouse of Aragón would domínate the world. But though 
Fernando cheated, lied, and intrigued till the last, his ambi- 
tious scheme failed.

The great Queen of Castile was dead, and Fernando 
thought only of Aragonese objects; but the traditional aims 
of the larger kingdom were not forgotten by others. Jiménez, 
at his own cost, fitted out powerful expeditions and conquered 
a great portion of the north coast of Africa (1505-1509), and 
already the arms of Castile and León were being carried 
across the vast new western continent, which was to acknowl- 
edge their sway, by such men as Balboa, Solis, Almagro, 
Cortes, and Pizarro.

While all this met with but lukewarm support from Fer
nando, he was eager to increase the inñuence of Castile in a 
direction which should bring it into antagonism with France, 
and so make it subserve his own national objects. Fernando 
liad never lost sight of Navarre, of which, it will be recol- 
lected, his father’s first wife had been Queen; and in one of 
the niany coalitions against Louis X I I ,  the Navarrese, closely 
connected with the liouse of France, had been on the side of 
the French. The Pope had, at Fernando’s request, declared 
Louis X I I  schismatic, and had fulminated a bull of excom- 
munication against Navarre (1512). This was a sufficient 
pretext for the occupation of the country by Fernando, and 
in the Cortes of Burgos (1515) the ancient little kingdom was 
incorporated, not with Aragón, but with the realm of Cas- 
tile, although without losing its autonomy.

This act of spoliation was one of the last of Fernando’s 
evil deeds. Age and his constant labours were telling upon 
him. Bitterly disappointed that he should after all be suc- 
ceeded by the Flemish lad, whom he liardly knew, but who, 
he felt, would not in his vast empire cherish Aragonese ob
jects before all others; distrusted by every living man and 
woman; himself ungrateful, and suspicious of all those who 
had served him, from the great captain to the great cardinal,
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Fernando felt that, after all, he liad failed, so far as Aragón 
was concerned. If he could have dismembered Spain by 
leaving his own ancestral kingdom, with its oíd ambitions, 
to his favourite grandson Ferdinand, whom he had brought 
up as an Aragonese, all might be well; *  but this, he knew, 
Charles and Castile would not allow, while his failure to 
seize north Italy rendered it impossible for him to bequeath 
to any successor the key oí the policy for which he and his 
ancestors had lived. The wealth and population of Spain 
would, he saw, be employed in vast European projects, but 
they would be projects to benefit the possessor of Flanders, 
the wearer of the imperial crown, the King of Castile, with his 
great continent of the West and the boundless possibilities of 
Africa. Aragón, for which he and his father before him 
had plotted, cheated, lied, and murdered, would sink into a 
disregarded province, and Fernando the Catholic had lived 
in vain. Thus, unmourned, with all his illusions vanished 
and all his hopes frustrated, the last sepárate King of Aragón 
died miserably at Madrigalejo, in January, 1516, leaving 
Jiménez Regent of Castile, and his own bastard son, the Arch- 
bishop of Zaragoza, Regent of Aragón pending the arrival 
in Spain of his heir. Charles of Austria.

* He endeavoured by his will to leave the regency of Castile and 
Aragón to his grandson Ferdinand, whose age was only nine at the 
time, in the hope, doubtless, that Charles would live in Germany or 
Flanders, and that his brother would remain permanently regent in 
Spain. But the Council of Castile refused to consent to this. Jiménez, 
who was practically in banishment at Alcalá, was obviously the 
only man in Spain who could hold the reins firmly until the king 
arrived, and the cardinal, whom Fernando hated for a Castilian, was 
appointed. In his dying letter to his eider grandson. Charles, he em- 
phasized the fact that he could have disposed of his kingdoms as he 
pleased, but that he had left them to Charles out of love for him, and 
he begged in return that the new king would be kind to his widow, 
Queen Germaine (de Foix).
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A . D. 1 4 6 0  TO A. D. 1 5 2 0  

Summary of progress during this period

This is by far the niost important period in the history of the 
Spanish people. Astute sovereigns had appeared and joined the 
two sets of realms at a period when the whole nation was yearn- 
ing for civilized order and to be saved from the lawless nobles, 
who, deprived of legislativo power, could only appeal to violence 
to establish the predominance they sought. The strength of the 
federated towns was cleverly utilized by the sovereigns for the 
purpose of restoring the rule of law ; and when the nobles had 
been made into courtiers and shorn of their strength, the process 
of emasculating the representativo power of the towns was pro- 
ceeded with, until at the end of the period under_ review it was 
ready for the deathblow of Villalar. The administrativo and 
judicial Systems were revolutionized, and ever-increasing power 
was centred in the hands of the sovereign until Castile became 
a despotism. Of more importance still, in some respects, was tbe 
expulsión of the last vestige of the Moorish power from Spain, 
and the delibérate adoption by Fernando and Isabel of a policy 
of religious persecution, in order to give to their peoples a soli- 
darity which by natural racial and political fusión could have 
been obtained only by centuries of waiting. This, while it gave 
to the sovereigns a firm, United instrument to be wielded for their 
vast ambitions and aims, doomed the Spanish people to two cen
turies of vicious progress on a false path, and, by affording them 
a unity which in the nature of things could not be permanent, 
enabled them to impose themselves upon the world to an extent 
out of all proportion to their capacity, resources, and real 
strength. In sixty years several racially unamalgamated peoples 
had been turned from a condition of impotent anarchy to the 
most powerful nation in Europe. Fernando had dragged Aragón, 
and Castile after her, into the vortex of central European poli- 
tics; Naples and Sicily had become appanages of his crown, and 
the vast continent of America belonged to Castile; N avarre and 
Granada had been absorbed, and at the end of the period now 
under review Spain was already becoming the beast of burden 
and the milch cow of the greatest empire the world had seen since 
the palmiest days of Rome. W ithout unity of purpose between the 
several races and systems of the Península this would have been
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impossible. For the purpose of attaining such unity of purpose 
the fires of the Inquisition were lit, and Spain was started on the 
broad dowiiward path that looked so splendid, but which in- 
evitably led to ignorance, poverty, and national ruin. Already 
industry had decayed and idleness had taken its place. The per- 
secution of the craftsmeii, the expulsión of the Jews, the bigotry 
of the churchmen, had already made trade and work disgraceful, 
as being the special concerns of races whose orthodoxy was ques- 
tionable, and this at a time when new Am erica was clamouring 
for manufactured goods which Spain was not ready to supply. 
The glitter of the Spanish Empire was already dazzling men’s 
eyes to the flames which were to consume all that was best in 
the nation and leave naught but ashes behind.

Socially and in literature, at this period, Spain, like the rest of 
the World, received her new light from Italy, and was making 
good progress in adapting the work of foreign scholars to the 
Spanish trend of thought when the blight of the Inquisition fell, 
and gradually thereafter all productions but those of puré imagi- 
nation languished. But even so, the strong wave of the new 
learning which was sweeping over Europe produced its effect 
even in Spain. The Spanish universities were revived and newly 
endowed, and culture again became the fashion. Jimenez’s new 
University of Alcalá received assistance from scholars of all 
nations, and the compilation of the great Complutensian polyglot 
Bible occupied the labours of the best biblical authorities, Jewish 
as well as Christian, in the world.

Smmnary of what Spain did for the world in this period

She patronized the discovery of America, and by the hardi- 
hood, thirst for adventure, fanatical crusading zeal, and cupidity 
of her people, explored and opened out in a marvellously short 
time a great part of the continent. Indirectly she served the 
world, to her own detriment, by her inability and unwillingness 
to rise to the occasion industrially, whereby the flood of gold 
and silver which carne from her new territories irresistibly drifted 
to other countries, while she herself remained poor. Spanish 
gold and silver coin in a few years was plentiful in every cpuntry 
but in Spain itself. Intellectually, her greatest Service to the 
world at this period was the production of the Complutensian
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polyglot, and of Celestina, one of the first specimens, if not the first 
specimen, of modern dramatic composition.

H er Services in finally ousting the Crescent from western Eu- 
rope, and, by expelling thousands of skilful and industrious Jews 
to enrich other countries, are counterbalanced by the irreparable 
injury she did to human advancement by fusing her people into 
a temporary unity by the fires of religious bigotry.

21
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C H A PTER IX

SPAIN  AND TH E E M P IR E — GREATN ESS AND DECAY

Eííects upon Spain of the rule of Fernando and Isabel—Administra- 
tive and judicial Systems— T̂he Inquisition—The Cortes— T̂he re- 
ligious bond of unity— Ĵiménez—Spanish literature under the 
“ Catholic kings ”— T̂he growth of luxury—Unwise fiscal meas- 
ures—Efíects upon Spain’s foreign relations of the policy of the 
“ Catholic kings ”— T̂he coming of Charles to Spain—The Cortes 
of Corunna— T̂he rising of the “ commoners ”—The Germania— 
The demands of the Cortes—^Villalar—Charles the Emperor at the 
head of Catholic Christendom—Wars in Italy, France, and Ger- 
many—Heavy burdens on Castile—Remonstrances of Cortes— 
Continued wars—Charles and the papacy—Philip, Regent of Spain 
—Charles’s plans for the aggrandizement of Spain— T̂he English 
marriage—Accession of Philip—His policy and ambitions.

I t  is no overstatement to say that the position of Spain, 
both nationally and internationally, entirely changed during 
the reigns of Fernando and Isabel. Under a succession of 
weak Trastamara kings, Castile, at the accession of the queen, 
had fallen a prey to almost complete anarchy. The nobles, 
as we have seen, had none of the cohesión needed for the 
formation of an oligarchy, for they had never constituted a 
concrete class, but were split up infinitely into leagues, each 
member of which aimed simply at his own aggrandizement. 
Though they were thus too much divided and too weak to 
impose upon the country an aristocratic form of government, 
they had been strong enough to divest the crown of most of 
the possessions which gave it paramount power, and to cor- 
rupt the springs of the municipal representative system, 
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.which for over two centuries had been the mainstay of na- 
tional rule. The intrusión of the nobles into the towns, the 
creation of noble hereditary alcaldes and councillors, and 
the appointment by the crown of corregidores, had greatly 
weakened the power of the towns, while the reduction of the 
number of cities sending deputies to Cortes to 17, which 
Isabel increased to 18 by adding Granada, rendered it more 
easy to manipúlate both the election of representatives and 
the decisions of the legislature itself.*

With the accession of Isabel the crown obtained the upper 
hand. By the Wholesale abrogation of grants, the forcible 
suppression of noble feuds by means of the Holy Brother- 
hood, the destruction of the castles, and the terror which the 
Inquisition held over the heads of nobles, most of whom had 
Jewish or Moorish blood in their veins, completely cowed 
the great families who had previously rendered government 
impossible. The conquest of Granada, too, greatly added 
to the material resources of the crown; and the increased pros- 
perity of the towns, owing to the greater security enjoyed, 
and the promotion of industry and trade, also allowed of 
larger supplies being voted to the treasury, and the conse- 
quent accretion of power to the sovereign. The strength and 
good fortune of Isabel, therefore, finally brought the Castilian 
nobles to the heel of the sovereign; made them courtiers, 
officers, and ministers, but always humble servants of the 
monarch who was strong enough to break them.

Both Fernando and Isabel f hated representative institu-

*T h e mode of election varied greatly, according to the terms of 
the charter, as in England. In some towns lots were cast to decide 
which two members of the town council should go to the Cortes; in 
others the method was to choose two gentlemen of the upper class 
by rotation; while in certain towns the head of a noble family or the 
crown had the right of nomination. Generally speaking, however, 
in the later times the representatives were officially nominated mem
bers of the town council, very often lawyers.

t  The queen specially detested the really efficient representative 
System of Aragón and Catalonia, in which the three classes were
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tions, and though they utilized the towns in their first strug- 
gle with the Castilian nobles, they called Cortes together as 
rarely as possible (there was no sitting between 1482 and 
1498), and rendered the proceedings as perfunctory as they 
could. The crown could raise no new tax without consent of 
the Cortes, but it could demand supply to cover several 
years; and as the salutary rule of redress before supply did 
not obtain, the legislative power of the Cortes consisted only 
of presentments or petitions, which the sovereign might dis- 
regard if he pleased. But, withal, the Cortes of Castile, 
although now on the down grade, were not yet eífete, and 
exerted their right of remonstrance to the full.

It was, however, by the creation of a new administrative 
machinery in Castile that Fernando and Isabel made the 
greatest change in the internal government of the country. 
The royal council, as has already been explained, consisted 
of nobles and prelates summoned by the sovereign for con- 
sultation, to which during the height of the municipal power 
members of the middle classes had been added. These latter, 
however, had disappeared before Isabel’s time, and had been 
replaced by lawyers for the purpose of advising on judicial 
appeals. Fernando and Isabel divided this council into three: 
a council of state, or privy council, chosen personally by 
the king to advise him especially on foreign affairs when he 
desired; a council of finance, to check and supervise the ex- 
penditure; and, above all, the Council of Castile. This latter 
was the great engine of government, by which it was in
tended to supplant the power of the Cortes. The internal 
government of the kingdom, both administrative and judicial, 
was practically in its hands, and on the sovereign’s death it 
became the supreme power until the accession of his suc- 
cessor. It consisted of the sovereign, an acting president,

present. On one occasion, referring to some outspoken demand 
of the Aragonese Cortes, she said: “ Aragón does not belong to us; 
we shall have to conquer it.”
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always a great prelate, nine lawyers, and three nobles, and 
liad the appointment and supervisión of judges all over Cas- 
tile and León. It employed a body oí travelling inspectors 
to inquire into abuses or neglect of the town magistrates, 
and other ofHcers to watch the due and just collection of 
taxes and to report upon the condition of roads, bridges, 
and fortresses. This council in session formed the supreme 
court of appeal, and in addition to it there were two courts 
of appeal, dealing in sections with civil and criminal causes 
respectively in Valladolid and Granada, and local tribunals 
of appeal in Galicia and Seville. Not only did the Council of 
Castile thus supervise all internal administration, but it had 
the extraordinary poiver of enacting or repealing laws by 
a two-thirds majority ivith the assent of the sovereign.*

To these three principal councils may be added the Coun
cil of the Inquisition; the Council of Aragón, consisting of 
Aragonese members to advise the king on the administration 
of that kingdom; the Council of the Military Orders, to 
administer the property which the crown had taken from the 
orders; the Council of the Crusade Bull, to administer the 
special ecclesiastical fund so called, which was derived from 
the sale in Spain of papal indulgences; and shortly after- 
ward, in the reign of Charles V, the Council of the Indies, for 
the management of colonial afíairs. I t  will thus be seen that 
in civil and judicial administration anarchy had given place 
to order during the reign of the “ Catholic kings ” in Cas- 
tile. The finances also were placed on a more stable basis 
than hitherto, although the absence of any idea of economical 
Science prevented the abandonment of the deplorable errors 
which did so much to cause the final ruin of Spain. The 
mines and the sale of salt were monopolies of the crown of 
Castile, and produced still a considerable revenue, as did the 
feudal lands and tributes attached to the sovereignty, which

* Although its acts had to be confirmed when Cortes was next in 
session.
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Isabel resumed. But the most productive and at the same 
time the most destructive tax was the alcabala, or tithe, upon 
all sales. This was by favour frequently commuted in special 
towns, which raised the amount by a poli tax and paid it in 
a lump sum; but in any case it succeeded in destroying Span
ish industry. There was also an ad valorem customs duty 
of about 12 per cent on imports and exports; and, finally, 
there was the supply voted by Cortes, and always granted, 
though usually with much grumbling, of 300,000,000 mara- 
vedis, spread over three years, which was raised in quotas 
by the townships and paid to the royal treasury.*

But what was of far greater permanent national impor- 
tance even than the administration was the unification of the 
nation on doctrinal lines, eífected by Fernando and Isabel. 
Castilians hated Aragonese, Catalans detested Castilians, 
Navarrese had nothing whatever in common with either na
tion. Galicians were a race akin to the Portuguese, but had 
no fellow-feeling with the half-Moorish Andalusians and 
Valencians. There was, indeed, still no Spain, either ethno- 
logically or politically, for the country consisted of half a 
score of sepárate dominions, each with its own laws, cus
toms, traditions, prejudices, and racial distinctions. The 
bureaucratic unity of the Romans was no longer possible, for 
out of the reconquest had grown sepárate nations; but at

* It became later, in the time of Philip II, a regular custom to 
demand an extraordinary supply of 150,000,000 maravedís in addition; 
and this sum of 450,000,000, payable in three years, was the amount 
which Philip II and his successors insisted upon regarding as a fixed 
tribute, to be simply ratified from year to year by the standing com- 
mittee of Cortes, which continued to sit in the capital, although the 
assembly itself was only summoned on special occasions, such as the 
recognition of an heir to the crown or of a new mónarch, or when 
extra aid was required. The revenues derived from the dominions 
of the Aragonese crown were quite insignificant, and there was always 
so much trouble and recrimination before supply could be obtained 
from that quarter, that Fernando and his successors summoned the 
Aragonese, Catalan, and Valencian Cortes as rarely as possible, and 
depended mainly upon the overtaxed resources of Castile.
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least the various peoples, the autonomous dominions, the 
semi-independent towns, might be held together by the strong 
bond of religious unity; and with this object the Inquisitioii 
was established, as a governmental system, to be developed 
later into a political engine. To this extent the consolidation 
of Spain is due to the Catholic kings, although it is more 
than questionable whether the unity so purchased was worth 
the price. It is, however, a mistake to suppose that the policy 
of persecution and Wholesale expulsión adopted by Fernando, 
Isabel, and Jiménez was dictated alone by blind zeal or stupid 
ignorance, for they were all of them very far from being blind 
or stupid. They saw that if Spain was to be powerful for 
the ends they aimed at she must be solid; and recognising 
that natural causes made unification on the ordinary lines 
slow, if not impossible, they deliberately turned the growing 
forces of bigotry into a particular channel, and sanctified 
cruelty in order to attain their object. Thus it is that Spain 
appears for the first time in the concert of modern European 
nations a power whose very existence in a concrete form 
depends upon its rigid doctrinal Catholicism. We shall see 
how this brought her into antagonism with all that was free 
and Progressive in Europe, caused her to become the Cham
pion of religious intolerance, while the possession of Flanders 
by her sovereign made it necessary to keep friendly with 
England, the leader of religious emancipation from Rome.

Socially, Spain, Hice the rest of Europe, now began to feel 
the effects of the new Ufe that was coursing through the 
veins of the world. The oíd culture had passed through its 
period of decay, but the seeds that it had left behind it were 
bringing forth fresh blossom. As we have seen, the learning 
of the ancients had been cherished in Spain long after it was 
dead elsewhere. Now it carne back to her again; changed 
in colour, in form, even sometimes in aim, from Italy, from 
Trance, and from Germany. As before, Spaniards, a people 
of overpowering literary instinct, were eager to welcome it,

The Religious Unification 311
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and, but for the conditions of their unification, they might 
again have led the world for a time in learning and letters.

Isabel herself was educated by churchmen before the 
change carne; but at least she spared no pains in making her 
children wise and accomplished, and brought from Italy and 
France the most learned men of the age for the purpose. 
The Spanish universities, already famous, developed under 
the patronage of Isabel and the zeal of Jiménez in a mar- 
vellous way. Fresh colleges sprang up in oíd foundations, 
new universities were endowed and new chairs established. 
Learning became the universal fashion once more, and all 
gentle Spain flocked into the schools. Jimenez’s ever-famous 
foundation of Alcalá remains the crowning glory of his life, 
and partly condones for the blind fanaticism which made him 
burn the Arab books at Granada; and to his lasting credit 
must be placed also the work of his so-called Complutensian 
polyglot Bible, in which the Scriptures were edited from many 
ancient códices in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, by the great- 
est biblical scholars in Europe—among whom three at least 
were of Jewish race—and printed at Alcalá under Jimenez’s 
supervisión. Early in Isabel’s reign, too, secular literature 
made a new start with the introduction of printing into Spain, 
and for the next few years translations of Dante and Boc
caccio vied in number with editions of Amadis and the newer 
books of chivalry, which carne fast from the press to eager 
readers. Native writers of prose and verse of various degrees 
of goodness abounded again, and one poet at least, Juan de 
Encina, lives for ever in his numerous lyrics, and especially 
as the first Spaniard to popularizo and turn the attention of 
his countrymen into the channel in which they afterward 
exceded over all others—namely, the writing of comedies. 
More or less dramatic recitations had been written and re- 
peated in Spain centuries before, and a few years before Isa
bel’s accession Gómez Manrique had written a court masque. 
Juan de Encina took a step onward and produced many
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simple but unquestionably dramatic eclogues, sacred and 
profane, in which both the action and the argument are de- 
veloped in a regular story.* The famous Celestina, a com
plete modern drama—or novel in dramatic shape-i-was pub- 
lished some years afterward (in 1499), ¿nid is stated to be the 
work of a certain Fernando de Rojas.f It has retained its 
hold to the present day, though extremely crude in construc- 
tion, and it is rightly considered to be the first legitimate 
dramatic work in Spanish, apart from pastoral dialogues and 
sacred autos.

But unhappily this nascent literary activity and thirst for 
knowledge were nipped in the bud by the growing power of 
the Inquisition, and though classical learning was patronized 
and Italian literature encouraged at court, freedom of expres- 
sion was gradually cramped, science and philosophic specula- 
tion were frowned down, and Spanish literature again lan- 
guished, except in certain directions which will be specified 
in a later chapter.

The growth of luxury and splendour in Europe advanced 
rapidly with the spread of the influence of the Italian Renais- 
sance, and Spain was, as usual, by no means behind the rest

* The Egloga de Fileno, for instance, tells a story of hopeless 
pastoral love and suicide, and Cristino y Febea relates the temptation 
and backsliding of a devotee.

t  Mr. Fitzmaurice Kelly is of this opinión, and he is certainly con- 
firmed to some extent by the edition of Celestina, which I have seen, 
printed in 1599, in which the first letters of the introductory verses 
form a sort of acrostic, which reads, “ El bachiller Fernando de Rojas 
acabó la comedia de Calisto y Melibea é fue nacido en la puebla de Montal- 
van.” This, however, only says that Rojas finished the work. The 
story of this famous book tells of the employment of a wicked pro- 
curess by a despairing lover to win his mistress for hira. She suc- 
ceeds, but the whole of the principal dramatis personte come to a trag- 
ical end. The object is to contrast vice with virtue. The piece is too 
long for stage representation entire, and consista of 21 acts; but in
numerable adaptations of it have been seen on the Spanish stage 
from the time it was written to the present day. The full ñame of 
the work is The Tragicomedy of Calisto and Melibea.
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of the worid in her desire for elegance. The dress of Isabel 
herself was magnificent beyond belief; the glittering gold 
brocades of the Moriscos of Valencia and Granada were 
famous throughout Europe for church adornment and the 
garments of fine ladies, and the demand for them both in 
Spain and abroad brought great prosperity to the Spanish 
towns as soon as Isabel had overeóme the anarchy which had 
prevailed. One Cortes after the other deplored that even poor 
labouring people continued to dress as finely as people of 
rank, “ whereby they not only squander their own estáte, 
but bring poverty and want to all.” But when the Catholic 
kings found that gold was being used in such large quanti- 
ties in the manufacture of tissues, much of which were ex- 
ported, they carne down with a ferocious pragmatic (1495) 
absolutely prohibiting not only the wearing of sumptuous 
apparel, but forbidding under most cruel penalties the in- 
troduction, sale, or manufacture of textures containing gold 
or silver, and more especially the gold embroideries which 
brought so large a revenue to the craftsmen of Valencia, 
Granada, and Seville.

Fashion dies hard, and the poor people whose industry was 
being ruined struggled on, endeavouring to find substitutes 
for the gold tissues and embroideries with which, if they had 
been allowed to make them, they would have supplied the 
World to the great profit of Spain. It is true that gold thread 
might not be used, but the Cortes of 1498 complained bitterly 
that the weavers were introducing all sorts of novelties in the 
manufacture of brocades, velvets, and silks, “ whereby the peo
ple were tempted to squander their money on useless finery,” 
and the “ Catholic kings ” issued an order the next year 
forbidding the manufacture, sale, or use of silk for garments 
at all, except as lining, in order to prevent money from being 
sent out of the country to pay for raw silk, as only a portion 
of that used had been grown in Spain. No account was taken 
of the growing export of the fine tissues, which far more than
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repaid the cost of the raw material introduced, and the in
dustry of silk weaving was crippled so greatly that it 
never entirely recovered. Kings might, and did, continué to 
issue edicts forbidding sumptuous garb; but as they and 
their court lived in a perfect blaze of splendour, especially 
after the coming of Philip of Austria, it was quite impossible 
to prevent the wearing of fine stuffs by those who could afford 
them; and though in compliance with the petition of the Cor
tes of Burgos in 1515, Fernando’s regency positively prohib- 
ited the wearing of silk at all, except by people of high rank, 
and even they were not allowed to wear gold or silver thread 
in any form, the only result was that French and Flemish 
stuffs were largely imported into Spain, while Spanish weav- 
ers were starving. Great as was the economical folly of this— 
and also of Fernando’s financial system of anticipating and 
farming his revenue—the king appears in other directions to 
have been in advance of his age in the protection oí com- 
merce, prohibiting among other things the export of Span
ish produce in foreign ships when a native ship could be 
obtained, and endeavouring on another occasion to obtain 
from other sovereigns an agreement exempting prívate prop- 
erty from seizure in reprisal for the acts of a government.

It will be seen that the effect of the energy of Fernando 
and Isabel upon the internal condition of the country was 
marvellous. They had succeeded in changing Castile in thirty 
years from a State of anarchy to one of law, discipline, and 
order; the ruífianly nobility had been turned into sleek and 
obedient courtiers; the dissipated and insolent churchmen 
had been firmly reduced to decency and humility; *  a perma-

* This was in a large measure owing to the famous Cardinal 
Jiménez, who on the death of Mendoza, “ the Cardinal of Spain,” was 
raised to the archbishopric of Toledo by Isabel, much against the 
wish of Fernando. Jiménez was a Franciscan friar of great austerity, 
and was determined to purge the monastic orders of the scandalous 
license which disgraced them. The general of the Franciscans, and 
the Pope himself (1495), violently opposed Jimenez’s drastic reforms.

T h e  C ru sh in g  of In d u stry  315
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nent armed forcé at the disposal of the crown had taken the 
place of chance contingenta of untrained peasants brought by 
doubtful tributaries; a standard of justice and good admin- 
istration had been set up, which at least was theoretically 
perfect; and, above all, the inhabitants of Spain had become 
a United people, held together by fierce fervency in the formu
las of Rome.

Great as this internal change was, the alteration effected 
in the relations of Spain with foreign countries was still more 
remarkable. Fernando’s guileful diplomacy had been directed 
to the promotion of the traditional objects of the crown of 
Aragón, with which Castile had no concern. Its eííect was 
to swamp Aragón in the larger Castile, and to curse both 
realms with foreign obligations in every córner of Europe, 
which, though beneficial neither to Aragón ñor Castile, ulti- 
mately dragged Spain to ruin. It tied the millstone of Flan- 
ders round her neck, and saddled upon her people, still racially 
unamalgamated, the crushing burden of the empire, in the 
hands of an emperor whose Cerman territories were poor and 
insignificant. It made Spain the mainstay of the extreme 
Catholic party throughout Christendom at a time when the 
mighty struggle between freedom and enslavement of thought 
was to be fought out; it linked the maintenance of bigoted 
uniformity with the existence of the nation as a great power; 
and, while imposing this upon her, it made it vital for her—

But Isabel defied Alexander VI, and Jiménez triumphed, decency and 
order being forced upon the unwilling monks, thousands of whom 
fled from the cloisters. Jiménez then took in hand the secular clergy, 
who were scandalously ignoran! and immoral, hardly making a pre- 
tence, indeed, of fulfilling their vows. Against the open opposition 
of most of the bishops and clergy, and of Rome itself, Jiménez and 
the queen persevered, until the Spanish secular priests, as well as the 
cloistered clergy, had been forced into decency. It is unquestionable 
that the worst abuses in the Church of which the early reformers 
complained had been purged from the Spanish Church by Isabel, and 
that, at a time when the rest of the clergy of Europe were grossly 
licentious, the Spanish priests were generally virtuous and devout.
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as the possessor of the Netherlands and the enemy of France 
—to remain friendly with England, wlio became the leader 
of revolt against the ideas upon which the whole edifice of 
Spain was based.

To Castile, especially, Fernando’s diplomacy was disas- 
trous. At a time when the whole of north Africa was ripe for 
her occupation and the vast continent of America needed 
every man and every ducat she could spare for its due coloni- 
zation and administration, Castile, which liad no quarrel with 
France, was drained of blood and treasure to exhaustion to 
fight her for the empire throughout Europe, to forcé upon for
eign peoples a religious yoke they loathed, and to fasten upon 
Italy and Flanders a political despotism which reacted upon 
Castile itself and completed her own bondage, while from it 
she gained nothing. I t  will thus be seen that, though the pol
icy of Fernando and Isabel had brought order to Spain itself 
by substituting the despotism of the crown for the warring 
forces of democracy and aristocracy, it had, in order to serve 
Fernando’s Aragonese views, brought the nation unnecessa- 
rily into the forefront of the coming great struggle in central 
Europe, in which for herself she had nothing to gain and 
everything to lose. There was only one course by which the 
danger and disaster of such a position could have been 
avoided, namely, one of modest renunciation and national 
concentration. We shall see that pride, bigotry, and ambi- 
tion of Spanish rulers and people made such a course impos- 
sible, and ultímate catastrophe became inevitable. That it 
was deferred so long was owing alone to the natural tenacity 
of the race and the vast resources drawn from America.

This, briefly,was the position of afíairs when Fernando the 
Catholic died. The young foreign heir. Charles, was away in 
his native Flanders; his mother, the unhappy Juana, was shut 
up in her prison at Tordesillas; and it seemed to the Castilian 
nobles a good opportunity for once more trying their hand 
at weakening the crown for their own ends. But the stern
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friar Jiménez, in his squalid, darned Franciscan frock, was 
more than a match for them and their puppet, the young 
Ferdinand, and held a firm grip until the new king should 
come. Failing in their first efforts, the nobles got the ear 
of Charles himself at Brussels, and the king’s spiritual tutor, 
Adrián of Utrecht—afterward Pope Adrián V I—was sent to 
share Jimenez’s regency. But the great Franciscan would 
have none of him, and thrust him aside, while complaining 
thus early to the new king that Spanish revenue was being 
used for Flemish purposes. Charles, though he was but a boy 
of seventeen, meant to be master himself, and now and for the 
rest of his life his policy was to divide others in order that 
he might rule.

He was a Fleming, speaking little Spanish, and had no 
intention of allowing himself to fall under the influence of the 
masterful churchman who ruled Spain. For many months 
he deferred coming to his new kingdoms, while his subjects, 
jealous and hating foreigners, as we have seen, grew more 
and more discontented at the idea of a foreign absentee sov- 
ereign. Whispers, too, ran that Juana was not so mad as was 
made out; and when, at length. Charles and his rude, greedy 
gang of Flemings carne to Spain, he dismissed Cardinal 
Jiménez * rudely and ungratefully without even meeting him, 
Castilian distrust burned more fiercely than ever. Charles 
entered Valladolid in November, 1517, amid a frowning popu- 
lace, chafing against the foreign ministers who surrounded 
the foreign king. William of Croy made prime adviser; Sau- 
vage created chancellor of Spain; De Croy’s boy nephew ap- 
pointed to succeed Jiménez in the greatest episcopal position 
in the World, the see of Toledo; Flemings everywhere swag- 
gering, drinking, monopolizing all posts of profit, and insult- 
ing Castilians, who had been taught to consider themselves 
the salt of the earth—this was surely not to be silently borne.

* The cardinal died immediately afterward, it was said of grief, 
but more probably of poison.
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At the Cortes oí Valladolid, in February, 1518, the oppo- 
sition blazed out. Charles had already called liimself king. 
He was made to understand that he was no king in Castile 
until he had sworn to respect her privileges, and, above all, 
while his mother lived. So the town representatives would 
only take the oath to him as joint ruler with Juana,* and not 
that until he had sworn to respect the rights of Castile. They 
voted a grudging subsidy, but the king was told that he 
must leam Spanish, must marry and live in Spain, and must 
appoint no more foreigners to offices.

Aragón and Catalonia were stiífer still, and treated the 
new sovereign with a haughty independence which was in- 
creased by his breaking his pledge and sending to Flanders 
his young brother Ferdinand, whom the Aragonese had 
looked upon as one of themselves. While Charles was thus 
at issue with his subjects, growing daily more unpopular, his 
grandfather Maximilian the Emperor died (January, 1519), 
and left to him the vast ambition of reaching universal power. 
The first struggle was for the imperial crown itself. Francis I 
was obliged to compete with Charles, for the forces of Spain 
and the houses of Burgundy and Hapsburg were now all 
ranged against France.f But in the midst of his bitter dis
pute with the stubborn Catalans in Barcelona Charles learned, 
in June, 1519, that the intrigues of his friends had been suc- 
cessful, and that he, a lad of nineteen, was emperor, as well 
as King of Castile, León, Aragón, Sicily, and Naples—the 
most powerful monarch in the world in appearance, but one
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* With the conditioii also that, if Juana should recover her reason, 
she alone should reign, Charles being simply prince.

t  Charles, on his way to Spain, had concluded a peace with Francis 
I at Noyon, by which the young king was to marry Louise Claude de 
France, who, however, died in 1518. Notwithstanding this hollow 
peace, it was evident that there must be a trial of strength between 
the two great rival powers for the mastery of central Europe. All 
the points of difference between them again became acute with the 
death of Maximilian the Emperor.
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whose material resources depended mainly upon Castile and 
Flanders.

During the rest oí his life Charles’s principal trouble was 
to get money from Spain for objects outside the Península, 
and he began to experience it thus early. Money he must 
have even to take possession of his new empire. Castile, as 
well as Aragón, was in a ferment. Charles had already 
broken all the promises he had made at Valladolid; he now 
called himself King of the Romans, and “ Majesty ” rather 
than joint King of Castile and Aragón with “ Highness ” for 
his style; and when, in his hurry to embark for Flanders and 
to obtain money for his purposes, he summoned the Castilian 
Cortes in far-off Santiago, outside the realm of Castile,* the 
opposition of the towns became outspoken. Toledo took the 
lead by formulating a spirited demand that Charles should not 
leave the kingdom, should not raise money for expenditure 
elsewhere, and should dismiss all foreigners. Many other 
towns adhered to Toledo’s representation, and several of 
them declined even to reply to the summons, which they re- 
garded as unconstitutional. On his way through Valladolid 
the king was met with a threatening tumult, from which he 
only escaped by hasty flight, and every large town on his road 
to Galicia presented its remonstrance at his voyage. When 
Charles met the sulky Cortes at Santiago, and afterward at 
Corunna, the deputies who attended at first declined to vote 
supplies until the king promised to come back within three 
years, and to refrain from appointing foreigners to posts of

* Sandoval says that the reason for summoning the Cortes at so 
distant a place was De Croy’s fear for his own safety. He was so un- 
popular that his murder was, he knew, not improbable, and he wished 
to be near the sea in order that flight might be easy. At the first 
series of sessions at Santiago the Cortes was so evenly divided that it 
was impossible to raise supply. The assembly was then adjourned to 
Corunna, where Charles was to embark, and this gave time for the 
deputies to be influenced by bribes and threats until a fair majority 
was insured.
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profit. Petitions rained upon him, begging him to mod
érate his expeiiditure and that of his Flemings, to speak 
Spanish, to compel the Inquisition to proceed in accord- 
ance with the law, to forbid the repeal of laws except by the 
Cortes, and much else to the same effect. Charles kept up a 
smiling face and bribed right royally until he had prevailed 
upon the members to vote the money he needed,* and then 
he embarked (May 20th), leaving the deputies to face their 
infuriated constituents as best they might. Simultaneously 
with the king’s departure the storm burst. Proud Toledo 
was first to raise the cry “ Long live the king! Death to his 
bad ministers! ” and soon every great town in Castile was 
ablaze with wfath against foreigners, the court, and the Gov
ernment officers. There is no doubt that the nobles and higher 
clergy at first fomented the popular rising, for Juan de Padilla 
and Pedro Laso de la Vega, two aristocrats of Toledo, were 
the first leaders. But the nobility were timid, for they had 
felt the heavy hand of the sovereign before, and the democratic 
element soon distanced them, especially in the industrial 
towns, which overthrew the Government and erected fresh 
councils, mainly of artisans, from which in some cases the 
noble classes were rigidly excluded. The fresh taxes imposed 
by Charles, the oppression of the Flemish ministers, and the 
absence of the king were the immediate and ostensible pre- 
texts for the outburst; but really it was a political and social 
struggle, which had long been in unconscious preparation. 
The nobles, now that it was too late, saw that they were pow- 
erless against the crown without the aid of the townsmen, 
and endeavoured to make common cause with them for their 
own ends. The middle-class burgesses, on the other hand, 
had a long account to settle with the nobles; they were angry 
at the growing corruption w'hich the gentry and the crown 
had introduced into the municipalities and the Cortes, and

* The deputies for Toro, Salamanca, Madrid, Murcia, Cordova, 
and one Leonese finally voted against the grant.

22
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tliey determiiied to re-establish the supremacy of the towns 
without the participation of the nobles. But there was a third 
element which now for the first time made itself felt. We 
have seen that the craftsmen and peasants, mostly of mixed 
blood, had hitherto taken only a silent part, and had been 
oppressed both by the gentry and middle-class employers. 
Statutes of labour, prohibition of combination, fixed wages 
and compulsory -work, brutal vagrancy laws and tyrannical 
restrictions of all sorts, had kept the workers mere serfs, and 
this was the element which now became uppermost in the 
turmoil.

More particularly was this the case in the rising in the 
kingdom of Valencia (the Germania), which preceded and 
outlasted the rising of the commons of Castile. In Valencia 
the artisans had been temporarily armed to resist a threatened 
Moorish incursión, and the trade guilds had formed a regular 
military confederation. Charles had ofíended the governing 
classes and Cortes of Valencia by failing to go thither and 
take the oath as king before he departed, and he and his 
representative, Cardinal Adrián, had consequently pandered 
to the armed plebeians. Thus encouraged, the artisans broke 
out. They usurped the government and formed a permanent 
revolutionary committee of 13 workmen in the capital, and 
similar subsidiary committees were constituted in other 
towns.* The nobles and gentry throughout the kingdom 
were massacred, except those who took refuge in Denia or 
Mordía, and Valencia became a prey to an anarchical mob,

* This committee of workingmen passed governing acts in plenty, 
all tending to an impossible democratic ideal. One of them was to 
the efíect that whenever a workingman was executed for any crime 
whatever a member óf the noble class should be hanged at the same 
time. It may be remarked that at the present day social antagonism 
between the classes is still more conspicuous in the kingdom of 
Valencia and in Barcelona than elsewhere in Spain, and it was here 
that the strength of the cantonal insurrection in 1873 was the greatest. 
Future serious disturbance in Spain is likely to find its focus in this 
part of the country and its root in social discontent.
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which daily grew in violence and ferocity, to the despair even 
of those who had first initiated the rising. Here no gentry 
aided the revolution, though many clergymen incited the 
fanaticism of the crowd to murder Wholesale the unfortunate 
Morisco peasants who tilled the lands of the nobles.* At 
length, in 1521, some of the nobles, with the aid of troops 
raised in other provinces, stormed and captured the city of 
Valencia, amid scenes of awful carnage. The velvet-weaver 
Peris, the leader of the revolt, surprised the victors, and indis- 
criminate slaughter in the streets ensued, Peris being killed. 
Jativa and Alcira held out for the Germania for three years 
longer, but with their fall, in 1525, the Valencian rising of 
workers ended, to leave no enduring trace.

Far different was it with the more serious rising of the 
commons of Castile. The return of the deputies from the 
Cortes of Corunna was the signal for the outburst of violence. 
At Segovia both the deputies were hanged at the gates of 
the city by the infuriated cloth workers, and then from town 
to town through the Castiles the revolt spread. In Toro, 
Avila, Cuenca, and Madrid blood flowed in the streets, and 
in most places the nobles began to discover that they had 
made a false move, and had let loose forces they could not 
control. The semisacred character of the monarch protected 
the Crown at first from attack, but when the weak Cardinal

*T he case of these Moriscos was especially hard. They had in 
most cases fought bravely in defence of their masters’ property, at- 
tacked by the Germania, and when the latter was victorious Christian 
baptism was forced upon whole populations of these industrious 
people. Even after their baptism many hundreds of them were 
slaughtered; but on the final defeat of the Germaneros the Moors 
that remained naturally returned to their original faith. The Inqui- 
sition then treated them as renegades, and the emperor upheld the 
cruel decisión. Notwithstanding the appeals of the Council of Ara
gón and many Valencian magnates, the sentence was enforced: death 
or compulsory rebaptism. Many of the Moors retired into the moun- 
tains and withstood the royal troops, an intermittent war continuing 
until 1526, when the rebels were beaten and slaughtered by Charles’s 
Germán troops.
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Adrián, tlie regent, attempted to repress the rising by sheer 
forcé of artns, civil war with all its recklessness of result broke 
out. Medina del Campo, the great commercial and banking 
centre of Spain, the emporium of cloths, silks, and grain for 
the whole Península and beyond, as well as being one of the 
principal arsenals, was burned and sacked by the cardinal’s 
troops—it was said, by accident. But in any case the wide- 
spread loss and ruin it caused brought about a hatred so deep 
and universal against the foreigner that the revolt now swept 
all before it. “ The Holy Junta,” with Padilla and other gen- 
tlemen as leaders, was formed in Avila, and deposed the re
gent Adrián and his council, constituting the revolutionary 
Junta the supreme power, in the ñames of Juana and Charles. 
Juana was at Tordesillas, and the poor creature suddenly be- 
came the centre of the intrigue. She was not mad, said the 
revolutionaries, and at least she was a Spaniard and under- 
stood their tongue. Cardinal Adrián, too, forgot her mad- 
ness, and hurried to Tordesillas and begged for her confirma- 
tion of his regency. She hesitated, and the royal council was 
summoned to her prison palace to advise her. While they 
were in session Juan de Padilla and the commoners surprised 
and captured them all, and in his turn he prayed for the 
queen’s confirmation of his authority. Again the “ mad ” 
Juana diplomatically asked for Information and advice from 
the Holy Junta, which met at Tordesillas, but failed to per
suade her to afñx her signature to the decree. She sympa- 
thized with the commoners, said the latter, and the people 
for a time believed them and clamoured for Juana, their law- 
ful queen. This was the chance of her life, if she was sane, 
but she failed to take i t ; events soon surged past her prison 
house and left her to oblivion again.

In the uncertainty caused by Juana’s vacillation the 
nobles who still stood by the revolt saw their chance. It was 
plain to them that if the revolution was successful with its 
present programme, it was the burgesses, and not the no-
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bility, who would gain; so they prometed the división which 
ended in disaster. An address to Charles, was prepared, em- 
bodying all the grievances that had been presented by Cortes 
in the past, and praying for remedy. They begged that for- 
eigners should be excluded from offices, that foreign-made 
cloths should be subject to the same control as Spanish stuffs, 
that no precious metal should be allowed to leave Spain, and 
that lio cattle should be exported; that the whole trade oí 
America should be centred in Seville; that the ecelesiastieal 
courts should not be allowed to trench on civil affairs; that 
the expenditure of the court, especially in eating and drink- 
ing, should be rigidly reduced; that the administration, civil, 
religious, and judicial, should be purified; and much more 
to a similar effect. All this was quite in the order of things. 
Every Cortes had asked this much, without, in many cases, 
great attention being paid to them; but the Santa Junta went 
beyond this, and formulated a set of revolutionary constitu- 
tional demands. It was asked that each enfranchised town- 
ship should send three representatives, chosen respectively 
by the gentry, the clergy, and the commons, the members 
to be absolutely inviolable, to vote strictly as directed by 
their constituents, and to suífer death if they received a 
gratuity from the crown. The assembly was to meet at least 
every three years, without summons, and to control its own 
officers and proceedings, while the Cortes of Santiago and 
Corunna were to be declared unconstitutional and their votes 
annulled. The lands of the nobles were to be no longer ex- 
empt from taxation; the nobles themselves were not to be 
employed in financial positions; and the king was warned to 
create no more privileged nobles. The cardinal regent and 
all his officers and the Council of Castile were to be dis- 
missed, and Charles himself was enjoined to return to Spain, 
marry, and reside in the country.

This petition, to which Charles did not even vouchsafe 
a reply, drove the nobles to the side of the king; and the
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latter drew them to him by adding the popular Velasco, Con
stable of Castile, and Henriquez, the admiral, to Adrian’s 
regency. Velasco carried Burgos in his hand, and the city 
returned to its allegiance. The gentry on the side of the 
revolt, especially Pedro Laso de la Vega, endeavoured to 
strengthen their own section by enlisting as commander of 
their forces Don Pedro Girón, heir of Count de Ureña, in 
place of the popular patriot Juan de Padilla. The new com
mander was a traitor, and withdrew his army as the regents’ 
troops approached Tordesillas, which town, with the un- 
happy Juana, fell into the hands of the regents. Discourage- 
ment and disintegration spread among the Comuneros; 
Andalusia deserted the cause; the Holy Junta itself was pro- 
foundly divided between Laso de la Vega and the popular 
soldier Padilla; the excesses of the violent demagogue 
Acuña, Bishop of Zamora, with his plundering, sacrilegious 
band of fighting priests, shocked the more modérate of the 
revolutionaries themselves. Civil war raged all over Cas- 
tile, class fighting against class, town against town, often 
Street against Street. Pillage became general; confiscation 
of the property of nobles by the commons was replied to by 
massacre of the people where the nobles were strong. At 
length, when the Constable Velasco had raised a sufficient 
forcé, he struck the final blow against Padilla, who with a 
dwindling and discouraged forcé of rebels was overtaken near 
Villalar in April, 1521.

It can hardly be called a battle, though its results were 
momentous, for the Comuneros fled wildly through the pelt- 
ing rain in a mad panic, and the hope of representative gov- 
ernment in Castile was dead for two hundred and ninety years 
longer. Padilla and the other leaders were executed imme- 
diately, and though Padilla’s heroic widow held out for a 
time in Toledo with the bishop Acuña,* the cause was killed

* She and her family succeeded in escaping to Portugal, but the 
wild bishop was captured near the French frontier, was carried to
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at Villalar; and Charles the Emperor, when he carne back 
to Spain (July, 1522) with 4,000 Germán foot, found, doubt- 
less to his own sardonio satisfaction, that nobles and burgesses 
liad mutually crippled each other and destroyed the political 
strength of both elements, leaving him supremo despot, with 
none to say him nay. He could aííord to be merciful and 
modérate, as he was,* and to banish from his side most of his 
Flemish friends; for he had now learned to speak Spanish, 
and De Croy was dead and Cardinal Adrián was Pope.f 

There were other reasons why Charles should be as popu
lar in Spain on his second visit as he was unpopular on his 
first. Not only were Spanish nobles around him and Span
ish speech upon his lips, but the vanity of Spaniards was 
flattered, for the whole world was ringing with the glory of 
their sovereign. This sallow, saturnine young man of two- 
and-twenty was already at the head of the monarchs of Eu- 
rope. By a bold stroke he had won the friendship of his 
fickle únele the King of England; he had by his own in- 
fluence decided in the Diet of Worms the condemnation of 
Martin Luther, and thus had taken upon himself the Spanish 
burden of the leadership of the Catholic cause; his troops had
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Simancas, which had always remained loya!, and he was lianged from 
the castle battlements after five years’ imprisonment.

* On November i, 1522, on the Feast of All Saints, a splendid 
throne was erected in the open air outside the church in Valladolid. 
After mass Charles mounted the dais and announced in Spanish to the 
multitude a general amnesty for all those engaged in the revolt except 
a few of the leaders. There can be no doubt that Charles had first 
come to Spain with a very false idea of the country and people, whom 
he had been led to consider as semi-savages who might best be gov- 
erned by Flemings. The rising of the Comuneros, which in its 
origin was largely against foreign rule, opened Charles’s eyes both 
to the independence and the tenacity of the Spaniards, and his treat- 
ment of them radically changed thenceforward.

t  He was careful on this occasion to avoid the use of the imperial 
style and insignia. He wore the closed crown of a sovereign prince 
and an ermine-lined mantle of crimson velvet, instead of the open 
imperial crown and the purple velvet and gold mantle of emperor.
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beaten the French in Navarra, and his generáis were march- 
ing from victory to victory on the plains of Lombardy; he 
had drawn Venice to his side, insured the mastership of 
Milán íor himself, made Genoa his humble servant, bought 
one Pope with a gift of principalities,* and, ñnally, had raised 
another, his oíd tutor Adrián, on the chair of Saint Peten 

During Charles’s stay in Spain his glory grew. In Febru- 
ary, 1525, the brilliant victory of Pavia placed in his hands 
the person of his rival, Francis I  of Franca. Not to Aix- 
la-Chapelle, ñor to Brussels, was the captiva king sent, but 
to proud Castile, to swell the captor’s popularity with the 
already dazzled Spaniards. Charles, when he heard the news 
of the battle, showed no signs of rejoicing, ñor would he allow 
any demonstration of his people. Self-controlled and digni- 
fied, he entertained Francis splendidly, more as a guest than 
as a prisoner; but it was an object lesson which the Span
iards did not forget, and Charles, with all his apparent mag- 
nanimity, imposed terms upon Francis in return for his lib- 
erty which, if they had not been repudiated afterward, would 
ha ve crippled French aims for ever.f

The victorias in Italy had been, liowever, dearly bought 
by Charles. Fortune had not invariably favoured him, and 
the drain upon his resources had been tremendous; but the 
Spaniards in Charles’s armies had in these times of adversity 
shown their true mettle. When Germans and Swiss were 
sulking at starvation rations and unpaid wages, the Spanish 
troops, proud of the individual glory they won, cheerfully 
gave up their very cloaks to pay the mercenary Germans; 
and every man of them looked upon himself as the one hero 
of the host, marked out for distinction by personal sacrifice—

* Ferrara, Parma, and Piacenza to Leo X  (Medid).
t  By the treaty of Madrid Francis finally abandoned all his claims 

in Italy and his suzerainty over Flanders and Artois. He also agreed 
to cede Burgnndy to Charles, to withdraw all aid from the dispos- 
^ssed Queen of Navarre, and to marry the emperor’s widowed sister 
Eleanor.
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noted by God, if not by men. ThiS was the feeling whicli 
made the Spanish infantry, invincible, and gave to the em- 
peror’s armies the backbone which carried them through 
Europe, the oíd Iberian feeling which has never died.

Of the long wars and complicated intrigues carried on by 
Charles in Italy, no detailed account can be given here. 
Though the French king surrendered his claims, the Italians 
themselves had no wish to be dominated by Spain, or rather 
by the emperor, and the latter had to face leagues of Italian 
States and to beard Italian popes in Rome again and again, 
with varying fortunes, but with one invariable result, so far 
as Spain was concerned—namely, to deplete her treasury to 
exhaustion and to drain her of her best manhood, without the 
slightest real benefit or profit to the nation; increasing, it is 
true, the pride of Spaniards and their love for war and ad- 
venture, but in every respect injuring them as useful citizens.

Cortes had been summoned almost yearly in Valladolid, 
Toledo, or Madrid since Charles’s return, the cry of the em
peror being ever for money, and more money, to the out- 
spoken dismay of the deputies, whose remonstrances were as 
constant as they were useless.* The petitions of the Cortes

* The first three Cortes of Castile after the defeat of the Comuneros 
were constitutionally of the highest importance, as they practically 
fixed the future relations between the monarch and the parliament. 
On each occasion there was a struggle on the part of the members 
to be allowed to discuss, before voting supply, the various grievances 
which they had been instructed to press. In every case Charles was 
conciliatory but firm, and the members gave way, though the em
peror promised that their petitions should be well considered after- 
ward. The petitions constantly reproduced certain tendencies, prin- 
cipally the desire for the exclusión of the foreigners from national 
benefits, the jealousy of the possession by the Church of feudal 
lands or property in mortmain, the complaint of delay in the admin- 
istration of justice, and the grievance of corruption of administrative 
officers. The alienation of crown property is always condemned, as 
also is the waste and extravagance of the royal establishment, and, 
above all, the growing demands for money for the crown. “ When 
the Catholic kings reigned,” said the Cortes, “ the croivn revenues were 
much smaller; they had not the revenues of the orders, ñor the Indies, ñor
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forever repeated the fears of clerical intrusión in civil causes, 
the growing wealth of the Church, the accumulation of prop- 
erty exempt from táxation in the hands of religious foun- 
dations, and the sending of gold out of the country to the Pope 
or in payment for foreign goods; and the legislatures dic- 
tated a host of measures, all tending to the remedying of these 
evils and to relieving the subjects from vassalage. In 
Aragón, which had taken no part in the rising of the Comu
neros, the legislature proceeded on its firm, well-trodden 
path, checking the intrusión of the Inquisition into civil 
affairs, protecting the liberty of the subject, and doling out 
supply to the king as grudgingly as possible, and always in a 
spirit of bargain. Even in Aragón, as a result of the rising 
of the Germania in Valencia, the right of combination was 
taken away from artisans and workmen.

Charles had made a popular marriage with his cousin 
Isabel of Portugal, and his heir was born in 1527, at a time 
when the rebel French prince in Charles’s Service, the Duke 
of Bourbon, had, to the dismay of the emperor himself, over- 
run and sacked Rorae and imprisoned the sovereign pontiff. 
It was a dangerous position for Charles, for the coalition 
against him was tremendous in its strength, and this new

the crusade bulls [i. e., sale of indulgences], and yet they promised that 
no more laxes should be raised ”; and the Cortes begged Charles to 
keep this promise, “ as the country was so poor and ruined,” to 
which he dryly replied that he did not mean to ask for money except 
for good cause and in accordance with the law. The petitions were 
usually to a large extent granted, and thus became laws; but the 
constant complaint was that not the slightest attempt was made to 
enforce them. An important innovation in these Cortes was that the 
powers of attorney granted by the constituencies were now drafted 
by the Government, and sent for signature to the towns; so that the 
terms of the powers were known, and the members could not take 
refuge behind them for refusing a vote for supply. Another impor
tant novelty was the appointment of a permanent recess committee 
to watch over the expenditure and the carrying out of the laws. By 
gradually enlarging the powers of this committee the crown was able 
to avoid summoning the Cortes for long periods.
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outrage orought him into antagonism with Catholic forces 
not only abroad, but at home, where since the reign of Isabel 
the Church had grown constantly in power and wealth.

But chance and the magnificent Spanish infantry stood 
the emperor in good stead, The Medici Pope Clement V II 
was conciliated, and the Ladies’ Peace (1529), though it 
modified some of the humiliation of the treaty of Madrid, ex- 
cluded Francis from Italy, and left the emperor a free hand 
to attend to matters of even closer interest to him. He needed 
it, as he knew, for the Dominicans in Spain were already 
daring to cali him the leader of the Lutherans, and the Prot- 
estant schism in Germany was striking at the very root of his 
empire. The influence of Erasmus was making itself felt in 
Spain; the priests began to whisper of the freedom of opinión 
allowed at Charles’s court; and even in the Cortes the niem- 
ber for Toledo was instructed to beg the emperor to support 
the Inquisition in suppressing heresy in all forms.

The position was truly a difficult one, arising directly from 
the policy of Fernando and Isabel in seeking the unification 
of the realms on a basis of bigotry. Charles, as King of 
Spain alone, might have pursued the same course without 
misgiving; but he was Emperor of Cermany, where and in 
Flanders he was brought face to face with princes and 
people strongly imbued with Lutheran feeling. He must 
brave one side or the other; he must risk breaking up the 
unity of Spain by crushing bigotry, or face civil war, and per- 
haps ruin, in Cermány by enforcing upon an enlightened 
country the system which Fernando and Isabel had intro- 
duced into disunited and anarchical Spain.

Charles was forced by circumstances to adopt the latter 
alternative. He derived the sinews of his strength from Cas- 
tile; his permanent hold over Italy depended upon the con- 
tinued good will of the papacy; his more than doubtful 
friend Henry of England was snapping his fingers at the 
Pope and divorcing a Spanish princess, while his French
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rival, Francis I, was aiding the Englishman in his views to 
the full extent of his power. The gigantic forces which were 
to divide Europe were, in fact, already ranging themselves, 
and Charles was obliged by the facts of the case to choose 
the wrong side and make the cause of rigid Catholicism 
his own.

In August, 1529, Charles left Spain under the regency of 
his wife and enibarked for Italy. At Bologna he was in- 
vested with the iron crown of Lombardy, and received the 
imperial diadem from the hands of the Pope. Through the 
trembling Italian States, with the Pope now his humble serv- 
ant and in no fear of the French, he proceeded to his Germán 
dominions, where the double contest of religious freedom 
against the enslavement of belief, and of Christianity against 
Islam, was to be fought out during the next few years. Genoa 
and Savoy were now at Charles’s bidding; Barcelona, Naples, 
and Palermo were his own. In the Mediterranean the French 
were reduced to impotence, though by encouraging the 
Turkish aggression they might yet foment trouble. So far 
the first stage of the dreams of the oíd Aragonese kings was 
fulñlled; but fulfilled, alas! not for Aragón—hardly, indeed, 
for Spain—but rather that Genoa and Lombardy should serve 
as the conduit by which the life blood of Spain should be 
drained to fight in Germany, in the Tyrol, in the Netherlands, 
the battles of the empire and of the house of Burgundy.

And yet, with the turbulent Lutheran princes in Germany 
pressing him hard, and the Moslem threatening the empire. 
Charles must have understood, at this period at least, that 
the position of King of Spain, with only an unimportant ter- 
ritory in Germany, was incompatible with the permanent pos- 
session of the imperial crown, and in 1531 his brother Ferdi- 
nand was crowned King of the Romans, with the succession 
to the empire.* To Ferdinand, unburdened by Spanish

* Ferdinand had married Princess Anne, the heiress of the Idng- 
doms of Bohemia and Hungary, which, with tlíe territories of the
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claims,* was left the government oí the empire in his brother’s 
absence, while Flanders was similarly ruled by Charles’s sister 
Mary, Dowager Queen of Hungary; and thus, in 1533, the 
emperor was free to retum to Spain, for him the most neces- 
sary portion of his wide dominions. He had thrown in his 
his lot with the Spanish system, and thenceforward his policy 
was to a great extent swayed by Spanish susceptibilities.

It happened, fortunately for him, that at this juncture the 
policy necessary in the interests of the empire was one in full 
accordance with Spanish ideas. The Turks had threatened 
the empire on the Danube, and anything which weakened 
them was of valué to the Germans. This task fell largely to 
the Spaniards. Barbarossa, the Barbary pirate, had succeeded 
in forming a strong Moslem state on the Algerian coast, and 
had placed himself under the suzerainty of the Turk. All 
the blackguards of eastern and Southern Europe flocked to the 
pirate kingdom, which kept the Mediterranean in fear and 
turmoil at its depredations. Cortes after Cortes in Castile 
and Aragón deplored to the king that the commerce and 
coasts of Spain were at the mercy of these barbarians, who 
possessed the finest ships and the most skilful seamen in Eu
rope. The pirates themselves were formidable, but when the 
Turkish fleet joined them they became a national danger, and 
the capture by them of Tunis threatened Sicily and Naples.

When, therefore. Charles, on his way through Italy home- 
ward, found himself not only confronted by this difficulty, 
but also with a new war with Trance, in consequence of the 
French invasión of Savoy, he wrote to his viceroy of Aragón 
(the Duke of Alburquerque) demanding a supply of money.

house of Hapsburg, formed a respectable power for the futura em
peror and enabled him to form a bulwark on the advance of the Turk.

* The treaty which Charles made at Nuremberg with the Lutheran 
princes previous to his departure agreed that no person should be 
incriminated for his religious opinions, pending a general assembly 
of States of the empire. There is, however, no doubt that he was 
driven to this by the advance of the Turks against Vienna.
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The Aragonesa replied that no money would be voted éxcept 
in a properly constituted Cortes (1535); and when Charles, in 
January, 1536, again urged his need from Naples and depre- 
cated “ delays and ceremonies,” he got a rougher answer than 
before, but no money from Aragón.* Charles nevertheless 
marched against the invaders of Savoy; but his army was 
badly provided, and his men had no stomach for the fight. 
The result was that the emperor’s forces were unsuccessful, 
the French occupied most of Piedmont, and a ten years’ truce 
in 1538 left Charles in the occupation of Lombardy, it is true, 
but with his prestige in Italy badly injured. For the Span- 
iards had no wish generally to fight the French; they had

* When Charles returned to Spain in the following year the Cor
tes of Valladolid (1537) fervently begged the emperor to make peace 
and come and live in Spain permanently; but they voted him the 
ordinary 200,000,000 maravedis for two years’ supply, while the Ara- 
gonese, Catalan, and Valencian Cortes of the same year also voted 
their usual amounts. The Cortes of Toledo of the following year 
(1538) is memorable in the constitutional history of Spain as having 
witnessed the last struggle of the Castilian nobility to obtain political 
power. Charles was deeply in debt, and sorely needed money for 
the war. He therefore summoned the nobles separately to the palace 
and asked them to vote him a large sum in the form of an excise 
on meat, which, of course, would have to be pald by nobles as well as 
by others. When one of the nobles was about to reply, the emperor 
roughly silenced him with the remark that they had better be quick 
about it, and “ let no one say a word in opposition.” This offended 
the assembly, and when later a gentleman whom the emperor had 
appointed to attend the meetings as secretary presented himself the 
irate nobles violently expelled him. The nobles then met and elected 
a permanent committee of twelve of their number, and adopted a reso- 
lution in favour of their sitting in Cortes to consult with the repre- 
sentatives of the towns. This Charles refused to allow, and insisted 
upon the vote being passed in three days. The nobles then refused 
the aid altogether so far as they were concerned, and begged that 
peace might be made and that the emperor should reside in Spain. 
The nobles were thereupon dismissed by the emperor in a passion, 
with a threat to throw their leader, Velasco, out of window. “ Your 
Majesty had better not,” was the reply. “ I am little, but I weigh 
heavily.” This, however, ended the claim of Castilian nobles to form 
part of the legislature by right.
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nothing to gain by pouring out blood and treasure to'keep 
hold of the imperial fief of Milán for the empire, which was 
destined to pass away from the crown of Spain. What they 
were more willing to do was to continué the glorious tradi- 
tional struggle against the hated Moslem pirates in north 
Africa, in which, under the emperor’s own leadership, they 
had just before gained such glorious victories. For the cap
ture of Tunis by Charles (1535) had been a true crusade, in 
which the galleys of the Pope, of Genoa, and of Portugal 
joined with those of Aragón and Naples, and with hoisted 
crucifixes and consecrated banners had gone forth from Ca- 
gliari to conquer in the ñame of Christ. After five weeks’ ter
rible siege in an African summer Tunis was captured and 
the pirate fleet of Barbarossa was destroyed.

This was the war for which Spaniards yearned, and not 
to fight the French in the passes of the Savoyard Alps or 
on the flat borders of Flanders in a quarrel that was not their 
own. They had their wish in 1541, for Barbarossa had again 
become aggressive, and Charles led a splendid army and a 
fleet of 200 galleys against Algiers. But utter disaster fell 
upon the Christian host. The galleys were scattered and 
wrecked, and the army in its retreat to such of the boats as 
remained was routed and destroyed. Charles gained in per
sonal reputation by his coolness in catastrophe, but the naval 
power of Spain in the Mediterranean suffered an eclipse for 
many years to come.

Though he was only in early manhood. Charles was al- 
ready bitter and disappointed, for the problems before him 
were more than one man could solve. He had lost his young 
wife, to whom he was deeply attached, his own health was 
bad, and his labours were incessant. A transient hollow 
friendship with Francis was followed by a renewal of the war 
in 1542. The Spanish Cortes resisted to the utmost all at- 
tempts to increase the su'pplies for a war with France. The 
Turkish fleet, with the countenance of the French, devastated
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the Italian coasts. Charles was in the deepest poverty, har- 
assed and threatened on all sides, and he hurried from Spain to 
Germany in June, 1543, to pray the Germán princes at Spires 
to help him to occupy Gueldres, and thus draw the French 
away from Italy, where they were carrying all before them. 
With a Germán army and a íew Spaniards he advanced 
through Luxemburg, while he patched up an alliance with 
Henry V III , by which the latter agreed to join him with an 
English army, and together advance on Paris, there to dictate 
ternis to Francis. Bad faith and distrust reigned supreme in 
this alliance, both Charles and Henry fearing that the other 
would leave him in the lurch. Francis was utterly unprepared 
for a war in the north, and could only fall back and endeavour 
to make terms which should divide his enemies. In the diplo- 
matic juggle that ensued Henry V IH  was beaten. He liad 
captured Boulogne, but found to his dismay that the emperor 
had deserted him, and had made a sepárate peace, binding 
himself to eternal friendship with Francis, and arranging a 
marriage between Charles’s daughter and Francis’s son, with 
Milán or the Netherlands as a dowry for the princess. The 
treaty carne to nothing, and may be dismissed, but the reason 
for Gharles’s action in thus suddenly betraying England and 
conceding favourable terms to his lifelong foe Francis, who 
was practically at his mercy, is interesting to our purpose.

Charles was already realizing the responsibility which his 
adoption of the Spanish policy in Europe entailed upon him. 
The Lutheran princes of the empire were, in the face of the 
emperor’s necessities, assuming an attitude which foretold the 
approach of the tempest, and it must have been evident to 
Charles that sooner or later he must fight his own feudatories. 
In such a position the alliance with the schismatic King of 
England and enmity with the Catholic King of France was 
a weakness rather than a strength to him, and the great 
scheme of a Catholic league for the purpose of forcing upon 
Europe religious unity of the Spanish pattern now took form.
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Charles had begun by making friends with Paul I I I ,  the 

Farnese Pope. We have seen that the papacy generally had 
looked with jealousy upon the growing Spanish inñuence in. 
Italy, and had sided with the French, the Venetians, and the 
Turks to counteract it. The Farneses had no cause to love the 
emperor, for he had treated them badly, and Paul I I I ,  like his 
predecessors, had also chafed and struggled at the continued 
and successful eííorts of Charles to weaken the power oí the 
pontiffs over the Spanish Church. But when Paul was ap- 
proached with the suggestion of a unión of all the Catholic 
powers to crush Protestantism, and was promised that his own 
family should be enriched by the grant or restoration of an 
Italian princedom, he eagerly assented; oííered to summon a 
council (of Trent) to devise nieans for the conversión of the 
World; promised to contribute handsomely in money to the 
cost of a campaign; and, above all, to give way on the 
point very near to Charles’s heart, namely, the control of 
Rome over the Spanish clergy. The peace, therefore, made 
with Francis (1544) at Crespy contained secret clauses bind- 
ing both sovereigns to join with other Catholic powers to 
unify the faith of Europe.

Thenceforward the life of Charles was mainly spent in 
endeavouring to fasten upon Germany the Spanish form of 
unity, in which, with the forces against him, he signally failed. 
Spanish blood and money were poured out like water with 
this object; in vain each Cortes prayed for peace, and pro- 
tested that the country was utterly exhausted and could do 
no more; from every village in Spain the ñower of the man- 
hood marched gaily, even fervently, to fight in the holy war 
against the “ heretics.” * The oíd Spanish feeling of indi

* It must be borne in mind that the Cortes were now very imper- 
fectly representative of the people. The few towns that sent deputies 
were ruled by the gentry and upper classes, and the representatives 
themselves were to a great extent nominated by court influence. They 
continued for many years longer to present their long list of griev- 
ances, and to complain that even when their requests were granted
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vidual distinctioii by sacrifice kept hold of the people with 
a grip of iroii. The hatred of heresy preached in every 
church in Spain and the persecutions of the. Inquisition had 
persuaded the ignorant peasants that to them and their race 
was given the glorious task of fighting the.Lord’s battles, and 
sweeping from the earth the impious enemies who questioned 
the teaching of His holy Church. So, while the Cortes 
groaned over the crushing burdens that were strangling na- 
tional resources, and prayed for a resident king, living in peace 
with the World, the rank and file of the Spanish people, incited 
by the priests, grew in pride at the task confided to them, and 
in cruelty, intolerance, and bigotry at the conviction that they 
were the chosen instruments of God’s anger upon His foes. 
Not alone did the Spanish people barden to their task as the 
opposition increased; the emperor himself became more and 
more Spanish in his Germán and Italian policy.

With his increasing age and ill health it must have been 
evident to him that he could not hope in his lifetime to carry 
to completion the aims he had in view, but he had an apt 
pupil to follow him, his only legitimate son Philip, in whom 
all his hopes were centred. It was this desire to perpetúate 
his policy and to aggrandize his beloved son which changed 
his views as to the succession, and inspired him with the hope 
of making Spain the mistress of the world. His brother Fer- 
dinand was already King of the Romans as well as of Hun- 
gary and Bohemia, and his acknowledged successor to the 
imperial crown, while by the peace of Crespy we have seen 
that Charles contemplated the separation either of the Neth- 
erlands or Milán; but the great victory of Mühlberg (1547), 
which utterly crushed for a time the Lutheran princes, con- 
firmed him in his idea that the Spanish policy might after

no attempt was made to enforce the law; but as they voted them- 
selves considerable sums of money included in the supply granted to 
the king, and were largely bribed, the repetition of the national griev- 
ances became a mere matter of form, to keep up appearances.
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all become paramount in Europe, in which case Spanish 
Philip alone would fittingly rule.

For Philip was a Spaniard of Spaniards. Brought up 
mostly in the absence of his father by devout women and 
priests; surrounded from his birth with the overpowering 
conviction that he and his had been specially chosen by God 
to fight His battles; inheriting the religiotts exaltation of his 
house, firmly believing that Spain was the only true centre of 
religión, and that nó wrong could be done in the Service of the 
Lord, this reticent, distrustful lad of twenty-one, already a 
widower with an only son, was an embodiment of all the salient 
qualities which we have noted as characteristic of the Span
ish race. Intense individuality in him, as in so niany of his 
countrymen, was merged in the idea of personal distinction 
in the eyes of God by self-sacrifice. Through his long life, 
patient, plodding labour, self-denial, humble submission to 
suffering, and ecstatic asceticism were his portion. Pain, de- 
feat, bereavement, disappointment that would have crushed 
the hearts of most men, passed over him without ruffling his 
inarble serenity. These aíHictions, he thought, were sent by 
God specially to him as an ordeal and to distinguish him 
from other men by the bitterness of his sacrifice, only later 
to bring a brighter glory to him and to the Master for whom 
he worked. At heart he was kindly, a good father and hus- 
band, an indulgent and considérate master, having no love 
for cruelty itself. And yet lying, dishonesty, cruelty, the in- 
fiiction of suffering and death upon hosts of helpless ones, 
and the secret murder of those who stood in his path, were 
not wrong for him, because, in his moral obliquity, he thought 
that the ends justified the means, and that all was lawful in the 
linked causes of God and Spain.

When he was still but a child his father had intrusted 
him with the secret keys of his political system. It was a 
vile creed, which Charles had inherited and bettered from 
crafty Fernando the Catholic, and it brought his house finally
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to ruin; but it was subtle and selfish, and it fottnd a congenial 
lodging in the moody, concentrative brain oí young Philip: 
Trust no mortal; have in your council men of opposite opin- 
ions, and pit them against each other, that you may hear the 
worst of them all; listen to the advice of every one, and 
finally, without giving reasons, adopt your own course; raise 
your ministers from the dregs, and incite the jealousy of 
other men against them, in order that they may have no 
friend but you; make your nobles court danglers, ambas- 
sadors abroad, ofñcers and governors in foreign possessions, 
but allow them no power or influence at home; weaken rep- 
resentative institutions, especially in Aragón, where they are 
strong; cause all power and activity to emanate from you 
alone; and, above all, employ the strongest forcé in Spain, 
religious unity, for your own ends.

This was the political gospel upon which Philip was 
reared, and at the age of twenty-one he was already a master 
of its diplomacy, when his father summoned him to Germany 
(1548) to unfoid to him his great plans for the future. These 
were nothing less than the establishment of the Spanish do
minión instead of the vicariate of the empire over north Italy 
—Philip having already been created Duke of Milán *—and 
the permanent attachment of the territories of the house of 
Burgundy to the Spanish crown. This meant the hemming 
in of France by Spanish territory and the dwarfing of the 
temporal rule of the papacy, and both powers were according- 
ly driven to continué the secular struggle with Spain until 
the Chain was broken. As a consequence also it entailed that 
thenceforward, come what might, Spain, as the possessor of 
Holland and Flanders, must keep friendly with England. 
Even the promise of this vast dominión failed to satisfy 
Philip, and during his two years’ stay with his father in Ger-

* Milán was a fief of the empire, and the dukedom was vacant, 
except for the French claim upon it, on the death of the last 
Sforza duke.
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tnany and Flanders it was arranged that after the death of 
Ferdinand he should succeed also to the imperial crown, and 
rule the whole of Europe from Spain by Spanish methods. 
The idea of such a calamity as this shocked Germans, Flem- 
ings, and north Italians alike, for Philip’s coid primness and 
haughty gravity had offended them all.

But the defection of Maurice of Saxony from Charles 
and the unión of the new King of France (Henry II) with 
the Protestant Germans suddenly changed the whole aspect. 
Charles found himself at war on all sides: Maurice and the 
Lutherans swept through Germany, the emperor barely 
escaped capture at Innspruck, the imperial army was utterly 
crushed befoi'e Metz, the French overran Piedmont, the 
Farneses raised tumult in Italy, and Charles, nearly broken- 
hearted, was forced to sign the peace of Passau (1552) which 
gave toleration to the Germán Lutherans. The Spanish 
policy was thus finally beaten in Germany; all hope of mak- 
ing Philip emperor fled, and the dominión of Spain over all 
north Italy was rendered impossible.

The blow was a heavy one for Spain; but the diplomacy 
of Charles sought compensation elsewhere. Philip was still 
a widower, though many suggestions had been made for his 
marriage, especially with Jeanne d’Albret, the titular Queen 
of Navarre, whose kingdom Fernando the Catholic had 
stolen, and with a Portuguese princesa; but the prince, im- 
mersed in the detail work of his regency of Spain, and con
soled by an irregular connection, had not been an eager suitor 
in either case.

The death of young Edward V I of England, and the acces- 
sion of the half-Spanish Mary Tudor, opened to Charles a 
prospect by which his beloved son and Spain might yet be- 
come paramount in Europe. If only rich England could be 
joined to Spain, the hollow crown of the empire and the tur- 
bulent Ludieran princes might go. Flanders and England 
together wotild hold the Channel; Barcelonav Genoa, and
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Palermo the Mediterranean; Milán would afford passage by 
land for Spanish and Italian troops through Germany to the 
Franche-Comté, Luxemburg, and Flanders; and France, 
hemmed in by sea as well as by land, would be more eííectu- 
ally humbled than by the former plan. Philip was a dutiful 
and obedient son, as well as an ambitious statesman. The 
prospect oí marrying an unattractive queen many years older 
than himself and in ill health was not tempting. He had 
nothing in common with the English character, but he loved 
Spain; the ambition of ruling Europe by Spanish methods 
was strong in him, and in a true spirit of sacrifice he married 
Mary of England (1554). But the plot failed. The emperor 
was again at war with France, in dire straits for money and 
men, as usual; the English, on the other hand, had no quar- 
rel with France, and were in a tempest of passion and panic 
lest the Spanish connection should drag them into constant 
war with their neighbours, as well as subject England to gov- 
ernment by Spanish methods. Philip did his best to reassure 
them by conciliation and mildness; but Gardiner and the 
English Catholics, in his absence, lit the fires of Smithfield, 
and the Spaniard had to bear the blame. England, in spite 
of herself, and to her bitter indignation, was dragged into war 
with France; the queen, disappointed and unhappy, faded 
away; the English Council and people made it clear that 
England would never be ruled by a Spanish king; Elizabeth 
and the Protestant religión were triumphant; and the attempt 
to impose Spanish policy on Europe by English means finally 
fell to the ground. Thenceforward Spain had to depend upon 
her own strength alone to enforce in the dominions of her 
king political unity by means of religious uniformity.

The mere foreshadowing of the failure of his hopes, even 
before it happened, dealt the deathblow to the emperor. 
Heartsick and weary of the continual struggle against forces 
too mighty to be overborne; broken down by disappointment, 
hardship, and sickness; a prey to the torpor and religious
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mysticism which perchance had descended to him from Isa
bel the Catholic and her crazy daughter, the great emperor 
shiíted from bis weary shoulders the burden he could bear 
no longer. At that ever-memorable scene in the hall of the 
palace of Brussels (October, 1555) Charles took leave of all 
earthly glory, and Spanish Philip became sovereign of the 
Flemings, whom he hated as bitterly as they hated him ; soon 
afterward, by another abdication, to become King of Spain, 
while the emperor, stripped of all his grandeur, went to his 
living tomb at Yuste, and to lay his bones at last in the land 
which had grown to be the centre and kernel of his political 
System.

Philip’s task was more impossible even than that of his 
father had been, although he was relieved of the entanglement 
of the empire. He was a rigid, unadaptable man, who under- 
stood but one system of government, namely, to attain na- 
tional solidarity by means of enforced religious iinity; and 
his only object was to rule all his dominions from Spain by 
this purely Spanish method.

Yet in the first days of his rule he found himself at war 
with the head of the Catholic Church,* and the Catholic King 
of Frailee, while his possession of the Netherlands made it 
impossible for him to quarrel with England, where the Ref- 
ormation thenceforward grew in strength and aggressive- 
ness. His great victory over the French (1557) at Saint 
Quentin was not followed up, and led to no subsequent ad- 
vantage, for Philip was no warrior,f and had other plans in 
his head. England had lost Calais in his war, but England

* The violeiit Neapolitan Paul IV, who hated Spaniards, and aimed 
at expelling “ the vile and abject spawn of Jews, the dregs of the 
World,” from Italy. He excommunicated Catholic Philip in the 
most outrageous terms.

t  When Charles, in his cloister at Yuste, was informed of his 
son’s victory, he asked whether the Spaniards had yet arrived in Paris. 
The Duke of Savoy, who commanded Philip’s forces, almost passion- 
ately prayed the king to allow him to advance, but in vain.
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must look after herself. It was evident that Elizabeth would 
take her own course, and not allow Philip to sway English 
policy; so, like his father in 1544, Philip threw England 
over, and once more formed a Catholic league with the King 
oí France to withstand Protestantism throughout the world 
(1559); for Henry I I  himself was now alive t'o the danger 
oí the Reformation in his own realm.

In vain Philip’s Spanish advisers, eternally jealous and 
distrustful of the French, urged him to overthrow Elizabeth 
and re-establish Catholicism in England while there was yet 
time. His own Netherlands were already strongly tinged 
with Protestantism, and were in a panic lest their new for- 
eign prince should try to govern them in Spanish style by 
the Inquisition; and a Protestant England, he was told, with 
whom he could not keep friendly, would endanger his own 
dominions opposite. He only smiled grimly, for he had his 
own plans, and would never be hurried. He would, he 
thought, deal with his Netherlands first now that he was sure 
of France; and when he took leave of his outspoken Flemish 
nobles, who were in fear for their dearly prized autonomy, 
he made no attempt to hide the scowl upon his brow. Re- 
monstrance for him, either of Flemings or Aragonese, meant 
impious rebellion, diversity of creed was blasphemy. There 
was only one remedy that he knew o f: rigid religious unity 
and the centralization of all power in himself. Flemings first 
must be crushed into the mould which commended itself to 
Philip, and the motive power must come from Spain. So to 
his beloved Spain, late in 1559, went the king, full of his 
divine mission to rule men by enslaving their souls, convinced 
of the special support of the Almighty; ready to torture 
human limbs, to burn human flesh, to carry misery, devasta- 
tion, and death to thousands for the greater glory of God; 
but determined, cost what it might, never to be a king of 
heretics.

With this spirit the Spanish populace was in f^ryent ac-
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cord. They were densely ignorant, their religión in most 
cases was simply a superstitious observance of prescribed 
forms of which they understood nothing, and their worship 
was not far removed from the paganism of their forefathers. 
Their finer feelings were blunted by the persecution of their 
neighbours, the Jews and Moriscos, and by the contumely 
which the Inquisition heaped upon those whose orthodoxy 
was questionable; and each unlettered boor and swaggering 
soldier felt in an undefined way that he was a creature apart 
by reason of his faith; that Spaniards and the Spaniards’ 
king had a higher mission than was accorded to other m en; 
and that from among the 8,000,000 Spaniards alive the par
ticular Juan or Pedro in question stood out individually, in 
the sight of God and men, as pre-eminently the most zealous 
and orthodox of them all. To this had the policy of Fernando 
and Isabel brought the mass of the Spanish people.

A. D. 1520 TO A. D. 1560 

Summary of progress during this period

The irresistible moral forcé given temporarily by the spiritual 
exaltation that held Spain together is shown by the way in which 
America was made Spanish in so short a time; but a great 
change also carne over the Spanish people themselves in this 
period. In Castile the power of the parliament elected by the 
town councils had dwindled to fruitless expostulation, while the 
nobles had been reduced to the position of court danglers. The 
centre of the Spanish system had become the Caesar upon whose 
mere will everything depended, and who in his turn depended 
upon Spain, for Castile alone of all his vast dominions could 
be squeezed at the cost of verbal remonstrance only. Intoxi- 
cated with the grandeur of the mission confided to them, as they 
thought, by the Almighty to suppress heresy throughout the 
World, the Spaniards were ready to submit to poverty, suffering, 
and death in secular quarrels that concerned them not, and wel- 
comed blindly the erection of the Inquisition into a political in-
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strument because it gave sanction to the idea that they were 
better than other people. Aragonese and Catalana were less ex- 
alted, but they, in addition, were flattered with the hope of that 
traditional expansión of their domain over Italy, which they saw 
as a result of the emperor’s policy.

Spain under Philip II had now crystallized into the nation she 
remained for centuries. The policy of Fernando and the church- 
men had borne fruit. Spain had purged herself, or was about to 
do so, of most of those whose skill and industry had made her 
rich. Spaniards—those that were left of them—all thought alike; 
were all convinced that they were a superior and sacred people. 
They looked upon honest productivo labour as the appanage of 
those in whose veins flowed the base blood of Moors and Jews; 
and those who were, or claimed to be, of puré Christian descent 
would have none of it. So great, however, was the demand for 
manufactured goods suddenly made for export to America, so 
plentiful the gold that flowed in, that some amount of prosperity 
carne to the industrial classes, and for a short time the looms 
and workshops of Spain were busy. But not for long. Hampered 
by extortionate exactions, taxed to bear the expenditure of a 
world-wide empire, despised and contemned, industry sank again. 
England, France, Germany, and Flanders grew rich with the 
gold from America, which flowed to Seville only to flow out 
again, leaving Spain poorer than ever. The constant drain of the 
strongest and most enterprising men for the wars in Italy and 
Germany, and for the mad rush after gold to America and the 
newly discovered Philippines, was telling also upon industry. 
Much of the agricultural work was done by Frenchmen, who 
carne for the season and returned home with their wages in their 
pockets. Banking and commerce in Spain were at the end of 
this period almost entirely in the hands of foreigners. A great 
rise in the price of commodities of all sorts took place, partly in 
consequence of the great increase of pasture, and partly in con- 
sequence of the exports to America, in conjunction with the 
scarcity of currency caused by the continued outflow. Spain had 
already begun to sink into proud, bigoted idleness, each man 
boasting of the national wealth, while deploring his individual 
poverty; every citizen exaggerating the grandeur and omnipo- 
tence of the sovereign and the sublimity of his faith in order 
to emphasize his own superiority over all other men. Spain at 
this period reached her highest greatness, which bore with it the 
germs of her rapid decay,
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The constant communication that existed now between Spain 

and Italy had caused Spanish literature to take its tone almost 
entirely from the sister península. This was particularly the case 
in verse, in which the principal Spanish poets—Boscan, Garcilaso, 
and Mendoza—closely follov/ed Italian and Latín models. Sci- 
entific studies were frowned upon by the Inquisition, but history 
flourished exceedingly, and the picaresque novel was born.

Smimary of wJiat Spain did for the world in this period

First and foremost, she had completed the process of impos- 
ing upon all South America and much of North America her 
language, laws, religión, and race. The opening of the new 
continent and the Philippine and Spice Islands, besides giving 
an Ímpetus to exploration generally, had the effect, for reasons 
explained in the text, of setting all Europe to work, and enor- 
mously increased the commerce and wealth of all countries but 
Spain itself.

Intellectually, Spain’s greatest Service at this period was the 
production in 1554 (presumably by the famous Diego Hurtado 
de Mendoza) of the first picaresque novel. Lazarillo de Tormes, 
the romance of roguery, which spread throughout the world in 
incredibly short time and engendered the modern novel. The 
specially dramatic character of the Spanish imagination also at 
this period had begun to make its mark on the modern stage, 
especially in Italy; and the first modern comedies in verse, as 
we now understand them, were written and produced in Spanish 
(1517), though the great dramatic Spanish renaissance was to 
come somewhat later.

The didactic works of Antonio de Guevara, a cleric, statesman, 
and historian of the court of Charles V, had a very great vogue 
in England, where Lord Berners, Sir Francis Bryan, and many 
others translated and imitated them. To this period, too, belongs 
the famous Luis Vives, a Valencian scholar and Latinist, who was 
a fellow of Corpus Christi, Oxford, and lived long in England. 
His works were also very popular in England, especially his In- 
struction of Christian Women, translated by Sir Richard Mori- 
son and others. Translations of Amadis and its numerous Span
ish imitations were now current throughout Europe, and did much 
to infiuencq—for go.od or evil—contemporary ideas.
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The dominión of Spain over that portion of America which 
had been assigned to her by papal arbitration had now assumed 
definite form, and it will be useful here to give a brief account of 
the methods by which the new continent had been so rapidly 
organized. The first framework of colonial government was 
erected when Columbus started on his second voyage (1493). A 
colonial treasurer was appointed to superintend revenue and ex- 
penditure in the interests of the crown. Columbus was authorized 
to place where he thought fit alcaldes, alguaciles, and magistrates 
for the administraron of the law; a regular ecclesiastical hier- 
archy was sent out; a customhouse was to be built in Hispanola, 
and a corresponding one in Cádiz; and a set of regulations was 
drawn up for the mining, smelting, and transmission to Spain of 
the precious metáis. It is to be noted that all the official documenta 
issued by Isabel with regard to the Indies strictly enjoin kindness 
and humanity toward the Indians, whose welfare and conversión, 
she said, she prized more than all the gold that the Indies could 
supply. How she was obeyed by her distant subjects may be 
seen in Las Casas’s celebrated book. Five hundred Spaniards 
were authorized to remain in Hispanola; but many of these, and 
hundreds of others direct from Spain, pushed their adventurous 
voyages farther and farther. After Columbus’s third voyage all 
the crimináis in Spain were pardoned if they undertook to settle 
in Hispanola at their own expense.

In the beginning of the sixteenth century a perfect fever for 
adventurous exploration overtook the Spanish people. As a con- 
temporary wrote, “ so much in the dark did these people go to 
the Indies that the poverty of some and the greed and ambition 
of others blinded them as to what they were doing or seeking.” 
So strong was the current that almost every Spanish shipmaster 
who could muster sufficient money and men made an attempt to 
reach the land of gold. By 1503 it became evident to Isabel that 
such a trafile as this must be organized, and she established a 
regular Corporation in Seville called the Casa de Contratación 
through which all trade with the Indies, import and export, had to 
pass. Ojeda, Cortés, Balboa, the Bizarros, Almagro, Valdivia, and 
a hundred others entered and pushed across the American conti
nent with a few intrepid followers each. Wherever the cross was 
set up beside the shield of Castile and León gold was the first de- 
mand, and then slaves to work it. Priests in flocks preached the 
gospel of merey; adventurers enforced the gospel of greed. 
Everywhere missionjiry monks, alcaldes, and king’s accountants
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(contadores) followed cióse upon the heels of explorers; and 
when new colonists or adventurers camCj they found already 
established everywhere functionaries authorized to speak in the 
irresistible ñames of Church and king.

The countries richest in readily obtainable gold—México 
(New Spain) and Perú—were the first viceroyalties established, 
and were followed by those of New Granada, Guatemala, and 
Buenos Ayres, with the captain generalships of Caracas and 
Chile. Each colonial potentate exercised vicariously all the 
powers of the crown of Castile, limited only by the audiencias, 
or tribunals of justice, modelled on those of Spain, which might, 
if they thought fit, tender executive advice to the viceroy, and, 
failing its acceptance, might petition the king in Spain. Each 
viceroyalty was divided into provinces under corregidores ap- 
pointed by the king, but dependent upon the control of the 
viceroy; the towns elected their town councils, as in Spain, and 
were practically autonomous. The whole of the administrative 
posts were retained in the hands of the native Spaniards, to the 
exclusión of the great population of half-castes that promptly 
grew up. This caused a continuous drain of colonists from Spain, 
very few of whom ever found their way back to the mother 
country; so that the colonization, though it depleted Spain of 
some of the best of its population, had little or no effect in directly 
altering the habits or thoughts of the Spaniards in the mother 
country. Indirectly, of course, its effects were enormous, as is 
set forth in the text.

While the entire traffic with America was carried on through 
the Casa de Contratación in Seville, the whole of the govern- 
mental arrangements were controlled by a permanent “ Council of 
the Indies,” established by Charles V in 1524 to replace temporary 
commissions or councils which had from time to time been ap- 
pointed for a similar purpose since 1511. By the middle of the 
sixteenth century the organization of the colonies was practically 
complete, and, for good or for evil, the whole of the Southern 
continent of America and much of the north was stamped forever 
with the racial traditions, language, and faith of the Iberian 
peoples.
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A CRUSADING P EO P L E — NATION AL F A IL U R E

The colonization and organization of the Spanish possessions—Social 
changes in Spain in the first half of the sixteenth century—Effects 
of the settlement of America on industry—Perverse fiscal policy: 
its effects—Philip II and the papacy—The mainspring of Philip’s 
System—Auto-de-fé at Valladolid—Philip’s foreign policy—The 
defeat of Los Gelves—Relief of Malta—The Inquisition trium- 
phant in Spain— T̂he Spaniards in Flanders—Alba—Spain and 
England—Decay of industry in Spain—Fanaticism of the people— 
The control of the Church in Spain—The war of the Moriscos— 
Expulsión from Andalusia—Don Juan of Austria—Lepanto—Don 
Juan’s ambitions—Don Juan in Flanders—Farnese— T̂he conquest 
of Portugal—The Armada—Philip and the League—Henry IV. 
goes to mass—Antonio Perez and Aragón—Essex at Cádiz—  
Death of Philip II—Failure of his lifelong efforts.

T h e  Spain to which Philip carne as king in 1559 had 
altered greatly since the accession of his father. We have 
already noticed, in passing, the enormotis increase of the 
power of the crown both in secular and religious affairs, and 
the weakening of the representative institutions and of the 
nobles as political forces, as well as the growth of religious 
intolerance as an instrument of government in the hands of 
the king. But in the meanwhile a vast social change had 
almost suddenly been brought about by the Spanish domina- 
tion and colonization of America and the Philippines. We 
have seen that the silk and velvet weaving in the south and 
east, mostly in the hands of Moriscos, had still struggled on 
in the face of mistaken sumptuary decrees and heavy taxa- 
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tion, only the evasión of which allowed the industry to sur- 
vive ; and also that the cloth factories of Segovia, and others, 
had been greatly injured by the alcabala, and the dues im- 
posed by tovvnships on goods in transit. The opening up 
of America, with the influx of gold, easily wrung from the 
natives, suddenly changed the aspect of industry in the 
mother country in the flrst half of the sixteenth century. The 
settlers and explorers must be supplied with goods for use 
and barter; gold was plentiful, and while that was the case 
productive industry in the colonies themselves was out of the 
question. A rigid monopoly of supply was kept in the hands 
of Spain, and Seville was the solé emporium.

Thus, within fifty 'years from the death of Isabel, Spain 
became a trading and manufacturing country. There was a 
great influx of the agricultural classes into the towns, espe- 
cially in Castile, where cloth weaving was the paramount 
industry, and wages rose rapidly. In Toledo and Segovia 
especially the looms increased in the five-and-twenty years 
prior to 1550 fivefold, and in every part of the country labour 
was active in supplying the new wants of America. The con- 
stant voyages of Charles, and the enormous number of Flem- 
ings, Germans, and Italians who carne in his train, or were 
attracted by his presence, introduced a large foreign element 
into the principal towns. The Jews had been expelled, but 
the Genoese were not a bad substitute for them, and soon the 
greater part of the banking and foreign exchange opera- 
tions of Spain fell into their hands. The export of goods for 
the Indies could only be made from Seville. Spain could not 
hope to supply the whole of the increasing demands, for which 
her languishing and unpopular industry was utterly unpre- 
pared, and from Flanders and Italy carne a vast quantity of 
manufactured commodities for transhipment. By the third 
quarter of the sixteenth century, therefore, foreigners carried 
on much of the commerce of Spain.

To supply the Spanish wool needed for the extra demand
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both for Spain and Flaiiders,* great tracts oí arable land all 
over the country were turned into pasture. The wine, olives, 
and wheat also had to be sent for the use of the col- 
onists, and flax was introduced and cultivated largely for 
the manufactures of linen, which had previously all come 
from Flanders. This meant a great and rapid rise of prices 
all round, and if Spain had been free to attend to her own 
aííairs, with some knowledge of political economy, she 
might have become the wealthiest and busiest country in 
the World.

But from the first her rulers seemed to carry their per- 
versity in this respect to the point of grotesqueness. No 
measure was omitted, either by the Cortes or by the king, to 
kill the nascent prosperity of the country. Remittances in 
money from the Indies to the Seville merchants were fre- 
quently seized for Government uses, to be squandered on the 
Germán or Italian wars; and notwithstanding the enormous 
increase in the bulk of trade and the import of the precious 
metáis from America, the currency was lamentably deficient 
in the country, for much of the gold and silver never got 
beyond Seville, whence it was paid to foreign merchants and 
bankers and exported.

Owing to these circumstances everything naturally cost 
much more to produce than formerly, and the continued rise 
in prices led to a series of experirrients by the Government

*  T o  s h o w  h o w  g r e a t  w a s  th e  n e e d  an d  th e  in a b i l it y  o f  S p a in  to  
s u p p ly  th e  m a r k e ts  s h e  h a d  c re a te d , th e  fo l lo w in g  p a s s a g e  fro m  
H o u d e r ’ s  D e c la m a t io  P a n e g y r ic a  in  la u d e m  H isp a n a s  ( i S 4 S) m a y  b e  
q u o te d : “  O f  a l l th e  n a t io n s  o f  E u r o p e , S p a in  fu rn is h e s  u s  w ith  m o st  
o f  e v e r y  k in d  o f  c o m m o d ity . S h e  s e n d s  u s  s o  m u c h  w o o l th a t  B r u g e s  
a lo n e  r e c e iv e s  e v e r y  y e a r  36 ,000 to  40,000 b a le s , e a c h  o f  w h ic h  c o s ts  
1 6  d u c a ts  a n d  m a k e s  25/2 p ie c e s  o f  c lo th , w o r th  m o r e  th a n  d o u b le  b e - 
fo r e  it  is  c a le n d e re d . T h e s e  c lo th s  a r e  s e n t  b a c k  in  th e  v e r y  sh ip s  
th a t  b r in g  th e  w o o l,  a n d  w e  m a y  ju d g e  th e  p r o f it  th e y  b r in g  to 
F la n d e r s .  B e s id e s  th e s e  c lo th s , w e  se n d  to  S p a in  a l l  th e  lin e n s , m u s- 
lin s , c a m b r ic s  a n d  c o t to n  s tu ffs , c a rp e ts , a n d  s o  m u c h  h a r d w a r e  as 
s o m e tim e s  to  lo a d  50 s h ip s  a  y e a r .”
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vvhich added to the trouble. The main panaceas of the time 
were the arbitrary fixing of prices in the interest of the con- 
sumer, with the inevitable result of checking and discoiirag- 
ing production; the strict prohibition of export of gold or 
silver, which order was systematically evaded by great mer- 
chants and bankers; and of the use of the precious metáis 
otherwise than in coin, which crippled the silversmiths and 
tissue weavers; and, most foolish of all, the prohibition of 
export of certain goods to America, in the belief that it was 
the great demand of the colonists which made commodities 
dear. The only result of all this was to shake confidence, 
to disturb trade, to encourage Wholesale contraband, and to 
flood Spain with foreign goods, which, being unburdened by 
the crushing alcabala (lo  per cent tax on every sale *) and 
transit tolls, could be transshipped direct in Seville for Amer
ica ; while even in Spain itself, at or near the ports, these for
eign goods, largely smuggled, could easily undersell Span- 
ish manufactures.

Though commerce and industry were thus well-nigh 
strangled at their birth, the demand for America was so great 
and persistent that a considerable and lucrative trade in cloth 
and silk goods was still being carried on in Spain at the 
commencement of the reign of Philip II . The influx of for-

*  T h e  in c id e n c e  o f  th is  s u ic id a l t a x ,  w h ic h  w a s  a f te r w a r d  in c re a s e d  
to  1 4  p e r  c e n t, w a s  p a r t ia l ly  l ig h te n e d  in  s o m e  to w n s  b y  c o m p o s it io n  
fo r  a  lu m p  su m  ra is e d  b y  th e  to w n  c o u n c il. I t s  e f fe c t  w a s  m o s t  d isa s -  
t r o u s  to  tra d e , a s  th e  v a lu é  o f  th e  c o m m o d ity  w a s  ra is e d  o v e r  10  p e r  
c e n t  e v e r y  t im e  it  c h a n g e d  h a n d s ; a n d  th e  c o n s e q u e n c e  w a s  th a t 
m o s t  m a n u fa c tu re s  c o u ld  o n ly  b e  u s e d  in  th e  im m e d ia te  n e ig h b o u r -  
h o o d  o f  th e  p la c e  o f  p r o d u c t io n  a n d  w h e n  b o u g h t  a t  f ir s t  h a n d . 
A t te m p ts  w e r e  m a d e  b y  th e  G o v e r n m e n t  to  s o fte n  its  e f fe c t  b y  e l im i-  
n a t in g  th e  m id d le m e n  a n d  h a m p e r in g  r e s a le ;  a n  in n k e e p e r , fo r  in -  
s ta n c e , b e in g  fo rb id d e n  fr o m  s e l l in g  fo o d  to  h is  g u e s t s , w h o  h a d  to  
b u y  it  f ir s t  h a n d  fo r  th e m s e lv e s  a n d  g e t  th e  in n k e e p e r  to  c o o k  it  fo r  
th e m . A n o th e r  m e th o d  w a s  to  a l lo w  th e  m u n ic ip a lit ie s  th e  r ig h t  o f  
p r e -e m p t io n  a t  a  f ix e d  p r ic e  o f  c e r ta in  n e c e s s a r y  a r t ic le s . T h e  a lc a 
b a la , h o w e v e r , re m a in e d , w ith  th e  m illio n s , a n  e q u a lly  u n w is e  e x c is e  
o n  fo o d , th e  m a in  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  S p a n is h  fin a n c e  fo r  c e n tu r ie s .
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eigners, and their practical monopoly of trade and finance, 
and even some branches of industry, was the most remark- 
able feature of the time. Cortes complained continually of 
it, and frequent attempts were made to handicap foreigners 
as against natives; but the unfortunate fact that the skilled 
crafts and finance had been regarded to a large extent as the 
appanage of the Moriscos and Jews, and consequently dis- 
graceful, had made Spaniards disinclined for handiwork and 
trade; while the drain of men for the emperor’s wars and 
for America had deprived the country of many of her best 
men, and foreigners were the only resource to do the na- 
tion’s work. The great Germán bankers, the Fuggers, and 
the Genoese financiers constantly advanced to the emperor 
the vast sums he required for his wars, receiving in return 
extravagant interest, often over lo  per cent, and the assigna- 
tion of taxes. This, introducing as it did the foreigner as a 
tax receiver and revenue farmer, redoubled the hatred of the 
people against the intruders and their discontent at the taxes, 
from which they received no benefit.

Thus it happened that, notwithstanding the large sums 
which were sent to Spain from America and the increase in 
the bulk of trade, the finances of the country continued to be 
deplorable, and the principal trouble through the long reigns 
of Charles and his son aróse from their continued and press- 
ing poverty, although they were supposed to be the richest 
monarchs in the world, and the ñame of the country carne to 
be a synonym for metallic wealth. The administration of the 
country had remained without great change; the Council 
of Castile (home and judicial affairs) and the Council of State 
(for foreign affairs mainly) had grown in importance as the 
Cortes declined, new Councils of the Indies and of War had 
been created, and a Council of Italy had been formed, apart 
from the Council of Aragón, while the trade and commerce of 
America had been placed entirely in the hands of the Casa de 
Contratación in Seville, but the bad system of referring every
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question backward and íorward from king to councils re- 
tnained intact.

During the reign of Charles considerable progresa had 
been made in obtaining for the sovereign the control of the 
patronage and temporalities of the Church. The kings had 
long enjoyed the revenue arising from the sale of papal in- 
dulgences and a small portion of the ecclesiastical tithes; 
but this proportion had been greatly increased by Charles, 
who on one occasion of pressure (1545) was also allowed to 
sell a large number of Church lands. After much bitter 
struggle, too, the Pope’s right to circuíate his bulls in Spain 
without the royal permission was finally denied, and his hold 
over the Inquisition was reduced to a mere shadow. All this 
was delibérate policy on the part of Charles and Philip, with 
the intention of utilizing the religious organization for the 
purposes of lay government; and as this could only be done 
by making the clergy dependen! upon the sovereign, and not 
upon the Pope, no opportunity was lost of strengthening the 
royal control over the Church and the Inquisition.

One of Charles’s last and most fervent injunctions to Philip 
was that he should exterminate every trace of heresy from his 
dominions. The emperor was clement and gentle by nature; 
neither he ñor his son was impelled by mere cruelty in the 
course they adopted. They saw that “ heresy ” in Germany 
and elsewhere led to civil war and uprising against authority, 
and they doubtless thought that the sharp remedy of stamp- 
ing out schism at its birth would save bloodshed and dis- 
aster on a larger scale later. Besides, schism in Spain would 
have meant national disintegration, for the only bond that 
held together the various populations was that of religious 
bigotry, introduced by the Catholic queen, until Philip carne 
and obtained the reverence and love of all Spaniards for him- 
self personally, as the embodiment of the religious national 
unity, the first truly Spanish king of all Spain.

The long period oí elaboration and the co-operation and
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counteraction of so many elements, which we have traced ¡n 
the preceding pages, were at last complete. The passionate 
local independence and sense of individuality inherited 
from early ancestors, the romantic mysticism and supersti- 
tions veneration engendered by the circumstances of the re- 
conquest, the religious fervour born of centuries of struggle 
with the Moslem, the love of war and scorn of industry which 
aróse from the circumstances of their history—all these were 
now blended into the spirit of the Spanish people as we know 
them. Different nations they still were, and always will re- 
main, with a centrifugal tendency only counteracted up to the 
beginning of this century by reverence for a semi-sacred 
monarch and the absolute unity of faith, and during the last 
ninety years by national habit and the instinct of self-preser- 
vation.

This was the nation, ardent, yearning for sacrifice, and 
thirsting for heroic deeds, over whom Philip I I  carne to rule. 
He was only thirty-three years of age, but his system of gov- 
ernment was already settled and his plan of life laid down. 
He had bearded and beaten the papacy, and imprisoned the 
bearers of the Pope’s bulls into Spain; his general, the Duke 
of Alba, had entered the Eternal City, really as a conqueror, 
although pretending to be a penitent; and the hold of Rome 
over the Spanish Church was now but a nerveless grasp. 
Again and again during his reign he taunted Popes for their 
lukewarmness in the promotion of their own Church; bought, 
sold, juggled, and railed at cardinals, and vaunted his own 
superior zeal. Though he was sincerely religious, the papacy 
to him was simply an institution governed by a shifty Italian 
priest, whom probably he himself had promoted; and abject 
as his lip-service sometimes was, the whole institution of the 
Church was from the first regarded by him purely as a prime 
instrument of his policy when he needed it. Fernando and 
Isabel had struck the first note, and the emperor had con- 
tinued in the same way; but Philip understood his country-
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men better than aiiy of them, and knew that the personal con- 
centration of all power in himself, wliich was necessary for 
bis ends, could best be attained by identifying himself closely 
with what had now become a national obsession—a belief in 
the special mission of Spaniards to extirpate heresy. This 
was the motive power of his policy, and Popes and Church 
were merely parts of the machinery.

It was fitting, therefore, that the first great ceremony at 
which he showed himself to his people as king should be a 
pompous auto-de-fé at Valladolid on October i8, 1559.* 
Seated on a magnificent platform opposite the Church of Saint 
Martin, surrounded by the high officers of the Inquisition, he 
solemnly swore to uphold the purity of the faith and to sup- 
port the Holy Office. The multitude had been attracted from 
miles around by the promise of a brilliant spectacle and the 
concession of forty days’ indulgence by the Church. Fer- 
vent rejoicing and admiration at the king’s sublime Cathol- 
icism were the paramount feelings of the crowd, and as the 
12 poor racked creatures, finally condemned, painfully tot-

*  B e fo r e  h is  a r r iv a l  h e  h a d  in s tr u c te d  h is  s is te r , th e  w id o w e d  R e -  
g e n t  J u a n a ,  P r in c e s s  o f  P o r t u g a l ,  t o  p a t r o n iz e  th e s e  c e r e m o n ie s ;  a n d  
s h e  a n d  P h i l ip ’ s  o n ly  s o n  C h a r le s  h a d  a tte n d e d  a n  m it o - d e - f é  in  
g r e a t  s ta te  in  Ju n e .  A n o t h e r  in d ic a t io n  o f  P h i l ip ’ s  s e t  d e te rm in a tio n  
to  s u p p o r t  th e  H o l y  O ffic e  a t  a l l  c o s t s  is  fo u n d  in  h is  t re a tm e n t  o f 
th e  c e le b r a te d  c a s e  o f  B a r t o lo m é  C a r r a n z a , A r c h b is h o p  o f T o le d o , 
h is  o w n  c o n fe s s o r  a n d  fr ie n d , w h o  h a d  b e e n  p r o m o te d  b y  th e  k in g  
in  B r u s s e ls .  T h e  in q u is it o r  g e n e r a l ,  V a ld é s ,  A r c h b is h o p  o f  S e v i l le ,  
a p p e a rs  to  h a v e  b e e n  je a lo u s  th a t  C a r r a n z a , a  m e re  f r ia r  o f  th e  o r d e r  
o f  p r e a c h e r s ,  s h o u ld  h a v e  b e e n  m a d e  p r im a te  o v e r  h is  h e a d , a n d  o n  
th e  a r r iv a l  o f  th e  n e w  a r c h b is h o p  in  S p a in  s o o n  fo u n d  a n  e x c u s e  fo r  
a r r e s t in g  h im  o n  a  c h a r g e  o f  h e r e s y  in  a  c a te c h is m  w h ic h  h e  h a d  
w r it te n . T h e  m o s t  o u ts p o k e n  in d ig n a t io n  w a s  e x p r e s s e d  a t  th is  b y  
m o s t  p e o p le , e s p e c ia .lly  b y  th e  c o u r t ie r s  s u r r o u n d in g  th e  k in g . B u t  
w h e n  th e  la t te r  a r r iv e d  in  S p a in  m a tte r s  h a d  g o n e  to o  fa r  fo r  h im  
to  in te r fe re  w ith o u t  in ju r in g  th e  p r e s t ig e  o f  th e  H o l y  O ffic e . C a r 
ra n z a  w a s  h is  o w n  fr ie n d , a n d  th e  c h a r g e  a g a in s t  h im  w a s  o f  th e  
m o s t  f l im s y  d e s c r ip t io n , y e t  P h i l ip  a l lo w e d  th e  p r im a te  to  la n g u is h  
in  a  d u n g e o n  fo r  y e a r s ,  a n d  f in a l ly  to  d ie  in  e x i le  a n d  d is g r a c e , r a th e r  
th a n  a p p e a r  to  d e fe n d  h e t e r o d o x y  in  a n y  fo rm .
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tered past on their way to the burning place, Philip justiñéd 
the admiration of his people by replying to the remonstrance 
of one of the doomed wretches—a noble related to the royal 
house—that if he, Philip, had a son so perverse, he himself 
would carry the fagots to burn him.

The object both of Henry I I  of France and of Philip in 
the treaty of Cateau-Cambresis (1559) was to form a coalition 
to crush Protestantism, which in France was already a rising 
power, and in Flanders a national danger. But Henry was 
accidentally killed in the peace rejoicings, and the accession of 
young Francis II , with his Scottish wife, Marie Stuart, con- 
siderably altered the aspect of affairs, for the Guises, Marie 
Stuart’s úneles, with the ultra-Catholic party, were now para- 
mount; and the widowed queen mother Catharine de Medici, 
ambitious to rule France through her son, was already look- 
ing toward the Huguenots and the moderates to supplant the 
Guises for her advantage.

Philip, in accord with the final provisions of the treaty of 
Cateau-Cambresis, married as his third wife the beautiful 
young daughter of the French king (Henry II), Elizabeth 
of Valois, who became the most dearly beloved of Philip’s 
wives, and one of the most popular queen consorts of Spain; 
but the International object which her marriage was to serve 
(namely, the suppression of Protestantism) was practically 
ended before the sad wedding at Guadalajara took place 
(January, 1560),* for the design'of Catharine de Medici was 
not to extinguish the Huguenots, which would have left the 
Guises masters of France, but to make use of them for her 
own elevation. It did not suit Philip either for the moment 
to make the Guises too powerful, for their niece was already 
Queen of France and Scotland and heiress of England, and 
if she became queen of the latter country, as she claimed to 
be, then indeed would Flanders be in jeopardy and Spanish 
influence at an end. A heretic England under Elizabeth was

*  F o r  p a r t ic u la r s  o f  th is  m a r r ia g e  se e  th e  a u th o r ’ s  P h i l ip  I I .
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bad enough, but a United Frencli England and Scotland 
would have been worse still; so Philip threatened both Eng
land and France to forcé them to make peace, for Elizabeth 
was already attacking Leith. Elizabeth, however, knowing 
full well that Spain dared not weaken her for the benefit of 
the French, went on her victorious way, humiliated the 
Guises, and made herself secure against future danger on the 
Scottish frontier.

Philip’s French marriage, indeed, though a domestic suc- 
cess, was nationally a failure. It brought the interests of the 
two countries no nearer together than before, and the efforts 
of the Spanish king’s French consort for the rest of her gentle 
life were mainly directed toward keeping the peace between 
her brothers and her husband, while at the same time fruit- 
lessly trying to direct Spanish policy to the political aggran- 
dizement of her mother.

Suddenly the prospect again changed by the death of 
Marie Stuart’s boy husband, Francis I I ,  and the sun of Cath- 
arine de Medici rose, for the new king. Charles IX , was a 
child, and she was his guardián, and practically sovereign of 
France. She flouted her enemies, the Guises, and smiled 
upon the Huguenots, but Philip could only threaten, as he 
did; both Catharine and Elizabeth of England, with women’s 
wit, were more penetrating than the laborious, plodding re- 
cluse in Spain, and knew that his hands were full and his 
treasury was empty, and that they both could afford to defy 
him. Philip’s clumsy cehtralizing system, which threw upon 
him personally all the routine work of the State, with the 
help of ministers who were little better than clever clerks, 
was already making his diplomacy slow and easy to sub- 
vert, for all its craftiness. The infinite discussion and con- 
sideration by king and councils before anything was done, 
and the need for referring to the king even small points 
of detail, paralyzed the initiative of executive officers, gave 
time for spies to report and enemies to prepare, and caused,

Elizabeth and Philip II 3 5 9
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in the long run, the íailure of most of Philip’s deeply laid 
schemes.

The first instance of this was in his attempt to reassert 
Spanish power in the Mediterranean. During his war with 
Trance it will be recollected that the Turkish galleys under 
Piali Pasha and Dragut Reis the corsair had raided Sicily, 
Naples, and Minorca, and on its way back had captured Trip- 
oli from the Knights of Saint John. At the prayer of the 
grand master after peace between Trance and Spain was re- 
stored, Philip consented to aid him in recapturing Tripoli 
and punishing the Turk. The Spanish expedition, which 
consisted largely of hired Genoese galleys, with Italian, Ger
mán, and Spanish troops, met with numberless delays and 
obstacles, in consequence of bad management and the need 
for Consulting on every point Philip, far away in the centre 
of Spain. Many months passed before a start could be made 
from Messina, and when at length, in November, 1559, the 
fleet sailed, the men on it were sick and mutinous, 3,000 of 
them having died or deserted, the provisions were rotten, and 
the galleys foul. The Turks in the meanwhile were thor- 
oughly prepared with a splendid fleet of 86 fresh galleys filled 
with janizaries, and Tripoli was crowded with men and mate
rial for defence. The Christians easily captured the small 
island of Gelves, where once before the navy of Spain had per- 
ished (1510), but shortly afterward the Turkish fleet surprised 
them. Panic seized the Christians; the leaders fled, 40 galleys 
and 5,000 men fell into the hands of the Moslem, while the 
Spaniards who had landed on the island fought heroically 
against terrible odds, without food or water, until they all fell, 
naked and starving, but fighting to the last * (March to June, 
1560). Again the Turks lorded it over the Mediterranean,

* The Duke of Medina-Celi was in supreme command, but John 
Andrea Doria—the nephew of the great Genoese Andrea Doria—was 
in command of the galleys. Doria’s cowardice and ineptitude were 
the principal reason of the disaster. Both he and the Duke of Medina- 
Celi deserted their men and escaped from Gelves in a swift vessel
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and the following year another great Spanish fleet of hired 
galleys, intended to attack them, was totally lost in a storm.

Thenceforward, except for the aid given for the relief 
of Malta, until the ever-memorable day of Lepanto, Spain 
could but struggle to hold her little settlements on the north 
African coast, almost within sight of Spain, yet doomed by 
Philip’s slow methods sometimes to clamour for months for 
aid against the overwhelming Mosiem hosts that assailed 
them. The Cortes of Toledo (1560) remonstrated with the 
king about the danger to Spain of the naval power of the 
Turk. Philip could only reply that he was doing his best 
and working incessantly, as indeed he was. But he could 
never see that his System was at fault, and the personal con- 
centration that ruined nearly all he attempted increased as 
time went on.

Spurred to action by the appeal of the Grand Master of 
the Knights of Malta in 1565, he consented to aid in the relief 
of the island, which was beset by a great Turkish fleet. 
France could do nothing to help the knights, for already the 
great Pluguenot schism had divided her councils; the em- 
peror had no resources and no galleys. Philip himself, as 
usual, was in the depth of penury. Every resource had been 
pledged to the Fuggers and the Genoese long ago, and every 
Ítem of revenue anticipated. His Neapolitan realm was in 
semi-revolt at the attempt to enforce upon it the Spanish form 
of the Inquisition, and neither men ñor money were easily

under cover of night, while the Turks were busy with their prizes. 
The 2,500 troops of various nationalities and as many followers, who 
remained on the island under the heroic Spaniard Alvaro de Sande, 
held out against tremendous odds for nearly three months, until their 
number was reduced to 700. Twelve thousand Turkish cannon shots 
and 40,000 arrows had fallen into their fort, and the ammunition, food, 
and water of the defenderá were exhausted when a sortie was at
tempted by Sande, and the whole of the Christians were put to the 
sword or carried into slavery. A most minute and curious series of 
contemporary accounts of this disaster will be found in El desastre 
de los Gelves, by Captain Fernandez Duro.
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obtainable in Spain. Thanks, however, principally to the 
energy of bis viceroy of Sicily, García de Toledo, who 
clamoured in vain to bis king for belp, and the splendid hero- 
ism of the knights in holding out with their garrison of 10,000 
men against 100,000 Turks, a forcé was mustered by Toledo 
in Sicily and sent to the relief of the island. Tempest scat- 
tered it more than once, and when at length it approached 
Malta (September, 1565) the heroic knights were almost at 
the last gasp. The coming of the aid gave them new spirit, 
and they still desperately fought on. While Philip was pray- 
ing and walking in Church processions, as his contribution 
to the relief of Malta, and all Christendom was in dismay at the 
impending fall of the Christian outpost in the Mediterranean, 
Toledo was working indomitably, and with another Sicilian 
forcé appeared before the beleaguered island. The Turks be- 
gan to lose heart. For many months they had battered with- 
out apparent effect; they were now exposed to attack from 
the rear, and after one last unsuccessful attempt to storm 
Saint Elmo they gave up the siege and retired. The Mediter
ranean was saved from being a Turkish lake, but though 
Spain got some of the credit of the great achievement, one 
of the most heroic in history, it was little that King Philip 
did toward it, for already centralization had introduced paral- 
ysis and dry rot into his administration.

Important as it was to Spain to cripple the Moslem in the 
Mediterranean, the mind of the king was centred upon a 
point which personally interested him more deeply. He was 
pledged to stamp out heresy, finally and absolutely, in all his 
dominions, and, as we have seen, he began with Spain, in 
order that the fountain of his power at least niight be beyond 
suspicion. The net of the Inquisition had been cast widely, 
and its meshes had been well filled. Rich and poor, great 
churchmen like the primate of Spain, noble gentlemen like 
Juan Ponce de León, gentle ladies, devout nuns, learned phy- 
sicians and lawyers, through all classes down to the humble
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craftsman of Moorish blood, thousands had paid with their 
liberty and estates, many with their Uves, for the crime of 
independent thought or inquiry into the subject of their own 
eternal salvation. But from Philip’s point of view they had 
not suffered in vaiii, for when the king, with his poor lame, 
hydrocephalic son Charles by his side, opened the Cortes at 
Madrid * early in 1563» be told them that “ in the matter of 
religión so much had been done and such careful and minute 
intervention effected; and the ministers of the Holy OíHce had 
been so actively aided and favoured, that not only had the 
evil, which had begun to spread, been utterly extirpated, but 
such precautions had been taken that with God s help the 
country was now, and would, it was hoped, remain in future, 
so far as its attachment to the Catholic faith and its obedi- 
ence to the Román Church were concerned, as puré, stead- 
fast, and devout as could be hoped.”

That this result had not been attained, even in Spain, in 
so short a time without considerable friction, is seen by the 
remonstrances of the Cortes against the excesses and abuses 
of the Holy Office and of the ecclesiastical judges, and espe- 
cially against the enormous number of persons of all classes 
who became unpaid familiars of the Inquisition in order to 
escape the ordinary civil jurisdiction, and who were thus able 
to defy the law and commit all sorts of illegality. Philip 
paid but little attention now to the complaints of the Cas- 
tilian Cortes. He insisted upon the ordinary and extraordi- 
nary supply being voted at once without discussion, and even, 
with but a half apology, raised funds by new impositions on 
his own authority; f and curtly refused or brushed aside the

* The representatives for Toledo and Burgos always disputed for 
precedence on the first day of the Cortes; but on this occasíon the 
reading of the kíng’s speech was delayed by a fight on the floor 
of the House between the deputies, who had to be forcibly separated 
by the alcaldes.

t  The king, in his speech, told the members (1563) that the treasury 
was so utterly exhausted that every available Ítem of revenue was
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prayers of the assembly that the corruption and arrogance of 
the clergy and the growing landed untaxed wealth of the 
Church should be checked.

With the Aragonese Cortes, however, it was a very dif- 
ferent matter. Philip was obliged to meet them in 1564, for 
he needed money badly; but the plain-speaking and peremp- 
tory demands of the Aragonese were always as gall and 
wormwood to him. On this occasion, in addition to enforcing 
an entirely new criminal procedure, which still further estab- 
lished the independence of the tribunals, the Cortes of Mon
zón spoke of the Holy Office in a way that shocked the king 
beyond expression. The principal complaints were the in
trusión of the Inquisition into causes not purely doctrinal 
and the abuse of the army of nominal familiars being exempt 
from the civil law.

The Catalan Cortes soon afterward were more violent still, 
and the indignant king endeavoured to cut short their delib- 
erations by summary prorogation. The Cortes of Aragón 
and Catalonia, however, kept the purse strings tight, and 
Philip had to give way. A new ordinance was drafted and 
issued (in 1568), strictly limiting the powers of the Inquisition 
in Aragón, and reasserting the supremacy of the civil courts 
in all but doctrinal causes. The Inquisition and the crown 
were always watched by jealous eyes in Aragón, and though 
Philip and his favourite tribunal had to bend on this occa
sion, they both nursed their wrath to keep it warm, and took 
their opportunity later to seek revenge on the stiíí-necked 
Aragonese. It will be noticed that the opposition to the

sold or pledged, and even the supply theii to be voted had been 
anticipated. So poor was he, he said, that he had not money to 
maintain the ordinary defences of the country or meet the necessary 
expenses of his household. In reply, the members said that the coun
try itself was so wretched and poverty-stricken that it could not 
vote much, but would do its best. They ended, as usual, by voting 
three years’ supply—300,000,000 maravedís—with 150,000,000 extra, 
which had now become the rule.
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Inquisition in Spain was not directed against either its meth- 
ods or its objects, but only against the infringement oí civil 
charters; so that we may conclude that, as Philip boasted in 
1563, heresy was finally choked in the country, and that the 
people at large were in full sympathy with the process by 
which this was effected.

It had been necessary for the king to attain this object 
before he put into practice the plan which he had silently 
conceived in his gloomy spirit when Charles the emperor, 
with a voice choked by tears, had besought him to be good 
to the Flemings, whose sovereign henceforward he was to be. 
Mutual dislike and distrust had reigned between Philip and 
the Netherlanders while he remained with them. The main- 
tenance of a forcé oí Spanish troops in the Low Countries, 
and the appointment of a foreigner, Cardinal de Granvelle, 
as prime minister to the Regent Margaret, were infractions 
of the autonomous rights of the States. The rearrangement 
of the bishoprics—harmless in itself—had aroused the sus- 
picion of the Flemings; the fear of the Spanish form of In
quisition, and the knowledge of the plan to extírpate Protes- 
tantism by fire and sword contained in the secret clauses of the 
treaty of Cateau-Cambresis, had made the nobles, Catholics 
to a man, alert even before Philip’s departure, to defend the 
privileges that had made their country rich and happy.

As the fell tribunal of the Holy Office swept over Spain 
the fears of the Flemings grew more acute. The Regent 
Margaret besought her brother to withdraw the foreign 
troops who made her government so detested; but, alas! 
Philip, as usual, had no money, and could obtain none, with 
which to pay them, and they would not march without it. 
It  was not until he used his French wife’s dowry for the pur- 
pose of satisfying the soldiery that Flanders was for a time 
freed of Spanish pikes (January, 1561). But the mischief was 
already done. A wide breach between sovereign and people 
had been opened, which could never again be bridged. De
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Granvelle was tlie butt for the hatred of all men. Orange and 
Egmont resigned their seats at the council board as a protest 
against him. Montigny was sent to Spain to represent the 
view of the Flemish nobles to Philip, and in the meanwhile De 
Granvelle in Flanders and bigoted Alba in Madrid could only 
fume and bluster, urging Philip to treat Flanders as he treated 
Spain. But Philip was in no hurry. He coldly directed his 
sister to enforce the law at all costs— “ the law ” meaning in 
this case burning and torturing some of the most industrious 
and useful citizens of the States, which she knew, and said, she 
had no power to do; for the Flemish governors and princes 
refused to persecute and slay their fellow-subjects at the 
bidding of a foreign tribunal.

Thus matters went from bad to worse. Philip, unmoved 
and sphinxlike, suddenly, when it was too late, sacrificed De 
Granvelle in 1564, and for a few months the prospect was 
more hopeful, for Margaret was a Fleming who knew her 
countrymen from the first had disliked the persecution, which 
she foresaw would be worse than useless. The Flemish 
nobles carne back to the council; Philip was all smiles, and 
his letters were gravely kind. But he still continued to insist 
upon the execution of the edict, notwithstanding Margaret’s 
assurance that it was impossible, as the number of Protestants 
was large, and she could not burn whole populations. The 
inquisitors and officers appointed by De Granvelle, too, still 
continued their cruelty and corruption, and the dishonesty 
of those in authority who sought to grow rich before the im- 
pending avalanche fell increased the discontent of honest folk. 
In vain showy, shallow Egmont went to Madrid to beg the 
king to let Flanders govern itself in the oíd way. He was 
flattered and delayed, while sterner orders than ever went to 
Margaret to slay and spare not, for Philip was hardening his 
heart for the effort by which he thought he was to attain unity 
in Flanders by means of religión, even as had been done in 
Spain.
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Alba fretted in the Spanish Council of State at Philip’s 
slowness. “ Make a deán sweep, once and for all,” he said, 
“ of these heretics.” His king meant to do it if needful, but 
in his own good time. He knew that an army oí pikes alone 
would finally be efficacious in such a case, and money, as we 
have seen, was hard to get. But by the end of 1565 his 
arrangements were made, and he hurled his thunderbolt. In 
a formal letter to his sister he announced his unbending will 
that the Inquisition should proceed with the utmost rigour to 
stamp out heresy, no matter at what sacrifice. “ Let all pris- 
oners be put to death, and suffer them no longer to escape 
through the neglect, weakness, or bad faith of the judges. 
If any judges are too timid to execute the edicts, I  will re
place them by men who have more courage and zeal.” Mar- 
garet wept and passionately protested. The governors of the 
provinces, she said, would not burn 60,000 or 70,000 persons 
for her. The great Flemish nobles deserted the regent; they, 
at all events, would have no hand in such a hellish business, 
although they were Catholics. Then the bourgeoisie and the 
landed gentry of the north, most of them Protestants, aróse 
and loudly declared that no Spaniard should burn them or 
theirs for their faith. To Protestant England flocked ship- 
loads of fugitives, clamouring for aid and countenance from 
those whose blood was already boiling at the atrocities which 
the Inquisition had committed on English sailors and traders 
in Spain.

Elizabeth did not wish to quarrel with Philip, for Marie 
Stuart and the Guises were still a danger to her, but the cry 
of the Netherlanders found an echo that stirred the heart of 
all England, and, much as the queen might denounce such 
rebels to the Spanish ambassador, she and her ministers, and 
more particularly the Puritan party of them, shut their eyes 
and ears tightly to the help that was freely given to those who 
called themselves in derision of their enemies the Beggars of 
the Sea. Then carne the outburst of Protestant fury—the
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wrecking of churches and desecration of altars. The Regent 
Margaret could but weep, for she saw the tide of tragedy 
rising which was to drown her native land in blood, and 
wrest from the hands of her brother’s race the best part of 
their ancient patrimony.

But Philip himself was blind and oblivious to all but the 
blood-boltered Christ, before whom he writhed in a maniacal 
agony of devotion, sure in his dark soul, as were so many of 
his countrymen, that the Divine finger pointed from glory 
alone upon him as the one chosen man who was to enforce 
upon earth the rule of the Most High, with—as a necessary 
consequence—Philip of Spain as his viceregent. Only once, 
even in appearance, had he wavered; but when news carne to 
him that Orange had become a Protestant and had fled to 
Lutheran Germany to organize resistance, he knew the time 
had come when he must fight to the death for his Flemish 
dominions, or his system of enforced religious unity must fall 
to the ground, and the political predominance of Spain over 
Europe was doomed. He would go to Flanders himself, he 
said, though he probably never meant i t ; but, in any case, the 
ferocious Alba would go as his right arm. Like a blight the 
news fell upon the Netherlands. To England fled thou- 
sands of affrighted ones, for whom the very ñame of Alba 
was already a terror. Margaret herself threatened to re
tire if he carne. Her brother took her at her word, and 
when the cruel Toledan duke marched with his army into 
Flanders (September, 1567) the regent washed her hands 
of the Corning massacre of her countrymen and was coldly 
dismissed.

Elizabeth and her council were in a panic at the near 
neighbourhood of strong Spanish forces, for all Europe knew 
now that the great struggle of the creeds was to commence, 
and were uncertain where the blow was flrst to fall. Hugue- 
nots, Lutherans, and Anglicans were ranged on the one side; 
Philip, with solid Spain behind him, the Pope, and Catholics
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generally, on the other; with Catharine de Medid cleverly 
balancing in France íor her own advantage, and Elizabeth 
in England alternately hectoring and simpering, blowing hot 
and coid, as Leicester or Burghley was paramount in her 
council, but generally helping the Flemings as far as she 
could without open war with Philip.

Alba went about his hideous work with coid precisión, 
no doubts assailing his mind as to the righteousness oí his 
acts. The highest heads were to be struck at first, and Eg- 
mont and Horn, both Catholics, fell treacherously on the 
scaffold because they were leaders and beloved, while Bergues 
and Montigny were don,e to death in Spain íor the same rea- 
son.* They were sacrificed not íor heresy, but as a warning

* It was long believed by a certaiu school of writers that Philip 
sacrificed his only son and heir, Don Carlos, at this juncture for 
his supposed heresy. There is, however, now no room for doubt 
that the wretched youth, who from his birth was deformed and weak- 
minded, had become a dangerous lunatic after an accident to his head, 
and that his death was the result of his malady. His behaviour, even 
as early as 1563, was so violent and scandalous as to cause deep grief 
to his father; and as the prince grew older he became worse. There 
is a probability that he was approached by friends of the Netherlands, 
or perhaps by the Ruy Gómez peace party in Spain, and wished to 
be given the task of pacifying the Flemings. The king’s refusal to let 
him go drove him to frenzy, and he tried to kill both Alba and Car
dinal Espinosa. His hatred for his father was that of a homicidal 
maniac, and he divulged to his young únele Don Juan that he would 
kill the king. His arrest by the king himself was therefore necessary. 
His ravings in prison and his refusal of nourishment for days together 
were acts of an hysterical imbecile with homicidal crises. Whatever 
may have been the result of the long trial—of which the records were 
destroyed—the wretched young man condemned himself to death 
(1568) by his own aberrations and excesses, and the story of his 
murder in prison is one of the many fabrications of the arch liar 
Antonio Perez. The death of Carlos took place only a few weeks 
before that of the beautiful Queen Isabel de Valois, his stepmother 
and originally his own proposed bride, to whom he was so madly 
attached. The story of her love for him is of course absurd, and 
his extravagant afíection for her and his aunt Juana, also a proposed 
bride for him, was the obsession of a lunatic rather than the longings 
of a lover.

25
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that there must be no more talk of the rights of Flanders aá 
against Philip’s will. Then, though the aíírighted people 
flocked to church, and all was calm—for crafty Orange in 
Germany had not yet given the war cry—the massacre of 
Flemish men and women, Catholics and Protestants, com- 
menced. A devastating tornado of slaughter swept through 
the populous, industrious communities, and the Flemings 
humbly bent their heads to the storm. On the ist of July, 
1570, Alba thought he had conquered, and from his splendid 
throne in Antwerp announced that Philip in his great clem- 
ency had granted an amnesty to all his faithful people. Her- 
esy and revolt, he dreamed, were terrorized to death, and 
Holland, Flanders, and Artois held together with Spain by 
the iron band of religious uniformity.

But Alba and his master over rated their murderous vic- 
tory. The alcabala, as we have seen, was ruining Spanish 
industry by limiting the consumption of food and manufac
tures to the places where they were produced and increasing 
their price to an extent which made them unable to compete 
with foreign produce. Spain itself was bleeding to death, but 
the trade and commerce of Flanders were then the richest in 
the World, and might be made to produce vast sunis in taxes. 
Alba was in dire straits for money; his fierce soldiery was 
unpaid, and from the Castilian Cortes not a real over the ordi- 
nary and extraordinary grants of 150,000,000 maravedís a year 
could be obtained. At great sacrifice, Philip had arranged 
to borrow from the Genoese bankers a large sum for Alba’s 
urgent need. The money was sent by sea at the lenders’ risk, 
and most of the ships that carried it were chased by Hugue- 
not and Dutch privateers into English ports, and there seized 
early in 1569 by Elizabeth, who applied the money to her own 
uses. Passionate protest, threats, and cajolery were exerted 
in vain to induce her to surrender it. She was quite as solvent 
as Philip, she said, and would borrow it herself. The Spanish 
ambassador, a hot-headed, insolent plotter, in cióse league
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with Elizabeth’s enemies,* was contumaciously expelled the 
country. Alba and Philip embargoed English property in 
Flanders and Spain, and Elizabeth retorted by seizing ten 
times as much Spanish property in England. Yet Philip 
dared not go to war with her, as Alba frankly told him, for 
with her aid Orange might raise Holland, and the King of 
Spain and the Indies could not squeeze another ducat from 
his distressed country, for he had pledged or sold everything 
he possessed. So to the rich commerce of Flanders he and 
Alba turned for relief. The Netherlanders always had a keen 
eye to their own interests and were skilful financiers. When 
therefore Alba tried to fix the alcabala, or tenth penny, upon 
them, they knew it meant ruin to their commercial pre-emi- 
nence, and they rose at last to face the tyrant in defence of 
their pockets more fiercely than they had ever risen to fight 
for their autonomy or their religious liberty. Thenceforward 
the causes of faith and sound finance were linked together, 
and the stubborn Dutchmen stood shoulder to shoulder until 
the battle of Protestantism and of freedom was won.

Of the incidents of the awful struggle details can not be 
given here, Massacre, without truce or mercy, cowed the 
Catholic Wallons and broke their spirit; but, through it all, 
Holland and Zeeland stood firm under the great leader 
Orange. There were two parties in Philip’s councils, the 
party of unrelenting bigotry, led by Alba and Cardinal Espi
nosa, and that of peace and diplomacy, of which the king’s 
only friend, Ruy Gómez, was the leader. In the absence of 
Alba, the latter party was paramount, and Philip himself be- 
came disgusted at the fruitless and endless slaughter in 
Flanders of Protestants and Catholics alike. Alba’s own hard 
heart was well-nigh broken at his failure, for he could not

* He had commenced plotting with the imprisoned Marie Stuart 
as soon as he arrived, and was the principal mover in the Ridolfi 
plot, which was supported by the Duke of Norfolk and other English 
Catholic nobles.
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kill all Holland. The English and the rebeis held the sea, 
and arms and supplies carne in plenty to Zeeland, while no 
Spanish ship dared to approach a Flemish harbour with- 
out strong escort, and Spanish commerce was well-nigh 
harried ofí the seas by privateers, and pirates who called 
themselves so.

Philip thought he was doing a holy work, and if it suc- 
ceeded the sacrifice oí life would not, in his view, have 
weighed a feather in the balance; but to sacrifice life, and 
especially the lives of Catholics, without object or result, was 
distasteful to him, for he liad no love of blood for its own sake. 
Alba was therefore recalled in disgrace'" '̂ (iS73)>  ̂ new
governor, Requesens, pledged to mildness and conciliation, 
was sent, to persuade, rather than drive, the Flemings to 
unity with Spain, the intention of the king being doubtless 
first to win back the Belgian Catholics who liad been driven 
away by Alba’s severity and the iniposition of the “ tenth 
penny,” and then subsequently to deal with the Protestant 
Dutchmen separately and without mercy.

In the meanwhile matters were growing ever more 
wretched in Spain itself. It  has already been pointed out 
that on the retirement of Charles the temporary burst of in
dustrial activity that had succeeded the discovery of America 
was on the decline, and that the enormous expenses of the 
emperor’s wars had reduced the resources of Spain to penury. 
A financial genius of the first order, with despotic power, 
niight perhaps have rehabilitated public credit and have re- 
stored to some extent the prosperity of the citizens. But 
Philip was, if possible, a worse financier and political econo- 
mist than his father, while the great struggle to which he had *

* Alba himself boasted that he had burned or executed 18,000 per- 
sons in the Netherlands, in addition to the far greater number he 
massacred during the war, many of them women and children. Eight 
thousand persons were burned or hanged in one year, and the total 
number of Alba’s Flemish victims can not have fallen short of 50,000.
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pledged hiniself called for the eniployment of ever-increasing 
treasure, and he dragged his country still farther down the 
slope of bankruptcy. His system of raising money was to 
seize prívate remittances from the Indies; to levy forced loans 
on prelates, nobles, and wealthy persons; to borrow largely 
on the most usurious terms, which were aftervvard repudi- 
ated; and, above all, to sell crown seigniories, offices, and 
titles of nobility conferring exemption from ordinary taxation, 
and so to reduce future revenue. While the Cortes ceaselessly 
protested against these mensures, the alternatives they pro- 
posed were, if anything, worse. Their remedies for national 
exhaustion took the form of prohibiting the export of precious 
metáis, or their use in any form but coin, the hampering, and 
sometimes the suspensión, of export of goods even to Amer
ica; the arbitrary fixing of prices, with the foolish idea of 
rendering commodities cheaper, but with the real result of 
paralyzing industry; and the enactment of furious laws 
against extravagance in dress and eating by the upper classes, 
which laws were regularly disregarded after the first few 
weeks. The depletion of agiicultural labour by the short- 
lived activity in the towns and by the constant drain of men 
for America and the wars had thrown large tracts of land 
out of cultivation,* while the ever-growing estates of the 
Church and nobles in mortmain badly cultivated, and pay- 
ing no taxation, threw upon the remaining landed classes an 
increasing burden, which in many cases made the soil not 
worth cultivating.

Vagrancy and beggary were appallingly prevalent; the 
Church and the monasteries were crammed to overflowing 
with insolent idlers; the strangling of industry by alcabalas, 
tolls, and inland customhouses, the craze for elegance, pleas- *

* Spain, the finest wheat-growing country in Europe, was obliged 
by famine to import large quantities of wheat on several occasions in 
the reign of Philip, who was forced to connive at the violation of his 
own edict and permit the importation of it even from England.
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ure, and show, and the great number of Church holidays had 
now made most Spaniards adverse to labour; while the enor- 
mous number of so-called nobles or gentry, who looked upon 
all trade or handicraft as beneath them, added to the already 
existing prejudice against useful work.

Thus soon had the curse of extended empire and unsup- 
ported ambition produced its baleful effects. While Spanish 
fields remained untilled and Spanish industry dying, the 
strongest and best of the sons of Spain were swaggering in 
Milán, Naples, or Sicily; were garrisoning fortresses in north 
Africa, dying by thousands in the unknown wilderness of 
South and Central America, and fighting the hopeless battle 
against the forces of freedom in the Netherlands.

Spain, indeed, had undertaken a work too great for her 
strength, and though her people stood by their self-imposed 
task of the religious unification of Christendom with a te- 
nacity which astonished and deceived the world, the end was 
inevitable, and that end was ruin. Upon the overburdened 
and poverty-stricken commoners of Castile the weight of 
world-wide expenditure fell. The Aragonese and Catalans, 
with their solid class parliaments, could, and did, take care of 
themselves. Milán, Naples, and Sicily were of tener a source 
of expense than of revenue, while barefaced corruption and 
malversation of Spanish officers diverted most of the State 
revenues from America, even when the galleons were not cap- 
tured on their way by the English privateers.

With Spanish commerce nearly swept from the sea, with 
Spanish trade well-nigh dead, and the much-vaunted King 
of Spain a bankrupt without a rag of credit with foreign 
bankers, there was never any thought, either by monarch or 
nation, of a surrender of principie. In a month Philip might 
have pacified the Netherlands by giving full liberty of con- 
science, which would have left him the sovereignty of a con- 
tented and prosperous State; he might have insured the firm 
friendship of England and perfect safety for his commerce
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by acknowledging some equality of creeds, All other ques- 
tions were subsidiary to tliis. There was room and to spare in 
the wide Americas íor Hawkins, Drake, and Cavendish, as well 
as for Philip, if Spain had been content to abandon the fetish 
of religious unity, in which, it is true, its own interior national 
solidarity was bound up, but which was not politically neces- 
sary for other countries.

The attitude of Spain during the sixteenth century and 
its extraordinary fidelity to an idea must not be attributed 
alone, as it usually is, to the personal character of the mon- 
arch. Philip II , in his gloomy pride, his mystic devotion, 
his overpowering individuality, was but the personification of 
the spirit of his people; for through disappointment and de- 
feat, through misery, poverty, oppression, and suffering, they 
followed him with loyal devotion, almost with worship, to 
the unhappy end. We have in earlier chapters traced, step 
by step, the development of the Spanish character from the 
elements out of which it was formed; we have noticed its 
intense personality, its ecstatic veneration for divine forces, 
of which each individual conceived itself to be a part, its 
constant yearning for distinction by sacrifice in vanquishing 
the forces of evil. We have also remarked the fervid avidity 
with which, as a consequence, the people threw themselves 
into the spirit of knight-errantry. By the middle of the six
teenth century the glamour of giants and ogres and captive 
princesses was insufficient to satisfy minds which the litera- 
ture of the Italian renaissance had rendered more practical 
and contact with foreign peoples had enlightened, but the 
introspective individuality of Spaniards was still as strong as 
ever, and sought for a fresh direction in which it might be 
displayed.

The religious fervour which first demonstrated itself in 
Isabel the Catholic, the exaltation induced by the Inquisition, 
and the ascetic mysticism which at once was the chief char- 
gcteristic and the main policy of Philip II , provided for the
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Spanish people the direction for which tlieir spirit yearned. 
Priests and friars were ever present. In  court, in camp, and 
in everyday life the atmospliere of rigid unified religión en- 
veloped all things and persons. Hard, severe, and ascetic, 
as a protest against Moorish grace, cleanliness, and elegance, 
and equally against the sensuous beauty with which the Ital- 
ians liad invested their worship, the Spanish mind revelled in 
the painful, self-sacrificing side of religión, which appealed 
to their nature. They became a nation of mystics, in which 
each person felt his own community with God, and, as a con- 
sequence, capable of any sacrifice, any heroism, any suffer- 
ing in His cause. The ruling idea was one of celestial knight- 
hood, of daring adventure to rescue the cause of sufíering 
Christ, even as the now waning knight-errants had under- 
taken to rescue ill-treated ladies. Saint Teresa de Jesús, Saint 
Ignatius Loyola and his marvellous company, and Saint 
Juan de la Cruz, with their visions and their ecstasies, were 
merely types; there was hardly a monastery without its fasting 
seer or its saintly dreamer, hardly a nunnery without its cata- 
leptic miracle worker, hardly a barren hillside without its 
hermit, living in filth and abject misery of the flesh, but with 
the exalted conviction of his personal community with God. 
Not churchmen alone, but laymen and soldiers, too, were 
swayed by the same strange thought, and went forth to work 
or war in a spirit of sacrifice, relieved by orgies of hideous 
immorality. Philip himself, living like a hermit and toil- 
ing like a slave in his stone cell, practising rigid morti- 
fications, and undergoing the voluntary suífering in which 
hé gloried, was beloved by his people, because he was 
moved by the same instinct that they were. He led them, 
it is true, but he did so because they wished to tread the 
same road.

There was no great wealth behind this nation, except 
such as might be obtained by labour; it was ignorant and 
backward, with none of the ethnological solidarity which
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lends forcé to a people. The English were more liardy and 
persistent, the French were more advanced, the Germans 
were more thoughtful and intelligent, the Italians were more 
refined; but yet, withal, none of them had this irresistible 
Ímpetus which made Spaniards soldiers of Christ, each man 
inspired by a mystic strength beyond his own, and which 
gave to the Spanish nation in the sixteenth century a pre- 
dominance in Europe which neither its resources ñor its stage 
of development warranted.

It was this extraordinary exaltation which led Philip to 
intrigue in the new meeting of the Council of Trent (1562) 
to prevent the unification of Christendom on any lines but 
his own. French and Germán bishops, and a strong party 
in the Vatican itself, endeavoured to adopt resolutions per- 
mitting the marriage of priests and the administration of the 
sacrament in two kinds; but Philip haughtily dictated his will 
to the prelates, and when finally the Pope (Pius IV ) remon- 
strated with him for thus meddling in doctrinal afíairs, the 
pontiff was rated like a schoolboy by the Spanish ambassador, 
Vargas, and his bulls conveying the decisions of the council 
were contemptuously shut out of Spain because one of the res
olutions was supposed to touch, ever so lightly, upon the om- 
nipotence of Philip over the Spanish Church. When Pius 
died, in 1665, a very diíferent man mounted the throne of 
Saint Peter. Michael Ghislieri (Pius V) was as arrogant as 
Philip himself, and a bitter struggle was inevitable. Pius 
purposely provoked it by issuing fresh bulls enjoining some 
reforms in Church administration. These bulls, as before, 
were refused currency in Spain, unless with Philip’s counter- 
sign, and the Pope then opened his batteries by peremptorily 
ordering the bulls to be promulgated in the Spanish terri- 
tories in Italy. The Spanish viceroys threatened to imprison 
any bishop who obeyed the Pope, and the latter excommu- 
nicated the viceroys. But the bishops and clergy had all to 
look to Philip for their places and pay and obeyed the king.
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Then, in revenge, Pius refused to renew to Philip the right 
of selling the crtisade bulls, but the Spaniards dared not 
refuse to buy them of their king, and the Pope’s permission 
was for a time dispensed with, Threats and reproaches were 
showered from Rome on Philip for allowing the Inquisition 
to keep the Archbishop of Toledo (Carranza) in prison, and 
for spending the princely revenues of the see in building his 
vast monastery palace of the Escorial on the wild mountain 
side of the Guadarrama. But finally the Pope had to confess 
himself beaten, for to Philip and his people their great mission 
of unification needed no papal sanction, though it might claim 
its aid.

Another good instance of the way in which this fanatical 
feeling overrode all considerations of humanity, of justice, 
and even of self-interest, is seen in that most wicked and dis- 
astrous measure, the expulsión of the Moriscos from Anda- 
lusia. During the reign of Charles the whole of these people 
were nominally absorbed in the Catholic Church, and were 
in gradual process of amalgamation. Edicts had been passed 
forbidding them to wear their Moorish garb or to speak 
any language but Spanish, but they were industrious and 
prosperous, and their large special contributions to the em- 
peror’s treasury in times of need had caused the edicts to be 
very lightly enforced. Many of them, especially in the king- 
dom of Granada, secretly kept to the religión of their fathers, 
though openly conforming to Christianity, Their Christian 
neighbours, hating them for their thrift and prosperity, were 
not long after Philip’s accession in finding a pretext for 
attacking them. They imported slaves from Africa to aid 
in their tillage, and this was prohibited by petition of the Cor
tes of 1560. It was a heavy blow to them, but still heavier 
was the edict of 1563 forbidding them to possess arms of any 
sort. The policy was continued in 1567, when an order was 
issued prohibiting any distinction of garb or appearance, and 
fommanding that no woman should walk abroad with a coy-
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ered face *  that no fastenings should be put upon the doors 
of Morisco houses, that Spanish ñames and the Spanish lan- 
guage alone should be used, and, above all, that the indul- 
gence in warm baths, that special luxury of the Moslem, 
should be discontinued.

The people were quiet, hardworking, thrifty folk, but to 
see all their traditions trampled upon was more than they 
could bear. First they tried, as before, evasión and bribery, 
and in the meanwhile those who knew them best, such as 
Mendoza, Marquis of Mondejar, hereditary governor of Gra
nada, tried to bend Philip to wiser councils. But the fanatical 
churchmen of the Alba party were now paramount (1567), 
and no mercy could be expected from them. At length 
(Christmas, 1568) the storm burst. From the mountains 
there swept down upon Granada a forcé of Moslem fanatics, 
sacking Christian houses and desecrating Christian shrines. 
Over the fair Vega passed a horde of incarnate demons, leav- 
ing only desolation behind them, and then to the savage fast- 
nesses of the Alpujarras they retreated to erect a new Moslem 
kingdom under Aben Humeya, one of the prophet’s kin. 
Through Andalusia and Valencia the news of the revolt 
of Islam spread. Thousands, who had well-nigh forgotten 
the great days of their forefathers under the caliphs, sprang 
to arms ready to die for the faith and the traditions that once 
had been so glorious.

Army after army of Christians were hurled upon them 
with the openly avowed object of massacre—not war. Wom- 
en and children, aS well as men, were slaughtered in coid 
blood. How many thousands fell in the attacks and in
evitable reprisals it is impossible now to say. Six thousand 
helpless women and children fugitives were sacrificed in one

* This practice had taken such firm hold of the people of the south 
of Spain that traces of it remain to the present day in Andalusia, 
where the women of the poorer class constantly cover the lower part 
of the face with the córner of a shawl, In Perú and Chili the custom 
is even jnore universal,
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day by the Marquis de los Velez, but still the churchmen 
were not satisfied. In the council chamber and the cathedral 
they cried for blood, and ever more blood—just as the same 
men did for the blood of Flemish heretics at the hands of 
their chief Alba. In vain the civil governors, and even sol- 
diers, advocated some moderation, some mercy. Deza the 
inquisitor and Espinosa the cardinal in their purple robes 
knew no mercy for those who denied their sacred right to 
impose a doctrine upon other men.

Tired at length of the complaints of the churchmen against 
the slackness of the soldiers, Philip decided to send his bril- 
liant, handsome young base-brother Don Juan to suppress 
the rising. The bastard of Austria was gifted and beloved be- 
yond most men of his time; he was only twenty-two, and it 
was thought that he would be too high for the priests to 
attack and too inexperienced to do otherwise than carry out 
to the letter his brother’s orders. The hanging of Moriscos 
was ill suited to his chivalrous temper, and he chafed under 
the dictation of the merciless orders he had to execute. 
Every Morisco in Granada was to be sent to arid Castile, and 
those who resisted or were unable to travel were to be 
hanged (1569). In despair, thousands of innocent creatures, 
many of them really Christians, were hounded from the fair 
fields which they and theirs had tilled for centuries, and 
driven forth to slavery.

In the meanwhile the war continued in the mountains. 
División had broken out in the so-called Moorish kingdom, 
and Aben Humeya, sunk in licentiousness, was murdered; 
the Spanish troops had conquered and had been conquered 
in partial engagements over and over again; but at length 
Don Juan successfully stormed Galera, the country was ex- 
hausted, and the Moorish king begged for terms of peace. 
Don Juan himself was on the side of clemency, but the 
churchmen in Philip’s council would have none of it. Death 
or slavery for every creature of Moorish blood in the king-
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dom of Andalusia was the stern command. From their beau- 
tiful plains, cultivated like gardens, from the fair white cities 
vvhich glistened on the slopes, from the stony mountains that 
these people had made to smile with painfully watered crops, 
they were cast out, even as their brethren of Granada had 
been. In chains and through the deep winter snows of the 
Sierra Morena they were dragged in hopeless gangs to Cas- 
tile, many to die upon the road, and the rest to linger in 
servitude among strangers. Don Juan, with a heavy heart, 
carried out the fell decree, and by the end of 1570 Andalusia 
was clear of Moriscos, and at the same time clear of its best 
and most useful citizens. A few men, like Mondejar, Ruy 
Gómez, and Don Juan himself, saw this and deplored it bit- 
terly, but the vast number of Spaniards and their king saw 
nothing, knew nothing, regarded no cruelty, cared for no 
interest; they had been selected to do God’s work in extirpat- 
ing unbelief, and woe to those who stood in his and their way.

But zealot as Philip was, he had considerations to take 
into account of which his subjects knew nothing. His Sys
tem was already breaking down; his eterna! discussions and 
the sending of documenta backward and forward, his insist- 
ence in directing everything himself, enabled alert adver
sarles, like Elizabeth and Catharine de Medid, to learn all 
his plans long before they were put into execution.* The 
second plot in which Philip entered—to murder Elizabeth, 
through Ridolfi, the Duke of Norfolk, and many of the Eng-

* The long marriage juggle oí Elizabeth is a good instance of this; 
and also the action both of Elizabeth and Catharine de Medici when 
the latter had been drawn into an interview with Alba, at Bayonne, 
on the occasion of the meeting of Catharine and her daughter, Philip’s 
third wife. The French queen mother found that she was expected 
to pledge herself to extirpate every Huguenot from France; and 
although she pretended to approve of the treaty, she soon found a 
way out of it, while Elizabeth’s counter-move was to suggest a mar
riage between herself and the young King of France. Elizabeth and 
Catharine understood perfectly that to have allowed Philip to rule 
the policy of either country would be ruin to both.
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lish Catholic nobles—was discovered and frustrated; he was 
befooled and betrayed in bis design to buy Hawkins and bis 
fleet to attack England. Cedí, who had bis spies everywbere, 
knew exactly tbe persons witb wbom tbe King of Spain was 
plotting, and was sometimes really at tbe bottom of tbe pre
tended plots bimself; and yet Pbilip, conscious tbougb be was 
of failure in Flanders tbrougb tbe Englisb belp to Orange, 
constantly discovered and derided for bis futile conspiracies 
against Elizabetb, witb bis galleons captured regularly at sea, 
and tbeir crews banged by Englisb pirates, beggared in 
credit, and witb disaster surrounding bim on all sides, dared 
not openly quarrel witb tbe “ beretic ” queen wbo bad frus
trated all bis proud plans. Storm as tbe cburcbmen and sol- 
diers niigbt at ber “ insolence ” and ber wickedness, Pbilip, 
to save bis own country from utter ruin, was obliged to open 
bis ports at last to Englisb trade (iS73) witbout restitution 
of tbe vast plunder tbat bad been taken from bim four years 
before; be was forced to condemn tbe granting by tbe Pope 
of tbe bull excommunicating tbe Englisb queen, and be was 
fain to sbut bis eyes to tbe sturdy support from England 
wbicb kept alive tbe revolt in Holland. For it was evident 
now tbat be could never overeóme Protestantism in Europe 
unless England were friendly to bim. If England were made 
Catbolic, by tbe murder of tbe queen or otberwise, so mucb 
tbe better; but, in any case, Protestant or Catbolic, England 
must be appeased. Tbis of itself is sufficient to sbow tbe 
weakness of Spain’s pretensión; tbe end sbe sougbt could 
only be gained by a sacrifice of principie, to tbe extent of 
bolding a candle to tbe leading Protestant power.

But tbougb tbe king saw tbis, bis blinded people did not. 
For tbem England was an insignificant balf-savage island 
tbat bad fallen into tbe bands of a gang of beretics, wbo 
would collapse in terror at tbe very ñame of Spain. Tbey, 
knew tbat tbeir commerce was devastated by Englisb sailors, 
and tbat tbeir king’s enemies were supported by Englisb men,
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arms, and gold; but they lived still in their fool’s paradise, 
inflated with the idea oí the fabulous wealth of their king, 
who was in the depths of poverty, boasting of the overwhelm- 
ing power of their country, which was unable to defend its 
own property, and buoyed up with the conviction of Divine 
assistance, when failure met them on every side. All this, 
they said, was a trial specially sent to them by God to prove 
their steadfastness. He, in His good time, would strike for 
His own cause and theirs, and they never lost their faith.

In the hour of exaltation, after the Moriscos had been 
expelled from Andalusia (1570), Philip was in Seville with 
Don Juan, when there arrived a special legate from the 
Pope. Pius V  was still on bad terms with Spain, and the 
Venetian republic had usually made common cause with 
France against Aragonese objeets; but they were now both 
in trouble, for the Turks were besieging the Venetian island 
of Cyprus, and its capture was a danger for all Christian 
States on the Mediterranean. So the Pope offered Philip the 
crusade bull again and greater power than ever over the 
Spanish Church, if he would join his galleys to those of Rome 
and Venice and conquer the Turkish navy.

Philip distrusted the Venetians and had no love for the 
Pope, but after much prayer to the bones of Saint Fernando 
and much heated persuasión from Don Juan he consented 
to the request. Cyprus fell to the Turk before Philip’s clumsy 
method enabled a fleet to be prepared, but by the summer of 
1571 a fine forcé was collected at Messina: 208 galleys, 6 
galeasses, and 50 small craft, with 29,000 soldiers and 50,000 
sailors and oarsmen, formed one of the greatest naval dis- 
plays ever seen on the main. Don Juan was in command, and 
religious exaltation now found its apogee. It was a true cru
sade; every man on the fleet fasted, confessed, and was ab
solved. A crucifix was at the prow of every galley, blessed 
banners waved overhead, and the cry which the splendid 
young prince in white velvet and gold sounded as the cali
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to battle was “ Christ is your general. You fight the battle 
of the Cross.” Jesuits and monks crowded the ships oí the 
crusading fleet; prayer, sacriñce, and self-denial were the 
watchwords of the Christian host. The navies met in the 
Bay of Lepante on the ;th  of October, I57L  and the Turks 
inade a brave show, for they had thitherto been victorious. 
But who could withstand a spirit such as that shown on the 
Spanish side? The Turkish predominant sea power in the 
Mediterranean was destroyed for ever, and Don Juan was 
the Christian hero, saint and soldier both, whom men and 
women throughout Southern Europe hailed almost as a demi- 
god. He, too, was a Spaniard, tinged with the fanatical belief 
of his countrymen, and he dreamed of great Christian em- 
pires to be won in north Africa, in the East who knows 
where?' He was but a youth, and success and adulation 
turned his head.

Philip could not afford risky adventures. He was coid 
and irresponsive, and left his brother without money or sup- 
port. Tunis and Goleta were recaptured by the Turk and the 
Spanish garrisons were slaughtered. Don Juan storrned and 
prayed, but marble Philip had no notion of allowing his 
plans to be diverted or controlled for the benefit of his bas- 
tard brother, and he moved not. Sage advisers were placed 
by the side of the young prince, but his enthusiasm won 
them over to his heated dreams. At length Philip deter- 
mined to remove him from the scenes of his triumph and 
his ambition, and sent him as his viceroy to Flanders, where 
affairs needed a conciliatory hand.

Requesens had begun by separating the Catholic Belgians 
from Orange and his Dutch Protestants; but the latter, who 
were determined never to trust Spaniards again, turned a 
deaf ear to his insincere approaches, and more than held 
their own by forcé of arms. Philip was, as usual, short of 
money, and the Catholic Flemings were chafing still at the 
presence of a large forcé of unpaid murderous, rufhanly Ital-
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ian and Spanish soldiers, who would not move out of the 
comitry without their pay. To them every Fleming, Catholic 
and Protestant, was the same—an inferior creature, to be 
insulted and plundered, if not murdered.

In vain the Catholics and Requesens had prayed Philip 
to send money to get rid of these rufñans, or all would be 
lost. Philip was bankrupt of means and credit, and matters 
were growing worse and worse, when Requesens died 
(March, 1576). Urgent messages were sent to Spain by 
Philip’s most faithful adherents that unless the troops were 
sent away Catholic Flanders would soon be as utterly lost 
to Spain as Protestant Holland. I t  was then that the un- 
happy king, at his wits’ end, decided to send Don Juan to 
Flanders, with orders to conciliate the Belgic provinces at 
any cost, and to order the Spanish troops out of the country. 
But the young prince’s wild plans had been frustrated, and 
he was in no conciliatory mood. The Pope (Gregory X I I I )  
and others had already whispered to him that if he could not 
be emperor of the East, he might, with the Spanish troops, 
make a dash from the Netherlands, conquer England, libér
ate and marry the captive Marie Stuart, and bring England 
and Scotland into the fold of the Church. Don Juan listened 
and was lost. The nuncio hinted at the plan to Philip, and 
Don Juan himself disobeyed orders and rushed to Madrid 
to urge his views. Philip was grim and silent, but he knew 
his brother must be suppressed, or he would lead him into 
trouble; for with Holland against him and his own Catholic 
Flanders doubtful, his only chance of averting utter ruin 
was to keep friendly with England.

So Don Juan was sternly sent on his way to Flanders to 
coax the mutinous troops to march to Italy and win back 
the Catholic Flemings by kindness. He went with bitter- 
ness in his heart, and he arrived too late. The murderous 
rabble had swooped down upon Antwerp (November 4, 1576), 
and in one appalling day had reduced the richest city in

26
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Europe to a reeking shambles. Catholics joined to ProteS- 
tants now, standing shoulder to shoulder in defence of their 
homes and children, and when Don Juan arrived at Luxem- 
burg he found that he would only be allowed to enter the 
States as governor on terms dictated by the burghers. He 
prayed in vain to Philip to let him stand and fight. The 
answer was, “ Make peace on any ternas consistent with my 
sovereignty,” and from this formula Philip would never 
move. At length money was borrowed to give the troops 
an instalment of their pay, and they marched sulkily away, 
followed by the curses of a United nation; while Doia Juan, 
with all his hopes gone and with hatred in his heart, entered 
Brussels amid a joyful populace who had wrung from the 
Spaniard the promise of toleration and forgiveness for the 
past.

The victor of Lepanto hated his task, and foolishly rebelled 
against it. With every wild, incoherent letter his brother’s 
heart hardened, for the villain Perez was at the king’s ear, 
whispering suspicion and distrust of the ambitious bastard. 
Don Juan, heartbroken at neglect and mad with impatience, 
disobeyed orders, treacherously seized the fortress of Namur, 
and defied the Flemings. Then a war of reconquest was in
evitable. Don Juan was left to die in misery and disap- 
pointment (October, 1578), and a cooler brain than his, Alex- 
ander Farnese, of Parma, son of Philip’s half-sister Marga
re!, was sent to win Flanders again for Spain, and, if possible, 
to crush Orange and his Protestan! Dutchnien.

Almos! simultaneously with this events happened which 
altered Philip’s prospects. For twenty years he had striven 
to keep friendly with Elizabeth of England. As we have seen, 
he had been insulted, defied, and robbed; his rebellious sub- 
jects had been supported against him for years, and looked 
now to the English queen as their mistress; his ambassadors 
had been contemptuously expelled from England, and his 
every plan had been frustrated by the clever statesmanship
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oí the “ heretic ” queen. Yet he dared not retalíate, except 
by the constant secret subornation oí conspiracy and niur- 
der, and by the giving oí timid, insuíhcient aid to the dis- 
loyal English and Irish Catholics. He knew that France 
hungered for the fine harbours oí Belgium, and that any 
national movement oí his against England would have meant 
a cióse alliance between Catharine de Medid and the Eng
lish queen, which would have brought both nations against 
him. If, moreover, he deposed Elizabeth to make Marie 
Stuart queen and raise the French Guises to power in Great 
Britain as well as in France, it might have resulted in the 
crushing oí Protestantisni; but, in any case, it was certain 
to make France the preponderant power and dwarf Spain. 
So, for twenty years, Philip never went beyond cautious plot- 
ting against Elizabeth.

But in August, 1578, there fell in a foolish, unnecessary 
crusade against the Moors Philip’s harebrained young nephew 
Sebastian, King oí Portugal, and he was succeeded by his 
aged childless únele. There were many claimants to the oíd 
king’s succession, but none so powerful as the King oí Spain. 
The Portuguese people themselves chose Don Antonio, a 
doubtfully legitimate relative oí the royal house; but bribery 
oí nobles, systematic terrorisni oí high and low, were prac- 
tised by Philip, and when the cardinal king died, in 1580, 
Philip was ready with an army under Alba and himself to 
take possession oí his new kingdom.* The Portuguese were 
weak and divided, the nobles all bought or banished, and 
Philip slowly proceeded in the wake oí his army to be 
crowned King oí Portugal; while the fugitive Don Antonio,

* Philip’s fourth wife, Auné of Austria, died at Badajoz while 011 
this journey, and soon after her most of her surviving children died. 
Philip remained a widower for the rest of his life. A most affecting 
series of letters from him to his two eider daughters by his third wife, 
written during this voyage, has been published by M. Gachard, Paris, 
1884, in which Philip’s grief for his domestic bereavements and his 
affection for his children are strongly expressed.
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lumted from town to town, in hourly danger, at length 
escaped to France, and thence to England, to be a sharp 
weapon in the hands of Elizabeth and Catharine against 
Philip for the rest of his life.

The possession of Portugal by Spain enormously in- 
creased Philip’s power for harm both to England and France. 
The portion of America allotted by the Pope to Portugal went 
with the mother country, as well as the vast African do- 
minions and the hold on India, while the splendid harbour 
of Lisbon gave to Spain what she had never had—a good 
central port of easy access on the Atlantic. Philip had taken 
care to fulfil all the constitutional forms: he had been ac- 
cepted by the regents and by the Portuguese Cortes, so that 
neither England ñor France could legally question his right; 
and it seemed as if at last the tide of fortune had turned for 
him. Other things, too, favoured Philip for the moment. 
The King of France, Henry I I I ,  was childless, and only one 
life—a bad one—stood between the Huguenot Henry of 
Navarre, the hereditary enemy of Spain, and the French 
Crown. This obviously meant a recommencement, in a more 
bitter form than ever, of civil war in France, and turned the 
Guises, the Catholic leaders, entirely to Spain as their only 
support in their ambitious views for themselves. An agree- 
ment was therefore soon made, by which the Guises under- 
took to be Philip’s humble servants and to serve Spanish in- 
terests instead of French in case their cousin Marie Stuart 
became Queen of England.

Philip probably did not depend overmuch upon this en- 
gagement of the Guises, but he knew that by supporting 
their cause he could keep them too busy in France for them 
to trouble him in England. So gradually in Philip’s slow 
mind the great plot matured by which the world might, after 
all, be made Catholic. Incautious Marie Stuart, in her prison, 
was in cióse communication with the Spanish ambassador, 
and she, too, was drawn into the dangerous series of con-
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spiracies that ultimately brought her to the scaffold. Spies 
were everywhere, and every communication to and froni the 
wretched woman was read by Elizabeth’s ministers. More 
and more bitter grew the relations between the English queen 
and Philip, who now for the first time felt safe from France, 
which he knew, with the Guises in his pay, he could plunge 
into a civil war at any time he wished. Drake’s murderous 
depredations on Spanish shipping and treasure drove Philip’s 
subjects mad with thirst for vengeance, and redoubled their 
fanatical hate of the heretics. Parma’s diplomacy had pacified 
the Catholic Flemings, and the King of Spain must have 
thought now that the national dream of which he had well- 
nigh despaired might yet come true. But the business of 
the invasión and conquest of England was a great one, and 
could not be undertaken lightly.

There were two parties of English and Scottish Catholics; 
the French or modérate party, which predominated at the 
Vatican, and the extreme Jesuit party, which looked with 
horror upon the possibility of shifty James Stuart—even if 
he called himself a Catholic— succeeding to his mother as 
Queen of England and Scotland. The latter party were all- 
powerful in Philip’s councils, and soon persuaded him that 
his own claim to the English crown was a perfect one after 
that of Marie, since James was excluded by his “ heresy.” * 
The unfortunate queen had fallen entirely into the hands of 
the Spanish party, and in June, 1586, disinherited her son in 
favour of Philip.

As usual, money was Philip’s main difficulty. The cost 
of invading England was so enormous, as estimated by his 
great admiral, the Marquis of Santa Cruz, that, even in its 
greatly modified f and, as it turned out, impossible form,

* It will be recollected that a daughter (Philippa) of John of Gaunt 
by bis first wife, Blanche Plantagenet, married John I of Portugal, 
and a daughter of his by his second wife married Henry III of Castile.

t  His plan was to raise a vast forcé to sail direct from Spain— 150 
great ships, 320 smaller craft, 40 galleys, 240 pinnaces, with 30,000
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the plan was far beyond the means obtainable from Spain 
itself. A large sum had therefore to be obtained from the 
Pope (Sixtus V), and the most extraordinary series of in
trigues resulted, in order that the papal aid might be obtained 
without unmasking to the Pope Philip’s subsequent inten- 
tions with regard to the crown of England.* Sixtus was 
clever and frugal; he had no desire to aggrandize Philip 
politically; and he was surrounded by French and Italian 
cardinals, who were determined, if possible, to prevent the 
domination of England and Scotland by Spain. Partly, how- 
ever, by trickery, and partly by appeals to his religious zeal, 
Sixtus was induced to give to Philip a free hand, and only 
imposed as a condition that the million gold crowns which 
he promised should not be payable until the Spaniards actu- 
ally landed in England. From this point no cajolery, no 
menace, would move him, for he distrusted Philip most pro- 
foundly. All Spain, Portugal, Sicily, and Naples rang with 
preparations for the great expedition, while the fanaticism of 
the people, already inflamed at Marie Stuart’s death, was 
raised to fever heat by the denunciations by the priests of the 
wicked Elizabeth, and assurances that the oppressed people 
of England were looking to Spain alone for salvation from 
the handful of heretics that held them down. Forced loans 
were raised from nobles and clergy, from merchants and 
manufacturers; taxes and extortions of all sorts were resorted

seamen and 70,000 soldiers and 1,600 horses. The cost was to be 
3,800,000 ducats =  £470,000. It was felt that the concentration and 
sea transport of such a forcé as this from Spain was impossible.

* Philip, although he was constantly plied with arguments and 
genealogies by the Jesuit party, led by Father Persons, and by the 
representatives of the English Catholic nobility to prove his own 
absolute right to the English crown (which, like all claims derived 
from the house of Lancaster, was valueless without parliamentary 
sanction), knew that he would not be allowed to treat England as 
an appanage of Spain. His own intention, though carefully kept 
in the background, was to confer the English crown upon his dearly 
beloved eldest daughter by his third wife, Isabel Clara Eugenia, to 
whom he left the sovereignty of Flanders.
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to to raise funds; but withal, the poverty and misery oí the 
country seemed to forbid the vast sums required being raised. 
In 1586 the Cortes told a dismal story of distress to the king, 
and only voted the usual 450,000,000 maravedís spread over 
three years, with the assurance of many deputies that even 
this could never be paid by their constituents. Every mem- 
ber of Cortes was now largely bribed; but when the Armada 
was nearly ready for sea, in April, 1588, the Cortes were 
summoned, and a demand made for 8,000,000 ducats (¿1,000,- 
000). They were dismayed, and boldly told the king that such 
a sum was impossible. But the altar and the confessional 
were set to work in every córner of Spain, and by their influ- 
ence over the populace the deputies were screwed up to the 
point of voting a new excise upon food, which well-nigh com- 
pleted the ruin of the unhappy country, and for the next two 
centuries blighted agriculture and industry under the hated 
ñame of the “ Millions.”

Poverty dogged the great plan of invasión from the be- 
ginning. Philip worked like a galley slave, arranging every 
little detall; corruption, fraud, and waste were rampant, and 
thousands of ducats were stolen by officers while the king 
was haggling over one. No initiative or responsibility was 
allowed to officers, however high, under Philip’s system, and 
the constant need for referring to the centre of Spain from dis- 
tant places caused paralysis and delay. First the fleet was to 
sail in 1587, but nothing was ready—neither arms, men, ñor 
ships. Then Drake outwitted the spies, and made a dash for 
Cádiz, destroying the shipping there and preventing the sail- 
ing of the Armada for that year. Provisions went rotten 
and had to be replaced; bad weather delayed the concentra- 
tion of ships; the fine oíd sailor Santa Cruz died of a broken 
heart at Philip’s unjust reproaches. Money, money, and 
ever more money was the cry, for wages ran on as the months 
slipped away, and thousands of waiters and idlers had to be 
fed. Jealousy and indiscipline reigned supreme among the
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nobles and officers, and Philip was obliged to choose a fool 
and a coward to command the fleet because oí his high rank. 
Failm-e was inevitable from the first, except under circum- 
stances wholly favourable. Santa Cruz foresaw it; Parma 
fo'retold it, and begged Philip to let him make peace with 
England in reality, by turning the sham negotiations then 
being carried on to real ones; even the miserable Medina 
Sidonia knew it, and urged Philip, when the fleet was driven 
into Corunna stormbeaten, to abandon the expedition.

The plan agreed upon was for Parma to stand ready at 
Dunkirk with a large army, mainly Flemings, Germans, and 
Italiana, ready to be shipped in punts, whose passage across 
to the mouth of the Thames was to be protected by the 
Armada. Everything depended upon the fleet being able to 
hold the straits while the boats crossed, and this largely de
pended upon the weather. The long delay of the Armada in 
sailing from Lisbon, and its ignominious return to Corunna, 
disabled and scattered (June 19), after three weeks at sea, 
drove Parma to despair, for his soldiers were unpaid, scourged 
with deadly pestilence, and already disheartened, and his 
sailors mostly were disaflected Flemings. Medina Sidonia, 
too, as soon as he sailed, began to clamour for Parma to come 
out and meet or support him, and in answer to appeals, 
which became more frantic and craven as the helplessness 
of the Armada became apparent, he invariably was told 
curtly that not a punt would be moved ñor a man available 
until the ships of the fleet had cleared and held the narrow sea.

But, whatever experts might say, the Spanish nation and 
king had no thought of failure. Were not their ships the 
biggest that sailed the sea? Were not their soldiers the best 
in Europe? And, above all, was not this God’s own battle? 
And once again the oíd inflated delusion carried the nation 
away. Fine gentlemen by the hundred, in velvets and gold 
chains, crowded the ships, swaggering and hectoring over the 
gailormen, believing themgelves to be in all sincerity members
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of God’s niilitia, bound on a sacred adventure; priests and 
friars mumbled their masses; sacred banners, woven by fair 
hands and blessed by prelates, waved at the peaks; and the 
instructions for the behaviour of soldiers and sailors were 
more befitting a convent school than an invading army and 
navy. The fleet that finally sighted the Lizard on Sunday, 
July 30, 1588, consisted of about 120 sail, and the story of 
its utter discomfiture is one of the most stirring in the history 
of warfare.

In the week’s running fight up the Channel the national 
dreams of a century were dissipated. Where was their much- 
vaunted superiority? the miserable men asked. Where the 
special Divine protection which had been promised to them 
and their cause? The heretics could sail round them and 
defy them, and as they struggled farther up the channel, 
with the English ever harassing them at long range day by 
day, the scales fell from their eyes. Then carne the rage of 
disillusionment, the panic ofí Calais, the great fight near 
Gravelines, the impossibility of getting back to Dunkirk, 
and, finally, flight, disgrace, and destruction. Parma, Medina 
Sidonia, their ships, the weather, were all blamed, with tears 
and curses; but the real fault was the mad blindness of a 
nation, and it was a bitter awakening not only for the poor 
wretches upon the Armada itself, but for all Spain. From the 
very heart of the whole people there went up a wail of rage 
and disappointment that told of more than material loss, 
great as that was. It meant a shaking of the nation’s belief 
in its special sanctity and in its divine mission.

Philip alone was unmoved in appearance at the crowning 
catastrophe of his life; but he, at least, understood its dire 
significance. Ruin and failure for the object of his life, and 
the knowledge that the despised heretics, that his rebel sub- 
jects, that the Jezebel of England had defeated him finally; 
that the Pope had got the better of him after a ll; and that the 
French were rubbing their hands gleefully and sneering at
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his disgrace—this he must have seen, but he never lost heart. 
I t  was God’s own cause, and He would send final victory.

The wretched Henry I I I  of France had been kept from 
aiding Elizabeth in her hour of peril by his hard taskmasters, 
the Guises and the Catholic League. The next heir to the 
French crown had died (1584), and Henry of Valois was the 
last of his evil race. Henry of Navarre, the Huguenot prince 
next in the succession, had been approached more than once 
by Spain, but the great Bourbon was determined to be, like 
Elizabeth of England, a national sovereign, free from foreign 
tutelage, and he turned a deaf ear to Philip’s charming. He 
would have all France or nothing, though if he had been con- 
tented with Béarn and Gascony he could have had them for a 
kingdom without fighting. Philip’s daughter Isabel, through 
her mother, had a good claim to the duchy of Brittany; her 
sister’s husband, the Duke of Savoy, might occupy Provence; 
the Guises would have been delighted with the centre and 
east, including París, where they were idolized; and Philip 
himself could grasp Picardy, French Flanders, and perchance 
a slice of the Norman coast. Such a división as this would 
have been a master stroke, and have given to Spain the com- 
mand of the Channel, to the ruin of England and Holland; 
but Henry of Navarre looked to Elizabeth for aid, and re- 
fused to be a party to the dismemberment of the nation he 
regarded as his own.

Threats, cajolery, papal excommunication, and open war- 
fare failed to move him. Under the pressure of the Guises 
the edict of toleration for the Huguenots was withdrawn by 
the king, and the result was a State of anarchy throughout 
France. Henry I I I ,  a fugitive from his own capital, which 
loathed him, a mere puppet in the hands of Guise, knew that 
he and his country were to be sacrificed to the interests of 
Spain, and took the desperate course of having the Duke of 
Guise and his brother murdered, almost in his presence at 
Blois (December, 1588). The result -was as his cleyer mpther
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had.foretold: throughout France there rang demmdations 
of the royal assassin, and París solemnly deposed him, setting 
up a revolutionary government under the Duke of Mayenne, 
Guise’s brother, who cast himself and all Catholic France at 
the feet of Philip of Spain.

This surely was the opportunity by which the Almighty 
meant to recompense Philip for all the cruel disappointments 
of the past. If he could domínate or divide France he would 
have no rival on the continent, and his design of a unified 
Christendom, on the Spanish model, might yet come to pass. 
So again he strained every nerve to aid the Catholic League, 
and bled his suffering country to exhaustion, to prevent what 
would have meant utter ruin to his cause—the turning of 
France into a Protestant country under Henry of Navarre.

Henry I I I  liad fled after Guise’s murder to the protec- 
tion of the Huguenots, and with Henry of Navarre was be- 
sieging Paris at the head of 40,000 men, when the last of the 
Valois fell under the dagger of a bigoted monk, Jacques Clé- 
ment, and Henry of Navarre became de jure King of France 
(August, 1589). The council in Paris proposed to proclaim 
Philip Catholic King of France, but the Guisan Mayenne had 
ambitions for himself and his family, and procured the ap- 
pointment as a stop-gap of the aged, infirm Cardinal de 
Bourbon, who was in the hands of his Huguenot nephew, 
and was never allowed to rule. Paris was violently Guisan, 
but the resources of the country were mostly in the hands of 
the legitímate king, Henry IV , and Philip was forced into 
the same position with regard to France as he had been with 
regard to England. He must throw aside the mask and re- 
conquer France by forcé of arms, in order to make her 
Catholic. He had no notion of incurring the awful sacrifice 
which this entailed upon Spain to beneflt the unstable May
enne, and he was driven by circumstances to wage a national 
war of conquest against France, in order that a Spanish ruler 
tnight forcé Catholic unity upon her, This gave to Henrjf
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IV  the enormous advantage of appearing to Champion the 
national canse against the foreigner, and contributed largely 
to his popularity. Mayenne, jealous and vaguely ambitious, 
soon fell out with Parma and the Spanish commanders, and 
lent but half-hearted support to the invaders, upon whom fell 
the whole weight of the war.

Philip was oíd and suffering; the drain upon his re- 
sources was so enormous as to have reduced Castile to abso- 
lute desolation, and yet he knew that he must fight to the 
very death to prevent France from becoming a Protestant 
country. Parma himself was resentful of the coid half-con- 
fidence with which his únele treated him and the insufficient 
resources sent to him. Philip was always grudging and un- 
generous to those who served him best, and he broke Parma’s 
heart, as he had broken that of Don Juan (December, 1592); 
for the Catholic zealots in Spain had begun to whisper that 
the great Farnese was disloyal, as they had done at the time 
of the Armada. The struggle was going against the Span- 
iards. The splendid dash and fine diplomacy of Henry of 
Navarre, the constant aid of Elizabeth to the Huguenots, and 
the growing distrust, even of the Catholic Leaguers, that 
Philip’s only aim was to seat his daughter on the throne of 
France for his political ends, in time convinced the King of 
Spain that he could never dominate the whole of France with 
Spanish arms against the will of Frenchmen. The next best 
thing was to attempt to seize Brittany for his daughter, and 
with this object he oceupied Blavet, on the coast, which 
brought English national troops on the scene and increased 
the chances against him.

One attempt he made by diplomacy to secure the election 
of his daughter as Queen of France by the Estates in París, 
on condition of her marriage with the young Duke of Guise, 
but it failed; for Philip’s ambassador. Feria, was no match 
for Henry of Navarre, who was already posing as the patriotic 
Frenchman, willing even to become a Catholic for the good
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oí his country if he were sufíiciently persuaded. The step 
was taken. Henry went to mass, and won the heart of París 
and of France (1593).

Thus fell Philip’s hopes of dominating France; but at 
least he had succeeded in preventing it from becoming a 
Protestant power, and with this, perforce, he had to be con- 
tent. The State of war between France and Spain continued 
languidly until Philip’s death, because he was too proud to 
coníess his defeat, but with the conversión of Henry IV  the 
momentous issue was finally decided. Unified Catholicism 
of the Spanish pattern was beaten as a forcé in Europe. 
Orange had been murdered by a Spanish-paid assassin’s bul- 
let, but Holland was strong enough now to hold her own 
without fear of Spain. France was a Catholic country, but 
perfect religious toleration existed. The outlook in England 
was dark, for a disputed succession on the death of the aged 
queen seemed inevitable; but it was nianifest that, come what 
might, the Inquisition and Spanish Catholicism would never 
be allowed to gain a footing there, let the Jesuits labour as 
they might. Thus, almost on every side, Philip again could 
only see the wreck of vast ambitions, the frustration of hopes 
reaching as high as heaven, the denial of fervent prayers, 
national bankruptcy, and personal defeat.

But still, through age and sickness, through sufíerings 
so awful that the mere relation of them is best avoided, he 
never faltered in his faith. He could not be wrong, because 
he was on God’s side, he thought. Failure, disaster, catas- 
trophe, carne thus again and again, because, for some in- 
scrutable reason, it was the Divine plan to lead him and his 
people by that hard road to victory. It never entered Philip’s 
head that his system was at fault or that his gifts were insuf- 
ficient for his task, and to the last he never lost belief in the 
divinity of his mission and that of Spain to domínate Chris- 
tendom by Catholic unity.

Philip’s last years were imbittered by other troubles be-
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yond those resulting from his struggle with Protestantísni. 
A comparatively trivial circumstance gave rise to a constitu- 
tional struggle between the king and the Aragonese, who 
were alvvays so jealous of any attempt to infringe upon their 
privileges. Philip had in 1578 ordered his principal secre- 
tary, a brilliant, plausible scoundrel named Antonio Perez, 
to llave a certain Escobedo, a troublesome eniissary of Don 
Juan’s, murdered. The deed was not done at the time, and 
when it was committed, six months afterward, public gossip 
connected with it the ñames of Perez and the Princess of 
Eboli, the widow of Ruy Gómez. Philip was annoyed at the 
scandal, and partially disgraced Perez. But with the return 
of the Alba party to power in 1580 the king’s eyes were grad- 
ually opened by Perez’s enemies to the knowledge that the 
secretary had deceived him, especially with regard to Don 
Juan, that Escobedo’s murder was really to avenge a slight 
upon the princess, and that State secrets had been betrayed. 
Perez was cast into a dungeon for several years, and finally 
tried for the murder which he had committed, it is true, by 
the king’s orders, but really to please his mistress. He had 
many friends and a strong political party on his side, who, 
being ignorant of the real facts, were shocked at the apparent 
injustice of this action; and after torture Perez managed to 
escape to Aragón, where he knew he would be safe from sum- 
mary arrest even by the king, if he claimed the protection of 
Aragonese procedure. Perez knew better than any man in 
the World the secrets of Philip, and the latter, in a furious 
rage, sent orders to Aragón to bring back the fugitive, dead 
or alive, at any cost. The Aragonese mob rose, swore that 
their rights should not be infringed, and rescued Perez, lodg- 
ing him in their own jail of the Manifestación.* The 
king was obliged to prosecute him according to Aragonese 
law; but, rather than divulge state secrets in open court, was

* The Manifestación was one of the privileges the king was sworü 
to guard. It was in effect like the English habeas Corpus.
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obliged at last to abandon the prosecution, for the Aragoñese 
judges would not allow the slightest latitude to the sovereign. 
Then he claimed the secretary as his servant, but the Ara- 
gonese tribunal refused to surrender the prisoner; and, at 
the instance of the king, the Inquisition took him from the 
Manifestación to their own dungeons on a charge of irre
ligión. A great popular rising in Zaragoza (159̂ )̂ was the 
result, and all Aragón flew to arms to defend the constitu- 
tion. The palace of the Inquisition was besieged, the king’s 
representative nearly killed, and the prisoner rescued and 
finally conveyed to France, whence he fled to England to 
plot with Philip’s enenaies for the rest of his life.

Then Aragón had to be taught a lesson. A Castilian army 
of 15,000 men occupied the capital, and other royal forces 
swept away the rebel populace in the rural districts which 
endeavoured to oppose them. The net of the Inquisition was 
cast widely, and all those who had offended and had not fled 
found themselves in the dungeons of the Holy Office. The 
chief justice was beheaded, several of the Aragoñese nobles 
died of poison, and at a great auto-de-fé in the market place 
of Zaragoza 79 poor wretches were condemned to death, 
though, at Philip’s clement request, only 6 were burned. 
The hand of Philip was laid heavily on Aragón, for the man 
who terrorized it with his troops was savage Sancho Vargas, 
one of the butchers of Antwerp. Philip himself appeared 
coldly merciful, and made no great change in the letter of 
the Aragoñese constitution; but the citizens were cowed, 
for they knew their man, and Vargas and his cutthroats made 
it clear to them that pikes were stronger than paper charters, 
and that thenceforward the much-boasted liberties of Aragón 
must not stand in the way of King Philip’s sovereign will.

One last blow to Philip carne further to sadden him ere he 
died. The English Jesuits and the vehement monks who sur- 
rounded him had never ceased to urge upon him the duty 
of attacking England to restore the faith. He knew from
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hard experience liow impossible it was for him to cope direct- 
ly with the men who liad scattered his great Armada; he was 
almost without money, with an utterly disorganized navy, 
an army quite insufñcient to protect his own dominions and 
carry 011 his French war, and he prudently avoided pledging 
himself to an impossible task. But the carefully prepared 
rebellion of Tyrone in Ireland seemed to offer an opportunity 
for cheaply injuring his enemy, and timid, insigniñcant sup- 
port was promised by Philip to the Catholics in arms. It was 
exaggerated absurdly in England, and Essex and the Puri- 
tan party especially affected to believe that it was a national 
danger to England. Soj with much hesitation and misgiving 
on the part of Elizabeth, a fine fleet under Essex and Howard 
was fitted out in England and sailed into Cádiz harbour 
(June, 1596), taking the city by surprise. There was no de- 
fence worth the ñame. The guns were obsolete and useless, 
the fortress walls were crumbling; poverty, neglect, and 
paralysis reigned everywhere; and the miserable Medina Si- 
donia looked on helplessly; while the city was systematically 
sacked, and 13 Spanish men-of-war and 40 Indiamen with 
11,000,000 ducats’ worth of merchandise were burned by the 
Spaniards to save them from capture. The fortress was razed 
to the ground, and the first maritime city in Spain was left a 
heap of ruins, a proof crying out to the whole world that the 
vaunted power of Spain was a baseless dream.

The miserable king was hastening to his grave when the 
dire news carne to him, and it must have seemed as if the death 
knell of his country’s greatness would be sounded simultane- 
ously with his own. But he never complained. Still in an 
agony of devotion, clutching and gnawing a rude crucifix, he 
lay on his poor pallet in the vast granite monastery which he 
had built for his honie, praying always for forgiveness and 
clemency, but never doubting that his cause was ijie right 
one. When at length (September, 1598) he closed his eyes for 
the last time on his hopeless Ufe struggle, he left his country
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submerged in indescribable poverty and misery, exhausted by 
three quarters of a century of ceaseless combáis with the irre
sistible tides of enlightenment, freedom, and progress.

Philip was forced by circumstances into the leadership of 
a lost cause, but it was a cause in which he erred in company 
with his whole nation. The Spanish people and their king 
alike dreamed that the religious unity which was needed by 
Spain, and which alone could strongly bind together for the 
political aims of her monarchs her heterogeneous popula- 
tions, was equally applicable to the domination of other coun- 
tries, whose racial and political circumstances were different. 
They undertook the task of forcing their system upon Chris- 
tendom with a fervour and conviction which gave to their 
country, notwithstanding their failure, an influence in the 
World out of all proportion to its strength. Philip was at 
once the apostle and the high priest of the creed which made 
Spain temporarily great. With his death the Ímpetus was 
gone, but for a century longer, when Spain was in the sight 
of all men sunk to abject misery and impotence, the loudly 
proclaimed but unfounded tradition of her superior wealth, 
grandeur, and power still lingered through Europe, and the 
pride of the unforgotten fable softens the blows of adverse 
fate upon the unhappy Spain of to-day.

A. D. 1560 TO A. D. 1600 

Summary of progress during this period

Spain reached her greatest height and her lowest depth as a 
naval power during this period. Lepanto was the apotheosis of 
the ancient galley as a fighting m achine; the Armada marked its 
extinction. The large ships used by the Spaniards for their 
American and Indian trade and its protection needed new tactics 
if they were to be used for fighting. The idea of the galley was 
to a great extent that of a maritime steed to carry soldiers to 
the contest, and this tactical idea was continued by the Spaniards 
in their sea fights with the English on larger craft. To grapple
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and cióse, that the soldiers might board the enemy, was the Span
ish aim; to cripple the Spanish vessels at long range with artil- 
lery and prevent soldiers and small arms from being brought into 
action, was that of the English. The Spaniards were too exalted 
and impracticable to alter their notions of fighting to suit the 
newer build of vessels and the requirements of the times. Eng- 
land was blessed with a series of great seamen, who demonstrated 
the usefulness of the ship itself as an engine of warfare if properly 
built and handled, and the sceptre of the sea passed from Spain.

As will have been seen in the text, the nation had thus soon 
felt the dire effects of saddling upon Spain the cost of a crusade 
that brought her rulers into conflict with all the most vigorous ele- 
ments in Europe. Poverty, misery, and desolation had swept over 
the whole country. While the demands of the tax collectors be- 
came ever more outrageous upon industry, the sources of produc
tivo wealth themselves were destroyed. The expulsión of the 
Moriscos from their homes was a blunder as great as it was a 
crime, but almost the whole nation applauded the act, as it did the 
object of the wars which were ruining it. The evil seed of fa- 
naticism, sowed for their own ends by Fernando and Isabel and 
fostered by their descendants, had already borne fruit. Thei 
spiritual exaltation that had carried Spaniards irresistibly through 
America and half of Europe, the bigotry which had fused them 
into a solid instrument to be used by their kings, had led to the 
extinction of their liberties, had enslaved them body, soul, and 
mind, and rendered them at once ignorant and arrogant.

Already in one century the country had been ruined, and the 
lingering agony of the next century was but a long-drawn-out 
dissolution. Spain had been driven to stake everything upon the 
establishment of religious unity throughout Christendom, and had 
failed. The false step of Fernando the Catholic in adopting 
bigotry as the national bond of unión to serve Aragonese objects 
had made the existence of the nation depend upon the crushing of 
Protestantism. Philip II died after a lifetime of struggle, leaving 
Protestantism enthroned in England, Scotland, Holland, north 
Germany, and Scandinavia, and dictating fair terms even in Cath
olic France. Spain had therefore been beaten. Not only was the 
idea she had fought for proved to be impossible, but the basis of 
the nation itself was unstable, and the people had surrendered in 
the struggle their own civil, religious, and intellectual freedom.

Spain had in the period now under review added Portugal and 
her immense colonies to the possessions of Castile, the greater
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part of Italy was under her dominión, and the richest part of 
Flanders was still hers. In appearance she was richer and more 
powerful than ever before. But her boasted greatness was al- 
ready a hollow sham. The belief in a divine inspiration which had 
made her temporarily great was waning before the blows of Fate; 
there was no other national ideal to take its place, and Spain at 
the opening of the seventeenth century was bleeding to death.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period
Spanish gold from America still flowed plentifully from Seville 

into every country in Europe but Spain itself. The spices, drugs, 
and gums of the East now carne to Europe more cheaply and 
plentifully in the Spanish-Portuguese galleons to Lisbon than 
previously by the Levant and Venice. Gloves, fine leather, silks, 
and church vestments were still exported to most countries from 
Spain, though industry was heavily handicapped. The export 
trade in wine, oil, and other natural producís was very consid
erable, though for a time prohibited with England, and grew 
larger when, somewhat later, complete safety of navigation was 
secured for the first time in fifty years. Of the partial revival 
in this respect the next summary will treat.

It will have been noted in the text that the beginning of each 
period of intellectual and literary activity in Spain coincided in 
point of time with a decadence of national character and insti- 
tutions. This was the case with the present period. Spain had 
entered at the same time into the cycle of her own eclipse as a 
nation, and into that when she was to make her greatest contri- 
bution to the intellectual wealth of the world. During the latter 
half of the sixteenth century Spanish books of all sorts had been 
published plentifully in England and France, both in the original 
and in translations. Spanish books 011 politics, theology, voyages, 
history, didactics, books of chivalry, and the picaresque novéis* 
became the fashion, and the study of the Spanish language was 
a polite accomplishment. But above all, Cervantes had written 
Don Quixote—although it was not yet printed—Lope de Vega 
was in his prime, and Mateo Alemán had just published Guzman 
de Alfarache, before the first year of the seventeenth century.

* A list of all such books published and studied in England at the 
time will be found in Spanish Literature in the England of the Tu- 
dors. Underhill (Macmillan, New York, 1899).
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CONSUMMATION O F T H E  DECAY

Literary movement in the sixteenth century—The rise of the Spanish 
drama—Lope de Vega—Spanish prose—Don Quixote—The pica- 
resque novéis—Material and moral decline of the people—Philip 
III and Lerma—Expulsión of the Moriscos— T̂he Thirty Years’ 
W ar—Death of Philip III—Condition of the people on the acces- 
sion of Philip IV—Olivares and Richelieu— T̂he rebellion of Cata- 
lonia—Loss of Portugal—Fall of Olivares—Disillusionment and 
death of Philip IV—Exhaustion of the country—Habits of the 
people—The golden age of Spanish literature and art—Velasquez, 
Murillo, etc.—Spanish sculpture—Reign of Charles II—His death 
—A disputed succession.

T h e  sixteenth century had been a period of awakening 
for the whole of Europe. Everywhere the dry bones of the 
ancient learning aróse reclothed with the fair flesh of the 
Renaissance. The printing press carried the solace of letters 
to the many, while the popularization of the profane acted 
drama brought the fruit of wit and imagination to the crowds 
who could not read. Most of the Ímpetus in art and litera- 
ture had come from Italy, which country was closely con- 
nected with Spain by common allegiance and constant in- 
tercommunication in war and peace. Spanish soldiers, 
traders, ofñcials, and adventurers were almost as familiar with 
Italian as with their own tongue; and, on the other hand, 
Spanish was the fashionable language in most of the Italian 
cities. Spain therefore was one of the first countries to re- 
ceive the new civilizing influence. Dante, Petrarch, and Boc
caccio at first reached the Spanish people in translations^ but 
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by the middle of the sixteenth century the form, at least, of 
Spanish poetry was changing in obedience to their impulse, 
from the primitive eight-syllable line to the flexible and ele- 
gant Italian hendecasyllabic metre, thereafter to be the favour- 
ite vehicle for Spanish poetic expression, which in that form 
was to arouse so much admiration in the rest of Europe. 
Boscan, Garcilaso, and Mendoza, the first Italianates, had to 
struggle against much opposition on the part of old-fashioned 
Spaniards, who thought that the stiff forms that had satisfied 
their forefathers since the time of Juan de Mena were good 
enough for them. But the influence of the revived and pol- 
ished classicism from Italy overbore resistance, and by the 
end of the century, and for the next sixty years afterward, a 
flood of facile, glib, brilliant verse, odes, epics, lyrics, sonnets, 
narratives, and, above all, dramas, poured forth in irre
sistible streams to the delight of Spain and of Europe.

A rage of letters again seized upon the Spanish people, 
and again, as in the time of the Román decadence, the lit- 
erary production at once assumed an Iberian character, which 
stamped it as distinct from its models; *  for Cervantes, Lope 
de Vega, Calderón, and Tirso de Molina (Cabriel de Tellez) 
were instinct with Spanish genius, and could not fail to stamp 
it on their works.

In earlier pages we traced the evolution of the Spanish 
drama from the recitations of the jongleurs and the sacred 
autos to the pastoral dialogues of Juan de Encina. The first 
manifestation of the new Italian influence upon the Spanish

* Lope de Vega, wlio is said to have written 1,500 or 1,800 plays in 
verse and 400 sacred autos, of which about 400 plays and 40 autos 
still survive, wrote, in his New Art of Making Comedies:

“ Who writes by rule must please himself alone:
Be damned without remorse, and die unknown,”

and confessed that he “ locked up every rule before he wrote,” and 
drove Plautus and Terence out of sight, in order to leave his own 
inspiration to dictate to him what would please his patrons. (See 
Lord Holland’s translation of El Arte nuevo de hacer Comedias.)
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stage was seen in the comedies of Bartolomé Torres Naharro, 
represented at Naples in the first quarter of the sixteenth cen- 
tury. These were no longer dramatized pastoral incidents, 
like the eclogues of Encina, ñor stories in dramatic dialogue 
form, like the famous Celestina, but regular simple five-act 
plays. Castillejo, the sturdy opponent of Italian influence, 
soon after set all Madrid laughing at the wit, while it blushed 
at the immodesty, of his popular farces. But the rigid court 
of the emperor and his son did not encourage such diversions 
in high society, and the standard of excellence (and of de- 
cency) was necessarily a low one in plays written for the 
crowd, and represented before a blanket in a courtyard.

Lope de Rueda, in the middle of the sixteenth century, 
appealed to a wider audience. His plays, short, simple, and 
witty, caught the public taste, and then the flood gates opened. 
Juan Malara and Juan de la Cueva wrote plays by the hun- 
dred, and movable scenery and appropriate dresses were in- 
troduced by another Naharro in 1570. Every village in Spain 
was constantly visited by wandering actors, and by 1582 two 
permanent companies were established in Madrid (in the Cor
rales of the Principe and the Cruz), and after the death of 
Philip I I  another courtyard adjoining the site of the present 
Teatro Real, near the palace, was devoted to representations 
for the amusement of the king and court. I t  was at the mo- 
ment when all Spain, with the dramatic instinct of the race, 
was flocking to see plays, and found few good ones, that the 
great Lope, with his wit, his facility, and his ingenuity, ap- 
peared and transformed the Spanish stage, as his contempo- 
rary Shakespeare did for that of England.

Enormous as was the Service of Lope de Vega and his 
followers to the modern stage, it hardly surpassed that ren- 
dered to literature by the great masters of Spanish prose at 
a similar period. By the time of which we are writing (early 
in the seventeenth century) a great change had come over 
public taste in Spain in this respect. The didactic philosophy
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— tiresome as it seems to us now— of Antonio de Guevara 
and his school, the tedious “ chronicles,” often degenerating 
into vainglorious records of personal adventure, and the 
flatulent imitations of Amadis, had given place to works of a 
higher order, written in a prose style of a vigour and fresh- 
ness unsurpassed before or since, Brilliant imagination and 
the bitter-sweet Iberian humour were couched in language 
as chaste and noble as that employed by writers of the same 
race in the palmiest days of Román letters before the curse 
of floridness fell. Diego Hurtado de Mendoza had been one 
of the first and brightest examples of the new style in his 
Lazarillo de Tormes, and later in his Historia de la Guerra 
de Granada. Antonio Perez, writing his venomous gibes at 
Philip I I  from the safe refuge of London or París, played 
with the fine Castilian tongue as a deft swordsman wields 
his rapier. Cervantes, in Quixote and the Novelas Ejem
plares, bettered all his predecessors, and the historian Mariana 
and a host of smaller men carried the same brilliant style into 
history and polemics.

The World, indeed, was waiting for something better than 
the far-fetched tales of impossible chivalry when Spaniards 
gave to it the ancestor of the niodern novel. Boccaccio, Bo- 
naventure de Perriers, and others had long ago shown that 
everyday episodes in the lives of little people might be made 
interesting; but Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzman de Alfarache, 
and their many followers, and, greatest of all, Don Quixote, 
proved that in the hands of Spanish writers, using the clear, 
nervous Castilian then in vogue, the peripatetic adventures 
of an imaginary person might be made a vehicle for convey- 
ing satire, flagellation, or praise upon persons or society at 
large, represented by types. W it and malice had free play 
here in spite of the Inquisition, and the whole world laughed 
at and welcomed this true outcome of the Iberian spirit. 
The descent from Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzman de Alfarache, 
Don Quixote, El Diablo Cojuelo, El Gran Tacaño, and Gil
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Blas is as direct to Robinson Crusoe, Tom Jones, Joseph 
Andrews, and Pickwick as is the descent from the comedies 
of Lope de Vega and Calderón to those oí Moliere, Corneille, 
and the English dramatists of the Restoration.

The later years of the sixteenth and the early years of the 
seventeenth centuries saw a marked and lamentable deteriora- 
tion in the character of the Spanish people. Their exalted 
consciousness of a sacred mission to destroy heresy could 
hardly survive their repeated defeats at the hands of heretics, 
and the long seclusion of the oíd king and the rigid asceticism 
that surrounded the court had left all grades of society free 
to indulge in every degree of licentiousness, so long as abject 
lip Service was rendered to the ceremonies of the Church and 
to the priests and friars who flocked everywhere.* The re- 
action against the fervent belief which had animated them 
for a hundred years made the Spanish people—men and 
women alike— in the seventeenth century scornfully sceptical 
while conforming devoutly to the forms prescribed to them. 
Asceticism was succeeded by an immodesty of demeanour, 
especially among women, which shocked and surprised for- 
eigners. The improvidence, lavishness, and self-indulgence 
of high and low, the vainglory and pretentiousness, the cor- 
ruption and idleness, which now and for the next hundred 
years characterized the Spanish people, were the natural re- 
sults of the downfall of a high ideal for which they had sacri- 
ficed material prosperity, civil liberty, and religious and in- 
tellectual independence. All that was left of the splendid 
dream now was ignorance, bigotry, and arrogant pre- 
sumption.

The country itself was utterly ruined. Great tracts of land 
were left desert for want of cultivators; most of the land was 
tied up in perpetual entail by the Church and the nobles, the

* Contarini, the Venetian ambassador in Madrid at the time, re- 
ported to his Government that Spaniards, “ though they were immoral, 
ivere good Christians”!
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looms and faetones were idle, and the emigration to America 
continued unabated. The last Cortes of Philip I I  officially 
told the king that “ no one has either money or credit, and 
the country is completely desolated. Any money that is made 
is hidden away, and the owner lives poorly upon it until it 
is gone. Commerce is killed by alcabalas. Where 30,000 
arrobas of wool were manufactured there are not now 6,000, 
and in the principal cities most of the houses are closed and 
deserted.”

This was the country to whose crowns young Philip I I I  
succeeded in 1598. The whole system of his father and 
grandfather had been to make the monarch everything and 
the rest of mankind merely puppets in his hands; but even 
before his death the oíd king saw where the system would 
break down, and deplored that Heaven had denied him a son 
as laborious and self-sacrificing as himself. The first act of 
young Philip’s reign was to hand the management of aííairs 
to his favourite, the Duke of Lerma, and thenceforward the 
king divided his time between extravagant diversions and 
equally extravagant devotion. At a time when, as we have 
seen, the one thing needed was firm, wise, and just govern- 
ment and rigid economy, demands were made upon the coun
try such as had never been heard of before,* and a perfect 
frenzy of extravagance set in under the rule of Lerma, who 
himself squandered vast sums of money on the king’s mar- 
riage feast, much of which went abroad.f Knighthoods, 
grandeeships, and offices were sold Wholesale to provide for 
this expenditure, and thus the treasury was still further de- 
pleted. The prices of commodities continued to rise, and 
although large amounts in gold still carne every year from 
America to Seville, such of it as remained in Spain was
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* Eigliteen million ducats (¿2,200,000) in six years. 
t  Cabrera de Cordova says that the public expenditure on these 

festivities was 1,000,000 ducats, and that the nobles spent 3,000,000, 
Lerma alone contributing 300,000.
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mostly hoarded or buried to preserve it from the demands of 
tile tax farmers and collectors, and currency was exceedingly 
scarce. This was ignorantly attributed to the extravagant 
use of silver for Church and household use and ornament, 
and in i6o i Lerma made an unsuccessful attempt to lay hands 
upon this source of wealth. When the bishops and clergy 
frightened him out of this he appealed ad misericordiam to 
all classes of the king’s subjects, and oíñcers went from door 
to door begging for money for the sovereign and government 
which still claimed pre-eminence over all others, and boasted 
that they were the richest in the world, as they were certainly 
the most lavish.

The lesson of humility was a hard one to learn, both by 
sovereign and people. The sovereignty of Flanders had 
passed on the death of Philip I I  to his favourite eider daugh- 
ter, Clara Isabel Eugenia, whom her father had endeavoured 
unsuccessfully to make Queen of England and of France, but 
Spain still considered it incumbent upon her to pour out 
blood and treasure to aid the new sovereign of Flanders to 
fight the Dutch.* An attempt was made by the Archduke 
Albert, the husband and joint sovereign of Isabel, to patch 
up a peace with England and Holland, but the inflated claims 
made by Spain were ridiculous now, and the negotiations 
carne to nothing. The oíd tradition of dominating England 
was still kept up, and the overburdened Spanish people were 
saddled with a huge increase of the excise on food to pay for 
a great expedition to aid the rebellion of Tyrone in Ireland. 
Mismanagement, corruption, and disaster dogged the expedi
tion from the first; Tyrone was beaten, and another blow was 
struck at the illusions of Spain.

Before Elizabeth died one Spanish councillor, bolder thati 
the rest, frankly told the king and his colleagues that it was

* Unfortunately for Spain, the dominión of Flanders, etc., subse- 
quently reverted to the king (Philip IV) on the death, without issue, 
of the infanta and her husband, the Archduke Albert.
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a hollow mockery for them any longer to pretend tliat they 
could forcé a sovereign or a faith upon England; and when 
James I carne to the throne the long feud carne to an end, 
and Spain signed a peace with a Protestant country.* But 
even so, it was on terms that Elizabetli would never liave 
accepted; and Spain, notwithstanding her obvious impotence, 
forced the craven Stuart by sheer arrogance to promise not 
to help the Hollanders or allow English ships to trade in the 
Indies! For four years longer—to 1607— t̂he war with the 
stubborn Dutchmen continued, for Spain would only treat 
with them as rebels. But at length (1609) a twelve years’ 
truce was signed with Protestant Holland, and the cause for 
which Spain liad sacrificed everything was finally defeated. 
Come what might in Europe, she would never be allowed to 
díctate to other nations the religión they should follow.

For the first time for half a century Spain was at peace. 
Her commerce was free from the depredations of privateers, 
and the condition of the people unquestionably improved 
somewhat with regard to the resources of the prívate citizen. 
But corruption had eaten so deeply into the national life that 
the funds at the disposal of the Government for useful pur- 
poses were as restricted as ever.f No public works or repro
ductivo expenditure were undertaken, but from Lerma down-

* A most interesting account of the visit of Lord Howard to Spain 
for the ratification of this peace is given in Cabrera de Cordoba’s 
Relaciones (Documentos Inéditos), and a striking picture is given 
of the lavish magnificence of the Spanish court under Lerma.

t  The nominal revenue of the King of Spain at this time is given 
by the Venetian ambassador as 23,859,787 ducats (of 2s. sYzd. each); 
but each ítem is exaggerated, and almost certainly the amount enter- 
ing into the treasury did not reach a half of that sum. At this period 
the household expenses of the king (which in the previous reign 
had amounted to 400,000 ducats annually) had now reached 1,300,000 
ducats. When public animadversión frightened Lerma a few years 
afterward, and he threw to the lions some of his subordinate ministers, 
one of the latter (Franquesa) was made to disgorge bribes and plunder 
to the extent of 1,400,000 ducats, and another (Ramirez del Prado) 
a similar sum.
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ward every officer robbed the nation to the extent of bis 
power. Pensíons, grants, monopolies, offices, and titles were 
sold to the highest bidders. There were 20 viceroyalties, 46 
captain generalships, all splendidly endowed, 500 pensioned 
commanderies, and places lavishly paid in enormous num- 
bers at borne and abroad. The foreign and colonial posses- 
sions in these circumstances contributed little or nothing to 
the national exchequer, but the Spanish satraps and their 
underlings, who pretended to rule them, grew rich beyond 
the dreams of avarice. The forces, both of army and navy, 
had dwindled to almost nothing, though the pay sheets for 
nonexistent ships and regiments were regularly presented, 
and only with difficulty could the few Spanish galleys in the 
Mediterranean even partially protect the coasts of the Penin- 
sula itself from the constant raids of the Turkish and Moorish 
pirates.

These raids were mostly made upon the Valencian coasts, 
where a large number of people of Moorish blood resided— 
honest, thrifty, industrious citizens, for the most part en- 
gaged in silk weaving and agriculture, who by their skill 
and patience had made the Vega of Valencia from end to 
end into a garden. These Moriscos were accused of aiding 
the predatory Moors, and even of corresponding with the 
Protestants in England, to the detriment of Spain; *  and their 
Christian neighbours, and particularly the bigoted priests, 
led by the Archbishop Ribera, persecuted them cruelly. 
They were in prosperous comfort when their lazy compatriota 
were starving and in rags; they bore uncomplainingly a 
great additional burden of taxation, and yet they had money 
when others had none. They were “ a sponge sucking up all 
Spanish wealth,” said thq oíd Christians. They were “ chil- 
dren of the devil, who grew rich by witchcraft,” cried the

* On his accession, James I had sent to Spain some incriminatory 
letters from them, which he had found in England, written in the 
previous reign.
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priests. Hatred was stirred up against them, and harsli meas- 
ures were demanded for testing the sincerity of their Chris- 
tianity. They resented this, and Communications passed be- 
tween them and the Moriscos in other parts of Spain. Lerma 
grew alarmed, for the persecuted people were very numerous, 
and were increasing rapidly; and in September, 1609, the ter
rible edict went forth that every man, woman, and child of 
Moorish descent in the kingdom of Valencia was to be 
shipped to Barbary within three days, with the exception of 
six of the “ oldest and most Christian ” men in each dis- 
trict, who, by a refinement of cruelty, were ordered to re- 
main and teach the oíd Christians their methods of culti- 
vation,

With every circumstance of inhumanity thousands of 
these poor people, whose great crime was their thrift, were 
driven 011 shipboard, to be sent from the land in which their 
ancestors had lived for many centuries. Maltreated, plun- 
dered, and in many cases murdered, on the way to the ports, 
such of them as survived were sent away starving and penni- 
less, and by March, 1610, the kingdom of Valencia was de- 
clared to be free from the taint of Moslem blood. During 
the six months over 150,000 of the best citizens of Spain had 
been robbed of everything and hounded out of the land of 
their birth—men in many cases wealthy and respected, and 
often as purely Spanish as the very priests who denounced 
them. But bigotry and greed hungered for further victims, 
and during the year 1610 similar expulsions were effected 
of Moriscos from Castile, La Mancha, Estremadura, Aragón, 
Andalusia, Murcia, and Catalonia. The Moriscos in the 
north could hardly be distinguished from the oíd Chris
tians, so intimately had the blood mixed; but white faces or 
brown, rich or poor, all those of known Moorish descent in 
that fell year were cleared from Spanish soil.

It is computed that not less than 500,000 souls were thus 
expelled, carrying in their hearts to their new African homes
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the hate of Christian Spaniards that survives in their kin to 
this day. The besotted churchmen and their ignorant flocks 
throughout the country rejoiced at this purging of the land 
from those whose forefathers had ruled it in splendour and 
prosperity; but the íew more thoughtful of Spaniards even 
then wept over the loss of the best element of the Spanish 
industrial population. From that year the country has never 
fully recovered the blow it then received. The fastuous mag- 
nificence of Lerma is forgotten; the saintliness of Ribera is 
lost in his cruelty; the diversions and devotions of the king 
are only recollected to be derided; but monarch, archbishop, 
and minister live thenceforward in the memory of men only 
as the perpetrators of one of the greatest crimes against 
humanity and against their country ever recorded in the his- 
tory of government.

It needed no wizard now to tell that Spain was decadent 
and her claims of superiority unfounded. Those who had felt 
her heavy hand in the past were impatient, and ready to 
humble her. Savoy and the Italian States, Switzerland and 
the Protestant party in England, were ready to make com- 
mon cause with Henry IV  of France, and strike a blow to 
reduce the Spanish house of Austria to the position in Eu- 
rope commensurate with its real power, and restore to France 
the predominance of which the temporary potency of Spain 
had deprived her. But the great Béarnais was struck down 
(May, i6 io) by the dagger of Ravaillac and the whole pros- 
pect was changed. His widow, the Regent Marie de Medici, 
with her papal leanings and traditional reverence for the 
great Catholic power, at once reversed the policy of her ex- 
Huguenot husband and bowed again before the paralyzed 
god of Spanish Catholic supremacy. The young King of 
France was married to the Spanish Infanta Ana, and the 
eldest son of Philip I I I  was wedded to a French princess 
(1612); a treaty which was to make Spain and France for- 
ever one great Catholic confederacy was signed with extrava-
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gant jubilation and magnificence; *  and James I of England, 
anxious not to be isolated, grovelled servilely before Gon- 
domar and bis master to gain the friendship of a nation that 
all the Protestant world could see was bankrupt in resources, 
in character, and in strength. Only the Duke of Savoy raised 
head against his former patrons, and for two years a war 
raged in north Italy between him and the almost independent 
Spanish viceroys without decisive result on either side (1617). 
A war between these satraps (Toledo and Osuna) and the re- 
public of Venice followed, but by this time affairs had reached 
a crisis in Spain itself which peremptorily demanded that at 
any cost war should cease in Italy.

It has been shown in previous chapters that the whole of 
Spain’s misfortunes had arisen in consequence of the imperial 
connection having entailed upon her a task beyond her 
strength and resources. She had at last freed herself from 
direct interest both in Germany and Flanders. Her claim to 
dictate the religión of Christendom had broken down hope- 
lessly, and, as we have seen, the management of even her own 
affairs was more than she could successfully perform. But her 
people, and even her inept governors, inflated by the new 
French adhesión and the English king’s subserviency, still 
dreamed that the oíd ambitions might after all be realized. 
The Thirty Years’ War had commenced in Germany, and, at 
the prayer of his kinsman the emperor, Philip, beggar as he 
was, again consented to drag his country into a war in which 
he had nothing to gain but sentiment; and fresh burdens were 
piled upon Spain, to send a vast army, under Spinola, to in
vade the Palatinate, and fight for the supremacy of Catholi- 
cism in central Europe. The battle of Prague (1620) decided 
the struggle so far as concerned the “ King of Bohemia,” 
James Stuart’s son-in-law, and English policy toward Spain

* Lerma alone is said to have spent 400,000 ducats on his voyage 
to the frontier for the interchange of brides and the signing of the 
treaty. (Davila.)
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for many years afterward was guided by the desire of the 
Stuarts to cajole Spain into restoring to the unfortunate Pala
tina at least his ancestral dominions. Spanish pride was thus 
flattered, but nationally she gained nothing, and the suffer- 
ing people grew ever more abject and hopeless at the in- 
creasing misery and corruption that reigned suprema over all. 
The splendid Rodrigo Calderón, Lerma’s henchman, fell be- 
fore a palace intrigue and was divested of his rank and ill- 
gotten wealth. Lerma himself sought comparativa safety 
in hasty retirement into a cardinalate from a conspiracy led 
by his son Uceda.* One set of plunderers succeeded another, 
and the circle of corruption grew ever wider from its centre 
in the royal palace, but the condition of the country itself 
grew worse and worse. The decline in agriculture and the 
luxury of the predatory upper classes crowded the population 
into the towns in the hope of picking up some of the crumbs 
that fell from the tables of the only class that was rich. 
Idling, and the eternal spinning and reciting of verses which 
was often an excuse for it, were the resources of those who 
endeavoured to prey upon the plunderers; and the capitals 
were crowded with sham gentlemen, roguish lackeys, hired 
bravoes, lazy friars, and satirists in search of patrons. The 
total population of the country was now about 9,000,000, and. 
in the twenty years of Philip’s reign the agriculturists of 
one province alone—that of Salamanca—had fallen from 
8,343 workers, with 11,745 yokes of oxen, to considerably less 
than half that number both of men and beasts. On the other 
hand, there were no less than 32,000 monks of the orders of 
Saint Dominic and Saint Francis alone in Spain. Every Cor
tes that met prayed for redress. The realm, they said, was 
being rapidly turned into a desert, and again and again they 
besought the king to modérate his own expenditure and to 
cease the lavish granting of pensiona and offices, to forcé the 
nobles to live on their estates, and to send the crowds of idle

* A vivid picture of this period is given in Gil Blas.
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office-seekers that followed them to do useful work upon the 
land. They were bold enough indeed on one occasion to 
beg that agricultural produce should be relieved from some 
of the burdens that prevented its circulation, and that a limi- 
tation should be placed upon the number of the priests, friars, 
and nuns who lived in unproductive idleness.

Little notice, however, was taken of the Cortes now. 
Philip, his favourites, and his favourites’ favourites ad inñni- 
tum went on their oíd way, living in a fool’s paradise of 
Waste and splendour, alternating with fits of ecstatic devotion, 
until at length the end of all things carne for the king, and in 
remorse for his wasted life, and, like his father before him, 
in dire dread for the future of his heir, Philip I I I  breathed 
his last (March 31, 1621).* In any other country, or with any 
other people but Spaniards, the desolation and misery suf- 
fered by the majority of his subjects would have made the 
king at least unpopular. But this was not the case with 
him. The hollow idea that he was the richest potentate in 
Christendom was still cherished as an article of faith by most 
Spaniards, and the lavish splendour that surrounded him flat- 
tered the pride of the lowliest of his starving subjects. The 
oíd sacerdotal traditions of the sovereignty of Castile still 
lingered through the ages; and that the king could do no 
wrong in his ineííable greatness was an axiom to which Span
iards tenaciously clung, because in the same measure that 
their king was .more exalted than other kings, so were they 
themselves more exalted than other subjects.

* A most minute and interesting account of events in the court 
during the reign of Philip III  will also be found in the contemporary 
history written by a disappointed courtier called Novoa (though it is 
usually attributed to another, named Vivanco), who had aided Oli
vares in his earlier intrigues against Uceda and the Sandovals, and 
had not been rewarded as he expected. The combined splendour and 
squalor of the time, the despair and confusión engendered by the 
widespread misery and affected literary craze that had seized upon all 
ranks of Spaniards, are vividly set forth in Novoa’s artless revelations. 
(Documentos inéditos L X  and L X I .)
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The trade of favouritism was too profitable not to excite 

keen competition. Uceda had displaced his father, Lerma, 
but a stronger than either had been watching and plotting 
for long to oust the whole brood of Sandoval, and himself to 
rule Spain under the new king. Gaspar de Guzman, Count 
de Olivares, proud, masterful, and able, had already captured 
the confidence of the lad of sixteen, whom he had thus early 
launched upon the sea of pleasure that -was in the end to 
ingulf him, and no sooner had the body of Philip I I I  been 
consigned to the jasper mausoleum that he had built for his 
race in the heart of his father’s granite palace than a deán 
sweep was made of Uceda and his friends. Olivares spared 
neither high ñor low. Uceda died in prison; the head of 
Calderón fell at last; the great Viceroy of Naples and Sicily, 
the Duke of Osuna, was plunged into a dungeon, from which 
he was never to emerge; and when all was clear. Olivares, 
now a duke and a grandee, tried his hand at government on 
his own account under the segis of the lank, pallid, yellow- 
haired youth, with the great underhung jaw and leaden eyes 
that gaze out for evermore from the deathless can vas of Ve- 
lasquez.

If Spain was to be made to smile again, the task of the 
new minister was indeed a herculean one. The abuses which 
had grown up in the last five-and-twenty years were crying 
aloud for redress. The great demand of enlightened men was 
that the incidence of the taxation should be altered, the excise 
(the millions) and the alcabalas lightened, and the people 
thus be brought back to the soil which out of necessity they 
had abandoned. “ Let the quotas be fixed fairly for each dis- 
trict, and let the town councils raise the money by a uniform 
ta x ! ” cried one set of reformers. “ Send the nobles and prel
ates back to their estates! ” urged another. “ Reduce the 
expenditure of the court and the example of idle extrava- 
gance! ” prayed one and all. All sources of revenue were 
pledged and farmed, and the collection in most places was
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oppressive in the extreme. The smallest mistake or attempt 
at evasión led to a lawsuit, in which the taxpayer was bound 
to be ruined in any case, and it sufficed for such a suit to be 
commenced for the defendant to abandon everything and 
wander off into vagrancy. There was a perfect host oí mo- 
nopolies—playing cards, pepper, quicksilver, salt, etc.— and 
each sepárate monopoly had its own courts, judges, and 
officers, so that the tax farmers were practically judges in their 
own cases, and had everything their own way. Olivares did 
his best to make some improvement, and the king was full of 
sympathy for the suffering of his people. But they were both 
limited by ignorance and evil traditions, and merely touched 
the fringe of the subject. The suicidal system of taxing the 
sources of production remained unaltered. The corruption of 
officers to some extent was reformed, a more modest style of 
dressing and living was enjoined for all classes, the multipli- 
cation of useless servants was suppressed, and the universal 
craze for parading up and down the streets in coaches for 
most of the day was sternly forbidden.

But these were only symptoms of the disease that 
afflicted the people; they were not the disease itself, which 
was much more deeply seated. The real evil was that the 
fatal policy of their rulers had made Spaniards ignorant, big- 
oted, and opinionated; had caused them to look upon labour 
as a disgrace, while upon labour was cast the whole of the 
national burden. The high spirit of sacrifice had gone; there 
was no longer a sense of a sacred mission for the nation. 
Those who ruffled and played lived upon, while they scorned, 
those who laboured, and it was natural that each citizen 
should strive to join the band of honoured idlers rather than 
that of despised workers.*

* The evidence of contemporaries as to the sloth that had over- 
taken the whole nation at this period would be incredible if it were 
not abundantly proved by the known results. A French traveller 
(Voiture) who was in Spain in 1621 writes thus: “ If it rains, those 
who carry bread from the villages to Madrid will not bring it, though
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In these circumstances the first national need was not so 

much to curtail expenditure and reduce luxury as to foment 
production. The latter Olivares did not attempt, the former 
he abandoned in despair after a half-hearted trial. Once 
(1623) the Cortes of Castile— consisting now only oí the 
representatives of 18 town counciis—plucked up spirit to tell 
Olivares, though without effect, that they dared not vote the ' 
huge additional sum of 70,000,000 ducats to free the royal 
patrimony from debt, and̂  in any case, that their constitu- 
ents could not pay it. But money must be had somehow, for 
Spain was at war again with the Dutchmen, now that the 
unpopular twelve years’ truce was ended, and the emperor 
was forever demanding fresh aid from Philip to fight his 
Protestant-German subjects. So once more the oíd evil Sys
tem of finance was resorted to ; *  loans were raised at usuri-

they know they could sell it for a better price. . When wheat is dear in 
Andalusia and plentiful in Castile, they will not take the trouble to 
send it where it is wanted, but wait until it comes to them from 
France or elsewhere. . . . If Spaniards are poor, it is because they 
are careless and lazy.” Another (Campanella) at the same period 
wrote: “ The Spaniard is a sluggard, not only in agriculture, but in 
all kinds of handicraft. That is the reason why Spain lacks manu
factures, and that all the wool, silk, and other produce raised is sent 
abroad, and all the raw material not exported is manufactured not by 
Spaniards, but by Italians; while the cultivation of their fields and 
vineyards they leave to the French.” Madame D’Aulnoy, somewhat 
later, says: “ They will rather bear hunger and hardship of any sort 
than work. Pride and sloth prevent them from tilling the land, which 
consequently remains uncultivated unless some more industrious for- 
eigners undertake the task, carrying home his earnings while the 
wretched Spanish peasant thrums an oíd guitar or pores over a silly 
romance.” A Spaniard (Fray de la Mata) in 1655 complained in his 
writings that the country was overrun by 120,000 foreigners, who 
carried away wages annually to the valué of 1,000,000 gold ducats. 
Such testimony could be multiplied to any extent; even the writings 
of Cervantes, Lope de Vega, and Gongora teem with references to 
the idle, brawling, and swaggering spirit among Spaniards of the 
time.

* The great panacea for the poverty of the country proposed by 
Cortes at the time was the further restriction in the export of coin 
or the precious metáis.
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ous interest, revenues were pledged for years ahead, coin was 
debased, offices, tifies, and crown seigniories were sold Whole
sale, as before, exempting the purchasers from taxation, while 
the mass of the people still starved and idled in rags if they 
could not strut in satin. The adhesión of the French Queen- 
Regent Marie de Medici had saved Spain írom attack for a 
time, but with the rise of Richelieu, more patriotic and ambi- 
tious for France than the queen mother, the danger grew. 
James I of England was still beguiled by negotiations for 
marrying the Prince of Wales to the sister of Philip IV. On 
the part of Spain it was only one more attempt to dictate the 
State religión to England in order to dispose of her political 
strength; and when Charles I  in his foolish clandestine voy- 
age to Spain understood this, too late to save his country’s 
dignity or his own, the hollow negotiation carne to an end.* 
England rallied to the French alliance, and Charles married 
Henrietta María.

Then, indeed, was Spain, though she understood it not, 
at the mercy of her rivals, and Richelieu made the most of 
his opportunity. There was no need for him to seek it, for, 
notwithstanding the exhaustion of the country and his fail-

* Notwithstanding the miserable condition of the country at the 
time, the visit of the Prince of Wales and Buckingham to Madrid 
was seized upon by Olivares to make a display of magnificence un- 
heard of even there. “ Pragmatics ” enjoining economy in dress and 
living were thrown to the winds; the jewels, etc., given as presents 
to Charles and his suite were of enormously greater valué than those 
that they had brought. The whole visit, indeed, seems to have been 
a perfect nightmare of waste. Gongora, in a poem written at the time 
(in Pellicer’s preface to Don Quixote), says that the King of Spain 
spent 1,000,000 gold ducats in the entertainment; and in a contempo- 
rary manuscript account in my possession, written by an ofñcer of 
the court (Soto of Aguilar), the list of presents and entertainments 
given would seem to warrant Gongora’s statement. For further par- 
ticulars than can here be given of Charles’s visit to Madrid, see also 
Cespedes’s contemporary Historia de Felipe IV, Clarendon’s History, 
Dr. S. R. Gardiner’s Prince Charles and the Spanish Match, How- 
ell’s Letters, Mrs. Townsend’s Endymion Porter, and Lord Bristol’s 
Defence (Camden Miscellany, vol. vi).
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ure to bind England, the haughty and overbearing Olivares, 
with the approval oí most oí his countrymen, was bent upon 
a policy of aggression, which once more brought Spain into 
inimical contact with some of the most vigorous forces in 
Europe. Spinola’s success in overrunning the Palatinate for 
the emperor had again aroused Spanish dreams of domination, 
which had seemed to have been buried in the grave of Philip 
II , and a vigorous campaign was commenced for the sub- 
jugation of Holland, Spinola failed to subdue Bergen (1624), 
and then went against the famous fortress of Breda, which 
was garrisoned by a forcé of 7,000 Dutch, English, and 
French troops under Justin of Nassau. Spinola had nearly 
four times as many men, mostly Spaniards and Italians, with 
whom to undertake the siege and prevent Maurice of Nassau 
and his army of 18,000 men from relieving the town. Maurice 
fought heroically and failed, but the town held out month 
after month throughout the winter against the grim persist- 
ence of Spinola and his overwhelming forces. The defence 
of the town is famous in history, and its final surrender (1625) 
on honourable terms, when all hope was gone, is immortal- 
ized in one of Velasquez’s most famous pictures. This vic- 
tory, the continued aid given by Spain to the emperor, and, 
above all, the unconcealed ambition of Olivares with regard 
to the Italian states not already under Spanish rule at last 
aroused France to action.

The Spaniards had continued to occupy the Valtellina in 
despite of treaties, and Richelieu, in conjunction with Savoy 
and Venice, had invaded the territory (1624), though he had 
avoided for a time an open declaration of war. But when, 
by holding out to Charles I  of England the oíd bait of the 
restoration of the Palatine, he attracted England to the alli- 
ance with France, he threw off the mask, and the long strug- 
gle between France and the house of Austria recommenced, 
in which England, as usual, was the cat’s-paw of her ally. 
Once more the Spaniards, at the thought of renewed glory.
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brouglit out long-hidden hoards; churchmen and nobles, 
even ladies, contributed their píate and jewels to pay men at 
arms. The Pope was on the side oí Spain, and was liberal oí 
ecclesiastical blessings. The Italian states responded to the 
cali in the face of a French invasión of Italy, and Richelieu’s 
position did not for a time allow him to go too far in 
opposition to the united Catholic party in France and 
abroad, and a peace was patched up between France and 
Spain (1526), leaving matters much as they liad been pre- 
viously. In Germany and Flanders, thanks to the genius of 
Tilly and Spinola, affairs had gone favourably for the Span- 
iards; the Dutch fleet was destroyed off Gibraltar by Don 
Fadrique de Toledo, who subsequently partially cleared the 
Mediterranean of the Moorish pirates who infested it. The 
Dutchmen, too, who had captured some of the Spanish set- 
tlements in South America and the West Indies were ex- 
pelled therefrom. All this aroused the oíd Spanish arro- 
gance and pride. Philip IV  was the greatest king ever 
known—Philip the Great, the Planet King, he was called— 
and Olivares the Heaven-sent minister, who was at length to 
realise the greatness of which the second Philip had only 
dreamed.

The main portion of the expense of this forward policy 
had to be met somehow by ruined Castile, and when it had 
been bled to the last obtainable ducat Philip was carried to 
Aragón, to cajole, if possible, the stiff-necked parliaments to 
give something more than the grudging dolé they annually 
provided. He found the three parliaments of Aragón, Cata- 
lonia, and Valencia in no very flexible mood. Each one of 
them stood upon the letter of its ancient charters and re- 
sisted pressure of the sort that had reduced the Cortes of 
Castile to impotence. Olivares, bitterly resentful of any insti- 
tution that dared to stand in the way of his will, was haughty 
and peremptory, and began by inducing the king, on a show 
of opposition from the Cortes of Valencia, to abolish by a
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stroke of the pen its povver to refuse the supply demanded. 
The Cortes of Catalonia were more stubborn and refused 
the great and unconstitutional demands made upon them. 
Their refusal, indeed, was so emphatic that Olivares in real 
or pretended alarm for the safety of the king precipitately 
withdrew him from Barcelona, leaving behind him the seed 
of trouble which was in due time to bring forth a plen- 
tiful crop.

In the meanwhile Richelieu was industriously preparing. 
He had been at war with his erstwhile ally England, who was 
aiding the Huguenots, and he had beaten the Duke of Buck- 
ingham before Rochelle. He was now ready to try conclu- 
sions with Olivares. The excuse for war was the rival claims 
of the Duke de Nevers and the Duke de Guastalla to the 
succession of the duchy of Mantua. The Duke of Savoy this 
time was on the side of Spain, and occupied the disputed 
territory. The fall of Rochelle (October, 1628) and the sub- 
mission of the Huguenots left Richelieu free to carry the v/ar 
with French forces into Italy. Olivares made peace with 
England, and gradually the powers on both sides were ranged 
—the emperor, Spain, and Savoy being now united against 
France, the Pope, Venice, Mantua, and the Dutch. Richelieu 
was victorious nearly everywhere; Cario Emmanuele of 
Savoy died broken-hearted in July, 1630, and the great Spi- 
nola shortly afterward. Spain, utterly exhausted now, threw 
up the struggle, and Richelieu obtained all he had asked for 
in Italy by the treaty of Casale (October, 1630). Still more 
disastrous for the Spaniards was their campaign in Holland, 
where they had not only been ignominiously expelled from 
the United Provinces, but had lost possession of Gueldres to 
the Prince of Orange, and in Germany the Protestants with 
the great Gustavus Adolphus were carrying all before them. 
Through the bitter northern winter of 1632 the Spaniards 
in the imperial armies died in multitudes. Tilly, the emper- 
or’s best general, was killed, and Wallenstein, his successor,
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was murdered (1634); all looked hopeless for the cause of 
the house of Austria, when the Infante Fernando, the King 
of Spain’s young brother, on his way with an army of 18,000 
men to his new government of Flanders,* carne opportunely 
to the aid of the imperialists at Nordlingen, and in one of 
the bloodiest battles of the Thirty Years’ War inflicted a 
crushing defeat upon the Protestants, who lost 12,000 men 
killed, wounded, and prisoners (1635). The valour and dash 
of the Spanish infantry on this occasion were worthy of the 
best traditions of the race, and attracted the admiration even 
of their enemies. There was, in fact, at the time a strong 
but temporary revival of the crusading idea, to which their 
former Ímpetus was due. They were again a Catholic host, 
íighting heretics; for the territorial issues at stake they cared 
nothing. Whether this or that potentate ruled at Mantua, at 
eleves, at Saluzzo, can not have interested them; but to 
stand in the ranks óf the Lord’s army and wrestle with His 
enemies again flattered their personal self-esteem and aroused 
their fanatic ardour.

The victory of Nordlingen once more brought Richelieu 
and the French into the field against Olivares and the Span- 
iards, for the personal rivalry between the two ministers was 
as great as the national enmity, and the war recommenced 
with vigour. The Spaniards fought well, and throughout 
1635 1636 the struggle went on in Germany, Savoy, and
Flanders with varying fortunes, but always to the further 
exhaustion of miserable depopulated Spain. Early in 1637 
an attempt was made by the Pope to bring about a general 
peace, but again Spanish pride stood in the way by refusing 
to admit to conference the Dutch or the Germán Protestants. 
At one time during the year it looked as if all Flanders, Lux- 
emburg, and the Franche-Comté would be lost to Spain,

*T h e oíd Infanta Isabel, who had succeeded to the sovereignty 
on the death of her father, Philip II, had died childless (1633), and 
the dominión had reverted to Spain.
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while a Spanish army that had invaded France was annihi- 
lated. At length, in 1638, it seemed to Richelieu that the 
time had come for finally humbling his rival, and the French 
crossed the frontier, capturing Irun, and laying siege to the 
fortress of Fuenterrabia. But, either through treachery, as 
Richelieu said, or panic, La Valette fled before a Spanish 
relief forcé, and the attempt failed. The next year the French 
under Condé crossed the Pyrenees at the other extremity by 
the Spanish province of Roussillon into Catalonia. The 
Catalans, thrown on their own resources, fought bravely, and 
after terrible losses succeeded in expelling the invaders 
(1639), second attempt at invasión failing like the first. 
On the other hand, the Spanish fleet was completely de- 
stroyed by the Dutch in the Downs (1639)) vast
energy and expenditure that Olivares had employed to re- 

- habilitate the Spanish maritime power were wasted.
The war thus alternately blazed and flickered in different 

parts of Europe without decisivo results on either side. But 
in a war of resources with France Spain was bound to be 
beaten in the long run, for Richelieu was a more enlightened 
financier than any Spanish minister could be, and Spain was 
not yet a politically united nation, like France. Olivares was 
a man of indomitable energy and of considerable natural abil- 
ity; his ambition for Spain and himself was great; but, like 
Fernando the Catholic and the Emperor, he saw that unless 
Spain was provided with some bond which should knit to- 
gether the whole population a great destiny would be impos- 
sible to it. The temporary bond of spiritual exaltation forged 
by Fernando and the churchmen in an evil hour was already 
failing to pieces, and Olivares, looking across the Pyrenees 
and across the Bay of Biscay, saw two great prosperous na- 
tions organized on the natural lines of racial fusión and polit- 
ical territorial unity. He doubtless failed to understand that 
deeply rooted causes— some of which have been set forth in 
this book—made the attainment of similar unity in Spain
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impossible, except by a slow and cautious process. Olivares, 
like those who had gone before him, was in a hurry to realize 
the effects of bis policy; he thought to ride roughshod over 
national tradition, racial prejudice, and ancient charters, and 
disaster was the inevitable result.

Castile and its dependencies languished, ever more hope- 
lessly sunk in poverty. The Dutch privateers harried the 
commerce almost off the sea and captured much of the treas- 
ure from America; all commerce was prohibited with coun- 
tries at war with Spain, which nearly amounted to a stoppage 
of trade altogether. The prices of commodities accordingly 
rose enormously, and Olivares still further deepened the trou- 
ble, instead of remedying it, by reducing the valué of coin by 
half and fiking arbitrary low prices at which foodstuffs might 
be sold, and thus checked the production. In 1638 the king 
told the Castilian Cortes that he had been forced to pledge the 
revenue to the extent of 72,650,000 ducats, which he had bor- 
rowed at 8 per cent interest, and another i per cent was placed 
on the Alcabala,* and an increase of the wine excise was voted. 
But matters had now reached a point in the kingdoms of Cas- 
tile when additions to the taxation defeated their own ends 
and produced no increase of revenue, and Olivares was forced 
to turn elsewhere for money.

It has already been pointed out how different were the 
racial composition and governmental traditions of Catalonia 
from those of Castile and the south. Not only had the Cata
lán and Aragonese Cortes retained jealously their hold over 
the purse, but as they consisted of the representatives of all 
classes of society they were able to prevent any attempt on the 
part of the crown to infringe the autononious charters under 
which the people had grown up. The Catalans especially 
were, and are, a race of extraordinary vigour, enterprise, and

* When it was found that this extra i per cent produced less 
than was expected, owing to the falling off of transactions. Olivares 
attempted to increase it still further. The Cortes, however, positively 
refused to vote any more at the time.
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activity—the bone and sinew of Spanish industry. They had 
hardly been touched by the causes that had reduced most 
of Spain to slothful pride and poverty. No crushing alcabalas 
and millions had killed their industries and commerce; no 
corrupt crowd of idle courtiers and danglers had deteriorated 
the character of their industrious cities; to them the King 
of Aragón was not a sacerdotal sovereign like the king in 
Castile, but the absentee head of a nation who only ruled by 
virtue of a bargain which must be fulfilled. The tongue and 
literature of the Catalans, moreover, were ProvenQal rather 
than Castilian, and they had never been subjected to the rule 
of any other potentate or government but their own.

When Olivares had taken the king to Barcelona,* in 1626, 
and again in 1632, the Cortes refused the unconstitutional 
demands of the minister involving greatly increased grants, 
and, as we have seen on the former occasion, Philip IV  left 
the city in a rage. In 1640, when all other means of raising 
funds were exhausted. Olivares told the council in Madrid 
that in the national extremity in which they were the special 
charter of Catalonia should be disregarded, and the Catalans 
taxed in proportion to their wealth. He also ordered uncon- 
stitutionally 6,000 Catalan troops to be raised for Service in 
Italy, and ordered quarters to be provided in Catalonia for a 
Castilian army which was to opérate against France.

It was this last measure that set the tinder ablaze. The 
Castilian soldiers, as was their wont, gave themselves airs of 
superiority, which the Catalans were ill inclined to brook. 
The viceroy, Santa Coloma, too, was arrogant and unwise, 
advising Olivares to harsh and extreme measures. The un- 
paid Castilian soldiery took to plundering the inhabitants of 
the places where they were quartered, the hatred of the Cata
lans grew deeper and deeper, and armed struggles were

* Barcelona was then and still remains by far the most wealthy 
and prosperous city in Spain, and the population of the territory of 
Catalonia at this time amounted to over a million.
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constant. Suddenly, without warning, on June 7, 1640, the 
revolution flamed out. Barcelona was full of highland har- 
vesters, rough, independent, and bellicose, and the cry went 
forth; “ Vengeance and liberty! Death to the Government! 
Long live the king! ” Like an avalanche the tide of massacre 
swept through the city. Santa Coloma was hacked to pieces 
by peasants’ knives,and every Spanish soldier who did not flee 
was murdered. The insurrection spread rapidly throughout 
the province. Olivares tried mildness, but the Catalan blood 
was up, and anarchy was the result. Then a policy of ruth- 
less severity— almost of extermination— ŵas attempted. The 
peasants and townsmen resisted like heroes, and begged for 
French aid, which Richeliett promised. This thoroughly 
alarmed Olivares, and with reason, and the Catalans were 
promised respect for their ancient rights. The French be- 
trayed them and returned home. The Catalans were divided 
by the conciliatory policy of Castile, and for a time Olivares 
was victorious (December, 1640). The army under the Mar- 
quis de los Velez marched through the country from the 
South, subduing it as he went; but when he reached Barce
lona he found the city with its vast fortress, Monjuich, ready 
to resist him, armed to the teeth. The citizens had thrown 
off allegiance to Philip IV  and proclaimed themselves sub- 
jects of the French king. The Castilians endeavoured to 
storm Monjuich (January, 1641), and were defeated with ter
rible slaughter, and in a few weeks all Catalonia was aflame 
again. Louis X I I I ,  by proxy, took the oath as sovereign 
of the principality. One Spanish commander after another 
tried ineffectually to reconquer the lost territory. Roussil- 
lon* and most of Catalonia were crowded with French troops, 
and Philip, in Madrid, with his panic-stricken court, began to 
look askance at the minister whose policy had brought him 
to this pass.

* Roussillon, on the north of the Pyrenees, never returned again 
to the subjection of Spain.
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Philip was indolent and pleasure-loving, but he was the 
proudest man alive, and felt keenly this blow to his sover- 
eignty, though upon his parchment mask no emotion was 
ever allowed to show, and he decided himself to go and en- 
deavour to bring his lost subjects back to their obedience. 
Olivares remonstrated and protested in vain. Philip, for the 
first time perhaps in his lile, had his own way and learned 
the truth. To his dismay, he found that all Catalonia, and 
even most oí Aragón, were firmly held by the French; he saw 
that Roussillon was lost for ever to him ; his army under the 
Marquis of Leganes was defeated, unpaid, and deserting. Dis- 
appointed and heartbroken, Philip coald only return tamely to 
Madrid at the end of 1642, his eyes opened now to the misery 
of his people, and his ears to the universal denunciation of his 
minister. Olivares was dismissed suddenly (January, 1643), 
but not unkindly—for Philip was gentle and clement—though 
all Spain was crying for the fallen Guzman’s head.* The 
disgrace broke the heart and turned the brain of the proud 
Olivares, who rapidly sank to madness and to death.f

* A minute account of events at this time (1640-1644), witli much 
detail as to the war in Catalonia, will be found in the News Letters 
(Avisos) of the period, printed in 1790, in the Semanario Erudito of 
Valladares, vols. xxxi-xxxiii. See also the contemporary Historia 
de los movimientos separación y guerra de Cataluña, by Francisco de 
Meló, reaching to the defeat of the Castilians before Barcelona (1641). 

■ t  The following is a list of the offices filled by Olivares and the 
emolumenta he enjoyed; Ducats

per annum.
The pensioned knighthoods.......................................  12,000
Lord Chamberlain ........................................................ 18,000
Master of the H o rse ...................................................... 28,000
Lord Chancellor of the Indies.................................  48,000
Master of the Bedchamber.........................................  12,000
Privilege of sending an annual cargo to the Indies 200,000
Constable of the Palace of Seville........................... 4,000
Chief Constable of the Casa de C ontratación.... 6,000
The town dues of San Lucar.......................................  50,000
Salary of his wife as Mistress of the Robes........... 44,000

422,000
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There was another cause for his fall, even more galling 

to the pride of Philip than the revolt of his richest Spanish 
dominions. Philip II , when he succeeded by forcé and 
bribery combined to the vacant crown of Portugal, had 
promised that the country should be governed according to 
its ancient laws and administered by native officers. There 
had been no attempt to merge the two kingdoms, and the 
misery and exhaustion of Castile had never fallen upon Por
tugal, for the financial system of the latter realm had re- 
mained intact, the taxation had been comparatively modérate, 
and the rich trade o í Asia and Africa was centred in Lisbon. 
But Olivares dreamed of a great Peninsular nation politically 
United, and from his first accession of power aroused the dis
trust and hatred of the Portuguese by trenching upon the 
independence they cherished. Spaniards, mostly corrupt 
courtiers, were foisted into the Portuguese viceroyalties, 
bishoprics, governorships, and secretaryships. The Indian 
trade was transferred to Cádiz, the Portuguese shipping suf- 
fered heavily from the attacks of the enemies of Spain, and her 
colonies were raided by French and Dutch, while all her own 
forces were employed in Spanish quarrels with which Por
tugal had no concern.

Then Olivares (1636) had begun by fixing on Portugal 
a special Castilian tax of 5 per cent upon property of every 
description, and his agent, Vasconcellos, had treated remon- 
strance with insult and scorn. A rising was the result, which 
was suppressed by the conciliatory attitude of the vice-queen 
—a relative of Philip IV , Dowager Duchess of Mantua. But 
Olivares would have no conciliation, and not only decreed a 
further special tax as a punishment, but elaborated a plan for 
abolishing the Portuguese Parliaments and bringing the 
members to sit in the efiete Cortes of Castile. The legitímate 
Portuguese heir to the throne that had been usurped by 
Philip I I  was Duke John of Braganza, the first of Portuguese 
nobles, whose vast estates extended over a quarter of the
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whole kingdom. He was indolent and luxurious, Hving 
splendidly on his lands and quite apart from politics, but in 
the first rising in Lisbon his ñame had been cheered by the 
populace, and Olivares had tried cajolery, authority, even 
treachery, to induce him to go to Spain or abroad. Great 
missions and commands had been ofifered to him, the king 
had summoned him to council, but Braganza always found an 
excuse for remaining among his own vassals, safe in Villa 
Viqosa. Discontent in the meanwhile was gradually con- 
solidating round the ñame of the duke. Pinto Ribeiro, his 
secretary, was at the head of the conspiracy, and cleverly 
managed a triumphal reception of his master by the populace 
on the occasion of a visit of the duke to Lisbon. Olivares, in 
the hope of gaining over Braganza, had authorized him to 
place the fortresses of Portugal into a good State of defence, 
and had sent him money for that purpose. The opportunity 
was taken for placing the strong places in the hands of loyal 
Portuguese.

When it was too late. Olivares took fright in earnest and 
sent a peremptory summons to Braganza in the ñame of the 
king. The duke pretended to start when he could delay no 
longer, and it was seen that this was the moment to strike, or 
never. A comparatively small forcé of conspirators seized 
the palace of Lisbon in December, 1640, killing Vasconcellos 
and deposing the regent. The populace joined almost to a 
man. Amid frantic joy Braganza was proclaimed King John 
IV  of Portugal, and within twenty-four hours the whole 
nation had acclaimed him sovereign, though he himself was 
still lurking timidly at Villa Vigosa. The news carne to 
Madrid when the gloom of the Catalonian revolt was deep- 
ening. None dared tell the king, for Olivares had deceived 
him about Portugal from the first, and he had no thought of 
trouble from that quarter. But the court was full of foes of 
the favourite, and Olivares was obliged to break the bitter 
truth himself to his master before his enemies did so to his dis-
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advantage. “ Good news! good news! ” he cried, with smil- 
ing face, as he entered the chamber. “ Good news! your Maj- 
esty has gained a fresh duchy and a great estáte.” “ How 
so ? ” asked Philip. “ Sire,” was the reply, “ the Duke of Bra- 
ganza has lost his reason and revolted, proclaiming himself 
King of Portugal, so that his estates are forfeited to you.” 
Philip knew better, and, though he made no sign, this terrible 
loss rankled in his heart and contributed not a little to the 
fall of the minister.

From then until his own ruin Olivares tried again and 
again by plot and poison to win back Portugal for his mas- 
ter, for the Catalan revolt made it impossible to reconquer 
the kingdom by forcé of arms.* But all without avail; the 
oíd dream of Castile was really as dead now as the eastward 
ambition of Aragón. It was no longer a question of extend- 
ing to the ends of the earth the dominions of Spain, but a 
death struggle to niaintain the integrity of her own soil. 
Even Andalusia rnade an attempt to establish a sepárate sov- 
ereignty under the greatest territorial noble in the land, the 
Duke of Medina-Sidonia, the head of Olivares’s own house, 
and brother to the new Queen of Portugal. In the hands of 
another leader it might have been successful, but Medina- 
Sidonia was a poor creature, like his ancestor of the Armada, 
and submitted on summons.

Thus it will be seen that after twenty-five years of Philip 
IV  and Olivares Spain had descended to a lower depth of 
misery and impotence even than in the black reign of Philip 
I I I  and Lerma. With the favourite’s fall the sanguine peo- 
pie thought that the evil fate that had befallen Spain would 
at once be banished. The queen— Elizabeth of Bourbon— 
aroused the king at last to some sense of his duty as a mon- 
arch; the councils, which under Olivares had been powerless,

* A half-hearted attempt at the reconquest of Portugal was made, 
but the poverty of the country, the war in Catalonia, and the general 
discouragement made success impossible.

29
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once more entered into the exercise of their functions, and 
all Spain, from Philip to the beggar at his gates, dreamed 
that a new era was dawning. Richelieu, too, the bitter enemy 
of Spain, was dead, and Louis X I I I  soon afterward followed 
him to the grave (May, 1643), Anne of Austria, the Spanish 
king’s sister, succeeding to the regency of France for her 
infant son, Louis X IV . With some diplomacy, and per- 
haps a sacrifice of pride 011 the part of Spain, peace might 
now have been made. But Philip and his people were once 
again in the stirrups, and took the fatal resolution of pursu- 
ing the war against France vigorously in central Europe. 
The popular and able young Infante Fernando had died (No- 
vember, 1641), and the Belgic provinces were ruled by Don 
Francisco de Meló, a Portuguese noble. After some small 
successes over the French in Flanders, Meló with a Spanish 
army of 20,000 men besieged the town of Rocroy on the 
French frontier. Young Condé with an army of Frenchmen 
of equal strength hastened to relieve the place, and against 
the advice of his mentor, Marshal l’Hópital, attacked Meló 
(May 19, 1643). In the battle which followed, the Spanish 
infantry, which from the time of the emperor, a hundred 
years before, had been the most famous in Europe, suffered 
the deathblow of its prestige. Six thousand Spaniards were 
captured and 8,000 lay dead on the field. All the guns and 
most of the baggage were captured by the French, and on the 
fatal day of Rocroy the Spanish men at arms proved that the 
dry rot that had entered into the heart of the nation had not 
spared them. Condé lost no time, and Belgic Flanders was 
soon in his hands up to the gates of Brussels. Thencefor- 
ward the wars dragged on with varying fortunes. In Cata- 
lonia, on the Portuguese frontier, and in Flanders, year after 
year, the blood and treasure of ruined Spain and plundered 
America were poured out, seemingly in vain. An attempt in 
July, 1647, to obtain funds unconstitutionally from Naples 
led to what is called the revolt of Massaniello, and there,
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too, anarchy soon reigned supreme. But the attempt of the 
Duke of Guise to assert liis shadowy claim to the Neapol- 
itan Crown cooled Mazarin and the French Government 
toward the revolt, and the popular young Don John of 
Austria, the natural son of Philip, once more saved Naples 
to Spain.

The long war liad, however, not only exhausted Spain, but 
all Europe, and peace was an absolute necessity. After years 
of negotiation, in 1648 the treaty of Münster was arranged 
with the Dutch. There was no peace between France and 
Spain for years to come yet, but the inevitable recognition 
by the latter country of the independence of Holland closed 
a sanguinary struggle of nearly a century, and Spanish pride 
and obstinacy were humbled to the dust before the world. 
Still, the war with France dragged on intermittently, for Philip 
demanded that all Spanish soil occupied by the victorious 
French should be abandoned, and though Mazarin’s hands 
were full with the troubles of the Fronde this was seen to be 
impossible. On the successful establishment of the common- 
wealth in England Philip somewhat ungenerously turned 
ostentatiously to the friendship of Cromwell, believing doubt- 
less that common cause with him might be made against the 
French. The demands of the Lord Protector, however, in- 
flamed the pride of the Spaniard. The Inquisition must, he 
said, be curbed in its power over Englishmen in Spain, and 
trade with the Spanish colonies must be opened to England. 
These demands were haughtily refused, and Cromwell at 
once retorted by capturing Jamaica and signing an alliance 
with France (November, 1655).

Philip’s heart was well-nigh broken. Calamity followed 
him without cessation or truce. His territories were in the 
hands of his enemies, his resources were really ended now, 
and his private sorrows had taken from him all vigour and 
all hope. His first wife had died in 1644, and two years later 
his only son and heir, Don Baltasar Carlos, had gone to his
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untimely grave. The king had married shortly afterward his 
giri-niece, Mariana of Austria, for the sake of tlie succession, 
and in order to satisfy the scandalized churchmen whom the 
king’s openly licentious life had shocked beyond measure. 
But pleasure of all sorts palled now upon the king. Buffoons 
played their antics, actresses exhibited their charms, and poets 
spouted their verses in vain; the ghastly, rigid face of Philip 
never relaxed, and the rebellious outpourings of his heart 
against the evil fortune that pursued him and his cotin- 
try were seen but by one human being at the time, the nun 
María de Agreda, who alone of all his fellow-creatures could 
sound the misery bf Philip’s soul as we can do who are privi- 
leged to read the secret correspondence between them.

And still the v'ar in Catalonia, on the Portuguese frontier, 
and in Flanders dragged on. Don Juan, the king’s son,* was 
the national hero, and gained such successes as fell to the 
Spaniards, but circumstances rather than skill or valour at 
last brought peace to the sufifering land. The Catalans had 
found by experience that the French domination over their 
principality was no easy one, and had gradually cooled 
toward their new masters. When, therefore, peace negotia- 
tions were at length undertaken, there was no great difíiculty 
in inducing the French to surrender the territory south of the 
Pyrenees, which, it was evident, they could not hold against 
the wish of the inhabitants; but Roussillon became thence- 
forward French evermore, as did most of the county of Ar- 
tois and Frerich Flanders, while the English retained Dun- 
kirk. The kernel of the laboriously negotiated treaty, how- 
ever, was the marriage of the youthful Louis X IV  with his 
Spanish cousin María Theresa, and in April, 1660, Philip, oíd 
and broken down with trouble, travelled in a blaze of magnifi-

* His mother was the renowned actress María Calderón (the 
Calderona), who shared with María- Riquelme, Francisca Beson, and 
Josefa Vaca the applause and admiration of a public who were per- 
fectly infatuated with dramatic amusements.
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cence to the French frontier, where, on the famous isle of 
Pheasants, in the Bidassoa, the marriage which brought such 
important resulta to Spain was solemnly ratified.

The treaty of the Pyrenees was a crushing blow to Span- 
ish self-esteem, but it at least left Philip with his hands free 
to reconquer Portugal. He had long ago fallen back into his 
habita of sloth and self-indulgence, leaving all his duties to be 
performed by his favourite, Don Juan de Haro, who was 
almost as indolent as himself, and had already been shame- 
íully beaten more than once by the Portuguese. When the 
king’s son, Don Juan, with the whole Spanish army there- 
fore invaded Portugal early in i6 6 i, Haro looked but coldly 
upon the enterprise, and grudgingly listened to Don Juan’s 
repeated demanda for re-enforcement and resources. Por
tugal itself was a prey at the time to civil strife, and would 
have easily been overeóme but for the English aid rendered 
by Charles II , who had married the Portuguese Princesa 
Catharine of Braganza. The genius of Marshal Schomberg, 
and this aid, enabled the Portuguese to crush the army of 
Don Juan at Amegial (June, 1663), 8,000 Spaniards being 
lost, with the whole of their guns, baggage, and standards. 
Ruined Spain was again bled till another army was mustered 
under Count Caracena, who in turn was routed with fearful 
slaughter by Schomberg (June, 1665), and then the writing 
on the wall was blazing out clearly to be seen by the blindest. 
Portugal was lost to the Spanish crown, and Iberian unity 
was a baseless dream.

The conviction broke the heart of Philip IV . For the 
only time in his life he displayed emotion when he heard the 
fell news. Casting himself in an agony of grief upon the bare 
ground, he could only sob out in his misery, “ God’s will be 
done! ” Around him was unrelieved gloom. His pleasures, 
for which he had sacrificed everything, had turned to ashes in 
his mouth. His only legitímate son was a puling infant, so 
weak and degenerate as onl^ to be kept alive by extraordinary
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expedients. The young queen, in the flower of her youth, 
was self-seeking, and scheming for her own hand when her 
husband should be dead. A true Austrian, she had from the 
ñrst day of her marriage set herself to neutralize French influ- 
ence in Spain by means of her camarilla of priests and favour- 
ites, and already before the king’s death the forces which 
years afterward were to rend Europe in twain were ranging 
themselves. Humbled, and filled with gloomy forebodings 
for his country and himself, Philip the Great, the heartbroken, 
worn-out voluptuary, at last (September, 1665) sank to rest 
for good in the porphyry coffin into which he had so often 
in his morbid misery fitted his living frame. He had done 
nothing in his sixty years of life to relieve the sufferings of 
his wretched people. During his long reign his country had 
lost territory, glory, wealth, and prestige. The French, Eng- 
lish, and Dutch openly flouted the power which had loomed 
so large even in the evil days of Philip’s father. But through 
it all the Castilian people loved and revered him, and the whole 
nation rang with lament when he died. For was he not King 
of Castile, and did not Heaven affiict him as it aíiflicted his 
people? Was the good king to be blamed because it pleased 
God to send misfortune to Spain? He was, indeed, like his 
father and grandfather before him, popular because he was 
degenerate in the same degree as his people, and represented 
faithfully the national characteristics of his time. He was idle 
and pleasure-loving, as his people were; if he was carried 
away by the love of glittering gewgaws, so were they; if he 
was taciturn and haughty, he shared those qualities with most 
of his subjects; if he was poetic, artistic, and literary, so was 
the crowd that cheered him ; and, finally, if he was ignorant, 
bigoted, prejudiced, good-hearted, and brave, so were the 
Spaniards of his generation. He was one of themselves, and 
they loved him because his faults were theirs, notwithstand- 
ing the satirists and poetasters who deluged the capital with 
pasquins upon sovereign and people alike.
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The condition of the Spanish people themselves during 
this disastrous períod was, in fact, materially and morally, 
such as must inevitably result írom the universal decadence 
which liad been forced upon them. It was necessary for them 
to drink to the dregs the cup of poisonous stimulant which 
for a time liad seemed to give them strength and Ímpetus; 
and though the bitterest drops were yet to come, the lethargy 
and demoralization had by the time of Philip IV ’s death crept 
to the very heart of the people, and not one element of the 
whole nation was sound or healthy. The continued vicious 
and oppressive system of taxation described in previous pages 
had reduced agriculture and manufacturing industry to a 
shadow. The “ millions ” excise on food had been raised to 
an eighth of the valué of the most necessary articles of con- 
sumption, while the crushing alcabala had been gradually 
forced up to 14 per cent on all sales. When to this is added 
the universal imposition of local tolls and octrois, it will be 
understood that commercial movement in the country itself 
was practically killed. To complete the ruin, commerce was 
prohibited entirely with all those countries with which Spain 
was at war; and as this included the most progressive and 
manufacturing countries in Europe, and those which were 
the best customers for Spanish produce, it meant a stoppage 
of foreign trade as well. This, and the constant seizures and 
forced loans upon Spanish merchants, threw such business 
as there was into the hands of foreigners, mostly Italians, and 
enormously increased contraband, to the still further déple- 
tion of the national treasury.

In the absence of productive industry or business the 
population flocked into the capital,* in order, if possible, to 
partake of the plunder which fell to the noble and clerical 
classes. Corruption was so rife in all branches of the public 
Service that Philip told the Cortes of 1654 that out of the

* The population of Madrid at this period was about 200,000 (al- 
though a Spanish antiquary of our own times gives it as 370,000).
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nominal 10,000,000 ducats of annual revenue from Castile the 
amount actually received in the treasury did not exceed 
3,000,000. By the end of the reign the whole sum received 
from all sources, including the American silver, can hardly 
have exceeded 9,000,000 ducats, or £1,100,000. The plunder 
therefore clinging to the fingers of viceroys, officers, and ad- 
ministrators must have been tremendous. As most of these 
personages belonged to the noble class, who, with the bloated 
landowning religious corporations, were exempt from regu
lar taxation, it will be seen that a time had arrived when the 
whole of the national wealth was in the hands of these two 
classes. Occasionally in times of dire need they voluntarily, 
or by forcé, supplied large contributions of men and money, 
or the wars in which Spain was engaged must have ceased 
for mere want of resources; but, withal, the main character- 
istic feature of the life of the people at the period was the 
cióse juxtaposition of the most abject poverty with an osten- 
tation of dress and demeanour that left an enduring mark 
upon the whole nation. “ Pragmatics ” were issued fre- 
quently, forbidding extravagant luxury, and especially the 
prevailing vice of the time, the licentious idling about in 
coaches, but without permanent effect.

In such circumstances as these it will be well under- 
stood that the principal cities, and especially Madrid, were 
perfect sinks of iniquity, and the immodesty of the women es
pecially passed into a proverb. Feast days were very numer- 
ous, and every opportunity was taken for ceremonial shows, 
bullfights and cañe tourneys, in which nobles and gentlemen 
appeared, vying with each other in extravagant expenditure. 
The two theatres of the capital and the performances of the 
wandering dramatic troupes all over the country were always 
thronged with spectators; the making and reciting of verses, 
comedies, and satires gave an excuse for almost general idle- 
ness in the cities. Priests, friars, sham gentlemen, and, above 
all, pretended students, crowded every Street, and lived upon
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the willing or unwilling contributions of others; there was no 
high national ideal now, no sense of a divine religious mis- 
sion. Soldiers fought in wars of which they knew nothing; 
unpaid, half starved, and in rags, fighting only because even 
this poor idle trade was better than none at all. The officers, 
drawn from the class which the centralizing blight of the 
house of Austria had paralyzed, were usually incompetent, 
and, like the civil administrators, utterly corrupt. The Inqui- 
sition had crushed independent thought and scientific culture, 
religión under the same baleful influence had sunk into black 
superstition, and over the whole nation there hung the pall of 
despairing misery and disillusionment.

We have pointed out that in each of the previous periods 
of dissolution which had overtaken Spain the intellectual pro- 
duction of the people had reached its highest degree of excel- 
lence, and had tiren rapidly declined under the weight of its 
own facility and overfloridness. This is exactly what hap- 
pened for the third time during the reign of the fourth Philip. 
The king himself was not only an anonymous poet and dram- 
atist, but patronized men of letters, actors, and artists, and 
in affected “ floral games ” and “ academies ” set the fashion 
of dilettanteism and virtuosity. The prodigious productivo 
faculty of Lope de Vega had been accompanied by almost un- 
rivalled genius, but even in Iris case overfacility led him often 
into work unworthy of him, and the same may be said of the 
great men who followed him, such as Calderón, Montalvan, 
Moreto, and Velez de Guevara. But tírese and several other 
writers contemporary with thenr succeeded by means of 
their best work in raising the Spanish drama of the time of 
Philip IV  to the highest brilliancy, and set the fashion to 
the rest of Europe through Racine, Corireille, and Moliere. 
It was in the work of the smaller men, who inritated them, 
that the real note of decadence was struck. In a society where 
every orre wrote something, where a satirical verse or a suc- 
cessful gibe might mean ofñce or fortune, it is not surprising
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that inferior men endeavoured to attract attention by aífected 
singularity of diction, since the cycle oí ideas was strictly 
limited, and not enlarged by increasing knowledge or specu- 
lation.

The decadent school, curiously, was founded by a man 
of genius, who in his oíd age found that he was being dis- 
tanced by newer writers. Gongora, in the time of Philip I I  
and his son, had written poems of which the greatest masters 
of Spanish verse need not have been ashamed; but later, in 
his desire to be peculiar, he adopted what Lope de Vega 
called his jerga cultidiáblesca (devilish cultured gibberish), 
which has come to be called after him “ Gongorismo.” The 
absurd affectation of cultured obscurity at once caught the 
faney of the striving poetasters. Even the great Quevedo, 
whose wit was as sparkling as his own Castilian was aífected, 
followed Lope in denouncing the Culta Latiniparla. Jauregui, 
another true poet, wrote a discourse against “ cultured ob
scurity,” but the new style supplied distinction of a sort for 
the Work of those who lacked brains, and before the death of 
Philip IV  Spanish poetry was already being rapidly choked by 
the ever-rising flood of cryptic aífected babble, which soon 
completely overwhelmed it.

We have already remarked how the mixed Semitic and 
Celtic origin of the Spanish people irresistibly impelled the 
intellect of the nation to present itself in dramatic or pic- 
torial form. Even in the earliest Spanish imitations of the 
French chansons de geste the presentation of the events re- 
lated is almost invariably in the form of a dramatic description 
or word picture rather than an introspection of the thoughts, 
motives, or imaginings of the characters concerned; and this 
peculiarity had marked every new development of Spanish 
intellectual production, through rhymed chronicles, religious 
autos, didactic stories, and pastoral poetry. We have seen 
how strongly the genius of the nation ran into dramatic lines 
in this period of Philip I V ; but, vast as was the output iit
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this respect, there was another cognate branch of expression 
which at the same time opened itself to Spaniards and reached 
an unrivalled burst of splendour under the discrimínate 
patronage of the king, subsequently to decline similarly and 
as rapidly as the drama and letters.

The art of the Renaissance had reached Spain from Italy, 
and the cióse connection of the emperor both with that coun- 
try and with Flanders had attracted to his court some of the 
most eminent painters of both countries. Titian was treated 
by Charles and his son almost as a friend; Antonio More, Cox- 
cyen, and other Flemings grew rich on the patronage of the 
Spanish court; and the Spaniards who in the sixteenth cen- 
tury practised pictorial art— Sánchez Coello, Pantoja, Morales, 
Tristan, and the like— evolved a school in which the influence 
of both Venice and Flanders is plainly discernible.* Philip 
I I  drained Europe of paintings and painters for his vast 
palace of the Escorial, and the craze for endowing churches 
and religious foundations in his time and that of his son had 
drawn to Spain the best artists from Italy for the decoration 
of the altars, the carving of choir stalls, and the designing of 
sacred images. After the death of Philip I I I  a complete revo- 
lution was to take place in the pictorial art of the Península. 
Up to that period the battle of the Italian and Germanic styles 
had resulted, so far as Spanish artists were concerned, in a 
somewhat insipid eclecticism, in which the Italian influences 
predominated.

With the Corning of Rubens to Spain in 1603 the change 
first began. The painter brought as presents from the Duke 
of Mantua to Philip I I I  and Lerma a large number of copies 
of Italian paintings, but  ̂what was of far more importance, he 
himself produced while he lived in Spain a great mass of

* This refers more especially to the Castilian painters, who were 
largely inspired by Titian. The school of Valencia, of which Juan de 
Juanes and Ribalta may be taken as representatives, was greatly in- 
fluenced by Rafael and his followers,
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spiendid emancipated work, glowing with colour, throbbing 
with life, that irresistibly seized upon the Spanish imagina- 
tion, starved on the tame rigidity of the only native pic- 
torial art it knew. Here was a form which fell in with the 
character of the race. Vehement, glowing, lascivious, and 
florid, the pictures of Rubens opened the eyes of Spanish 
painters, and thenceforward the art of the Peninsula took a 
course of its own in which the freedom of Rubens and the 
manipulative beauty of the Italiana are tempered by the som
bre outward devotion of Spanish life and the stately tradi- 
tions of the court. When Charles Stuart carne to Madrid 
(1623) he found in full swing the fashion for making collec- 
tions of pictures, and himself fell into the craze by pur- 
chasing the gallery of the unfortunate murdered Tassis—that 
proud courtier who had dared to cast his eyes upon the queen. 
Philip, his host, was already as much in love with picture col- 
lecting as with the bull ring or the theatre,* and the patron- 
age thus stimulated brought out the latent Spanish genius. 
Following Ribera (Spagnoletto), Pacheco, and perhaps Greco, 
Diego Silva Velasquez had at first adopted a somewhat se
vero and gloomy versión of the Italian taste tempered by the 
free truthfulness to Nature which had been introduced into 
Spain by Rubens, but with the coming of Velasquez to court 
from Seville, and especially after his visit to Italy, he founded 
the brilliant and spiendid school of Spanish painting in which 
the true presentation of character, naturalness of pose, and 
freedom of manipulation are the main characteristics. Much 
of the perfection of Velasquez’s paintings is of course owing 
to his unrivalled genius, but withal it is redolent of the Span
ish character. The earlier staidness of his Seville style was in 
Madrid enlivened by the splendour of the court in which he

* In later years, after the execution of Charles I, when his pictures 
were sold in England, Philip purchased a large number of them at 
high prices; and some of the gems of art that adorn the Museo at 
Madrid carne from Whitehall.
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lived rich and honoured, and restrained by the haughty taci- 
turnity of the personages he painted and the influence of the 
Church. Throughout his forty years of life as a court painter 
he worked incessantly. Every phase of the king’s character 
is stamped indelibly upon the numberless canvases in which 
he is represented by the great painter. Like a living pro- 
cession there file before us the gallants, the buffoons, the 
dwarfs, the princes, the poets, and the nobles, who together 
made the court of Philip IV  what we have represented it. 
Froni the ragged, brown water seller of Seville (at Apsley 
House), the work of Velasquez’s youth, to the drawn and 
ghastly face of the sin-steeped sovereign, painted when the 
artist was hastening to his grave in 1660, the man’s personal 
genius illuinines all he did, and the greatest claim of the 
“ planet king ” to the gratitude of the world is that he valued 
at his true worth the artist that immortalized him.

Other Spanish artists who felt similar influences produced 
work good in its way, but without the personal stamp that 
distinguished all that Velasquez did. Ribera, Greco, Mazo, 
Zurbaran, and their schools were gloomy and sad, but majes- 
tic. Murillo alone vies with the master in technical skill, but 
with less than his giant strength and penetration. Bartolo- 
meo Esteban Murillo possessed the almost pagan Andalusian 
love of sensuous beauty, and though he was captivated by the 
grace of such artists as Andrea del Sarto, the atmosphere of 
devotion by which he was surrounded infused into his work 
a rapt religiousness which is purely Spanish. But with Mu
rillo the first note of decadence was struck. What with him 
was a successful striving for holy loveliness, became in the 
crowd of smaller men that followed him a struggle for the 
prettiness that led rapidly downhill to mawkish insipidity.

An exactly analogous process was followed in the char- 
acteristic Spanish art of wood sculpture. The Flemish, and 
afterward the Italian, sculptors who had been attracted to 
Spain by the emperor and liis son, brought an attractive,
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well-paid art with them upon which Spaniards seized with 
avidity; and the works of sciilpture produced by the Span
iards in the sixteenth century were mostly stiffened imita- 
tions of the forms of Michael Angelo, Rafael, and Giulio 
Romano. The seventeenth century, hovvever, saw the rise 
and apogee of a purely Spanish school—mainly Andalusian— 
of painted and gilded wood sculpture for altar pieces and 
church decoration, in which the freedom of Murillo’s paint- 
ing and his religiosity of feeling are blended with the ana- 
tomical perfection of the Italian masters. The specimens 
still existing of this beautiful art are fortunately legión. The 
wood—mostly ilex—in which they are executed being dura
ble and protected by the varnished paint, they have often 
been preserved in perfect condition and the beautiful statues 
and statuettes of Montañés, Alfonso del Cano, and Gaspar 
Becerra are in many cases as exquisite now as when they 
left the hands of the masters. With the general decline this 
art, too, became overflorid and meaningless, and by the end 
of the seventeenth century had lost all its distinction. Archi- 
tecture followed the same course. The Spanish Gothic had 
been killed by excess of luxuriant ornament before the middle 
of the sixteenth century,* * and under Juan de Toledo and 
Herrera it was succeeded by the stern, simple Spanish adap- 
tation of Italian-classic style.f This, in its turn, was encum- 
bered by the rococo monstrosities and sprawling scrolls 
of Donoso, Churriguera, and their school; J and with furni- 
ture, altar pieces,* and personal ornament, had lost purity 
of form and significance before the commencement of the 
eighteenth century.

Thus it was that during the wretched reign of Charles I I  
(the Bewitched) the Spanish nation in all its elements—its

* As in the chapel of San Juan de los Reyes at Toledo, 
t  As in the Escorial and the cathedral of Valladolid. 
í  As in the Cádiz cathedral.
*A s  in the altar pieces of the Calatrava and Saint Luis, Madrid.
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literature, its moráis, its art, and even the reigning house 
that had brought this series of calamities upon it—were all 
sick unto death; its only hope was dissolution and resur- 
rection. The queen mother Mariana, who was left regent 
for her son, did nothing to stay the downward progresa. 
With a frank acknowledgment of patent facts and the 
abandonment of unattainable ambitions it might have been 
possible to make the final catastrophe less ruinous. But 
Mariana had only one policy, namely, to forward the inter- 
ests of the empire and to aliénate Spain from the friendship 
with France which the marriage of Louis X IV  with Maria 
Theresa had made possible. For this she was ready to 
sacrifice evérything. She braved Spanish feeling and the 
opposition of Don Juan by foisting her Germán confessor, 
Nithard, into the council, and made him inquisitor general; 
she acknowledged by treaty the independence of Portugal 
(1668); she surrounded herself with a foreign bodyguard 
{chambergos they were called in derision, because their uni
forma were similar to those worn by the troops of Marshal 
Schomberg); and before she had held the reins of govern- 
ment for two years she was again at war with France and at 
feud with the bulk of the Spanish nation led by the popular 
Don Juan.

The ostensible reason for the war with France was the 
claim of Louis X IV  to the crown of the Spanish Nether- 
lands in right of his wife, whose renunciation of the suc- 
cession was to be conditional upon the payment of her 
dowry, which had not been paid.* Soon the French occu- 
pied the greater part of Flanders and the Franche-Comté, 
and once more Spain was bled white to recover the fatal

* There was really no ground wliatever for such a claim except 
the ambition of Louis to gain for France the fine harbours and cities 
of Flanders. The pretext for the claim was, that as Philip II had 
left Flanders to his eldest daughter Isabel to the exclusión of his 
son the King of Spain, the same precedent should be followed on the 
death of Philip IV.
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inheritance which had dragged her down. But in vain; tlie 
peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (1668) gave to France all the 
strong places she had conquered in the Low Countries, while 
Spain temporarily recovered the Franche-Comté, which 
was useless to her and she was certain to lose sooner or later. 
When, in 1672, Louis X IV  invaded Holland, in unión this 
time with the corrupt Charles I I  of England, Spain’s hold 
upon the Belgic provinces seemed doomed, and she was 
forced again to fight the strongest powers in Europe. The 
result was the rescue of Holland from France, but the final 
loss of the Franche-Comté by Spain. Catalonia was in
vaded and desolated by the French, Spanish Flanders was 
again overrun, and at the long-drawn-out negotiations for 
peace at Nimeguen, Spain, as usual, was called upon to make 
heavy sacrifices in the interests of other powers without her 
representatives even being consulted. More cities in Spanish 
Flanders had to be surrendered, Valenciennes, Saint-Omer, 
Ypres, and Cambra! among others; and while the empty pride 
of the people was flattered by the wrangles raised by the 
Spanish envoys for precedence over others, and the clemency 
of the king in letting his enemies off so easily, the real inter
ests of the country were lost sight of, and all the other 
countries concerned treated Spain with contemptuous dis- 
regard (1678).

When Don Juan had risen against the queen and Nithard 
at the beginning of the reign, the crew of nobles and courtiers, 
many of whom had at first joined him, were, after the banish- 
ment of Nithard, restrained by the traditional reverence for 
the throne from proceeding to extremities against Mariana 
herself. But soon the scandalmongers of the capital began 
to whisper that the queen had forfeited title to respect, and 
that one of the facile poets of the palace had become her 
lover, soon afterward to blossom forth as her minister and 
favourite, as lavish and insolent as Lerma himself had been. 
Valenzuela was a mere upstart; and, liberal as he was in
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bribes, the means at bis disposal now were not sufücient to 
satisfy the corrupt rivals who surrounded him. Don Juan’s 
friends were busy; and on the morning of the day when the 
king carne of age—at fifteen years (1675)—his signature 
was secretly obtained to an order recalling his base brother 
to court.

Mariana was vigilant, the boy king was feeble, nearly 
idiotic,* and completely under her domination, and as soon 
as Don Juan appeared in the capital another decree was issued 
for his banishment. His friends were degraded and exiled, 
and Valenzuela, now a grandee and the most powerful man 
in Spain, lorded it over all. But friends of the French Ín
ter est were still at court, and, in spite of Valenzuela and the 
queen, kept the king’s attention fixed upon the starvation 
and misery that surrounded him, not only in the homes of 
the poor now, but even in his own palace; for so completely 
had production been checked that frequently food could not 
be obtained at any price. Brigandage, pillage, and anarchy 
were rife to the very gates of the capital; the French were 
ravaging Flanders and Catalonia, the govemmental adminis- 
tration had quite fallen to pieces, and the only industry left 
was plunder.

Out of mere vveakness, or in the hope of remedying this 
wretched State of things, the young king was at length (1677) 
induced to escape from the palace and throw himself into 
the arms of Don Juan. Mariana was confined to a convent; 
Valenzuela attempted to escape, but was captured and carr 
ried to the Philippines; and the populace, in a frenzy of joy, 
believed that a new Spanish heaven and earth would grow, 
as if by magic, from the rule of Don Juan. But the new 
ruler failed as conspicuously as his predecessor had done.

D o n  Ju a n  and C harles I I  449

* He could neither walk ñor talk well until his tenth year, and 
was never out of the management of women until he was of age. 
By the time he was thirty he had the appearance of a man of sixty, 
and he died of senile decay before he was forty.
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The decadence of the nation had gone too far to be femedied, 
even if Don Juan had possessed the talent and strength 
needed for such a task; but while he jealously kept the king 
from communication with others, and wasted his efforts in 
trifling attempts to Frenchify Spanish habits and dress, 
matters went from bad to worse.

The disgraceful peace of Nimeguen was signed and wel- 
comed by the Spanish people; and, now that the French 
faction in Spain had conquered, Don Juan set about a nego- 
tiation for the purpose of perpetuating its influence before 
another turn of the wheel brought back the Austrian queen 
mother. The miserable being upon whose sloping shoulders 
rested the crushing mantle of Charles V  was not only in niind 
a cretin, but in physical characteristics a very Caliban. The 
repeated intermarriages of the members of his house, of which 
he was the ultimate result, had reproduced in him an exag- 
geration of their peculiar type. His lower jaw stood out 
several inches from the upper, making speech and mastica- 
tion imperfect, a defect that was increased by the abnormal 
size of his tongue; his voice was thin and piping, his lank 
fair hair was sparse, his bulging lymphatic light eyes were 
leaden, and covered with red lids so heavy as almost to ob- 
scure the sight; add to this an intelligence so meagre that 
he could barely read, and at the best of his manhood only 
found pleasure in the most childish of games, and it will 
be understood that not much could be expected of such a 
creature, married or single, beyond serving as a tool for 
others.

Even thus early it was seen that he might be the last 
direct male descendant of the Spanish house of Austria, and 
it was felt that whichever interest gained the prevailing in
fluence over him by marriage would probably be able to 
dispose of his heavy inheritance when it should drop from 
his hand. Don Juan was at the king’s side, and after infinite 
intrigue married him to Marie Louise of Orleans, the niece
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of Louis X IV , daughter of Henrietta of England (madame). 
Don Juan himself did not live to see the consummation of 
his scheme. He died, probably of poison, in September, 1679, 
and the king hurried from the deathbed of his brother to 
seek the embraces and guidance of Mariana, for by himself 
he could do nothing.

In November the beautiful young French queen entered 
Spain. She had prayed in an agony of tears to her father 
and to Louis X IV  not to be sent away from gay, brilliant 
París to the gloom of Madrid and the life companionship 
of an idiot, but her prayers had availed nothing, and she 
was sent, a sacrifice, to enslave Spain to France. She failed, 
for she was naturally thoughtless, foolish, and now grew 
reckless. From the first day she crossed the Pyrenees she 
shocked the rigid Spanish court by her contempt for the 
strict etiquette which forbade a queen to laugh. The king 
was concupiscent, madly in love, and jealous of his bride. 
Mariana smiled, and oniy gently chided the folly of the g irl; 
for she saw, if no one else did, that in that funereal palace 
the dark toils were being gradually wound round the queen 
who had been sent to supplant her. Tempests of jealous 
rage, followed by maudlin caresses, childish superstition 
alternating with equally puerile amusements, at last disgusted 
the queen with her husband and his court; and, in spite of 
the remonstrance of the French partisans, she went her own 
reckless way, while the Austrian faction was busy in its 
plots for the future. Again and again her hopes of issue were 
blighted, and at length, in the gloomy, splendid squalour 
of the oíd Alcázar, she sank and died, it was said of poison 
(1689), the field was again clear for the warring interests 
to join issue.

Affairs in the wretched country had now almost reached 
the lowest possible point. There was no responsibility any- 
where, for power was handed on from king to nominal min- 
isters, and from them to councils, who shifted it in turn upon

Marriage of Charles II 4 5 1
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ofHcers, from whom it descended to hirelings and hucksters. 
The price of íood was fixed by decree so low as to put an 
end to its production, and widespread starvation was the 
natural result. There were 40,000 foreigners in Madrid, who 
monopolized all the business that remained, while the whole 
of the agricultural work in the north and centre of the coun- 
try was done by Frenchmen who carne over for the purpose. 
The navy had quite disappeared, and the army was unpaid 
and mutinous. The copper currency had been increased by 
decree to six times its face valué,* and such foreign trade 
as existed was almost entirely contraband. There was, more- 
over, no pretence now on the part of Louis X IV  of keeping 
his engagements toward a country so obviously effete; and 
one concession after another was wrung from Spain until she 
was driven to resist. Once more the beggared nation had 
to fight France in Flanders and Catalonia, with the same 
result as before, and Louis X IV  dictated his own terms at 
the peace of Ratisbon (1684).

Calamities without number swept over the nation—tem- 
pest, pestilence, earthquake, and famine; but still the idiot 
king mumbled his prayers, while the courtiers, priests, and 
women who surrounded him were buying and selling their 
influence and plotting from morning till night. The Inqui- 
sition, which had in the previous reign been less aggressive, 
once more raised its head in pride; and, failing all other 
government, saw its chance of again asserting its baleful 
political predominance.f In the midst of all this misery 
it was still possible for the queen mother to wring 12,000

* It was suddenly reduced to its proper valué again in 1680, and 
this measure produced more widespread misery than ever.

t  The greatest auto-de-fé ever held took place in the Plaza Mayor 
of Madrid in 1680, with a pomp and splendour greater than ever had 
been attempted even in the time of Philip II. There were 105 
crimináis judged in the presence of the king, and 85 noblemen were 
enlisted as familiars. The fire to burn those condemned was a pile 
60 feet square and 7 feet high, outside the Fuencarral gate.
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men from Spain to help the emperor against the Turk; 
and a league of powers, Catholic and Protestant, was 
formed, with Spain among them, to resist the further 
encroachment of France at any cost.* To aid this end the 
Germán party married Charles the Bewitched to the Prin- 
cess Anne of Neuberg, a daughter of the elector-palatine 
and sister of the empress; and the French interest retorted 
by a renewal of the war, in which the Protestant Dutch and 
Catholic Spaniards fought side by side. The war raged in 
Flanders, Savoy, and Catalonia for six years. In  Catalonia, 
especially, the struggle was severe, though it was kept up 
mainly by the Catalans themselves, with but little help from 
the so-called government in Madrid. At length, though 
Barcelona was in the hands of the French and some of the 
principal fortresses in Flanders had been conquered by Louis 
X IV , the peace of Ryswick was made on quite unusually 
good terms for Spain— Catalonia, Luxemburg, Mons, and 
Courtrai being restored by the victorious French to their 
beaten adversaries.

The reason of this clemency on the part of Louis X IV  
was not far to seek. Charles I I  of Spain was already falling 
into dotage, and it was now understood that no children would 
be born to him. His imperious Germán wife and her fa- 
vourite, Madame Berlips, were sleepless in their vigilance to 
keep the king in the hands of their party. Both Louis him- 
self and the emperor were grandsons of Philip I I I ,  and both 
had married daughters of Philip IV . As we have seen, the 
mother and wife of Louis had both renounced their Spanish 
right of succession, though in the case of Maria Theresa it 
had been conditional upon the payment of the dowry which 
was still owing. The emperor, however, relied mainly upon

*T h e succession of the Prince of Orange to the English throne 
greatly forwarded this understanding, as it was of importance to him 
to use the power of his new realm in protecting Holland from French 
attacks.
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his claim to be the sénior male representative of the Haps- 
burg family.* The court in Spain was divided into two 
camps, each striving its utmost to be in possession of the 
king when the last hour should come. All Europe took 
sides. The English ambassador, Colonel Stanhope (whose 
interesting letters from Madrid should be read), the emperor’s 
minister, and the queen were on the side of the Germán claim- 
ants, while the powerful Cardinal Portocarrero, the French 
ambassador Harcourt, and many of the principal nobles rep- 
resented French hopes. It was evidently politic of Louis, 
therefore, to gain the sympathy of the people at large 
by his magnanimity at the peace of Ryswick, especially as 
the general feeling, at least in Castile and the south, was in 
favour of the succession of a French prince, who should 
become a Spaniard and continué the oíd traditions of the 
throne.

The first object of the two sets of conspirators was to 
banish their rivals from the king’s side. The poor creature 
had been persuaded that he was bewitched, and he lived in 
hourly dread of phantoms and imaginary temptations. This 
delusion, if it was not prompted, at least was utilised by 
the French party to influence him, and the extraordinary 
series of intrigues by which they finally had their way is one 
of the most romantic stories in history. Again and again 
the king changed his mind as to his successor, as the queen 
or Portocarrero gained the upper hand. Attempts were made 
by the powers to arrange matters by partition, ,but the em- 
peror would not give away a jot of what he claimed as his 
birthright. While his inheritance was thus being wrangled 
for, and husbands were being proposed for his wife after he 
should be dead, poor Charles the Bewitched was nearing his 
end. His room was crammed with sacred relies and images,

* Whatever might be the case with Aragón and Catalonia, this 
gave him no right to the crown of Castile. The Austrian cause was 
therefore always strongest in the former countries.
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the Austrian partisans were kept away, and Portocarrero and 
his monks never left the bedside, threatening him with eter- 
nal damnation if he did not leave his kingdom to a French 
cousin. “ W hat! am I to give kingdoms now ? ” he asked in a 
tare flash oí intelligence, but he was finally prevailed upon to 
sign a will in favour oí the young Philip, Duke of Anjou, 
grandson of Louis X IV  and of María Theresa. Once the 
queen prevailed upon him to promise verbally to undo this 
and leave his vast dominions to the emperor’s son Charles. 
But the lethargy crept over him again, and the written will 
stood. On October 29, 1700, it was seen that the last de- 
crepit descendant in the male line of the great emperor was 
flickering out of the world. He signed a decree appointing 
a commission of regency, with the queen and Portocarrero, 
pending the arrival of the new French king, and two days 
afterward the end carne.

The Spanish Hapsburgs and the organization of the 
wretched country they had sacrificed to their ambition and 
folly carne to an end at the same time. From the first false 
step of Fernando the Catholic until the death of Charles the 
Bewitched Spain had progressed to the inevitable ruin im- 
posed upon her by the course pursued by her rulers. There 
was no escape, no pause in the declension, for the attempt to 
interfere with natural forces for personal ends could only 
result in final disaster, and the enslaving of the individual 
minds, souls, and bodies of a people, with the idea of making 
them permanently-great as a nation, was foredoomed to fail- 
ure. In  the case of Spain the failure was utter and complete. 
The experiment had cost sufíering and sorrow beyond 
human imagining; the nation had lost two centuries in the 
race of progress, and, thus heavily handicapped, had to begin 
afresh the work of civilization, after passing through the Aeree 
purgation of fire that now awaited it.
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A. D. 1 6 0 0  TO A. D. 1 7 0 0

Summary of progress during this period

The material and moral decline described in the foregoing 
chapter had been accompanied by an extraordinary weakening 
of all established institutions except the crown. The Cortes of 
Castile became quite eífete, and after the time of Olivares even 
the Cortes of Aragón, Catalonia, and Valencia shared in the 
universal enfeeblement. The town councils, which had been the 
real unit of government, had now become completely corrupt, and 
lost all power of combination. The nobles—an ever-growing 
class through the lavish grants and sales of privileges — now 
formed a bureaucracy rather than an aristocracy, and were only 
intent individually upon the plunder of office, high or low. All 
other industry, except the rough labour of production for local 
consumption, was practically dead. The wines, oil, fruit, etc., 
raised in the south and east could only be exported from harbours 
adjoining the places of growth, and this trade, when not pro- 
hibited—as it practically was during a long portion of this period 
—was mainly in the hands of foreigners. Much of the specie 
which still found its way to Spain from America was sent 
abroad to pay for the maintenance of the armies abroad, or was 
concealed by those to whom it belonged; but as Spain herself 
was now unable to supply her colonies with goods, a consider
able contraband trade existed between Spanish America and 
other countries, and much of the silver never reached Spain at all.

The idleness, extravagance, and frivolity of the people reached 
their lowest depth at the end of the period now under review. 
Materially they were ruined, their prestige was gone, and their 
territory was melting away; but, as on previous occasions of 
national degeneracy, their luxurious love of pleasure led to an 
outburst of literary and artistic activity which gave to Spain in 
this period its golden age.

Summary of what Spain did for the world in this period

Spain offered no high spiritual ideal to the rest of the world 
now. Her colonies still stimulated subjects of other countries 
to exploration, trade, plunder, and conques!, and thus indirectly
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added to the world’s wealth; but Spain herself had nothing to 
show but broken ambitions, boastful pretensions, and national 
impotence. But though this was the case, the world’s debt to her 
is greater at this period than at any other; for in it Don Quixote 
was pubhshed, the Spanish stage inaugurated the modern drama; 
and while Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Calderón, and Quevedo 
wrote for all the worid, Velasquez, Ribera, Murillo, and Zurbaran 
pamted for all time.
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C H A PTER  X I I

THE ARREST OF TH E DECLINE— THE FIN A L DECAY AND 

RESURRECTION

Accession of Philip V—The wars oí succession— T̂he French influ- 
ence—Princess des Ursins— T̂he treaty of Utrecht—Elizabeth 
Farnese and her wars—Death of Philip—Loss of Flanders—Fer
nando VI—Social, political, and intellectual condition of the 
people— T̂he era of reform—Charles III—^Vast improvements ef- 
fected— T̂he Jesuits—Reaction—Death of Charles III—Charles IV, 
and Godoy—Spain a satellite of France— T̂he royal family at Ba- 
yonne— T̂he Peninsular War—Fernando V II and the Constitution 
—The return of despotism—Isabel II and Don Carlos— T̂he reign 
of Isabel—The revolution—Alfonso X II—Conclusión.

T h e  will of Charles II , leaving the Spanish crown to 
Philip, Duke of Anjou, was the most important event in the 
history of Europe since the Reformation. All the nations 
of Christendom entered into the struggle, because upon the 
issue of it seemed to depend the dominión of the Mediter- 
ranean, the fate of Flanders, the expansión of English ship- 
ping and commerce, the future of Italy, the existence of Hol- 
land as a State, and, finally, the great question whether the 
Teutón or the Latin methods should hold sway over two con- 
tinents. It was this latter consideraron that finally divided 
the forces on both sides and led to the inevitable compromise; 
but for the first few months Europe stood as if stunned at 
the shock of the coming contest, while combinations were 
being perfected, and the French king finally made up his 
mind as to the attitude he should assume in order to attain 
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his objects. Upon his decisión very much depended. If he 
had been able to persuade the whole of tlie powers to his 
scheme of partition, in order that France should extend her 
territory over north Italy and Spain as far south as the Ebro, 
the French nation itself would have been aggrandized; and 
if Louis was to employ national forces in the coming fight this 
seemed the object most easily attainable. But the emperor 
had insisted upon the whole inheritance for his son, and to 
the young French prince the whole inheritance had been left. 
The knotty point for Louis, aged as he was, to decide was, 
whether it was worth while that he should fight half of Europe, 
and perhaps exhaust his own country, for the purpose of 
seating upon a neighbouring throne a member of his family, 
whose descendants in a generation or two at most could not 
fail to identify themselves with Spanish interests and repudi- 
ate French influence. In short, Louis X IV  was called upon 
to resolve whether he should employ French resources to 
benefit the French nation or to aggrandize his own house, 
and he chose the latter course. “ Gentlemen,” he said at 
last, presenting his young grandson to his assembled court, 
“ this is the King of Spain.” The fíat of the roí soleil had 
gone forth, the word which Europe breathlessly awaited was 
pronounced, and the issues were now clear.

The handsome, bright-faced lad of seventeen, thenceforth 
Philip V, stood first on Spanish soil in the opening days of 
the new century (January 28, 1701), and all Spain received 
him with acclamation, for he carne the embodiment of a new 
national Ufe. Even rebel Catalonia, where the Germán 
Prince of Hesse-Darmstadt was viceroy, pronounced at once 
for the Frenchman, and the first decree signed by the new 
sovereign when he crossed the Pyrenees was the dismissal 
of Hesse-Darmstadt in favour of Portocarrero’s nephew, the 
Count of La Palma. The widow of Charles I I  was banished 
from court, with all the friends of the Austrian, and the 
French partisans, Portocarrero, Arias, and Ubilla, were ap-
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pointed ministers. But the real governor oí Spain in these 
first days was the Duke de Harcourt, the French ambassa- 
dor, who took his place in the Spanish council, as hencefor- 
ward all his successors were intended to do. “ II n’y a plus 
de Pyrénées,” said Louis, and politically and socially he meant 
it. For many years past clever ministers, agents, and spies 
had provided him with the most minute information with 
regard to the shortcomings and peculiarities oí the oíd Span
ish System oí government,* and he had long ago determined 
to extend French methods and practice to Spain. Porto- 
carrero was a willing instrument, for he was anxious to please 
his masters, and it was obvious that a radical reform in this 
administraron was absolutely needful. The people at large 
were, as usual, in glowing hopes that the newcomer would 
sweep away all the starvation and misery that had grown up 
under the bad oíd régimé, for the fame of his grandfather’s 
power and splendour had already captivated the imagination 
of Spaniards.

Necessary as strict economy was for the country, the dras- 
tic measures of retrenchment adopted in all branches of 
national expenditure naturally drove into opposition to the 
new order the hosts of people who had benefited by the oíd 
corrupt State of affairs, and the fact that the reforms carne 
in a French guise gave a powerful lever to those who 
fomented discontent. The measures adopted were also in 
many cases injudicious; such, for instance, as that giving to 
peers of France the same privileges in Spain as the native 
grandees. The country, moreover, was flooded with French- 
men of all ranks, who gave themselves airs of superiority on 
the strength of their common nationality with the monarch. 
The Spanish ministers, too, were jealous, and desirous, espe- 
cially Portocarrero, of monopolizing influence over the king,

* His instructions to his agents will be found in Recueil des In- 
structions aux Ambassadeurs Fran?ais en Espagne and the reports 
in the Villars and Harcourt correspondence.
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and with this object they competed with each other in sub- 
servience to the Frencli.

Soon the populace began to growl, as an ever-increasing 
nuniber oí Frenchmen jostled them in the streets, filled the 
public offices, and monopolized all branches oí trade; and at 
the Cortes of Castile, called together to recognise Philip as 
king in May, 1701, a demand was made that the representa- 
tives of the people should be consulted as to the sweeping 
financial reforms that were being made by the new French 
finance minister Orry. But the system of Louis X IV  did 
not contémplate any efíective control by the taxpayer over 
the expenditure, and the demand was refused. It was the 
class of nobles who suffered most—and justly so—from these 
reforms, since they had for centuries evaded taxation and had 
solely benefited from the oíd abuses, and it was naturally this 
class which led the opposition to Philip. The parties in Spain 
were thus gradually separating for the fray which had already 
been commenced by the emperor. Louis X IV  had attracted 
the unstable Duke of Savoy to his side by arranging a mar- 
riage between Philip V  and the duke’s daughter, Marie Louise 
of Savoy, and the bridegroom was to meet his new queen at 
Barcelona, after taking the oath in the respective capitals to 
observe the privileges of Aragón and Catalonia. He was 
received in both Cortes with enthusiasm, though to his an- 
noyance he had to bargain for the supplies they voted him; 
and then, while awaiting the arrival of his bride, he set to 
Work to send re-enforcements to his kingdom of Naples, 
where the emperor had succeeded in raising a revolt.

France and Austria were already at issue in the north of 
Italy ; England and Holland, although they had at first prom- 
ised to recognise Philip, were prepared to join in the fray, 
and it was evident that the struggle was about to commence. 
The young king was spirited and courageous, and after a few 
months in Barcelona with the brave little Savoyarde who had 
become his wife, himself started for Naples and Sicily to fight
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for his Crown, sending Marie Louise as his regent to Madrid. 
The girl—she was only fourteen—was a person o£ exceptional 
ability and firmness, but she had by her side one of the clever- 
est women in Europe, Anne Marie de la Tremonille, Prin- 
cess des Ursins, who had been sent as her mentor in the inter- 
ests of France by Louis X IV , or rather by Madame de Main- 
tenon. Thenceforward for years, during the most troublous 
crisis of Spain’s fate, she did more for the country and for 
the young king and queen than all the ministers put together. 
Manners and moráis were reformed, light and brightness 
penetrated where gloom and ignorance alone had existed be- 
fore. The widowed Anne de la Tremonille had all the un- 
trammelled wit of the highborn French ladies of her time; 
she was a charming correspondent, a tactful, experienced 
woman of the world, and, what was more important than all, 
she was a stateswoman of boldness, penetration, and resource. 
She was a Frenchwoman sent specially to serve French in- 
terests, but she promptly saw that Spaniards hated foreigners, 
and that the people upon whom her young protege’s crown 
depended in the coming struggle were already half mutinous 
at the intrusión of French influence. The whole of Spanish 
society had become disintegrated, the atoms were blindly 
seeking a magnet around which they might collect, and the 
princesa saw that above the waste of waters that had flooded 
and drowned all Spanish institutions, the only firm rock that 
stood out was the traditional reverence of the people for the 
wearer of the crowns of Castile. This was the nucleus around 
which she grouped the new order. Again and again Louis 
X IV  reproached her, quarrelled with her, disgraced her, for 
he considered that she had deserted the interests she had been 
sent to protect. But without the sympathy of the Spanish 
people for the king and queen she knew full well that all 
would be lost, and in defiance of even the irate roi soleil she 
stood firm in defence of Philip and his wife and of Spanish 
traditionSi when everything depended upon her prudence.
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Of the long and intricate Wars of the Spanish Succession, 

which raged in every part of Europe, no account can be given 
here, except so far as they seemed to influence the develop- 
ment of the Spanish people themselves. After fighting 
bravely in Italy against Prince Eugéne, and partially sup- 
pressing the rising in Naples, Philip V  was back again in his 
own capital of Madrid early in 1703 to find himself in the 
thick of the struggle. Marlborough was on the Rhine with 
an English army to support the Austrians and Dutch against 
the French, and a few months before an English fleet of 50 
ships, with an army of 12,000 men, had summoned Cádiz to 
submit to the rightful King of Spain, Charles I I I  of Austria. 
The Spaniards under the oíd réginie, sunk in sloth, and hope- 
less, would doubtless have made but slight resistance. But 
the spirit and vigour of the young queen and her French mis- 
tress of the robes aroused the nation to a sense of duty toward 
the Crown. It was now no question of religión or even of 
nationality of the sovereign, for both the claimants were 
Catholics, and both were foreigners; but almost for the first 
time in the history of the country the stirring note of common 
soil and throne for all Spain was struck by the French party.* 
The spirited little queen turned out her own jewel caskets, 
and by her eloquence drew forth hidden hoards of bishops and 
chapters, of palaces, cathedrals, and convents, and Andalusia 
was placed in a state of defence. The English fleet sailed

* Even if unconsciously, it was felt that the centralizing traditions 
and methods of the French would tend to unify the whole of the 
Spanish realms under the crown of Castile, and it was unquestionably 
this feeling that gave to Philip V his strongest support as soon as 
it carne to be understood that he, under the guidance of the Princesa 
des Ursins, would resist to the death any attempt at partition that 
might be made or proposed even by Louis X IV . This fact also 
explains why it was that Catalonia rallied so powerfully for the 
Archduke Charles, who in sight of the Catalana represented the idea 
of a federal systeni in which autonomy of the realms of Aragón might 
be preserved intact. This is still the point which separates these 
districts from the rest of Spain and marks the different racial tradi
tions of the peoples.
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away to Vigo and captured tlie silver galleons, but Spanish 
soil was saved from invasión.

The Spanish nobles who sided with the Austrian had 
already fled when Philip carne back to his capital, and he was 
able to pursue his work of reorganizing his kingdom without 
open opposition. There was no Cortes called to hamper him, 
but Spaniards of known experience and wisdom were con- 
sulted. The collection and farming of taxes, which had been 
so oppressive, were radically reformed. Irrecoverable oíd 
taxes on land were remitted and the soil brought again into 
cultivation; the army was entirely reformed on the French 
model; economy was enforced everywhere; dress and living 
were simplified by the example of the king, and Spain began 
to quicken already with a new life.

Spanish troops were sent to Flanders and Italy, and while 
the war was raging in its main development in Germany with 
various fortunes, under Marlborough, Eugéne, and Tallard, 
the Austrian claimant landed in Lisbon with royal honours 
(May, 1704) with the intention of invading Spain. But the 
people were now inspired with new energy at the idea of 
resisting invasión. The Spanish Government acted with 
promptitude, and collected a large forcé under Marshal Ber- 
■vvick— ŵho was afterward joined by Philip himself—on the 
Portuguese frontier, and, trampling down resistance, overran 
the greater part of Portugal (1704). Foiled in the attempt to 
dominate Spain from this side, the allies, with an English 
fleet under Rooke, endeavoured to capture Barcelona, but 
failed, though on his way back Rooke surprised and took 
possession of Gibraltar, which was to remain thenceforward 
an English stronghold (July, 1704), notwithstanding pledges 
and promises of the English and the strenuous efforts of the 
Spaniards and French to win it back.

During 1705 the war on the Portuguese border contin- 
ued, the allies under Lord Galway being faced by the French 
and Spaniards under Marshal Tessé, now that Berwick had
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temporarily retired in disgust at the constant interference of 
the French Government. The Earl of Peterborough, also 
with a large forcé of ships and men, reduced various places on 
the Spanish coast, and at last induced the Valencians and 
Catalans to espouse the cause of the Austrian claimant, 
Charles I I I .  These provinces now understood that the French 
centralizing system would mean the unification of their gov- 
ernments with that of Castile, and they were ready to fight to 
the last for the protection of their ancient autonomy. Charles 
I I I  landed at Barcelona under the wing of Peterborough, and 
was proclaimed King of Spain with the utmost enthusiasm, 
and by the end of 1705 he held his sway unchecked over the 
greater part of the realms of Aragón.

The French cause at the same time was beaten in Italy and 
Flanders, by Prince Eugéne and Marlborough respectively,* 
and the critical period of the struggle was now reached, so far 
as concerned the sovereignty of Spain. The final issue de
pended upon the prevailing sympathies of the Spanish people, 
and these sympathies were divided. The nobles were, either 
openly or secretly, in favour of the Austrian, who had been 
accepted as the Champion of the oíd order of things, as against 
the Erench system of reform, and all the local units which 
feared centralization were ready to acclaim Charles I I I  rather 
than Philip V. Philip and his wife had struggled bravely to 
win the hearts of the Spanish people, and they had succeeded 
in the Castiles; but all the rest of Spain was either against 
them or doubtful, and if the allies were to be beaten on Span
ish soil, ruined Castile alone was not powerful enough to do 
it. A piteous appeal for help was sent to Louis X IV , and a 
desperate effort was made to raise fresh forces in Spain itself. 
With an army of 20,000 men Philip endeavoured to win back 
the rebel northeast. The savage Catalans, even the women 
and children, resisted step by step. Philip was at last, after

* Ramillies was fought in May, 1706, and Eugéne vanquished 
Marsin at Turin in September, 1706.
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months of persistent struggle, on the point of capturing Bar
celona (May, 1706) when an English fleet appeared outside 
the liarbour, and his army fled precipitately. The king him- 
self escaped over the French frontier a fugitive until he 
reached Madrid. At the same time his army on the Portu- 
guese frontier was vanquished by the allies under Galway, 
and then indeed all seemed lost. Philip fled to Burgos, while 
Charles I I I  triumphantly entered Madrid as King of Spain. 
But Castile at heart still remained faithful to Philip, and grad- 
ually the position of Charles I I I  became untenable before the 
advance of Berwick and his reorganized forcé, and Philip 
again entered his capital (October, 1706).

Thenceforward the cause of Philip gradually gained 
ground. The spirit and persistence shown by the king and his 
wife won for them fresh sympathies, and by the middle of 1707 
the war was confined to the realms of Aragón, w’hich liad to 
be conquered piecemeal by the armies raised in the rest of 
Spain. The struggle henceforward, though Spaniards knew 
it not at the time, was not so much between two claimants 
for the Crown of Spain as between two antagonistic racial 
traditions: the men of Frankish and Gothic blood with their 
ancient feudal, self-governing assemblies regarding kings as 
elected chiefs, against the Latin Celtiberians, influenced by 
Christianity, with their deeply rooted idea of an equal democ- 
racy under a semisacred Caesar; or, in other words, the Teutón 
against the Latin. At length, in the great battle of Almansa 
(April, 1707), the English and Germans were routed by Ber
wick, and the Austrian was thenceforward, except for a short 
time, confined to the principality of Catalonia. When Valen
cia and Aragón had íinally been conquered Philip V  did what 
even Charles V  had not dared to attempt. With a stroke 
of the pen the autonomy of Aragón was swept away, and the 
ambition of Fernando the Catholic was thus finally extin- 
guished, for his realm could no longer hope to use the rest 
of Spain for its ends. While Philip thus prospered in Spain
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the Bourbon cause was suffering defeat after defeat at the 
hands of Marlborough in Flanders, and by the spring of 1710 
it became evident that all parties to the struggle were ex- 
hausted, and that peace was vitally necessary.

With the consolidation of Philip’s cause in Spain the 
Spaniards liad again become jealous of the Frenchmen, whose 
efforts had raade success possible, and the king had been 
forced to appoint solely Spanish ministers of the oíd greedy 
class of nobles. This had resulted in renewed confusión in the 
administration, and the consequent poverty forced even 
Philip V  to listen to talk of peace. When he learned, how- 
ever, that his grandfather’s plans included the recognition of 
his Austrian rival as King of Spain and the Indies, leaving 
Philip only Sicily and Sardinia, both he and his Spanish sub- 
jects indignantly rejected any such solution, and again the 
war proceeded. Renewed sacrifices were máde by France 
and Spain, and once more Spanish enthusiasm was raised to 
fever heat by the king’s appeal to the loyalty of his subjects. 
Once again the allies were victorious in Valencia and Cata- 
lonia, and Philip’s armies were driven back, while Charles I I I  
re-entered his sulky capital of Madrid (September, 1710). 
But this was his last effort. The Protestant English and 
Germán troops, who protected him, insulted the faith and 
desecrated the churches; Charles himself was unpopular, and 
when he fled on the advance of a French army over the 
Pyrenees it was to return to Madrid no more.

Under Vendóme the French and Philip now advanced 
from victory to victory; and when, by the death of his 
brother Joseph, Charles became emperor, the whole situation 
suddenly changed. The alliance fell to pieces, for none of the 
powers wished to see Germany controlling Flanders and the 
Mediterranean. All parties were tired of the long war, and 
after infinite bickering the treaties of Utrecht and Rastadt 
were signed (1713 and 1714) and the map of Europe was 
remade. Spain finally ceded to Austria the fatal inheritance
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while Sicily was to go to Savoy.* Catalonia was abandoned 
by all those who. had supported her in her desperate revolt, 
and was left to the tender mercies of the now undisputed 
King of Spain. Barcelona grimly held out against its sover- 
eign to the last, and had to be desolated by fire and sword 
before it finally lay a bleeding ruin, exhausted and helpless, 
at his feet, and the dearly beloved and costly liberties of 
Catalonia were crushed into the mould of Castile (Septem- 
ber, 1714).

Then at length was Philip of Bourbon really King of all 
Spain. In the long, cruel war the country had passed through 
the furnace, and had emerged with her oíd institutions 
burned clear away except the crown of Castile. The tablet was 
vacant for Philip V  to write upon it what he would. But the 
king was unequal to the great task imposed upon him. Under 
the stress of warlike excitement he was capable of great ener- 
gy, but directly the pressure was removed he fell back into 
a moody inaction, which, as he grew older, developéd into 
lethargic insanity. The strong feminine influence that from 
the first surrounded him had now dominated him completely, 
and when his brave Savoyard wife died (1714) he fell, with- 
out an effort, under the complete control of the oíd Princess 
des Ursins, who ruled Spain unchecked in his- ñame.

Under her able guidance, and with the assistance of the 
French financier Orry, a vast improvement was made in the 
administration, and the country began to smile once more. 
But in order that no strong rival influence should creep in 
to supplant her, the princess conceived the plan of marrying 
the king to a meek young Parmese princess, the niece of the

* As a final result of the subseqtient shuffling of the Italian princi- 
palities, Sardinia was given to Savoy in exchange for Sicily, which, 
with Naples, was retaken from the Austrians by Spain for the benefit 
of the Infante Charles, the eldest son of Philip V by his second 
marriage with Elizabeth Farnese.

468 The Spanish People
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widow of Charles the Bewitched. The principal recommenda- 
tion of Elizabeth Farnese was that Alberoni, the Parmese 
representative, had assured the Princess des Ursins that shé 
had been brought up humbly in the petty Italian court, and 
would be an easy instrument in the hands of the clever 
Frenchwoman. The plot was a cunning and characteristically 
Italian one. The new young queen was in truth an imperious 
virago, who carne to Spain armed by her aunt, the queen 
dowager, with ampie weapons to wreak her vengeance upon 
the French interest that had vanquished her. The appear- 
ance of Elizabeth Farnese over the Pyrenees was the signal 
for the insulting dismissal and banishment of the aged Prin
cess des Ursins, and thenceforward Spain was ruled by the 
feline ecclesiastical methods of the small Italian courts, with 
the solé object of asserting the rights of Elizabeth and her 
children to the Italian principalities she claimed, and for the 
recovery of Spanish influence in the sister Peninsula.

The wars which resulted were in no sense of .Spanish na- 
tional concern, but were purely dynastic and Italian in interest. 
But unhappily Philip V  fell more completely under the control 
of his second wife than of his first, or of the princess, and for 
many years to come the progress of Spain was retarded and 
her resources wasted in struggles by land and sea all over 
Europe, with the main object of aggrandizing the sons of this 
ambitious woman. With this end the queen and her minister 
Alberoni intrigued in every court in Europe, and subsidized 
the Bretón conspiracies against the regent Orleans and the 
Jacobite plots in England. From Sweden toSicilythe network 
of Alberoni’s system of political entanglement spread, and 
within five years of the queen’s arrival in Spain her fleets had 
been beaten by the English (Syracuse, 1718), the French army 
had invaded the Basque provinces and Catalonia, the English 
had occupied the coast of Galicia, and Spain had invaded Sicily 
and was with difficulty holding her own against the Austrians. 
To carry on such a series of operations as this had needed
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vast efiforts and energy on the part of the queen and Alberoni; 
and Spain, now far more prosperous than it had been for many 
years, responded to the calis upon it with enthusiasm, in the 
idea that once more the country was asserting its power over 
Europe. But Alberoni’s reforms had wounded many inter- 
ests; he was at length sacrificed to the attacks oí his enemies 
(December, 1719), and Spain for the first time for many years 
found herself really at peace, even with the emperor, who 
abandoned thenceforward his claim to the Spanish crown.

Elizabeth had found it to her advantage to secure French 
support to the Italian claims of her sons by arranging a series 
of marriages between the two Bourbon branches and French 
influence in Spain for a time again became paramount, to the 
exclusión of the English, which at one time threatened to 
oust it. Among these marriages was that of Philip’s heir, 
Luis, Prince of Asturias, to Louise Elizabeth, daughter of the 
regent Orleans, and that of the young Louis X V  to the infant 
daughter of Philip and Elizabeth. Philip himself, though 
still in early middle age, had now sunk into a condition of 
religious melancholy bordering upon Ittnacy. He had suc- 
ceeded in introducing French dress and manners into the 
higher classes of his subjects, but had himself apparently 
absorbed much of the gloomy mysticism of the Spanish form 
of devotion. The whole of his existence was passed in a 
changeless routine of prayer and domesticity in the company 
of his wife. To divert his thoughts a splendid palace in imi- 
tation of Versailles was built at La Granja, upon which vast 
sums were squandered, and also in collecting pictures and 
sculpture from every country in Europe to adorn his saloons. 
But it was all unavailing, and as he sank in deeper despond- 
ency the French priests around him had less difíiculty in per- 
suading him of the vanity of all earthly things, and in inclin- 
ing him to abdicate in favour of his son Luis. Elizabeth 
dared not oppose this too openly, for the Spaniards were 
already restive at the cost of her wars; and Spain was as-
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tounded to hear one morning (January, 1724) that the king 
had sworn to renounce his crown for ever, and live a prívate 
life henceforward in his palace in the mountains oí Segovia.

It was soon seen that the boy King Luis and his impru- 
dent and reckless young French wife were after all but pup- 
pets in the hands oí the clever Italian queen dowager, and 
once again Europe was ready to burst into flame at Eliza- 
beth Farnese’s insistence in prematurely pushing her son 
Charles into possession of the duchy oí Tuscany, to the ultí
mate succession of which his claim had been acknowledged 
by the powers. In the midst of the difficulty the young King 
Luis died, after seven months’ reign, at the age of seventeen 
(August, 1724). Philip was in sore distress that he should 
thus have again to take up the burden which he had solemnly 
renounced for ever; but his second son, and next heir, was 
a child; his wife was insistent, and the wretched man once 
more became King of Spain, to the almost open discontent 
of his subjects, who understood that the power behind him 
was Elizabeth Farnese, and that Spain would again be bled to 
exhaustion to provide Italian thrones for her sons.

In the meanwhile the regent Orleans had died, and the 
changed régimé in France had led to the rupture of the mar- 
riage contracta that had been made of Louis X V  with a Span- 
ish princess, and of the Infante Charles with Orleans’s daugh- 
ter. It was evident that Elizabeth would now be unable to 
rely upon French aid for her objects, and she took a bold 
course, which surprised the world. For a quarter of century 
the dispute of the Spanish succession had kept the house 
of Austria and Philip V  at enmity. By means of a crafty 
Dutch minister named Ripperdá a cióse alliance was now 
effected between them. The house of Hanover in England 
was to be deposed and the Stuarts restored; the Catholic re
ligión was again to assert supremacy in Europe; and Eng
land and Holland were to be ruined. Spanish, American, and 
Oriental trade were to be monopolized by Austria through
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Ostend and Trieste, and the great days of Spain were to come 
again, if boasting and sentiment could bring them. It was a 
pretty plot, for which Spain was to pay everything and to get 
nothing but the recognition by Austria of the Infante 
Charles’s succession to his Italian dukedom. But Ripperdá 
deceived everybody— even the queen—as to the real terms 
of the treaty and as to the extent of the emperor’s compli- 
ance, and his fall was as meteoric as his rise (1726).

He is mentioned here mainly for one reason. Hitherto the 
reforms which had taken place in Spain had been principally 
administrative. The public funds were now collected and 
spent with comparative honesty, but the system of raising 
revenue was practically the same. The native industry, art, 
and commerce of Spain were reduced to almost nothing, and 
most of the work, such as it was, was done by foreigners. It 
was Ripperdá who first broke through the evil tradition and 
endeavoured to set Spaniards to work again. Subsidized fae
tones for weaving cloth were started at Segovia and else- 
where, bounties were given for shipbuilding, duties were abol- 
ished on certain raw materials from abroad, and a host of 
skilled foreign artisans were brought to Spain to instruct 
native workmen in the industries the latter had forgotten. 
Ripperdá’s measures were wise, and in the main successful, 
but they hastened his fall; for Spaniards were bitterly jeal- 
ous of foreigners, and as yet had to learn the lesson that work 
alone means national wealth.

Though the minister fell, the alliance with Austria con- 
tinued, and in 1727 Spain found herself again at war with 
England, until it was seen that Spanish interests were sim- 
ply being sacrificed to Austrian ends, and a peace was then 
made (1729) which completely isolated the emperor, and gave 
England the slave monopoly and freedom to trade in the 
Spanish colonies. By the aid of England the young Infante 
Charles was peacefully established in his mother’s duchy of 
Parma, and Elizabeth Farnese’s object was thus far attained
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(1732). But this was not enough for her. Spain was com- 
paratively strong now, and by the clever intrigues oí her min- 
isters and the queen she had gained an influence in Europe 
far greater than that warranted by her actual strength. The 
emperor was busy with Poland; Naples and Sicily were dis- 
contented under his rule, and again Spain was wantonly 
plunged into war for the purpose of seizing these two king- 
doms for thé Infante Charles.

A peace was patched up in 1735, over Elizabeth Farnese’s 
head, by France and Austria, by which Charles was recog- 
nised as King of Naples and Sicily on his renunciation of 
Parma and the succession of Tuscany, to the great annoyance 
of the queen, who had younger sons for whom she wished to 
provide. But the state of Spanish feeling was such that she 
was forced to afíect compliance, and bidé her time until cir- 
cumstances allowed her to drag her husband’s country once 
more into war.

A Word must be said here respecting the man who, above 
all others, had enabled Spain, since the fall of Ripperdá, to 
assume this new commanding position in the world. The 
good results produced, even during the destructive wars of 
succession, by the efforts of the enlightened French methods 
in Spain had opened the eyes of a few of the educated Span- 
iards of the higher class to the backwardness of their country 
as a nation, and the minister who for the last ten years had 
entirely controlled affairs was the most eminent of this new 
school of Spaniards, José Patiño. A statesman and diplo- 
matist of the first rank, as it was necessary that he 
should be to hold his own with Walpole, Koningseg, and 
Fleury, he was greater still as an economist. He saw that if 
protection and preference could be given to Spanish trade 
with America the heavy burdens which had ruined the 
mother country might be lifted. His first effort, therefore, 
was to revive Spanish shipping, and in a marvellously short 
space of time he was able by bounties and subsidies to send
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from Cádiz squadron after squadron of well-appainted ves- 
seis, and, to the expressed dismay of the English ambassador,* 
to make Spain respected at sea. The American trade again 
began to reach Spain, for foreign goods were heavily handi- 
capped by Patiño; chartered companies were founded; the 
remittances of silver were now regular, and larger in amount 
than before; bounties and subsidies were given to Spanish 
factories; f contraband was attacked ruthlessly; and by the 
time Patiño died (1736) the naval power of the country was 
both formidable and aggressive and commerce liad revived. 
The attempt to suppress buccaneering and the great contra
band trade, of which Jamaica was the centre, once more 
brought Spain into hostilities with England in 1739. The 
sacking of Porto Bello by Vernon was answered by a great 
outburst of naval activity in Spain. England found herself 
faced by a new maritime power which was able to inflict seri- 
ous damage upon her trade and, in unión with France, to 
threaten her coasts. There was, unfortunately, no one strong 
enough, now that Patiño was dead, to hold in check the ambi- 
tion of Elizabeth for her sons; and when the emperor died, 
in 1740, and the great dispute for the Austrian succession 
commenced, the chance of successful fishing in troubled 
waters again drew the Queen of Spain into the vortex of 
the struggle.

* Sir Benjamín Keene wrote to Newcastle many times expressing 
his alarm at the wonderful efforts of Patiño in this direction. “ He 
has,” he wrote, “ all the treasury at his disposal, and all the money 
that does not go to Italy to serve the queen’s ends is spent in build- 
ing ships.”

t  The importation of manufactured goods from abroad was either 
partially or entirely forbidden, and at one time Philip gave the 
strictest orders that every functionary and servant of the State should 
dress in textures woven in Spain alone. The sumptuary “ pragmatic ” 
of 1723 was extremely severe in this matter, and enjoined quietness 
and modesty of attire to all classes, in order that the money spent in 
dress might remain in Spain, where the ordinary cloth which was pre- 
scribed for wear could be made.
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For the next six years Spain was at war with Austria in 

Italy and with England in the Mediterránea!!, in unión suc- 
cessively with Savoy and France, the solé object to be gained 
by Spain being the establishment of Elizabeth’s second son, 
Philip, as sovereign of Parma and Tuscany, and such other 
territories as could be won. In July, 1746, the Bourbon cause 
seemed to have been finally vanquished by the terrible defeat 
of the Spaniards and French at Piacenza. The Spanish peo- 
pie were in deep discontent at the costly struggle thus forced 
upon them at a time when the Spanish statesmen of the new 
school were striving their utmost to revive industrial pros- 
perity, and it was seen that the improvement that was being 
effected by their eííorts was to a great extent nullified by 
the constant wars, which demanded every ducat of the in- 
creased revenue to forward the ambition of the queen. The 
king himself had now sunk into despairing self-neglect and 
gloomy sloth, so that the queen disposed of the nation with- 
out any restraining influence.

But at last, in the face of such a defeat as that of Piacenza 
and the intimation of Louis X V  that he would fight no longer 
to place a Spanish infante on a north Italian throne, Eliza- 
beth was forced to listen to negotiations for peace. In 
the midst of the negotiations Philip V  suddenly died, and 
for two years longer the war raged in Italy, while the end- 
less discussions were proceeding as to the división of the 
territories.

But the power of Elizabeth Farnese had gone, now that 
lier apathetic husband had disappeared from the scene. Fer
nando V I, who succeeded as king, was the son of Philip by 
his first marriage, and though he was magnanimous and good 
to his stepmother, he knew how vital peace was for Spain, 
and he was determined that, cost what it might to his half- 
brothers, peace should prevail in his time. His wife, too, a 
princess of Braganza, was a stronger spirit than he, and kept 
Elizabeth at bay; and finally (1748) the peace of Aix-la-Cha-
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pelle was signed, by which the Infante Philip was forced to 
content himself with the duchies of Parma and Piacenza, and 
a year later a sepárate treaty between Spain and England set- 
tled all the outstanding questions between them.

Thus, after fifty years of almost uninterrupted war, Spain 
found herself shorn of the whole of her fatal European pos- 
sessions. Flanders, Luxemburg, Naples, Sicily, Sardinia, 
liad all gone. The country was once more reduced to its 
natural proportions, and able to attend to its home and colo
nial development, which, as we have seen, had been thrown 
hopelessly in the background when Spain was dragged into 
the position of a central European power. The vitality of the 
Spanish race itself had been abundantly proved by the fact 
that, in the face of the awful sufferings and interminable sac- 
rifices entailed upon it by the errors and ambition of its rulers, 
the country had quickened into new life at the creation of the 
fresh sentimental ideal of unified territory and throne, to 
take the place of the dead dream of spiritual dictation to 
the World.

The last fifty years had been a period of intellectual and 
material improvement, but the improvement was exotic. It 
had been imposed upon the country in virtue of ideas brought 
from abroad, and formed no part of the natural development 
of the people. Spaniards accepted obediently, though often 
unwillingly and always ignorantly, the reforms dictated to 
them, and even enjoyed and gloried in the increased power 
and prosperity which were the result, but the intellectual 
standards of the people at large had not materially changed. 
They were still inert, superstitious, and ignorant; still de- 
tested foreigners and foreign fashions. The better classes 
had, in obedience to pragmatics and the example of the king, 
adopted periwigs and cocked hats instead of side locks and 
broad brims. The stifí, curved collar, called a golilla, which 
had been universal in and peculiar to Spain for a century, had 
given place to lace cravats and jabots; French cookery and
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French books were affected by people of fashion, and French 
furniture filled the saloons of the nobles in the capitals, but 
the people themselves went on their way untouched by such 
innovations, wearing cloaks and sombreros, doublets and 
trunk hose, and scorning periwigs and clouded canes. The 
eternal olla with cabbage and chick-peas, the grapes, the olive 
oil, the garlic, the fine cióse white bread, and the gazpacho 
in the South, were the foods of the nation, as they had been 
since the time of the Romans. Valencians ate their saffron 
rice, Estremadurans their famous sausage, and Andalusians 
their tunny fish, as they had done for a thousand years, and do 
unchanged to-day.

Personally Philip V  himself had done little good for Spain, 
for he was sensual and lethargic unless aroused by great 
crises, but he had come as the representative of a more mod- 
ern and enlightened set of ideas than had ruled in the time 
of the Austrian kings, and his advent had aroused new energy 
and hope in the nation. His weakness had involved Spain in 
the ruinous and prolonged series of wars she had undertaken 
at the bidding of Elizabeth Farnese, but his freedom from the 
oíd Spanish tradition of dependence upon noble court favour- 
ites had enabled him to choose really good and honest minis- 
ters like Orry, Patino, and Ustariz, who had purified the 
administration and considerably lightened the burden of 
taxation upon the individual Citizen. It is true that the 14 per 
cent tax upon every sale and the oppressive millions excise 
upon food existed still, but they were now largely commuted 
by municipal quotas, and tax farmers, usurers, and special 
tribunals no longer drove the taxpayer to utter despair. After 
the abolition of the Valencian autonomy an interesting ex- 
periment was made in taxation there (1717), which for a time 
was much in favour with economists, and was strongly advo- 
cated for the whole of Spain. This was the substitution of 
a single tax upon salt, for the whole of the sepárate sources 
of revenue that had thitherto existed. All tolls, octrois, ex-
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cises, etc., were cleared away, tlie coast customliouses and 
the salt tax providing the whole contribution of the king- 
dom of Valencia to the national exchequer. The result was 
an enormous increase in the production of Valencian textiles, 
mostly silks, the looms increasing in number from 300 in 1717 
to 2,000 in 1722.

As has been remarked, the establishment of chartered 
companies, bounties, preferential treatment of Spanish trade, 
and other devices had in the later years of Philip V  greatly 
increased the industrial movement of the country in nearly 
all directions, but it must be borne in mind that all these 
were in the nature of artificial stimulants, administered from 
without. The improvement they produced, though great, 
was unnatural, inasmuch as it did not spring from the energy 
or intelligence of those who were most deeply concerned, or 
from the natural action of industry freed from trammels and 
disabilities.

Philip had been bold and strong enough to assert his su- 
premacy over the temporal management of the Church in 
Spain, and to check sternly the attempts of the papacy to 
encroach upon his prerogatives. The Holy Inquisition was 
made to understand that it was answerable to the sovereign 
for the way in which its great powers were exercised, but still 
the monks and friars, idle and insolent, flocked everywhere, 
checking, as far as they dared, the introduction of learning 
or enlightenment from abroad, and almost entirely evading 
the burden of taxation, though the ecclesiastical possessions 
and foundations now included nearly a half of the whole soil 
of the country.

But with all these drawbacks the advance of the national 
revenue was extraordinary. At the accession of Philip the 
annual amount collected did not exceed ¿1,400,000, whereas 
before his death it reached ¿2,500,000. It is needless to say 
that the expenditure grew in a still greater ratio, in conse- 
quence of the continued wars and of the extravagance of
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Philip and his second wife in building the vast palaces of La 
Granja and Madrid, the latter to replace the oíd Alcázar, 
destroyed by fire, and in purchasing the prodigious number 
of Works of art which they added to the already large col- 
lection in the royal palaces.*

Philip had brought from the elegant court of Versailles 
worthy ideas as to the duty of a sovereign to patronize art 
and letters, and from the earliest days of his reign he held 
out to Spanish literature the helping hand it sorely needed. 
In 1714 the Royal Spanish Academy was founded, and the 
famous dictionary of the Castilian language, which remains 
to this day the standard authority, was published twelve years 
afterward. The National Library, the Royal Academy of 
History, and the School of Nobles in Madrid also owe their 
foundation to Philip V, and under his patronage Spanish let
ters began once more to raise their head from the abject neg- 
lect in which they lay. Father Feijoo, a Benedictine, a keen 
critic (Teatro Critico and Cartas Eruditas), though attacked 
bitterly by old-fashioned Spaniards for his supposed scep- 
ticism, opened to his countrymen a new vein of thought and 
speculation in the free familiar style which had become fash- 
ionable in England and France under the influence of Addi- 
son, Steele, and Descartes, while Gregorio Mayans did much 
to rescue from oblivion the works of great Spaniards who 
had gone before.

It will thus be seen that materially and intellectually Spain 
advanced considerably, though unfortunately in most cases 
still on a false path, during the reign of the weak-willed but 
well-meaning man who had seated the house of Bourbon on 
the throne, but politically the State of the people had deterio- 
rated rather than advanced during the same period. The form 
and framework of representative institutions had disappeared 
in every part of Spain— except to a limited extent in the

* A list of their purchases will be found in Don Pedro Madrazo’s 
iViage Artístico, Barcelona, 1884.
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Basque * provinces, and in the ceremonial assembly of the 
Cortes of Castile—and a puré undisguised despotism of the 
French pattern had been substituted. That this change had 
excited so little opposition in most parts of Spain was due to 
the fact that it was not entirely out of harmony with the Chris- 
tianized Latin-Iberian ideal; but it had this disadvantage, that 
it had not retained—as it had done even in France—any 
shadow of a connecting link between the irresponsible despot 
and the mass of the people. The ancient Spanish link had 
been the autonomous towns and their representatives in the 
Cortes of Castile, but the town councils in Spain had become 
effete as representative bodies, and the Cortes were dead. 
There remained therefore only a supreme king, advised by an 
informal council of his own capricious choice, or by a minister 
responsible only to him. There was no constitutional way for 
the people to approach the king, for the nobles had lost their 
feudal rights—never strong in Castile—and possessed as a 
class no political power or influence whatever. It will thus be 
seen that there was no stability in the foundations upon which 
the new order of things in Spain had been reared. The people 
were being governed, and to some extent improved, but they 
themselves took no part in the process beyond submitting 
obediently, and the national decadence had only been ar- 
rested, not ended, for no permanent renaissance was possi- 
ble unless evolved by natural process from the hearts and 
traditions of the people.

This was the nation over which Fernando V I, at the age 
of thirty-four, was called to rule in 1746. He was known to 
be enlightened, generous, and just, though by no means a 
genius, and neither he ñor his clever wife. Barbara of Bra- 
ganza, had any inflated ambition for their country. They 
saw that the great desiderata for Spaniards were first peace,

* The Kings of Spain are only Lords of Biscay, and the provinces 
retained their financial and political autonomy nntil the last Carlist 
war. , ,
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and next the uplifting of tlie people. Peace was wisely and 
prudently made, and thenceforward íor the whole of his reign 
Fernando V I and his wife seconded the eíforts of his great 
ministers, Carvajal and the Marquis of Ensenada, to draw the 
country along the path of civilization and enlightenment. It 
was a time, be it recollected, when already new views of 
human rights and duties were being propagated by the let- 
tered class throughout Europe, a time of busy speculation. 
Thought, at last, was breaking the fetters that arrogance and 
bigotry imposed upon it, and claiming aloud the right of all 
human creatures to work out their destinies according to their 
lights, free from the arbitrary interference of others. Few 
could yet see clearly how far such theories were capable of 
being carried, and the generous thought of the universal 
right of God’s creatures to earthly happiness had seized upon 
some of the best and most enlightened minds of the century. 
That the governed should demand a share in dictating the 
means by which their welfare should be attained, had as yet 
not been dreamed of, at least in Spain, and the enlightened 
ministers of Fernando V I did their best by despotic decrees 
to bring renewed prosperity to an inert nation whose whole 
history had rendered it distrustful of novelty.

There were two distinct currents of policy in the Spanish 
court, led respectively by the two ministers who divided be- 
tween them the government of Spain— Carvajal, who was of 
English noble descent, being consistently in favour of a cióse 
friendship between England and Spain, while Ensenada, a 
man of humble origin, but of far greater attainments and abil- 
ity than his colleague, strove for an alliance with France 
alone. These opposing influences in the government made of 
Madrid at this period a centre of intrigue directed by the 
French ambassador. Duras, on one side, and by the English 
ambassador, Sir Benjamin Keene, on the other; and not only 
were the two Spanish ministers thus kept at cross-purposes 
with regard to their foreign policy, but the indolence and

32
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dilettante tastes of the king gave occasion for the formation 
of palace diques and backstairs influences, whicli still further 
complicated the intrigues of the rival powers.*

In the intricate tnanoeuvres by which both England and 
France endeavoured to draw Spain to their side during the 
impending war between them the king’s half-brothers, the 
King of Naples and the Duke of Parma, sided with the 
French and endeavoured to drive Spain into a war against 
England. This gave an opportunity for the English party 
to widen the already wide breach between Fernando and the 
sons of Elizabeth Farnese, for whom Spain had already suf- 
fered so much; for Charles of Naples, heir to the crown of 
Spain, was thus early giving himself airs of proprietorship, 
which augured ill for the relations between his country and 
England when he should succeed his brother. But Car
vajal was too patriotic and wise to allow Spain to be 
pledged unduly even to England; and Fernando, if firm 
in nothing else, was so in the matter of preserving peace. 
When Carvajal died, in 1752, it seemed for a moment 
as if Spain would after all be dragged by Charles of Naples, 
Ensenada, and Duras into war for the benefit of France, but 
fortunately a counterbalancing influence was found by the 
friends of peace who influenced the king. Richard Wall, an 
Irishman, the Spanish ambassador in England, had been bit- 
terly attacked by the French party for the activity with which 
he had seconded Carvajal’s efforts, and now, after a hard 
struggle, he was appointed to succeed his chief as minister in 
Madrid. His coming portended the downfall of Ensenada. 
The new minister found that his colleague had already con- 
cluded a secret treaty with France, and was subsidizing oppo- 
sition to England in America without the king’s knowledge,

* Father Rabago, the king’s Jesuit confessor, was at the head of 
a camarilla which often acted quite independently of the ofñcial min- 
isters, while Farinelli, the famous Italian singer who had capdvated 
the king and queen, was constantly used for political end .̂
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and this gave an excuse for the arrest and deportation oí 
Ensenada and the fall of the French party (1754). Ensenada 
was extremely impopular, both for his ostentatious extrava- 
gance, which recalled the bloated favourites of the oíd time, 
and for the innovations which he had so actively forced upon 
his backward countrymen, and his disgrace was welcomed 
by the great majority of them. But there is no doubt that 
more was effected by Ensenada to bring Spain abreast of 
other nations than by any minister that had preceded him. 
He had recognised that one of the first needs of the country 
was the facilitation of means of communication. Spanish 
roads had been allowed to fall into utter decay, mostly being 
now mere bridle tracks impassable in bad weather. An at- 
tempt was made by Ensenada to render the main roads, at 
least, practicable. A great number of young Spaniards of 
the middle and upper classes were sent, at the cost of the 
State, to study in foreign capitals and bring back modern 
ideas on Science, art, and letters. On the other hand, emi- 
nent naval, mechanical, and hydraulic engineers were brought 
from France and England to resuscitate Spanish manufac
tures; botanists, naturalists, metallurgists, and mining ex- 
perts, like Bowle and Ker, were attracted to turn to account 
the natural resources of the country.* The rich Spanish 
mines, of which little had been made for centuries, were now 
actively worked on a royalty of 3 J per cent to the state, and 
a large revenue was drawn from them, and the American 
mines were opened on a similar plan. Agriculture was re- 
vived by the construction of irrigation canals and by relieving

* How necessary it was to make a supreme efíort to improve in- 
struction in Spain is seen in the course oí a report written by Ense
nada to Fernando V I : “ I know not of a single professorship existing 
in public law, experimental physics, anatomy, or botany. There are 
no correct geographical charts of Spain or the provinces, ñor is there 
any one who knows how to engrave them. The only maps we have 
are the imperfect ones which come from France and Holland, and 
we therefore are ignorant of the true positions of our towns and their 
distance from one another. This is a disgrace to us.”
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it of some oí the burdens that oppressed it. Subsidies and 
bounties to manufactured goods, and privileges granted to 
foreign master-craftsmen establishing factories in Spain once 
more brought some amount of prosperity to industry. Spain 
was now in possession of an entirely newly constructed and 
organized navy of the first class, which, although it owed its 
existence to Ensenada’s persistent enmity to England, yet 
marked a great advance in the power of Spain to safeguard 
her own commercial and maritime interests. The minister’s 
favourite plan of a solé tax falling upon all citizens was 
doomed to failure, but at least the theory led to the simplifi- 
cation of taxation and to sounder ideas with regard to the 
incidence of the national burdens, and later produced notable 
results.

Under such enlightened ministers and so peace-loving a 
king the revenue of the State as well as the wealth and stand
ard of comfort of prívate citizens rose rapidly. The treasury 
receipts increased in the eight years prior to 1750 by 5,000,000 
ducats per annum to 27,000,000, while the revenues from the 
colonies were doubled (from 3,000,000 to 6,000,000); and the 
increase of cloth and silk weaving was so great in the period 
that practically the whole of the American demand for cloth 
was now supplied from Spanish looms. There was, indeed, 
hardly a branch of human knowledge or activity with which 
Ensenada did not endeavour to endow Spain, from the study 
of the Arable manuscripts of the Escorial and the investiga- 
tion of Spanish antiquities to the perfection of naval construc- 
tion and astronomical observation. It will be easily under- 
stood that great as these efforts were, they failed to touch im- 
mediately the vast mass of the humbler citizens or to remedy 
at once the evils resulting from centuries of war and misgov- 
ernment. The transport of food produce liad been rendered 
free of tolls, and a few of the roads had been made passable, 
but the millions excise tax and the alcabalas still blighted pro- 
duction, notwithstanding Ensenada, and the dead hand of ec-
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clesiastical and aristocratic perpetual entail still clutched the 
land and doomed it to infertility.* After the death of Car
vajal and Ensenada attempts were still made continuously to 
draw Spain into the war between England and France. But 
Keene and the French ambassador charmed in vain. Fer
nando offered a deaf éar to the piteous appeals of the former 
and to the tempting bribes of the latter, and insisted upon 
Spain’s neutrality, determined while he lived that the ambi- 
tious errors of his predecessors should not be repeated. Un- 
fortunately, his gentle, kindly life was all too short. Queen 
Barbara died in August, 1758, and Fernándo’s grief bereft 
him of reason. Like his father, he fell into self-neglect and 
religious melancholy, and lingered in this condition until Au
gust, I7S9> when he, too, sank to rest—a man of small gifts or 
energy, but the most truly beneficent sovereign that Spain had 
known for centuries.

But he carne too late, and could not alter the system he 
inherited. The people were still ignorant and backward from 
the causes already set forth; the political structure had been 
destroyed, and the sovereign of Spain was now only a pin- 
nacle of stone on pillars of lath. It was inevitable that the 
edifice should be recommenced from the base and built up 
solidly before it could stand stable against the shocks of 
time. Fernando and his ministers did all that was possible, 
according to their lights, to make Spain happy and prosper- 
ous while the edifice stood. But they, and their still more 
energetic successors, could do no more than this, for they 
knew no more, and the trail of the previous Fernando’s am- 
bitious mistake was still over the Spanish nation, rendering it 
unfit to take part in its own government.

The encouragement extended by Fernando V I to learn- 
ing and intellectual progress was even more marked than

* It was stated that at this time 18,000 square leagues of the most 
fertile land in Spain had fallen out of cultivation, and 2,000,000 of the 
agricultural population were on the verge of starvation.
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that giyen by bis father. Academies and learned societies 
sprang iip everywhere. The Royal Academy of Noble Arts 
oí San Fernando owed its still vigorous existence to him, 
the Academy of Latin and that of Ecclesiastical History fol- 
lowed in the capital, while in Barcelona, Seville, and other 
great centres similar institutions were formed. The spread 
of somewhat dilettante culture, indeed, became a fashionable 
fad, and the meetings of the hosts of societies, academies, and 
the like were frequently an excuse for an assumption of af- 
fected preciosity rather than occasions for the serious increase 
of knowledge. More interesting than these cultured coteries 
were the large number of commissions of scholars sent at 
the cost of the government to the various municipalities, 
cathedrals, and religious houses to catalogue and copy the 
manuscripts they might find important to the history of Spain, 
and the patient arrangement of the unrivalled collections of 
State papers in the national offices. Much was done in this 
reign, moreover, to set free Spanish life from the tyranny of 
the Church. The concordat signed with the Pope (1753) at 
last settled the long dispute between Spain and the papacy 
with regard to the right of the king to exercise control over 
the ecclesiastical patronage in his realms, and although in 
form the Holy Office was as active as ever, neither Fernando 
ñor his father ever sanctioned an auto de fé with his presence. 
In the reign of Philip V  no less than 14,000 persons were con- 
demned to various punishments by the Inquisition, but under 
Fernando V I the spread of intelligence and the character 
of the king caused educated men to speak out boldly against 
the interference of the Inquisition in literary and social cen- 
sorship and the like. The Holy Office itself was on trial at 
the bar of public opinión, and a marked falling ofi was no- 
ticeable in the number of prosecutions. The most eminent 
author of the time, Father Feijoo, was arraigned, it is true, 
because he dared to condemn the excessive number of saints’ 
days and openly to scarify the silly superstitions with which
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tlie faith had been overlaid, but he carne triumphantly out of 
the ordeal, and the king himself imposed perpetual silence 
upon his calumniators.

Spain, indeed, so far as regarded the upper educated class, 
was shaking herself free from the rust that had settled down 
upon her, and was modelling her manners and ideas on those 
of the French. The gloomy outward devotion gave way to 
a lighter attitude toward religión, the moráis of the people 
were greatly improved, the style of living was more elegant, 
and perhaps a trifle more cleanly. And thus, when Charles de 
Bourbon carne from Naples to succeed to his half-brother’s 
kingdom, he found his people sharply divided between an 
upper class pervaded by French ideas, imitating French cul
ture and aping French dress, and the vast mass of their coun- 
trymen, who although they were living under somewhat bet- 
ter conditions than their fathers had lived were yet animated 
by all the oíd traditions, prejudices, and dislikes. He found, 
moreover, Spain at peace, strong on sea and land, with a 
public Service paid and respectable, a solvent treasury, and 
a people whose politics, among high and low, were all com- 
prised in the one formula: dread reverence for the sovereign 
of Castile.

Charles had raised Naples from a languishing Spanish 
viceroyalty to a prosperous and dignified independent realm. 
He had endowed it with a powerful navy, a flourishing com- 
merce, a well-ordered administration and cultured institutions, 
and his departure to assume the crown of Spain was an occa- 
sion of unfeigned grief for the Neapolitans. It had been ar- 
ranged by treaty that when Charles should succeed to his 
brother’s throne Naples should pass to his younger brother, 
the Duke of Parma, whose States should be divided between 
Austria and Sardinia (Savoy). But Austria was at war, and 
Charles, with the support of France, contrived, by virtue of a 
money payment, to pass the kingdom of Naples to his third 
son, Fernando, a child of eight, making his second son,
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Charles, Prince of Asturias, heir oí Spain,* while the Duke oí 
Parma and Piacenza retained his former dominions. Charles 
I I I  therefore arrived in Spain (October, 1759) free from com- 
plications and at liberty to govern his new realm in his own 
way. Everywhere Spaniards received him with open arms, 
íor they knew how well he had done in Naples, and on his slow 
progress from Barcelona taxes were remitted, privileges were 
restored, and the affection of the lieges repaid by sympathetic 
afíability. Oíd Elizabeth Farnese had acted as regent until 
her son’s arrival, and dreamed again of making use of Spain to 
obtain the duchy of Tuscany for her third son, Luis. But 
Charles I I I  was made of different stuff from his father and 
his half-brother. His policy was his own, unswayed by femi- 
nine influence,f and his mother was kindly and respectfully 
made to understand that the days of her domination were 
over.

Charles had lived out of Spain for over five-and-twenty 
years, and he carne back to all intents and purposes an Ital- 
ian, determined, cost what it might, to make Spaniards, out- 
wardly at least, conform to the usages of other European 
peoples. He had none of the forbidding, tetrical Spanish form 
of devotion, but was saturated with tolerant scepticism which 
was the mark of French culture of his time, though he was 
too wise to run counter openly to the religious habits of his 
new subjects. He was in person an entirely different king 
from any that Spaniards had ever seen before. Tall, hardy, 
and laborious, dressing always in the somewhat rough garb of 
a country gentleman, he passed the whole of his time, wheii 
not actually employed in affairs of State, in the open air with 
his gun and dogs. Rising very early in the morning and din-

* The eldest son, Philip, was an epileptic idiot, and debarred from 
the succession.

t  His wife Amelia, Princesa of Poland (daughter of Atigustus, 
Elector of Saxony), died a few months after his accession, and for 
the rest of his life he remained unmarried and with no feminine in- 
fluence near him.
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ing at eleven, he had usually completed a good day’s work 
before the idle Madrileños were out of bed. He was im- 

. perious and obstínate to the last degree, never allowing even 
his highest subjects to reason or remonstrate with him. Con- 
scious of ability and experience unmatched in his realm, he 
took upon his own shoulders the whole responsibility of the 
State machine, entered into war and peace sometimes against 
the will of his own ministers, and kept his hand on everything, 
from the direction of international policy to the domestic 
afíairs of his subjects.* He was, indeed, a Charles V  without 
his heaviness, a Philip I I  without his bigotry, and Fernando 
V I without his uxoriousness.

With his antecedents and ambitions it is not strange that 
he at once made common cause with France against England, 
and pledged his country to the fatal Bourbon family com- 
pact, which drew Spain into continued wars with England, 
entirely for the beneñt of France. This fatal step was carried 
through by the Neapolitan minister Grimaldo, and meant the 
decline of the power of General Wall. Thenceforward friendly 
English influence in Spain was dead, and war between the 
countries became inevitable. In the West Indies the Eng
lish were everywhere victorious, and captured Granada, 
Saint Vincent, Saint Lucia, Tobago, and finally Havana 
(August, 1762), with a vast treasure and 12 ships of war. 
Manila also surrendered to an English fieet (October, 1762), 
an English army was victorious in Portugal, and France and 
Spain were forced to make peace (1763)) to the great advan- 
tage of England.

Twice again within the ñext ten yéars (in 1764 and 1770) 
the same policy of aggression against England in the interests 
of France brought Spain upon the brink of war, but the hands

* He was a deft craftsman in many trades, and had made with his 
own hands every part of a soldier’s equipment, including the shoes. 
He banished the Dukes of Arcos and Osuna because of certain 
amours of theirs with actresses, and sterniy punished the ladies in 
question.
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oí Charles I I I  were full of domestic and colonial reforms, and 
on each occasion he was wise enough, though with some loss 
of dignity, to draw back in time. Matters, indeed, of the most 
vital importance were taking place in Spain. Charles had 
determined to recast Spanish life according to his own model. 
There was no person or institution to question his will con- 
stitutionally, and he and his Neapolitan ministers, Grimaldo 
and Squillaci, thought that the Spanish people would be as 
tractable as south Italians were. They forgot, if ever they 
knew, that in the composition of the Spanish race there en- 
tered largely that stubborn, jealous Celtiberian blood that 
had stiffened both the Carthaginian armies and the legions of 
Rom e; they forgot, too, that the changeless Orient had dur- 
ing long centuries entered into the root of Spanish life, that 
the confined valleys of the land and the wars of races had 
made Spaniards hate fiercely all things foreign, and that the 
nation had drawn its breath of existence for two centuries 
from its assumed superiority over all others.

The very capital of the Spaniards, it is true, was a byword 
for ugliness and squalor. Gutters of filth ran down the centre 
of the streets; piles of refuse barred the way to dirty palaces; 
crowds of vagrants camped in yawning gateways and frown- 
ing porticoes, making it unsafe to traverse the unlit city after 
nightfall. The fine ladies and gentlemen might strut about 
by daylight in the garb of modern Europe, but the mass of 
the people glowered sulkily at them, muffled to the eyes in 
long cloaks and shadowed by wide sombreros. Madrid shall 
be swept and garnished, decreed the king; the roads in the 
provinces shall be cleared of vagrants, public lamps shall make 
the streets safe at night, and decent drainage shall take the 
place of accumulated garbage heaps, which were a scan- 
dal to a civilized eapital. The citizens were aghast. Were 
they Frenchmen, or Italians, to be treated thus ? Their fore- 
fathers had needed no such new-fangled fashions when Spain 
ruled the world, and none should be needed now. So,
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throughout Spain, sulky, inert unwillingness to conform to 
the Italian ideas of civilization was offered to the king’s de
crees. Charles was their sovereign, and had a right to com- 
mand; but it was the Italian ministers who thus dared to 
forcé upon good Spaniards the manners and customs of an 
inferior race. At night lamps were broken by cloaked 
tnen, and the vulgar mark of patriotism was to be as Spanish, 
as dark, and as dirty as possible. Nobles of the oíd school, 
whose privileges were shorn by the host of new financial 
enactments, fanned the resistance to reform; priests and 
friars whispered laments, and held up their hands to Heaven 
at the impious Italians who scoffed at their useless sloth. 
Squillaci was marked down for vengeance; for, though from 
the first day of his reign the king had made the Inquisition 
and the clergy understand that he would tolérate no inter- 
ference from them, the sovereign of Castile was too high 
game even for them to aim at.

The storm burst in March, 1766, when an attempt was 
made by the Government to enforce the law respecting the 
dress of the citizens, long cloaks and wide-brimmed hats 
being forbidden. The revolt was secretly organized and 
planned by nobles, and almost certainly by priests. Squil
laci fled before the public fury, the king’s Walloon guard were 
massacred, and for two days the capital was a prey to pillage 
and murder, and then the king, in the face of revolution, was 
forced to promise compliance with the demands of the mob. 
Henceforward only Spaniards should be ministers, the Wal
loon guard should be abolished, and the price of bread should 
be reduced.

But the men behind the revolt aimed at other ends than 
these, and the revolutionary agitation continued in all the 
large towns. The priests said that the spirit of Voltairean 
atheism brought in by foreigners was at the bottom of the 
unrest; but those who looked beneath the surface saw that 
this was an attempt of the ecclesiastical organizations, which
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felt tlieir erstwhile omnipotent power crumbling, to fasten 
again upon the country the grip which the king was intent 
tipon shaking off. The Society of Jesús had been purely 
Spanish in its inception. It had been born of the mystic 
chivalry which in the sixteenth century was the motive power 
of the nation. Each member of this militia of God was to 
himself a secret hero devoting his life in unquestioning obe- 
dience to forwarding the divine rule on earth; seeking no rec- 
ognition from man, because certain of a recognition infinitely 
higher; demanding no approval of the world, because sure 
that the Master approved. Sovereigns, institutions, even the 
Church itself, were to the Jesuits only so many instruments 
to be used by them for the promotion of religión as they un- 
derstood it, for the destruction of worldly greatness in order 
to exalt the greatness of God, to sap secular rule and turn 
the world into a theocracy. By mundane methods they 
sought what they considered heavenly ends; they had stooped 
to conquer, and by the end of the eighteenth century they had 
so far conquered in Catholic countries as to have captured 
the springs of knowledge and of ecclesiastical power. What 
they did with Paraguay was a hint of what they would do with 
all Christendom, unless a blow was struck that should disable 
them. The great Portuguese-minister Pombal had first been 
bold enough to beard the giant organization by expelling the 
fathers from Portugal (1759) because they refused obedience 
in America. Charles I I I  knew full well that his people could 
never rise of their own action until education reached them 
freely and in a secular garb, and he must have understood 
that while the Jesuits held in their hands the schools and uni- 
versities of Spain his far-reaching plans of reform would be 
hampered hopelessly. The riots in Madrid must have con- 
vinced him that the problem of the Jesuits had been brought 
closer home to him than it had been to Pombal, and that the 
time for coping with the power that thwarted him had come. 
His minister, the Count of Aranda, was a zealous, even a
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violent, reformen He had lived much abroad, and was impa- 
tient at the backwardness of his countrymen, forgetting the 
reasons which made them ignorant and subservient to the 
priesthood. By his advice the king broke all the promises he 
had made to the rioters— except that he did not recall his 
foreign ministers; and when the continued agitation had con- 
vinced Charles and Aranda that the priests were at the bot- 
tom of the opposition to reform, a decree fell like a thunder- 
boit upon Spain (April, 1767), expelling every Jesuit from 
the king’s dominions. The measure was a harsh one, 
harshly executed both in Spain and the colonies, and the 
country stood aghast. But the king was sacred, and none 
dared to question his act, which, he explained, was not 
prompted by any religious reason, but only by political neces- 
sity, the company being disloyal to the Government. Charles 
would bear no divided sway. The Cortes had faded away, the 
nobles were without influence or power, the Inquisition had 
been brought to heel, and now the power behind the priest
hood was hustled out of the land, and Charles I I I  stood alone, 
with no one on earth to question the will he imposed upon his 
people. The Pope held on for a few years, alternately sulking 
and shuffling at the demand of the Catholic sovereigns that 
the Company of Jesús should be suppressed throughout 
Christendom, but Charles I I I  had his way at last, and the 
papal decree was signed (1777) by which the Jesuits for a time 
ceased to exist.

It is impossible even to enumérate the whole of the reforms 
which followed the expulsión of the Jesuits from Spain. 
Aranda was filled with a burning zeal to make the country 
Progressive and enlightened in a hurry, and there was often 
but little prudence in his methods. Waste lands which had 
been abandoned were divided freely among the inhabitants 
of each district; the export of agricultural produce was per- 
mitted; heavy protective duties were placed upon foreign 
textiles, while raw materials were freed; enormous numbers
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of foreign operatives were brought to Spain to re-establish 
lost industries; canals and roads were constructed every- 
where; marshes were drained, and irrigation canals carried 
fertility to districts thitherto desert; subsidized diligences 
were run on the principal main roads, and subventioned inns 
were established on the way. Education was nationalized and 
secularized, the universities were rendered eíhcient, and the 
Holy Inquisition was given to understand that it only existed 
on sufferance. Spain, in fact, was made to appear outwardly 
enlightened and advanced. The manners, mode of living, and 
moráis of the better classes still further improved, and va- 
grancy, so long the curse of Spain, was sternly suppressed, 
while an effective rural pólice made the country fairly safe 
for travellers for the first time in centuries. The working 
classes unquestionably shared largely in the increased pros- 
perity of the country, but they still left as much of the work 
as possible to foreigners, and their habits changed but little, 
most of their increased earnings being spent in dress and 
merrymaking, and all the oíd traditions and prejudices re- 
maining intact.

In the long period of wars and misgovernment in Spain 
itself the American colonies had become the prey of abuses 
still greater than those of the mother country. Every officer 
sent from Spain, clerical and lay—and be it recollected that 
none but native-born Spaniards were eligible for office—sim- 
ply plundered all he could get, and returned home as soon as 
possible. No expenditure at all was undertaken for the bene- 
fit of the colonies, and out of the vast sum supposed to be 
sent to the royal exchequer from this source only a very in- 
significant amount reached Spain. Charles made a deter- 
mined attempt to cope with this evil, and officers with full 
authority were sent to reorganize the colonial governments. 
The class of officials resisted and hampered them as much as 
they dared, but the reforms were eventually established. But 
the mother country was far off, the official traditions were
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bad, and before many years had passed affairs had sunk back 
again into their oíd condition.

The colonial contentions between Spain and Portugal, 
after many partial arrangements, continued intermittently in 
South America, England usually being on the side of Portu
gal, and the family compact insuring to Spain the aid of 
France. This kept the sore open between England and 
Spain, and when the American War of Independence broke 
out, Spain was soon dragged into the struggle by F'rance 
(1779), which had hastened to recognise the new republic. 
It was an ill-omened course for a great colonial power like 
Spain to adopt in countenancing the revolt of colonies; but 
Charles and his ministers were infatuated with the French con- 
nection, and were blind to all else. They went so far as to 
project with France an invasión of England, which brought 
them nothing but disaster (1779); and in the following year 
they were badly beaten by the English fleet under Rodney 
ofí Gibraltar; and the Spanish minister, Floridablanca, origi- 
nated that great league against England which went by the 
ñame of “ armed neutrality,” and is usually credited to Rus- 
sia. In the course of the long struggle England lost Minorca, 
which thus returned to Spanish rule, and she had to ñght 
hard, again and again, to hold Gibraltar against the allies, 
but when peace was finally made (1783) the gate of the Med- 
iterranean still remained in the hands of the English.

Thenceforward until his death, five years later. Charles I I I  
strove to keep the peace with all the world. By a treaty with 
Algiers the Mediterranean was for the future safeguarded 
against the piracy that had scourged Spanish shipping for 
centuries, and the reforming king and Floridablanca were 
then free to devote the whole of their eíforts and resources to 
the improvement of Spain. It is difficult to exaggerate the 
change that was effected in the outward appearance of the 
country by the reforms introduced. Hospitals, asylums, and 
free schools were established in all large towns; the finest
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public buildings which still adorn Spanish cities mostíy date 
from this period; bridges and viaducts made transit easy,while 
liarbours and wharves everywhere provided for the enormous- 
ly increased commerce. Disused convenís by the dozen were 
turned into factories, and industries long forgotten in Spain 
were re-established under Government patronage by foreign 
craftsmen. To supply the vast funds necessary for these in
numerable schemes a great new national Bank of San Carlos 
was founded for the issue of £8,000,000 of interest-bearing 
currency bonds; the alcabalas were reduced from 14 per cent 
to 5 per cent, and abolished altogether for the first sale. On 
the other hand, a 5-per-cent tax on all landed incomes was 
imposed, and heavy duties levied on manufactured goods 
from abroad. The result was that, although the taxation was 
much lighter and less oppressive than before, the revenue 
rose very considerably, reaching over i6 ,000,000 per annum 
at the end of the reign, while the population increased from 
8,500,000 to 10,250,000 during the twenty-eight years of 
Charles I I I ’s rule.*

Spain had been transformed outwardly in this time, but 
the pace was too fast. The various classes that had suífered 
from the reforms joined with the ignorant multitude in their 
contemptuous scorn of them. On the other side of the Pyre- 
nees the inevitable result of the new doctrines of the natural 
rights of men was already being felt, and the forces of revolu- 
tion were gathering, bringing alarm and disillusionment to 
many reformers, who had not understood whither their the- 
ories led them. In Spain itself the reaction hardened as the 
conservativo elements coalesced. Again Spanish vanity 
began to whisper that those who had always stood up for 
traditional Spanish ideas as against the foreign faddists were 
right after all. Priests and friars everywhere fostered the 
same idea among the ignorant people, and it became still

* It had sunk as low as 6,000,000 at the cióse of the W ar of Suc- 
cession (1^15).
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more the mark of a good Spaniard to repudíate everything 
that did not savour of the oíd times, wlien Spain was a beggar 
boasting in rags and the Holy Inquisition was the strongest 
power in the land.

The king was oíd and weary—perhaps, indeed, appalled 
at the magnitude of the events that were seen to be impend- 
ing, for political reform in the direction of popular control 
had never entered into his calculations. A beneficent despot 
himself, he could conceive no other better form of govern- 
ment than that which had' enabled him to impose prosperity 
and order upon his subjects. He was saved the bitterness of 
seeing the demonstration of the truth that a nation must 
Work out its salvation in its own way, and that his ceaseless 
labours to make his people civilized and enlightened by de
cree had never penetrated beneath the surface. He died in 
the last days of December, 1788, revered and honoured be- 
cause he was just and wise, not for having turned a grim 
desert into a smiling land; loved because he was the sacred 
sovereign and meant well by his people, rather than in grati- 
tude for the immense benefits he had brought to his country. 
He was a great king—the best that Spain ever had—but he 
was not a providence, and could not graft a fresh growth 
upon a withering trunk. Just as the introduction of Gothic 
vigour had only suspended, not averted, the consummation 
of the decay which reduced Román Spain to atoms, so did 
the new ideas of the French Bourbons only temporarily 
infuse fresh animation into the expiring embers of the Spanish 
Empire built upon the perishable basis of arrogant spiritual 
exaltation.

Charles IV  ascended the throne at the age of forty, when 
the excesses of the French revolutionists were becoming 
manifest and reaction in Spain was in full flow. The new 
king was a kindly, timid creature, dominated by a passionate 
virago of a wife, María Luisa of - Parma, and between his 
fears of irritating the French revolutionary governments and

33
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his desire to intercede for his kinsman, Louis X V I, he was 
promptly driven into a vacillating policy, which eventually 
made his country the sport and tool of France. First an at- 
tempt was made to exelude French ideas from Spain by sup- 
pressing all newspapers whatsoever and exacting the oath of 
allegiance from all foreigners in the country * (1791); then an 
attempt was made to conciliate the National Assembly in 
France, which act isolated Charles IV  and made him the ally 
of the men who had guillotined the head of his house. 
Thenceforward Spain was dragged at the tail of the French 
Revolution, and the finger of scorn of all the monarchical pow- 
ers was pointed at the foolish vacillating king, who at such 
a time was false to his own order and to the dignity of his 
country.

Charles was sincerely to be pitied, for at the most difficult 
crisis in modern history he was ridiculously unequal to his 
great task. He had persuaded himself that he was a genius, 
and had determined to follow the policy of his great prede- 
cessors Charles V  and his son, in raising a minister from the 
gutter in order that he might be dependent entirely upon 
the will of the sovereign. The person chosen was a young 
gentleman of the bodyguard called Manuel Godoy, with 
whom the queen had fallen in love. He was vain, foolish, 
and dazzled with his good fortune. Surrounded by adulators, 
and as if by enchantment raised before he was twenty-five to 
the highest honours the king could bestow, and the supreme 
direction of affairs—naval, military, and civil— it is not to 
be wondered at that he was befooled to the top of his benf 
by the French revolutionary governments, and later by Na
poleón, who dangled principalities before him, and scoffed at 
him as the ame de boue whom he could cheat without an 
eííort.

Already in 1792, when Godoy took the reins, the admin-

* There were nearly 30,000 foreign families in Spain at the time, 
half of which were French.
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istration liad fallen back into corruption and confusión. The 
financial inflation induced by the measures of Charles I I I  liad 
collapsed in the reaction, and poverty and distress were gen
eral. From motives of economy the army and navy were 
neglected, but the insolent exactions of the French Revolu
tion, together with the sacriñce of Louis in the face of the 
unwise protest of Charles, dragged Spain into war with her 
neighbour (1793), in which Spain was beaten, and was forced 
to make a humiliating peace. Then the unfortunate country 
was driven by the French into war against England, in which 
she liad nothing to gain: and thenceforward, with hardly a 
struggle to free herself, Spain became the bondslave of French 
politicians. Fler interests were scornfully set aside, her 
resources drained, her territories violated, but each fresh 
subservience of Charles IV  and his fatal minister only led 
to further demands from Napoleón. No ignoble compliance, 
no servile truckling, was too abject for Godoy and his mas- 
ter before the new despot, who ñattered the one with the 
hopes of sovereignty and frightened the other with hints of 
deposition. When Godoy grew restive, as he did once or 
twice when he saw that Napoleón exacted his pound of flesh 
to the utmost and derided his promises of repayment, the 
wretched Spaniard was soon brought to his knees by a threat 
to disclose to the king the favourite’s relations with the queen 
'—relations which were known to every one but Charles IV  
himself. And so, from one sacriñce to another, suffering 
Spain was hectored or cajoled. Her armies were scattered 
throughout Europe at the bidding of the Frenchman to fight 
against the ancient monarchies in the interests of revolution, 
which in lier soul she loathed; her fleets were shut up in 
French ports or exterminated at Trafalgar; and yet the Span- 
ish people themselves, who hated all that was French, went 
on loving and revering their purblind monarch, and cursed 
only the upstart minister, whom they blamed for all their 
calamities.
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According to his scanty lights, Godoy did his best to con
tinué the reforms initiated by his predecessors, and thereby 
earned the deeper distrust of his countrymen. The priests 
especially were against him, for he dared to tax heavily eccle- 
siastical revenues, prosecuted vigorously those measures 
which discouraged the flocking of unproductive idlers into the 
Church, and endeavoured to suppress the vagrancy which 
allowed enormous numbers of pretended students of the poor- 
est class (which formed 90 per cent of the alumni of the 17 
Spanish universities) and mendicants of all sorts to Uve on 
doles at the monastery gates.* It is a conspicuous fact that 
the Spanish traditions of centuries were stronger than the 
decrees of kings and ministers, and the populace was out of 
sympathy with the law. People had grown to like sloth, and 
to enjoy distributing or receiving paltry alms given or de- 
nianded in the ñame of the Virgin. Begging was not dis- 
graceful, as work was, for Heaven might afflict the best of 
men, and so, decrees notwithstanding, the friar, the im
postor, the mumper, and the mendicant flourished as of yore; 
and although Godoy struggled manfully to promote Spanish 
industry and education, most of the former was the work of 
despised foreigners, and the latter in the majority of cases 
was only used as a cloak for insolent idleness. Almost every 
class was hit by the increased taxation needed for the 
wars. During the first three years of Godoy’s administration 
the annual expenditure had risen from £7,000,000 sterling 
to more than £10,000,000, and most of the increase had at 
first been paid by taxes on church and landed revenues, and 
the seizure on loan of charitable endowments; but when 
these sources failed the oíd system of taxing food was re-

* A great decrease of ecclesiastical persons had taken place under 
Charles III (from 176,000 to 147,000), and the falling off was even 
more remarkable under Godoy. The number of persons claiming 
nobility and living idiy had also fallen off in the same period by one 
third, but on the accession of Charles IV  there were still 470,000 
of them.
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sorted to, and later every empirical plan to raise money was 
tried.*

The result was confusión and general discontent, which 
gradually crystallized round the young heir apparent, Fer
nando, Prince of Asturias, whom it was assumed Godoy 
wished to supplant, and who became, as a consequence, the 
national idol. Gradually the net of Napoleón was spread as 
the discord in the royal family of Spain grew. While making 
use of Godoy and keeping him in hand, the emperor privately 
gave Fernando to understand that he was his friend, and art- 
fully played off the jealous son against Godoy and the queen. 
Both sides were so eager to injure each other that they failed 
to see the snares spread for them. Napoleón had extorted 
from Godoy a secret treaty for the invasión and dismember- 
ment of England’s ally, Portugal, by French soldiers marching 
through Spain (1807), and before even the treaty was signed 
the troops of the emperor poured over the Pyrenees. The 
Spanish people looked on doubtfully, but both the prince and 
Godoy were flattered into the belief that at the critical june- 
ture the Frenchmen would aid his cause against the other. 
The friends of the prince thought that this was the time to 
strike the blow, and in November, 1807, formed a conspiracy 
to poison the queen and depose the king. The plot failed and 
the prince betrayed his accomplices, but the public irritation 
against Godoy grew ever more bitter. The attitude of the 
100,000 French troops on Spanish soil became more insolent 
every day, and Portugal, far from being dismembered for 
the benefit of Godoy, was treated as a French possession. 
Godoy could no longer blind himself to the fact that he had 
been cheated, and he conceived the plan of deporting the 
king and his family to South America, in imitation of the 
Portuguese royal family, leaving Spain to its fate. Fernando,

* Theiiceforward things went from bad to worse, a déficit of sev- 
eral millions sterling recurring every year, until utter penury and 
confusión overtook Spain.
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wlio thouglit that the French were there to help him, roused 
the country. In March, 1808, a rising of the guards and 
populace swept Godoy away for good; and torced an abdica- 
tion from the king, in grief and indignation at his son, and 
ready to appeal to Napoleón, or any one else, for vengeance 
upon him.

The Spanish people went frantic with joy that their idol, 
Fernando V II, had become king. With the powerful em- 
peror at his back all would now be well, and Spain would at 
last be happy. Vain dreams that lasted but a few weeks, for 
French troops were everywhere lording it over the inhab- 
itants, and Fernando himself was beguiled step by step 
northward to meet the emperor, who never carne to greet and 
protect him, as he promised to do. Seduced at last over the 
Pyrenees, as his father and all his family were, Fernando 
found himself a prisoner in France, and thenceforward he and 
his wretched kinsmen surpassed each other in servile sur- 
render to the conqueror. The Spanish nation was abandoned, 
the ancient crown of Castile was dragged at the feet of a 
lowborn usurper, to be thrown to his brother Joseph as a 
g ift; the one stable institution that had been left in the former 
wreck, the semisacred sovereignty, was a scoff now for all 
men.

This was the State of Spain in May, 1808; bankrupt,* un- 
ready, and disorganized, with a great French army on its soil, 
its own forces mostly scattered in foreign lands, and the only 
authority it knew, its royal honse, bickering and squabbling 
for Napoleon’s smile in a foreign land. Then it was that Span- 
iards gave the finest example ever presented to the rest oí 
Europe. Hating the foreigner, as they always did, revering 
the wearer of the crown with a passionate devotion unknown 
to other peoples, they did not count the cost. The 2d of May, 
1808, gave the signal for the spontaneous uprising of an un-

* At this time the debt had grown to £72,000,000, and there was 
an annual déficit of £3,500,000.
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armed and abandoned nation against the veteran French 
legions that had con quered half of Europe in the ñame of the 
emperor—the most heroic and splendid sight the world had 
seen for centuries. Without arms or resources, the command- 
ers and the official class of Spain either against them or neu
tral, the common people flew to such poor weapons as they 
could find, and each man became a soldier or, where that was 
impossible, an isolated killer of Frenchmen. England has- 
tened to help them, and the Napoleonic incubus bled to death 
from the ulcer of Spain.

Through the five years of war and stress, while foreign 
armies swept over her desolated soil, two thoughts only moved 
fighting Spain: the expulsión of the foreigner and the resto- 
ration of the sovereign whom the foreigner had stolen from 
them. Thousands died cheerfully for this, and for this alone; 
suffering, misery, heroism unrecordable, were lavished for 
this cause, and Europe— and especially England—looked on 
with admiration at this sublime devotion to an idea on the 
part of a people who with the strength of a sentiment had 
three centuries before dominated the world.

While the great mass of the nation were thus struggling 
political anarchy ruled supreme. Wherever the French bayo- 
nets reached, and not beyond, King Joseph, with a few Span- 
iards of the upper and official classes and with the blessing 
of the renegade royal family, imposed a Napoleonic régime 
upon the country; elsewhere self-elected provincial juntas, 
councils of regency, and competing so-called national jun
tas, in utter disorganization, and with a thousand extrava- 
gances born of inexperience and ignorance, assumed to act 
in the ñame of the people. The money, the arms, the skill, 
the trained soldiers, had mostly to come from England, for 
the governing Spaniards did little or nothing to help. They 
had lost the traditions of self-government, and small ambi- 
tions and passionate inexperience prevailed over all national 
considerations. This was the class, mostly advanced do(-
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trimires of the professional ranks, who in the Cortes of Cádiz 
(1810-1812), amid a babel of eloquence, endowed Spain with 
a new constitution utterly foreign to Spanish ideáis and tra- 
dition, and reformed on paper the whole of Spanish life from 
top to bottom. With the war raging in most parts of the 
country, the 184 members, mostly self-nominated busybodies, 
were in no sense representativo of the people, and the consti
tution of Cádiz gave to the country at their instance a code of 
government which even to-day would be too advanced to be 
safely intrusted to almost any nation. The nation was sover- 
eign, and a one-chamber parliament was to be supremo, with 
manhood suífrage and equal electoral districts; but, above 
all, the relations between the sovereign and the State were 
radically altered, and the power of the king reduced to a 
shadow.

This was flying in the face of both monarch and people, 
neither of whom had been consulted in the chango; and when 
Fernando carne back from exile at the end of the war (1814), 
he found that he might safely sweep away by a sovereign de
cree the acts of all those who had gpverned the country in 
his absence. He did so with all the accompaniments of harsh- 
ness and cruelty, but though the ignorant crowd applauded, it 
was ill done. The new constitution had been unconstitution- 
ally made, and was a violation of the king’s rights and of the 
national traditions. It was unworkable under the circum- 
stances, and Fernando might well have insisted upon the modi- 
fication of its provisions; but to have ignored all that the coun
try had done and suffered while he was basely cringing to the 
enemy was a political crime and ingratitude of the worst de- 
scription. To hope to return to the days when Spaniards were 
simply “ dear vassals ” proved that Fernando was unfit to 
govern at all. But so far as pen and ink could do it, he 
blotted out the six years’ labour and sacrifice of a nation. All 
those who were in favour of reform went to the scaffold, the 
dungeon, or to exile. This gave reason for violent rebellion.
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and equally violent reaction, throughout his miserable reign. 
There were íaults on both sides. The king was vindictive, 
jealous, and cruel; his opponents were violent, wordy, and 
insolent. But the crowd was on the side oí the monarch, and 
for the next twenty years the dark curtain fell upon Spain. 
All the oíd abuses were re-enacted, ignorance and bigotry 
were supreme, and all that was best and brightest in the Span- 
ish race sighed and suffered in exile for the sorrows of their 
country.

But for all the fanaticism and obscurantism of the king’s 
methods, for all the discouragement of the priests, modern 
ideas could not be prevented entirely from penetrating Spain, 
and before Fernando’s death the thinking and educated mid- 
dle classes were indignantly asking why Spaniards should be 
the only people in Europe who were denied any voice in the 
management of their own affairs, either national or local. The 
movement for modérate concessions to the people received 
great Ímpetus from the circumstances of the king’s last years. 
He had married as his fourth wife María Cristina of Naples, 
and before his health failed had only by her two daughters, 
and no other children. We have seen that by the oíd law the 
Crown of Castile could pass to women, but Philip V  had by 
decree introduced the French Salic rule. For reasons of a 
family character. Charles IV  had on his accession (1789) 
ordered the Cortes to pass a resolution asking him to abolish 
the Salic law and restore the oíd Castilian succession. This 
had been done by the Cortes secretly, but the king had never 
issued the decree, and the matter was forgotten. The king’s 
heir was therefore, as the law stood, his brother Don Carlos, 
who had made himself the leader of the ultra-obscurantists, 
and around him were grouped those who wished for a refusal 
of all concessions and the perpetuation of the simple despot- 
ism of the past. Fernando’s young wife, anxious for her 
daughter’s interest, prevailed upon the king to revive the oíd 
petition of the Cortes to his father, and to abolish the Salic
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law. The king was in bad health, devoted to liis wife, and 
did as he was asked. Thereupon followed an extraordinary 
set of intrigues round his deathbed, in which first one party 
triumphed and then the other. As all the extreme priestly 
and conservative elementa were on the side of Don Carlos, 
it is obvious that Cristina and her infant could only look to 
the reformers for support, and these took heart, believing that 
if they placed the young queen upon the throne an era of 
constitutional liberty would be open to Spain. This was the 
position of afifairs when Femando V II died, in September, 
1833. In his black and ignorant reign all Spain had receded. 
Personal liberty was a dead letter, the Inquisition was re- 
stored, though it was but a shadow of its oíd self, the whole 
of South America and México had shaken off for good the 
corrupt and eíiete rule of a monarch so powerless and con- 
temptible, and the majority of the Spanish nation had now 
made up its mind that the time had finally gone by for this 
travesty of the obsolete system of Philip I I  to be continued.

It was indeed time for a change, for the reign of Fer
nando had been a national nightmare, broken only once (1820) 
by the short domination of extravagant radicalism. The 
only commerce that flourished now was contraband, the roads 
were overrun with robbers, the national expenditure and 
revenue were considerably less than they had been twenty 
years before, and everything was backward and stunted.

In the eyes of the Spanish people, therefore, it was not a 
question only as to whether the crown should pass to Don 
Carlos or his niece, according to this or the other rule of 
succession, but a struggle between the continuance of a be- 
nighted system which had produced such lamentable results, 
and a frank acknowledgment of modem conditions and a 
determinaron to bring Spain into the circle of progressive 
nations. It might be imagined that if this were the issue very 
few would have been found to fight on the side of obscurant- 
ism, as represented by Don Carlgs; bpt, as will haye been
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gathered by a perusal of this book, there were special circum- 
stances which gave to the struggle a different character from 
tliat which it would have assumed in any other country. The 
rash and violent measures adopted by the inexperienced lib
eráis on the two occasions upon which they had been para- 
mount (1812 and 1820) had alarmed all vested interests and 
many timid citizens; the Church was still extremely power- 
ful, and dreaded a revolutionary régime; and, finally, most im- 
portant of all, the ideal of the reformers was a rigid centraliza- 
tion, copied from France, which was directly contrary to the 
traditions of a large portion of Spain. Aragón, Catalonia, 
Valencia, Navarre, and the Basque provinces were racially 
and traditionally distinct from Castile. The three former had 
been conquered and crushed, but they had not forgotten their 
ancient autonomy, and were bitterly jealous of centralizing 
Castile.

The civil war that for the next six years desolated Spain 
was therefore not only a fight of the queen against her únele, 
or of the new ideas against the oíd, but a renewal of the 
ancient feud between a centralized and a federal system 
which from the birth of the Spanish nation had divided the 
peoples that composed it. Thus, broadly speaking, the queen 
had on her side the liberáis and the realms of Castile, while 
Don Carlos had the priests and the north and east. Of the 
infinite and intricate political chicanery that took place during 
the progress of the war and afterward it is not necessary to 
give an account here, except in so far as will mark the change 
that took place in the views of the people. The queen re- 
gent, although she had necessarily to look to reformers alone 
for support, was as desirous as Don Carlos himself to retain 
unimpaired the despotic power of the crown; but she was soon 
made to understand that such an attitude was impossible, and 
then, unwillingly, she gave to Spain by decree (1834) a new 
constitution, avoiding most of the danger points of the con- 
stitution of Cádiz, and establishing a two-chambered legisla-
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ture witli a high qualification, but whose only right was that 
oí petition to the crown! Again vehenient eloquence and in- 
experienced impatience swept away this mockery of conces- 
sion (1836), and the revolutionary constitution of 1812 was 
once more declared, to be succeeded in the following year by 
another attempt to draft a constitution that should be a com- 
promise between the rights of the crown and the people.*

In this State of instability, with the fortune of war chang- 
ing from week to week, the queen regent distrusted and dis- 
credited, there aróse, for the first time in Spain, an evil which 
for the next fifty years was to be its bañe. While intriguing, 
experimental politicians were wrangling about rival consti- 
tutions, the ambitious generáis who were fighting the Carlists 
thought that the time was ripe for them to assert themselves. 
The Carlist cause was practically defeated in 1839, mainly 
in consequence of the sheer exhaustion of the country and 
the defection of a portion of the pretender’s army, and the 
liberal general who had been most conspicuous in giving the 
coup de grace to the revolt, Espartero, promptly took occa- 
sion to bring the queen regent to book. She had shown 
throughout the distracting events of the last six years that, 
though she was forced to accept the various constitutions, she 
had no intention of carrying them out honestly. She had 
allowed the “ moderates ” to dissolve Cortes as often as they 
liked till they got an assembly to suit them, and when this 
was the case they proceeded to undennine as fast as they 
could the constitutional edifice.

The crisis between Espartero and the queen regent carne 
fittingly on the question of municipal liberties, the germ and 
foundation of all Spanish public life. The Cortes of 1812 had 
restored to all towns and villages the full autonomy which had 
been allowed to decay during the dark days of Spain; the 
queen and her friends unconstitutionally endeavoured to abol-

* This was confessedly an adaptation of the EngHsh Reform Act 
of 1832. ' '
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ish most of these liighly prized rights; and Espartero, the idol 
of the army, became the Champion of the towns. The regent 
fled to France before a revolution, and Espartero ruled in the 
ñame of the young queen (1840). Thenceforward the evil 
example was followed; revolution by one general meant reac- 
tion under another. The ascent of the radicáis to power 
meant the proscription and persecution of the moderates, and 
vice versa; and all Spain fell a prey for years to turbulent 
political vociferation, in which vehement words were accepted 
on all sides as glorious deeds, and intolerance on the one side 
was repaid by persecution on the other. Lawlessness and 
anarchy once again spread over the country; the dictator of 
one week became the fugitive of the next; packed and bribed 
parliaments passed laws which no one regarded or respected; 
dissolution followed dissolution, until the party in power was 
satisfied with the Cortes elected; and through it all the young 
queen showed that she was as unstable and shifty as her for- 
bears. She owed her crown to a liberal revolutionary move- 
nient, yet she distrusted a system which, whenever it was in 
power, endeavoured to reduce her prerogative to a shadow; 
and she lost no opportunity of favouring those who would 
have altogether excluded her from the succession if they liad 
been able. Ñor was this the only distracting element. A con- 
sistently conservative sovereign would have been easy to deal 
with, but Isabel I I  often changed her ministers capriciously, 
as her father had done. Her prívate life and character were 
not exemplary, and advisers, good, bad, and indifferent, were 
frequently chosen from mere whim or from personal motives 
even less excusable. From extreme radical to ultracon- 
servative the queen swayed from day to day, but cunningly 
managing generally to allow the latter the right of dissolution. 
Thus Spain continued to live disgracefully, permanent défi
cits being established, instead of predicted surpluses, year 
by year. Corruption reigned supreme in all the public Serv
ices, from palace to pólice station; and at last the long-suffer-
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ing country in 1856 welcomed the success oí a military rising 
oí O’Donnell, which included all modérate politicians, and 
was strong enough on a nonparty basis to díctate terms to the 
queen on the threat oí the loss oí her crown.

For the next few years Spain prospered exceedingly, for 
O’Donnell took the tide at the flood and devoted all his ener
gías to the material improvement oí the country. The intro- 
duction oí railways and the rapid increase oí wealth in 
Europa reached Spain. Vast quantities oí clergy lands in 
mortmain were sold—by a compromise with the Pope and 
the proceeds were employed in national works, which in most 
respeets brought Spain to a level with other culturad coun- 
tries. Extraordinary strides were made in the bulk oí trade 
done, the exporta and imports doubling in ten years, and the 
population increased at the rate oí a quarter oí a million a 
year.* Most oí the objectionable imposts on trade and in- 
dustry had now been removed, and if the people had been 
allowed to exist without political. disturbance Spain might 
even then have laid the solid foundations she needed for the 
national superstructure.

But the curse oí the eloquent politician had descended 
upon her. As had happened so many times in her history, 
vehemence and overfloridness dominated her literature and 
her politics, and in the scramble for place and the wrangles 
of rival empirics the interests of the country were forgotten. 
The queen herself went from bad to worse, following no con- 
sistent political course, but generally favouring unconstitu- 
tionally the extreme conservatives. Widespread disgust was 
the result, and the liberáis, in despair now of any constitu- 
tional remedy, became revolutionaries.

In September, 1868, the blow fell. The fleet at Cádiz de- 
clared for the revolution, and the most popular generáis landed 
from exile and led the army against the queen. Isabel crossed 
the French frontier, a íugitive, to return a queen no more, and

* The population was 13,675,000 in 1860.
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at last the long-clrawn agony of dissolution was finished; the 
decay of the institutions founded on a false basis by Ferdinand 
the Catholic and the emperor was consummated, the last sur- 
viving relie of the oíd times, the semisacred crown of Castile, 
had finally lost its magic, and was a mere bauble in the hands 
of soldiers, to be sold to the highest bidder. The fall was 
utter, the disititegration complete.

The revolution had destroyed, but, in order to avoid divi
sión among its supporters, it had made no plans for rebuilding. 
A period of anarchy was the result. Monarchical candidates, 
royal and otherwise, sprang up by the dozen, each small sec- 
tion of the revolutionists having its favourite. The republican 
leaders alone had a concrete programme, but the difíiculty 
in their case was that in the rank and file of the Spanish people 
there were no political republicans at all. The doctrinaire 
republicana, members of the professional classes mostly, were 
well-meaning, law-abiding gentlemen, who had studied the 
history of the English commonwealth, and were well ac- 
quainted with republican France; but the crowd who fol- 
lowed them were moved by different thoughts. Their idea of 
a republic was, in most cases, a communistic federation of 
autonomous states, and their motives were social and indus
trial jealousy, and the eternal separatist tendeney which is the 
characteristic of the Spanish peoples.

At last a foreign king, Amadeo, Duke of Aosta, was 
brought by the strongest monarchical section of the revolu
tionists. He was honest, brave, and a gentleman, and did his 
best; but he was a foreigner, and as such was the mock of 
the very beggars in the Street. Rather than act by the advice 
of his ministers, in violation of the limited monarchical con- 
stitution which he had sworn to respect, he gladly retired 
from his impossible task (1873) and left Spain to find another 
ruler. Through all this and the succeeding political anarchy 
the country advanced rapidly in wealth, industry, and enlight- 
enment. The nation lived, and still lives, its life, with but
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little regará for the vagaries of political chaiiges. A modér
ate liberal constitution had now secured to the people perfect 
personal liberty and íull scope for the development of the 
nation, materially and intellectually, without hindrance; and 
it cannot be too often repeated that, apart from the harm done 
by the wasteful and inefficient public Services and the system 
of political spoils, the contemptible governments in Madrid 
do not represent the condition of the people or exert much 
influence over the national Ufe.

To Amadeo succeeded the republic, each development of 
it being more extravagant than its predecessor, until one wise 
president, Castelar, understood that the first duty of any gov- 
ernment was to suppress anarchy. The Carlista were holding 
the north, and the federal republicans had proclaimed the 
autonomous independence of various districts. It is still a 
question whether the highest wisdom would not counsel the 
recognition of the root idea of so many Spaniards, and frankly 
establish a federal system of autonomous States, either under 
a monarchy or a republic; but there are many considerations, 
principally fiscal, which make such a solution difficult, and it 
was clearly Castelar’s first duty at the moment to re-establish 
the rule of law. Thus it was that the republicans crushed the 
republic, and the soldier became once more supreme. The 
result was inevitable. The army gave short shrift to all the 
warring sections of republicans who had failed, and restored 
to the throne the boy Alfonso, only son of the fugitive 
Isabel II.

The young king carne back, not as a sovereign by divine 
right, but as the elective head of a limited constitutional mon
archy. His Corning was no triumph for reaction, for he was 
in the hands of wise mentors, who wished well for Spain, 
and to the credit of the Spanish nation be it said, it accepted 
the position with sympathy, dignity, and patriotism. The 
Carlista were again and finally beaten, and then Spain re- 
sumed her toilsome but salutary upward w'ay. The constitu-
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tion as it was then settled, and as it was amended in 1890, 
gives ampie political power to the people, if it were not for 
the widespread corruption oí the political and bureaucratic 
classes. The oldest of Spanish institutions, the town coun- 
cils, is not lost sight of, and elects a number of members to the 
senate. A M I System of local government also exists, on the 
oíd lines sanctioned by tradition, of towns, communes, dis- 
tricts, and provinces.

At last, under Alfonso X II ,  the work of organizing Spain 
in the way demanded by its traditions was commenced, and, 
as a result, the country made giant strides in all peacefnl and 
useful directions. The young king unfortunately died in 
1886, leaving his widow, María Cristina of Austria, as re- 
gent for her unborn son, the present king. Under her rule 
the same course has been followed. Liberalism and conserv- 
atism mean but little to the people at large; an understand- 
ing exists between the two political parties that an equitable 
alternation of office and plunder shall make matters comfort- 
able for both. The thunder on both sides is hollow and harm- 
less. All the nation asks is to be left alone to overtake the 
time wasted in the past. Administrativa corruption exists 
still, and will continué to exist until gradually education shall 
have reached the constituents, and the demand for honesty 
shall be made in tones of united authority. The loss of the 
colonies in the last war with America must not be accepted as 
a sign of fresh decadence in the nation, but as the natural re
sult of the political and administrative dishonesty which Itself 
is the last dying remnant of the bad oíd times. The danger 
which still threatens Spain is the ineradicable tendency of cer- 
tain regions to assert autonomy. The reasons at the base of 
this have been fully set forth in this book, and it will have 
been seen that they are rooted in the very origin of the peo- 
pies. Probably this will have to be faced and accepted in 
some form before the Spanish race assumes its permanent 
position among the reborn nations of the world.

3 4
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The result, thus far, of the wise acceptance of the tradition 
of local units as the foundation of a national systeiii of gov- 
ernment in Spain has been most encouraging. Peace, secu- 
rity, and liberty have continued unbroken for many years. 
The national revenue has increased to ¿32,000,000 annu- 
ally; the bulle of trade, import and export, has grown prodi- 
giously, and is now about ¿62,000,000, four times what it was 
forty years ago. The population has risen ,to 17,500,000 
souls, of whom 30 per cent are able to read and write, as 
against only 20 per cent in 1870. The artistic and literary 
advance has been as conspicuous as the material improve- 
ment. Artists such as Pradilla, Gisbert, Madrazo, and For- 
tuny can hold their own among those of any other nation in 
Europe; musicians such as Sarasate and Alvarez; supreme 
orators like Castelar; historians and philosophei's like Me- 
lendez Pelayo, the late Cánovas del Castillo, and a host of 
others as eminent; novelists as gifted as Perez Caldos, Juan 
Valera, and Palacio Valdes, prove, if proof were needed, that 
Spain has cast off her vvinding sheet and has entered again 
into the land of living nations.

The decay was long-drawn and terrible, for the rise of the 
empire was based upon a crime against nature and humanity, 
and retribution was exacted to the bitter end, amid sufíering 
and sorrow unsoundable to generation after generation of 
innocent creatures. But the expiation for the errors of the 
past is now complete. Vicissitudes and misfortunes may still 
befall the Spanish people, for the virus of a vicious administra
ron still remains to her; but, happen what may, Spain will 
need to go back no more to recommence her life anew, for 
now, after three centuries of wandering, her people are tread- 
ing firmly and hopefully the path of progress, naturally lead- 
ing from her primitive traditions to the higher level of an en- 
lightened modern State.
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Summary of progress during this period

This period may be considered as including an arrest of the 
natioiial decay, succeeded by an era of apparent resuscitation, and 
finally the completion of the decline and the re-establislinient of 
a new foundation for the national institutions. During the 
greater part of the eighteenth century the fresh vigour intro- 
duced into the life of the nation by the French and Italian mon- 
archs and ministers gave a temporary strength, which at the time 
was regarded as a permanent revi val. W e see now that, great as 
the improvement was, it never reached below the surface of the 
national life, because the new French system completed rather 
tiran remedied the decay of the national governing system, substi- 
tuting for it a puré despotism which was out of harmony with the 
traditions of a large portion of the nation, and made no attempt 
to revive, even in Castile, those local units of government upon 
which the monarchy iir oíd times liad depended. W ith the flight 
of the royal family and the occurrence of the Peninsular W ar the 
board was swept deán, and if wise comiséis liad prevailed a solid 
new edifice might then have been erected. But the impatience 
and folly of the Cortes and reformers in endeavouring entirely to 
reconstruct froni foreign models the whole of the national institu
tions, and radically to alter the position of the sovereign toward 
the State, again foredoomed their eííorts to failure, and the return  
of the country to the darkest despotism under Fernando V II was 
the natural result. The period of anarchy and dissolution that 
followed his death again left the path open.on the accession of 
Alfonso X I I  (1874) to commence the journey anew. This was 
fortunately and wisely done by again bringing the local units 
into the scheme of national government, with the result that the 
nation, as apart from the corrupt bureaucracy, has entered into 
a full new life, and with the exception of one possible cause for 
future trouble, referred to in the text, appears to have before it 
a happy and prosperous future.

Summary of what Spain did for the ivorld in this period

The greater part of the eighteenth century was spent by Spain 
in war, and the contributions of the people to civilization in that
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period are small. During the reign of Charles III there was con
siderable literary activity, and especially in the direction of polit- 
ical and economical Science; but it mostly took the form of intro- 
ducing to Spain the ideas already current in France and Eng- 
land. How far Spain served the world in securing the temporary 
suppression of the Jesuits may be an open question; but it is 
undoubted that by expelling them from Spain and South America a 
blow was struck by Charles III at their political power from which 
they are never likely to recover. The real contribution of Spain 
to the world commences with the outbreak against the French 
that led to the Peninsular War. The splendid heroism displayed 
by the people touched the heart of Europe as a sublime example 
of loyalty and devotion, and there is no doubt that it contributed 
greatly to strengthen the monarchical feeling in other countries. 
Spain initiated, moreover, the movement which ultimately de- 
stroyed the Napoleonic danger, and for this alone the debt of 
the world to them is great. The exiles to England and France 
during the tyranny of Fernando also did much to give to Euro- 
pean literature of the thirties and forties the romantic turn 
which became the special mark of the period. Since then the 
influence of Spanish art and letters upon other countries has 
been small, and Spain has, with the exception of some slight 
action upon French painting, usually taken literary and artistic 
tone from other countries instead of striking out a new line for 
herself.
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WiTHiN the limits of an appendix it is impossible to give a bibli- 
ography of Spanish history even approaching adequacy, much less 
completeness. The author is nevertheless desirous of furnisliing a 
list of books useful to students wishing to extend their knowledge of 
particular periods or subjects which have of necessity been treated 
summarily in the present work. For the facts of the national history 
such students may be referred to the bibliography contained in the 
aiithor’s Spain, 1479-1788, and to the list of authorities given in 
Burke’s History of Spain to the Death of Ferdinand the Catholic, 
edited by Martin Hume; while for the historical details of primitive 
and Román Spain the works of Strabo, Pliny, Diodorus Siculus, Livy, 
Lucan, Polybius, Silius Italicus, and the modern historians of Rome 
should be consulted. The following list is confined to works, for the 
most part easily accessible, dealing with the development of the Span
ish people, their institutions, industries, and civilization.

Prehistoric and Primitive Spain

Góngora. Antigüedades Prehistóricas de Andalucía. (Madrid, 
1868.)

SiRET. Les premiers ages du metal dans le sud-est de l’Espagne.
Cartailhac. Les ages prehistoriques de l’Espagne et du Portugal.
W. VON H um boldt (translation by Marrast). Recherches sur les 

habitants primitifs de l’Espagne. (París, 1766.)
H übner (translation). La Arqueología de España. (Madrid.)
B onsor. Les colonies agricoles pre-Romaines. (París, 1899.)
D ’A rbois de J u ba in ville . Les celtes en Espagne. (Revue Cel- 

tique, 1893.)
Cea B ejímudez. Sumario de las Antigüedades Romanas, que hay en 

España. (Madrid.)
Candad y  P izarro. Prehistoria de la provincia de Sevilla. (Ma

drid, 1894.)
Cañal. Sevilla Prehistórica. (Seville, 1894.)
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P É R E Z  D E V I L L A - A m IL .  
1842-1850.)

PoNS. Viage de España.

España Artística y Monumental. (París, 

(Madrid, 1790.)

Many articles in the Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 
by Father Fita and otliers; also articles in Volume X X X I I I  of tlie 
Revue Archéologique. (París.)

Numismatic and Linguistic
H e iss . Description générale des monnaies antiques en Espagne. 

(París, 1870.)
ZoBEL DE Zangroniz. Estudio Histórico de la Moneda Española. 

(Madrid.)
S aulcy. Essai de classification des monnaies autonomes espagnoles. 

(París, 1840.)
Gaillard . Description des monnaies espagnoles. (Madrid, 1852.) 
B oudaed. Numismatique ibérienne. (París.)
B oudard. Études sur l’alphabet ibérien et quelques monnaies auto

nomes espagnoles. (París.)
Augustini (Archbishop of Tarragona). Diálogo de medallas, ins

cripciones y otras antigüedades. (Tarragona, 1587.)
H e iss . Descripción general de las monedas Hispano-Cristianas, 

desde la invasión de las árabes. (Madrid, 1865.)
H e iss . Description des monnaies des rois Visigoths d’Espagne. 

(París, 1870.)
PogA, A ndrés de . De la antigua lengua, poblaciones, etc., de las 

Españas. (Bilbao, 1587.)
E wald et  L oewe. Exempla Scriptura Visigothicae. (Heidel- 

berg, 1883.)
T errero s. Paleografía española. (Madrid, 1758.)
M ahudel. Dissertation historique sur les monnaies antiques 

d’Espagne. (París, 1725.)

Political and luridical Institutions
D anvila y  Collado. El Poder Civil en España. (Madrid, 

i 8 8 5 - ’8 7 .)
Du H amel. Historia Constitucional de España. (Madrid, 1848.)
S antayana. Gobierno político de los pueblos de España. (Ma

drid, 1796.)
S em pere. Histoire des cortés d’Espagne. (Bordeaux, 1815.)
C 0L M E IR 0. Historia de la Economía Política. (Madrid, 1863.)
C 0L M E IR 0. Derecho administrativo español. (Madrid, 1876.)
C o L M E iR O . Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de León y Castilla. (Ma

drid, 1883-86.)
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Gounon L oubens. Essais sur radministration de la Castille au X V I  

siécle. (París, 1860.)
A ntequera. Historia de la Legislatura Española. (Madrid, 1849.) 
García L oaisa. Gollectio Conciliorum Híspanse. (Madrid, 1593.) 
L ópez de Ayala y del H ier ro . Los Concilios de Toledo. (Ma

drid.)
Zurita . Anales de la corona de Aragón. (Zaragoza, 1610, etc.) 
D ixa r . Fueros y observancias de las costumbres de Aragón. (Zara

goza, 1576.)
J ordán de A sso. Fuero viejo de Castilla. (Madrid, 1771.)
Celso (H ugo). Leyes de Castilla. (Alcalá, 1540.)
Sada (P edro). Leyes de Navarra. (Pamplona, 1614.)
A lfonso X . Las siete partidas. (Madrid, Acad. Real, 1807.) 
O liv eira  Martins. Historia de la Civilización Ibérica. (Madrid,

1893-)
Masdeu. Historia Crítica de España.• (Valencia, 1783-96.) 
Danvila, M. La Germania de Valencia. (Madrid, 1884.)
F errer  del R ío . Historia del Levantamiento de las Comunidades 

de Castilla. (Madrid, 1850.)
VoN H o fler . Der Aufstand der Castilianisclie Stádte gegen Kaiser 

Karl V. (Prague, 1876.)
M orón. Curso de Historia de la Civilización de España. (Madrid, 

1841-46.)
D arwin S w ift . James tlie First of Aragón. (Oxford, 1894.) 
F orster. The Clironicle of James I of Aragón. (London, 1883.) 
A guirre. Collectio Conciliorum Hispanise. (Rome, 1775.)
Asso. Historia de la Economía' Política de Aragón. (Zaragoza,

1798.)
D ozy. Recherches sur l’histoire politique et littéraire d’Espagne. 

(Leyden, 1881.)
Muñoz, R omero T. Colección de Fueros Municipales. (Madrid.) 
F uente, V. Estudios Críticos sobre la Historia y el Derecho de Ara

gón. (Madrid.)

Industry and Social Condition

Capmany. Memorias históricas sobre la marina, comercio y artes— 
de Barcelona. (Madrid, 1779.)

Garrido, F. Historia de las clases trabajadoras. (Madrid, 1870.)
JovELLANOS. Informe sobre el libre ejercicio de las artes. (Ma

drid.)
L arruga, E. Memorias políticas y económicas sobre los frutos, 

comercio y minas, de España. (Madrid, 1788.)
L ecea, C. Recuerdos de la antigua industria Segoviana. (Segovia, 

1897.)
UÑA, J. Las asociaciones obreras en España. (Madrid, 1900.)
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U lloa. Restablecimiento de las fabricas y comercio de España. 
(Madrid, 1740.)

Gándara. Apuntes sobre el bien y el mal de España. (Cádiz, 
1810.)

S em pere. Biblioteca española económico-política. (Madrid, 1804.) 
W yndham, B lawes. Civil, Commercial, etc., History of Spain. 

(London, 1793.)
S em pere.- Historia del lujo en España. (Madrid, 1788.)
H iggin. Commercial and Industrial Spain. (London, 1886.) 
H ume, Martin. Modern Spain. (London, igoo.)
B owles, G. Historia natural de España. (Madrid, 1782.) (Eng- 

lish adaptation by Billón.) (London, 1782.)
H ume, Martin. A Fight against Finery in The Year after tlie Ar

mada, etc. (London, 1896.)
B onn, J. Spaniehs Niedergang wahrend der Preisrevolution des 

X V I. J. (Stuttgart, 1896.)
B orlase. History of Tin Mining in Spain. (London.)
P érez d e  V argas, B. De Re Metálica. (Madrid, 1569.) ,
H áblen, K. Die Geschichte der Fugger’schen Handlung in Spa- 

nien. (Weimar, 1897.)
M orel, F atio . L ’Espagne au i6me et i7me siécles. (París, 1878.) 
J aner. Condición social de los moriscos de España; Causas de su 

expulsión. (Madrid, 1857.)
A ersens de S ommerdyk. Voyage d’Espagne (1665). (Amsterdam, 

1666.)
B onnecasse. Relation de l’état et gouvernement d’Espagne. (Co- 

logne, 1667.)
B onnecasse. Relation de Madrid. (Cologne, 1665.)
Muret. Lettres écrites de Madrid en 1666 et 1667. (Paris, 1879.) 
H owell, J. Ho-Elianée (Letters from Spain, 1620, etc.). (London, 

I7 3 7 - )
ViLLARS, M arquis DE. Mémoires de la cour d’Espagne, 1679. 

(Paris, 1893.)
ViLLARS, Mme. d e . Lettres d’Espagne, 1679. (Paris, 1823.)
PÉREZ, P u jol. Historia de las Instituciones Sociales de la España 

Goda. (Madrid.)
Galhardo. Progreso de las rentas en España. (Madrid.)
M orato Caldeiro J. J. Notas para la historia de los modos de 

producción en España. (Madrid, 1897.)
A ltamira. Historia de España; y de la Civilización en España. 

(The first volume was published since the present work was fin- 
ished; the second volume is to be issued shortly.)

See also in Danvila y Collado’s Poder civil the several present- 
ments of the Cortes with regard to the condition of the people at 
various times; and also the memoirs and travels mentioned in the 
bibliography appended to the present author’s Spain, 1479-1788.
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Literature, Science, and Art
M enéndez y  P elayo. Historia de las Ideas Estéticas en España. 

(Madrid, 1886, etc.)
M enéndez y  P elayo . La Ciencia Española. (Madrid, 1889.) 

These two works, especially the former, contain exhaustive bibli- 
ographies of art, Science, and philosophy in Spain, and .may be said 
to contain an epitome of all tliat is known upon the subjects dealt 
with.

T icknor, G. History of Spanish Literature. (Boston and London, 
1863.)

F itzmaurice-K e l l y , J. Plistory of Spanish Literature. (London 
and New York, i8g8.)

B outerwek (translation, Ross). History of Spanish Literature. 
(London, 1847.)

SCHACK (Spanish tranálation by Mier). Historia de la Literatura y 
del Arte Dramático en España. (Madrid, 1894.)

SCHACK (Spanish translation by Valera). Poesía y Arte de los 
Arabes en España. (Madrid, 1893.)

B alaguer, V. Historia de los Trovadores. (Madrid, 1888.) 
Chürton. Góngora. (London, 1862.)
Antonio, N. Biblioteca Hispana, etc. (Madrid, 1778, etc.)
A iiador de los R ío s. Historia Crítica de la Literatura Española. 

(Madrid, 1865, etc.)
D ozy. Recherches sur l’histoire politique et littéraire de l’Espagne. 

(Ley den, 1881.)

(See also the various works mentioned in the text of the present 
book.)

D ’Av il l ie r . Recherches sur l’orfévrerie en Espagne au moyen age 
et a la Rennaissance. (París, 1879.)

V inaza, Count. Goya, su tiempo, su vida y sus obras. (Madrid.)
Sepárate monographs on Velasquez, Murillo, Goya, etc., have re- 

cently been published in the Great Painters’ Series. (London.)

R ada y  D elgado. Museo Español de Antigüedades. (Madrid, 
1872, etc.)

L aforge, E. Des arts et des artistes en Espagne. (Lyons, 1859.) 
L laguno, E. Noticias de las Arquitectos y Arquitectura en España. 

(Madrid, 1829.)
Ju sT i, G. Velasquez and his Times. (London, 1889.)
M adrazo, P. Murillo y Rafael. (Madrid, 1882.)
Madrazo, P. Viaje Artístico. (Barcelona, 1890,)
Zapater, F. Goya. (Zaragoza, 1868.)
L efo rt, P. (Spanish translation). Historia de la Pintura Española. 

(Madrid.)
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L eguina. Arte Antigua (Spanish silver). (Madrid.)
Champeaux, a . El Mobiliario en la Antigüedad, Edad Media y Re

nacimiento. (Madrid.)
S treet , G. E. Gotliic Architecture in Spain. (London, 1869.) 
Stirlin g -M axwell. Annals of the Artists of Spain. (London, 

1891.)
de las Bellezas de España. (Madrid,RecuerdosP a r c e r is a . 

i 844-’S7.)
P érez de V illa -Am il . 

i 842-’so.)
PoNS. Viage de España. 
Á lvarez de Colmenar.

España Artística y Monumental. (Paris,

(Madrid, 1790.)
Délices d’Espagne. (Leyden, 1715.) 

R iaño, J. Industrial Arts in Spain. (London.)
Contreras. Estudios descriptivos de los Monumentos Arabes de 

Granada, etc. (Madrid.)
B alaguer, V. Los Juegos Florales en España. (Volume X X X I I  of 

his collected works.) (Madrid.)

Music, Drama, and Pastimes
B urke, Chapter on Spanish Music in History of Spain, edited by 

Martin Hume. (London, 1900.)
R iaño, J. Critical and Biographical Notes on Early Spanish Music. 

(London, 1887.)
S oriano-F uentes. Historia de la música española. (Madrid.) 
B ermudo, J. Declaración de instrumentos musicales. (Osuna, 

ISSS-) (A.n excessively rare and interesting book.)
S alinas, F. De música. (Salamanca, 1577.) (Also a very rare 

book.)
F errio l  y  B oxeraus. Reglas útiles para los aficionados a danzar. 

(Capua, I74S-)
García de V illandeva . Origen, épocas y progreso del teatro 

español. (Madrid, 1802.)
Á lvarez E spino . Ensayo Histórico del Teatro Español, desde su 

origen hasta nuestros dias. (Madrid, 1890.)
Moratín, L. F. Orígenes del teatro Español. (Paris, 1838.) 
Cañete, M. Teatro español del siglo X V I. (Madrid.)
F eijó o , Father. Teatro Crítico. (Madrid.)
S epúlveda . R. El corral de la Pacheca (History of the Principal 

Madrid Theatre. (Madrid.)
See also the collected works of Lope de Vega, Calderón, Tirso de 

Molina, and the other Spanish dramatists, many editions of which 
exist in Spanish, English, and French.
A rgote de Molina. Libro de Montería. (The ancient editions of 

this book are very rare,- but a modern reprint has been recently 
published in Madrid.)
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Martínez de E spinar. Arte de Ballestería y Montería (an ancíent 

book on Spanísli sport). (Madrid, 1761.)
Mateos B allestero . Origen y dignidad de la caza (an ancient 

book on Spanish sport). (Madrid, 1634.)
Núñez de Avendaño. Aviso de cazadores (an ancient book on 

Spanish sport). (Madrid, 1543.)
R eyna, F. Libro de Abbeyteria (an ancient book on Spanish horses, 

etc.). . (Burgos, 1548.)
U hagón, F. La Caza (a modern book containing an exhaustive 

bibliography of Spanish sport). (Madrid, 1888.)
B anuelos de la Cerda. Libro de la gineta (an ancient work on 

Spanish horses). (Madrid, 1877.)
U hagon, F. (editor). Diálogos de la Montería (an ancient work on 

Spanish hunting). (Madrid, i8go.)
A lcocer, F. Tratado del juego (a priest’s denunciation of certain 

forms of gambling, but full of curious information on Spanish 
play and pastimes in the sixteenth century). (Salamanca, ISS9-)

H illo , P epe . Tauromaquia. (Madrid, 1804.)
Moratín, L. F. Origen de las fiestas de toros. (Madrid, 1777.)
S algado, J. An Impartial and Brief Description of the Plaza at 

Madrid and the Bull Baiting. (London, 1683.)
Castro, A. Combates de toros en España. (Madrid.)
M il l Án, P. L os toros en Madrid. (Madrid.)
V elázquez y Sánchez. Anales del Toreo (a complete history of 

bull fighting). (Madrid.)
B edoya, F. G. Historia del Toreo. (Madrid, 1850.)
P rice, L. Tauromaquia, or Bull Fights in Spain. (London, 1832.)
S ánchez da Neira . L os toreros de Antaño y los de Ogaño. (Ma

drid, 1884.)
B u rke. Article on Bull Fighting in History of Spain, edited by Mar

tin Hume.

See also the descriptions of bull fights in the various travels
mentioned in the bibliography appended to the present author’s
Spain, 1479-1788.

Aráis, Moriscos, and Jeivs
L ane-P oole, S. The Moors in Spain. (London, 1897.)
D ozy. Histoire des musulmans d’Espagne. (Leyden, 1881.) 
Gayangos, P. History of the Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain. 

(London, 1843.)
B e be l , a . Die mohammedanische Kulturperiode. (Stuttgart, 1884.) 
A mador de los R ío s. Inscripciones Arabes de Sevilla. (Madrid,

1875.)
Amador de los R ío s. Inscripciones Arabes de Córdoba. (Madrid, 

1879.)
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L a f u e n t e , E. Inscripciones Ai'abes de Granada. (Madrid, 1869.)
L a f u e n t e , M. Historia de Granada. (Paris, 1852.)
CoNTEERAS, R. Estudios descriptivos de los Monumentos Arabes de 

Granada, Sevilla, Córdoba, etc. (Madrid.)
D a n v il a  y  C o lla d o . La Expulsión de los Moriscos. (Madrid.)
G u a d a l a ja r a  y  X a v ie r . Memorable expulsión y justisimo destierro 

de los moriscos. (Pamplona, 1613.)
G e d d e s  (tracts). History of the Expulsión oí the Moriscos. (Lon- 

don, 1702-1706.)
M u r p h y , J. C. Arabian Antiquities in Spain. (London, 1813.)
M en d o za , D. H urtado  d e . G uerra de Granada. (Valencia, 1795.)
M a r m o l , C a r b a ja l . Historia de la rebelión y  castigo de los moris

cos de Granada. (Malaga, 1600.)
J a n e r . Condición Social de los Moriscos, etc. (Madrid, 1857.)
PÉREZ DE H it a . H istoria  de los V andos, etc. (Valencia, 1597.)
PÉREZ DE H it a . Guerras Civiles de Granada. (Cuenca, 1619.)
D o zy . Reclierches, etc. (Leyden, 1860.)
C o n d e , J. A. Historia de la Dominación de los Arabes en España. 

(Madrid, 1820.)
A m ador  d e  lo s  R ío s . Estudios sobre los Judios en España. (Ma

drid, 1848.)

Religión, Inquisition, etc.
L l ó r e n t e . Histoire critique de l’inquisition. (Paris, 1817.)
F l ó r e s  y  L a f u e n t e . España Sagrada (fifty-one volumes). Ma

drid, 1754-1879.)
C a st ro , A . Plistory of Religious Intolerance in Spain. (London, 

1852.)
C a st ro , A. Spanish Protestants. (London, 1851.)
B o eh m er , E. Bibliotheca Wififeniana. Spanish Reformers of Two 

Centuries from 1520. (London, 1874, etc.)
G o n z á le s  d e  M o n t es , R. Artes de la Inquisición Española. (Ma

drid, 1851.)
W iFFEN, B. Life and Writings of Juan de Valdés. (London, 1865.)
G a r r id o , F. La Restauración Teocrática, Progresos y Decadencia 

del Catolicismo en España. (Madrid.)
C a s t e l a r , E. La Revolución Religiosa. (Madrid.)
L a f u e n t e , V. Historia Eclesiástica de España. (Madrid, 1874.)
M a u r e n b r e c h e r , W. Studien und Skizzen zur Geschichte der Re- 

formationszeit. (Leipzig, 1874.)
G e d d e s  (tracts.) (London, 1702-1706.)

N ote.—W here no date of publication is given it may be assumed
that the work referred to has been recently published and is still
current.
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Abbaside dynasty, 78, 79. 
Abd-er-Rahman I, ’]?¡ Jiassim . 
Abd-er-Rahman II, 89-91. 
Abd-er-Rahman I II  (an-Nasir), Ca- 

liph, 92-96.
Abd-er-Rahman, governor of south 

Gaul, 76.
Abdul Aziz, 74, 75.
Abdul Malik, loo.
Abu Said, King of Granada, 215. 
Adrián of Utrecht, 318, 323, 324, 327, 

328.
Agriculture, decline of, 416, 420.
Aix la Chapelle, treaties of, (1668) 448, 

(1748) 475.
Alahor, 83.
Alans in Spain, 43, 44.
Alarcos, battle of, 148, 149.
Alarle, 42, 43.
Alarle the younger, 48.
Alba, Duke of, 366-374. 
Alburquerque, Juan de, 212.
Alcabala. (See Financial Systems.) 
Alemán, Mateo, 403.
Alexander II, Pope, 130.
Alexander V I, Pope, 290.
Alfonso the Catholic (of Asturias), 84. 
Alfonso II  of Asturias, 85.
Alfonso I I I  of Asturias, 93-95. 
Alfonso IV  of León, 95, 96.
Alfonso V  of León, 118.
Alfonso V I  of León and Castile, 121, 

122, 12 5 -13 0  ; death of, 132.

Alfonso V I I  (the emperor), 134, 139, 
146.

Alfonso I I I  (V III) of Castile, 14 7 -

151-
Alfonso I X  of León, 148, 149, 15 1, 

152.
Alfonso the Learned (X) of Castile, 

162, 164 passim , 181, 18 3-18 7 , 232. 
Alfonso X I  of Castile, 200, 205- 

2 11.
Alfonso X II , 512, 515.
Alfonso X I II ,  513.
Alfonso I (the Battler) of Aragón,

133-135-
Alfonso I I I  of Aragón, 196-198. 
Alfonso I V  of Aragón, 199.
Alfonso V  of Aragón, Naples,-and 

Sicily, 257-260.
Alfonso Enriques, King of Portugal, 

146-148.
Alfonso, Infante of Castile (1464), 

265, 267.
Algiers, battle of (1541), 335.
A l Hamar, King of Granada, 185, 

186.
Ali-Abdul-Hassan the Almoravide,

132-
Aljamiado writing, 232.
Aljubarrota, battle of, 239.
Almansa, battle of, 466.
Ahnansor, 98 ; overruns the Christian 

realms, 99 ; destroys the librarles at 
Cordova, too.

525
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A l Mamún, King of Toledo, 122, 123, 
125.

Almenara, battle of, 126.
Almohades, the, 137, 138, 141, 144, 

148, 150, 161.
Almorávides, 126, 127, 132, 136, 144, 

146.
A l Motamid, King of Seville, 125 ,126 .
Alvar Fañez, 127.
Alvaro de Luna, 244-247, 250.
Amadeo, King of Spain, 511.
America, discovery of, 285-287, 304, 

345-34g-
America, discovery of, its effects on 

the Spanish people, 287, 288, 303, 

304, 346-349. 350-354, 403-
America, settlement and organization 

of, 347-349-
American colonies, reform in, 494; 

revolt of, 506.
Anne of Austria, wife of Louis X III ,  

414. 434-
Anne of Neuberg, second wife of 

Charles II, 453, 459, 469.
Arable language, growth of, in Spain, 

89, 90, lo i, 105, 162.
Arable learning, 102, 105, 107, 139, 

140, l 65- i 6g, 181, 298.
Arabs (see also Moors), 72, 77, 82, 90, 

91, 116 , 136.
Aragón, constitution of, 1 13 , 114 , 130,

136, 153. 155. 156, 159. 160, 17 8 -
181, 195, 196, 200, 220, 255, 256, 

334 , 364. 398, 39 9 . 427, 456,- 465, 
466, 477.

Aragón, foreign policy of (see also 
Jaime the Conqueror and Fernando 
the Catholic), 19 3-196 , ig8, 203, 
204, 216, 217, 220, 243, 257-259, 
269, 286-294, 295-297, 300-303, 
332.

Architecture in Cliristian Spain, 115 ,  
139, 169, 170, 226-228, 230, 446.

Architecture in Moslem Spain, lio , 
226, 230.

Archpriest of Hita, 221, 233.
Arlan Christianity in Spain, 48-52. 
Armada, the, 389-393.
Art in Spain, 443, 446, 457, 516.
Art in Spain under the Goths, 61-63, 

70-
Art, Moorish influence upon Christian, 

17 0 -17 2 , 18 1, 220-228, 230.
Art under the Moors, lo i, 110 , 139, 

140, 170.
Astorga, 33.
Asturias, kingdom of, 83-85, 91, 94. 
Atapuerca, battle of, 121,
Atawulf, 43.
Athanagild, 48, 49, 58, 63.
Augustas (Octavian) in Spain, 26-32. 
Averroes, 167, 182.
Avicebron, 105.
Az Zahra, palace of, 97,100, 108, lio . 

Badajoz, 33.
Baleares, conques! of, 157.
Balearum (Román province of), 37. 
Barbara of Braganza, wife of Fer

nando V I, 475, 480.
Barbarians, the incursión of, 4 1-4 3. 
Barcelona, 81, g8, 1 13 , 136, 428, 468. 
Becerro de Behetrías, 208.
Beltraneja, the, 26 4 -26 7,271-273, 296. 
Benedict X I II ,  Anti-Pope (Pedro de 

Luna), 205, 243, 244.
Benevento, battle of, 193.
Berbers in Spain, 67, 73, 75, 77, 90, 

91, 93, 100, 116 -12 6 , 132.
Berceo, poet, 165.
Berenguela of Castile, wife of Alfon

so I X  of León, 148, 149, 15 1, 152. 
Berenguer III, Count of Barcelona, 

126.
Bermudo, King of Asturias, 87. 
Bermudo I I  of León, 97, gg.
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Bermudo I II  of León, 118 , 119.
Bernard, Bishop of Toledo, 130.
Bernardo del Carpió, 80.
Bertrand du Guesclin, 217, 218.
Bélica (Andalusia), 23, 26, 37, 54.
Bilbilis, 21, 30, 34, 62.
Blanche, Queen of Navarre, 259.
Blaiiche of Bourbon, Queen of Pedro 

the Cruel, 213.
Blanche of Navarre, Queen Consort 

of Castile, 259, 260.
Boabdil, King of Granada, 283, 284.
Braga, 33.
Breda, siege of, 422.
Bull fights, 174.

Cádiz, sack of, 400.
Calatrava, Order of, 189.
Calderón, poet, 405, 408, 441.
Caliphate of Cordova, 78, 85, 91-93, 

97, 98, 103, 104, 116 , I I 7.
Calverly, Sir Hugh, 217.
Cantabrians, 49, 54.
Caracalla, 36.
Carillo, Archbishop of Toledo, 264, 

266, 272.
Carlism, its regional character, 507.
Carlos, Don, son of Philip II, 357,

369-
Caricia, 1.8.
Carlhagenensis, Román province of, 

37, 54-
Carlhaginians in Spain, 9-16.
Caslile, kingdom of, 1 1 9 - 1 2 1 ,  149, 

152, 161, 18 1, 208, 209, 220, 235, 
236, 243, 269, 273-275, 307, 315, 
316.

Castile, the rise of, 94,96,97, 1 18 ,1 19 .
Catalonia, 80, 81, 98, 1 13 , 136, 153, 

261, 364; revolts of, 427-430, 436, 
460, 464-466, 468.

Catharine of Aragón, Queen of Eng- 
land, 291, 300.

Catharine of Lancaster, Queen of 
Castile, 240, 243, 244.

Celestina, drama, 305, 313 .
Celtiberians, characteristics of, 6, 10, 

16, 17, 30.
Celts in Spain, 5, 15, 16.
Cei'vantes, 403, 405, 457.
Character of Spaniards, deterioration 

of, in the seventeenth century, 408, 
419, 420, 440, 456.

Charlemagne, 79,
Charles II, 446-455.
Charles I I  (Anjou) of Naples, 198.
Charles III , 472, 482, 487-497.
Charles IV , 497-502.
Charles V , 298-300, 302, 3 17 -3 2 2 , 327 

p assim  ; abdication and death, 343.
Charles V I I I  of France, 289.
Charles Martel, 76.
Charles of Anjou and Sicily, 193, 194, 

198.
Charles of Austria claims the Spanish 

throne (1700), 463, 465-467.
Charles the Noble of Navarre, 259.
Charters, 113 , 114 , 120, 130, 134, 185, 

208, 220, 236, 242.
Chindaswinth, 56.
Chivalry, the romances of, 251-2 53 , 

312 , 407.
Christianity, its reception in Spain,

39-42.
Christians under Arab rule, 77, 78, 86, 

90, 92, lo i, 104-106, 162.
Church in Spain, 114 , 130, 134, 141, 

147. 155, 178. 194, 198, 263, 2 7 7 -  
280, 315 , 316, 329, 330, 337, 340, 
356, 377. 378, 408, 478,

Cid, Poem of the, 165.
Cid, the, 12 3-12 9 .
Clavijo, battle of, 87.
Cloth industry in Spain. (See Wool.)
Clovis, 48.
Code of Alaric, 55.
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Colonial possessions. (See America, 
Sicily, etc.)

Colonia Patricia, i8.
Colonies, loss of, 513.
Columbus, 285-287, 294.
Commodus, 36.
Complutensian polyglot Bible, 304, 

312.
Comuneros, rising of, 321-327 .
Condé, Prince of, 434 -
Conrad of Swabia, 184, 193.
Conradino of Sicily, 193, 194.
Constance of Castile, Duchess of Lan- 

caster, 239, 240.
Constance of Sicily, 158.
Constantino, 37, 40.
Constitution of Cádiz, 504.
Cordova, city of, 86, 98, 108, 137, 140; 

conquest of, 161.
Cornwall, Earl of, 185.
Cortes, 139, 143, 15 1. 153. 181, 185. 

187, 188, 191, 196, 197, 202, 207- 
209, 213 , 214, 220, 236-238, 240- 
242, 256, 257, 263, 272-275, 307, 
3 2 1-3 2 7 , 329, 334, 363, 364, 373, 
374, 409, 417, 427, 428, 456, 461, 
478-480, 504, 507, 508.

Councils, administrative, 308, 309,
Councils of Spanisli bisliops ; Elvira, 

40 ; Zaragoza, 40 ; Toledo, 40, 52, 
56, 64, 65, 112 , 114 . (See Cortes.)

Count Lucanor (tales), 221, 233.
Covadonga, battle of, 83, 84.
Coyanza, Council of, 114 , 120.
Crusade against the Almohades, 149.
Cueva, Don Beltran de la, 264-266.

Deposition of Henry the Impotent, 
265, 266.

Deza, grand inquisitor, 298, 299.
Diocletian, 37.
Diversions, public, 17 3 -17 5 , 313 , 440.
Dominic, Saint, 178, 182.

Don Quixote, 403, 407.
Drama, Spanish, 17 3 -17 5 , 313 , 405, 

406, 440-443, 457.

Education, 231, 312 , 479, 483, 494, 
500.

Edward I of England, 184, 194, 197.
Edward the Black Prince in Spain, 

216 -218 .
Eleanor of Castile, Queen of England, 

184.
Eleanor, Queen of Navarre, 260, 261.
Elizabeth, Queen of England, 359, 

36 7-371, 381, 382, 386-394, 400, 
410.

Elizabeth Farnese, second wife of 
Philip V , 469-475, 488.

Elizabeth of Valois, wife of Philip II,
358, 369.

Elvira of Castile, sovereign of Toro, 
12 1, 122.

Encina Juan de, 312.
England and Spain (see also Philip II  

and England), 415, 416, 421, 422, 

424, 4 3 5 , 4 3 7 , 448, 4 54 , 463-468, 
472, 4 7 4 , 4 7 5 , 481, 482, 4 95 , 502, 
503.

Ensenada, Marquis of, 481-483.
Epila, battle of, 202.
Erwig, 65.
Espartero, 508.
Esquilache (Squillaci) riot, 490, 491.
Euric, 48.
Evora, 23, 24.

Fabius Servilianus, 20.
Fadrique of Sicily, 198, 199.
Favourites, the rule of, 409, 418-430, 

43 3 , 43 7 , 44S, 4 4 9 , 45 6 , 498-501-
Feijoo, Father, author, 479, 486.
Fernando I of Castile, 1 19 -12 1 .
Fernando IV  of Castile, 191, 192.
Fernando V I, 475, 480-487.
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Fernando V II , 501-506.
Fernando, King of Naples and Sicily, 

258.
Fernando (La Cerda) of Castile, 186.
Femando of Austria (Emperor), 293, 

302, 318 , 332, 338.
Fernando, Regent of Castile, King of 

Aragón, 243, 255-257.
Fernando the Catholic (of Aragón), 

26 1-273 , 275, 276, 279, 282-292, 
295-297, 30 0 -30 2; effects of his 
policy, 306-317.

Fernando the Saint, King of León 
and Castile, 149, 1 5 1, 160-162, 166, 
172.

Fernán Gonzalos, Count of Castile, 96.
Feudalism in Spain, 52, 64, 65, 112 , 

113, 135, 144. 152, 153. 160, 187, 
188, 19 5-19 7, 200-202, 206, 2og, 
214, 219, 220, 238, 240-242, 244, 
262, 266, 267, 271, 273-276, 334.

Financial systeins, 309, 310, 313, 314, 

3 3 4 . 346, 351-354, 370-373, 390. 
402, 409, 4 1 1, 416-420, 427, 439, 
452, 456, 461, 468, 472, 473, 477, 
478, 484, 496, 500, 509, 514.

Flanders, rising in, 365-374, 410, 4 1 1, 
422-426.

Foreign policy of the emperor, 3 3 2 -  

3 4 2 -
Fosse, the massacre of the, at Toledo, 

8 3 .
French Revolution, effect upon Spáin, 

4 9 7 - 4 9 9 , 501-503.
Fruela I of Asturias, 85.
Fruela II, King of Asturias, 95.
Fuero de Albedrío, 20S.
Fuero Juzgo. (See Lex  Visigotho- 

rum.)
Fulvius, 19.

Gadeira (Cádiz), Phoenician settlement 
in, 2, 9.

Galba, 19.
Galicia (Román), 24, 32, 37, 54. 
Garcia, Count of Castile, 118.
García, King of Galicia, 121.
Garcia, King of Navarre, 120.
Garcia I, King of León, 95.
Gelves, defeat of (1560), 360. 
Germaine de Foix, Queen of Aragón, 

296, 300, 302.
Germania, rising of, 322, 323. 
Gerontius, 42.
Gibraltar, 464.
Girón, the brothers, T49.
Gneeus, 13.
Godoy, Prince of the Peace, 498-502. 
Golpejar, battle of, 122, 123.
Gómez Manrique, 312.
Gongora, poet, 442.
Gonsalvo de Cordova, E l Gran Capi

tán, 290.
Gothic architecture, 228-230.
Gothic organization of Spain, 45-47, 

51. 54-56, 68, 69.
Gothic ritual, 130.
Goths in Spain, 43-70.
Granada, Almoravide pillage of, 132. 
Granada, expulsión of the Moriscos 

from, 378 -38 1.
Granada, kingdom of, 161, 185, 192, 

207, 215, 263, 264 ; conquest of, 
282-284.

Granvelle, Cardinal de, 365, 366. 
Greek settlement in Spain, 8.
Greeks, the influence of the, in Spain, 

8, 16.
Guienne, Duke of, 268, 271.
Guises, the, 358, 367, 388, 3 9 4 , 3 95 - 
Guzman de Alfarache (novel), 403.

Hadrian, 35.
Hakam I, Caliph of Cordova, 88. 
Hakam II, Caliph of Cordova, 97, 98, 

loo.
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Hatnilcar Barca, lo, l l .
Hannibal, 12 -14 .
Haro, the Good Count de, 246.
Hasdrubal, i i .
Henry I of Castile, 151.
Henry I I  of Trastamara, King of 

Castile, 203, 2 1 1 -2 19 , 2 35-24 1.
Henry III  of Castile, 240-243-
Henry IV  of Castile, 260-272.
Henry V I I I  of England, the em- 

peror’s alliance with (1543), 3 3 &-
Henry I I  of France, 341, 358.
Henry I I I  of France, 388, 394, 395.
Henry IV  of France, 388, 394- 39 7 > 

414.
Henry, Infante of Aragón, 245, 246.
Henry of Burgundy, Count of Por

tugal, 133. 1 3 4 -
Hermandad de Castilla, 145.
Hermenegild, 49, 50.
Hishem I, King of Cordova, 85, 87, 

116 , 117 .
Hishem II, g8, 100.
Hishem A l Kadir, King of Toledo, 

125, 127.
Honorius, 41.
Flurtado de Mendoza, Diego, 347, 

405, 407.

Iberia, natural wealth of, 6, 7.
Iberian intluence on Rome, 34~36, 57 -
Iberians, origin and character of, 2-4, 

10, 16.
Ibn Hafsün, 91, 92.
Ibn Hajjaj, King of Seville, 92.
Ibn Zacaria, of Seville, log.
Illerda, battle of, 25.
Industry in Christian Spain, 170 -172 , 

182, 220-228, 277, 304, 3 1 3 -3 1 5  
346, 350-354, 372, 373 , 416, 439 
455, 472, 494, 500, 506.

Industry under the Moors, lo i, 102, 
lo6, 109.

Ingunda, 50.
Inquisition, the, 263, 276-2S1, 294, 

295, 298, 299, 304, 310, 3 1 1, 345,
357, 363-366, 435, 478, 486, 487,
49 4 , 506-

Isabel, Infanta of Castile and Aragón 
(daughter of the “ Catholic kings ” ), 
273, 290-292.

Isabel the Catholic, Queen of Castile, 
260, 267-273, 275, 276, 280, 282- 
294, 3 0 6 -3 1 1 ;  effects of her policy, 
3 12 -3 17 .

Isabel II, 505-510.
Italian aims of Elizabeth Farnese, 

469-471, 47 4 , 4 7 5 -

Jaime, Count of Urgel, 201.
Jaime I (the Conqueror) of Aragón, 

155 passim , 185, 186, 192, 193.
Jaime I I  of Aragón and Sicily, 192,

197-199-
Jaime II  of Majorca, 200, 201.
Jaime of Aragón, King of Majorca, 

192-194, 186.
Jaime of Castile, King of Murcia, 

187.
Jamaica, capture of, 435.
Jesuits, English, 3S9, 390, 397.
Jesuits in Spain, their expulsión, 4 9 1-  

4 9 3 -
Jewish physicians in Spain, 169.
Jews in Spain, 64, 65, 102, 10 5-10 7, 

116 , 137, 140, 162, 164-169, 179, 
181, 182, 223, 234, 273-28 1, 295, 

298, 354 -
Jiménez, Cardinal, 297-302, 304, 312 ,

315, 318-
Joan (of Naples), 257.
Joao I (of Avis), King of Portugal,

2 3 9 , 2 4 0 -

John of Gaunt’s claim to Castile, 238-
240.

Joseph Bonaparte, King of Spain, 503.
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Juan I of Aragón, 204, 205.
Juan II  of Aragón, 259-262.
Juan II  of Castile, 244.
Juan de la Cruz, Saint, 376.
Juan, Infante of Aragón, murdered by 

Pedro the Cruel, 214.
Juan, Infante of Castile and Aragón 

(heir of the Catholic kings), 290- 

292.
Juan José of Austria, Don, 435 - 4 3 7 . 

447- 45 1 -
Juan Manuel, Don, 206, 207, 220, 233.
Juan of Austria, Don, 380, 381, 38 3-  

386, 398.
Juan of Castile, King of Seville, 187, 

188, 190, 191.
Juan the One-eyed (of Castile), 206, 

207.
Juana Henriquez, Queen Consort of 

Aragón, 259-261.
Juana of Austria, sister of Philip II, 

357 -
Juana of Portugal, Queen of Castile, 

264.
Juana the Mad, Queen of Castile, 292, 

295-298, 300, 3 2 4 -

Judah ben Samuel, 169.
Judicial organization, 236-238, 275*
Julián, Count, 67.
Julius Ctesar in Spain, 24.
Julius Hyginius, 34.
Juvencus, 57 , 7° .

L a  Cerda, the Infantes of, 186, 189, 

207.
Language, Spanish, 162—168, I 75 . r8l,

Laras, the, 15 1 , 190. IQI. 206.
Laso de la Vega, Pedro, 321-326 .
Lazarillo de Tormes (novel), 347, 406.
Leagues of nobles, (See Feudalism.)
Leagues of towns. (See Municipal- 

ities.)
Leander, Blshop of Seville, 50, 58.

Legal codes, 55, 56, 70, 84, 1 1 2 - 1 1 4 ,  
160, 162, 181, 236, 275.

León, Council of, 114 , 118 , 120.
León, kingdoin of, 95, 98, 99, 112 , 

l ig , 149, 161, 162.
Leovgild, 49, 50.
Lepante, battle of, 383, 384, 401.
Lerma, Duke of, 409, 414, 416.
Levi, Samuel, 215.
Lex Visigothorum, 56, 69, 70, 8 4 ,113 , 

160.
Literature in Christian Spain, 115 ,  

116 , 13 9 -14 1 , 16 3-16 9, 182, 221, 
222, 231-236, 247-253, 312 , 347, 
403-408, 441-443. 4 7 9 . 484-486,

514. 516-
Literature in Spain under the Goths, 

57-6 1. 70.
Lope de Haro, 18 9 -19 1.
Lope de Rueda, 406.
Lope de Vega, 403-406, 441, 457.
López de Ayala, Pedro, 215, 234,235.
López de Haro, Diego, 149.
Louis X I, 261, 268, 271, 272, 282.
Louis X I I  of France, 296.
Louis X IV , 434, 436, 447, 448, 453, 

459-461.
Louis X V , 471, 475.
Louis X V I, 498.
Louis of Anjou and Naples, 258.
Louis, Saint, 158.
Loyola, 376.
Lucullus, 19.
Lull, Ramón, 167, 182.
Lusitania, 19, 23, 37, 54.
Luxury, growth of, 172 -174 , 176, 177, 

181, 223, 224, 313 , 314, 408, 421, 
440. 456.

Madrid, backward condition of, in 
1760, 490.

Mahomet I, King óf Cordova, 90.
Malta, siege of, by the Turks, 361,
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Manfred of Sicily, 158, 193.
Marcellus, 19.
Marcas Aurelias, 35.
Maria Cristina, widow of Alfonso X II,

513-
Maria Cristina, widow of Fernan

do V I I , 505-508,
Maria de Guzman, 2 11.
Maria de Moiina, igo, 19 1, 206, 207. 
Maria Luisa, wife of Charles IV , 497, 

498.
Mariana of Austria, wife of Phiiip IV , 

436 ; regent, 447.
Marie Louise of Orleans, wife of 

Charles II, 450.
Marie Louise of Savoy, first wife of 

Phiiip V , 461-468.
Mariborough, Duke of, 464.
Marriages of Femando and Isabei’s 

children, 290-293.
Martial, 34, 35.
Martin D ’Umium, Bishop of Braga, 

49. 60.
Martin of Siciiy, 205, 255.
Martin the Humane, King of Aragón, 

205, 226, 255.
Martyrdom of Christians, 86-90.
Mary, Queen of Scots, 358, 359, 367,

385-
Massanieilo, revoit of, 434,

Mazarin, Cardinal, 435,
Mena, Juan de, 250,
Merida, 33.
Mesta, the, 224, 225, 276,
Metellus, 23.
Miliions, (See Financial Systems,) 
Mingo Revuigo, Coplas de, 272. 
Misery ín Spain, 372-374, 402, 408, 

415- 417. 419- 421, 433. 452. 490. 
500.

Mislata, battle of, 202,
Moorish organization of Spain, 73, 74, 

77, 10 3-10 5, 142,

Moors, the coming pf the, 67, 68, 71 
fa s sh n .

Moors in Gaui, 76.
Moors under Christian rule, 130, 139, 

142, 225, 230, 295, 298, 299, 354. 
(See also Mudejares and Moriscos.)

Moriscos, the, 3 5 4 ; their expuision, 
378 -38 1, 402, 412, 413.

Mozárabes, 86, 92, 105, 106, 116 , 136, 
137. 142, 143, 163, 165, 170, 171, 
220-223, 230.

Mudejares, 130, 139, 142, 162, 163, 
170, 171, 179, 220-223, 230.

Mühlberg, battle of (1547), 338.
Munda, battie of, 25.
Municipalities, the rise of, 134, 14 3 -  

145, 181, 188, 206, 207 ; deciine of, 
207, 220, 237, 241, 242, 244, 271, . 
273-276.

Münster, treaty of, 435.
Muriiio, 445, 457.
Musa, 67, 73, 74.
Muza ben Zeyad, 91.
Mysticism, Spanish, 376, 377.

Napoleón, 499, 501, 502.
Navarre, kingdom of, 1 12 , 114 , 136, 

1,53. 258-263, 301.
Navas de Tolosa, battle of, 150, 161.
Nimeguen, peace of, 448, 450.
Nobles. (See Feudalism.)
Numancia, 19 -21.

O’Donnell, 510.
Olivares, Count de, 418-433.
Olmedo, battle of, 266.
Omeyyad dynasty, 72, 78-82, 93.
Oppas, Bishop of Seville, 66.
Orange, William of, 366, 368, 371.
Ordoño I, ICing of Asturias, 91, 93.
Ordoño II, King of Galicia, 95.
Ordoño I II  of León, 96.
Ordoño the Bad (of León), 96, 97.
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Osea (Huesca), 23;
Ourique, battle of, 147.
Oviedo, 85.

Pacheco, Don Juan (Marquis de Vil- 
lena), 262-273.

Padilla, Juan de, 321-326 .
Painters, Spanish, 443-446.
Papacy. (See Church in Spain.)
Parma, Alexander Farnese, Duke of, 

386, 392, 396.
Passau, peace of, 341.
Patiño, José, 473, 474, 477.
Pavía, battle of, 327.
Pedro I I  of Aragón, 149, 155.
Pedro I II  of Aragón, 158-160, 178, 

19 2-197.
Pedro IV  of Aragón, 200-204.
Pedro tile Cruel, of Castile, 203, 204, 

2 11 -2 19 ,  235.
Pelayo, 74-84.
Peninsular War, the, 502, 503, 516.
Perez, Antonio, 398, 407.
Perez de Guzman, Alfonso, the Good, 

190.
Perez de Guzman, Fernán, historian, 

251.
Petronilla of Aragón, 136, 153, 155. ■
Philip II, 339-345, 350 p a s s im ; death 

of, 400.
Philip I I  and England, 341, 344, 36 7-  

37.1, 381, 382, 3S4-394, 399, 400, 
410, 4 1 1.

Philip I I  and Flanders, 365-372, 384-

387-
Philip I II , 409-417.
Philip IV , 418-438.
Philip V, 4 5 5 , 4 5 8 -4 7 5 ,  4 7 7 - 4 7 9 -

Philip of Austria, King of Castile, 
291, 295-297, 299, 300.

Philip of Valois claims Aragón, 195, 
201.

Philip the Bold invades Aragón, 195.

PhcEnician influence, 8, 16.
Phcenicians in Spain, i , 6.
Picaresque novéis, 407, 408.
Pictorial art in Spain. (See Art.)
Plantagenet, Eleanor, wife of Alfon

so I I I  (V III) of Castile, 148.
Political organization of the Christian 

kingdoms, 112 , 1 13 , 134, 135, 135^ 
145, 181, 196, 197, 202, 20S, 209, 
236-238, 259, 2 73-277, 303, 30 7-  
3 1 1 .  331, 334 -

Political Systems of the emperor and 
Philip I I , 339, 340, 345, 346, 352_

356, 359-374, 401.
Pompey, 23, 24.
Pomponius Mela, 57.
Portocarrero, Cardinal, 454, 459, 460.
Portugal, rise of, 146, 147.
Portugal annexed by Philip II, 387, 

388, 402 ; revolt of, 431, 436, 437.
Poverty of the country, 372-374, 402, 

408-410, 416, 419, 420, 452, 456.
Priscilian, Bishop of Avila, 48.
Privilege of Union, 196, 197, 200; 

abrogation of, 201, 202.
Products, primitivo, of Spain, 6, 30.
Prudentius, 57, 70.
Publius Scipio, 13.
Punic wars, 10 -14 .
Pyrenees, treaty of, 437.

Quevedo, 442, 457.
Quintillian, 34, 35.

Ramiro I, King of Aragón, 120.
Ramiro I I  of León, 95, 96.
Ramiro II, the Monk, King of Ara- 

gon, 136, 153.
Ramiro I I I  of León, 97-99.
Ramón Berenguer, Count of Barcelo- 

na, King of Aragón, 136.
Raymond of Burgundy, 133 , 134.
Recared, 49, 52, 53, 56.
Recceswinth, 57, 61.
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Refonn in Spain, 4*̂ 0, 46I1 4 &4 i 4 ^5> 
46S, 472, 4 7 3 , 476-479. 4S1, 4 8 3-  
487, 490, 491, 493, 4 9 4 , 496, 4 9 7 .
499, 504, 509. 510, 512-516 .

Religious orders, 4^6, 4 4 0 , 4 9 ^"4 9 3 ,

500.
Religious raiicour, growth of, 85, 91, 

92, 104, 177-18 0 , 1S2, 276-284, 294 . 
298, 299. 3 0 7 -3 11 , 338, 34 5 , 346, 
355- 357 . 363-368, 375- 377 , 381, 
382, 402.

Religious uuiformity, Spaiu the C h a m 

pion of, 327-332, 336-338, 341, 344-  
346, 355, 358-378, 381, 382, 401,
402, 408.

Renaissance, the, effect of, in Spain, 

3 11 , 404, 4 4 3 - 
Rene of Anjou, 258.
Revolt of Sancho the Feroclous, i 85 , 

187.
Revolutionary era in Spain, 507-512. 
Richard I I I  of England, 268. 
Richelieu, Cardinal, 421-426, 429, 434. 
Rimado de Palacio, 234.
Ripperdá, 471, 4 7 3 - 
Rocroy, battle of, 434.
Roderic, 66-68.
Roger de Lauria, 195-199.
Roland, 80.
Román Empire, foundation of, 26 ; 

fall of, 38-42.
Román organization of Spain, 27, 30,

32, 35 , 37 . 45.
Román Spain, 17- 4 5 .
Roncesvalles, battle of, 80.
Rubens in Spain, 443, 444.
Ryswick, peace of, 453.

Saguntum, 18, 21.
Saint Braulius, 59, 70. ■
Saint Eugenias, 59.
Saint Isidore, Bishop of Seville, 58,

64, 70.

Saint Teresa, 376.
Salic law in Spain, 505.
Sancho, Ring of Aragón, 12 1, 126. 
Sancho I I I  of Castile, 12 1, 122, 124, 

146. 147.
Sancho IV  of Castile, 1S6-190, 198, 

232.
Sancho IV  ofNavarre, 136.
Sancho the Fat (of León), 96, 97. 
Sancho the Great (of Navarre), 118 , 

119 .
Sanchos, the war of the three, 121. 
Sanchuelo, son of Almansor, 1 1 6 ,1 1 7 .  
Santa Hermandad, La, 275.
Santiago, body of, 86.
Santillana, Marquis de, 250.
Science in Christian Spain, 165-169, 

181.
Science in Moslem Spain, 109, 140, 

166-168.
Scipio Africanas, 13 , 14, 17.
Scipio Emilianas, 21.
Sem Tob, Rabbi, 234.
Seneca, 34.
Septimius Severas, 36.
Sertorius, rising of, 22 ; his organiza

tion of Spain, 24.
Seville, conques! of, 16 1, 162, 172. 
Sicilian Vespers, 194.
Sicily, Aragonese claims to, 19 3-195, 

197-199, 203, 205, 220, 288.
Siete Partidas, the, 162, 168, 1 7 5 ,181, 

186, 208.
Silk industry in Spain, 225, 314, 315. 

420.
Sisebut, 64.
Sisenand, 63.
Spanish Csesars, 35.
Spanish letters, 34, 57- 6 i, 69, 7° ,  105, 

107, 1 15 , 139, 140, 16 5-16 7 , 181, 
204, 221, 222, 2 31-2 36 , 247-253, 
304, 347, 403-408, 441-443, 479, 
484-486, 514, 516,
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Stage, Spanisli. (See Drama.)
Succession, the wars of, 4 5 3 -4 55 ,4 58 -  

468.
Suevians in Spain, 43, 44, 49.
Summaries; 1100  b . c . to 27 b. c ., 30 ; 

27 B. c. to 710  A. D., 68 ; 710 A. D. 
to 1002 A. D., lo i ; 1002 to 1150, 
1 3 8 ;  115 0  to 1300, 1 8 1 ; 1300 to 
1400, 2 i g ; 1400 to 1460, 253 ; 
1460 to 1520, 303 ; 1520 to 1560, 
345 ; 1560 to 1600, 4 0 1; i 5oo to 
1700, 456 ; 1700 to 1900, 515.

Swinthila, 61.

Tarik, 67, 73.
Tarragona, 18, 32, 37, 42, 54.
Taxation. (See Financial Systems.)
Teuda, Queen Consort of León, 96.
Theocracy under the Goths, 51, 52, 

62, 66, 84.
Theodomir, Duke, 74.
Theodoric, 48.
Tlieodosius, 40, 41.
Theodowulf, Bishop of Orleans, 59,
Thirty Years’ War, 421-427.
Tingitana, 37, 43, 49.
Tirso de Molina, 405.
Toledo, the Christian capital, 12 6 ,131, 

139 . 147-
Toledo, the Gothic capital, 48.
Toledo under the Moors, 88, 92 ; a 

tributary of Castile, 121.
Tordesillas, the Seguro de, 246.
Torquemada, Father, 27S, 294.
Trajan, 35, 36, 40.
Triumvirate, the, in Rome, 25.
Troubadours, their influence in Spain, 

164 p assim , 181.
Tunis, battle of (1535), 335.
Turks, Spain’s struggles witli the, 

333- 335 . 360, 383, 384.

Ucles, battle of, 132.
Unification of the people, 14 1 -14 3 ,  

14 9 ,1 5 2 ,1 5 3 .1 6 2 ,276-28Í, 294, 303, 
3 0 4 ,3 10 ,3 1 1 , 3 15 ,3 16 ,3 4 5 , 355 ,4 0 1. 

Universities, 231, 232, 304, 312 , 500. 
Urbs Itálica, 18.
Urraca I , Queen of Castile and León,

■ 133-135-
Urraca of Castile, sovereign of Z a

mora, 12 1, 122.
Ursins, Princess des, 462, 468, 469. 
Utrecht, treaty of, 467.

Valenzuela, 448, 449.
Vandals in Spain, 43, 44.
Varo, 25.
Velasquez, 422, 444, 445, 457.
Viana, Prince of (heir to Aragón and 

Navarre), 259, 260, 268.
Villalar, battle of, 326, 327.
Villena, Enrique de, 249.
Villena, Marquis de. (See Pacheco.) 
Violante, Queen of Aragón, 205. 
Viriatus, rising of, 19, 20.

Wallia, 43.
Wamba, 65.
Wars with France (see also Charles V), 

421-426, 429, 434, 447, 448, 453. 
White Companies, the, 215.
Witiza, 66.
Wood carving in Spain, 446.
Wool trade in Spain, 223, 224, 276, 

314. 3 15 , 352, 420, 472.

Yahia, King of Toledo, 125.
Yolande of Hungary, 157, 158.
Yusuf, chief of the Almorávides, 127, 

132.
Yusuf, Mudejar poet, 232.

Zalaca, battle of, 127, 13 1.
Zaragoza, 33, 40.

T H E END
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